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Translator's Note . 

Lukacs' terminology presupposes an audience familiar with the language 
of German idealist philosophy and of the Hegelian-Marxist tradition. 
To provide a key to that language would be a daunting and perhaps 
unrewarding task in the present context. At all events I have preferred 
simply to take over the vocabulary already developed by earlier trans
lators, in the hope that Lukacs' own text and a few additional footnotes 
would suffice to render his argument comprehensible. It is for this reason 
that I have, wherever possible, made use of existing translations of the 
works of Kant, Hegel, Marx, Engels and Lenin, rather than compound 
the confusion by developing my own new language. 

It may be of assistance to the reader to list here some of the key terms 
which recur throughout the book and indicate where explanations may 
be found, either in Lukacs' text, or in editorial footnotes. Other import
ant concepts will be found listed in the Index under Hegel: 
1 .  Aufheben =annul, preserve, supersede or sublate. See p. 99· 
2 .BurgerlicheGesellschajt: used by Hegel to mean 'civil society' as opposed

to political society. As such it can refer to any post-classical society, m 
which the 'civil' and the 'political' became distinct. (See esp. p. 375 .)
However, Lukacs tends to assimilate it to its modern meaning of
'bourgeois society'. I have tried to use the meaning that seemed right
in the context.

3 ·  The categories ofKantian philosophy, see p. 259. 
4· Entiiusserung: one of the words for 'alienation' .  I have preferred to 

translate it as 'externalization', since in Hegel's usage it has a broader 
application than the current term. See pp. 5 32 ff. 

5 ·  Erinnerung = (r) memory & (2) internalization. See pp. 508, 5 1 5 .  
6 .  Gestalten des Bewusstseins = the forms or configurations of con-

sciousness. See pp. 474-5. 
7. Infinite progress: see pp. 223-4.
8. lntellektuelle Anschauung= intellectual intuition, see pp. 246--7.
9· Rejlexionsbestimmungen =determinations of reflection. See p. 284. 

Thanks are due to the following for permission to reprint material 
already translated: Lawrence & Wishart for quotations from the works 
of Marx, Engels and Lenin; George Allen & Unwin for quotations from 
J.B. Baillie's translation of The Phenomenology of Mind; The Clarendon 
Press for quotations from Hegel's Political Writings, edited by Z.A. 
Pelczynski and translated by T.M. Knox and from Hegel's Philosophy of 



Right also translated by T.M. Knox; to University of Chicago Press, for 
quotations from T.M. Knox's translations of the early theological writ
ings in Friedrich Hegel on Christianity, Harper & Row Torchbooks, New 
York 19(jr. I have occasionally modified thc;:se translations to adapt them 
to Lukacs' argument (and once or twice, where Lukacs uses a different 
text). 

I should also like to record a debt of gratitude to Professor Tony 
Manser and the other members of the Hegel Seminar at Southampton 
University whose discussions of the Phenomenology and the Logic over a 
period of two years greatly increased my understanding of Hegel. It is 
my hope that thanks to them I have become better able to avoid the 
numerous pitfalls that await the unwary translator of philosophical 
German texts. 

Southampton, August 1974 R. S.L. 
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Preface to the new edition (1954) 

THis book was completed in late Autumn 1938 .  The imminent outbreak 
of war delayed its appearance for many years. In 1947/8 , when publi
cation became possible I thoroughly revised the text but because of the 
many other claims on my time I could only take account of a very small 
part of the literature on Hegel that had appeared since 1938 .  The present 
new edition for the German Democratic Republic has again been 
revised, but apart from stylistic improvements almost no changes have 
been made. 

In the Introduction the reader will find a full account of the method
ological considerations that have guided the author throughout the 
work. On this point too I see no reason to modify the positions adopted 
sixteen years ago. The attempts made in France to 'modernize' Hegel in 
an existential, irrationalist sense-above all in the well-known book by 

Jean Hyppolyte-have not given me any cause to emend my arguments 
or even to supplement them. The fundamental critique given here of the 
picture of Hegel current in the Age oflmperialism • applies with equal 
force to these French efforts to provide a re-interpretation even though 
the conditions both internal and external for a 'Hegel Renaissance' in 
France must differ in many ways from those in Germany. 

I will perhaps be permitted to make a few remarks for the benefit of 
the German readers of my other, often later, works. My account of the 
development of the young Hegel supplements in many respects the ideas 
I have attempted to formulate in my other studies of the history of 
German philosophy and literature. Above all the present work contains a 
positive vision to contrast with the 'classical' age of irrationalism as pre
sented in my work The Destruction of Reason . In that hook I examined the 
irrationalist tradition established by Schelling and his successors. Here I 
shall be concerned with the critique and overcoming of irrationalism as 
seen from Hegel's side, though this in its turn is just the negative, critical 
motif counterpointing the mam theme: the foundation of the new ideal
ist, dialectical method. The two books mutually complement each other 
in yet other ways. Only in the present studies of Hegel was it possible to 
provide a positive explanation of why it was above all his philosophy 
that became the great stumbling-block for the irrationalists of the period 
and why the latter rightly focused their attacks on him as the outstanding 
representative of the progressive bourgeois philosophy of the age. At the 
same time it becomes clear why the limitations and aberrations of 

• G.L. uses this phrase to refer to the period following the foundation of the German Empire m 
1870, and more specifically, the era ?[William II and the First World War.-Trans. 
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Hegel's idealism could provide them with a real pretext for their critique 
of the dialectics of historicism and enable them to mount a relativelv 
accurate attack upon it. Hence, from the examination and critique �f 
Hegel's early development, we can understand why irrationalism still 
possessed the vestiges of philosophical substance in Schelling's early 
period, and why it lost even this slight justification later on in Nietzsche, 
once scientific socialism had appeared on the scene to oppose it. And if 
we are to understand not only the direct impact of Marx on the develop
ment of German thought but also his sometimes extremely indirect influ
ence, an exact knowledge of Hegel, of both his greatness and his 
limitations, is absolutely indispensable. 

The same issue is equally crucial to the understanding of the golden 
age of German literature. I have pointed to the connections here from the 
standpoint of German literature in my studies of Holderlin and Heine, 
and above all in my discussions of Goethe's Faust. Since an analysis of 
The Phenomenology 

o{Mind 
constitutes the core of the present work I have 

naturally 
attempted 

to demonstrate its profound intellectual and philo
sophical affinities with Faust so that the attentive reader will discover a 
perhaps not wholly idle complement to my earlier studies of Goethe's 
masterpiece from the opposite perspective. This applies with equal force 
to almost all the problems of a progressive German literature. One of the 
central tasks of German literary history is to settle accounts with the reac
tionary elements of Romanticism. The more reactionary the representa
tives of Romanticism were, the more they were glorified, and under the 
German Empire German literary historians either strove to blur the dis
tinction between German Classicism and Romanticism or simply pro
claimed their reactionary views openly and aggressively. Hence the 
intellectual reconstruction of the true situation is an important task for 
scholarship. 

At the same time it is a task inseparable from general issues of cultural 
politics. At a time when the people of Germany are feeling their way, 
when significant sections of the German intelligentsia have not made up 
their minds whether to move forwards or backwards, a correct view of 
the intellectual conflicts of the past can also act as a compass for the 
future. I n  my philosophical and literary studies I have always endeav
oured to subordinate other aims to the great challenge posed by this fact. 
I believe that the elucidation of Hegel's own philosophy as well as of its 
connections with the progressive and reactionary currents of his age can 
likewise help to clarify this urgent and important 

problem. 

I n  all such ideological decisions the question 
of 

one's attitude to Marx 
is crucial. And this is not merely a matter of Marx's importance as 
thinker and politician, as philosopher, economist and historian: what 
counts is an understanding of what Marx has meant and still means in the 
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context of German culture. I t  is three decades since Thomas Mann wrote 

'I said that the state of Germany will not give cause for satisfaction, 
Germany 

will not be able to fmd its true self until Karl Marx has read 
Friedrich 

Holderlin-, an encounter which, by the way, is on the 
point of taking place. I forgot to add that if the acquaintance remains 
one-sided it will necessarily prove sterile.' 

This is indeed a highly promising cultural programme, especially if the 
attempt is made to recover the authentic Holderlin-as the present 
writer has done here and elsewhere. I t  would be a dangerous illusion, 
however, to conclude that this programme has been even minimally rea
lized by the mass of the German nation, and the disappearance of Marx 
from the cultural horizon of broad sections of the German people 
remains a source of weakness which can be seen daily and hourly in 
every sphere of activity. The German people has objectively weaker rev
olutionary traditions than other nations and cannot afford the luxury of 
renouncing this crucial asset. 

The task of revitalizing the German tradition can be approached in a 
number of ways. One of them is to demonstrate the roots of Marx's work 
in Germany so �s to show the extent of Marx's involvement with the 
progressive German tradition from Lessing to Heine, from Leibniz to 
Hegel and Feuerbach, and to prove how profoundly German his works 
are from the structure of their thought down to his very style. A correct 
historical analysis of Hegel which sets out from Marxian perspectives can 
make a contribution to the solution of this problem. 

Of course, the present work is primarily a scholarly exploration of 
facts and relations in philosophy and the history of philosophy. I ts value 
is determined by the success with which it achieves a greater clarity in 
these matters than had existed previously. However, no knowledge can 
exist in isolation. A correct understanding of Hegel inevitably raises the 
questions we have just outlined and the book is designed to clarify them 
too. The author cannot pronounce on the success or failure of his enter
prise but thinks it his duty to acquaint the reader frankly with his inten
tions. 

BUDAPEST,january 1954 



Introduction 

THE history of the origins and development of classical German philo
sophy is an important and as yet unsolved problem in the Marxist history 
of philosophy. Even though the Marxist classics have repeatedly drawn 
attention to the extraordinary importance of the problem, even though 
Engels included Kant, Fichte and Hegel among the precursors of the 
philosophy of the revolutionary workers' movement, even though Marx 
and Lenin have brilliantly illuminated the central issues in a number of 
profound studies this story has not yet been fully explored. 

We have not even arrived at the point of concretely unravelling the 
historical points of departure, of a concrete analysis of the available facts 
and texts, of a radical critique of the most important, false and misleading 
bourgeois theories on the subject. 

For a long time the bourgeois interpretation of the origins and growth 
of classical German philosophy was dominated by the brilliantly original 
though idealistically distorted and in many respects schematic view es
tablished by Hegel himself. Hegel's pioneering historical insight con
sisted in his discovery that the various philosophical systems were 
connected by inner dialectical bonds. He was the ftrst man to conceive of 
the history of philosophy as something more than a mere collection of 
anecdotes and biographies, of metaphysical assertions about the validity 
or otherwise of particular views of particular philosophers and to elevate 
it to the status of an authentic historical science. Within the context of 
the history of classical German philosophy Hegel discerned the starting
point for the meteoric rise of the dialectical philosophy of idealism in the 
'transcendental', 'critical' philosophy ofKant and he rightly regarded his 
own system as the consummation and conclusion of the movement Kant 
had initiated. With great penetration and with profound insight into the 
most vital problems of dialectics (the thing-in-itself and the dilemmas it 
posed, the antinomies and the theory of contradiction, etc.) he perceived 
how Fichte's central preoccupations sprang from the contradictions and 
inadequacies of the Kantian system, just as Fichte's own contradictions 
and faults led to Schelling and from there to himself. 

There is much truth in all this and much of great importance for a 
Marxist history of philosophy. But since Hegel, as an objective idealist, 
sees philosophy in terms of the autonomous movement of the concept 
he gets everything upside-down here too. Engels shows repeatedly that 
the vanous philosophical systems do indeed begin with the problems 
left unsolved by their predecessors, but as a dialectical materialist he also 
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shows 
ag ain 

and again that this purely philosophical analysis is periph
eral to 

the 
real analysis and that the historian of philosophy must make 

the descent to the real, underlying objective foundations of the move
ment of philosophy. Whenever, as is the case with Hegel, the immediate 
manifestations of the history of philosophy are turned into idealist absol
utes and treated 'immanently', i.e. as if the 'problems' of one philosophy 
lead smoothly to those of the JleXt without the need to consider the reali
ties underlying them, then even the grain of truth contained in such a his
tory becomes exaggerated and distorted. I n  Hegel's own work the 
adoption of this procedure causes him to disregard the unevenness and 
complexity of the real development of philosophy even in this particular 
period. In consequence the highly complicated reflections of actual his
torical events no less than the systematic efforts to incorporate develop
ments in the natural sciences into a total dialectic are reduced to the 
'immanent' combinations of a few-admittedly very import
ant---categories. 

This circumvention of the real world resulted in a schematic view of 
the history of philosophy and when bourgems philosophy went into a 
decline it led to wholly unscientific distortions and misrepresentations of 
history. 

During the Second I nternational this schematic 'immanent' view even 
infected Marxists like Plekhanov and Mehring. The views of Menshevik 
idealism on the history of philosophy were powerfully reinforced by the 
errors and defects of Hegel's own interpretation. We can only establish a 
consistent Marxist-Leninist line on these problems if we overcome these 
errors, and thoroughly assimilate the philosophical advances made 
during the Leninist-Stalinist period of Marxism. Above all it is essential 
for us to study Lenin's philosophical works in depth. In any such history 
of classical German philosophy, in any such critical account of its devel
opment, the newly discovered and published works of Marx and Engels 
must also play a decisive role. 

In bourgeois philosophy itself Hegel's conception of the history of 
philosophy did not long survive the defeat of the bourgeois revolution of 
1848. Even before this period many other views emerged, more primi
tive than Hegel's and hostile to the real tendencies of history. The most 
important of these unhistorical views, that of Arthur Schopenhauer, 
only became widely influential after 1 848. 

Schopenhauer's 
approach to 

philosophy is rooted in his conviction that the 
efforts 

ofFichte, Schelling 
and Hegel to resolve Kant's contradictions were nothing but aberrations. 
According to Schopenhauer, philosophy should revert to the only cor
rect method, that of Kant; anything else was deception, idle talk, a 
swindle. On the one hand, then, Schopenhauer simply repudiates the en
tire dialectical development of classical German philosophy and calls for 
a return to a metaphysical conception of reality. On the other hand, he 
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'purifies' Kant of his hesitant steps towards materialism; he brings Kant 
and Berkeley together under one umbrella. (In many respects Herbart 
has a not dissimilar effect, different though he is in other ways.} 

This view, which amounts to the total annihilation of the history of 
classical German philosophy, reappears later in the neo-Kantians in an 
even more philistine form. This can be seen most clearly in the works of 
Otto Liebmann (Kant and his successors, 1865, etc.). With Liebmann we 
witness the philosophical triumph of that German neo-Kantianism 
which succeeded in transforming Kant into a thorough-going subjec
tivist and agnostic and which repudiated as 'unscientific metaphysics' 
every attempt to know objective reality as it is, independently of con
sciousness. This signifies the victory in neo-Kantianism of the Schopen
hauerian line of the history of 

philosophy 

with its 

interpretation 

of 
post-Kantian philosophy as a single great 

aberration 

from 

the 

uniquely 
true subjectivism of Kant. The main difference is that here it is done 
more prosily, without Schopenhauer's genius for picturesque abuse. 

Hegel is treated as a 'dead dog . 
This view dominates most of the histories of classical German philo

sophy dating from about the middle of the last century, above all in their 
treatment of Hegel. Undoubtedly, remnants of Hegelianism in a 
National Liberal and trivialized form still survive. This can be seen in the 
well-known histories of philosophy by Kuno Fischer and J. E. Erdmann. 
However, the most important book on Hegel in this period, the work of 
Rudolf Haym, is in the last analysis one long diatribe against Hegel's 
'unscientific' treatment of objectivity and of dialectics. 

The study of classical German philosophy was not resumed until the 
Age of Imperialism. By that time liberal neo-Kantianism was increas
ingly failing to satisfy the ideological needs of Germany's imperialist 
bourgeoisie. We see instead the emergence of doctrines which, while 
they leave the agnostic foundations of neo-Kantianism int�ct, neverthe
less were searching for ways in which to bring about a reactionary re
vival of objective idealism. (Examples are the Romantic revival, 
'Lebensphilosophie', Husserl' s 'phenomenology' , Dilthey' s 'realist 
psychology' etc.) Intimately bound up with these reactionary tendencies 
we find a revival of classical German philosophy, primarily of Hegel. At 
the same time there was a renewed interest in the problem of its origins 
and this attempted to advance beyond both the schematicism of the later 
Hegelians and the out-and-out rejection of Hegel by the orthodox neo
Kantians. 

Evidently, the 'renaissance' of classical philosophy in the Age oflmpe
rialism did not imply the renewal or extension of Hegelian dialectics, 
nor did it bring about the concretization ofHegel's historicism. Instead 1t 
represented the attempt to press Hegel's philosophy into the service of an 
imperialist, reactionary restructuring of neo-Kantianism. In line with 
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this the theoreticians and historians at the start of the neo-Hegelian revi
val aimed their polemics above all against those arguments which set up 
Kant and Hegel as mutually exclusive opposites. The neo-Hegelianism 
oflmperialism turned a blind eye to the profound and annihilating criti
cism which Hegel levelled at Kant's subjectivism and agnosticism. Its 
basic tenet was the unity of classical German philosophy, and of Kant and 
Hegel above all. All these philosophers (Windelband, J. Ebbinghaus, 
Brunstad, etc.) endeavoured to prove that all the problems of Hegel's 
philosophy could already be found in Kant and that Hegel only made 
conscious and explicit what had been present unconsciously and impli
citly in Kant. This gave rise to a view of history in which the Hegelian 
scheme of the development of classical German philosophy was reiter
ated and renovated only in appearance, and which therefore contained 
all its idealist and schematicizing errors in an intensified form. In reality 
this'view was wholly incompatible with Hegel's own. Hegel had sev
erely criticized the errors of his predecessors from the standpoint of objec
tive idealism and of dialectics while at the same time he singled out for 
particular praise and appreciation the historical significance of those inci
pient attempts to formulate and solve dialectical problems. The neoHegelians 

of Imperialism proceeded in the opposite direction. They deduced 

Hegel from Kant, i. e. they took notice only of those elements of 
Hegel that could readily be reconciled with Kantian agnosticism. They 
reduced the whole development of classical German philosophy to a 
Kantian level. This tendency can still be seen quite clearly in neo
Hegelianism after the (First) World War-when it is frequently ac
companied by other and even more openly reactionary motifs. Hermann 
Glockner, the editor of the new edition of Hegel' s works and one of the 
leaders of the post-war neo-Hegelians, put the matter clearly in his 
speech to the first Hegel Congress: 

'In Germany today the problem of Hegel is primarily a problem of 
Kant.' 

In this context we can only briefly refer to the general class foun
dations and political background to this changing picture of Hegel. A 
comparison will best put the new situation into perspective. When Haym 

in his day had attacked Hegel's objectivism and his dialectics he had 

done so in the service of liberalism, albeit a liberalism inclining 
towards National Liberalism. At any rate, while completely misunder
standing the dialectical character of Hegel' s views he dismissed them as 
reactionary and believed that the growth of a liberal ideology would be 
greatly facilitated by the demise of Hegel's philosophy. By contrast, for 
Friedrich Meinecke, the well-known historian of the Age of Imperia
lism and the close associate of the neo-Kantians of south-west Germany 
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(Windelband and Rickert), 
Hegel's 

philosophy was essentially the pre
cursor ofBismarck's politics 

and 
his view of the state. When Haym was 

writing, the resistance of the German bourgeoisie to the foundation of 
the Bismarckian Empire, to the pseudo-constitutional, reactionary 
character of the German state was still alive, even though enfeebled by 
liberal timidity and inconsequentiality. The later revival of Hegelianism 
can be seen to be closely connected with the fact that all traces of this re
sistance had now vanished. Neo-Hegelianism set out to propagate an 
ideology of concrete and positive, and in effect, total 'reconciliation' 
with the political form of Germany. It is obvious, therefore, that the 
reactionary elements of Hegel's philosophy necessarily receive the great
est prominence. 

Such reactionary elements, however, are not confined to political his
tory. The neo-Hegelians we have been discussing were striving to 
extend and modernize neo-Kantianism to the point where it en
compasses the entire history of classical German philosophy. But this was 
far from being enough to satisfy the reactionary ideological require
ments of the Age oflmperialism. We have already mentioned the grow
ing influence of irrationalist 'Lebensphilosophie'. The great popularity 
enjoyed by Dilthey' s contribution to the revtval of Hegel can be traced 
back to the fact that here Hegel's dialectics are distorted so as to harmon
ize with the emergence of philosophical irrationalism. In this sense 
Dilthey's monograph of 1906 on the young Hegel betokens a turn
ing-point in the history of Hegel-studies. The crux of the matter is that 
Dilthey meets the imperialist and reactionary revival of Romanticism 
halfway when-by ignoring or distorting the most vital historical facts 
-he brings Hegel within the orbit of philosophical Romanticism. 

In the post-war period neo-Hegelianism proceeded along the paths 
laid down by Dilthey while also drawing on the philosophical results 
of the other neo-Hegelian trends. Richard Kroner in his From Kant to 
Hegel, a book of decisive importance for the later development of neo
Hegelianism, argues that 'Dialectics is irrationalism made rational, 
made into a method'. The general aim of neo-Hegelianism--clearly 
reflected in the speeches of Glockner, Kroner, etc.,-is to make appar
ent use of Hegel's approach to the philosophy of history, to exploit his 
concept of ' reconciliation', in order to achieve a 'synthesis' of all con
temporary philosophical movements (including Fascism). 

It is no accident that Dilthey's monograph which focuses its attention 
on Hegel's youth should stand at the beginning of this whole develop
ment. Dilthey believed that he had discovered certain motifs in Hegel's 
transitional phase, and especially in the moments of crisis during that 
phase, which were susceptible to exploitation by an irrationalist, mysti
cal interpretation of Hegel. Much earlier he had stmilarly falsifted 
Holderlin, the friend and companion of Hegel in his youth. (I have 
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provided a detailed critique of this reactionary falsification of 
HOlderlin in my essay on his Hyperion-See Goethe and His Age, London 
l¢8, 

pp. 

I 36-57.) Dilthey's irrationalist view of Hegel's philosophy reintroduced 

into it certain tendencies derived from the German dissol
ution of Hegelianism. Thus late in life the famous Hegelian aesthetician, 
F.riedrich Theodor Vischer, turned away from his own Hegelian begin
nings and erected an irrationalist theory of myth to oppose Hegel' s dia
lectics. Dilthey now injected this theory into the interpretation of Hegel 
himself. (On this subject see my essay Karl Marx and Friedrich Theodor 
Vischer in Beitrage zur Geschichte der Asthetik, Aufbau Verlag, Berlin 
I953 ·) 

As we have seen, Dilthey's interpretation of Hegel played a decisive 
role in the later development of neo-Hegelianism. With his book the 
f.gure of the young Hegel, who had been peripheral for Kuno Fischer or 
Haym, now moved steadily into the forefront of attention. Increasing 
use was made of Hegel's sketches and notes, most of them not mtended 
for publication, and they were interpreted in such a way as to give birth 
to a 'true German' philosopher, i. e. a mythical, irrationalist figure palat
able to Fascism. This development reaches its pinnacle in Theodor 
1-Jaering 's monograph of which the first volume appeared in I 929. 

Although the perversion of the history of philosophy in Germany 
reaches a climax here, at least as far as Hegel is concerned, the whole 
movement has had the positive effect of having made possible the publi
catiQn of the scattered, concealed or forgotten manuscripts of Hegel's 
yo'Jth. We are now at a point where we can begin to chart Hegel's early 
de:y�lopment. 

�;;append a list of the most important of these publications as constant 
reference to them will be necessary in the course of our concrete analysis 
of.\lis youthful development. 

1. Hegel's Early Theological Writings, ed. Hermann Nohl , Tiibingen
r9D7 (cited here as 'Nohl'). 

2. The German Constitution and the System of Ethics, both published in
Schriften zur Politik und Rechtsphilosophie Hegels by G. Lasson, Leipzig 
1923 (cited here as 'Lasson'). 

· 3 ·  Hegel's Jena Logic, Metaphysics and Philosophy of Nature, ed. G. 
Lasson, Leipzig I 923 (cited here as the Jena Logic) . 

4· Hegel's lectures from the period immediately prior to The Phenom
etrology of Mind, published under the title Jenenser Realphilosophie, Vols. I 
and II by]. Hoffmeister, Leipzig I93 I (cited here as Realphilosophie) . 

5· Documents on Hegel's Development, ed.J. Hoffmeister, Stuttgart I936 
(cited here as 'Hoffmeister' ). 

Taken together, all these publications amount to a fairly sizable and as 
yet barely tapped mine of information about the emergence of the 
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Hegelian dialectic. In part, work on this topic has been rendered easier 
by the philological research that accompanied the publication and in
terpretation of these texts. With the aid of the letters and manuscripts 
that can be dated with certainty, Nohl, Hoffmeister, Haering, Rosen
zweig and others have carried out a detailed investigation into the 
chronology of Hegel's manuscripts. They have established with pre
cision the changes in Hegel 's handwriting and with the help of such in
formation they have managed to provide the individual manuscripts 
with exact or approximate dates. As we have been unable to test their re
sults we shall have to accept their chronology except where the philo
sophical content forces us to deviate from it. 

This should not be taken to mean that we now possess all the docu
ments pertaining to Hegel's early development or that all those we do 
have are in a satisfactory state from the point of view of scholarship. The 
original editors of Hegel's literary remains dealt with the material 
entrusted to them in an amazingly high-handed and irresponsible 
manner. It appears that a number of the most important manuscripts have 
been irretrievably lost. Examples of this are the first economic manu
script from his period in Frankfurt and above all the extended commen
tary on Steuart's works. We shall see very clearly in Part II just what the 
loss of this particular manuscript has meant for any attempt to recon
struct the development of Hegel's views on economics. Rosenkranz, 
who still had it in his possession, had not the slightest idea of the part 
played by economics in Hegel's overall views. From his remarks alone 
we cannot come to any conclusion about them. This means that at a de
cisive turning point in Hegel's development we are reduced to hypo
theses, constructions based on scattered comments, deductions from later 
writings, etc. 

Moreover, even in the case of manuscripts published entirely or in part 
by Rosenkranz there is much to be desired from a scholarly point of 
view. For example, in his account of Hegel's life he has printed extracts 
from Hegel's historical notes from his period in Berne and philosophical 
comments from his time in Jena, but without stating when precisely in 
these periods the notes, etc . ,  were made. As he possessed the manuscripts 
himself this would not have been too difficult a task. Today, however, 
with the manuscripts long since lost, we must again have recourse to in
genious guesswork. The importance of the published notes for our 
understanding ofHegel's development is very great, and sometimes even 
crucial. The Berne notes, for instance,  contain a number of comments on 
the French Revolution. It would be of very great value if we could estab
lish an exact chronology here, if we could determine the various phases 
of Hegel's attitude on this issue, and learn, for example, which events m 
the French Revolution provoked immediate reactions from him. In the 
case of the Jena philosophical notes an exact chronology would be even 
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more desirable. It is well known that in Jena Hegel at first sided with 
Schelling against Kant and Fichte and it was only with the introduction 
to The Phenomenology of Mind that he turned against Schelling too. Now 
the Jena notes contain critical comments on Schelling's students and on 
Schelling himself. It is evident that if we knew exactly when Hegel 
turned against Schelling, undoubtedly some time before he published 
anything overtly critical of him, we would be able to establish a much 
more concrete view of Hegel's development than is possible today. Thus 
in making use of this material we can only establish the changes in 
Hegel's views in a very general way. 

Nevertheless, despite all these defects and lacunae we still possess a 
relatively substantial body of material on Hegel's early development. 
And since Fascistoid neo-Hegelianism has settled on precisely this period 
as suitable for turning Hegel into an irrationalist consonant with their 
own views, the task of confronting their falsifications with the historical 
facts is by no means unimportant. All the more since the spirit of the 
'new science' has now infected even Marxist writings, availing itself of 
the circumstance that Marxists have hitherto scarcely concerned them
selves at all with Hegel's youth. Thus during the Hegel Centenary of 
193 1 the pseudo-Marxists simply took over and disseminated word for 
word Dilthey's interpretation ofhis early development. 

However, our interest in Hegel's early development goes beyond the 
polemical demolition ofFascist lies. Considered from a Marxist point of 
view it is obvious that we are faced with a very important stage in the 
growth of dialectics in Germany. A correct Marxist interpretation even of 
Hegel's later works cannot remain indifferent to the road which led 
Hegel to his later positions. We thus acquire a much more concrete 
knowledge of his point of view vis-a-vis his predecessors Kant, Fichte 
and Schelling. The legend of his connections with Romanticism is re
vealed to be wholly untenable. In a word-and as is self-evident to a 
Marxist-we can gain an incomparably better insight into Hegel if we 
follow the story of its genesis than if, following the method adopted by 
Hegel himself, we were to compare and contrast 

e .g . 
the mature works 

of Schelling with the mature works of Hegel 
without 

taking genetic 
questions into account. 

The development of Hegel's philosophy also poses all the great histori
cal questions concerning the general foundations of classical German 
philosophy and the development of the dialectical method into the 
Hegelian form of dialectics. The present work makes no claim to deal 
with this extraordinarily large problem in the context of Hegel's own 
personal development. It prefers to confine itself to one of its strands, viz. 
its socio-historical roots. 

For the growth of dialectics in classical German philosophy was also 
influenced to a decisive extent by the contemporary crisis in the natural 
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sciences, by the extremely important discoveries which upset the foun
dations of previous scientific thought, by the rise of the new science of 
chemistry and the emergence of genetic problems in the most disparate 
sciences. In his book on Feuerbach Engels gives a very detailed account 
of the impact of these revolutions in the natural sciences upon the crisis in 
metaphysics and the sudden surge of philosophy towards a dialectical 
approach to reality. 

This extremely important process has never been thoroughly investi
gated. Bourgeois historians of philosophy have for a long time looked 
down their noses at the 'speculations into the philosophy of nature' 
(Naturphi/osophie) indulged in by the classical German philosophers. In 
the middle and end of the nineteenth century Marx and Engels were the 
only thinkers who were able to see clearly and to appreciate the real 
problems of this period notwithstanding the idealist and even absurdly 
mystical form in which they became manifest. On this pomt Engels 
writes in the Preface to the Anti-Duhring as follows: 

'It is much easier, along with the unthinking mob a Ia Karl Vogt, to 
assail the old natural philosophy than to appreciate its historical sig
nificance. It contains a great deal of nonsense and fantasy, but not 
more than the unphilosophical theories of the empirical natural scien
tists contemporary with that philosophy, and that there was also in it 
much that was sensible and rational began to be perceived after the 
theory of evolution became widespread ... The natural philosophers 
stand in the same relation to consciously dialectical natural science as 
the utopians to modern communism.' 

A Marxist approach to these problems would presuppose a broad and 
thorough acquaintance with the detailed histories of all the natural 
sciences. The present wnter does not feel competent even to broach these 
Issues. The intention of these remarks is only to emphasize to the reader 
that the present study is necessarily one-sided and stands in need of 
further research from other quarters. 

This additional research is necessary and urgent and not merely for the 
reasons given above. We must add that contemporary reactionary philo
sophies of the Age of Imperialism have a much more pos1tive attitude to 
natural philosophy than their predecessors. But this only complicates and 
distorts the 1ssue even further. For in their search for weapons to use 
against scientific interpretations of nature the modern students of natural 
philosophy have fixed upon the nonsense, the mystiCism, the elements 
that are scientifically reactionary. Hence an investigation of the true re
lations between the developments in science and the origins of the dialec
tical method implies at the same time taking up arms against the ann
scientific theones of Fascism and its precursors. 

Our present study will concern Itself with another, no less important 
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complex of problems relating to the emergence of dialectics in classical 
German philosophy, namely with the effects of the great socio-political 
events of the period, and in particular with the French Revolution and its 
impact on the growth of dialectical modes of thought in Germany. 

The impact of the French Revolution on Germany is another theme 
which stands in need of further study. Bourgeois historiography, above 
all after 1 848, strove constantly to obliterate the memory of all democra
tic and revolutionary aspirations in Germany. Today we know extra
ordinarily little of the many Germans who directly supported the French 
Revolution. Georg Forster is the only one who has not sunk into total 
oblivion, doubtless because he already had a wide reputation as a scientist 
and journalist, although even in his case a genuine Marxist analysis of his 
works and his activity does not yet exist. But Forster is only one among 
many, and an overall view of the impact of the French Revolution 
would only be possible if all the facts were considered in their breadth 
and depth. A further important but neglected problem is that of assessing 
the opinions of the broad masses of the people, since it is clear from 
Goethe's various memoirs, for all his extreme caution in describing such 
matters, that public opinion was profoundly disturbed by the events in 
France. 

Any such study would be forced to give due weight to the back
wardness, both political and socio-economic, of Germany at that time. 
The individual utterances and attitudes of Germans on the subject of the 
French Revolution must constantly be judged with this in mi�d. Hence 
the categories which in France emerged and developed as the necessary 
consequence of actual class struggles cannot be applied mechanically to 
the ideological reflections of these struggles in a retrograde Germany. It 
should not be forgotten, for example, that in France even the Girondins 
took part in the meetings at the Jacobin Club for a long time and that 
clear differences between the parties only emerged as the class struggles 
became more acute. It would therefore be mechanical and mistaken to 
attach the political labels of the French Revolution to individual German 
attitudes and positions when comparable social differences only arose 
much later in Germany. 

This brings us to yet another problem of enormous importance, the 
central problem of the bourgeois revolution in Germany. It is well 
known that Lenin singled out the creation of national unity in Germany 
as the crucial issue confronting that revolution. Now the enthusiasm for 
the French Revolution necessarily released a powerful wave of patriot
ism in Germany, a powerful destre to sweep away the atomized mass of 
petty feudal absolutist states, to put an end to the impotence of the nation 
as a whole. There was a profound longing for a free and united Ger
many. But the foundations of these tendencies in world history conceal 
an insoluble contradiction. Writing on the Spanish war of liberation 
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against Napoleon, Marx states that as in every comparable liberation 
movement of the time 'reaction goes hand in hand with regeneration'. 
This profound observation fully applies to Germany as it was then. On 
the one hand, the revolutionary wars of the French Republic necessarily 
turned into wars of conquest. And ifNapoleon's victories did away with 
the vestiges of feudalism, particularly in the Rhineland, thus satisfying 
the objective requirements of the bourgeois revolution, such conquests 
inevitably increased the fragmentation and impotence of the German 
people. On the other hand, as a consequence of Germany's backward 
social structure the national movements became permeated by reaction
ary mysticism. They were not strong enough to throw off the yoke of 
the petty princes by revolution and so they were unable to organize re
sistance to the Napoleonic invasion on a national and democratic foot
ing. Indeed, they were so weak that they were unable even to see the 
problem in these terms and they attempted instead to organize resistance 
in league with, or rather under the leadership of, the reactionary monar
chies ofPrussia, Austria, etc. With historical inevitability they became 
the objective pillars of the reaction that dominated Germany after the fall 
of Napoleon. 

These contradictions can be seen in the life, the thought and the deeds 
of all outstanding Germans of this period. Whether we look at generals 
and statesmen such as Baron vom Stein, Gneisenau or Scharnhorst, at 
poets like Goethe and Schiller, or at philosophers like Fichte and Hegel 
-in every case we fmd their lives dominated by these contradictions 
and the impossibility of resolving them. 

Hence the historian of this period is faced by the complex, two-fold 
task of surveying both the great, world-historical event and also its dis
torted reflection in a retrograde Germany. Marx has described this situ
ation in his remarks on Kant in 'J 'he German Ideology. In Kant's thought he 
finds echoes of'French liberalism with its basis in real class interests'. And 
he immediately adds that the problems become gravely distorted by the 
backward condition of Germany. 

'Therefore, Kant [he continues] separated this theoretical expression 
from the interests it expressed, made the materially inspired deter
minations of the will of the French bourgeoisie into pure self
determination of the "free will", of will in and for itself, of human 
will as such, and so he transformed the will into a set of purely ideo
logical concepts and moral postulates.' 

Here Marx has discovered and brilliantly formulated one of the chief 
reasons why philosophy had to develop in the direction of idealism in 
Germany. And with this Marx points with equal precision to the inevit
able deformation of philosophical problems necessarily arising from 
idealism. 
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However, the historical problems of this epoch in the history of philo
sophy are by no means all solved by pointing to the origins of idealism 
and energetically criticizing its failings. Marx himself, in his Theses on 
Feuerbach , underlines the positive contribution of classical idealism. After 
criticizing the merely contemplative character of the old materialism he 
goes on: 

'Hence it happened that the active side, in contradistinction to materi
alism, was developed by idealism-but only abstractly, since, of 
course, idealism does not know real, sensuous activity as such.' 

With these words Marx provides the essential lever with which to ini
tiate a precise, profitable and genuinely historical critique of Hegelian
ism, the sort of critique that Lenin was to give many decades later in the 
brilliant commentaries on Hegel in his own early writings. 

The task facing the historian of classical German philosophy can be 
defined as the need to provide a concrete account of the fruitful effects of 
this 'active side' for dialectics. He must show how the reflection of great, 
world-historical events in a backward Germany produces this idealist 
abstraction from real human activity and at the same time he must dem
onstrate that this abstract and partly distorted reflection of reality leads 
philosophers to their original insights into specific general principles of 
activity, movement, etc. The task of the historian would be all too 
simple if he could rest content with a demonstration of the negative 
consequences of Germany's backwardness. The world-historical role of 
classical German philosophy in the history of human thought is a fact 
that must itself be explained in Marxist terms from the concrete state of 
society at the time. 

Thus Marx and Engels have provided us with a key to the critique of 
classical German philosophy. But here too the tradition they initiated 
evaporated during the Second International. The theme launched by 
Marx was dropped and not resumed and taken a step further until Lenin. 
Concerning his contemporaries' criticism of Kant he writes: 

' I .  Plekhanov criticises Kantianism (and agnosticism in general) more 
from a vulgar materialist than from a dialectical-materialist stand
point: he tends only to reject their arguments a limine, instead of correc
ting them (as Hegel corrected Kant) by deepening, expanding and 
universalizing them and by showing the connections and transitions be
tween all the different concepts. 2. The Marxists criticised the Kant
ians and the supporters of Hume (early in the twentieth century) 
more after the manner of Feuerbach or Ludwig Biichner than of 
Hegel.' 

It is evident that these important remarks of Lenin's apply with equal 
force to the methodology of the historical and critical treatment of 
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Hegel's philosophy. 
Engels has fmely and convincingly shown in a letter how hegemony 

in philosophy passed in succession from England to France and from 
France to Germany and that the leading philosophical nation is not 
always the nation that is most advanced economically and socially; 
maturity in economic development does not always coincide with philo
sophical maturity and here too the law of unequal development applies. 

The seminal and original insights of classical German philosophy are 
intimately bound up with the way in which they reflect the great 
political events of the period. In the same way the darker sides both of the 
method of idealism and of its elaboration of particular points are the 
mirror images of Germany's backwardness. Our task is to unravel the 
complicated workings of this process of interaction and to reveal the 
living dialectical core of the development of classical German philo
sophy. 

We repeat: the central historical events whose intellectual reflections 
we have to investigate are the French Revolution and the resulting class 
struggles in France with their consequent impact on internal German 
problems. And in general it can be said that the greatness of the ideo
logical representatives of this period stands in direct proportion to the 
strength of their interest in events of world-historical, international 
moment. Fichte 's philosophy reached a dead-end because he could not 
resolve the contradictions of a national democratic revolution in Ger
many. By contrast, in Goethe's works and in Hegel's The Phenomenology 
of Mind and the Logic we have books which have exerted a decisive influ
ence on the whole ideological development ever since. 

However, there is a special feature of Hegel's position and of his 
preoccupation with the significant world-historical events of the day 
which sets him apart from all his contemporaries in philosophy. It is not 
only the case that he made the greatest and fairest German assessment of 
the French Revolution and the Napoleonic period. In addition, he is the 
only German thinker to have made a serious attempt to come to grips 
with the industrial revolution in England. He is the only man to have 
forged a link between the problems of classical English economics and 
those of philosophy and dialectics. Marx has shown in The German Ideo
logy how the French materialists clothed economic ideas in an abstract 
philosophical form which corresponded to the needs of a bourgeoisie 
preparing itself for revolution. He shows further how these ideas 
returned to England to receive a more concrete economic form which, 
given the ideology of what was already a dominant bourgeoisie, inevit
ably led to a total philosophical trivialization (cf. Marx on Bentham). 
On the other hand, the multi-faceted opposition to the social arid econ
omic effects of the rise of capitalism constitutes one of the most important 
sources of Romanticism. In his dialectical grasp of these problems Hegel 
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is as far removed from Benthamite superficiality as he is from the false 
and reactionary 'profundity' of Romanticism. His purpose is rather to 
grasp the true inner structure, the real motive forces of the present and of
capitalism and to define the dialectic of its movement. 

It would be an error to search for evidence of this tendency of Hegel
ian philosophy only in those comments which expressly and directly 
refer to the problems of capitalist society. His preoccupation with this 
theme in fact determines the structure of his system and the particular 
character of the dialectic as well as the greatness of his achievement. It is 
at this point that we find one of the chief sources of his superiority as 
philosopher and dialectician over his contemporaries. Our study aims to 
show at least in outline how this process of interaction informed the de
velopment of the young Hegel. It will demonstrate that during one crisis 
in his life, at a time when he had become estranged from the ideals of the 
great contemporary revolution, he found his way out of the labyrinth 
and back to dialectics with the aid of a compass provided by political 
economy and in particular the economic condition of England. We shall 
attempt to show in detail at this point just how crucial was his under
standing of economic problems for the emergence of a consciously dia
lectical mode of thought. 

This interpretation of Hegelian philosophy is neither more nor less 
than the attempt to apply to his early development the brilliant insight 
formulated by Marx in his Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of I 844: 

'The greatness of Hegel's Phenomenology is then ... that Hegel view� 
the self-creation of man as a process . . . and therefore that he grasps 
the nature of labour and understands objective man, true, because real
man as the product of his own labour. '  

. 

Marx shows here the extent to which Hegelian philosophy forms an 
analogue of English classical economics. Of course, in England the con
crete problems of bourgeois society appear in the form of concrete econ
omic laws, while Hegel can do no more than supply the abstract 
(idealist) reflection of their general principles. As against this it may be 
observed that Hegel is the only person who grasps the dialectical charac
ter of this movement and can advance from there to a general theory of 
dialectics. (I must remind the reader once again that even so we have 
touched on only one aspect of the origins of Hegelian dialectics.) 

From the foregoing it will be apparent to the reader that for all the 
magnitude of this view of the dialectics of human society 1t still remains 
an idealist dialectic with all the faults, limitations and distortions inevit
able in an idealist interpretation. And the task of this study is indeed to 
throw light on the vital interaction of the valuable and the weaker sides 
of Hegel 's dialectics at the various stages of his development. The present 
writer hopes that his work will shortly be followed by others which will 
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correct and supplement the one-sidedness of his historical approach; 
works which will deal with the influence of the natural sciences upon 
dialectics. Not until we have such studies will it be possible to gain an 
overall view of Hegel's development. Such works will doubtless con
cretize and correct some of the conclusions of the present work. The 
present writer nevertheless entertains the hope that as far as is possible 
within the limitations of the source material available at present, his 
account of Hegel's development is correct in its broad outlines. 

If we have achieved this goal then we shall have succeeded in estab
lishing a methodological perspective in the history of philosophy which 
in importance goes beyond the mere understanding of Hegel's early de
velopment: we refer to the inner connections between economics and 
philosophy, economics and dialectics. In the course of time historians of 
philosophy have increasingly found themselves compelled to go beyond 
the confmes of philosophical problems in the narrow sense and to direct 
their attention towards the historical development of human thought 
across the whole spectrum of the special sciences. Naturally enough, 
they have tended and still tend to concentrate above all on the natural 
sciences. A study of the interactions between science on the one hand, 
and philosophical method, epistemology and logic on the other has 
yielded not inconsiderable results, even though it has constantly suffered 
from its over-emphasis on the agnosticism of Kant or Berkeley and 
Hume as the criterion of its method and so has heedlessly neglected the 
complex interrelations between a philosophically conscious (albeit 
idealist) dialectic (German natural philosophy) and the dialectic which 
sprang-somewhat obscurely-from scientific practice (Lamarck, 
Darwin, etc.). In contrast to this the methodological connections be
tween philosophy and the theoretical understanding of the phenomena 
of society have hitherto attracted scarcely any attention. 

Not by chance, as we believe. The explanation is to be found in social 
factors and their development. In the early stages of bourgeois economics 
the great innovators of this novel science regarded it, on the one hand, as 
the basic science of society and, on the other hand, with true artlessness 
and frankness they thought of the categories of economics as the reposi
tories of relations between men. At a later stage, however, the fetishism of 
economic categories which develops necessarily and increasingly with 
the advance of capitalism penetrated further and further into the meth
odology of the social sciences. These work to an increasing extent ex
clusively with fetishized categories without ever being able to reach the 
point where they can deal with the relations between men (and their re
lations with nature as mediated by these categories). Parallel to this de
velopment, and in great measure in consequence of it, economics has lost 
its place as the basic science of society and has become just one among 
many highly specialized sciences. Now since philosophy for the most 
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part has also taken this road towards increased specialization it can easily 

be understood why it has not occurred to the philosophers to profit 
methodologically from a special study of the development of economic 
categories. 

We repeat: the economists of former times had a very different ap
proach to these matters. Galiani wrote, 'Value is a relation between per
sons'. And as late as the break-up of the school of Ricardo this theme was 
still very consciously emphasized, e.g. by Thomas Hodgskin. Important 
as this insight is, it remains only a half-truth. When citing the above
quoted words of Galiani Marx observed: 

'He should have added "a relation concealed behind the husk of 
things" '. 

And he went on to say: 

'In other words, Hodgskin says that the effects of a certain social form 
of labour are ascribed to objects, to the products of labour; the re
lationship itself is imagined to exist in material form. We have already 
seen that this is a characteristic of labour based on commodity pro
duction, on exchange-value, and that this quid pro quo is revealed in the 
commodity, in money (Hodgskin does not see this), and, to a still 
higher degree, in capital. The effects of things as materialized aspects 
of the labour process are attributed to them in capital, in their personi
fication, their independence in respect of labour. They would cease to 
have these effects if they were to cease to confront labour in this alien
ated form. The capitalist, as capitalist, "is simply the personification of 
capital, that creation of labour endowed with its own will and per
sonality which stands in opposition to labour. Hodgskin regards this 
as a purely subjective illusion behind which lurks deception and 
the interests of the exploiting classes. He does not see that the 
mode of perception itself springs from the actual relationship; the 
latter is not the expression of the former, but vice versa' .1 

With this we fmd ourselves in the very centre of the interaction 
between the categories of philosophy and economics: the dialectical 
categories of the social sciences appear as intellectual reflections of 
the dialectical process being enacted objectively, in the lives of men, 
but independently of their will and their knowledge and this objec
tivity turns social reality into a 'second nature'. On further reflection 
we perceive that, rightly seen, it is in this very dialectic of econ
omics that the most primary, fundamental and crucial relations be
tween men find expression, and that here is the vantage-point from 
which the dialectics of society can be studied in their pure form. 
Hence it is surely no accident that the birth of dialectical materi
alism-as an epistemology--<:oincided with the discovery of this 
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dialectic in economic life. Friedrich Engels' magisterial outline of 
economic categories in the Deutsch-Franzosische ]ahrbiicher and the 
Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of Marx clearly mark this new depar
ture. Nor is it a mere matter of chance that this last work proffers an 
analysis both of the dialectical nature of the views of the classical econ
omists and of the economic bases of Hegel's The Phenomenology of Mind. 

As the reader will observe, Marx's arguments here have been a decis
ive influence on the present work. But if we have discussed them at some 
length this is because we believe that they open doors to a fruitful devel
opment of the methods of the history of philosophy. Our studies concern 
themselves with the interrelations between the development of Hegel's 
views on economics and his purely philosophical dialectics, and it is our 
hope that with the aid of this novel point of view we may have suc
ceeded in discovering new patterns or correcting current ones. 

But is this approach to be confined to Hegel? Is he the only thinker in 
whose work economics has exerted such a powerful influence? Every 
connoisseur of English philosophy will at once reply in the negative. He 
will know of the links between Locke and Petty; he will know that 
Locke, Berkeley and Hume were also economists, that Adam Smith was 
also a philosopher, and that Mandeville's views on society are insepar
able from his insights into economics, and so on. At the same time, 
however, he will be no less aware that the methodological connections 
between, say, Locke's economics and his theory of knowledge are terra 
incognita and that up to now scholars have limited themselves to the bio
graphical observation that economics and philosophy have become 
united in this one man and they have then gone on to treat the two 
spheres of activity independently. 

Needless to say, such connections are not limited to English philo
sophy. Ever since Plato and Aristotle, indeed as far back as Heraclitus, 
there has scarcely been a single universal thinker who has ignored such 
problems entirely. Of course, this does not mean that every thinker who 
has concerned himself with those relations between men which in the 
modern age have become the proper province of economics has neces
sarily conceived of them in terms of speciftcally economic problems: it 
suffices if he has found them problematical in one form or another. 

Here, so I believe, we have an extraordinarily rich new field for the 
history of philosophy. I accordingly bring these remarks to a close with 
the hope that this field will soon be vigorously cultivated and that the 
present attempt to discover such interconnections will soon be super
seded by other, more comprehensive studies 

NOTES 

Theories of Surplus Value, Vol. III, London 1972, pp. 295--6. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Hegel's 'theological' period : a reactionary legend 

THE starting-point of Hegel's development, like that of almost every 
major ftgure in Germany at the time, was the Enlightenment. Here too we 
fmd ourselves confronted by a very large and largely unexplored aspect 
of the history of philosophy. For many years German historians of litera
ture and philosophy were at pains to erect a Wall of China between the 
Enlightenment and the age of Classicism. In a wholly mistaken manner 
even the Sturm und Drang was set up as diametrically opposed to the En
lightenment. In more recent years, however, historians have come to 
enlist the Enlightenment itself in the service of reactionary 

apologetics and they were joined in this by scholars who 
began 

to use the 
Enlightenment so interpreted so as more easily to recast 

the 
important represen

tatives of Classicism in the same reactionary mould. 
A Marxist 

history 

of 
philosophy 

will be eager to look a little more 
closely at the class 

character 
of 
the 

German Enlightenment as well as the 
impact of the French and English Enlightenment on Germany. It will 
have to discover the dominant class antagonisms within the German En
lightenment. For it is immediately apparent that the ideology of the En

lightenment 
was made to serve the interests both of the feudal absolutism 

of 
the petty states and of the bourgeoisie preparing itself ideologically for 

revolution. Marx has already drawn attention to this dichotomy within 
the 

Enlightenment 
in The German Ideology. France was much more 

advanced 
and its classes were in consequence much more sharply differ

entiated; its class struggles had a greater clarity and defmition. This 
meant that the 

important 
members of the Enlightenment were the natur

al ideologists of 
the approachi_ng 

bourg
_
eois_ revolution. Sin�e there was

no real prospect of a 
bourgeois 

revolutiOn m Germany the mAuence of 
the French Enlightenment was correspondingly less clear-cut and unam
bivalent than in France itself. 

Feudal absolutism and its ideologists have often endeavoured to turn 
certain aspects of the Enlightenment to their own purposes. Opposition 
to i:his on the part of the Gerean Enlightenment, and socio-political 
opposition in particular, was, by contrast, much feebler than it would 
have been in a more developed economy. And this feature of the German 
Enlightenment is reflected in every sphere of 

ideology. 
Whereas the 

French tended to an ever more deftnite form of 
materialism 

with Dide
rot, Halbach and Helvetius, the German Enlighteners were dominated 

3 
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by nothing more bold than the idea of a 'religion of reason'. In Germany 
atheists and materialists were the exception; for the most part they were 
isolated outsiders (like J. Ch. Edelmann) .1 The limits of the radicalism of 
the vanguard of German Enlightenment were set by a Spinozistic pan
theism. And even this, if made public, as in the case of the ageing Lessing 
or the young Goethe, was sufficient to arouse panic and cries of horror in 
the ranks of the average German Enlighteners. It is very characteristic 
that Lessing concealed his Spinozistic views from his close friend Moses 

Mendelssohn and that the latter was deeply scandalized when, after 
Lessing's death, his Spinozism became public knowledge with the publi
cation of an account of his conversation with F. H. Jacobi. 

The scope of the present study forbids a complete analysis of the 
German Enlightenment proper. It must suffice for our purposes to point 
out that the education received by Hegel in the Tiibingen Seminary con
sisted of an Enlightenment adapted to aristocratic, courtly needs. We
now have a series of notes (recently/ublished by Hoffmeister) which
make it perfectly clear that Hegel ha a very intimate and comprehen
sive knowledge of the literature of the German, English and French En
lightenment. The later Berne essays also show him to have made a 
thorough study of the Enlighten�ent, one which extended beyond 

philosophy and historiography and included also imaginative literature. 
(Thus the Berne notes quote from one of Marivaux' novels.) His staple 
reading matter consisted initially of the German Enlighteners. In the 
Tiibingen Notes already referred to we fmd an almost complete"�ally of 
the writers, of the German Enlightenment, even the minor ones, and 
they are not merely listed, but also treated in greater or lesser detail. 
Especially at the start of his stay in Berne he constantly comes back to 
Mendelssohn's then famous Jerusalem. Lessing's writings, in particular 
Nathan the Wise, are especially prominent. 

But this is by no means the end of Hegel's reading-list in Tiibingen. 
From his notes and studies we can see very clearly that he had a very 
thorough knowledge of the chief f1gures of the French Enlightenment: 
Montesquieu, Voltaire, Diderot, Halbach, Rousseau and others. We see 
also from the notes that he had closely studied the works of Hugo Gro
tius, Ra ynal' s2 Indian History, Home's History of England, Gibbon's Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire. Furthermore, he had read Schiller's histori
cal writings, a number of essays by Benjamin Constant and the works of 
the German revolutionary, Georg Forster.3 It goes without saying that, 

given the orientation of education at that time, Hegel was thoroughly 
familiar with the philosophers and historians of antiquity. And-as we 

shall show in detail-the young Hegel already regarded the Greek polis 
not as a social phenomenon of the past that came into being and fell into 
decav as the result of defmite concrete conditions, but as the eternal 
mod�l. the unsurpassed paradigm for a contemporary revolution of state 
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and society. 
This is enough to suggest the main direction of Hegel's early reading 

very clearly. In the internal debates affecting the entire German Enlight
enment Hegel finds himself increasingly on the democratic left-wing, 
criticizing and opposing those elements of the Enlightenment which 
came into being in the course of attempts to adapt the movement to the 
absolutism of the petty German princes. His development from 
Tiibingen to Berne indicates a shift in which the English and French En
lightenment gradually displace German writers. And in so far as he does 
have recourse to German writers, these tend increasingly to belong to the 
radical wing of the German Enlightenment. It is both striking and sig
nificant how frequently at this time Hegel refers to what was for the Ger
many of the penod the very radical criticism of religion in Lessing's 
Nathan the Wise . It 1s no less striking and typical that his comparison be
tween the Ancients and the Moderns, specifically between classical art 
and Christian art, is based on views formulated in Georg Forster's Views 
from the Lower Rhine. Hegel made detailed excerpts from this work and it 
is very revealing of the outlook of his modern publishers that Hermann 
Nohl, although compelled to admit the existence of these excerpts, 
declined to reprint them in his book, thus makin� it difficult for the
modern reader to realize their importance for Hegel s development. 

We shall have later to concern ourselves with the striking fact that in 
his youth Hegel was on the whole indifferent to philosophical problems 
in the strict sense. He did indeed read the ancient philosophers and Kant 
and Spinoza, but the only work by the latter which is attested with cer
tainty is his Theologico-Political Tractatus. The study of this work may well 
have been connected with his interest in the history and criticism of 
theology. 

In tliis connection we must refer to Hegel's reading of Mosheim's Ec
clesiastical History;4 for all modern editors and commentators attach 
enormous importance to his preoccupation with religion and theology. 
We shall discuss this question in detail later on. It is enough here if we 
point out that many of the works of the Enlightenment already alluded 
to also deal with religion and especially with Christianity. And whereas 
Hegel only makes excerpts of a factual nature from Mosheim, his notes 
on Gibbon, Forster, etc., show him coming down very definitely against 
Christianity. Nor is the fact that Hegel is also said to have shown interest 
in the German mystics (Meister Eckhart, Tauler, etc.) of any assistance to 
the constructions of Dilthey, Nohl and Co. For, as we shall see later on, 
the existence of Christian sects is of prime importance for Hegel's view 
of Christianity as a whole at this time. Just as he uncovered and criticized 
the sectarian nature of primitive Christianity, so too he will have had an 
historical and polemical interest in the problem of later sects. 

However, to return to the question of his reading in philosophy, it is 
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clear that pride of place belongs to Kant whom he must certainly have 
read at Tiibingen. What is of importance, however, for the state of 
philosophy at the time and for the mood of the younger generation of 
philosophers, is that both Hegel and Schelling focused their attention on 
The Critique of Practical Reason, Hegel more so than Schelling. From the 
Berne period there is not a single remark that would suggest more than a 
superftcial interest in the problems of The Critique of Pure Reason and with 
epistemology in the narrower sense. Furthermore, from his corre
spondence with Schelling we can see that it was only hesitantly and 
without any great sense of urgency that Hegel read the first works of 
Fichte, and when he did so he evidently reacted very critically. By con
trast, it is very characteristic that he felt inspired by Schiller's Letters on 
Aesthetic Education. And typically, as one would expect from his own 
views at the time, this was due not so much to his sympathy with their 
aesthetic and philosophical content as with their attacks on the modern 
collapse of culture, and their comparison of modern decadence with the 
grandeur of classical culture. 

Of course, all this does not mean simply that Hegel's world-view can 
be equated with that of the Enlightenment. Not even of the German En
lightenment. A rapprochement with the French and English Enlight
enment was precluded by the fact that right from the start his point of 
view was that of idealism. Hegel, unlike many of his distinguished con
temporaries, never had any leanings towards philosophical materialism. 
Lenin, in the Empiriocriticism, has noted such leanings in Kant; and in all 
the early works of Schiller, at the time of his medical studies, we can also 
observe definite tendencies towards materialism. Similarly, in our por
trayal of Hegel's Jena period, we shall document how powerfully Schel
ling tended at moments towards materialism in the course of his work on 
natural philosophy. Hegel is much more consistent than these thinkers 
and remained a steadfast idealist throughout his life. Even the sporadic 
signs of materialism which Lenin detects in the Logic are part of his 
detour through objective idealism, through the encyclopaedic length 
and breadth of his knowledge and his sober, unprejudiced respect for 
facts. His conscious philosophical thought, however, was always that of 
an idealist. 

We have already asserted that in Tiibingen and Berne Hegel did not 
concern himself with philosophical problems in any intensive manner 
and that at no time did he become involved with problems in the theory 
of knowledge. Nevertheless, we can observe the emergence of a unified 
view of social and historical phenomena. At the same time there is little 
evidence of any sustained preoccupation with the problems of natural 
philosophy in Berne. Hegel does not attempt to analyse philosophically 
the premises of his coherent viewpoint. Like many of his contempora
ries his aim is to apply Kant's analysis in The Critique of Practical Reason to 
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history and society. The Kantian influence takes two predominant 
forms: on the one hand, Hegel regards social problems primarily as 
problems of morality; on the other hand, the problem of praxis, i.e. the 
transformation of social reality by man himself, remains the constant 
focus of his thought. 

However, on one crucial matter, Hegel, from very early on, went 
beyond Kant. Kant had investigated moral problems from the standpoint 
of the individual. In his view conscience was the fundamental moral fact. 
And if he seemed to be able to establish his idealism in objective reality, 
he could do so only by projecting the common features, the universal 
validity of the ethics he was attempting to discover into a fictitious ap
parently more than individual, but in reality mystified individual sub
ject: the so-called 'intelligible self. In Kant social problems are 
secondary, deriving from the subsequent interactions of the primary 
reality, namely the individual subjects. 

In contrast to this, Hegel's early subjectivism has a practical bent 
which is social and collective right from the start. For Hegel activity, 
social praxis, was always both the starting-point and the central object of 
thought. This implies a methodology which has definite points of con
tact with Herder. Herder was the first thinker of the German Enlight
enment to raise the question of the nature of collective social praxis 
--even though he was never able to arrive at a clear conceptual defini
tion of the nature of the acting subject and the real laws governing his 
actions; above all on questions of method he leaves matters in an impene
trable half-light. It cannot be proven that Hegel was influenced by 
Herder's ideas at any given point, indeed there is nothing in the records 
to suggest that he was ever particularly impressed by Herder. Despite 
this, Herder's ideas were in the air at the time and it would be futile to 
seek for specific parallels in his work and in Hegel's early writings. 

Crucial, however, for the entire development of Hegel is the fact that 
he proceeds from Herder's unclarified concept of the collective subject. 
In his Berne period he makes no attempt to clarify this concept epistemo
logically. He seeks instead to trace the fortunes of this collective subject, 
its deeds and its fate in the course of history, of the transformation of 
social reality. We shall see that the central theme of this process is the 
fragmentation of the collective subject into 'private individuals' of 
which society henceforth will be the mere 'aggregate'. 

As we shall see, Hegel in his Berne period simply noted this fragmen
tation as an historical fact, without drawing any elaborate philosophical 
conclusions from it. His chief preoccupation at this time was practical: 
how was it possible for the collective subjectivity of the city-states of 
antiquity to fall into decay in the first place? This was the question that 
agitated him and it signals the appearance in his thought of the intel
lectual reflection of the world-historical illusions that guided the actions 
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of Robespierre, St. Just and the other Jacobin leaders of the French Rev
olution. Only after the defeat of Jacobinism, only after Thermidor, in 
the midst of the philosophical crisis that overwhelmed him in Frankfurt 
did he come to think of modern bourgeois society and the 'private' indi
vidual in more favourable terms. And we shall see how the twin themes 
of political economy and a dialectical view of society began to preoc
cupy his mind as a result of that crisis. 

For the moment, however, we are concerned with this conceptually 
unanalysed collective subject of history. And we know too that Hegel 
gave a moral slant to all the social and historical problems that con
fronted him. It follows inevitably that in these debates religion must have 
played a decisive role. Here we have one of the points which the reac
tionary philosophy of the Age of Imperialism could turn to good 
account in its falsification of Hegel. It is very symptomatic that Hermann 
Nohl entitled his edition of the Berne and Frankfurt fragments Hegel's 
Early Theological Writings. This was meant to suggest to the reader that 
Hegel's interest in theology in the Tiibingen seminary went beyond the 
need to earn his bread and butter, and that theological problems con
stituted the foundation and the starting-point of his entire thought. This 
insinuation is made even more explicit by Hegel's other modern editor, 
Georg Lasson. In his eyes religion and theology are the central axis 
around which the whole Hegelian system revolves; he attacks every 
critic, however reactionary, who omits to put religion in the very centre 
of his interpretation of Hegel. In this context it is relevant to consider the 
basic thesis of the chief modern biographer of the young Hegel, Th. L. 
Haering, who regards Hegel as a 'teacher of his nation' in the sense that 
he re-interprets the practical starting-point we have been discussing in 
terms of an attempt to impart religious instruction to the people. 

What is the truth about the 'theological' character of Hegel's youth
ful works? The unprejudiced and attentive reader will find precious 
little to do with theology in them, indeed as far as theology is con
cerned the tone is one of sustained hostility. Of course, we have already 
agreed that the religious problem occupies an important place in his 
historical analyses, and it never ceases to do so, as we can see from his 
mature philosophy. 

We need to ask two questions about this. First, what is the nature of 
his concern with religion in this early phase? Second, what is the his
torical foundation underlying this concern, what are its historical con
ditions and determinants? Turning to the second question first we must 
at once point out that the question of the historical content and the his
torical efficacy of the religions, and especially of Christianity, had 
formed one of the perennial themes of the entire German Enlight
enment up to ReimarusS and Lessing. And we must add that the prob
lem continues to appear right up to the time of the dissolution of 
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Hegelianism in the writmgs of Strauss, Bruno Bauer and Feuerbach. 
Thus by asking such questions Hegel positions himself in the main
stream of the German Enlightenment. Engels has discovered the real 
reasons for this phenomenon in Feuer bach: 

'At that time, however, politics was a very thorny field and hence the 
main fight came to be directed against religion; this fight, particularly 
after I 840, was indirectly also political. '6 

This indirect political quality inherent in religion and the attack on re
ligion existed to the same extent in the period of Hegel's Early Theological 
Writings. Indeed, whereas in the period of preparation leading up to the 
revolution of I 848 philosophical radicalism soon came to dismiss the 
criticism of theology as a half-measure, as an inadequate form of ideo
logical opposition, any serious attempt to criticize theology in the 
German Enlightenment of the eighteenth century was inevitably felt, 
given the backward conditions of the time, to have a far greater revol
utionary force. This is the proper context in which to appraise Hegel's 
Early Theological Writings. Their main thrust is directed against the Chris
tian religion. We noted earlier that the pillar of Hegel's view of the 
philosophy of history at this period was the notion that the collapse of the 
city-states of antiquity meant the disappearance of the society of human 
freedom and greatness and the transformation of the heroic, republican 
citoyen of the polis into the bourgeois, the merely egoistic 'private indivi
dual' of modern society. We may anticipate our analysis of Hegel's dis
cussion of Christianity in this penod and give our conclusion which is 
that in his youth Hegel conceives of Christianity as the religion of the 
'private individual', of the bourgeois, as the religion of the loss of human 
liberty, of the millennia-long despotism and enslavement of mankind. 
Such ideas place Hegel firmly in the mainstream of Enlightenment 
thought. 

This conclusion stands in need of the qualifying remark that Hegel, 
like the German Enlightenment, never took his attacks on Christianity as 
far as the great English and French thinkers. His critique of Christiamty 
never reaches the point of materialist atheism. Quite the reverse, the core 
of his work here is religious. His aim is to discover the social prerequisites 
for a return from the religion of despotism and enslavement to a religion 
of freedom on the model of antiquity. 

In the German context there is nothing surprising about his. Engels 
observed that even Feuerbach's attack on religion and his unmasking of 
religion occasionally turns into a demand for a new, 'purified' faith. And 
Engels shows further that the overestimation of the historical importance 
of religion, the belief that the great turning-points of history are deter
mined by religious changes, continues to colour Feuerbach's view of his
tory. All this applies with even greater truth to the German 
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Enlightenment before Hegel. We need only think of a man of Lessing's 

importance and integrity and remind ourselves that his struggles for En
lightenment never broke through the framework of religion. On the 

other hand, we must not overstate the matter: if it is true that the German 
Enlightenment never reached the resolute materialism and atheism of 
Diderot, Helvetius or Holbach, it is no less true that it went beyond them 
at certain points in its historical understanding of the origins of religion 
and the social roots of religious change. (This applies above all to Lessing 
and Herder.) 

It is here that we have to look for the importance of Hegel's early wri
tings. Hegel poses the very radical question of the social reasons for the 
rise of Christianity and places this in the very centre of his work. With 
that idealist overestimation of the role of religion in history, of which we 
have just spoken, he sees Christianity as the ultimately decisive cause of 
all the social and political events of the modern world which excite his 
greatest animosity. His chief practical aim, the revival of the democracy 
of the polis with all its freedom and greatness, stood in need of historical 
foundations, of an historical underpinning: he had to chart those social 
movements, that social and political decline, which led to the pre
dominance of the Christian religion. His goal is to do away with the 
entire complex tradition: he researches into the causes of its origins in 
order to plot the trajectory of its decline and fall. 

We can see from this how all these early views of Hegel's reflect the 
influence of the French Revolution. His early enthusiasm for the French 
Revolution is not in dispute. It is well known that while still boys in 
Tiibingen the three friends Hegel, Holderlin and Schelling planted a tree 
of liberty and danced around it singing revolutionary songs. There is 
likewise a tradition according to which they were the centre of a secret 
society devoted to the reading of forbidden writings about the French 
Revolution. Their enthusiasm was 

part of a more general mood that pre
vailed among the best members of the German intelligentsia of the day 
about whom we have spoken in earlier studies. We pointed out there 
that in many cases this enthusiasm was short-lived. Only very few con
temporary German intellectuals were able to understand and make a just 

appraisal of the events of 1793/4. The majority were shocked and repel
led by the plebeian dictatorship of the Paris Jacobins (Klopstock and 
Schiller were typical of many). Of course, it is one of' the legends of 

bourgeois historians that their disappointment led them to become the 
confirmed enemies of the French Revolution in general and that they 
thenceforth renounced the principles of 1789. In most cases the truth is 
the very opposite of this and nowhere more so than with Hegel. 

In a letter to Schelling at Christmas 1 794 Hegel wrote: 

'You will have heard that Carriere has gone to the guillotine. Do you 
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still read French newspapers? If I remember rightly I have heard that 
they have been banned in Wiirttemberg. This trial is very important 
and has uncovered the perfidious nature of the Robespierrites. '7 

This letter shows very clearly that even in his youth Hegel was hostile to 
Jacobinism. Hegel's special position among his German contemporaries 
does not lie in his political radicalism. Not only Forster went a lot further 
on this issue-in his life as well as in theory-the same is true of Fichte; 
and older members of the Enlightenment such as Wieland or Herder, 
retained feelings of sympathy even for the extremist aspects of the Revol
ution for a much longer time. The outstanding feature of Hegel's pos
ition was that even though he rejected the extreme left wing of the 
Revolution right from the beginning, he nevertheless retained his faith in 
its historical necessity and to the very end of his life he regarded it as the 

very foundation of modern civil society. 
of course, Hegel's view of modern civil society undergoes a number 

of radical changes. In Berne, despite his rejection of Robespierre's poli
cies, Hegel still sees the Revolution as the foundation of the approaching 
renewal of society. Later, after his Frankfurt crisis, when he has deepened 
his knowledge of the economic nature of modern society, he no longer 
regards the Revolution as the impulse, the vehicle for a future renewal of 
society, but rather as the historically past, if historically necessary foun
dation of reality as it is in the contemporary world. This inspires in him 
an admittedly somewhat tempered enthusiasm even for the radical sides 
of the Revolution. 

We shall later follow Hegel's development with the aid of his own 
statements through to the famous chapter (on Absolute Freedom and 
Terror) in The Phenomenology of Mind. For the present it is enough to ac
quaint ourselves more fully with Hegel's mood at the time. In a some
what later letter to Schelling he writes ( 16 April 1795 ) :  

' I  think that there is no better sign of our time than the fact t'hat man
kind portrays itself �s being so worthy of respect. It is a proof that the aura 
surrounding the oppressors and the gods of this earth is fading. The 
philosopher will demonstrate this dignity and the peoples will learn 
to feel and not merely to demand the rights that have been so tram
pled under foot, but to receive them and take possession of them 
themselves. Religion and politics have conspired together. The 
former has taught what the latter wanted: contempt for mankind, 
man's inability to achieve good, to become something through his 
own efforts. With the propagation of the idea of how things should be, 
the indolence of people settled in their ways, their willingness to 
accept everything as it is for evermore, will disappear. 'II 
This letter is interesting in a number of ways. In the first place, it shows 
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the extent to which Hegel's 
premises 

derive from the Critique of Practical 
Reason. Qmte in contrast to 

his 
later views where he insists on reality as 

the starting pomt and rejects the abstract Kantian 'Ought' as a foun
dation of social science, Hegel here follows Kant by opposing the revol
utionary 'Ought' to the reactionary inertia of 'Is'. At the same time, 
however, he boldly re-interprets Kant without concernin� himself too
much about epistemological legitimations. The 'Ought here has a 
purely political and social meaning, its moral character forms only the 
general idealist backcloth. Moreover, the antithesis between Is and 
Ought does not reside within the individual psyche as a contrast between 
the empirical and the intelligible self, as in Kant, It is an antithesis be
tween progressive and reactionary tendencies in politics and soClety 
Itself. 

As to the 
socio-political 

content of the letter, it is evident that Hegel's 
struggle 

against die 
dominant forms of philosophy and religion was the ideological aspect 

of his 
struggle 

against despotism in general. Inasmuch 
as he 

regarded 
the critique 

of 
Christianity as a component of the general 

struggle against the despotism of feudal absolutism he placed himself 
alongside the Enlightenment and above all the great class struggles 
which ce'ltred on religion during the French Revolution. Engels very 
rightly emphasizes the fact that, unlike all previous bourgeois revol
utions, a distinguishing feature of the French Revolution was its irreli
gious nature. Whereas earlier bourgeois revolutions, including the 
English Revolution of the seventeenth century, were fought under the 
banner of religmn, the French Revolution 

'appealed exclusively to juristic and political ideas, and troubled itself 
about religion only in so far as it stood in its way. But it never oc
curred to it to put a new religion in place of the old. Everyone knows 
how Robespierre failed in his attempt. '9 

With these words Engels accurately sums up the main line of the 
French Revolution. However, if we turn to Hegel's relationship to these 
events we must remind ourselves of our earlier arguments about the dis
torted reflection of the revolution in Germany arising from the country's 
economic and political backwardness. For, even 

though 
the leading 

. politicians of the French Revolution were impeded by 
all 

sorts of preju
dices and illusions (partly of a religious nature) , they nevertheless ap
proached the issue as thinking politicians. The relation of the 
revolutionary state to CatholiCism was determmed in reality by two fac
tors. On the one hand, the Catholic church was an ideological and 
organizational centre of the royalist counter-revolution. On the other 
hand, the leading politicians saw or, at any rate, felt that the influence of 
Catholicism on the mass of the peasantry could not 

simply 
be abolished 

by decree. If we examine the very chequered history 
of 

this theme in all 
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its details we fmd that they fully bear out Engels' account.10 
The bourgeois historians of the religious movements during the Rev

olution are united on one point: they all vastly over-estimate their real 
significance. Thus Mathiez, for instance, places too much emphasis on 
the connections between the Babeuf consptracy and the Theophilanth
ropists, even though from his own account it is very clear that Babeuf 
and his colleagues only made use of the religious and moral meetmgs of 
this sect to acquire a reasonably secure legality for their own meetings.U 
And from the information contained in Aulard and Mathiez it is quite 
obvious that the struggle of Danton and Robespierre agamst the religious 
views of Hebert and Chaumette, etc., was dictated by purely political 
considerations, namely the fear that the extremist agitation of the latter 
would dnve the peasantry into the Royalist camp for 

good. 

Indeed, even Robes pierre's attempt, in the last 
phase 

of his rule, to 
found a new religiOn, the cult of the 'Supreme Being' was primarily a 
political and not a religious action, even though it was the action of a 
desperate politician in an objectively desperate situation. And this 
remains true despite its being coloured by Robespierre's Rousscauistlc 
views, by the illusion he and his followers entertained about the perspec
tives and possibilities of the democratic bourgeois revolution. In the em
phasis on morality which came for Robespierre to occupy the centre of 
the stage of the Jacobin revolutionary Terror, we see the reflection of his 
desperate struggle against the capitalist tendencies unleashed by the Rev
olution which were pushing the whole movement towards the liquida
tion of the 

plebeian 
dictatorship of the Jacobins, towards the open, 

unashamed 
dictatorship 

of the bourgeoisie, towards Thermidor. Terror 
in the name of republican virtue, the struggle agamst all forms of moral 
perversiOn and corruption was in Robespierre's case the ideological 
aspect of the defence of the plebeian vemon of the democratic, bour
geois revolution against both the royalist counter-revoluuon and even 
agamst the bourgemsie itself. The fact that Robespierre 's policy was 
based on illusion and that the Jacobin dictatorship simply had to collapse 
once it had carried out its task of saving the Revolution from 

foreign 

invasion by mobilizing the masses, does not detract in the least from 
the 

political character ofRobespierre's actions in his last phase, even on the 
issue of religion. 

Thus when 
Robespierre 

in his speech to the Convention of 5 February 
179412 proclaimed 

that 
a moral counter-revolution, was being made 

which would prepare the way for a political counter-revolution, he was 
absolutely in the right from his point of view--discounting the neces
sary illusions, of course. And his endeavours to found a new religion, 
viz. the cult of a Supreme Being, were based on the need for a broad 
base in the moral attitudes of the people which would help to secure and 
further the revolution; what he; needed was a counterweight both to the 
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agitation of the Church and to the demoralizing and corrupting acts of 
the bourgeoisie.13 Amid the fluctuations of the class struggles after Ther
midor we witness the emergence of a number of sects which similarly 
attempted to prop up the spirit of republicanism by exerting a religious 
and moral influence over the masses. The 'Theophilanthropists' were the 
most important of them. This sect consisted chiefly of moderate repub
licans and for a time it had a certain influence over individual repub

lican-minded members of the Directory. Its premise was the belief that 
the old religions were unsuited to the task of erecting a system of repub
lican ethics and that without such a moral reform the republic would be 
deprived of any roots in the masses, in the morality of the people. 

Robespierre had already come to regard the great popular festivals the 
republican customs of celebrating the salient events in daily life (birth, 
marriage, burial) as important instruments in the religious and moral 
edification of the people. In the speech to the Convention already cited 
he spoke at length of the stgniftcance of popular festivals among the 
Greeks, in particular of the important role assigned to the independent 
activity of the people. He concludes that all this could be revived in 
France on a much greater scale: 

'A system of such festivals would constitute the gentlest bond of 
fraternity and the most potent instrument of regeneration. '�4 

Naturally enough, these somewhat external means of 'religious revival' 
played a much greater part in the sectarianism after Thermidor than in 
the actions of a politician like Robespierre. 

We have already argued that historians like Aulard and Mathiez at
tached far too much importance to these religious movements. From our 
point of view, however, it is less important to consider the significance of 
these movements in France itself than to see how they were received 
in the retrograde society of Germany, and above all how they affec
ted Hegel. 

We have no direct proof that Hegel concerned himself to any 
great extent with these religious phenomena. Nevertheless, it is ex
tremely probable that he was acquainted with them. Mathiez15 gives 
a detailed bibliography of the journals which published articles for 
or against the Theophilanthropists. Among these we fmd Wieland's 
1 "eutsche Mercur, one of the most widely read periodicals, as well as 
the Minerva of Archenholz. We have precise knowledge that Hegel 

both knew and read the latter publication.16 Since we also know that 

in Switzerland he followed a large variety of French journals it 
would be extremely surprising, in view of his interest in the religious 
and moral regeneration of mankind, if he had no no knowledge of 
the French religious movements at all. 

But of greater weight than these circumstantial arguments is the 
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internal evidence. In the course of our discussion of Hegel's views on 
antiquity in the following chapters we shall talk at length of the 
great importance he attached to the popular festivals of Greece and the 
active participation of the people in Greek religious rites. His attitudes 
here come very close to those of Robespierre in the speech from which 
we have already quoted. And as for the general elevation of morals with 
the aid of a new religion to be based on a regeneration of antiquity, it is 
evident that this lay at the heart of his interests at this time. 

Like most German idealists Hegel regarded the moral regeneration of 
the people less as the product than as the prerequisite of revolution. 
Schiller had already put forward a similar view m the Aesthetic Letters 
which, as we have seen, made a great impression on Hegel. Schiller's 
attitude, however, is pessimistic. Just because he held the moral regener
ation of the people to be the indispensable prerequisite of a successful 
revoluuon, he despaired that the latter would ever come about, even 
though he thought of the abolition of feudal absolutism as an historical 
and moral necessity. Even so it is noteworthy that Schiller dismissed the 
idea that the state could bring about the regeneration of the people 
through education. 

The young Hegel parts company with Schiller here since he is much 
more sanguine about the prospects for the 

regeneration 

of mankind and 
the onset of a revolutionary period in which 

humanity 

and freedom cel
ebrate their rebirth. It is for this reason that religion plays such a major 
role in his early idealism. Still within the framework of Kant's ethics and 
social theory, he realizes that the state can do no more than compel its 
citizens to obey the law: it can enforce legality but not morality. But 
since he also believes that the stability of a government depends on its 
roots in the moral 

principles 

of the people he casts around him in history 
to discover the factors 

that 

determine these moral principles. And he 
fmds in religion the most efficacious of all such factors. Thus in "J 'he Posi
tivity of the Christian Religion, his most important treatise from the B�rnc 
period, he has this to say about the relations between the state and its 
Citizens: 

'The state can only induce its citizens to make use of these institutions 
by 

inspiring 
conftdence in them. Religion is the pre-eminent instru

ment for 

this 

purpose, and whether or not it can fulftl this task 
depends on the use made of it by the state. This purpose is clearly in 
evidence in the religions of all people. One thing they all have in 
common is that they all aspire to create that moral climate which no 
application of civil la ws can bring about ... '17 

Here, we believe, the character of Hegel's early writings is plain for all 
to see. He believes that what he regards as the crucial turning-points of 
history, namely the transition from Greek freedom to medieval and 
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modern despotism, and the hoped-for transition from this despotism to a 
new freedom, are intimately connected with religious movements. Both 
democracy and despotism require religions 

adapted 
to their needs if they 

are to survive. And it IS apparent from what we 
have 

said already that the 
way in which 

Hegel 
poses the question of a religion of the future and its 

role in the 
revival 

of classical antiquity has very close parallels with the 
illusions of the French revolutionaries and with religious and moral 
aspirations within the Revolution. One of the inevitable consequences of 
Hegel's Germanness was that in his youth he reacted so powerfully to the 
least significant aspect of the French Revolution. In our further discus
sions, however, we shall see that even from this remote point of view he 
contrives to grasp a number of the objectively central moments of the 
socio-historical development. 

Of course, an essential part of idealism is its vast over-estimation of the 
historical role of religion. And this over-estimation is maintained 
throughout Hegel's career. As we shall see, Hegel later revised his early
opinions very thoroughly on almost ever[ important issue. But as late as
his Berlin lectures on the philosophy o history, even in the midst of 
arguments dealing with the July Revolution of 1 8  30, he still returns to 
the same problem. In the course of a diatribe against the liberalism of the 
countries of Western Europe he says: 

'For it is a false principle which maintains that the shackles of law and 
freedom can be cast off without a liberation of conscience, or that 
there can be a revolution without a reformation. 'Is 

It is evident that Hegel's youthful assumption of the historical efficacy of 
religion accompanied him-admittedly with great modifications of sub
stance-throughout his life. This is the heritage of 

philosophical 
ideal

ism that he never shook off. But for all that the 
belief 

in Hegel's 
'theological' early period remains a legend created and fostered by the 
reactionary apologists of imperialism. 

NOTES 
I J. Ch. Edelmann ( 1698-1767) was a freethinker who was 

greatly 

persecuted for his hostility to Christianity. His 
autobiography 

was 
published posthumously in 1 847-Trans. 

2 Guillaume Thomas Francois Raynal ( 17 1 3--96) was an important 
precursor of the French Revolution. His most celebrated work, the 
Histoire philosophique et politique des etablissements et du commerce des 
Europeens dans les deux Indes appeared in 1770 in 6 volumes. It is a 
compendium of information and ideas with an advanced anti
clerical bias and includes contributmns by Diderot. It fell foul of the 
Holy See in 1774 and was placed on the Index. In 178 1 it was con
demned and burned in Paris, its author being forced into exile 
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-·J 'rans. 
3 Georg Forster ( I754-94) , traveller, scientist, writer and politician, 

became world-famous at the age of twenty-four when he published 
his account of Captain Cook's second voyage ( I772-75 ) on which 
he had accompanied his father, the naturalist 

Johann 

Reinhold For
ster. Later he became a professor at Cassel 

and 

Vilna and librarian at 
Mainz. Here, when the French invaded in I 792, Forster joined the 
revolutionaries and became one of the leaders of the German Jaco
bins. He died in Paris where he had gone in I 793 to convey to the 
National Convention the offer of a union of the 'liberated' Rhine
land with the French 

Republic-

Trans. 
4 Johann Lorenz von 

Mosheim 

( I693-I755) was the founder of prag
matic church history in Germany. His chief work was the Insti
tutiones Historiae Ecclesiastica which appeared in 1755 in Latin and 
from I 769 to I 778 in German.-"J'rans. 

5 Hermann Samuel Reimarus ( 1694-1768) was a prominent German 
deist. His chief work, the Apology for or Defence of the rational Wor
shippers of God, was pubhshed in fragmentary form by Lessing in 
I 774-77· Since Lessing did not indicate the identity of the author he 
was 

suspected 

of having written the work himself and came under 
attack 

for 

the hostility towards supernatural religion expressed in 
it.-"J 'rans . 

6 Fr. Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philo
sophy, in Marx/Engels, Selected Works, Vol. II, Moscow and London 
I950, p. 3 32. Referred to henceforth as Feuerbach. 

7 K. Rosenkranz, Life of Hegel, Berlin I 844, p. 66. Cited here as 
'Rosenkranz'. 

8 Rosenkranz, p. 70. 
9 Fr. Engels, op. cit., Vol. II, 

p. 

3 32. 
I O  The mam monographs on 

this 

topic are: 
Aulard, Le culte de raison et le culte de l 'etre supreme, Paris 1909. 
Mathiez, Les origines des cultes revolutionaires, Paris 1904. 
Mathiez, La theophilanthropie et le culte decadere 1 796--1 801 , Paris 1904. 

I I  Mathiez, ., hiophilanthropie, pp. 40ff
12 Oeuvres de Robespierre, ed. A. Vermorel, Paris 1 867, p. 302. 
I 3  Speech of 7 May I 794. ibid., pp. 308ff. 
I4  Ibid., pp. 329ff. 
1 5  Ibid., pp. 39offH 
I6  Letter to Schelling, Christmas 1794, in Rosenkranz, p .  65 .  
17  Nohl, p.  I 75 · 
1 8  Hegel, Werke, Berlin 1 840, Vol. IX, p. 542. 



CHAPTER TWO 

What is the meaning of 'positivity' in Hegel's early works? 

THE real issue of central importance in the works of Hegel's Berne 
period was that of 'positive' religion, especially of 'positive' Christi
anity. To present our conclusions f1rst, we must assert that the heart of 
the matter is that for Hegel the positive religion of Christianity was a 
pillar of despotism and 

oppression, 
whereas the non-positive religions of 

antiquity were religions 
offreedom 

and human dignity. To revive these 
was the revolutionary challenge facing his generation. 

We must begin by clarifying Hegel's conception of positivity. He 

employs 
the 

concept 
in a number of places in his Berne writings and, in 

what 
follows, 

we 
shall 

allow Hegel to state the matter as far as possible in 
his own words. 

'A positive faith is a system of religious propositions which are true 
for us because they have been presented to us by an authority which 
we cannot flout. In the first instance the 

concept 
implies a system of 

religious 
propositions 

or truths which must be 
held 

to be truths inde
pendently 

of 
our own opinions, and which even if no man has ever 

perceived them and even if no man has ever considered them to be 
truths, nevertheless remain truths. These truths are often said to be ob
jective truths and what is required of them is that they should now 
become subjective truths, truths for us. 'I 

The main point here is the independence of such propositions together 
with the demand that the subject should regard them as binding on him
self even though he has not created them. Positivity, then, means primar
ily the suspension of the moral autonomy of the subject. To this extent it 
seems very close to Kantian ethics and does in fact contain a number of 
similar features. However, what Hegel means by the subject is some
thing different from Kant's moral subject; for Hegel it is something 
social and historical. Admittedly, its defmition is extraordinarily vague 
and unclear. What it amounts to--inasmuch as it is more than a short
hand for the world view of the Greeks, i.e. the historical and moral ideal 
-is the identity of the moral autonomy of the individual with the 
democratic collective embracing the entire people. The contradiction 
between the subjectivity of the individual and the social activity of the 
totality arises in Hegel's view only with the break-up of the democracy 

1 8  
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of the polis and the intervention of  the Christian religion. Thenceforth 
the Christian religion stands opposed to the individual as something 
objective, 'positive', and the need to obey its commandments is, on the 
one hand, a consequence of the loss of freedom and, on the other, a con
tinuously self-reproducing process of oppression and despotism. 

In Hegel's view this period of despotism extends to the present day and 
pervades every aspect of social life and ideology. He judges the moral 
degradation of men according to the degree to which they have come to 
accept their loss of freedom and according to whether they solve the 
problems of ideology by orienting themselves towards freedom or 
towards submission to the positive authority. A passage from Hegel's 
Travel Journal Quly to August 1796) reflects his mood precisely and il
lustrates even more clearly the general definition of positivity given 
above. At around this time he made a small tour of the Bernese Oberland 
and observed the poverty of nature there, and the great problems facing 
men who were trying to wrest a living from unfavourable conditions 
through their own labour. As might be expected from his interests at this 
time, he speculates about the religion, the world view that would arise 
under such circumstances and comes to the following, highly charac
teristic conclusion: 

'In these barren wastes cultivated men might well have invented all 
other theories and sciences; but one can scarcely believe that they 
could have thought of that part of the physico-theological argument 
which would demonstrate to man's pride that nature had prepared 
everything for his enjoyment and well-being; a pride which is charac
teristic of our age in which man finds more satisfaction in the contem
plation of all that has been done for him by an alien being, than in the 
consciousness that it is he who has furnished nature with all these 
purposes. 'l 
Here we see the radical subjectivity of the early Hegel very clearly. 

Kant, too, had attacked the crude and dogmatic arguments from 
design in the so-called ]hysico-theological proof of the existence of
God. But Kant's metho had been to demonstrate the internal contra
dictions in such teleological views by showing the antinomies which 
spring from them. None of this interests Hegel. He is fascinated by the 
question of what sort of man is attracted by the physico-theological 
proof, what sort of man will reject it. Is a man proud of what he has made 
himself, or does he derive pleasure from the belief that an alien power 
(God) cares for him? Thus Hegel aims to purge morality of all theo
logical-positive--elements, but unlike Kant, he does not do this be
cause the objects of theology are unknowable, but because he holds faith 
to be incompatible with freedom and the dignity of man. Thus Hegel 
energetically repudiates the process by which Kant, who had dissolved 
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theological entities in 'J 'he Critique of Pure Reason , declaring them to be 
unknowable, later reinstated the very same entities, with the aid of the 
'postulates of practiCal reason' and restored them to their place in his 
view oflife.3 

In this struggle against the revival of theology with the aid of Kamian 
ethics Hegel was not alone, his views were shared by his young friend 
Schelling. In a letter of 1795 Schelling complams to Hegel that m 
Tiibingen, where he was studying, The Critique of Practical Reason had 
infused new life into reactionary, orthodox theology. 

'Every dogma imaginable has been converted into a postulate of prac
tical reason and where the theoretical and historical proofs are want
ing, the practical reason (d Ia Tiibingen) simply cuts the Gordian 
knot. It is blissful to be able to witness the triumph of these heroes of 
philosophy. The lean years of philosophy that have been foretold, are 
now a thing of the past ! '4 

In this battle Schelling based himself to a considerable degree on the 
philosophy ofFichte. 

Hegel was wholly in accord with Schellmg in his attack on this new 
Kantian theology. His reply, however, contains a number of very 
characteristic features on which we must dwell a little. Above all he 
shows very little interest in the strictly philosophical rroblems involved.
At the same time he is revealed to be highly critica of Fichte. Having 
expressed his agreement with Schelling, he goes on: 

' It is undeniable that Fichte, with his Critique o{ Revelation has flung 
open the gate to the kind of nonsense you describe and whose last act I 
can easily imagine. He has made only moderate use of it himself, but 
once his principles have become firmly established it will not be pos
sible to stem the tide of theological logic. Starting with the sanctity of 
God he deduces what his moral nature impells him to do and so re
introduces the old style of dogmatic reasoning. Now that moral faith 
has been re-established, it would perhaps be worth the effort to dis
cover how far we may argue backwards from the newly legitimated 
idea of God; e.g. whether by way_ of justifying teleological arguments 
we may proceed from ethical theology to physico-theology and there 
hold sway unopposed. '5 

Looking back to the earlier passage on the physico-theological proof it is 
clear that Hegel makes a much more thorough-going attempt than any 
of his contemporaries to liberate Kant's practical reason, the moral 
autonomy of man, from all elements of theology; and that he regards all 
the efforts of Kant and Fichte 1n this direction as no more than a contin
uation of Christian positivity in a new guise. 

His reply to Schelling contains yet another passage of such absorbing 
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interest that W t"  cannot forbear to quote it. Even though he remams fairly 
indifferent to the epistemological implications of positive relig10n and 
theology, he goes right to the heart of the social foundauons of the 
debate and gives a very blunt, naturalist view of the social underpinning 
of this theological renaissance: 

'What you tell me of the -si Diis placet- theological, Kantian trends in philosophy 

in Ti.ibingen is not at all surprising. Orthodoxy will never be 

budged as long as it is bound up with worldly advantage and so 
closely intertwined with the state as a whole. This interest is too poweful 
to be easily surrendered and it has its effect without our ever quite 
realizing how widespread it is. '6 
We can see from this that Hegel has a much 

larger 

and more social 
understanding of the concept of the practical than 

did 

Kant, Fichte and 
even the early Schelling. Hegel does, it is true, make Kant's practical 
concept of freedom the philosophicalyremise of his own demands for 
freedom and human dignity, but his idea ofhow to realize these demands 
is at once transferred to the social plane. And at this penod he is not in the 
least concerned about the difficulties of combinmg this subjecuve, ideal
ist premise with the real social and historical conclusions he draws from 
it. It is well known that, later on, Hegel both severely criticized the sub
jective nature of Kant's ethics and attempted to resolve the social prob
lems implicit in this ethics on the basis of objective idealism, of an idealist 
dialectics of social development. 

In Berne, however, Hegel attempts an interesting socio-historical ex
tension of the dualism of Kant and Fichte, which for him too necessarily 
arises from a subjective, idealist view of the nature of morality. Kant held 
that there are two utterly separate worlds with no mediating transitions: 
the world of ethics, of the intelligible self (the noumenon) in which the 
categories of the manifest world (causality, etc.) have no validity, and 
the world of knowledge, of the empirical self (the phenomenon) where 
these categories hold sway. With his theory of the 'non-Ego' (i.e. the 
entire external world) posited by the 

'Ego', 

Fichte shifts the whole 
problem into the realm of general 

philosophy, 

where he converts Kant's 
explanation of ethics into the foundation and starting-point of the theory 

of knowledge. As we shall see, this view in its turn has a profound 

effect on the early 
philosophy 

of Schelling. 
Hegel has a quite 

different 

approach to the problem of relating the 
free moral consciousness to objective reality. For him, too, objective 
reality is a 'dead', objective world of externals alien to the moral con
sciousness in all its living subjectivity. However, this antithesis is not 
'eternal ', it is no philosophical, epistemological antithesis as it is for 
Kant and his successors: it is instead an historical growth. It is the defining 
feature of the Middle Ages and the modern world. However, in the 
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city-states of antiquity it did not exist and the idea that it could be abo
lished lies at the heart of Hegel's 

deepest 
hopes for the future. 

Only if we keep this in mind 
will 

we be able to grasp the full impli
cations of the crucial issue of the Berne 

period, 
namely the meaning of 

'positive' Christianity. In Hegel 's view 
this 

positivity is the actual soc1al 
reality corresponding to Kant's ethical dualism. Only when we realize 
this will we be able to appreciate that 

Hegel's 
indifference towards 

Fichte 's reform ofKantianism does not spring 
from 

an antipathy towards 
philosophy. It is important to avoid the impression that the early Hegel 
had no real philosophical problems and that his biography consists of the 
awakening of his 

philosophical 
instincts. On the contrary, we shall see later 

on that most 
of 

the elements peculiar to his thought grow organically 
from this conception of the antithesis between positivity and moral sub
jectivity. But problems of 

e_pistemology 
only become acute for 

Hegel 

and move to the forefront 
of his 

attention when the contradictions in 
his 

original view appear as the 
objective 

contradictions of social reality, i.e. 
when 

epistemology 
becomes 

the 
dialectics of reality itself. 

It is 
for 

this reason that this alien, dead, 'givenness' of the laws of mor
ality is the salient characteristic of positivity. An essential part of ever{ 
moral law, he insists, is that the moral subject should legislate for himsel . 

'The Christian religion, however, proclaims the moral law as some
thing external to us, as something "given" and must therefore strive 
to win 

respect 
for it on other grounds. We may therefore regard it as a 

defining 
feature 

of a positive religion that it posits the moral law as 
something given to mankind. '7 

This gives rise to a complex ethical casuistry within Christianity as 
contrasted with the free workings of an unspoilt moral sense in societies 
with a non-positive religion. The Christian religion possesses a code 
which prescribes 

'partly . .. what man ought to do, partly what he ought to know and 
believe, and partly what he ought to feel. On the possession and 
manipulation of this code rests the entire legislative and judicial 
power of the church, and if the rights of human reason are imcompa
tible with submission to an alien code of this sort, then the entire 
power of the church, and if the rights of human reason are incompa
rights to 

legislate 
for himself and to account to himself for the man

agement 
of 

that law, since with that alienation he would cease to be a 
human being. 'II 

Here we have a clear statement of the insoluble contradiction between 
positive religion and human freedom. In his most important work of this 
period in Berne, in The Positivity of the Christian Religion from which we 
have already quoted, and from which we shall now cite further passages, 
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Hegel charts this antagonism through a number of spheres of moral life 
and for important aspects of the problems of society. Positive religion, so 
depicted, is in Hegel's view the 

determining 
moment of the whole oflife 

in the Middle Ages and modern times. 
Obviously 

its ramifications are 
felt even in the realms of knowledge, the understanding and reason. According 

to Hegel the loss of moral freedom necessarily entails the loss of 
the 

independent 
use of one's reason. The alien, lifeless, given and yet 

dominant object of positive religion destroys the harmonious and cohe
rent life which man had earlier enjoyed in the age of freedom; it trans
forms the crucial issues oflife into transcendental, unknowable problems 
inaccessible to reason. 

The emergence of such problems is likewise the consequence of posi
tive 

religion 
in Hegel's view. Its power lies precisely in the fact that in 

every 
sphere 

of his thought and his being man acknowledges this alien 
authority; once he has renounced his moral freedom he can no longer 
resist the superior force of positive religion. So the tentacles of the latter 
reach out into every sphere of life and stifle every attempt to make free 
use of human reason. 

'The 
capacity 

for this [positive faith] necessarily 
presupposes 

the loss 
of the 

freedom, 
the autonomy of one's reason 

which 
henceforth 

stands 
helpless 

before a superior 
power. 

This is the 
point 

at which all 
belief or 

disbelief 
in a positive 

religion 
begins. At 

the 
same time, it is 

the centre around which all disputes revolve and even if it never rises 
to the surface of consciousness it is nevertheless the deciding factor be
tween submissiveness and rebellion. The orthodox must stand fast at 
this point and make no concessions . .. '9 
This dominance extends even into the realm of knowledge. The judg

ment of reason concerning the so-called historical truths of religion, to 
say nothing of miracles, must be that they are merely products of the im
agination, 'fictions', etc. Positive religion cannot tolerate this. 

'Recourse must be had, therefore, to a higher faculty before which 
reason must fall silent. Faith is erected into a duty and removed into a 
supernatural world to which the understanding has no access-and in 
this context faith means a 

configuration 
of events presented to the im

agination while the 
understanding 

constantly searches for a different 
explanation. And what prevents 

the 
understanding from entering this 

world is duty, i.e. fear of a mighty ruler which compels the under
standing to collude in activities abhorrent to it. 'IO 

There can be no doubt: these ostensibly theological writings are one 
long indictment of Christianity. Every connoisseur of the literature of 
the Enlightenment will have been reminded by our quotations of the 
wider anti-religious struggles of that age. At the same time, however, it 
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is important to note not only the resemblances but also the method
ological differences separating Hegel and the Enlightenment. We have 
already stated that Hegel, unlike Diderot, Halbach or Helvetius, never 
attacked religion as such, but contrasted positive religion polemically 
with a non-positive religiosity. (In this respect he comes closest to Rous
seau.) But there is a further point at which they diverge: the outstanding 
members of the Enlightenment, like Hegel, speak frequently of the de
grading effects of Christianity, of its destruction of freedom and human 
dignity. But they never focus on this with the same exclusiveness as 
Hegel. For them it IS no less Important to confront the Teachings of 
Christianity and religion in general with the facts of reality as established 
by science and so to unmask the inner hollowness and the contradictions 
of religion. 

This motif plays a very subordinate role in Hegel's early thought. As 
we have noted, he mentions from time to time that the dogmas of Chris
tianity are incompatible with reason and reality; however, this 1s of no 
more than passing importance for him. Even when he comes expressly to 
consider this question he is less disturbed by the discrepancies between religious dogmas and the truths of science than by the immoral demands 
of the church that human reason should accept such dogmas untested, 

positively, and that they should be made the objects of faith and religiom feeling. This approach to the anti-religious struggle enables us to see just 
how the great writers of the French Enlightenment towered above the 
early Hegel. At the same time, we must admit that even though the sub
jectivism that led Hegel to this approach is itself the social and ideo
logical product of the backward state of Germany, the German 
Enlightenment and Kantian philosophy, etc., it likewise forms the foun
dations for his development both of the 'active side' and the historicism 
ofhis method. 

Later on in this chapter we shall have to return to the question of the 
foundations and consequences of Hegel's view of positivity. We were 
concerned here only in sketching its basic features, its chief contours, 
wah a view to clarifying his approach to the philosophy ofhistory. 

As we have seen, Hegel ts the advocate of the 'primacy of practical 
reason'. He simply equates the Absolute, the autonomous and the prac
tical. This exclusive sovereignty of the practical reason is the feature 
common to his early work and that of Schelling. In the context of the re
lation of practical reason to theology, we have already had occasion to 
observe both the identity of views and the divergences between Hegel 
and Schelling. Since the initial philosophical friendship and the later 
breach between Schelling and Hegel both play an important role in the 
emergence of the dialectic we must necessarily :ocquaint the reader with 
his position at this period. In one ofhis earliest works, the New [)eduction 
of Natural Law (Spring 1796) , Schelling declares, in agreement with 
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Fichte and in terms that show a defmite parallel to Hegel's idea of'positi
vity', that the Absolute, the Unconditional, can never be an object: 

'As soon as I attempt to hold fast to it as an object it returns to within 
the confines of the contingent. Whatever is an object for me, can only 
appear; as soon as it becomes more than 

appearance, 
my freedom is 

destroyed . .. Ifl am to realize the 
Unconditional, 

it must cease to be 
an object for me.' 

The Absolute is thus identical with the ego.U 
Schelling's views wuh all their implications emerge even more clearly 

m a small essay not intended for publication and of which we possess a 
fragment in a copy by Hegel dating from 1796. The copy begins with the 
section on ethics. We do not know what preceded it. Perhaps some of 1t 
has been lost; perhaps, not untypically, he copied out only this one sec
tion. Schelling declares here that the whole of philosophy (he uses the 
term 'metaphysics') is identical with morality, an approach fmt de
veloped by Kant but by no means exhausted by him. It 1s a view that 
must lead to quite origmal conceptions of nature and the natural sciences. 
We see here the seeds of Schelling's later visions of natural philosophy. 
What concerns us, however, is his view of soc1ety and the state. Schel
ling has this to say on the subject : 

'From nature I come to the works of man . Guided by the idea of 
humanity, I intend to show that there can be no idea of the state, since 
the state is mechanical-just as there can be no such thing as the idea of 
a machine. Only that which is free can be called an idea . We must there
fore transcend the state ! For every state must treat free men as cogs in 
a machine; and this must be prevented. Hence the state must cease to 
exist . '  

Proceeding from these considerations Schelling goes on to set out the principles 
for a history of mankind 'and to expose the entire wretched hotch-potch 

of the state, constitution, government and legislature.' This 
is to be followed by his ideas about morality and religion. 

'The destruction of all false gods, the persecution of the priesthood 
with their new hypocritical adoption of reason-all this to be 
brought about by reason itself. The absolute freedom of all spints 
who bear the intellectual world within themselves and who may 
seek neither God nor immortality outside themselves. '  

The fragment closes with the proclamation of aesthetics as  the 
pinnacle 

of the philosophy of mind and with a call for the creation 
of 

a new, 
popular mythologyY 

In these scattered remarks it is not hard to discern the important 
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themes ofhis famous period inJena when he developed his speculations 
in natural philosophy. Nor is it any more difficult to perceive how close 
Schelling's application and extension of 'practical reason' comes to 
Hegel's concept of 'positivity'. It is easily comprehensible, therefore, 
why in their youth Schelling and Hegel should have regarded each other 
as allies. But it is no less important to see that even at this early stage there 
were profound-as yet unavowed--differences between the two men. 
As we have observed, Schelling's rejection of 'positivity' goes far 
beyond anything contemplated by Hegel. In principle and right from 
the start he regards the state and all its works as 'positive' in 

Hegel's 

sense; the liberation of mankind is identical for him with liberation 
from 

the state. This shows that at this early stage Schelling does not share, or 
has ceased to share, Hegel's revolutionary hopes for a radical regener
ation of soc1ety and the state, a regeneration that will result in the aboli
tion of their 'positive' qualities. He thus transforms Hegel's 
revolutionary utopla in which mankind is liberated from the state. And 
it 1s equally evident that such a view is 

very closely connected-whether 
as cause or effect is oflittle 

moment-with 
Schelling's energetic defence 

ofFichteanism at this time. 
Hegel differs from his philosophical ally above all by vlrtue of his 

much more historical approach. He does not imagine every state to be 
'positive', only the despotic state from Imperial Rome to the present day. 
The state of antiquity stands in sharp contrast to this: it is the product and 
expression of the free self-activity of man, of democratic 

society. 
Hence 

his goal and his perspective on the future is not the destruction 
of 

the state 
in general, but the reconstruction of the-non-positive--city-states of 
antiquity, of their free, spontaneous democracies. 

In appearance and by comparison with the methodological practices 
of the age Hegel's approach is far less philosophical than Schelling's. 
Schelling operates with pairs of oppos1tes derived from Kant and 
Fichte-freedom and necessity, essence and appearance-( opposites 
that coincide much more directly in Fichte's thought and his own, 
than they do in Kant); and he uses them in such a way as to turn 
epistemology wholly into ethics. And in this ethics anything which is 
not the subject of praxis, becomes a mere object (or in Hegel's 
terminology, is merely 'positive'). This world of lifeless objectivity is 
identical with the Kantian world of 'appearances'. Only through praxis 
does man come into contact with true reality, with essence. We can now 
clearly see the connection between Schelling's use ofKantian epistemology 

and his own anti-historical standpoint. At the same time we can see why 
Hegel, for whom positivity was essentially an historical 

problem, 

could find little to interest him in the extension of Kant's 
theory 

of 
knowledge at the hands ofFichte and Schelling. 
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He�el's indifferen�e to his friend's ethical-epistemological con
structions does not 1mply the absence of 

philosophical 
interests. In 

reality, we can see here the seeds of Hegel's 
later 

method of combining 
philo�op�ical an� conceptual problems with the historical development
of obJeCtive reahty. When he takes the concept of positivity, which in 
theology and jurisprudence had been a general, unhistorical concept operati�g 

as the polar opposite to the natura� religion 
of the deists oralternatively 

to natural law, and when he puts 1t at 
the 

very centre of his 
thought he takes the first, unconscious step in the direction of his later 
dialectical view of history. Of course, we must 

emphasize 
once more 

that at this time Hegel not only did not see the full 
philosophical 

impli
cations of his approach; he scarcely concerned himself with his own philosophical 

premises. 
The 

historical 
aspect of Hegel's method developed only gradually. 

Definite signs of it, in particular the distinction he makes between classi
cal antiquity and Christianity, are in evidence from the start as far as we 
can see from the available sources. But his historical method matured 
only slowly; we shall see, in our discussion of his Frankfurt period in Part 
II, how the historical concept of positivity 

gains 
in flexibility and depth. 

In his student 
days 

in Tiibingen his 
methods 

still have a marked ten
dency towards 

anthropology 
and psychology. We have already men

tioned that we possess a relatively rich harvest of notes and excerpts 
dealing with the 'anthropological' treatment of mental faculties, of the 
various physical and mental qualities of man, a collection which has 
drawn on almost the entire literature of the German Enlightenment. 
These extracts which have only appeared in the last few decades (first in 
the journal 

Logos, 
then in Hoffmeister's book) have not been exploited 

by students 
of 

Hegel. In particular, no research has been carried out on 
the question of the extent to which they were incorporated into the 
'anthropological' sections of the Phenomenology and the 

Encyclopaedia . 

This question naturally goes beyond the framework of 
the 

present 
study. We should only like to make the general methodological remark 
that the historicization of 'anthropology' forms part of the general 

pat
tern of Hegel's overall development. This is not just 

confmed 
to the 

Phenomenology where he attempted to integrate the 
problems 

of ' anthro
pology' in an historical, dialectical process; it also 

forms 
an integral part 

of his entire later system. Thus concepts like 'intuition' [Anschauung] .  
'idea' [ Vorstellung ] ,  'concept' [Begr!ff] , all of  which 

appear 
in the original 

notes as 
'anthropological' 

problems, reappear in the 
later 

works as 
sys

tematic 
principles 

(intuition: aesthetics; idea: religion; concept: 
philo

sophy). 
Furthermore they provide the foundation for his system of periodization 

(aesthetics: antiquity; religion: Middle Ages; philosophy: 
the modern world). 

What interests us here is the original 'anthropological' contrast of 
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memory and imagination. At this time 
Hegel 

made a distmction 
between objective and subjective religion. For 

objective 
religion 

'the understanding and memory ... are the effective forces at 
work . . .  Practical knowledge may be a part of objective religion, 
but if so it is no more than dead capital-objective religion can be 
organized in the mind, it can be 

systematized 
and put into a book or 

presented to others in the form 
of 

a speech. Subjective religion finds 
expression only in feelings and actions . . . Subjective religion is 
alive; inwardly, in essence, it is sheer efftcacy; and outwardly it is 
acttvity.' 

He goes on to compare subjective religion to the livmg organisms of 
nature and objective religion to the stuffed animals m scientific collec
ttonsY This contrast is typical throughout the whole Berne period and 
the reader will have observed that the objective religion of the Ti.ibingen 
notes represents an early form of the positive Christianity of Berne. I 
need cite only one further sentence from the Berne histoncal studies to 
illustrate the continuity of thought: 

'memory is the gallows, on which the Greek gods have been hanged 
. . .  Memory is the grave, the repository of the dead. The dead 

dwell in it as dead matter. They are exhibited there like a collec
tion of stones.' 

This is followed by a sharp attack on Christian ceremony: 

'This is the activity of the dead. Man strives to make himself into an object, 
submit entirely to the rule of an alien force. Such service is called 

worship. '�4 
Hegel's position in Ti.ibingen centres on a very sharp, Enlightened 

polemic against objective religion. In his eyes only subjective religion 
has any value. Admittedly, the latter still retains an unhistorical inflec
tion, derived from the 'natural 

religion' 
or 'religion of reason' typical of 

the Enlightenment. Lessing is 
clearly 

the most potent influence here: 

'Subjective religion is found among good men, objective religion can 
be of whatever colour you please, it hardly matters which-what 
makes me a Christian in your eyes, makes you a Jew in mine, Nathan 
says (Nathan the Wise, Act IV, sc. 7). For religion comes from the 
heart which is often unfaithful to the dogmas accepted by the under
standing or the memory. 'Is 

In the Tiibingen period the antithesis of objective and subjective religion 
often cuts across the other antithesis of public and private religion. A 
synthesis of the two pairs of opposites is only achieved in Berne. But 
even in Tiibingen Hegel makes a distinct parallel between the subjective 
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and the public on the one hand, and the objective and the private on the 
other. 

Here we have palpable evidence of Hegel's dialectical method, long 
before dialectics as such became a conscious problem for him. For any 
formal, metaphysical approach would undoubtedly connect the subjec
tive with the private rather than thefublic. If Hegel now spontaneously
bursts the confines of metaphysica thought this is due 

partly 
to the 

growing effect of his historical awareness, and partly to 
the 

irresistible 
longing for freedom released by the impact on him of the French Revol
ution. In his view subjective religion is a genuinely 'popular religion'. 
And the requirements which such a religton must satisfy are formulated 
as follows: 

' I .  Its teachings must be based on universal reason. 2. The imagin
ation, the heart and the senses should not 

go 
a way empty-handed. 3 .  It 

must be designed so that all the needs 
of 

life--the public acts of the 
state-----combine with it.' 

And in the negative, polemical section that follows Hegel repudiates 
every faith based on fetishism, including that of the pseudo-Enlightened 
apologists of Christianity .16 

Hegel's language here is perfectly unambiguous. We need only add 
that he explicitly assumes the rationality of subjective and public religion. 
Thus the reactionary interpretations that regard Hegel's contrast be
tween memory and the 

imagination 
as the sign of his 'irratiOnalism' can 

be seen to be nothing more 
than 

slanders and distortions. As for the social 
content of his requirements, Hegel does not leave his view m doubt. He 
emphasizes that public religion should not just contain commandments 
and prohibitions, such as 'thou shalt not steal', but it 

'must above all include less obvious factors which are indeed often the 
most important. Chief among these are the improvement, the en
nobling of a nation's spirit-so that its sense of dignity, so often dor
mant, should be aroused in its soul, so that the peo�le should not 
throw itself away, nor permit itself to be thrown away. 17 

Thus even the Tiibingen student already conceives of subjective, public 
religion as the religion of the self-liberation of the people. 

NOTES 
I Nohl, p. 23] .  
2 Rosenkranz, p. 482. The physico-theological proof of the existence 

of God is more familiar as the argument from design. God's exist
ence is infeued from the 'clear signs we everywhere fmd of an order 
in accordance with a determinate 

purpose'. 
Since 'this purposive 

order is quite alien to the things 
of 

the world and only belongs to 
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them contingently' there must exist 'a sublime and wise cause' 
beyond the world itself. Although Kant thinks that the proof always 
deserves to be mentioned with respect, he exposes its inadequacies, 
arguing that 'the utmost . .. that it can prove is an architect of the 
world, .. . not a creator' and that the proof therefore needs to be 
supplemented by the cosmological proof which rests in turn on the 
ontological proof. Critique of Pure Reason , trans. Kemp Smith, 
London 1950, pp. 5 1 8-24.-Trans. 

3 Freedom, the immortality of the soul and God are the three postu
lates of practical reason defended by Kant in the second Critique. 

4 Plitt, Schelling 's Life in his Letters, Leipzig 1 869, Vol. I, p. 72. Re-
ferred to henceforth as Plitt. 

5 Rosenkranz, pp. 67ff. 
6 Ibid., p. 67. 
7 Nohl, p. 212. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid., p. 234. 

10 Ibid., P· 236. 
I I  Schelling, Werke, ed. Manfred Schroter,Jena 1926, Vol. I, p. 108. • 

12 Published in Hoffmeister, pp. 219ff. 
1 3 Nohl, p. 6f. 
14 Rosenkranz, p. 5 1 8f. 
1 5  Nohl, p. 10. 
16 Nohl, p. 2of. 
17 Nohl, p. 5 .  



CHAPTER THREE 

Historical perspectives and the present 

Hegel, we may say, attempted to turn subjective, public religion into 
the foundation, the chief support of the freedom movement in Germany. 
We have already seen that these endeavours led to a strange mixture of 
historical objectivity and radical, philosophical subjectivism. Hegel's 
historical programme in Berne was to trace the democratic subjectivism 
of society in its highest and most developed form in antiquity; he went 
on to depict in darker colours the decay of that world and the emergence 
of the lifeless, anti-human, despotic period of positive religion, and from 
a contrast of these two he tried to gain a perspective on the future eman
cipation. Thus the contrast between antiquity and Christianity, subjec
tive and positive religion was the foundation of Hegel's political 
philosophy in Berne. 

The practical character of his philosophy has naturally been noticed 
even by his reactionary interpreters. Haering goes so far as to place this 
problem in the centre of his study when he describes Hegel's 'popular 
pedagogic' leanings as the most significant elements of his development. 
There is nothing to object to in that, of course. But Haering and other 
reactionary apologists make a point of interpreting Hegel's early views 
from the reactionary features ofhis later political position, implying that 
these constituted the ever-present 'essence' of Hegel's philosophy and 
making every possible use of the many, inevitable confusions in his early 
thought, especially in the.realm of religious thou_ght, to prove the exist
ence of reactionary tendencies at the very heart of his philosophy. 

Of course, Hegel's early republican leanings cannot be entirely 
ignored. They are indeed obscured or overlooked wherever possible, 
but they cannot be wholly disregarded. The imperialist apologists find 
their way out of the impasse by dismissing his republicanism as an 'infan
tile disorder'. Franz Rosenzweig, for example, regards Hegel as a pre
cursor of Bismarckian politics. Distorting and suppressing the available 
evidence in a completely anti-historical fashion, he firstly obscures the 
fact that even in his old age Hegel was never a precursor of Bismarck and 
that even his reactionary views were quite different from those of Bis
marck. Secondly, he suppresses all the great historical crises (Thermidor, 
the fall of Napoleon) which had such a 

great influence on Hegel's poli
tical development and ended up by inducing that mood of profound 
resignation so characteristic of so many important Germans who had 
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hoped that the Napoleonic age would bring about a regeneration of 
their own country. (One thinks here of the later Goethe.) By dis
covering Hegel's similarity to Bismarck 'prefigured' in his soul from 
youth onwards, it becomes easy to represent his republicanism and his 
whole relationship with the French Revolution as something superficial 
that is gradually discarded with increasing 'maturity'. 

Such writers remain quite unmoved by the fact that even the writings 
of the old Hegel state unambiguously his view that the French Revol
ution was historically inevitable and that it forms the basis of modern 
culture, etc. We need give only one example of this ingenious mixture of 
quotation and omission. Rosenzweig, in his discussion of one of Hegel's 
early political writings, quotes all sorts of statements implying an ann
republican position, hostility to the Enlightenment etc. Then, with ap
parent objectivity but in effect blurring the truth, he adds contemptuous
ly: 

'But of course at this time Hegel's admiration for monarchy was only 
skin-deep. 'I 
We already know how closely the practical character of Hegel's 

philosophy was connected with his political dreams. We must now go 
on to show, with the aid of quotations, just how he saw the contempor
ary state of Germany as the product of that development whose chief 
characteristic he described as positive religion. This will help us to see 
why the emphasis on the freedom and democracy of antiquity implied a 
revolutionary contrast with the state of Germany at the time. 

After what we have said it will come as no surprise to see that Hegel's 
views here too begin with religion and the religious tradition. Thus, 
speaking of the German tradition, he says: 

'Our tradition-folk songs and such like. There is no Harmodius, no 
Aristogeiton to merit undying fame because they defeated their 
tyrants and gave equal rights and laws to their people, men whose 
names live on in the mouths of the people, in their songs. What does 
the historical knowledge of our people amount to? We lack a specific, 
national tradition; our memory and imagination are filled with the 
pre-history of another people, with the deeds and misdeeds of kings 
who do not concern us.� 

In this context, Hegel compares German and Greek architecture; his in
terest here is not primarily aesthetic. He is much more concerned with 
the different ways of life: the free, beautiful life of the Greeks, and the 
narrow, petty, philistine life of the Germans, a life punctuated only by 
uproarious and stupid drunkenness. The difference in architecture is 
merely an expression of the different life-contents of the two peoples. 
(Here too we find an approach that will latet reappear in the Aesthetics 
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-albeit at a quite different level of dialectical argument and historical 
concretization.) 

We must turn once again to the principal writings of the Berne period, 
The Positivity of the Christian Religion to discover Hegel's most important 
observations about contemporary Germany. He talks there of the way in 
which first the Roman conquest and later Christianity destroyed the pri
mitive national religions, including those of the Germans. And the de
velopment of Germany was of the sort that could provide no sustenance 
for a national, religious imagination. 

'With the possible exception of Luther among the Protestants, who 
could be our heroes, when we have never formed a nation? Who 
could be our Theseus, to found our state and provide us with laws? 
Where are the Harmodiuses and Aristogeitons, the liberators whom 
we would celebrate in our skolia? The wars which have devoured 
millions of Germans were wars fought for the glory or independence 
of our princes-the nation was no more than a tool and even though 
the people fought bitterly they would not have been able to say at the 
end why or what they had gained by it? ' 

And Hegel goes on to give a sceptical account of the living heritage of 
Protestant historical traditions making the point that the German 
powers-that-be were not interested in ensuring the survival of the liber
ating aspect of Protestant tradition among the people.3 

This analysis leads Hegel to the conclusion that the German people, 
which suffers from the absence of an indigenous religious imagination 
organically growing up alongside and interwoven with its history, is in 
addition 'entirely lacking in political imagination' .4 And this absence of a 
national life of the imagination pervades the whole of German culture. 
Typically, what interests him primarily is not the great achievements of 
German culture, although he was intimately aware of them, but the 
absence of a popular German culture, with real roots in the people. This 
lack is the chief target of his complaints against contemporary German 
culture: 

'The charmingjeux d'esprit of Holty, Biirger and Musa.us in this sphere 
are quite lost on our people whose general level of culture is too low 
for it to be receptive to the pleasures they offer; similarly the imagin
ation of the more educated classes of the nation inhabits a realm quite 
different from that of the lower classes, and the latter simply do not 
understand the characters and scenes of those authors and artists who 
cater for the former.' 

Here too he makes a comparison with antiquity, pointing out that in 
Greece it was precisely the greatest art, that of Socrates and Phidias, that 
was of the people and could move the entire nation.5 
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In this context Hegel defends the idea of a future German culture built 
on classical foundations. The growing influence of classical culture was 
the sine qua non of true progress and, in particular, he combats the views 
of Klopstock whose poetry has its sources partly in the early history of 
the German people (e.g. the battle in the Teutoburger Forest, [where 
Hermann or Arminius defeated the Roman Legions under Varus in AD 
ro8-Trans. ]), and partly in the Judaeo-Christian tradition (the latter as 
a belated and enfeebled echo of the ideological traditions of the English 
Revolution as mediated by Milton). To Klopstock's anti-classical: 'Is 
Achaia the fatherland of the Tuiscones?16 Hegel replies ftrstly with a 
lengthy argument to the effect that the artistic regeneration of the 
ancient German tradition was a task as hopeless as Julian's attempt to 
revive classical religion. 

'That dream of ancient Germany finds nothing to correspond to it in 
our age; in the world of our ideas, opinions and beliefs it is as isolated 
and as alien as the Ossianic or Indian traditions . . . ' 

And on the issue of a Judaeo-Christian revival he retorts: 

'And what the poet says of Greek mythology we could say with equal 
justice ofJudaeic myths and ask: Is Judaea the fatherland of the Tuis
cones?"� 

Here, too, especially on the issue of the Old German tradition we find 
Hegel putting a point of view he will retain his whole life long. He does 
not only have political objections to the wars of Liberation [i.e. the war 
against Napoleon-Trans.], he also regards with hostility all the nco
Germanic aspirations of the Romantics. This too has been ignored or 're
interpreted' by the imperialist critics who endeavour to make Hegel into 
a Romantic. 

This image of the pettiness and the lack of freedom of modern Ger
many, of the absence of a true popular culture, is closely linked with 
Hegel's overall democratic outlook at this period. During his stay in 
Berne, a city ruled at the time by a patrician oligarchy, Hegel reaches the 
same negative conclusions about this Swiss city as about Germany. And 
his judgement is even more explicitly political since he can speak more 
freely in a letter than in writings intended for publication, where he 
would have to keep the German censors in mind. Writing to Schelling 
on r6 April 1795 , he says: 

'Every ten years the conseil souverain increases its membership by 
roughly the numbers that have been lost during this period. You can 
have no idea of how human the whole business is. The intrigues 
among cousins and aunts at our princely courts are as nothing com
pared to the combinations here. The father nominates his son, or the 
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son-in-law who brings in the greatest marriage portion, etc. To get to 
know an aristocratic constitution you just have to spend a winter here 
before the Easter selection. '8 

This letter needs no commentary. His Berne experience evidently 
inspired in him an undying contempt for such aristocratic oligarchies. 
His dislike does not even abate when his other political opinions of the 
Berne period have been long since revised. 

Hegel considers such political and cultural conditions to be the pro
duct of a development inspired above all by the hegemony of positive 
Christianity. And if he could refer to the 'glorious dawn' of the French 
Revolution even in his old age we can form some conception of the 1m
patience with which he had a waited the regeneration of the world. This 
regeneration underlies his critique of Christianity and its positive content 
is the revival of the classical tradition. Hence, his analysis and praise of 
Greek democracy has a great immediate, political significance. 

Here too Hegel's views have many precedents. In the great class strug
gles surrounding the liquidation of feudalism the model of Greek demo
cracy played a leading role in the writings of the ideological vanguard 
from the Renaissance on. One of the greatest failures of the historio
graphy of ideolo_gy is that the relationship between the classical revival 
and the struggles of the bourgeoisie for emancipation has never been ad
equately explored. Indeed, bourgeois historians have been at pains to 
obliterate the traces of this relationship, preferring to interpret the classi
cal revival as an immanent concern of art or philosophy, etc. Neverthe
less, a true history of these ideological conflicts would show the intimate 
connections in every sphere from the plastic arts right through to politics 
and history. Furthermore, to make the point negatively it would show 
how the reverence for antiquity at once lost its progressive signiftcance 
and degenerated into empty academicism as soon as this socio-political 
content disappeared in the course of the nineteenth century. Naturally, 
we cannot attempt even an outline of the development from Macchia
velli, via Montesquieu, Gibbon, etc., to Rousseau, in whose work, as 
Engels has emphasized, we find the first beginnings of a dialectical 
approach to the study of society. 

It is apparent from the foregoing that Hegel was thoroughly conver
sant with the larger part of this literature. (The exception is Macchiavel
li, whose works he appears to have read later, probably towards the end 
of his stay in Frankfurt.) But even discounting these literary influences 
we can see that Hegel's admiration for the classical tradition was closely 
connected with this development, since it was on that tradition that the 
political philosophy of the French Revolution, and the systematization 
of its heroic illusions, was based. The leadingJacobins were the immedi
ate pupils of Rousseau. 
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Even though the Jacobin ideology of the revival of the classical demo
cracies was the heroic illusion of plebeian revolutionaries, it was by no 
means entirely arbitrary. Its exponents based their views on very real 
socio-economic premises. The distinction between them and the less rad
ical supporters of a revolutionary democracy was itself economic: the 
radical Jacobins believed that the relative equality of wealth forms the foun
dation of real democracy, that the growth of inequalities among the citi
zens of a state leads inexorably to the destruction of democracy and to a 
new despotism. This doctrine appears in the radical parts of the literature 
on the classical revival referred to above and the idea that the relative 
equality of wealth is the premise of a democratic society reaches its peak 
in Rousseau's Social Contract. 

The importance of the debates on this issue during the Revolution 
itself can be seen in any scrupulous history of the period. We need cite 
only a few instances. Thus in a frequently quoted essay by Rabaut St. 
Etienne in the Chronique de Paris of 179 3 we fmd the following demands: 

' 1 .  The most equitable division of wealth possible, 2. Laws to preserve 
these and to prevent future inequalities from arising. '9 

Rabaut generally went along with the Gironde. However this proposal 
naturally met with no response from them.10 Similarly, in the same year 
we find in the Revolution de Paris: 

' In order to prevent great inequalities from arising in the wealth of the 
universally equal republicans an upper limit must be established 
above which acquisitions will not be permitted even assuming the 
payment of the appropriate taxes. 'It 

Likewise, a resolution of the People's Club ofCastres determined: 

'Never to deviate from our true principles and never to admit as a 
member any man with great wealth unless he is known as a pure and 
ardent patriot who has made every effort in his power to eliminate 
this inequality. '�2 

Finally, in the debate on progressive taxes and forced loans in 1793 
Cam bon stated: 

'This system is the most rational and the one best in harmony with our 
principles, for such measures will bring about that very equality 
which some people would consign to the realm of fiction. '�3 

Such illustrations could be multiplied at will. 
Marx has ruthlessly unmasked the illusory character of the Jacobin 

aspiration to revive the classical tradition, by analysing the very different 
economic circumstances underlying the two movements. In The Holy 
Family he writes: 
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'Robespierre, Saint-Just and their party perished because they con
fused the realistic, democratic republic of antiquity based on actual slavery, 
with the spiritualist, representative democratic state of modern times, with its 
basis in emancipated slavery in bourgeois society. What a colossal illusion 
to have to acknowledge and to sanction in the Rights of Man our 
modern bourgeois society, the society of industry, of universal com
petition, of private interests freely pursuing thetr own ends, of 
anarchy, of individuality alienated from its nature and its spmt 
-while at the same time, havmg been forced subsequently to annul 
the manifestations of the life of that society in separate individuals, 
they strive to model the political head of the society in classical form ! '14 
However, in France itself these illusions were the heroic illusions of 

plebeian revolutionary politicians, i .e. notwithstanding their illusory 
character they were closely bound up with particular elements of the 
polittcal actions of the plebeian party in the years 1 793""""94 ·  Hence it was 
possible to carry out certain political measures essential m real terms, 
even with the aid of such a misconceived rationale. It is enough if we cite 
two instances. First, at a time when France was threatened by the co
alition of European powers the exigencies of the war made it necessary 
to pass a series of compulsory measures both to counteract counter
revolutionary tendencies (even in the bourgeoisie) and to ensure the 
maintenance of supplies to the army and the poorer sections of the popu
lation of the cittes, the social basis of radical Jacobinism. Second, the rad
ical prosecution of the democratic revolution involved the confiscation 
and distribution of a large number of feudal estates and so in intention 
and, for a time at least, in reality it brought about a partial scaling-down 
oflanded property to the level of small peasant holdings. 

Thus in line with Marx's criticisms we see that the actions of the Jaco
bins were based on illusions in the sense that they failed to understand the 
real socio-poliucal grounds for their revolutionary measures and they 
entertained utterly false ideas about their effects. However, their miscon
ceptions do not negate the democratic, revolutionary essence of thetr 
actions. On the contrary, the living dialectical contradiction charac
teristic of this period of the revolution is the product of this indissoluble
mixture of correct, plebeian revolutionaryfolicies and fantastic illustons
about the general direction of the forces o bourgeois society unleashed 
by the revoluuon. 

It is from this standpoint that we must examme the relation of the ideo
logical forerunners of the revolution to the Jacobins themselves. Marx 
has pointed out, very rightly, that the Jacobins enurely neglected the real 
basis of the soctety of antiqmty in slavery, because they were incapable of 
integrating the positton and role of the proletariat in their picture of 
bourgeois society. This fundamental error does not, however, invalidate 
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what was within certain definite limits a correct feeling that there was a 
genuine parallel between Greek society ..and a modern society based on 
roughly equal small-holdings. Marx clearly established this parallel: 

'This independent ownership of free small-holdings as the dominant, 
normal form of ownership constitutes on the one hand the economic 
foundation of society in the greatest periods of classical antiquity, and 
on the other hand we also fmd it recurring in the modern world as one 
of the forms resulting from the dissolution of feudal landed property. 
Thus we find the yeomanry in England, the peasantry in Sweden and 
the French and West German peasants . . . .  For the fullest develop
ment of this mode of production the ownership of land is as indis
pensable as the ownership of tools is necessary for the free 
development of handicraft. It forms the basis for the growth of per
sonal independence. 'IS 

These· observations are of outstanding importance for our discussion. 
Above all, Marx dryly points to the economic connection between the 
golden age of the ancient democracies and the relative equality of 
peasant ownership. For just as the emancipated freeholders formed the 
backbone of the army in the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars 
so too in the English Revolution the yeomanry were the backbone of the 
armies that freed the nation from the yoke of the Stuarts. 

To this extent, then, the illusions of the Jacobins had real economic 
substance. The illusory side of their views is shown in their conviction 
that what was a transitional stage on the way to an advanced capitalism 
was a permanent condition of an emancipated humanity, i.e. they 
attempted to perpetuate what could be no more than a passing phase. 
The historical studies of Marx and Engels have produced voluminous 
evidence of the falsity and insubstantiality of these illusions. Engels, for 
example, points out that a century after the yeomanry had fought 
Cromwell's battles that same yeomanry had vanished almost without 
trace amid the storms of primitive accumulation, of Enclosures, etc. And 
Marx m his historical works on the French Revolution of 1 848 has shown 
that the French smallholders were liberated from the yoke of feudalism 
only to fmd themselves beneath the much heavter yoke of capitalist 
money-lenders. The illusion of the Jacobin revolutionaries, then, consists 
'merely' in their failure to note the fact that their revolutionary measures 
actively unleashed the forces of capitalist development. 

This idea and this reality exerted an extraordinarily profound influ
ence on contemporary German philosophy. But as we come to look at 
this influence in greater detail we must again remind ourselves that even 
though German philosophy echoes the events of the French Revoluuon 
these echoes are distorted by the economic and political backwardness of 
the country. We have already asserted that the idealist character of 
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German philosophy is to be attributed to this backwardness. Now we 
must go further and note as the effect of this idealism the fact that the 
philosophers tended to concentrate on those aspects of the Revolution 
which expressed the most wayward illusions of those participating in it. 
That is to say, the German philosophers of the I 790s seized hold of these 
illusions and systematized them, thus strengthening their illusory nature. 
These illusions were in themselves idealist distortions of objective rea
lity; in their German form they became even more distorted: what we 
find are illusions of illusions. 

Of all the German philosophers, Fichte was the one who came down 
most emphatically in favour of the French Revolution. His first books, 
published anonymously, were open pamphlets in defence of the Revol
ution and in opposition to its enemies, the absolutist feudal monarchies of 
Europe. And as late as I 796, when he began to systematize his views on 
practical philosophy in the narrower sense, in his Foundations of Natural 
Law, he drew the most radical conclusions from the illusions of the Jaco
bins. Like the traditions of jurisprudence of the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries Fichte's natural law was based on the idea of a social 
contract. However, it was modif1ed on the one hand by the subjectivism 
of Kant and on the other by the social views of the Jacobins. Hence for 
Fichte the social contract implied the obligation of society to provide for 
the existence of its members-within the framework of a relative equa
lity of wealth. He writes: 

'All rights to prorerty rest on the contract of all with all. This con
tract states: we al retain our property on the condition that we leave 
you in possession of yours. As soon as a man cannot live from his 
work, i.e. as soon as he is not left inrossession ofhis own, then as far as
he is concerned the contract is nul and void, and from that moment 
on he is no longer bound by law to recognize the property of any 
man. '�6 

These views ofFichte come close to those of the extreme left wing of 
the Jacobins. And interestingly, of all the German philosophers it was 
Fichte who adhered to them longest. Referring to The Closed Commercial 
State, Benjamin Constant noted scornfully at one point that Fichte was 
still writing in I 8oo about a utopia whose principles were largely identi
cal with the socio-economic policies of the last period of Robespierre 's 
regime. Of course, we must at once add the qualificatiOn that through his 
systematization Fichte became part of the trend that exacerbated these 
idealist illusions. (Fichte's later development, the internal conflicts aris
ing in his thought in consequence of his joining the national liberation 
movement, do not fall within the scope of this work. A brief indication, 
however, was necessary since in Fichte 's case, too, bourgeois historio
graphy has ignored or distorted the real problems and conflicts.) 
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Even in his Berne period Hegel never went as far as Fichte. We have 
already seen from his letter to Schelling how hostile he felt towards the 
radical, plebeian wing of Jacobinism. Despite this it cannot be denied 
that the Rousseauesque and Jacobin idea of the relative equality of wealth 
supplies the economic underpinning for his philosophy of the Revol
ution. But his position has one peculiarity which we must take note of 
here, even though we shall defer our analysis of it until our discussion of 
his views on Christianity and antiquity. Briefly, it is the curious fact that 
in Hegel's eyes antiquity appears as an age almost without an economy. 
Hegel starts with the dogmatic assumption of a relative equality of 
wealth in the Greek city-states and then goes on to analyse only the poli
tical, cultural and religious features in which their specific nature 1s 
revealed. In contrast to this, his observations on Christianity are full of 
remarks-however naive-about economics. For his view here is that 
this age Is the age of the private individual who is exclusively concerned 
With his own property. Thus for the early Hegel the decline of the pub he 
life of antiquity and the emergence of the age of despotism constitute the 
period of economic life as he understands it. Only after his Jacobin il
lusiOns have come into conflict with reality does he feel the need for a 
greater grasp of economic problems. It is very characteristic, therefore, 
that it is not until relatively late, in his Jena period in fact, that he comes 
to appreciate the role of slavery in classical Greece. 

This should not be taken to mean that Hegel was blind to social prob
lems at this time. On the contrary, the problem of the division oflabour 
plays a very important role in his analysis of the difference between an
tiquity and Christianity. That his analysis is not free from illusions, how
ever, can be seen from his idealized views of antiquity as an age notable 
for the absence of a division oflabour and from his hope that a democra
tic revolution would mean the return of that happy state. 

In itself, of course, the critique of the capitalist division oflabour was a 
highly progressive element in humanist philosophy at this period. 
Schiller in particular deserves praise for havmg made the whole problem 
of such central importance. And we have already seen that Hegel read 
the relevant work, namely the Letters on Aesthetic Education, with real en
thusiasm. In a study of Schiller's aesthetics I have shown at length that his 
cntique of the divisiOn oflabour under capitalism was not the product of 
the anti-capitalism of the Romantics, but represented the continuation of 
the best traditions of the Enlightenment, above all the work of Fergus
on.17 It cannot be discovered with any certainty just how much Hegel 
was influenced here by Schiller or indeed how much is to be traced back 
to Ferguson whose works he undoubtedly knew. What is important here 
is the similarity of Schiller and Hegel vis-a-vis Ferguson. In the wntings 
of both men the economic basis of the division of labour is very much 
underplayed and they are much more concerned about its ideological 
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and cultural implications. Of course, Hegel's special emphasis is on poli
tical action rather than art as the chief path from fragmentation back to 
the humanistic ideal of wholeness. For Schiller the greatness of classical 
art as the manifestation of man in an unfragmente<i state was a central 
theme. The same ideal reappears in Hegel in the form of the fully human, 
fundamentally political existence of the classical democracies. His inter
est in classical art is sporadic and when it does occur it is mainly by way 
of illustrating this central theme. 

Even more Important is the distinction between the views of the two 
men in respect to the philosophy ofhistory. Schiller's book was written 
at a time when he had already turned away from the French Revolution. 
It is consequently filled with pessimism about the future and, equally 
naturally, antiquity has become magnified into a glorious age providing 
an eternal model for all mankind. At the same time this golden age now 
forms part of an absolutely irretrievable past. The Hegel of the Berne 
period fmds himself at virtually the opposite standpoint. Antiquity sur
vives as an actual, living example to mankind. It may have passed away 
but we must revive it; in fact, this revival constitutes the central practic
al, cultural and religious task of the modern age. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The republics of Greece and Rome 

FoR the early Hegel, then, classical antiquity constituted a utopian poli
tical contrast to the present. The fragmentary works of the Berne period 
published by Noh! give us a very clear idea of the war he saw classical 
culture at this time. However, to grasp its full politica implications we 
must refer to some fragmentary historical studies which illustrate its re
lation to the present much more vividly than Nohl 's publications. 
Because of the importance of these fragments and because of the system
atic falsifications of Hegel's development by bourgeois scholars we must 
ask for the reader's indulgence if we quote these passages at length. 

'In the states of the modern world, security of property is the axis around 
which all legislation revolves and to which most of the rights of the 
citizenry pertain. In many of the free republics of antiquity, the con
stitution itself often encroached upon the strict rights of property, the 
concern of all our authorities and the pride of all our states. In the 
Spartan constitution security of property and industry was almost en
tirely disregarded, indeed one can almost say that it was forgotten. In 
Athens affiuent citizens were usually robbed of a part of their wealth. 
However, this was normally done under an honourable pretext: the 
person whom the state wished to rob was given an office which 
required enormous expenses. The citizens were divided into tribes 
and any member of a tribe who was elected to an expensive office 
could look around among the members of his tribe to see if he could 
not fmd someone wealthier than himself. If he succeeded in finding 
one and the latter claimed to be poorer, the fmt man could propose a 
mutual exchange of their possessions--a proposal which could not be 
refused. History shows in the cases of Pericles in Athens, of the patri
cians in Rome whose ruin the threatening power of the Gracchi and 
others vainly strove to avert by means of agrarian laws, and of the 
Medici in Florence, just how very dangerous the disproportionate 
wealth of a few citizens can become to even the freest form of con
stitution. It can even destroy freedom itself. It would be important to 
study how many of the strict rights of property would have to be sac
rificed if a republic were to be introduced permanently. Perhaps the 
system of the Sansculottes has been done a grave injustice by those 
who see rapacity as the sole motive underlying their wish for a greater 

43 
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equality of wealth. 'I 
These remarks require no commentary from us since we intend to cite 

further passages from the Berne studies that will illuminate them in a var
iety of ways. It was necessary to begin with this fragment because the 
connection between equality of wealth in antiquity and in the French 
Revolution, the problem of the equality of wealth as a foundation of re
publican freedom, emerges more clearly here than in most of Hegel's 
other Berne notes. 

More interesting perhaps is the following fragment written in French 
on the subject of the army and the conduct of war under a monarchy and 
a republic. The question of whether the fragment is the work of Hegel 
himself or only an excerpt has been the subject of fierce philological 
debate among his imperialist apologists. When Rosenkranz first pub
lished it he described it as Hegel's own independent work and indicated 
that it was the concluding section of an essay dealing with the changes 
necessary within the armed forces when a state changes from a monar
chical to a republican form of government. (At this point we must again 
note that we have cause to regret the amazing negligence shown by 
Hegel's immediate disciples as the custodians of his posthumous papers. 
The manuscript of the essay whose conclusion Rosenkranz has published 
has been lost in the meantime.)  For their part more recent representatives 
of 'modern scholarship', Lasson, Rosenzweig, Hoffmeister & Co. dispute 
the clatm that the fragment could be Hegel's own work. 'The text reads 
more like demagogic speech by a French general than an essay by 
Hegel' , Hoffmeister observes.2 Of course, the substantive value of this 
'criticism' is more or less nil. For, in the first place, when it suits them, 
these neo-Hegelian gentleman always appeal to the fact that Rosenkranz 
was a direct disciple of Hegel and enjoyed the beneftt of still living tra
ditions in his editorial labours-and only in instances such as this one do 
they realize that 'suddenly' Rosenkranz, the first and most conscientious 
biographer of Hegel , is no longer reliable. In the second place, even if 
Hoffmeister & Co. were right and the fragment were no more than an 
extract from a French manifesto, it would still prove nothing. For it 
would still leave us with the question of why Hegel had chosen this 
manifesto to copy and in what context he had used it in the-now lost 
--essay. And since every unprejudiced reader of the Berne notes can see 
how well the fragment fits in with his entire philosophy of history and 
society, it becomes clear that the neo-Hegelians have done nothing to 
advance their cause with their 'sharp-witted philology'. 

Here ts the text of the fragment: 

'Under the monarchy the people became an active force only for the 
duration of armed conflict. Like a paid army it had to keep its ranks in 
the heat of battle. But no sooner was the victory won than it had to 
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return to a state of perfect obedience. Our experience accustoms us to 
seemg how at a word of command a mass of soldiers will enter into an 
organised fury of carnage and into the lottery of life and death, and 
how at another command they will again become peaceful. The same 
thing is required of a people that has armed Itself. Here the word of 
command is liberty, the enemy tyranny, the commander-in-chief the 
constitution, subordination obedience to the representatives of the 
people. But there is a great difference between the passivity of ordi
nary military obedience and the ardour of an insurrection; between 
obedience to the order of a general and the flame of enthusiasm which 
liberty pours into the vems of every living creature. This is the sacred 
flame that tunes every nerve and it is for its sake, for the sake of enjoy
ing this flame of liberty, that every nerve is keyed up. These efforts 
are the enjoyment of liberty, and you wish it to be renounced; these 
occupations, this activity for the public cause, this interest is the driving 
force, and you want the people to sink into inertia and boredom once 
more?':! 

Both these passages speak a very clear language. They show how pro
foundly and intimately Hegel 's enthusiasm for the classical democracies 
was interwoven with his attitude to the French Revolution. Our im
mediate task is to give a comprehensive picture of the classical ideal as 
cherished by Hegel in this period and to do so as far as possible in his own 
words since these are extremely telling and should not be weakened by 
paraphrase. We must begin our presentation with a lengthy general 
quotation from the chief work of this period, on positive Christianity, to 
which we have several times referred, before proceeding to his views on 
specific aspects of classical culture. 

'The Greek and Roman religions were religions only for free peoples, 
and with the loss of freedom the strength they provided, their sense 
and their appropriateness for man disappeared also. What is the use of 
an army of cannons that has run out of ammunition? It must go in 
search of other weapons. What is the use of a fisherman's net if the 
river has dned up ? 

'As free men they obeyed laws they had given themselves, they
obeyed men they had installed in/ositions of authority, they waged
wars they had themselves resolve upon, gave up their property and 
their passions and sacrificed thousands of lives for a cause that was 
their own. They neither learnt nor taught, but lived in accordance 
with maxims, performing actions they could call their own; in public, 

private and domestic life every man was free, each lived according to 
his own Ia ws. The idea of his country, of the state was the invisible 

higher thing for which he laboured and which spurred him on; this 
was the ultimate purpose of the world, or at any rate of his world-a 
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purpose he found enacted in reality, or which he helped to enact and 
to maintain. His individuality bowed to his idea, he required subsist
ence, life and permanence for it alone and could himself provide for 
his needs. It would not ever, or only seldom, occur to him to want or 
to implore permanence or eternal life for himself; only in passive, 
inert moments would he feel a strong desire for something merely for 
himself.-Cato only turned to Plato 's Phaedo when his republic, his 
world, when what had been the highest order of things was 
destroyed;: only then did he seek refuge in an even higher order. 

'Their gods reigned supreme in the realm of nature, ruling over
everything which makes man hafPY or unhappy. High passions were
their work, as were great gifts o wisdom, eloquence and of counsel. 
Their advice was sought about the successful or unsuccessful outcome 
of an enterprise, men implored their blessing and gave thanks for gifts 
of every kind-when man came into open conflict with these rulers 
over nature he could oppose them with his own freedom. Man's will 
was free, it obeyed its own laws; men knew no divine ordinances or if 
they called the moral law divine, it was not handed down to them on 
any tablets: it ruled invisibly (Antigone) . At the same tlme, they ac
knowledged every man's right to have his own will, be it good or 
bad. The good recognized their own duty to be good, but also 
respected the rights of others not to be able to achieve the same ideal. 
For this reason they proclaimed neither a divine morality, nor one 
invented or abstracted by themselves for others to cleave to. 

'Victorious wars, the growth of wealth and an increased familiarity 
with several comforts oflife, with luxury, produced an aristocracy of 
wealth and military glory. This aristocracy acquired influence and 
power over many men who, corrupted by the sight of their deeds and 
even more by the use they made of their wealth, gladly and wil
lingly granted them power and authority in the state . . . .  Soof1 the 
freely granted authority was maintained by force and this in itself 
presupposes the loss of that feeling, that consciousness which Mon
tesquieu calls virtue and makes into the essential principle of a re
public ; its character is the ability to sacriftce an individual in order 
to save an idea that has been realized in a republic for its citizens. 

'The image of the state as a pr�duct of his own activity faded from 
the soul of the citizen; understanding and concern for society as a 
whole became the province of a single man, or a few men; each man 
was assigned a more or less limited place, different from that of his 
fellows; the government of the machine of state was entrusted to a 
small number of citizens and they served as individual cogs whose 
value lay in their association with each other. The part assigned to 
each man in the fragmented totality was so minute in comparison to 
the size of the whole that the individual did not need to see or 
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understand it. Usefulness to the state was instilled in its subjects 
by the state and the aim they all set themselves was acquisition and 

selfsubsistence and perhaps also vanity. All activity, all purposes hence
forth referred to individuals. There was no longer any 

activity 
for the 

whole, for an idea--each man either laboured for 
himself 

or was 
forced to work for another. The freedom to obey self-imposed laws, 
to follow self-imposed authorities in 

peace 
and in war to obey gen

erals who were implementing 
plans which 

all had resolved upon-all 
this died out. All political 

freedom 
faded away; the law only gave the 

citizen a right to the security of 
property, 

the pursuit of which now 
filled his entire life. The phenomenon 

that 
tore to shreds the whole 

web of his intentions, the activity of his whole life, namely death, 
became something terrible for him: for nothing survived him, unlike 
the republican whose republic lived on after him and so he began to 
conceive the vague idea that his soul must be immortal. '4 
The main outlines of Hegel's view of the democracies of Greece and 

Rome stand out very clearly. The implicit reference to the present, to the 
French Revolution can hardly escape the 

unprejudiced 
reader and this 

impression is strengthened 
by 
comparison 

with 
the passages cited earlier. 

It is revealing, fo� instance, 
how 

often Hegel departs from the objective 
tone of the narrative historian and speaks 

simply 
of republicans and re

publican 
virtue, 

quoting 
Montesquieu 

admittedly, 
but the reader cannot 

help 
thinking of 

the 
republican virtues 

proclaimed 
by Robes pierre. 

The parallel is reinforced by the argument that the crucial factor in the 
decline of the republics of antiquity was the abolition of equality of 
wealth. Moreover, the reader cannot fail to be struck by the naive and 
ideological manner in which Hegel construes the transition from free
dom to unfreedom. He sees the importance of the economic factors 
diagnosed first by Rousseau, but only abstractly and without being able 
to supply the concrete mediating links from them to the ideological 
problems that interest him 

primarily. Hegel's central ideological 
problem 

here is, once 
again, 

what he calls 
subjectivity in contrast to positivity. In the sphere 

of 
pure politics this 

can be expressed relauvely clearly: men obey self-created laws, self
chosen authorities, the state is continually produced by their activity. 
And it is characteristic of Hegel 's position at this stage that he rejects 
the idea of class, whether spiritual or secular, for this state of society. 
We have already seen how he disregarded the existence and signifi
cance of slavery in classical antiquity. His conception of classical so
ciety was essentially classless. As soon as class distinctions became 
economically and politically fixed, real freedom was at an end. 

We must emphasize that here too his account of the processes at 
work is extraordinarily abstract and very ideological. Thus in one of 
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the earliest Berne studies he writes: 

'But when a class---either the ruling class or the priests, or both to
gether-loses that spirit of simplicity which had brought into being 
and hitherto inspired their laws and ordinances, then not only is it 
irreparably lost but also the oppression and dishonouring of the 
people is certain. (For this reason, the mere division into classes is 
already dangerous to freedom since it can foster an esprit de corps 
which can become a threat to the spirit of the whole. )5 

This rejection of the classes in a democracy is as determined as it is 
natve. Nevertheless, we should not overlook the fact that here in Hegel 
we see the first faint glimmerings of an understanding of gentile society. 
Of course, even the later Hegel never acquired a definite conception of 
gentile society-Bachofen was the 6rst to develop any real under
standing of that, desptte the]resence of idealist and mystical distortions
in his work. But it is beyon dispute that the analysis of the tragic con
flict of the Antigone in The Phenomenology of Mind, or the much later aes
thetic conception of the 'heroic age' (in the Aesthetics) contain strong 
suggestions of this state of society in a mystified form. In the early wri
tings Hegel's understanding of this issue is still highly abstract: on the one 
hand, there is abstract equality (classless society) , on the other hand, the 
complete self-government, sell-activity of the people. However, the 
sober and realistic appraisal of the facts of daily life, which we have 
already seen in his letter to Schelling about the material basis of ortho
doxy, is never far from the surface. Thus it is not without interest to 
observe him speaking of the festivals of antiquity with the greatest en
thusiasm, but without failing to point out that an essential feature of these 
festivals was that they were not merely arranged by the people but that 
the people also administered all the religious donations.6 

The freedom and independence of the people is the source of the non
positive, non-fetishized, non-objective character of classical religion. 
Now Hegel is, of course, perfectly aware, despite his extreme subjective 
and idealist interpretation of 'practical reason' ,  that a world wholly 
without objectivity, without any objectification of thoughts and feel
ings, is quite impossible. He therefore strives to defme in a series of com
plex arguments and analyses the specific character of the 'objectless' 
objectivity of antiquity. 

I shall gtve an extreme and for that reason very revealing example 
from his numerous analyses of this issue . In the course of his historical 
studies Hegel has occasion to speak of the role of women mourners at the 
public funerals in Athens. He comes to regard even tears as an objec
tiftcauon of gnef. 

'But since gnef is essentially subjective, it only externalizes itself with 
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reluctance. Only the gravest exigency can induce it to do so . . . .  This 
cannot take place through the agency of something alien to it. Only if 
it is given to itself will it possess itself as itself and as something partly 
outside itself . . . .  Speech is the purest form of objectivity in the eyes 
of subjectivity. It is not yet anything objective, but it is the movement 
towards objectivity. Lament in the form of a song achieves the form 
of beauty to a higher degree since it moves in accordance with rules. 
The elegies of women mourners are therefore the most human ex
pression of grief, of the need to lighten one's burden by developing it 
to its fullest extent and contemplating it in its true proportions. This 
contemplation alone is the balm. "' 

The decisive moment here for Hegel is that the object is not fixed, not es
tablished for ever; there should never be an ultimately defined object but 
only a progress towards objectivity and then a return to a modified puri
fied subjectivity. 

This line of reasoning is very closely connected with his purely poli
tical, republican image of antiquity. The life of man in Greece or Rome 
had its centre in the realm of the public. At the same time, men are free, 
autonomous individuals with their own fates. Their private thoughts. 
feelings and passions must be so constructed that they never remain fixed 
at this one point: they must always be able to flow sm"oothly back into 
the stream of public life. 

In this period Hegel frequently draws comparisons between Jesus and 
Socrates. He notes in passing the fetish involved in fixing the number of 
Jesus' disciples at twelve, but his main point is that Jesus took his disciples 
out of society, out of life, cutting them off and turning them into men 
whose chief characteristic was precisely their disciplehood. In the case of 
Socrates, his disciples remain social, they stay as they are, their individua
lity is not remoulded artificially. They return therefore into public life 
enriched; 

'each ofhis disciples was himself a master; many founded schools, sev
eral were great generals, statesmen, heroes of all kinds ' .  

Jesus, however, created a narrow-minded, closed sect; 'among the 
Greeks he would have been an object oflaughter'.8 

In Hegel 's view, then, the ever-open road back into public life is the 
foundation for normal existence in the classical world and this stands in 
sharp contrast to the deformed and deforming pathology of man under 
Christianity. 

Once again we can best throw light on Hegel's position by citing one 
ofhis more extreme examples. He repeatedly comes back to the distinc
tion between the Bacchantes of antiquity and the witches of the Middle 
Ages. 
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'In the bacchanalia, Greek women were given room to express their 
pent-up passions. Their physical and emotional exhaustion was suc
ceeded by their peaceful return to the realm of their normal feelings 
and their accustomed lives. Outside the festivals the savage Maenad 
was a rational woman. ' 

Thus the main point about the Greeks was 'the return to ordinary life', 
whereas in the witchcraft of the Christian age we fmd 

'the advance from isolated outbreaks of madness to a thorough-going 
and permanent derangement of the mind. "l 

We are less concerned here with the accuracy of Hegel's interpretation 
of the classical Bacchanalia, than with his general interpretation oflife in 
antiquity, with the living interaction between public and private, with 
the free, creative suspensions of the private in public life that prove to be 
valid even where, as here, the more pathological sides of human nature 
are involved. 

The precise definition of this interaction is 
important 

for our under

standing 
of Hegel because it enables us to see just 

how 
remote his 

republican 
subjectivism 

is from individualism in the modern sense. 
Indeed, 

we 
might argue that Hegel's position is the antipole of modern individua
lism. Hegel was of course perfectly familiar with the latter phenomenon, 
which, however, he thought of as the product of decadence, of positive 
religion and of the Christian era. It is highly indicative of Hegel's histori
cal perceptiveness that for all the mystification and tortuousness of his 
subjective idealism, he nevertheless had a very clear insight into the con
nection between modern individualism as an ideology and a life-style, 
and the actual fragmentation and impoverishment of human personality 
in the course of the medieval and post-medieval periods. At the same 
time, he is equally aware of the fact that man can only develop a many
sided, mature personality if and when social conditions permit and en
courage this sort of harmony, and if they promote a vital interaction 
between a man's public and private life. 

Hence the impoverishment and mutilation of man's life is one of the 
persistent themes of Hegel's critique of the modern world. He made 
excerpts from the great travel-book by the Mainz Jacobin Georg Forster 
and was particularly impressed by the latter's contrast between the art 
and culture of antiquity and the modern world which in Forster's case , 
too, stems from a republican spirit. Hegel's extracts are followed by this 
contrasting picture oflife in modern and classical times: 

'In a republic one lives for an idea, in a monarchy only for specific 
things--even in a monarchy, men cannot dispense with ideas, they 
fix on a particular idea, an ideal-m a republic they live according to 
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ideas as they ought to he; in a monarchy, they have an ideal, i.e. rarely 
something they have made themselves, a deity.-In a republic, a 
great mind expends his entire physical and moral energies in the ser
ViCe of his idea; the sphere of his activity has unity. The pious- Chris
tian who dedicates himself to his ideal is a mystical fanatic. If his ideal 
f1lls him to the exclusion of all else, if he cannot divide his energies he
tween this and his secular life, if all his strength goes in this one direc
tion, a Mme de Guyon10 will be the result-The need to contemplate 
the ideal will satisfy the over-stimulated imagination, and even the 
senses will assert their rights; examples are the countless nuns and 
monks who dallied with Jesus and dreamed of embracing him. The 
idea of the Republican is of the sort that enables his noblest energies to 
fmd satisfaction in true labour, while that of the fanatic is a mere fig
ment of the imagination. '  

Hegel follows this up with a comparison, still based on Forster, of classi
cal and Christian art (architecture in particular) which, as might he 
expected, comes down hrmly on the side of classical art. But here too we 
must note that art is not considered for its own intrinsic value hut as the 
expression of the different social life-styles of the two great epochs.11 

We can see how radically Hegel criticizes the whole modern tradition 
from a polemic directed against Schiller whom he nevertheless greatly 
venerated even at this early period. In his On Naive and Sentimental Poetry 
of 1 795--96, an essay of absolutely fundamental importance for the de
finition of modern literature, Schiller had indeed acknowledged the 
incomparable and undying greatness of classical poetry. At the same 
time, however, he attempted to provide an historical and philosophical 

justification of modern literature. Schiller's efforts in this direction-no 
less than the similar tendencies in Goethe-had a profound influence on 

Hegel's later views on modern art. In this period, however , Hegel 
ignores these historical and philosophical discoveries. Indeed, without 
mentioning Schiller by name, he conducts a vigorous attack on one sec
tion ofhis treatise. 

On Naive and Sentimental Poetry contains a passage in which Schiller 
praises modern poets at the expense of classical ones for their superior 
representation oflove. 

'Without wishing to encourage sentimentality [ Schwarmerei] which 
indeed does not enhance nature hut abandons it, we may still believe, 
I hope, that in regard to the relations between the sexes and the emo
tion of love, nature can possess a nobler character than has been 
given it by the Ancients.' 

He supports his arguments with references to Fielding and Shakespeare. 
We must remind ourselves of the history of individual love and its 
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reflection in poetry in Friedrich Engels' key work The Origins of the 
Family to appreciate the accuracy of Schiller's assessment of the historical 
factors, even though he could have no idea of their underlying causes. 
Hegel's polemic, however, is directed precisely at Schiller's genuine 
insight. In the modern over-estimation oflove, and its lower place in the 
scale of values of antiquity, he sees yet another instance of the socio
political contrast he discusses so frequently. He asks, 

'Does this phenomenon have nothing to do with the spirit of their 
[i.e. the Greeks'] free life ! '  

He imagines a situation in which a knight regales Aristides, the Athenian 
statesman, with an account of all the deeds he had performed out of pas
sion, without mentioning the object of these deeds. In this situation, 
Hegel remarks, 

'would not Aristides who did not know to whom or what this entire 
expenditure of feeling, action and enthusiasm was devoted, exclaim 
in wonder: I have dedicated my life to my country; I have laboured 
for it without expecting any distinction, or power or wealth as 
reward. But I am aware that I would not have done so much for it, I 
could not have held it in the same unique and profound veneration as 
you have -displayed. I know of Greeks who have done more, who 
were more greatly inspired, but I know of none who had ever 
attained the same heights of self-denial as yourself. And what was the 
object of your noble life ?  It must be infinitely greater and worthier 
than anything I can imagine, greater even than freedom and my 
country ! '�2 

Here, in Hegel's ironical repudiation of the entire modern cult of indivi
dual love, we fmd an inspired paean to the normative life of antiquity. 
Hegel rejects the sentimental culture of the modern world because it is 
exaggerated, because it squanders lofty feelings on merely individual, 
merely private and hence unworthy objects. The only objects worthy of 
heroic deeds are freedom and one's country. 

These views contain a certain admixture of republican asceticism 
which likewise forms part of the armoury of the Jacobin followers of 
Rousseau and which Hegel had been prepared for philosophically by the 
idealist asceticism of The Critique of Practical Reason . However, his radica
lism goes far beyond that of Kant whom he criticizes for his inconsistent 
application of ascetic principles in morality. 

It is well known that in his ethics Kant refused to permit any connec
tion between the imperatives of duty and sensuality, or any suggestion 
that their form and content could be modified by men's claims to sensual 
happiness. Hegel is in agreement with this. Where he demurs is when, in 
drawing out the religious implications of his ethic, Kant introduces the 
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idea that we may become worthy o f  happiness, an idea which is closely 
connected to the sudden appearance of God as a 'postulate of practical 
reason '_13 In this Hegel sees above all a renewal of positive religion. In his 
view the Kantian ethic calls for 

'an alien bemg, in whom the control over nature resides, a control 
which nature misses and which it can no longer afford to despise. In 
this philosophy faith means a lack of awareness that reason is absolute, 
complete unto itself-that lts infinite idea must be created from itself 
alone, free from the admixture of anything alien to it, and that this 
can be achieved only through the removal of that intruder [i.e. the 
Kantlan God-G.L.] and not through his presence.-The so
conditioned ultimate purpose of reason provides a moral faith in the 
existence of God which cannot be practical . . .  '�4 

Hegel here shows Kant's ethics to be inconsistent with Its own premises. 
In the process he frees it from the proofs of the existence of God that Kant 
had smuggled back m at the cost of intensifying the asceticism of The 
Critique of Practical Reason . 

However, this is not the decisive motif of Hegel's criticism. He does 
indeed believe that Kant's God IS mfected by the 'posltlvity' he rejects so 
emphatically in his Berne penod, but his ultimate objection to Kant's 
arguments is that he sees them as an obstacle to the creation of an heroic, 
republican morality, as an expression of modern philistinism. Thus he 
observes scathingly: 

' In our age all we can say of a man who has just died honourably for 
his country or virtue, Is that he deserved a better fate. '  

And in the course ofhis attack on the 'positive ' character of Kant's syn
thesis ofhappiness and morality m his postulated God, he adds: 

'Anyone, e.g. a repubhcan or a soldier who is fighting not perhaps for 
his country, but at any rate for his honour, who has set himself a cer
tain goal and does not manage to achieve that other goal, viz. happi
ness, nevertheless has a goal whose fulfilment depends entirely on 
himself and he does therefore not stand in need of any help from out
side. '15 

It is evident that Hegel reserves his praise here for the ascetic heroism of 
the French Revolution and m consequence imports a number of features 
into his portrait of antiquity which have nothing to do with antiquity 
itself. But m all these arguments we see how Hegel saw the complete 
fulfilment of human aspirations, the real development of the essential 
forces of human personality exclusively in an absolute service to one's 
country, to the interests of public life and to the republic. And converse
ly, in every aspiration aimed solely at the private life of the individual, he 
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saw only philistinism. 
Here too, in his ironic treatment of philistinism, it is important to take 

the precise historical circumstances into account. Bourgeois historians in 
Germany are accustomed to classify every attack on philistinism as part 
ofRomanticism. In Hegel's case, however, this would be quite mislead
ing. Bourgeois literary historians have been accustomed to classify 
Holderlin as a Romantic and Holderlin stands ideologically very close to 
Hegel's early philosophy; and now it is fashionable to classify Hegel 
along with the Romantics also. That this is wrong in principle can be 
seen if we point out that the Romantic critique of philistinism was aimed 
at its modern, prosaic elements to which they opposed an aesthetic ideal. 
Hence the Romantic critique tends on the one hand to slip into an apo
logy for Bohemian or anarchistic leanings, and on the other hand it 
glorifies the moral and spiritual narrow-mindedness of a pre-capitalist 
society of craftsmen which has not yet experienced the division of 
labour. 

With all this Hegel and his colleagues have little in common. For 
Hegel, philistinism is in fact the survival of medieval narrowness in the 
life and thought of modern times. And he never attacks philistinism in 
the name of an aesthetic ideal. What characterizes philistinism in his 
view is imprisonment in the problems of purely private interests, and 
hence the counter-ideal is, as we have seen, the complete identity of the 
citizen with the affairs of public life so typical of the Greek city-state. 
Marx, too, has given a penetrating defmition of the specific features of 
the Jacobin position: 

' 'J 'he whole of French terrorism was nothing but a plebeian method of deal
ing with the enemies of the bourgeoisie, with absolutism, feudalism 
and philistinism. '�6 

It is evident then that Hegel's critique of philistinism belongs in the gen
eral framework of his campaign for the aims of democratic revolution. 

Thus Hegel confronts the Christian, philistine ethics of the 'private 
man' with the heroic ethics of public life. He takes this confrontation so 
far as to defend the right to suicide, conducting his defence with classical 
examples and Stoic arguments. This line of reasoning is by no means 
unique in the eighteenth century. Goethe's Werther contains a passionate 
vindication of the right to commit suicide and here too Goethe s position 
is connected with the struggle for democratic freedom. However, Hegel 
goes beyond this in the direction of the exclusive predominance of public 
life, of the interests of the republic and freedom. Only in such a context 
does he fmd suicide morally defensible. He quotes from a number of 
Christian, philistine condemnations of suicide and concludes: 

'Cato, Cleomenes and others who took their own lives after the free 
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constitutions of  their countries had been abolished did so because they 
found it impossible to return to private life;  their souls had embraced 
an idea which they could no longer work for ;  once their soul had 
been exiled from its greater sphere of activity it longed to be rid of the 
fetters of the body so as to return to the world of eternal ideas. '17 

The problem of death, of dying, is an integral part of Hegel's confron
tation of the greatness of classical republicanism with the pettiness and 
debasement of modern Christianity. Hegel wants no part of the Chris
tian view of the utter contrast of life and death; he regards dying as 
necessary and organic continuation of the way a man has conducted his 
life. 

'The heroes of all nations die in the same manner, for they have lived 
and in the course of their lives they have learnt to recognize the 
power of nature. The failure to suffer its lesser evils disables a man 
from enduring its greater tests. How could it otherwise come about 
that the peoples in whose religion the preparation for death forms a 
corner-stone should on the whole die so unmanfully, while other 
nations approach this moment undaunted. '  

This is followed by an account of the beauty of death among the Greeks, 
an account influenced in important ways by Schiller's philosophical 
poems. And Hegel goes on to compare this beauty with the narrow pet
tiness of positive religion, of Christianity: 

'For this reason we see how the beds of the ailing are surrounded by 
friends and priests who overwhelm the anguished soul of the dying 
with their half-suppressed, prescribed groans and sighs. "8 

And elsewhere he even aims his mockery at the death of Jesus, speaking 
Ironically of the way the entire world is expected to feel gratitude to 
Jesus for his self-sacrifice, 

'just as if many millions had not given their lives in a lesser cause, 
without the sweat of fear, but with a smile, with joy even, for their 
king, their country, their loved one-how would they have died then 
for humanity-. "9 
These are the essential features of classical antiquity as compared with 

Christiamty. Once the reader has familiarized himself with this material 
he will require no further proof, I believe, that Hegel projected this 
image of antiquity into the utopian picture of a republic of the future, 
and that each constantly influenced the other. From the standpoint of 
Hegel's later development it is particularly important to underscore this 
view of antiquity, above all the fact that antiquity was in his eyes not just 
part ofhistory, but a living model for the present, and 
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'centuries will pass before the spirit of Europeans will make them rea
lize and teach them how to implement in their daily life and their 
legislation those things which the Greeks' own feelings naturally 
taught them. ' 

The exemplary status of the Greeks has, as we have seen, democratic re
publicanism as its political content. Its philosophical manifestation is the 
radical s�bjective idea�i�m of �h� early He�e�, �is en�rg�tic, p�ssionate
repudiauon of the posltlve rehg10n of Chnsuamty w1th 1ts anu-human 
despotism. 
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of a holy and good Author of the world; and although the con
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with the highest degree of moral perfection (possible in crea
tures) , includes my own happiness, yet it is not this that is the deter
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summum bonum , but the moral law, which, on the contrary, limits 
by strict conditions my unbounded desire ofhappiness. 

'Hence also morality is not properly the doctnne how we should 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Christianity : despotism and the enslavement of man 

WHEN we come to Hegel's treatment of Christianity, that hated and 
despised incarnation of philosophical positivity, of political despotism, 
we shall not only find a completely different tone-that is very plain to 
see-but also a much more historical approach, though even here it does 
not go beyond the limits set to Hegel's insight into historicity m his 
Berne period. 

We have seen how Hegel established a dose connection between the 
economic foundations of antiquity-as viewed through Rousseauesque 
spectacles-and its republican heroism and greatness. But we have also 
observed that the problem of the origins of such a society never came to 
the surface. For the early Hegel classical antiquity was a purely utopian 
ideal. His unhistoncity here was not simply the result of his extreme 
philosophical subjectivism; for we have seen that this by no means needs 
preclude a very realistic appraisal of speciftc concrete social factors. We 
believe instead that his failure to develop an historical view of classical 
antiquity was closely related to the economic and political backwardness 
of Germany. However illusory the dream of a revival of classical repub
licanism had been, even in France, It nevertheless stood in a real re
lationship to the real goals of an actual revolution and its ideological 
preparation. In France, the possibility and necessity of relating these 
ideals and illusions to social realities brought about a much more genu
inely histoncal view of classical anuquity. In Germany, however, the 
state of society did not yet allow the possibility of a democratic revol
ution. Hegel 's enthusiasm, therefore, was purely ideological. For this 
reason it is nothing more than a wish-fulfilment and inevitably the ques
tion of how to bring about such a revolution remams the weakest, 
vaguest and least concrete aspect of his argument. (We shall see that this 
weakness persists unchanged for a long time and is never fully over
come. )  Hegel's Berne period not only represents the culmination ofhis 
revolutionary enthusiasm, but also-in consequence of the gulf between 
ideology and social reality in Germany-it is the period of his greatest 
abstraction. This abstraction, this remoteness from a real purchase on 
future possibilities, IS reflected in his unhistorical approach to the ques
tion of how the classical civilization of his ideal ever came into being. 

When we come to his interpretation of Christianity, the situation is 
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quite different. Here an .historical approach follows directly from his 
revolutionary enthusiasm. The greater his enthusiasm for Greece, the 
more extreme the contrast between that and the wretchedness of life in 
the succeeding era became; whereas the more he suffered under modern, 
Christian society, the more energetically, historically and concretely he 
was forced to put the question: how could such a beautiful and human 
society perish and give way to such a wretched one? Thus he writes: 

'The ousting of heathen religion by Christianity is one of those mir
aculous revolutions the causes of which must be sought by the reflec
tive historian. The great, public revolution must have been preceded 
by a silent, secret revolution in the spirit of the age, a revolution not 
visible to anyone, least of all to living contemporaries and one which 
is as difficult to describe as to comprehend. Ignorance of these revol
utions in the world of the spirit results in amazement at the end
product; a revolution such as the ousting of an age-old, indigenous 
faith by a strange one is inevitably fought out much more immedi
ately in the realm of the spirit and so its causes must be sought directly 
in the spirit of the age.-How can a religion be supplanted which has 
been established in a state for centuries and which is intimatelv bound
up with the constitution, how can people cease to believe in

' 
gods to 

whom cities and empires ascribe their origins, to whom the peoples 
daily offered up sacrifices, whose blessings they mvoked for all their 
affairs, beneath whose banner their armies were alone victorious, to 
whom they had expressed thanks for their victories, to whom they 
dedicated their songs when happy, and their prayers when downcast, 
whose temples and altars, treasures and statues had been the pride of 
entire peoples, the renown of the arts, and whose worship and festi
vals were the occasiOn for universal joy-how was it possible for the 
myriad threads binding faith in the gods to the texture of human life 
to be torn asunder and broken?'1 

Hegel's basic historical explanation is the one we have already seen in 
the essay, The Positivity of the Christian Religion : It is explained by the de
velopment of mequalities of wealth which according to Hegel, and 
indeed to his French and English predecessors, inevitably brings despo
tism in its wake. Here too Hegel does not achieve the historical con
creteness of Gibbon or Ferguson, Montesqmeu or Rousseau. It should be 
remembered, therefore, that when we speak of a more historical ap
proach here we are only speaking relatively, bearing in mind the limited 
possibilities available to him. 

But this greater historicity shows itself above all in the fact that Hegel 
attempts to explain the dominance of Christianity with reference not to 
the nse of Christianitv in the fmt instance, but to the decline of the states 
of classical anuquny: His premise, therefore, is that there was a social 
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need for a relig10n to ftll the gap left by the loss of freedom, and he 
explains that Chnstianity was the vtctor because it was suited to this end. 

'In this situation, without faith in anything stable or in an absolute, ac
customed to obey an alien will and alien laws, without a country, in a 
state which promised no happiness . . .  in this situation a religion pre
sented itself to men which either was adapted to the requirements of 
the age (for it had its roots in a people equally, if differently, corrupt, 
vapid and sterile)----Qr else it was a religton from which men could 
mould or fashion whatever their needs dictated. '2 

The primary factor for Hegel, then, is the erosion of the old democra
tic freedom, the old free activity of the people, through the emergence of 
inequality of wealth . Corresponding to the old state of affairs is that non
posttlve religion which in reality was nothing but the spur, the incentive 
to hermc action in the midst of a natural life lived close to nature. The de
struction of these forms oflife is the most tmportant process studied here 
by Hegel. He repeatedly returns to the fact that the extension of the 
Roman Empire meant the levelling out of the vanous nations and the de
struction of their national religions. Probing further he discerns a link 
between the destruction of the old relations between man and nature, 
and the fall of the Roman Republic. 

'Through the establishment of the Roman Empire which deprived 
almost the entire known world of its freedom, nature was subjected to 
a law alien to man and cut off from him. Its life became stone and 
wood; the gods became created and servile beings. Wherever force 
came to life, benevolence was revealed or greatness ruled, there the 
heart and character of man was to be found. Theseus onlv became a 
hero to the Athenians after his death . . .  The Roman C�esars were 
deified. Apollonios ofTyana3 performed miracles. The great was no 
longer divme, and therefore no longer beautiful or free. In this separa
tion 4 the natural and the divine a man came to jom them together, as 
conciliator and redeemer. '4 
Hegel goes on to examme the vanous spiritual trends prevalent during 

the decline of Rome m order to discover just how the process led mexo
rably to the acceptance ofChnstianity. 

'After the destruction of Greek and Roman freedom, when men's 
ideas lost control over the objects, the genius of mankind split in two. 
The spirit of the corrupt moh said to the objects: I am yours, take me ! 
and hurled Itself into the nvcr of objects, let itself be swept along by 
them and perished m the flood. '  

There follows an analysis of the various spiritual currents which opposed 
this process, and with an histoncal mstght that IS qutte amazmg for the 
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time, he  concludes that for all their opposition they were unable to 
change the basic tendency. Thus he refers to this general pattern to 
explain the fact that the late Roman Stoles turned away from life. (It is 
revealing that at this period he says nothing either about the Epicureans 
or the Sceptics . In Jena we fmd him preoccupied w1th the Sceptics and he 
shows great understanding of them. He was never able, however, to get 
his beanngs properly with Epicurus.) Hegel goes on to show how the 
feeling of impotence led to the assumptmn of objects imperceptible by 
the senses, to the worship of these objects and thence to the vanous theur
gic movements. He shows further that there is a straight line from here to 
Christianity. In conclusmn, he states: 

'In its maturity the church combined the desire of the Stoics with that 
of these mwardly broken spirits. It permits men to live amidst the 
whirl of objects and opens up the prospect of elevating men above 
them by means of easy exercises, sleight of hand, trembling of the lips, 
etc. '5 
In Hegel's view, then, the essential factor that produced the need for a 

new religion in the Roman world, a need sausficd by Christianity, was 
the withering of repubhcan virtue and freedom, the increasmgly private 
nature of all aspects of life. This was the climate so favourable to the de
velopment of individualism in the modern sense of the individual who 
cares exclusively for his own narrow, material or at best spuitual needs 
and who thinks ofh1msclf as an 1solated 'atom' ;  the social activltv of such 
a man can only be that of a small wheel in an enormous machin�, whose 
overall purposes he neither can nor wishes to comprehend. Thus accord
ing to Hegel modern individualism is also the product of the divlSlon of 
labour wnhin society. In such a society the need naturally springs up for 
a pnvate rcligmn, a religion of private life. 

We have seen already from the Tiibingen Notes that Hegel regarded 
the private nature of Christlamty as its most 1mportant characteristic. In 
contrast to the religions of the Greeks and Romans which always address 
themselves to the entire people, Christianity refers primarily to the mdi
vidual and to his salvatmn, the redemption ofh1s soul. 

Hegel also turned his attention to a further historical question. The 
Chnsuamty adopted by Imperial Rome was not identical in all respects 
w1th the fanh originally founded by Jesus as this has been handed down 
to us in certam parts of the New Testament. 

This 1ssue is an age-old subject of debate and fills the pages of the his
tory of religwn. As early as the Middle Ages, the revolutionary sects 
made a polem1cal contrast between the practices of the Church and the 
anginal teachings of Jesus, and m the decline of the latter they discerned 
the reasons for the decline of Christianity and for its falling into the hands 
of explmters and oppressors. These ideas were very influential among 
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the supporters of Thomas Miinzer and the radical wing of the Puritans 
during the English Revolution. After the latter event the practice of 
making particular dogmas and stories from the Old and New Testaments 
serve as ideological ammunition gradually died out among radical poli
tical movements. The preparatory stages of the bourgeois, democratic 
revolution in France evince an increasing hostility towards all the mani
festations of Christianity: towards both the Church and the religion 
itself. This does not mean, however, that the confrontation between the 
moral precepts of Jesus and the immoral praxis of the Church ceased to 
play a part m the anti-clerical polemics of the Enlightenment. Even in 
the French Revolution itself, we fmd the sporadic appearance of 'Jesus 
the good Sansculotte ' as a counter-weight to monarchical and counter
revolutiOnary priests. In a more backward Germany, where as we have 
seen there was neither a defmite trend towards atheistic materialism, nor 
a radical attack on religion in general and where even in the camp of the 
Enlightenment the 'religion of reason' could be of paramount ideo
logical importance, the incorporation of many of Jesus' sayings and 
teachings (such as The Sermon on the Mount) within 'rational religion' 
was only to be expected . 

Naturally enough, views as prevalent as these could not fail to mfl.u
ence Hegel. As we shall see in Part II, in the course of his crisis in Frank
furt, this German approach even strengthens his own historical 
perspectives and leads him to conceive of the founder of Christianity as a 
world-historical tragic figure. In Berne he had much less sympathy for 
the figure of Jesus or insight into him. He did indeed warm to him as the 
teacher of a pure morality. But even here, as we pointed out in the pre
vious chapter, he placed him beneath Socrates. This comparison, so un
favourable to Jesus, sprang originally from Hegel's overall v1ew at this 
time. Jesus as teacher educates his disciples away from the life of society, 
each 1s encapsulated m his individuality, whereas Socrates leads his dis
ciples back into activity in public life. 

However great the differences between the Christianity of Jesus him
self and Christianity as it later developed they nevertheless both remain 
private religions. It is for this reason that the original band of disciples has 
such a defmitely 'positive' character in Hegel's eyes. This is expressed 
even in the number of disciples which Hegel regards as itself a symptom 
offettshism .6 

The source of the 'positivny' inherent m the teachings and activity of 
Jesus himself was to be found, according to Hegel, in the circumstance 
that Jesus always and as a matter of principle addressed to himself to the 
individual and, equally as a matter of principle, ignored the problems of 
society as such. This can be seen precisely m his attacks on wealth, 
inequality, etc. , where he puts forward views that one would expect 
Hegel to approve of, but which he-quite consistently-rejects on 
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account of their asocial character. He speaks, for instance, of the famous 
incident of the rich youth: 

' "If thou wouldst be perfect, go, sell that thou hast and give it to the 
poor", Christ says to the youth. This image of perfection which 
Christ proposes contains the proof that his teachings were concerned 
primarily with the education and perfection of the individual man 
and they make it very clear how little such teachings are capable of 
being extended to society as a whole-. ., 
This brings us to the second historical qu<;_stion posed by Hegel. What 

had forced Christianity to become 'positive ' in Hegel's sense? It was the 
process by which moral precepts intended only for the individual and 
envisagmg only his perfection were extended in the course of time to 
entire socteties. Hegel distinguishes three phases in this development. 
There ts, fmtly, the teaching of Jesus and his relation to his immediate 
disciples. Secondly, we fmd the Christian sect that grew up after his exe
cution and m which the seeds of the 'positivity' already implanted began 
to germinate, turning what was mtended as the moral union of the first 
community of Christians into a religious sect with pronounced 'positive' 
elements. Finally, we see these doctrines spreading throughout society, 
Christiamty as a dominant church in which the forces of 'positivity ' so 
alien and inimical to life acquire that fateful importance that will deter
mine the entire history of the Middle Ages and modern times. 

It is obvious that this scheme is incomparably more historical than 
Hegel's conception of the Greek polis. It is of interest to note that Hegel 
relied heavily here on Rousseau's idea of the qualitative changes pro
duced m democracies by a quantitative mcrease. In the section on demo
cracy (Le Contrat Social, Bk. 3 ,  chapter IV) Rousseau points out that mere 
quantitative expans10n can prove dangerous and even fatal to a demo
cracy. It iS very characteristic that although these remarks refer directly 
to the democraoes of antiquity m Rousseau, they are applied only to 
Chnstianity by Hegel. Moreover, we should note the far from insignifi
cant shift m emphasis whereby the cause of the decline is no longer an in
ternal dialectic within the democracies themselves, as in Rousseau, but 
the growth of private morality, and the application to a larger society of 
the ethical precepts binding upon individuals. The increase m the size of 
society, then, produces in the wake of quantitative change, qualitatively 
different forms of positivity. (We witness here the first, as yet very pri
mitive, schematic and unconscious form of the transition from quantity 
into quality in Hegel. It is also of interest to note that this Rousseauan 
idea reappears, in a generalized, modified form, in the context of poli
tical and constitutional problems, e .g . ,  in "J he Encyclopaedia 10!!, 
Addition.) 

Thus Hegel proceeds from the a� sum ption that the later, terrible sides 
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of Christianity were 

'already implicit in Its earliest, undeveloped scheme-and were then 
exploited and extended by autocrats and hypocrites' .  

And generalizing from this he adds that the Christian religion 

'provides us with yet another mstance of the many which go to show 
that when the institutions and laws of a small society, where every 
citizen has the right to belong or not to belong, are extended to civil 
society at large, then they are always inappropriate and incompatible 
with civic freedom. '8 

Hegel then goes on to discuss in great detail the vanous modifications 
to the particular doctrines and precepts of Jesus in the origmal com
mumty, and to show how m the fully-grown Christian church they de
veloped mto a consummate positivity and a hypocritical despotism. The 
detail of his analysis IS explicable in terms of the state of Germany at the 
time; we are well aware from Hegel's letters of the use to which a reac
tionary orthodoxy put Kant's philosophy. Of course, even these studies 
do not make Hegel's early wntmgs 'theological'-since their mam 
thrust is anti-theological. Nevertheless, the history of the corruption of 
particular Christian doctnnes has no very great interest for us today . We 
shall confine ourselves therefore to a description of the main line of the 
historical development. And here we must again emphasize that for 
Hegel the quantitative expansion of the Christian community wa� 
bound up with the emergence of social and economic distinctions within 
it, i .e. that here too Hegel's central historical preoccupation, the inequa
lity of wealth, plays a crucial role. Thus with the growth of the com
munity, the original close union and brotherly feelings evaporated. In 
the same way the fact that the community comes increasingly to be 
formed from a number of socially and economically divergent strata 
�pells the end of communal property. The ongmal rule that property 
should be held only in common with others 

'ceases to be the condition for admi�swn . . .  all the greater is the em
phasis on voluntary contributions to the communal treasury as a way 
of buying one's way into heaven . . . .  The clergy could only gain by 
this since It recommended generosity to the laymen while taking 
good care not to throw away ib own possessions, and so in order to 
enrich the poor and needy, i .e. itself, it reduced the other half of 
mankind to beggary . '  

In a similar fashion, the original emphasis on equality became trans
formed mto a 'positive' religious dogma: 
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'This theory was indeed retained undiminished--except for the pru
dent corollary that equality existed in the eyes of heaven and so no 
further notice need he taken of it on earth. '  

All the customs and ceremonies of  Christianity became 'positive', i .e. 
inhuman comedies which hypocritically disregarded the real condition 
of the people entangled in them. Thus Holy Communion originally 
represented the departure of the teacher from his disciples and then 
became transformed into a celebration m memory of the beloved 
teacher, now dead, a ceremony in which the equality and fraternity of 
the disciples was the decisive moral and religious factor. 

'But as Chnstianity became more widespread, a greater inequality 
among the Christians became prevalent, which although repudiated 
m theory was retained in practice, so that a fraternity m any real sense 
soon ceased to exist. '9 

Thus in every sphere Christianity developed into a 'positive' church and 
transformed the original private morality of its progenitor into that dog
matic sanctimoniousness which in Hegel 's view is the form of religion 
necessary for and appropnate to a society based on private interests, to a 
bourgeois society. 

There is only one way out of this impasse: the revival of the freedom 
and self-activation of man characteristic of the Greeks. We have alreadv 
referred to the way the imperialist interpreters of Hegel's early work 
triumphantly point to his thorough study of Mosheim's Ecclesiastical 
History. But even this cannot be twisted into an argument supporting 
the thesis of an early theological phase. For Hegel steadfastly refused to 
contemplate any religious, Christian, solution to the problem of Chris
tian 'positivny' ,  dismissing such hopes as doomed from the outset. He 
had obviously read the history of the later sectarian movements, and it 
was this that led him to his negative conclusions. In fact, 1t 1s w1th refer
ence to Mosheim's work that we find him discussing the fate of those 
men who appear from time to time and endeavour to put an end to the 
dead 'positivity ' of Christianity by reverting to its original morality. Of 
the fate that awaits such endeavours he remarks: 

'If they did not keep the1r faith to themselves, then they became the 
founders of a sect which, where it was not condemned by the Church. 
gained a following and as it flowed further and further from 1ts orig
inal source nothing but the rules and laws of its founders survived. 
These rules then ceased to be laws inspired by freedom and degen
erated into mere ecclesiastial statutes-and this in turn brought about 
the foundation of yet other sects . . . 'lo 

Thus the positivity of Christiamty with al1 1ts catastrophic effects cannot 
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be overcome so long as it rests on that form of human society to which 
Christianity owes its diffusion and its hegemony. 

Hegel's early writings contain very detailed descriptions of the way all 
moral problems are distorted by Christianity and are transformed into 
hypocrisy and subservience to despotism. We shall not concern ourselves 
here with his discussions of purely individual moral problems, but shall 
address ourselves instead to his critique of the effects of Christianity upon 
public life, the state and history. 

The most revealing and the most incisive comments are to be found in 
the passages immediately following his extracts from Gibbon's Decline 
and Fall. Hegel says there: 

'The first Chrisuans found consolation and the hope of future rewards 
for themselves and retribution for their enemies-their oppressors 
who worshipped idols. But the subject of a monastery, or indeed of 
any autocratic state cannot appeal to his religion to avenge him on a 
gluttonous prelate or a financier getting fat on the sweat of the poor, 
smce such men too hear the same mass, and indeed read it themselves, 
etc.-Instead he derives so much solace, so much compensation for 
the utter loss of his human rights in a mechanical religion that in his 
animality he loses all sense ofhis own humanity . . .  

'Under the Roman Emperors the Christian religion was incapable 
of hindering the decay of every virtue, the suppression of the free
doms and rights of the Romans, the tyranny and cruelty of the gover
nors, the decline of genius and of all the arts and all the basic sciences. 
Nor was it able to bring new life to the melancholy mind, to the 
withered branches of national happiness and national virtue. But 
eroded and poisoned by the universal plague, and with its own ser
vants deformed into the instruments of despotism, it made the deca
dence of the arts and sciences, obedience to despousm and a passive 
tolerance of the destruction of every fine flower of humanity and 
freedom, into a veritable system: it became the advocate, the most 
passionate glorifier of the most scandalous iniquities of despotism 
and, what is even worse than any individual crimes, it went so far as 
to adulate despotism which drained all human energies dry and 
undermined humanity with its slow secret poison. '11 

This gloomy picture of the historical Impact of Christianity is meant 
to refer not only to Rome in Its decline, but also the entire span of 
medieval and modern history. Discussing the historical achievements of 
the Christian religion elsewhere, he says: 

'How unsuccessful it was in mastering the corruption of all classes, 
the barbarity of the ages and the coarse prejudices of peoples. When 
opponents of the Christian religion who, their hearts full of human 
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feelings, contemplate the history of the Crusades, the discovery of 
America, the contemporary slave-trade-and not merely these out
standing episodes in which Christianity in part performed greatly to 
its credit, but the whole chain of princely corruption and popular 
depravtty-thetr hearts will certamly bleed at the stght. And when 
they compare this with the clatms of the teachers and servants of re
ligion to excellence, general utility and so forth-they must surely be 
filled with bitterness and hatred of the Christian religiOn . . .  '12 

In like fashion Hegel discusses the influence of the Christian religion 
through every period ofhistory and in every sphere of its actlvtty. He re
peatedly shows, e.g. ,  that It is just those countries where the influence of 
the Church is greatest (such as the Papal States or Naples) that are the 
most corrupt, socially and politically, in the whole of Europe. His recur
rent accusation against the Church is summed up in the following lapi
dary sentence: 

'The Church has taught men to scorn civic and political freedom as 
ftlth m comparison with the rewards of heaven and the enjoyment of 
life .  '13 

Thus throughout Its long period of rule, Christianity has procured the 
debasement of all real humanity. It has become the chief pillar of all auto
cratic caprice, of every sinister reaction. And Hegel is not thinking of 
isolated abuses, of the excesses of corrupt lay or spiritual rulers. The 
effects of Christianity spring directly from its very heart: from its positi
vity. 

We have already seen from Hegel's earlier comparison of the wretch
edness of Christian morality with the heroic ethic of classiCal antiqutty 
how Christiamty as the religion of private life,  of private interests, con
cerned exclusively with individuals, must necessarily destroy all the high 
virtues of the Greeks and Romans. It creates a view of life in which all 
heroism or self-sacr.ifice appears ridiculous. A man preoccupied only 
with his own property will inevitably think that self-sacrifice for the 
commonweal is mere folly.14 And even the more subtle, spiritual satis
factions of individualism are dismissed by Hegel as the expressions of 
philistine egoism. A good instance of this is his view of all belief in the 
immortality of the soul, of eternal bliss. We may remind the reader that 
Hegel argued that smce the republicans of antiquity thought of their 
lives as merging entirely with the fortunes of the community, they 
neither needed nor sought after personal immortality. 

The foundation of such heroism was, as we have seen, the self
activation of the people in the city-state. We have already pointed out 
that Hegel thought of these repubhcs as classless societies. In contrast to 
this he discerns a close connectiOn between Christianity and the class-
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stratification of society. In particular, he thinks of the priesthood as a par
ticular class. This stratification-Hegel occasionally compares the priest
hood to the guilds-is connected in its turn to all the material and 

spiritual interests of society. We have seen that Hegel believed that the 
change from property owned in common to the egoistic enrichment of 

the monasteries was part of an mexorable process. Elsewhere he explams 
in detail about the self-activation of a people not yet divided into classes, 
contrasting this wtth the Christian priesthood whom he regards as the 
'repository of myths 'IS and the monopolists of religtous truth. This mon
opoly is a means by which the priesthood maintains its own hegemony 
and lends its support to the secular rules of the world. And the fact that 
the myths and legends of Christianity are alien to the peoples of Europe 
increases both the power of their monopoly and also its illiberal charac
ter in Hegel's eyes. 

Thus men live beneath the yoke of the positive religion of Christianity 
in a soctety that confronts them as something unalterably 'given' and 
wholly alien. We may sum up Hegel 's vtew of the historic mission of 
posiuve Christianity by saying that it breaks man's will to live a creative 
life in a society offree men. For this reason he expresses his opinion of the 
social function ofChristiamty in these terms: 

'It was revealed in the very divinity proclaimed by the Christian re
ligion, a divinity beyond the reach of our power and our will, though 
not of our pleas and our prayers-the realization of a moral idea 
could henceforth only be desired (for what we desire, we cannot 
achieve ourselves, we wait to receive it without our own inter
vention)-it could no longer be willed. It was this hope of a revolution 
to be brought about by a divine Being, while men are reduced to the 
role of passive onlookers, that inspired the ftrst Christian mission
aries-and when this hope fmally faded people were content to wait 
for a revolution at the end of the world. '16 

The young Hegel's hatred and contempt for positive religion and for 
Christianity evidently have their roots in his enthusiasm for the Revol
ution. Since he puts an idealistic interpretation on the Revolution, 
regarding it as the realization of the 'practical reason' conceived as a 
social theory, the question of will must inevitably become of the first 
importance for him. For the will is, as we have seen, not merely the prin
ciple of praxis, it is the Absolute itself. Everything depends on will . A� 
long as men had willed freely, the classical republics had survived in all 
their glory. When Christianity transformed the free, active will into 
humble, passive desire, it opened the door to despotism. Of course, 
Hegel realized that there were socio-historical reasons for the change 
from will to wish, to desire. But since he was a German-and in Ger
many (even if there had been far fewer idealist illusions and prejudices) 
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there were no visible objective forces that might have brought about a 
democratic revolution-his utopian revolutionary hopes were forced to 
narrow themselves down to an over-enthusiastic, over-exaggerated 
emphasis on the will. 

From this idealist perspective the pnme mover of the histoncal process 
could only be relig10n. It Is for this reason that Hegel sees positive re
ligiOn as the most Important obstacle to the liberation of man. It becomes 
a monster which makes him crv out, like Voltaire, 'Ecrasez l 'intame ! ' . 
And it Is thi> that enables him to

' 
sum up his views on religion and its role 

in history as follows: 

'In this way the despotism of the Roman rulers had banished the spirit 
of man from the earth, the rape of freedom had forced man's eternal, 
absolute spmt, to seek refuge in God-the misery it spread forced 
him to seek and to expect to fmd his happmess in heaven. The objec
tivity of the Deity increased in direct proportion to the increase in the 
corruption and �lavery of man, and this objectivity is in reality no 
more than a revelation, a manifestation of this spirit of the 
age . . .  The spirit of the age was revealed m the objectivity of its God 
when . . .  it was mtroduced into a world alien to us, in a realm in 
which we had no share, where we could not acquire a place through 
our activity, but at most by begging or conjuring our way in; it was 
an age when man was a Non-ego and his God was another Non
ego. . . . In such an age the Deity sheds all its subjectivity and 
becomes nothing but object; and the inversion of all moral precepts is 
easily and logically justified by theory . . . .  This is the system of every 
Church . . .  . '17 

At this decisive point of his attack on Christianity the influence of Georg 
Forster is at Its greatest, being perceptible even in pomts of style. Thus 
Hegel had copied the expression 'begging one's way in ' (hineinbetteln) 
and used it in a similar context to Forster himself. 

We shall now, in conclusiOn, draw attention to one further aspect of 
Hegel's cnuque ofChnstiamty : the question of reconciliation with reality. 
This is important above all became It reveals the contrast between the 
early and the later Hegel in an extreme fashion. Hegel repeatedly returns 
to the subject and m the most scathing tones. We shall cite only a few of 
the most characteristic passages. 

'In the womb of a manki11d so corrupt that It must surely condemn
itself by any moral criteria .- . .  , it was only natural to conceive and to
welcome the doctnne of the corruptness of human nature. This 
doctnne . . .  satisfied pride by placing blame elsewhere and by pro
viding a reason for pride even in the feeling of degradation Itself; it 
gave honour to what is shameful, and by turning everything that 
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might give us cause to believe in any active force into a sin, It sancti
fied and perpetuated every sort of weakness. '18 

And elsewhere: 

'But when Chnstiamty found a way into the increasingly degenerate 
upper classes, when great distinctions between the noble and the 
mean began to arise within it, when despotism pmsoned all the wells 
of life and existence, then the age revealed the whole vapidity of it� 
nature by the turn it gave to its conceptions of the divimty of God and 
its disputes about it; and 1t revealed its shame all the more clearly for 
attemptmg to conceal tt beneath an aura of sanctity and exaltmg it as 
the greatest glory of mankind. '19 

And fmally: 

'A people in this mood must welcome a religion which exalts the 
dommant spirit of the age, its moral impotence, the dishonour it 
endures through being trodden underfoot; such a religion is sanctified 
in the name of "passive obedience" which makes it appear as honour 
and the loftiest virtue ,-an operation by means of which men might 
gaze m wonder and pleasure at the transformation of the contempt of 
others and their own sense of disgrace into pride and peace of 
mind.-'a> 
It was necessary to document these views so thoroughly to enable rea

ders conversant with his later development to see the great divergence 
from his earlier posit10n on this issue. We are aware that 'reconciliation' 
With reality is one of the cruxes of his later philosophy of history, even 
though we must of course interpret it in the dialectical sense outlined by 
Engels in his essay on Feuerbach. No doubt, Hegel's mature position 
in relation to historical reality is full of internal contradictions, and 
we shall have occasion to discuss them later when we come to exam
ine the origins of his later view during his crisis in Frankfurt and 
after that in Jena. But the dialectical core of this view is always the 
recogmtion of social reality as 1t actually is; this remains true even 
though this reality Is, naturally, no more than a stage, a moment in 
the historical process, a reality which, no less naturally, is destined to 
be transformed into non-reality, non-being, to be abolished and pre
served [ aujgehoben ] .  Accordingly, for the later Hegel, the various 
philosophical systems must inevitably appear as historically necessary 
summations of the age in thought. This later conception is premised 
on a view of history m which there is a continuous dialectical pro
cess from the beginnings of mankind down to the present. 

For the later Hegel 'reconciliation' is a category expressing the 
idea that the objective course of history is independent of the moral 
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aspirations and evaluations of the men active within it. The vanous 
philosophies, ideologies, religions, etc . ,  appear correspondingly as in
tellectual syntheses of a particular historical era. For this reason, Hegel 
rejects all purely moral evaluations of them. This 1s not to say that he 
abstains from any point of view. But his chief critenon is the progressiVe 
or reactionary nature of a particular period and not, as earlier on, 1ts re
lation to an eternal, supra-histoncal morality. To this extent 're
conciliation' is an index of the great development m Hegel's historical 
sense . 

But the development is highly contradictory. For his use of the cate
gory also pomts to a real reconciliation with the most retrograde tenden
cies of the past and present. In particular, it tacitly accepts the reactionary 
institutions of contemporary Germany and this leads to the abandon
ment of all conflict, and of all real cnticism, especially with regard to 
Christianity. Hence, the historical and sCientific advance on the moral 
indignation of his Berne Period exacts a great price in terms of his pro
gressive outlook. 

As yet Hegel can see no objectiVe historically necessary road leading to 
the 'real' present. The real present for him is the great miracle of the 
French Revolution, the apparent revival of the democratic freedom of 
antiquity. And between antiquity Itself and its revival m the future, there 
stretches the corrupt, decadent age of despotism, oppression and 'posi
tive' religion. Hegel does indeed perceive the historical necessity that 
gave birth to positive religion, but he does not discern any real histoncal 
forces active in it which might lead by an internal dialectic to a revival of 
classical civilization. (It 1s revealing that we do not possess a single note 
dating from Hegel's early period which attempts to come to grips with 
the real causes of the French Revolution.) 

His exaggerated expectations and longings for a revolutionary 
regeneration of mankind do not permit him to develop a satisfactory 
methodological basis for his philosophy of history, one which could 
explain the road from the past to the present and future in terms of its 
own dialectic. For this reason, the regeneration of classical freedom 
remains a mere postulate, an abstraction of which his passionate hatred 
of Christianity whose manifestations we have already seen, was the 
necessary, orgamc complement. This hatred has its source in Hegel's 
view of freedom and other moral concepts as eternal, supra-histoncal 
categories. In his opinion, Christianity violates these eternal truths, per
verts them, and invests what is base and eternally iniquitous with an 
aura of false sanctity. It is at this perversion of moral concepts that Hegel 
directs his entire revolutionary hatred. 

It would be an error to interpret Hegel's increasing maturity simply 
in terms of an advance m his opimons. It goes without saying that there 
is a tremendous progress in that respect, above all in the philosophy of 
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historv.  His verv abandonment of the revolutionary ideals of his vouth 
enabl�d him to develop mto the leading exponent of German idea!i

'
sm; it 

enabled him to achieve such a profound and true insight mto the neces
sity of the histoncal process and the methodology ofhistory that he even 
went beyond what was possible within the framework of idealism. But a 
price had to be paid, and the fact that this matunty could only be 
achieved at the cost of renouncmg the goals of a democratic revolution ts 
a grim indicatiOn of the tragtc conflict Imposed on Hegel by the back
ward socio-economic state of Germany. Marx and Engels have re
peatedly pointed out how the greatest Germans of this period succumbed 
m this constant battle agamst the German 'mtsere ' ,  and how even a gtant 
such as Goethe could alternate 'between the colossal and the petty' .:!l Nor 
was Hegel more successful at avoiding this fate. And when we pursue the 
further development of his views to the point where his idealist dialectic 
culmmates m a magnificent unif1ed method, we cannot avoid reflecting 
upon the disharmony of German history which force Hegel also to alter
nate 'between the colossal and the petty '. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The place of 'positivity' in the development of Hegel's 
thought 

Our previous deliberations have endeavoured to map out the frontiers of 
Hegel's early philosophy of history. Our present task is to establish 
briefly the philosophical significance of Hegel's central concepts at this 
period. We shall not attempt at this stage to subject them to any 
thorough-going criti..:ism. For the time being we shall be content to trace 
the main lines of his development up to the point where they first crystal
lize out tn a historically significant form in The Phenomenology of Mind. 
Only then will it be possible, necessary and instructive to make an assess
ment of the intrinsic value of the dialectics developed by Hegel. Only 
then will it be worth our while to compare it wtth materialist dialectics 
and try to reach any judgment about the historical contribution and 
philosophical limitations of this climactic point of idealist dialectics. 
Until then we shall keep our study for the most part within the limits laid 
down by Hegel itself, 1 .e .  we shall endeavour to establish what sorts of 
questions and answers were influential at subsequent, more mature stages 
in the development of the Hegelian dialectic. It would no doubt be rela
tively simple to subject all the concepts prominent even at this stage to an 
exhaustive materialist critique. But on the one hand, Hegel himself over
comes certain errors and extremes, certain undialectical features in his 
early thought, and on the other hand there are a number of idealist weak
nesses that are never overcome and survive throughout all the phases of 
his development. In either case, to plunge straight into detailed criticisms 
would inevitably involve us in wearisome repetitions. 

We have observed that the philosophically and historically crucial 
concept of Hegel's thought in this period is that of positivity. In the high
est form yet established by Hegel, in the confrontation between subjec
tive self-activation and freedom on the one hand, and dead objectivity 
on the other, positivity contains the seeds of a problem that will prove 
central to the later development of the dialectic: viz. the problem he was 
later to designate by the term 'externalization' (Entausserung) and which, 
in the context of his later, much more comprehensive and systematic 
ideas, contains the entire problem of the nature of objects (Gegenstand
lichkeit) in thought, nature and in history. We need only remmd our
selves that in his later philosophy the whole of nature is conceived as an 
externalization of mind, of spirit. 

74 
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At this point, however, Hegel has not conceived the problem m epis
temological terms. Even though he occaswnally makes use of Fichte 's 
terminology and applies the expression 'non-ego' to men and the God of 
Christtanity, this should not be taken to imply that he simply accepts 
Fichte's theory of knowledge. He merely uses the expression as an image 
for a social and moral condition of man. And he is just as casual in the use 
he makes of Kantian categories. What interests him chiefly, one might 
almost say, exclusively, at this period, IS the mtual interaction between 
social praxts and moral and religious ideologies. What is very charac
teristic of this phase, however, is the way he always treats the subject of 
this social praxis as collective, but without making any attempt to clarify 
the nature of this subject or to define it more precisely. Anyone familiar 
with his later thought will realize at once that this subject turns into 
'spirit' (Geist) and that his system, founded on logic and the philosophy 
of nature, advances from subjective spirit through objective spirit to Its 
crowning pinnacle m absolute sptrlt. In Berne and even in Frankfurt 
there is no real sign of such an elaborate system. The ftrst verswn of this 
line of development does not make its appearance until The Phenom
enology of Mind. In Berne his immediate interest 1s histoncal: he wishes to 
trace the actual historical path, the real fate ofthis collective subject (i.e. 
of the mcarnation of the contmmty of the development of society as it 
appears in an idealist, mystified form) . The fact that the resulting histon
cal account is an abstract idealist construct is by the way; what is more 
important, indeed of the very highest signiftcance, is that in the course of 
his studies he arrives at the concept of positivlty, of objectivity. 

The insight he gamed was the idea that the actual objectivity, the inde
pendent existence of objects apart from human reason, could be con
ceived as the product of the development and activity of that very same 
reason. He comes close here to the motif� that will be fully developed in 
his mature dialectics and at the same time, he ftrmly erects the frontiers of 
his own idealism, frontiers he will never be able to transcend. This 
second moment is at once comprehensible to any matenalist and m Part 
IV we shall discuss at length the profound criticisms which Marx levelled 
at the idealist limitations ofHegel's whole philosophy. For the ongms of 
the Hegelian dialectic, however, it is the ftrst moment that is decisive, 
although it is of course inextncably intertwmed with the limitations 
implied by the second. It contains the idea that the entire development of 
soCiety together with all the ideological formations which it creates in 
the course of history are the product of human activity itself, a mani
festation of the self-production and reproduction of society. With the aid 
of this idea German idealism succeeds in transcending certain-no less 
idealist-limttatlons of the historical approach found in mechanical ma
terialism. Essentially, the latter was able to incorporate only the ever
present natural conditions of any society (the climate, etc) mto Its view 
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of history, while, on the other hand, it confmed its study of human praxis 
to the scrutiny of those visible or palpable reasons that determme the 
actions of individual men. Engels emphasized the great superiority of 
Hegel's philosophy of history over his predecessors (with reference to its 
later formulation) : 

'On the other hand, the philosophy of history, particularly as repre
sented by Hegel, recognizes that the ostensible and also the really oper
ating motives of men who act in history are by no means the ultimate 
causes ofhistorical events; that behind these motives are other motive 
powers, which have to be discovered. But it does not seek these 
powers in history itself, it imports them rather from outside, from 
philosophical ideology, into history. '1 

This critical insight into Hegel's philosophy ofhistory must be modified 
to apply to his early thought by pointmg out that there the idealist errors 
bulk even larger while only the fmt signs of his later momentous dis
coveries are in evidence. 

But the firSt signs are indubitably there. On the one hand, m his em
phasis on the social character of the motive forces of history (however 
much he mystifies them idealistically) , and on the other hand, in the cir
cumstance that even for the early Hegel the heart of history was the his
tory of human freedom. The positivity of religion contained what was 
no doubt a very general conception of objectivity; but at the same time it 
was essentially the result of an historical development, with an historical 
beginning and presumably a conceivable end, and so it was the starting
point for an historical dialectic of freedom�an authentic discovery 
despite its highly abstract and idealist form. In the thought of the Berne 
penod, Hegel saw the historical process as possessmg a single great tna
dic structure: I ) the original freedom and self-activation of human so
Ciety-z) the loss of this freedom under the hegemony of positivity-3) 
the recovery of the lost freedom. The similarity to the idealist dialectics 
of Rousseau's interpretation of history is evident. 

Hegel focuses his analysis of the loss and recovery of freedom on the 
workings of the process in religion. The lifeless inhuman and anti-human 
character of objectivity, of positivity obtains its highest expression in the 
Chnstian religion. On the other hand, despite all Hegel's efforts to pro
vide social and economic explanations, relig10n remains in his view the 
ultimate cause of a state of society and of a relationship between man and 
his environment which iS unworthy of man himself. Hence to compre
hend and shake off the yoke of despotism means primarily to rid oneself 
of this positivity. It means liberatmg man from a relig10n whose objects 
are transcendental, other-wordly for him. For this reason Hegel requires 
philosophy to provide a theory that will expose and destroy the other
worldly objectivity of positivity and will reconvert all objectivity into 
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self-acnvatmg subjectivity. 

'Setting aside a few earlier attempt�, it has become the privilege of our 
age at least in theory to reclatm as the property of man all the treasures 
previously thrown away on heaven . . .  '2 
In this and similar statements we see a philosophical tendency emer

ging that has a defimte affinity wtth Feuerbach. This affimty was ftrst 
observed m the 1 85o's by the Liberal Hegel scholar, RudolfHaym, who 
also drew attention to one difference between the two men, in the course 
of which he nevertheless failed to remark on the great superionty of 
Fe.uerbach 's matenalism over Hegel's early thought. He says: 

'According to Feuer bach, the true essence of God is the essence of 
man; according to Hegel, the true essence of God is the essence of per
fected politics. '3 

Haym's own philo�ophical development belongs to the period before 
1 848 ; m his youth he experienced the dissolution of Hegelianism and the 
powerful influence of Feuer bach. For this reason he had at least a glim
menng of mstght mto the real situation and, unlike the neo-Hegelians of 
the Age oflmperialism, he did not consctously stnve to distort and falsify 
history. Of course , it is true that he only emphasized the strong side of 
Hegelian philosophy m his comparison with Feuer bach and neglected to 
mention the other, materialist side which would redress the balance. It is 
also true that Feuerbach's critique of religion 1s not without 1ts weak, 
idealist elements to which Engels has drawn attention in no uncertam 
manner. According to Engels, 

'Feuerbach by no means Wishes to abolish religion; he wants to per
fect it. Philosophy itself must be absorbed into religion. '4 

However, Feuerbach's ideological failings must not be allowed to blind 
us to the superiority of his mechamcal materialism in the crucial ques
tions of eptstemology which exercised an important influence on the 
crinque of religion. This remams true even though Fcuerbach himself 
may not have taken his theones to their logical conclusion. 

The supenority of matenalism can be seen m the very concept of 
posttivity so cruc1al for the early Hegel. It is no accident that It should 
have been Feuerbach who aimed his annihilating attacks at Hegel's 
later, much more developed and thought-out view of positivity, viz. 
against his concept of 'externalizanon'. The early Marx always ac
knowledged Feuerbach's achievements here and he continued and ex
tended what was valuable in Feuerbach . This is a question that we shall 
have to return to in detail in Part IV. Here it must suffice to pomt out 
that m Feuerbach the objects of nature are held to be mdependent of 
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human consciousness. Therefore, when Feuerbach dissolves the concept 
of God mto anthropology, when he declares that the God of the re
ligions was made by man m his own image, this does not cause him to 
abandon objectivity (as it does Hegel) , but instead it leads him to reaffirm 
real objectivity, the existence of the external world independently of 
human conscwusness. Such a view will alone be capable of really dis
solving the ideas of religwn. For only this will clearly reveal their self
appointed, illusory, false objectivity for what it really is. Only the clear 
contrast with the real objectivity of the external world can expose the 
falsity, the hollowness and emptiness of the objects of religion. And if, as 
Engels has so rightly observed, Feuerbach was unable to take his materi
alist abolition of religion to Its logical conclusion, his materialist ap
proach nevertheless suggests a method for the philosophical demolition 
of religious ideas. 

It follows that the so-called anthropological approach to the criticism 
of religwn, viz. the demonstration that 

religious 
conceptions arc only 

projections, apparent objectifications of 
what 

man thinks, feels and 
wishes, can never be more than one constituent of an authentic maten
alist critique. Lenin saw this weakness very clearly : 

'This is why the term the "anthropological principle" in philosophy 
used by Feuerbach and Chcrnyshevsky is so narrow. Both the anthro
pological principle and naturalism are only inexact, weak descrip
tions of materialism . •s 
With this Lemn draws attention to the weaknesses of Feuerbach's 

philosophy and cnticizes them with his wonted incisiveness. Over and 
above that he provides a larger framework for the critique of the anthro
pological principle wherever it makes its appearance in the context of 
idealist 

philosophy. This is what 
happens 

m Hegel's early works. Haym makes the senous 
error of completely abstracting the anthropological principle from ma
terialism and idealism, whereas in the context of idealism it would gain a 
whole new dimension. For idealism there is no world of objects mdepen
dent of consciousness. For the idealist the true objectivity of the objects 
of the external world and the false pseudo-objects of religious ideas all 
move on the same plane. Both are the product of an idealistically mysti
fied subject-and it is of very little importance whether the idealist 
thinks in terms of the real consciOusness of the mdividual, or of a mvsti
fied collective of 'umversal', 'supra-human' consciousness. It foll�ws, 
then, that if the idealist Wishes to attribute reality to an object in the 
external world, he cannot deny the same reality to the objects of re
ligion . Conversely, if, like Hegel in his dealings with positive religion, 
he should attempt to dissolve the objects of religion, he thereby does 
away entirely with the real objectivity of the real world and reintegrates 
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it in a 'creative subjectivity' .  This i� the fate that befell not only the early 
philosophy of Hegel, but also the entire late phase of classical German 
philosophy. Both Schelling and Hegel--each m his own way-strove 
to escape from the impasse of mystical solipSISm, of the subjective ideal
ism of Fichte, by posiung a mystical identical subject--object which 
would externalize the objective world and then reintegrate it m itself. 

In Hegel 's early work this method was not yet fully developed, but the 
nucleus, the tendency, was already present. And this basic assumption 
defmes the idealist limitations and misconceptions mherent m his appli
cation of the anthropological pnne1ple to the cntique of religwn. This 
principle has long existed 111 rudimentary form. It can be found in the 
Greek philosophers and occurs frequently m the writings of the French 
Enlightenment. Therefore, when Hegel attempts to analyse the religious 
ideas of a penod as the projections of the modes of existence prevalent in 
them, when he attempts to establish a close correlation between religious 
forms and forms oflife,  his achievement can have no claim to onginality. 
So far from that being the case, we may even believe the anthropological 
principle to be weakened by his idealist assumptions, weakened to a 
much greater extent than by the old-style materialists whom Lenin 
rightly cnticized. The distinction may be summarized m this way: for all 
the weaknesses that may occur 111 the use of the anthropological principle 
by materialists of whatever persuasion, they always adhere to the idea of 
clear and unambiguous causality: it is man who creates his God (or idea 
of God) . In Hegel's philosophy, however, we discover a strange, con
fused interaction. On the one hand, a causal view is to be found in rudi
mentary form: the freedom and self-activation of the democratic Greek 
people gave birth to the serene world of the Olympian gods; the mdig
nity and debasement oflife under late Roman despotism gave birth to the 
positive religion of Christianity, etc. At the same time, however, we also 
fmd the opposite: the gods enter the arena of world history as real actors, 
freedom IS not merely the origm of the Olympian gods. but also their gift 
to mankind; Christianity not only sprmgs from the moral decadence of a 
people governed by tyrants, but equally tyranny is an effect brought 
about by the Christian religion. 

Hegel is never able to free himself from the half-light of this position 
on the philosophy of religion. Not only in The Phenomenology of Mind, 
but also in his discussions of religious problems in his very last writings 
we come across this same confused ambigmty, which as he grows older 
leads to an even more willing acceptance of the pseudo-objective status 
of religion. In his youth Hegel desired passionately to destroy the Chris
tian religion. But his anti-religious struggles were at all Urnes vitiated by 
the quite central failing that he wished to replace one faith with another, 
to substitute for positive Christianity the non-positive religwn of the 
Greeks. 
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Thus religion Js made into an mdispensable element of human life, and 
of the entire course ofhistory. Htstory is not for Hegel a process m which 
man emancipates himself from religious conceptions which he had taken 
over from primeval Urnes and which for thousands of years have under
gone various transformations corresponding to the changes m society. 
Htstory Is rather the process of religious change, or, to put It in the lan
guage of objective idealism: it 1s the history of God's metamorphoses. 
And once idealism has arnved at this pomt-which in the case of the 
young Hegel ts true only to a very limited extent-the history of God 
will necessarily become one of the most important moments of history 
itself. In that event, all counter-tendencies flowing from the anthro
pological cnucism of religiOus ideas, however correct in themselves, 
will be obscured if not wholly overwhelmed by this idealist theological 
principle. Thus we can see the emergence in the young Hegel of a whole 
series of idealist tendencies which will prove fatal for the later consoli
dation of the Hegelian system. This realization, however, should not 
blmd us to those pnnciples in which the potent and true aspects of his his
torical dialectic also begm to stir m his early period. For, however mis
guided Hegel's confused conception of the interaction between man and 
God may be, it nevertheless represents an attempt to grapple with a very 
real problem, albeit one that can only be properly solved by dialectical 
materialism. This problem, which completely baffled Feuerbach and the 
other mechanical matenalists, Is that of the historical ongms and histon
cal impact of religious ideas. And there can be no doubt-and every 
reader of the passages we have quoted from Hegel 's early writings can 
easily convince himself of this-that Hegel both asked this question and 
>truggled earnestly with it , even though it was not possible for him to 
arrive at a real solution or even a satisfactorv statement of it. 

While Marx was still m his youthful idealist phase, he paid some atten
tion to this problem in his Dissertation-at an incomparably higher level 
of clarity than Hegel-but he too was unable to solve it. He states: 

'The proofs of the existence of God are either nothing but empty tauto
logies-for mstance, the ontological proof asserts only: "what I really 
(realiter) conceive, is a real conception for me", i.e. it has an effect on 
me, and in this sense all gods whether heathen or Christian have pos
sessed a real existence. Did not old Moloch reallv rule? Was not the 
Delphic Apollo a real power in the lives of the Greeks? Kant's criti
cism is irrelevant here. '6 

Marx could only put forward a satisfactory soluuon to this problem 
when he had gamed a clear mstght into dialectical matenalism. Not until 
then could he expose the senselessness of religious ideas with a precision 
far greater than that of the most important mechanical matenalists who 
preceded him. At the same tlme, he could also show in concrete terms 
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how the growth of the forces of production and the resulting changes m 
the relations of production led to the emergence of particular religious 
ideas m particular periods and how they then dominated the emotional 
and mtellectual life of men. 

What is tmportant and mterestmg in the philosophically so confused 
posiuon of the early Hegel ts that he poses the question of the concrete 
historical effects of religion. The Enlightenment attacked Chrisuanity 
and did so in a more radical and intelligent manner than Hegel. But it 
was hardly able to pose this question, let alone answer it. And even 
Feuer bach does not really , m all senousness, enquire why of all religions 
1t was Christianity that became dominant m the West. Feuer bach accepts 
this fact JUSt as a fact, and then goes on to deduce Christianity from the 
abstract 'nature ' of an equally abstract man, simply from the nature 'of 
man' .  Now such an argument can do no more than explain the birth of 
religious ideas in general, but it cannot explain the birth let alone the 
historical development of specific religious ideas. 

Hegel intervenes at just this pomt. The quotation from Haym, repro
duced earlier on, touches on Hegel's mam achievement here: he sees the 
problem of the origms of religion as not merely historical, but also, and 
inseparably from this, as social. History for Hegel is the history of human 
social activity. His social analysts 1s no doubt very primitive, the socio
economic categories he applies are doubtless naive , misconceived and 
artificial, and his explanatiOns are still full of prejudices derived from 
Kant and the Enlightenment. (Examples are the belief that the state of so
ciety depends on whether the government is good or bad, after the 
manner of the Enlightenment, or the over-estimation of the social 
importance of purely moral problems typical of Kant. )  Nevertheless, his 
view signals a real advance m the methodology of the study of the rise 
and fall of the religiOns. We see here how right Marx was in the Theses on 
Feuerbach when he argued that there was a connection between the old 
materialism and classical idealism in Germany. For Hegel's preoccupa
tion with the social factors at work in religion is a striking instance of the 
'active side' emphasized by Marx. And our earlier analysis also provides 
evidence for the other aspect of Marx's account of idealism, viz. the idea 
that in it this 'active side' can never be more than an abstract, ideological 
activity. 

We have already pomted to one consequence of this inevitable ab
stractness: Hegel's inability to direct his attack at religion per se. In the 
unconscious dialectic of his view of history there 1s a tendency to claim 
that only the positive religions are religions in the strict sense and so 
neither the religion of the Greeks nor the religious revival he expected 
really came within the definition. His polemic against the mhuman 
character of positive religion has in this context a much more defmite 
anti-religious bias than 1s usual in Hegel. Of course, he is prevented by 
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his idealism from taking it further. Thus positivity becomes an unstable, 
ambivalent concept. On the one hand, it expresses an extreme idealist re
pudiatiOn of all objectivity; on the other hand, it contains faint indi
cations of those sorts of objectification which Marx was later to call 
'fetishism' .  Of course, all this remains extremely confused and obscure in 
Hegel. Even his much later, more mature formulation of the problem, 
his conception of social objectification as 'externalization' fails to elimin
ate the obscunties. The reason for this lies, as we have suggested, in ideal
ism itself. For if Marx is able clearlv to isolate the fetish-character of the 
commodity in all tts 'ghostly obje�ttvity' ,  this is only possible because 
dialectical materialism was able to establish a clear defmition of the real 
objective nature of objects and so eliminated all possible confusion 
between true objectivity and the objectivity of fetish objects. (The pomt 
here is to establish the philosophical distinction between idealism and 
materialism-it is obvious that Hegel, especially in his youth, did not 
have the mformation about economics at his disposal which would have 
enabled him to relate the fetish forms back to the concrete economic 
structure of society. )  

If it is true that what we discover in the early Hegel is only a highly 
confused intuition, enveloped in a mystical fog, of certain important 
social and philosophical connecuons, it IS no less true that this fact is of 
endunng historical importance. The point IS that there are two closely 
related impulses which will 

play 
a significant role in the later develop

ment of Hegel's dialectic. 
These 

impulses are firstly, the belief that the 
whole of human history together with all the social formations that are 
born and pass away, are the product ofhuman activity; [ secondly, ]  that 
all these formations get out of the control of man and become autono
mous powers with an objectivity of their own. We may remind our
selves of the way in which, in Hegel's view, Christianity develops into 
something essentially different from its founder's intentions. Moreover, 
this dialectic functions throughout the entire history of Chrisuanity. 
From our previous discussions it is very apparent that this second impulse 
is very prominent in Hegel's concept of positivity. 

Positivity 
1s by no 

means something introduced mto human history from 
outside. 

On the 
contrary, Hegel's historical sense is at its most developed precisely in his 
elaboration of this concept. The clements of Christianity which have the 
greatest pretensions to transcendence (an omnipotent God, revelation, 
miracles, etc.) are the very things which Hegel passionately reclaims as 
the products of an internal social process, admittedly one of break-up 
and decay. Positivity, the historical climax of man's social inactivity, of 
the abandonment of human digmty is, according to Hegel, the result of a 
necessary development of man's social activity. 

We must not proceed further in our discussmn without drawing atten
tion once more to the idealist limitation of Hegel's world-view. We 
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have seen that his efforts to translate his correct but indistinct intuitions 
into a real knowledge of society all fail because his view of positivity 
becomes entangled with a general theory of objecuvity. We shall argue 
at length in Part IV that this tendency is disastrous for the enure Hegelian 
dialectic. But it must not be forgotten that the great discoveries of the 
dialectic are inextricably intertwined with these weaknesses and that an 
historical study of the genesis of his dialectic has to try and disentangle 
the confusion. In the present case , the problem is that Hegel transforms 
the lifeless objectivity of positive religion into a social movement, mto a 
product of the social activity ofhuman bemgs. This 1s the first step on the 
road to the dialectic with lts underlying idea of the transformation of all 
inert existence into movement. Of course, he still has a long way to go 
before this end IS reached. For, in the first place, m his Berne penod such 
tendencies are confined entirely to social problems. There is as yet no 
hint of a more general application, to movement as such-which we 
find in the Logic. Our research mto Hegel's development of this theme 
will necessarily be Imperfect. We must confine ourselves to his social 
attitudes and it would be very relevant to consider his scientific studies at 
this point since recent advances in science played a great role m his at
tempt to formulate more general laws of movement. At this point then a 
real understanding of Hegel's development will only become possible 
when the development ofhis scientific views is better known and can be 
integrated into the picture as a whole. 

But even in the realm of societal categories Hegel is very far from 
developmg his intuitions of a dialectical nexus, of the intellectual repro
duction of social objects as the products of human activity, and of their 
dissolution in the movement of society, into a genume philosophical 
method. The contrast between the penods he analyses is far too rigid and 
metaphysical for that: in Greece all is self-activating and public, in Chns
tiamty all is passive and private. The world of the classical citoyen IS 
starkly contrasted with that of the modern bourgeois. And we can hardly 
find any awareness of the dialectic which perceives that the passivity of 
men in the Christian era is also a form of social activity. To say nothmg 
of the fact that in every society the particular interests of mdividuals and 
individual classes (Hegel speaks always of 'Estates' [Stiinde] )  are inter
twined in a dialectical, contradictory manner with public interests. In 
subsequent chapters we shall attempt to trace in detail the changes in 
Hegel's understanding of the dialectics of society brought about by his 
study of political economy. We shall also have to establish the inevitable 
limuauons ofhis thought in this respect. We may anticipate our conclu
sions with the general observation that the inadequacies of his under
standing of the dialectics of society and history spring not only from the 
general limitations of his idealism, but also from the metaphysical tra
dition that he had inherited and which had marked him for life.  
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However, in these confused intuitions there are a number of themes 
that are important both intrinsically and also for his later development. 
Chief among these is the idea that a religion can only gain widespread 
control of men's minds if it is appropriate to the social conditions which 
gave birth to it or facilitated Its rise to power. Hegel thereby discredits 
theories which see religiOn as no more than the conscious deception of a 
people, and regards the impact of a religion as simply the consequence of 
the ongmal act of deception: in short he dispenses with the merely ideo
logical interpretations of the Enlightenment. We have observed how 
this new standpoint does not make Hegel any more tolerant of Christi
anity . On the contrary, his discussions of the vanous kinds of hypocrisy 
and deception, which, in his view, derived necessarily from the nature of 
Christianity are mdignant and satirical in tone. The advance here is to be 
seen precisely in the weight given to the idea that religiOns have a neces
sary existence and in his attempts to concretize his diagnosis of this fact. 
Thus he gives a number of examples of the way the original Christian 
communities, where a certain fraternal feeling and social equality had 
prevailed, gradually but mevitably gave way to hypocrisy with the rise 
of the universal church. the emergence of social and economic distinc
tions and the sanctioning of these distinctions by the church. On the 
other hand, Hegel constantly returns to the point that although the re
ligious and moral tenets of Christianity conflict radically with truth, 
reason and the dignity of man, they are by that very fact in harmony 
with the social and moral climate of the age. He thus exposes the decep
tion and hypocrisy in a much more historical, social and concrete 
manner than the abstract ideologists of the Enlightenment. Hegel does 
not deny that men were deceived by the priests, but this was only pos
sible because the disruption of the society in which they lived and the 
moral degradation this brought in its train demanded just such a decep
tion as the Christian priests were able to provide. 

A further attempt at greater socio-historical concretization can be 
found in the central role assigned to the non-positive, non-objective 
character of the religion of the Greeks. Here, indeed, we can glimpse 
the strikingly contradictory character of his subjectivism and if its 
absurd implications do not come fully into the open this Is due solely to 
his failure to develop his ideas to their logical conclusion. We are refer
ring, of course, to the non-objectivity of the Greek world, the idea of a 
free, self-activating subjectivity which only creates objects till further 
notice so to speak; objects have no opportunity to attain true mdepen
dence of the subject, but are instead transformed back into subjectivity, 
recalled into the active subject, the people. 

This conception of subjectivity will later play a crucial role in the 
Hegelian system. After all, one of the chief dialectical problems in The 
Phenomenology of Mind involves the transformation of substance into 
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subject. His youthful conception of the Greeks contains the first germ 
of this idea. This is particularly true of 1ts revolutionary application to 
the present, to the dream of a class1cal revival, of the rediscovery of the 
free, creative activity of the people, the non-objectiv1ty of the world of 
objects in the epoch inaugurated by the French revolutwn. To use the 
language of the Plzenornenology we arrive at this scheme: (a) the period of 
the subject that has not yet transformed itself mto substance-(b) subjec
tivity devou,red by substance (positivity)-( c) reintegration of substance 
m the newly-awakened subject. Needless to say, this �cheme is never 
stated so baldly in his early writings, but it 1s certainly impliC1t in his 
reconstructions ofhistorv. 

Of course, Hegel's later philosophy i� by no means confined to the 
greater systematization, the dialectical clarifiCation of the course of his
tory: 1t also sets out to change our v1ew of it radically. For the later 
Hegel, history no longer begins with the Greeks. This does not only refer 
to the fact that the history of the Onent comes wnhin his purview (a 
trend which already begms in Frankfurt) ; 1t 1s also true philosophically. 
The course of history mcreasingly departs from lts ongms in a Rous
seauesque tnad: freedom-loss of freedom-recovery of freedom. It is 
replaced by a much more evolutwnary conception of the general growth 
of the idea of freedom m the course of history: freedom for one man 
(onental despotism)-freedom for a few (claSSlcal antiquity)-freedom 
for all (Chnstianity and modern Urnes) . It would be a mistake to believe 
that Hegel's youthful view vanishes without a trace. On the contrary, 
highly modified and de-historiC1zed, it underlies the system as it appears 
in the Encyclopaedia. The basic schema here is: log1c (the self-activation of 
spint)-natural philosophy (the externalization of spirit)-philosophy 
of mind (the path of spint to perfect freedom, to the identical subject 
-Dbject, log1c as the culmination of the philosophy of spirit) .  

But even apart from these far-reaching consequences, even apart from 
this subterranean existence of his first, not finally thought-out schema, 
his contradictory interpretatwn of cla�sical Greece has other more con
crete and histoncally more 1mportant consequences. In our cnuque of 
the weaknesses of Hegel's philosophy of religion, we pointed to the cru
cial defect that he does not repudiate or attack religion m itself, he 
merely confronts posiuve religion wah a non-positive one. It was this 
factor that led to the great populanty of his early writmgs in the Age of 
Imperialism. We need hardly add that this popularity did not go beyond 
the frequent quotation of a number of particularly confused passages and 
certainly did not extend to the study of his whole early development. 
There can be no doubt, however, that alongside the so-called lrrationa
lism of the early Hegel, this ethereal, aesthetic religion w1thout either 
substance or dogma has played a very definite role. The reactionary 
ideolog1sts of the Age oflmpenalism, particularly before the First World 
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War, very often did not venture openly to defend actual religions: yet at 
the same time they were eager to preserve and lend support to religton in 
general. Lenin had a clear insight into the great idealogical danger impli
cit in this trend. In a letter to Maxim Gorki, he wrote : 

'A Catholic priest who rapes a girl . . .  Is far less of a threat to demo
cracy than a priest without a surplice, a priest without any crude re
ligion, an ideal and democratic priest who preaches the creation of a 
new god. For it is easy to expose the first priest, it is not hard to have 
him condemned and thrown out. But the second priest is not so easily 
dealt with-it is a thousand times harder to expose him and no "fra
gile and Irresolute" petty-bourgeois will come forward to condemn 
him."" 

However, this central failing of Hegel's early conception of religion 
has one historical aspect of great importance for his later development. 
This is the idea that Greek religion is not a religion in the same sense as 
the later positive religion of Christiamty. This belief leads Hegel to a 
concrete historical analysis of the nature of Greek civilization. And the 
more his interpretation of Greece frees itself from parallels with the pres
ent, and perspectives on the future, the more historical it becomes. That 
1s to say, he comes increasingly to regard classical antiquity as something 
fmally dead and buried, as a stage in the history of the spirit that has been 
definitely overcome. In the coming chapters, we shall show in detail 
how this change of view ts connected to changes in his attitude towards 
the present, the historical actuality of the Revolution and of a democratic 
republic in Germany. And so we shall see how these changes in their turn 
modified his entire philosophical system. 

Here, it is enough to say that this particular view of Greece contains 
the seeds of his later arguments in the Aesthetics concerning the fate of the 
beautiful in the course ofhuman historv. It is well known that m the later 
system Greek art is seen as the authen�ic objectification of the aesthetic 
principle . This is by no means a conclusion based on formal artistic con
siderations, but is orgamcally deduced from the analysis of Greek life as a 
whole. In all subsequent periods, as early as the age of Romanticism 
(which for Hegel means the Middle Ages and Renaissance) the aesthetic 
ceases to manifest itself in a pure form. The dominant principle of this era 
is religion, Christianity. And the march of the dialectic of mind beyond 
this latter stage no longer involves a return to the Greeks, but on the con
trary, it heralds the dawn of spirit in its conceptual phase, and aesthetiCal
ly, this means: the age of prose. Needless to say, the theoretical bases of 
this periodization are strongly ideolc•gical and highly idealistic. The 
most valuable of Hegel's aesthetic analyses are those which go beyond 
questions of princtple and focus on the actual manifestations, the true ob
Jectifications of Greek life in art. But we must not forget that for Hegel 
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himself the idea that Greek religion was not truly religious provided a 
sort of key to an understanding of the special quality of Greek civiliza
tion, even t)10ugh the discoveries he made went far beyond his idealist 
schema. 

The tragic contradiction m Hegel's development becomes visible at 
this point too. As a German thinker at the turn of the nineteenth century 
he could only choose between utopian illustons and the resigned accept
ance of the miserable reality of Germany as it then was. For Hegel Greek 
civilization could only be either, as in Berne, a Jacobin dream of the 
democratic regeneration of man, or else it had to be a golden age of 
beauty, now irrevocably lost, an orgamc human culture which could 
only be succeeded by the arid age of prose, a prose from which there is no 
escape. Hence man must simply accommodate himself to it and to gain 
an accurate conceptual understanding of it becomes the loftiest task of 
philosophy. We know how Hegel's thought moved from one of these 
alternatives to the other, and in subsequent chapters we shall have the op
portunity to study some of the main stages m his journey. We shall also 
come to understand that his dialectics were made possible only because 
he travelled along this road. The heroic Jacobins among his predecessors 
or contemporaries, men like Georg Forster or Holderlin, were destined 
to remain on the margins of the ideological development of Germany. 

It is very mstructive m this context to glance briefly at the differences 
between Hegel 's idealist dialectics and the materialist dialectics of Marx 
and Engels. Marx too places the Greeks in the very centre of his views on 
aesthetics ;  for him also Greek Civilization represents the purest and most 
noble manifestation of human aesthetic activity hitherto. Marx is per
fectly explicit about the normative character of classical art. After refer
ring to the concrete historical conditions that made it possible, he goes on 
to say: 

'But the difficulty is not that of understanding how Greek art and the 
epic poetry are associated wuh certain forms of social development. 
The difficulty is that they still give us aesthetic pleasure and are in cer
tain respects regarded as a standard and an unattainable ideal. '8 
Marx, too, places Greek beauty in sharp contrast to the prose of capi

talism. And since he understands the nature of capitalism much more 
thoroughly than Hegel does even at the point of his greatest maturity, 
since his opposition to the capitalist system was much more entrenched 
and more solidly based sCientifically, his condemnation of capitalist cul
ture was much more profound, more comprehensive and annihilating 
than Hegel's ever could be. And it follows that in Marx's case there 
could be no question of a resigned acceptance of the actual state of 
human culture such as we find in the later Hegel. The contemplation of 
the past and immortal beauty of Greece never becomes a reason for 
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melancholy. His profound and comprehensive grasp of human history, 
of its true motive forces, of the real economic and social structure of capi
talism led Marx beyond utopias to the scientific view of the regeneration 
of man through sooalism. In this perspective, the normative status of 
Greek art becomes a unique mheritance; in the era of liberation, at the 
end of man's 'pre-history', it will spur mankind on to build a culture that 
will surpass by far all the cultures of the past. Thus in his resolution of the 
Hegelian dilemma of utopia and resignation, Marx not only proves the 
supenonty of materialist over idealist dialectics, but also, even where he 
has learnt from Hegel, even where he salvages important elements of his 
thought, such ideas as he does take become completely remodelled in the 
course of their mtegrat10n mto a materialist dialectic . 

For Hegel himself there could be no escape from this dilemma. Had he 
contmued to think along the lines of his early essays the fate of a Forster 
or Holderlin would have been unavoidable. The bnlliant but sporadic 
mstghts of his early wntings m Berne could only mark a significant stage 
m the development of human thought because Hegel managed to go 
beyond the republican illusions of his first period. We have seen that all 
these begmnings, rudimentary and confused as they were, nevertheless 
pomted towards the dialectical approach to history. In Berne there could 
be no question of a thorough-gmng dialectical analysis of history--even 
within the limits of idealism. We can convince ourselves of this most 
easily by observing that at this stage there is absolutely no sign of the 
most important dialectical categories of his later method: immediacy and 
mediation, the dialectical interaction of the particular and the general, 
etc. ,-all these are absent. There IS only a rudimentary dialectical 
schema of the course of history, and even this ts shot through with 
metaphysical concepts. And if Hegel does succeed for the most part in 
avoiding a rigid metaphysical posinon, this 1s only because he fails to 
argue conSIStently from his own premises, leaving many of his conclu
swm m a confused state of semi-darkness. But this of course is only a 
pseudo-solution and no thinker of Hegel's stature could possibly rest 
content With it in the long run. However, we have been able to observe 
on a number of occasions that his confusion and obscurity are not essen
tially intellectual or methodological. On the contrary, we have seen 
again and again that they spring from the utopian illuswns he brought to 
the consideration of the present. The truth of the Marxist belief that a 
correct understanding of later historical developments provides a key to 
earlier ones, and that the present must be comprehended if the past is to 
be rightly understood, proves its worth m the case of Hegel himself. The 
decisive cnsis in his thought-and we shall describe it m detail in the 
next chapter-focused on his change of attitude towards the present, 
towards the reality of capttalism. 
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PART II 

The Crisis in Hegel' s views on Society and 
the Earliest Beginnings of his Dialectical 

Method (Frankfurt I 797- I 8oo) 



CHAPTER ONE 

General description of the Frankfurt period 

THERE was no path leading from the views Hegel had formed in Berne to 
the social reality of his situation in Germany. Any attempt to turn such 
views to practical account was rendered futile from the outset by the 
untimeliness, indeed the objective impossibility, of a bourgeois revol
ution in Germany. Yet Hegel had been passionately concerned with 
practice right from the start. He had always hoped to take an active part 
m the political life of his time. It is quite typical of him that he had no 
sooner completed "J "he Phenomenology of Mind than he eagerly accepted the 
post of editor offered to him in Bamberg. It is true that he later became 
disillusioned by his experiences in Bamberg but this was due chiefly to a 
censorship which severely restricted the scope of the newspaper. 

There can be no doubt that a considerable section of the German hour
geois intelligentsia sympathized with the ideas of the French Revolution. 
In all probability the number of sympathizers has been underplayed by 
the tendentious descriptions of bourgeois historiography. However, it 
was never sufficiently large or influential either materially or morally to 
ensure the wide dissemination of the ideas of the French Revolution in 
the press or through literature and philosophy. This is clearly borne out 
by the tragic fate of Hegel's friend Holder lin. 

The gulf between Hegel's Berne views and the state of society was 
widened still further by the course of the French Revolution itself. This 
had two causes: on the one hand, the internal logic of the class struggles 
in France itself and, on the other hand, the effects of the wars waged by 
the French Republic in response to the intervention of the absolutist 
feudal powers. 

The great turning-point of the French Revolution, the events ofTher
midor ( 1 794) ,  came while Hegel was still in Berne. It appears not to have 
made any decisive immediate impression on him. We have seen how he 
welcomed the reprisals directed against the followers ofRobespierre, but 
this does no more than conf1rm the distance separating him from the rad
ical, plebeian wing of the French Revolution. But we cannot detect any 
change in his republican and revolutionary views after Thermidor. At 
first glance this is a surprising fact, but it can be explained both by the 
course of the Revolution itself and by the young Hegel's own stand
point. The internal history of France under the Directory was a constant 
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balancing act by the bourgeois republicans who desired to preserve and 
consolidate their gains, gains essential for the bourgeoisie, and who were 
caught between royalist attempts to turn the clock back and efforts by 
the rump of the radical parties to advance the plebeian side of the Revol
ution. The leaders of the bourgeois republicans were repeatedly forced 
into a temporary alliance with one or other of these extremes and the re
sulting instability eventually expressed itself in a need for military dicta
torship. Hence Napoleon Bonaparte 's coup d 'hat on 9 N ovem her 1 799· 

Even more important for an 
understanding 

of the period is an analysis 
of the social implications of Thermidor 

itself. 
In contrast to the liberal 

historians and the Trotskyites, their counter-revolutionary parrots, 
Marx defines the social content of Thermidor with extraordinary clar
ity: 

'After the fall of Robespierre the political Enlightenment . . .  which 
had been rhapsodic hitherto, began to transform itself into a prosaic rea
lity. Under the government of the Directory, bourgeois society, freed by 
the Revolution from the trammels of feudalism and off1cially recog
nized in spite of the Terror 's wish to sacrif1ce it to an ancient form of 
political life, broke out in powerful streams of life. The storm and 
stress of commercial enterprise, the craze for wealth, the frenzy of the 
new bourgeois life,  whose first self-enjoyment is still audacious, heed
less, frivolous and intoxicating; a real enlightenment of French landed 
property whose feudal forms had been smashed by the hammer of rev
olution and which had become the object of all-round cultivation 
thanks to the feverish energy of its many new owners; the first stir
rings of an emancipated industry-these are some of the mani
festations of the new-born bourgeois society. Bourgeois society is 
represented positively by the bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie thus begins lts 
reign. '1 

Naturally enough, in a backward Germany the echo of this new phase 
in the history of the French bourgeoisie is even more distorted, indirect 
and ideological than the heroic events of the Revolution itself. There 
could be no question of an economic boom in Germany corresponding 
to developments in France. Very few German observers understood or 
were even able to understand the economic implications of post
Thermidorean France. But this only reinforced the ideological conse
quences. The very fact that the majority of bourgeois humanists in Ger
many misunderstood and rejected the plebeian asceticism of the extreme 
left in France necessarily gave rise to a feeling of sympathy for a life
loving and life-affirming bourgeois regime that rejected both feudalism 
and reaction while also proceeding energetically against revolutionary 
'extremes'. This sympathy which at a later stage became focused on the 
person of Napoleon contained elements of a humanist idealization and 
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romanticization of post-Thermidorean developments. 
Thus we witness the birth of a naive belief that It might be possible to 

realize the humanist ideal of an all-round, fully developed, life-affirming 
mankind in the context of ex1stmg bourgems society. It goes without 
saymg that the Important spokesmen of bourg�ms humanism were 
aware of the contradictions in this society and above all of the obstacles 
and impediments which capitalism places in the path of the individual 
seeking to develop his personality. Getting to grips with these problems 
constitutes one of the chief themes of German classical literature. In the 
course of our discussion of Hegel's views in this period we shall see again 
and again the many parallels between his thought and that of the out
standing representatives of classical humanism in Germany, the thought 
of Goethe and Schiller. Here too the imperialist neo-Hegelians, who 
have pounced on the intellectual and terminological confusion, obscur
ity and mysticism of Hegel's Frankfurt period in order to represent him 
as the forerunner or supporter of reactionary Romanticism, have turned 
the truth upside down. 

At this stage of French history, then, the debates surrounding bour
geois society stand in the foreground. In line with the backwardness of 
Germany on the social, economic and political planes these debates take 
place m an almost pure ideological realm. There 1s no political analysis of 
bourgems society as there IS in France, no scientific investigation of the 
underlying laws of the economy as m England. Instead we find a probing 
into the situation of man, of personality and its development within 
bourgeois society from a humanist standpoint. Ideological this analysis 
may be, but for all that it is undoubtedly a reflection of French develop
ments after Thermidor and in the literary products of the period, above 
all in those of Goethe, an extraordinary degree of realism is achieved. 

In Hegel's early philosophy idealistic elements are incomparably 
more prominent and influential. But it must be emphasized-and here 
we anticipate a fundamental tendency in his development-that Hegel, 
alone among German thinkers ofhis day, was impelled by the logic of 
his analysis of bourgeois society to undertake a serious examination of 
the problems of economics. And this is reflected not just in the circumstance 
that he, alone among the leading German thinkers, made a thorough 
study of the classical English economists; his interest went beyond that 
and extended, as we shall see, to an examination of the concrete econ
omic problems of England. Thus in the Frankfurt period we see an 
extraordinary widening of Hegel's intellectual horizons. In Berne his 
views on the philosophy of history had been founded on the world
historical fact of the French Revolution . From now on the economic de
velopment of England likewise becomes a basic component of his view 
of history and his understanding of SOCiety. But for all this it remams 
true that Hegel was still a German philosopher whose fundamental 
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vmon was determined m every respect by the backwardness of Ger
manv. 

Indeed it was precisely this which became more marked during the 
Frankfurt penod, and this was a direct consequence of the French Revol
ution itself. After an absence of three years Hegel returned to Germany, 
spent a few months m his nat1vc land, Wiirttemberg, and went from 
there to live m Frankfurt, one of the commercial centres of Germanv. He 
was in a good position, therefore, to inspect the effects of the F;ench 
Revolution on life m Germany. In Wurttemberg these effects were qulte 
powerful and-wnhin the framework of Germany's general back
wardness-they were the cause of a government cnsis which lasted for a 
number of years. Hence the problem of how the ab,olutist feudal �truc
ture of Germany would have to be modified because of the French Rev
olution appeared to Hegel not just as a general histoncal Issue but m 
concrete political terms. 

But by this time the impact of the French Revolution in Germany was 
no longer confmed to this ideological aspect, to the growing awarenes� 
that the feudal governments had become untenable. This was the very 
penod m which the campaigns which had started as wars to defend the 
French Republic now went over to an almost continuous offensive. In 
the 6rst mstance this meant that Germany and Italy had to provide the 
battlefields, instead ofFrance itself. More importantly, however, devel
opments after Thermidor meant that the mixture of a defensive war and 
an international propaganda war which had prevailed in the first years of 
the Revolution increasingly gave way to what was predominantly a war 
of conquest. Elements of the propaganda war did survive throughout the 
entire period, even under the Empire. Every French government found 
itself compelled to sweep away the vestiges of feudalism in the con
quered territories as far as possible, and to bring such areas into line with 
the political and economic state of France. But increasingly this tendency 
became subordinated to the self-aggrandizement of the bourgems repub
lic, and later of the Empire. 

Thus the wars with France intervened directly and profoundly in the 
lives of Germans. As we shall see later m detail this intervention was full 
of contradictions. On the one hand, the best and most progressive ideo
logists of Germany placed their hopes for the rejuvenation of Germany 
m the influence of the French Revolution, and this sometimes went as far 
as welcoming armed intervention. We are not thinking here only of the 
settmg up of a republic in Mainz and the connection between this and the 
temporarily victorious campaign ofCustme; for even later, at the time of 
the Confederation ofthe Rhine, this mood had not vanished completely. 
On the other hand, the French invasions mcrea,ed the fragmentation of 
the German nation. National unity, the emergence of a unified nation
state seemed to become even more remote, the possibility of achieving it 
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ever more dubious. 
In the course of our detailed discussion of Hegel's Frankfurt period we 

shall see how far he was from a political and philosophical resolution of 
the contradictions ansmg from this situation. But we shall also be able to 
see how his greater proximity to the concrete problems of bourgeois so
nety and of the political and social fate of Germany led him to place the 
phenomenon of contradictonness in the forefront of his own thought: 
we see how he comes to experience contradiction as the foundation and 
the driving force of life. We emphasize the word 'experience ' ,  since 
Hegel's development, unlike that of Schelling, docs not mvolvc a pro
gress from one philosophical system to the next. We must recall what we 
said about Hegel's Berne period, above all the fact that he showed a re
markable lack of interest in philosophical problems, especially those of 
epistemology and log1c. His aim was to probe certain social and histori
cal interconnections and he had recourse to philosophy only as a basis for 
the generalizations indispensable to that task. Initially and in general 
terms this remains his procedure in Frankfurt. But we shall see that over 
and above the increasing concretization of the soc1al and political prob
lems he tackles, there is also a growing tendency consciously to concern 
himself directly w1th philosophical questwns so that soc1al and political 
issues become increasingly translated into philosophical problems. And 
interestmgly enough, this happens all the more abruptly and directly 
when the philosophical core of the problem under discussion hinges on 
the nature of contradiction. 

The difficulty facing the interpreter of Hegel's notes and fragmentary 
writings can be located in the extraordinarily abrupt, unmediated, 
unprepared transition to the philosophical �lane. In glaring contrast to
both his earlier and his later writings Hegel s thought in Frankfurt pro
ceeds almost always from his own personal experiences and his style 
bears the marks of both the paSSion and the confuswn, the unresolved 
nature of personal experience. Moreover, his first attempts to articulate 
philosophically the contradictions he has experienced himself rarely 
achieves genuine clarity and definition either in form or content. Hegel's 
earliest philosophical pronouncements often peter out in mystical ab
stractions. An additional factor is that to start with he evidently feels 
hardly any need to grasp particular ideas in a systematic fashion. In the 
firSt instance he is concerned to solve specific concrete historical and also 
political problems. At the same time philosophical views tend to grow 
out of his analyses of particular phenomena and the connections between 
them become increasingly intimate. Finally, at the end of the Frankfurt 
period he makes the fmt attempt in his life to gather his philosophical 
views together into a single system. 

Thus the first appearance of the dialectical method m Hegel is highly 
confused. His contradictory experiences of the particular manifestations 
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oflife are welded together in a highly mystif1ed totality which Hegel re
peatedly designates with the word 'life ' .  As yet he has made no system
atic reckoning with logic- or with the epistemology of metaphysical 
thought. Thus the opposition between dialectics and metaphysics 
appears to him as a contrast between thought, idea, concept, etc. ,  on the 
one hand, and 'life' on the other. This contrast already giVes an mdi
cation of the profundity of the dialectics of Hegel 's maturity, with their 
pamonate grasp of the contradictions contained in the concrete phenom
ena of existence. As Lenin has convincingly shown, this often bnngs him 
within reach of true, materialist dialectics. In the Frankfurt period, 
however, his conception of'life' is not only confused in itself, but Its con
tent is essentially mystical. For at this stage the opposition between ideas 
and life drives him to regard religion as the highest consummation of 
'life '  and thus as the apex ofhis philosophical system. 

This represents an extraordinary change when we compare It to his 
Berne period. As we shall show in detail this change reflects the fact that 
Hegel's prime concern from now on is with the place of the individual, 
�f man in civil society. In Berne Hegel had, to a certain extent, still looked 
at the society of his day from outside. That is to say, he had regarded the 
entire course of history from the fall of the Roman republic to the present 
as a unif1ed process of decline, as a stage embracing the whole of history 
which was merely provisional, even though it might last for centuries, 
and which would be succeeded in the end by a revival of the republics of 
classical antiquity. Consistently with this he had eyes only for the nega
tive sides of this process. We might say m short that he regarded the 
enure history of c1vil society as a single process of decay . 

The change that now takes place in his thought can be indicated by the 
fact that he begins to see in civil society a fundamental, incontrovertible 
fact with whose existence and nature he has to come to terms both intel
lectually and practically. This process begins in a highly sub;ective 
manner, i.e. Hegel is not yet able to inquire mto the objective nature of 
civil society, as he will do later at Jena. His present problem Is to discover 
how the individual has to proceed m order to come to terms with civil 
society, how the moral and humanist postulates of personal development 
come into conflict with the laws and the nature of civil society and how 
these contradictions can be ironed out and the opposites reconciled. 

This development entails a fundamental change in Hegel's attitude to 
the present. To indicate his attitude we have employed what was to 
become the celebrated and notorious category of 'reconciliation'. This is 
no accident, for this category which , as we recall, he had attacked so vio
lently in Berne (see p .  69-71 ) ,  re-emerges in this period as a crucial prob
lem. It is not that he fails to explore contradictions in the relations 
between the individual and society, or, more accurately, that in the 
course of his analysis of concrete problems, ever new contradictions fail 
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to come to light. It is that the goal of his thought 1s to annul contradic
tions, to reconcile them whenever they appear. (The term 'annul' [ a�fhe
ben ] ,  so vital for his later thought, likewise makes its first appearance m 
Frankfurt and gradually becomes a dominant category in his wntings. )  

This new form of Hegelian subjectivtsm must be sharply distinguished 
from the subjective idealism ofhis Berne period. The latter has been fully 
discussed m Part I and we need here only remmd the reader of our con
clusion that at that stage the subject of the socio-historical process was 
always a collective one. The separation of the individual from the 
immediately social nature oflife in the 

city-state 
of 

anttquity, 
the emer

gence of 'private human beings' 
appeared 

to Hegel as 
the 

clearest pos
sible symptom of decadence. 

Hegel's 
Frankfurt subjectivism, however, 1s 

subjectivism m a literal sense. He really does begin immediately with the 
mdividual , wtth his cxpencnces and fate and goes on to !>tudy the specific 
form� of soctcty and their mflucnce on this mdividual fate, their inter
action with each other. 

Only slowly and gradually does the study of the individual's objective 
environment, of civil society , gam the upper hand. From the standpomt 
of the mdividual destmy of the mdividual human bemg, of the 'private 
human being' he had formerly so despised, Hegel now attempts to trace 
the general laws of society and to press forward to an objective under
standing of them. The old problem of 'positivity' makes its re
appearance as a central problem, but is given a much more complex, 
contradictory and historical treatment than in Berne. And this very issue 
now leads Hegel to a far more penetratmg study of the dominant forces 
active in Civil society : it leads to .a study of economic problems. His 

•efforts to discover a philosophical reconciliation between the humanist
ideals of the development of personality and the objective, immutable
facts of society leads him to an increasingly profound understanding,
firstly of the problems of private property and later oflabour as the fun
damental mode of interaction between individual and societv.

Hegel's changed attitude to the prc,ent is associated with an equally 
radical change m his view of Christianity. After what we have said up to 
now this can scarcely come as a surpnse. It Is a commonplace that the 
major turmng-points in every idealist view of history are closely bound 
up with religious changes. Even Feuerbach fails to diverge from this pat
tern. In the case of Hegel the negative evaluation placed on civil society, 
the society of 'pnvate human beings' had been mtimately connected 
with his views of Christianity . Notwithstanding his efforts to discover 
the soe1al causes for the decline of the city-states of antiquity he was left 
essentially with Christianity as the driving force of the modern world. 
Given such a conception of history it is hardly surprising that any modi
fication of his view of the present should at once carry over to his judg
ment of Chnsttanity. Since his early idealist position remained intact in 
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Frankfurt, and even took a defmite turn towards religwus mysticism, 
Christiamty was the obvious source for the ideological and moral foun
dations for the modern world. 

That such a positiOn is idealistic is too obvious to reqmre any discus
sion. At the same time we must point out that it IS not accidental or with
out roots. Hence Its persistence and even indestructibility . These roots 
whose effects make their appearance in such distorted and mystical forms 
in the various idealist systems of history are in fact the objective histoncal 
bond connecting Christianity to the entire history of the modern world. 
In a number of profound and detailed studies Marx and Engels have 
explained why Christianity alone, rather than any of the other sects 
which proliferated at the time of the collapse of the Roman Empire, was 
able to expand into a world religion. They have shown how Chnsuanity 
was able to adapt itself to prevailing needs in the different phases of the 
economic development of Europe and how the various stages of the class 
struggle in Europe were accompanied by novel forms of Christiamty 
(medieval sects, Lutheranism, Calvinism etc) . And they have shown that 
even modern bourgeois society must contmue to give birth to a super
structure ofChnstianity modified in certam defmite ways. In his polemic 
against Bruno Bauer, the Y oung Hegelian idealist, Marx states: 

'In fact the perfect Christian state is not the so-called Christian state 
which proclaims Christianity as its foundation, as state-religion, and 
which consequently tends to exclude other religions. It is rather the 
atheistic state, the democratic state, the state which relegates the Chris
tian religion to a place on a par with the other elements of civil so
ctety . . .  This state is able to abstract from religion because the human 
basis of religion is incorporated in itself in a secular form . . .  The 
foundation of this state is not Christianity, but the human ground of 
Christianity. Religion remains the ideal, unworldly consciousness of 
its members because it is the ideal form of that stage of human develop
ment which is realized in the democratic state. '2 

In idealist theories of history, not excluding that of the young Hegel, 
these real historical connections appear upside-down and in a distorted 
form. Christianity, the necessary product of social developments m the 
Middle Ages and in modern times, appears as the primary driving force 
of history. In these general terms there IS no decisive shift m Hegel 's 
philosophy m Frankfurt from his earlier position in Berne. Whether he 
rejects Christianity in Berne or seeks a reconciliation with it in Frankfurt 
amounts to much the same thing, for in both cases religion retains the 
dommant position m his typically idealistic view of history. Of course, 
smce Hegel starts from the problems of life facing the mdividual and 
since he is in search of a reconciliation with the present, this gives rise to a 
much more intimate relationship with Christianity than he had enjoyed 
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hitherto. In this sense his attitude in Frankfurt reverses that ofBerne. 
The choiCe of the problems of the individual as a startmg-pomt 1s 

something that we only fmd in Hegel during the transitional period of 
crisis in Frankfurt. Both in his earliest works and in his matuntv the indi
vidual mterests him only as a member of society. The incisiv� cnticism 
directed later at the moral positions of Kant and Fichte, Schleiermacher 
and the Romantics generally focuses on their failure, expressed in a var
iety of ways, to see that apparently pure individual actions have a soe1al 
component and that even individual ethical categories arc socially con
ditioned and determined. Thus Hegel's own concern w1th the indivi
dual, his own use of the individual\ nccds and aspirations as a base point 
for his thought, is no more than an episode in his career, even though it i� 
an episode fraught with consequences which persist in later years. W c 
shall see agam and again that the fmt seeds of the method of The Phenom
enology of Mind can be traced back to Hegel's approach in Frankfurt: to 
the JOUrney from individual consciousness to the objective problems of 
society, to h1s attempts to discover specific dialectical stages of thought 
and feeling, 1.e. to demonstrate that a higher stage n:sults from elimm
atmg the contradictions oflower stages. 

The Frankfurt writmgs only disclose this message, however, when onc 
looks at them wuh the later works in mind. Considered on their own, or 
after the Berne writmgs, their opacity and confuswn is astonishing. 
Never again will such unclarifled concepts buried in a haze of unspoken 
meanings play such a prommcnt role in Hegel's thought as in Frankfurt. 
The experience that contradictonness is the foundation of life breaks 
through with increasing intensity but at this stage the contradictwns 
seem to be tragically incapable of resolution. It 1s no accident that for a 
time categories such as fate become the fulcra ofhis efforts to compre
hend the world in philosophical concepts and that only in this period 
does a mysucal conception of the religious life form the climax of his 
thought. For his life and thought are gomg through a period of crim 
whose soe1al and histoncal origins we have bnefly indicated in our 
introductory remarks: the crisis in his republican, revolutionary v1ews, a 
crisis which found a provisional solution in Jena when he came to accept 
the existing soc1al order in its specifically Napoleonic form. In his Frank
furt penod Hegel gropes towards something new and slowly but steadily 
dismantles the old; there is uncertainty, a quest-a genuine crisis. 

Hegel was fully conscious of this himself, and both at the time and m 
his later writings he makes reference to his experience of cnsis. It is typi
cal ofh1s later wntings that Hegel speaks with the utmost frankness of the 
unhappy state ofhypochondria, self-laceration and dismtegration which 
he experienced. In the description in the Encyclopaedia of the different 
ages of man Hegel glVes an account of adolescence and of the approach 
to manhood which draws heavily on the Frankfurt penod. He says that 
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the ideals of youth have a more or less subjective quality. 

'The subjectivity of the substantive content of such an ideal imp lie� 
not only an opposition to the world as it Is, but also the urge to do 
away with this oppositiOn by realizing the ideal . '  

The transJtion of the youth from his ideal life into civil society involves a 
painful process of adaptation punctuated by crises. 

'There is no easy escape . . .  from this hypochondria. The later one i� 
infected by it, the more seriom Its �ymptoms are. [Hegel's Frankfurt 
period fell between the ages of 27 and 30. ] . . .  In this morbid mood a 
man Is reluctant to surrender his subjectivity , he is unable to over
come his antipathy for reality and so fmds himself in a state of relative 
impotence which can easily turn into true impotence . Therefore, if a 
man wishes to survive, he must acknowledge that the world is inde
pendent and essentially complete . . .  '3 

Even more revealing, because lt Is more personal, 1s this description of 
the Frankfurt penod in a letter of I 8 1 o:  

'I  know from my own experience this state of the mind or rather the 
moral reason once it has ventured with its interest and its fears into the 
chaotic realm of the phenomenal world . . .  inwardly certain of its 
goal but as yet unclear and unspecific about it as a whole. I suffered 
from this hypochondria for a number of years to the point of total 
exhaustion; no doubt every man expenences such a turning-point in 
his life, the nocturnal point where his whole being contracts and he 
must force himself through the narrows until he become> secure and 
certain of himself, secure in ordinarv dailv life, and ifhe has alreadv 
made himself incapable of being fdlfillcd by that, then secure in � 
more mward, more noble existence. '4 

The Frankfurt documents are even more explicit. The concrete human 
and social factors that triggered off the cnsis arc revealed much more 
clearly than in the more general remmiscences oflater years. Thus a frag
ment of Hegel 's pamphlet on 'J 'he German Constitution begins w1th a 
descripuon of the spiritual climate of the modern world. 

'They [human beings] cannot live alone and man is alway; 
alone . . . .  The �tate of a man whom the age has dnvcn into an inner 
world will either be no more than a livmg death, if he confmes him
self to that world. or, if nature urges him back into life, there will be a 
sustained endeavour to annul the negative clements of the world a> It 
is so as to enable him to discover and enjoy himself in it and to sur
V!Ve . '5 

Hegel's most mtimate confessions can be found in some letters that he 
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wrote at the beginnmg ofhis stay in Frankfurt to Nanette Endel, a fnend 
ofhis sister whom he had got to know m Stuttgart after leaving Berne. In 
a letter of 9 February 1 797 he wnte;: 

' . . .  and ;ince I fmd that it would be an utterly ungrateful task to set 
an example to people here and it is certam that St Anthony of Padua 
had greater success preaching to the fish than I would achieve by such 
a life here, I have resolved after lengthy meditation to make no 
attempt to improve these people but instead to follow the crowd . . .  · 

Other documents reveal that Hegel was on much better terms with the 
Frankfurt family where he was employed as a tutor than he had enjoyed 
with his pupils and their family · in Berne. We have seen his brusque 
rejection of the Berne patnciate m his letter to Schellmg. The present 
letter shows how profoundly Hegel had changed his external attrtudes 
towards the people around him. It might be thought that the above quot
ation points to the purely tactical nature or even the outright hypocrisy 
ofHegel's relations with the people around him. However, such motives 
are qmte alien to his character. A passage from another letter dated 2 July 
1 797 in which he talks to Nanette Endel of the change in his view of 
nature shows quite clearly that we are dealing with a much more funda
mental change in his outlook as a whole: 

' . . .  and just as in Berne I fled into the arms of nature to reconcile 
myself with myself and with mankind so here I often seek refuge in 
the bosom of this ever-loyal mother so as to fall out with the people 
with whom I live here peaceably, and so that under her aegis I may 
become immune from their mfluence and frustrate anv alliance with 
them. �  

· 

These letters, particularly the latter, reveal the change m Hegel 's 
attitude to the society of his day. At the same time we notice that this 
change contams an mternal contradiction, or rather, an entire complex 
of contradictions from the very outset. Hegel himself only gradually 
became conscrous of the character and the objective basis of these con
tradictions. Hence the tortured, hypochondnacal crisis-ridden mood of 
the Frankfurt period despite the fact that his personal circumstances 
were much more congenial than in Berne. I am not thinking here just of 
his external crrcumstances: intellectually he was far less isolated in 
frankfurt than he had been in Berne; in the initral period he was in close 
COntact wrth his friend Holderlin and through him he made the ac

CjUaintancc 
of other far from msigni6cant representatives of the younger 

literary 
and philosophical generation in Germany, such as Sinclair.7 

On the other hand, the fact that these contradictions are essentially 
ctxperienced and bound up with his personal fate rather than systemauc 
and conceptual in nature leads to the preoccupatron wtth philosophical 
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problems already mentioned in which he advances from an individual 
experience to a conceptual generalization but in such a manner that the 
fmal conclusions reveal the entire process that led to them including the 
original experience that gave rise to them. In the fragment from The 
German Constitution already referred to we have seen an illustration of 
this approach. The reason for it ts that Hegel is still on the road to becom
mg a dialectical philosopher. He docs not yet regard the personal experi
ence that triggers his thought as he will do later in Jena, as something 
whose objective ongins and laws need to be examined. He sees it as an 
mtegral part of the problem under discussion. This is perfectly under
standable since the problem he is tackling is his personal debate with 
sonety, his attempt to discover a place for himself within society. 

Obviously, this is not just a personal problem. If it had merely be
longed to Hegel's own biography it would not hold the great mterest for 
us which 1t m fact possesses. But the contradicnon wtth which Hegel is 
struggling m Frankfurt is objecnvely the same as that which engaged all 
the tmportant thinkers and writer� of the age in Germany. The solution 
.to tt constitutes the premise on which the classical literature and philo
sophy of the penod is based and smce this literature and philosophy have 
achieved mternational recogmtion it follows that the soctal contradic
tion at their roots must be more than a local German affatr, even though 
tts spenfic manifestatwns were determmed by the actual conditions in 
Germanv at the time. 

What 
'
ts at tssue is the attitude of the great German humanists toward� 

the bourgeois soctety that had triumphed m the French Revolution and 
m the Industnal Revolutton m England, but which simultaneously had 
begun to reveal 1ts horrifying, anti-cultural and prosaic aspects with a 
clarity very different from the period of heroic illustons before and 
durmg the French Revolutton. The major bourgems humanists m Ger
many now found themselves confronted by the complex and contradic
tory necesstty of having both to recognize this bourgeois society, of 
accepting it as the only possible necessary and progressive reality, and at 
the same time to expose and denounce tts contradictions crittcally and 
freely, rather than to capttulate and apologize for the inhumanity they 
entailed. In Goethe's Wilhelm Meister and Faust, in Schiller's Wallenstein 
and his aesthettc wntmgs and in Hegel's The PhenometwloKY of Mind as 
well as his later works we see how German literary and philosophical 
classictsm came to gnps with these contradictions and proposed various 
soluuons; the way in which they did so ts proof of their world-histoncal 
stature-and at the same ttme 1t shows the limitattons imposed on them 
by the honzons of the bourgeoisie in general and the backwardness of 
Germany m particular. 

When Hegel, m the letter we have quoted, seeks refuge m nature so a> 
to avoid bemg assimilated into his sonal environment we may regard 
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this as a primitive, immediate expression of just this contradiction. On 
the one hand, his aim is thoroughly to understand and to function within 
the civil society of his day; on the other hand, he recoils from its inhu
man, lifeless and life-denying aspects, refusing to see them as vital and 
life-givmg. The contradiction that emerges in his earliest experiences in 
Frankfurt is therefore both a passionately grasped and experienced con
tradiction m his personal life and also, and inseparably from this, an 
important objective contradiction ofhis age. 

The Frankfurt crisis, then, in Hegel's life and thought expresses itself in 
the difficulties of raising this contradiction to the plane of philosophical 
objectivity. Hegel's philosophical genius, his intellectual superiority 
over his contemporaries enable him to go further than the mere state
ment of a contradiction in his own personal experience; they enable him 
to recognize not just the contradictoriness of bourgeois society (within 
the bounds imposed on him by the general limitations of the bourgeois 
mind and the barriers of philosophical idealism) ,  but beyond that to sec 
m such contradictoriness the dialectical nature of all life, of all being and 
thought. The Frankfurt cnsis ends with Hegel's earliest formulations of 
the dialectical method, albeit m a highly mystical version. It ends also 
-and not by chan�e-in a dialectical 'reconciliation' with the society of 
his age which fully acknowledges the underlying contradictions of that 
society. In a brief poem written either at the end of his stay in Frankfurt 
or shortly after he moved to Jena Hegel gives a very clear statement of 
the mood that enabled him to overcome the crisis: 

'Kuhn mag der GOtter Sohn der Vollendung Kampfstch vertrauen, 
Brich den Frieden mit dir, brich mit dem W erke der Welt! 
Strebe , versuche du mehr als das Heut und das Gestern, so wtrst du 
Besseres nicht, als die Zeit, aber aufs Beste sic sein. ' 
[Boldly the son of the gods may join the battle for perfection 
Break your peace with yourself, break with the works of the world! 
Stnve for, aspire to more than today and yesterday 
Then you will he not better than the age, but the age at its best . ]8 

NOTES 
1 Marx/Engels, The Holy Family, p. 165f. 
2 Marx, The Jewish Question. See Marx/Engels, Die Heilige Familie, 

Berlin 195 3 ,  pp. 4 1 ,  42, 45 · 
Encyclopaedia, p. 396 Addendum. Werke, Berlin 1 845 , VIII. Abt. Band 
II, p. 98. 

4 Published in Rosenzweig, op. cit. , Vol. I, p. 102. Rosenzweig has 
also published an extract from the manuscript reminiscences of the 
Hegelian scholar Gabler which recalls a conversation with Hegel 
that took place in 1 805 and in which he expresses himself in a very 
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similar way. Ibid., p. 236. 
5 Lasson, p. I 39· We shall postpone our discussion of our reasons for 

assigning this fragment from The German Constitution to the Frankfurt 
period until we come to analyse these fragments m detail. 

6 Beitriige zur Hegelforschung, ed. Lasson. Second issue, Berlin 1920, pp. 
2, 7 and I I .  

7 Isaac von Sinclair ( I775-1 8 I 5 )  was a poet and diplomat, known 
chiefly nowadays for his friendship with Holderlin whom he cared 
for during the period of the latter's mental breakdown. He was also 
friendly with Hegel and wrote philosophical essays which attempted 
to mediate between Hegel and Fichte.-Trans. 

8 Hoffmeister, p. 388 .  



CHAPTER TWO 

Old and new in the first years in Frankfurt 

ONE of the outstanding features ofHegel's character as a philosopher was 
his slow and gradual development. In the preceding chapter we empha
sized the radical change in his outlook in order to give the reader a clear 
idea of the intellectual mood of his years in Frankfurt. In reality, 
however, this process was a gradual one, though he sometimes advanced 
m fits and starts. Many attitudes of his Berne period remained unaltered 
for a long time or were subject to only minor.changes. Sometimes we find 
him modifying old ideas, old historical constructs without realizing 
clearly how far he has departed from the origmal pattern. An mstance 
can be seen in his last work in Frankfurt: he wrote a new introduction to 
his principal essay in Berne, The Positivity of the Christian Religion, even 
though, as we shall see, his conception of positivity had undergone a 
complete transformation in the meantime. And what happened here is 
typical ofhis general development. 

In particular, we must bear in mind that throughout this penod Hegel 
kept faith with his republican convictions. Indeed, it can be asserted that 
Hegel did not 'reconcile' himself to a monarchy in the German style 
until confronted with the stability of the Restoration after the defeat of 
Napoleon. Until then we fmd a highly complex series of transitiom 
which are not entirely reconstructible because of the loss of the most vital 
manuscripts. In general, however, we may say that his development pro
ceeded along the lines of political developments in France, though wah 
certain inevitable delays. The only reservation to be made here is that 
Hegel increasingly takes the theoretical and practical implications of the 
situation in Germany into account. This means that his political analyses 
gain in concreteness and immediacy, but also that the utopian character 
of his objectives and aspirations-given the backwardness of German 
conditions----constantly undermines his arguments or make� them disap
pear in a fog of speculation. 

When Hegel left Berne for Frankfurt he took his republican convic
tions with him. His mood at that time IS well conveyed by the poem 
Eleusis which he wrote to Holderlin from Berne and whtch expresses his 
feelings about the prospect of thetr reumon. A few lines will suffice to 
give the reader the flavour of Hegel's mood: 

107 
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' . . .  der Gewissheit W onne 
des alten Bundes T reue fester, reifer noch zu fmden, 
des Bundes, den kein Eid besiegelte, 
der freien Wahrheit nur zu leben, Frieden mit der Satzung, 
die Meinung und Empfmdung regelt, nie, nie einzugehen'. 

[The certain bliss 
of finding the old pact firmer, riper, 
the pact sealed by no oath, 
to live for the free truth alone 
and never, never to make peace with laws 
that prescribe thought and feeling. )1 

The very beginning of Hegel's stay in Frankfurt is marked by the ap
pearance of his first printed work, one which on the whole still reflects 
his Berne attitudes. It was an annotated translation of a pamphlet by J. J. 
Cart, a Swiss lawyer, which wa• concerned with a defence of the rights 
of the Vaudois against the Berne oligarchy. The canton of Vaud had 
been oppressed by Berne for centuries. An attempted uprising in the 
wake of the French Revolution had failed and had only brought sterner 
reactionary measures from the Berne oligarchy. The liberation of the 
canton came only in the course of the revolutionary wars at around the 
time when Hegel was engaged on his translation and commentary. In his 
preface Hegel makes explicit reference to this turn of events and evi
dently published his pamphlet with the intention of providing the arro
gant forces of reaction in Germany with an image of the instability of 
their power. At the conclusion ofhis preface he writes: 

'From a comparison of the contents of these letters with the latest 
events in the Vaud, from a contrast between the appearance of peace 
enforced in 1792 and the pride of the government in its victory with 
its real weakness in this land and its sudden downfall there, a whole 
host of practical lessons might be learnt; however, the events speak 
plainly enough for themselves: all that remains to be done is to ap
preciate them fully. Their cry echoes above the whole world: Discite 
justitiarn rnoniti. But fate will smite hard those who are deaf. '2 
These remarks show that Hegel's outlook had not changed since he left 

Berne. But Falkenheim, who discovered the pamphlet, has already 
attempted to exploit certain elements in it to disprove Hegel's revol
utionary tendencies. He bases his argument on the fact that in the preface 
Hegel defends the 'ancient rights' of the Vaudois against the Bemese oli
garchy. He declares that no revolutionary would do that. A further 
symptom of the non-revolutionary character of the pamphlet follows 
from this, namely the historical method of presentation. This argument is 
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based on the old reactionary prejudice widespread among German pro
fessors to the effect that historicism is an invention of the reaction, that it 
began with Burke and the French philosophers of the Restoration in con
trast to the preceding age which was essentially anti-historical. There is 
no point in pursuing this theory, especially as the reader can see from 
Part I the extent of Hegel's historical orientation in his early revol
utionary and republican views and the Cart translation is no exceptiOn to 
this. 

No less untrue is the deduction made from Hegel's defence of ' ancient 
nghts ' .  The very great importance of such struggles for 'ancient rights ' 
can be seen in the events leading up to the French Revolution itself. Of 
course, the entire development is highly ambivalent. In part It mvolves 
the defence of feudal privileges against the levelling down by absolutism 
111 the name of economtc and soctal progress; 111 part it concerns the 
struggle to protect the nghts of working people jeopardized by the pro
cess of primttive accumulation as initiated by feudalism and capitalism 111 
league together. A further aspect of such traditional privileges is that 
they can provide a certain protection against the arbitrary encroach
ments of the absolute monarchy . The French parliaments, for example, 
were essentially reactionary institutions who sternly resisted every 
attempt to reform taxation or abolish even the most 1111qmtous feudal 
privileges and in consequence they attracted the fiercest criticism from 
all the important members of the French Enlightenment. But at the same 
time, since they were the only orgamzed foci of reSIStance to the 
encroachments of absolutism they enjoyed tremendous popularity in the 
years leading up to the French Revolution.3 Marx and Engels even go so 
far in their polemic against Guizot as to single out this 'conservative' ele
ment of France in the penod leading up to the Revolution as Its most 
characteristic feature.4 

It is evident that in countnes more backward than Switzerland or Ger
many the defence of 'ancient rights' plays an even greater if also more 
ambivalent role. But however that may be there can be do doubt that 
when Hegel takes up the defence of the Vaudois agamst the Bernese oli
garchy he is not doing so from an anti-revolutionary position. No doubt 
his defence of' ancient rights' is not undertaken from an explicit and con
sistent democratic point of view. He does not make that dist111ction here 
anv more than Schiller does a few vears later when he dramatizes the 
defence of the 'ancient rights' of th� people in Wilhelm Tell. It Is only 
when we come to the young Marx 's important articles in the Rheinische 
Zeitung that we f111d a consistent revolutionary and democratic line 
which distmguishes between the 'ancient nghts' of the working people 
and the pnvileges of exploiters. 

Although we have seen that this pamphlet heralds no change m 
Hegel's position this does not detract from the importance ofhis notes for 
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an understanding of his development. We should just mention briefly 
here that his hatred of the aristocratic regime in Berne is just as fierce as in 
the letter to Schelling previously quoted, but is much more ftrmly 
founded on factual evidence. The diligence with which Hegel has assem
bled information about the Bernese economy, system of taxatton etc. is 
quite remarkable. We obtain here a glimpse into his workshop and can 
gain some idea of the prodigious effort that later went into acquiring his 
encyclopaedic knowledge of almost every fteld. These economic studies 
also have an additional, negattve signiftcance: it ts notable that they are 
still no more than purely empirical collections of factual information to
gether wtth political commentaries. The idea of generalizations about 
economic problems clearly has not yet occurred to Hegel_S There is also a 
further feature of biographical importance in that we fmd Hegel 
occupying himself for the ftrSt time with conditions in England. At this 
stage he does so purely in the context of the politics of the French Revol
ution. He comments on a statement by Cart who attacks the nouon that a 
low rate of taxation provides an index of the happmess of a people. Cart 
points out that in England, ""hich he greatly admired, taxation was 
heavy but the people freely admimstered their own affairs. Hegel con
curred in this view and even reinforced it by pointing to the signiftcance 
of the tax on tea as a cause in the outbreak of the American War of Inde
pendence. The point here was that in his view the tax was unimportant 
in itself but that the struggle for independence was sufftcient to launch 
the revolution. He diverges from Cart only in his estimate of English 
liberty. He mentions the acts of repression in England following the 
French Revolution, the weakness of Parliament vis-a-vis the govern
ment, the suspension of constitutional safeguards and the abrogauon of 
personal freedo.ms and the rights of cittzens. He says in conclusion: 

'Thanks to these measures the prestige of the English nation has 
declined even among many ofher greatest admirers. '6 
We may regard this work then as a late echo of Hegel's Berne period. 
All the more striking is the change in his thought, his style and his ap-

proach to philosophical problems in the fragments dating from the same 
period or a little later which have been published by NohU In all of 
them signs of the Frankfurt crisis are clearly visible. We have already 
suggested that Hegel's terminology was never so fluid and confused as 
during this period. He takes up concepts, experiments with them, modi
ftes them and drops them again. Just because his thought begins to con
cern ltself with the contradictoriness of life his notes seem at first glance 
to contain nothing but a confused tangle of contradictions. The source 
of the confusion lies in the predominantly personal nature of his ap
proach to reality. It is easy to understand how the opacity of the Frank
furt fragments has proved to be a regular hunting-ground for 
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reactionary interpretations and for attempts to assimilate Hegel to the 
reactionary mysticism of the Romantics. Dilthey 's celebrated book has 
provided the model for the entire literature on Hegel in the Ageoflmperi
alism. These criti.cs managed to remove almost all reference to contem
porary events and social problems even from the Berne writings so 1t will 
not come as a surprise to see the Frankfurt fragments described as 'mysti
cal pantheism' (Dilthey) . This makes it all the more pressing to 1solate 
the-admittedly meagre and confused--core of rationality they do pos
sess, the1r bearing on reality and the real problems ofbourgems �ociety. 

When Hegel now comes to examine the rclauonship between modern 
Clvil soc1ety and the individual he fmds his old Berne problem of positi
vity standing in his way. In the1r struggle agamst the social order of 
feudal absolutism the humanists came to conce1vc of civil societv as the 
world freely created and owned by men themselves. Undoubtedly they 
had many illusions about this world. The actual emergence of a de
veloped bourgeois society in France and England gave a new twist to 
both these convictions and to the illusions accompanying them. Society 
appeared even more strongly as the product and moreover the constantly 
re-created product of mankind's own activ1ty. At the same tlme, soc1ety 
engendered a whole series of manifestations, forms oflife and institutions 
that confronted the individual with a dead objectivity which inhibited 
his personal development and killed off everything that the humanists 
postulated as essential for the individual and for relations between indivi
duals. As bourgeois ideologists the outstanding German humanists of the 
age found themselves compelled to accept the general foundations of the 
society that had come mto being. But at the same ume they were impla
cably opposed to all that was dead and deadening m it. However, their 
oppos1tion, their criticism never went beyond the horizon of bourgeois 
society itself, at least it never did so directly. On the contrary, their 
efforts were directed towards the discovery of forms of subjective ac
tivity, the creation of types ofhuman beings and forms oflifc with whose 
aid all that was dead and deadening could be annulled within the frame
work of bourgeois society. Goethe's great novel· Wilhelm Meister 's Ap
prenticeship is the greatest poetic express10n of these asp1rations. And the 
appearance of Faust thirty years later testif1es to Goethe's life-long strug
gle with this antagomsm between humanism and bourgeois society in 
the context of the solutions available at that stage of history. It is not by 
chance that Pushkin described Faust as the ' Iliad of our age' .  

In Frankfurt we see how Hegel's view of the problem of posltivlty 
shifted in this direction. In Berne the problem had been dealt w1th en
tirely in the context of the philosophy of society and history: posltlvlty 
had appeared to Hegel to be the product of the decline of mankind sym
bolized by the emergence of Christianity and civil soc1ety. In his view 
only the revolutionary rebirth of the republics of antiqmty could lead to 
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the abolition of positivity. Such a revolution would be sudden and its 
success total, for in his v1ew the ancient city-states in their prime were 
completely free of anything resembling positivity. 

The question now presents itself differently. His new starting-point 1s 
the life of the individual. The individual lives in a society which abounds 
in positive institutions, pos1t1ve relations between men and indeed men 
who have been deadened by positivity and transformed into objects. 
Hence the question has ceased to be : how can this positive soCiety be 
smashed and replaced by a radically different type of society? On the 
contrary, the questwn he now poses 1s this: how can the individual in this 
society lead a human life,  i.e. how can the positivity in himself, m other 
people and in his relations to people and things be eliminated? Thus the 
social problem is transformed into one of individual morality, into the 
problem of what shall we do? How shall we live? And the underlying 
a1m here is to bring about a reconciliation with bourgeois society and a 
(perhaps partial) abolition of its positive character. (This seemmgly 
brings Hegel closer to the Kantian ethic than he had been in Berne. But 
we shall see later that this greater proximity only serves to bnng the 
actual philosophical disagreements between Kant and Hegel out mto the 
open. )  

The 

category 

which provided a focus for Hegel's philosophical inter
ests 

throughout 

this period was love. Here, once again, we find a cat
egory which seems to establish a certain link between the young Hegel 
and Feuerbach (even though Feuerbach could have had no knowledge of 
these early works ofHegel's which had not yet been published) . Since a 
number of modern philosophers (such as Lowith) attach great import
ance to the alleged similanties between Feuerbach and the young Hegel, 
it is necessary to establish their opposition on this point. For however 
vague and dubious Feuerbach's ethics of love may be, however much 1t 
tends to lapse mto idealism (as Engels has convmcingly demonstrated) it 
yet remains true that, epistemologically, the relationship between I and 
Thou on which it is based is conceived m the spirit of materialism. What 
counts for Feuer bach is that the Thou 1s independent of the consciousness 
of the I. His ethics of love does mdeed lapse into idealist excesses, it does 
obscure the contradictions of bourgeois society, but for all that it does 
stand f1rmly on a materialist base: Its recognition that all objects (and 
hence all other people) are independent of my consciousness. By contrast, 
for Hegel the enure meaning oflove is that through it just this indepen
dence 1s overcome. The fundamental idealistic flaw in Hegel's concep
tion of positivity is that it can be overcome only by overcoming 
objectivity itself and from this it follows that every objectivity not 
directly produced by consciousness must contain an element of positi
vity. This defect 1s particularly m evidence in his rhapsodically mystical 
conception oflove and makes the transition into religion inevitable. 
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'Religion is one with love. The beloved is not opposed to us, he is at 
one with out very being; in him we see only ourselves-and then he 
IS agam not us-he is a miracle beyond our comprehensiOn. '8 
We can see that the two conceptions of love rest on diametrically 

opposed theories ofknowledge. But this must not blind us to the fact that 
the concept oflove is in neither case an accidental phenomenon and that 
its social foundations are similar in both thinkers. However, its social sig
nificance is different and this is because of the 40-years' interval separat
ing the two and the consequent differences in the state of the economy 
and the class struggle. In both instances love is a vague idealistic concept 
embodying the humanistic, bourgems and revolutionary demand for a 
many-sided, fully developed human being who enJoys correspondingly 
rich, developed, many-sided and human relations with his fellow 
humans. On the other hand, the vagueness, the idealistic extravagance of 
the notion is a symptom of their mistaken belief that these aspirations can 
be realized within bourgeois society. In the 1 84os, however, when the 
proletarian movement was already gathering momentum and the era of 
scientific socialism was being born such a delusiOn meant something 
quite different from what 1t meant at the turn of the nineteenth century. 
When the followers ofFeuerbach among the 'True' socialists attempted 
to make his ethics of love yield socialist conclusions they inadvertently 
r�vealed the narrow reactionary illusions implicit in the category. 

But at the time when Hegel was concerned with the problem there 
was no such sharp conflict with the progressive tendencies of the age. As 
we shall see, in the course ofhis later development Hegel came to adopt a 
much more comprehensive and realistic attitude towards bourgeois so
ciety. But at this stage the mysticism and muddle of his Frankfurt wn
tmgs was an essential step towards grasping its contradictory nature. And 
just because the concept of love has such a transitional character we must 
regard it in a different light. 

Furthermore, we must bear in mind that in the Germanv of the time it 
simply was not possible to see through the illusory nature �f the categor
ies that clothed universal human aspirations in the language of idealism. 
Economically backward as Germany was it was not possible to defmc 
the progressive nature of capitalism in purely economic terms as the 
classical English economists did. The realization that 

progress 

lay in the 
development of the material forces of production 

could 

only be attained 
in England itself, and even there it had to wait some decades for its su
preme formulation from a bourgeois standpoint, m the works of 
Ricardo. 

But if the advanced development of the English economy could give 
birth to the supreme achievements of classical economic theory, it also 
prevented the conscious dialectical formulation of the contradictions and 
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antagonisms in capitalism.  It is true that Smah and Ricardo did not 
shnnk from giving expression to all the contradictions that they per
ceived and they present their views with the unhesitating love of truth 
typical of all major thinkers; they are unperturbed if one perceived fact 
conflicts with another equally well-established one. Hence Marx is quite 
right when he writes ofRicardo: 

'With the master what Is new and significant develops vigorously 
amid the "manure" of contradictions, out of the contradictorv 
phenomena. The underlying contradictions themselves testify to th� 
richness of the living foundation from which the theory itself 
developed. '9 

But contradictoriness Is only present matenally, as lt were de facto, and 
nothing could be further from the mmds of the classical English econom
Ists than to frx on contradiction as the fundamental fact of economic life 
and hence of the methodology of political economy. 

But the awareness that life IS based on contradictions Is the funda
mental problem faced by classical German literature and philosophy. 
Since their startmg-point is the contradiction between their humamst 
ideals and a bourgeois reality full of the vestiges of feudalism it is true of 
them too that the 'manure of contradictions ' forms the basis of their 
problems and solutions. The entire range of human existence becomes 
their theme; they can experience , shape and think through all the contra
dictions that arise within this great complex. Since the economic basis of 
these contradictions does not and cannot become visible to them thev 
lose themselves m idealist speculations. But by the same token, smce th� 
intellectual side of this movement Is consciously lived through, I .e .  since 
their startmg-point is the living expenence of contradictoriness, of one 
contradiction arising from the solution of its predecessor, their path leads 
them to the frrst, if idealistic, formulation of dialectics. 

The antithesis between truly living human beings developing all the1r 
talents and human beings in bourgeois society who arc deformed mto the 
automata of the world of commodities and reduced to one-sided 'special
ists' performmg a single narrow function within the capitalist division of 
labour-this antithesis forms the ground theme of Goethe's Wilhelm 
Meister. It is not just exemplified in the contrast between Wilhelm and 
Werner, his bovhood friend and a businessman. It can be seen also m 
Goethe's presentation of art and m particular of the theatre where he 
brilliantly depicts the destructive effects of the division of labour on a 
wide range of people . Moreover, It IS typical of the state of Germany at 
the time that Goethe does not entirely reject religious solutions to these 
contradictions. The life of the canoness described in the Confessions of a 
Beautiful Soul gives a moving account of such a solution in which a sensi
tive woman holds herself alooffrom ordinary life wah the aid of religwn 
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while through love she sustams a living human relationship with her 
fellow human bemgs. Of course, the religious solution is by no means 
Goethe's final word. On the contrary, the canoness is compared un
favourably with those who enter into the ordinary life of the capitalist 
world. The ideal figures m the novel are Lothario and Nathalie who suc
ceed in sustaining the human vitality oflove whilst actively participating 
in the ordinary life of bourgeois society. 

While in Frankfurt Hegel could not achieve anything comparable to 
this. The religwus solution played a far more prominent part m his 
thought during this transitional phase : 1t was accepted much more uncri
tically and a higher histoncal and human value was placed on it. But we 
shall sec that even here the contrast is not as great as 1t first seems. 

With a forthrightness more typical ofhis Berne writings Hegel begins 
by opposing the subjective, the human and the living to the objective, 
the dead and the poSitive. But his new approach now increasingly dis
solves these ngid opposites into flexible and elasuc contradictions. On 
the one hand, this increases the opaque mysticism of his thought; 
throughout the enure period m Frankfurt religion remams the authentic 

sphere 

of real life ,  of true vitality and of the genuine negation of what is 

dead 

and 'positive ' . On the other hand, the concrete oppositions of the 
subjective and the objective give rise to a senes of increasingly complex 
contradictions which point in a quite different direction from the 
religious sphere. 

What W<; have here in fact IS the discrepancy noted by Engels between 
Hegel's system and his method. More precisely this discrepancy can be 
located m the critique, which long remained unconscious and, as it were, 
dormant, of the religious solution to contradictiOns. As we shall see, 
what Hegel is seeking in religion is the highest form oflove, i .e. a reality 
permeated with human subjectivity and cleansed of all social positivity. 
But the very process of gtving up his earlier hostility to Christianity leads 
to a situation in which those features of Chrisuamty and of religion in 
general which are hostile to life and which preach escape from life pres
ent themselves with increasing vividness to his mind. And since his fore
most aim IS to reconcile the individual with the concrete reality of 
society as it is, he must inevitably become more and more aware of the 
weaknesses in the religious attitude. The trouble with it 1s that it does 
nothing to mttigate, let alone eliminate, the posmvity of the world as it 
is, and that in consequence it IS simply a complement of that positivity. 
Hence seen in this light religwus subjectivity is merely another way of 
surrendering one's full humamty. 

'If dependence on an object constitutes one pole, then the other 
extreme IS fear of the objects, flight from them, fear of union with 
them, extreme subjectivity. '10 
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The view that pure subjectivity, flight from the objects into religion, is 
on the same plane as positivity is a view destined to play a crucial role in 
Hegel's Frankfurt period. As we shall see, it introduces a contradiction 
into Hegel's vtew of Christianity and, in particular, of the life and teach
ing ofJesus. And looking beyond Frankfurt we shall fmd Hegel arguing 
inJena that Fichte's subjective idealism and French materialism are two 
false extremes which nevertheless represent equally important tendencies 
of the age. 

For the time being, however, he draws no significant conclusions. His 
chief interest is to give a highly critical picture of those men who have 
fallen victim to the forces of positivity and conversely to pratse the 
redemptive power oflove. 

'Since something dead here forms part of the love relationship, love is 
girt by matter alone, and this matter is quite mdifferent to it . . .  and 
while the objects by which he is confronted change, they are never 
absent . . .  this is the ground of his tranquillity in the face of loss and 
his sure confidence that his loss will be made good because tt can be 
made good. This attitude makes matter something absolute in man's 
eyes; but, of course, if he never existed, then nothing would exist for 
him, and what necessity was there for his existence? That he might 
wish to exist is intelligible enough, because beyond that collection of 
restricted experiences which make up his consciousness there is 
nothing whatever . . .  but a bleak void and man cannot bear to think 
himself in that nullity. '11 

This rather ponderous and confused account of the state of mind of the 

average 

man in bourgeois society is now followed by a statement of 

Hegel's 

ideal of love. For man in bourgeois society the entire world 
consists of impenetrable, incomprehensible objects mechanically separ
ated from men and from each other; he drifts among them in empty, un
satisfying activity. He has no real, substantial relationship with the 
objects, with his fellow-men or even with himself. Love, on the other 
hand, is in Hegel's eyes the principle that transcends these dead barriers 
and creates living relationships between men and this in turn serves to 
transform men into living things for themselves. 

'True union, or love proper, exists only between living beings who 
are alike in power and thus in one another's eyes living beings from 
every point of view; in no respect is either dead for the other. . . .  In 
love the separate does still remain, but as something united and no 
longer as something separate and the living senses the living. '12 

It is indicative of the continuity in Hege�'s development that a 
number of expresstons in these extracts go back not just to Berne but, 
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more specifically, to the excerpts from Forster. Instances are the empha
sis on the necessity for equality between lovers, the assertion m the pas
sage followmg our quotation that man in bourgcms soncty 1s subject to 
an alien power from whom he tmplores mercy in fear and trembling. 
However, such expressmns have undergone a change of meaning. Equa
lity for Forster and for Hegel at the ume when he made the excerpts 
meant above all political equality . Now, however, Hegel is much more 
concerned about equality ofbehavwur or attitude towards �ociety. The 
social content of equality, namely equal power, acqmrcs, as we shall sec 
at once, a new, problematical dtmension: It depends on the material, 
economic position of the lovers. But for the moment Hegel only poses 
this question m order to sweep It aside once more before advancmg 
towards the unity that abolishes all separateness between men and creates 
a truly unified life for them. 

It Is easy to understand why the reactionary nco-Hcgelians of the Age 
oflmpenalism should have attempted to make capital from the emphasis 
Hegel gave to such categoncs as love, life ,  etc. Eager to transform Hegel 
mto a RomantiC philosopher of life (Le/Jensphilosoph) they ignore the 
transitional phase of cnsis in Frankfurt and seize upon the categories 
which arise from 1t, but which later disappear from his writmgs, m order 
to gtvc a Romantic, vitalist mtcrpretation to his entire oeuvre. But quite 
apart from the madmtssibility of this extrapolation mch an interpretation 
does not even ftt the Frankfurt penod properly. Even in Frankfurt Hegel 
was no Rpmantic. It 1s not for nothing that we have stressed the similari
ties betwec:;n the humanism of his approach and that of Goethe and 
Schiller; the existence of these parallels should suffice to show the unten
abili�y of the legend. 

When we come to speak of Hegel's stay in Jcna we shall sec how 
remote Hegel remamed from the aspirations of the Romantics even 
though Jena was at the time the focal point of the Romanuc movement. 

As for vitalism, the so-called philosophy oflifc, Hegel 's own later wri
tmgs make his hostility towards it quite clear. As early as Jcna he vigor
ously cnticizcd Friedrich Heinnch Jacobi, the most typical 
representative of this tendency at the ttme, and he never abandoned his 
dislike of it. And even in Frankfurt, as a careful scrutiny of the fragments 
will show, he never really accepted the baste assumption of Lehensplzilo
sophie , viz. the idea of 'immediate knowledge ' .  It 1s true, of course, that 
Hegel was engaged in a conflict wtth the rationalist 'philosophy of 
reflection' of the day and the Frankfurt period in particular is full of the 
first great debate with the philosophy of Kant. In like fa�hion at the end 
of the Frankfurt penod when his conception of positivity had become 
more histoncal and dialectical, Hegel directed his crinmm at the ration
alism of the Enlightenment. But this is not to say that he ever embraced 
the contemporary 'philosophy of life ' .  We must not allow our�dvcs to 
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be led astray here by concepts such as 'love' and 'life ' .  Hegel's fmt bio
grapher, Rosenkranz, was often guilty of over-simplification in his 
efforts to approximate Hegel's philosophy to the subjectiVe idealism of 
Kant, but since he was necessarily unfamiliar with recent philosophical 
movements he was able to sec more clearly than the later neo-Hegclians 
that what Hegel meant, in Frankfurt, by 'life'  was basically the same as 
what, in Jena, he designated 'Sittlichkeit' (ethical life) , I .e .  the concrete 
totalitv of man's actions in societvY 

It is 
'
qune true that Hegel doc; oppose love to reflection in Frankfurt. 

However, he docs not follow the contemporary fashion of setting up 
'immediate knowledge' as an absolute negatiOn of reflection. Instead he 
proposes love as a dialectical annulment of the reflective stage . Obvi
ously it would be wrong to imply that Hegel had consciously and con
sistently worked out this dialectical relationship at the bcgmning of his 
stay in Frankfurt. But his notes make it qmte clear that in his account of 
the relations between love and reflection he has a glimmering of his later 
defmition of'Aujhehen' as both 'annul ' and 'pre�crve ' .  

'Th_is unity i �  therefore perfect life because in it even reflection gets its 
due; in the anginal, undeveloped umty the possibility of rdlcctJon, of 
cleavage , snll stood over against it; in this umty, however, umty and 
cleavage are united, they arc a �imple living thing that had been 
opposed to itself (and still feels itself so oppmcd) , but has not rendered 
this opposition absolute. In love one living being senses another living 
being. Thus m love all tasks, the self-destructive onc-sidcdncss of 
reflection and the infmtte opposition of an unconsnous, undeveloped 
umty, are resolvcd.14 

Such passages are significant not just as refutations of the distortions of 
the reactionary neo-Hegelians but because they give a clear indication of 
the stage Hegel had reached in his development. They show how rapidly 
the experienced contradiction with bourgeois society and the internal 
conflict with himself arising from it led Hegel to a dialectical under
standing of contradiction. For him to emerge 'suddenly' as a fully
fledged dialectician all that he needed was to achieve self-consciousness 
about the ideas that had fought their way confusedly to the surface in the 
course of these arguments. It is this situation that explains why many 
bourgeois historians have greeted Hegel's 'sudden' matunty inJena with 
such astomshment. 

But, of course, Hegel's development into a dialectiCian proceeded 
very unevenly. The mternal contradictions m his philosophical posltlon 
can be seen most clearlv on the issue of reflection. As we have seen, hi; 
conceptiOn oflove is d�signed to bring about the dialccncal supersession 
of reflection, I .e .  love is thought of as existing on a higher plane than the 
origmal 'unconscious, undevdopcd umty ' pre-ci>cly "hecau'e 1t contain.. 
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reflectton within it. But at the same time we fmd that Hegel's religious 
mysncism often gams the upper hand and at such times love appears as a 
total, ultunate 'union' from which every last trace of cleavage, of reflec
tion ha� been eliminated. Such diametrically opposed �olunons are m 
evidence not only m the earlier part of the Frankfurt penod but also right 
at the very end, in the Fragment ofa System which concludes this phase of 
his development. And such contradictions can be found not only in his 
v1ew of love but also m his view of the religious life even though the 
latter was supposed to re�olve the contradicttons in the former. 

Hegel's efforts in the quoted passage to secure a dialectical resolution 
of the relationship between reflectlon and love is Important in yet 
another respect, since it throws light on the social Implications of the 
profound gulf separatmg him from the Romantics and vitalists of the 
day. When Hegel refuses to accept life as something Immediately given 
and chooses to see it mstead as an objective which can only be achieved 
after the annulment and subsequent preservation of reflection, what he 1s 
after Is a philosophical rescue action to preserve humanist ideals within 
capitalist society, a development or transfiguration of capitalist society 
which would make fully human relations a possibility. His emphasis on 
the need to preserve reflection while annulling it shows that unlike the 
reactionary Romanucs he did not yearn for a primitive pre-capitalist so
ciety, and unlike Schelling With his concept of ' intellectual intuition' ,  he 
did not imagine that any genume fulfilment or understanding of life 
could be achieved outside social relations, 'independently' of them, as It 
were, shaking them off and leaving them behind one. It is evident, and 
the subsequent history of German philosophy confirms it, that although 
each of these two tendencies frequently inveighed against the other they 
yet aspired to one and the same goal: to solve the contradictions of 
bourgeois society by reverting to a more pnmitive, pre-capitalist form 
of social organization (the philosophy of the post- 1 8 I 5 Restoration) . 
We have repeatedly drawn attention to the illusions cherished by Hegel 
and we shall later have occasion to criticize them when their social 
implications manifest themselves more concretely. B1It all these illusiOns 
are not enough to justify the establishment of a bond between Hegel 
and the reactionary Restoration of his day. For all his illusions Hegel 
went in an entirely opposed direction, socially and hence also philo
sophically. 

Hegel's attitude to bourgeois society is most clearly expressed where 
he abandons his 

extravagant 

religious generalizations and his vague lan
guage of expenence 

and 

mvemgates the problem of love fmding fulfil
ment in the world of reality. This brings him at once to the problem of 
possessions and property. We should remind ourselves here that in 
Berne he had taken up a very general histoncal view of such matters : he 
held that the relatively equitable distribution of property fnrmed the 
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economic basis of republican liberty in antiquity, and that the growing 
inequality of the later classical period was the basis of its decline, of the 
corruption of the citoyen of antiquity into the modern bourgeois and the 
private individual. Hegel now finds himself compelled to scrutinize 
the problem of property in a more concrete fashion. At fmt he does so 
primitively in terms of mere experience. We know that in the course of 
his historical and political studies Hegel had collected economic data, 
too, but at this stage this was a mere heap of empirical information from 
which he made direct political inferences. In harmony with this his fmt 
mterest in property was to discover its immediate effects on the psycho
logical and moral life of man. That is to say, he regarded property a� 
something dead and 'positive ', something mcapable of an organic con
nection with any livmg, subjective activity. The bond between property 
and labour was something that did not enter mto his thoughts dunng 
these years. He thought of property only a�a means of enJoyment or, at 
best, of personal power. 

Obviously it was not really possible to establi�h a really livmg re
latiOnship between such a notion of property and the highly abstract sub
jectivity ofh1s conception oflove. More mteresting is the fact that Hegel 
was at pains to establish such a relationship. He was aware that love must 
be realized m society as 1t Is, i .e . by people who either do or do not own 
property and who for the most part own different amounts of it. And 
although he sees property as the home of death and positivity. i .e. a� 
something diametrically opposed to love he docs make the attempt to 
study their interrelations. 

'Y ct the lovers are connected with much that IS dead; external object' 
belong to each of them. This means that a lover �tands in rdation to 
things that arc opposed to him in his own eye' as objects and oppo
sites; this IS why lovers arc capable of a multiplex opposition in the 
course of their multiplex acqmsmon and pos,csslOn of property and 
right, . . . .  Since posseSSion and property make up mch an important 
part of men\ life, cares and thoughts, even lover' cannot rcfram from 
rdlcctwn on this aspect of their rdatiom. '15

GIVen the pnmltlve nature of these economic concepts and the 
psychological interpretatiOn of the relations between men and property 
Hegcl could not get beyond a supcrftnal compromise. What is Import
ant Is that he saw that the problem itself could not be side-stepped. The 
solutiOn he fixes on here is that lovers should own property jomtly. 

But no lcs' typical of Hegel's sober realism is hi� presentiment that thi, 
,olutton 1s illusory. In a marginal note on the pas,age just quoted he add,: 

'By pooling their property . . .  the Joint ownen create the illmmn 
that their particular nght, have been annulled; at hottom, however, a 
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right i s  retained to the part of the property that i s  not directly used; 
only this right is not asserted. Where property is held in common 
things are not the property of any one person, but ownership, the 
right to a portion is concealed in the relationship. '16 

Thus Hegel perceives that the annulment of the positivity of property 
through joint-ownership on the part oflovers is no true annulment. 

Hegel's realism, his uninhibited criticism and demolition of his own 
extravagant and tortuous conclusions is evident also in his occasional rea
lization of the transitory, momentary nature oflove. 

'This unity, (the child) however, is only a point; a seed; the lovers 
cannot so contribute to 1t as to make it a manifold in itself from the 
start. Their union is free from all inner division; in it there is no work
ing on an opposite. Everything which gives the newly begotten child 
a manifold life and a specific existence, it must draw into itself, set 
over against itself, and unify with itself: '�6 

The point is clear enough: even though Hegel places love in the very 
centre of his thought at this stage he is very far from 

_glorifying 

it in the 
Romantic style. He regards it as the highest point 

of 

existence; it alone 
can overcome all that is dead and 'positive' in the world. At the same 
time he perceives that no higher reality can be based on it which would 
provide a real counter-weight to the positivity of bourgeois society. In 
the course of his later development in Frankfurt he treats the absence of 
love as an absence of objectivity. He desires to confront the dead positi
vity of the world with a non-positive, living objectivity. His old contrast 
of the two ages now becomes an internal contrast within bourgeois so
ciety. This leads to an attempt to elevate the non-positive objectivity of 
religion above the merely living subjectivity of love. We shall return 
later to the contradictions that result from this procedure. Here we need 
only mention that at this point he looks for and discovers another sol
ution for the inadequacy of purely subjective love, a solution that 
remains decisive for his later socio-philosophical writings: love as the 
basis of marriage and the family. Immediately after the lines we have just 
quoted he adds: 

'Thus the process is: umty, separated opposites, reunion. After their 
union the lovers separate again, but in the child their union has 
become unseparated. ' 

And to the word 'reunion' he appended this note: 

'The child 1s the parents themselves. '17 
Here, then, is the germ of Hegel's theory of the family as the nucleus of 
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bourg�ois society. 
Thus through the confusion and the contradictions of these early frag

ments it is possible to discern the fust outlines of his v1ew of society. 
More precisely, they enable us to glimpse the pressures and tendencies 
that led to his later conception of civil society. We shall see that the con
stant theme in his development is the search for a dialectical connection 
between the apparently lifeless objects and institutions of society, a con
nection that would divest objectivity of its deadness and allow it to 
become manifest as the premise and product of the activity of the subject, 
i.e. that would conceive of soCiety and history as mankind's own world, 
the product of man's own activity .  Up to now only the ftrst, very modest 
and rather obscure steps have been taken, and this applies both to the 
content and the method. Hegel's knowledge of the structure of modern 
civil society is still very vague, very empirical and far removed from any 
grasp of its underlying laws. And parallel with this his method 1s scarcely 
more than a vague search for the living connections between the subject 
and the objective world of society. Presentiments of the dialectical inter
connections occur from time to time and are then lost in the mvstical 
haze of religion. 

· 

Bis ruling pnnciple at this time was still the rigid opposition of subject 
and object; though there was too the passionate desire to overcome its 
dualism. Right from the start of his stay in Frankfurt Hegel looked for a 
mode of activity m bourgeois society that would sausfy his humanist 
ideals and would nevertheless lead to acttvity within bourgeois society . 
His philosophical formula was to lead to a revitalization of society from 
within and not by importing any extraneous pnnciple into society; the 
dead machinery was to be brought to life .  The road from death to life. 
however, turns out to be the road which leads to the discoverv of all the 
contradictions in bourgeois society, albeit with the intention of resolving 
them within that society ttself. This is the road on which Hegel seeks the 
reconciliation of mankind, of the ideals of humanity with bourgems so
ciety, and right from the start, as soon as these problems emerge, we arc 
m a position to perceive both the strength� and weaknesses of Hegel's 
view of societv. 

Given its r�ther confused basis in emotion and expenence, Hegel'� 
present emphasis on vitality must inevitably lead him straight mto the 
arms of religion. We have already noted his greater affimty with Christi
anity during this penod as contrasted with his bnsk rejection of It m 
Berne. If, as we have argued, love is now identical with religwn, or, a., 
he will soon formulate the matter, iflove is the road to religion, then 1t I' 
clear that reconciliation wtth Christianity is the goal he is making for. 
Here too we fmd him taking a direction that he will adhere to his whole 
life long. It would be going too far, however, to take all too literally the 
reactionary interpretations, which derive ultimately from the right-
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Hegelians among his own pupils, to the effect that Hegel was, or 
became, the philosopher of Protestantism. (In recent years Georg Lasson 
has taken up this theme with great enthusiasm and has criticized even the 
most reactionary neo-Hegelians if they ventured to 'underestimate' the 
strength of Hegel's Protestantism.) 

Hegel's relations with Chnstianity were never unambiguous or free 
from contradictions or reservations .  In the course of our study of the 
Frankfurt penod we shall see that he was forced to get to grips with 
Christianity and above all with the personality of Its founder, and that 
the religious categories of Christianity are of the highest importance for 
his entire philosophy. But we shall also see that his analysis culminates in 
the discovery of an msoluble tragic contradiction in the life and teaching 
ofJesus, and further, that the climax of Hegel's religious thought at this 
time is not by any means to be equated with Christianity. On the con
trary, as late as Jena we shall still encounter fragments on the develop
ment of the various religions which go beyond Christiamty and look 
forward to the birth of a new third faith. When we come to look at these 
later writings we shall have occasion to point out the ambiguities in his 
view of Christianity and religion in general, ambiguities that charac
terize even his very last statements on this problem. But for an under
standing of the present phase it is enough if we establish that Hegel has 
abandoned his earlier rejection of Christianity and if, on the other hand, 
we mamtain that what Hegel was looking for in religion m Frankfurt 
was that living unity of contradictions which represented the highest 
form oflife to him at a time when his thought was rapidly maturing. The 
contradictory nature of this view inspired his basic line at the time: the 
tendency to absorb philosophy into religion. (The reversal of this process 
is one of the outstanding changes that took place in his thought in Jena. )  

The new view of  Christianity is not without its effect on his general 
philosophical and historical position. We shall just indicate briefly the 
most important changes. In Berne the historical scheme he had favoured 
was one in which the collapse of freedom in the city-state� of antiquity 
had led to the decadent age ofChristiamty. In this process the Jewish ori
gins of Christianity had been given the subordinate role of an immediate 
cause. The decisive factor was the political, economic and moral decay 
of the Roman Empire. As the progenitor of the religion of the new epoch 
in world history the Jews were treated only as a nation of equal degener
acy, able therefore to bring into being a religion that would supply the 
needs of a degenerate mankmd. Now, however, Hegel begins to take a 
greater interest in the origins ofJudaism and he devotes more attention to 
the similanties and differences between Judaism and Christianity. This 
extension of his historical interests is the first step towards his later philo
sophy ofhistory in which the history of classical antiquity Is preceded by 
a lengthy analySlS of the Orient. 
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In the early years of his stay in Frankfurt his treatment of the Orient 
has relatively little to do with history. It involves little more than an his
torico-philosophical analysis of Jewish traditions as contained in the 
Bible. Nevertheless, a number of points emerge that will be important 
for his later historical views. For example, his analysis proceeds from the 
premise that the Jews differ from the Greeks primarily because of their 
'estrangement from nature '. We have here the germ ofhis later view of 
the East, but even apart from that there IS the very remarkable, if rather 
elliptical aphorism that this estrangement (Entzweiung) 

'necessarily results in the birth of the state etc' .18 

What is important for Hegel's later development is the perception that 
the state comes into being when the contradictions in society reach a certain 
point. In Berne the state of antiquity appeared to him to be the product 
of an age without internal social contradictions; it was the emergence 
and intensification of contradictions that led to the downfall of the state. 
Here we see the seeds of his later more dialectical and historical view, 
albeit in an mfiexible and highly mystified form. 

We can see the change in his views of the historical role of the state and 
the relationship of the citizen to the state even more clearly in another 
passage from the same fragment, The Spirit of judaism. In order to under
stand it fully we must remind ourselves of Hegel's view in Berne. He had 
held then that people can only be said to have a relation to the state m a 
democratic republic in which the citoyen freely gives himself to it. The 
state may be said to be in decay when despotism rules and the citizens are 
purely private individuals incapable of any relation to it. Now, too, he 
emphasizes the utter contrast between the republics of antiquity and the 
Jewish theocracy. But at the same time he talks of the establishment of 
the kingdoms ofJudah and Israel in these terms: 

'The individual was entirely excluded from an active interest in the 
state; the political equality of the citizens was the reverse of repub
lican equality, it was only the equality of insignificance. Not until the 
Kings do we find, together with the inequality that they introduced, a 
defmite relation to the state on the part of many subordinates; many 
acquired a significance with respect to those beneath them and for 
some there was at least the possibility of acquiring such a signifi
cance. '19 

This passage, too, is very confused, but so much is clear that Hegel now 
believed that the greater mequality under the monarchy did create 
stronger bonds with the state than the earlier, abstract equality of the pri
minve theocracy. 

In other words, Hegel now begins to see that the classes and estates that 
arise m the course of history have an essential, determinmg influence on 
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the relations between people and the state. In Berne he had regarded all 
class differentiations as symptoms of fragmentation and the decline of the 
state. Now, when he is striving to understand the nature of modern ctvil 
society he must obviously realize that the real links joinmg the vanous 
classes and estates in a simple whole are a constitutive part of modern so
Clety. He does not grasp this fully until the J en a period and this vtew does 
not receive its final definition until much later, in the Philosophy of Right 
in r 821 .  But it is important to see the germ of this idea in these early dis
cussions of civil society. 

Our last quotation shows that Hegel held fast to the evaluation of poli
tical life of antiquity that he had worked out in Berne. Nor was he to 
modify It later on; the only thing that does change is the place of an
tiquity in his historical scheme. He comes increasingly to regard classical 
civilization as something irretrievably lost, and this goes hand in hand 
with his growing understanding of the necessary origins and determi
nants of modern society. 

In Frankfurt, however, his dominant religious bias creeps into his vtew 
of antiquity. In the search for a religious , non-positive objectivity Hegel 
harks back to Greek religion and sees in its animtsm a model for his own 
aspirations. But more interesting than that is his advance from that line of 
thought to a consideration of the problems of nccesstty and contingency, 
of subject and object. 

'Where subject and object--Dr freedom and nature arc thought of as 
unified, so that nature is freedom and subject and object are insepara
ble, there is the divine; such an ideal is the goal of every religion. A 
detty IS at once subject and object; one may not say of it that it is a sub
ject in contrast to the objects, or that it has objects. Theoretical 
systems become entirely objective, opposed to the subject; practical 
activity destroys the object and is entirely subjective-in love alone ts 
one at one with the object; it neither exercises mastery, nor is it mas
tered. This love, transformed by the imagination into essence, is the 
deity . . . .  Every union can be called the union of subject and object, 
offreedom and nature, of the real and possible. '7ll 

We see here how Hegel's first attempts to formulate dialectical 
problems at once result in his deployment of the form of objective 
idealism current in German philosophy: the identical subject-object. 
His terminology, too, brings him close to Schelling and Fichte's 
theory of knowledge, both of which he retains tn their essentials, 
while pressing forward to a more objective dialectics than them. It is 
not very important to establish here the extent to which Hegel was 
influenced by Schelling or whether It is simply the case that he spon
taneously went in the same direction. For, given the kinds of ques
tions that led to absolute idealism m Germany the idea of the identical 
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subject-object was unavoidable. What 1s vital is the way m which 
different thinkers annul and preserve the subject and the object in a 
higher unity. Depending on how this is done absolute idealism etthcr 
loses Itself completely in religtous mysticism (as with Schelling), or 
else it elaborates and main tams the livmg contradictions with enough 
vigour to force the idealist mystiCism to yield up a significant under
standing of reality. The struggle between these two tendencies occu
pies the whole ofHegel's development. From Ume to time Schelling's 
mfluence strengthens the retrograde tendency. His polemics against 
Schelling and the eventual parting of the ways pomt to the tnumph of 
the other, even though in the framework of absolute idealism the vic
tory can never be fmal. 

However that may be, the fact remams that these fragments reveal 
an intense preoccupation with philosophical problems that was 
wholly absent m Berne. It 1s very charactensuc ofhts present state that 
the notion of objectivity had become highly volatile and that he 
struggles wtth vanous formulations without reaching a satisfactory 
conclusiOn. For mstance, it is interesting to sec m the passage just 
quoted how he gives a subjective mterpretation of the religiostty 
which in his view ts destined to abolish the antagonism between sub
ject and object. What he does is, as it were, to import subjectivity mto 
the objects by means of the imagination, 1.e. a procedure which, taken 
to its logical conclusion, can have no real impact on objectivity. His 
uncertainty at this stage is expressed above all in his wish to fmd a 
form ofbemg in life, in religion that is higher than all ideas and con
cepts, a form of being that will do away with all the limitations and 
ngidittes of reflection. 

In the course of his mvestigation of these concepts Hegel stumbles 
on the idea that existence is independent of consciousness, but since he 
holds fast to his idealist theory of knowledge, the insight cannot be 
profttably exploited. 

'This independence, this absoluteness ofbemg 1s the stumbling-block; 
it must no doubt cx1st, but its mere existence does not mean that it 
exists for m. Thus the independence of bemg means that 1t just is, 
whether for us or not: bemg must be simply something separate from 
us, something in which a relationship with us 1s not necessarily 
implied. ' 

Hegel deduces various conclusions from this. Earlier on he says: 'Fatth 
presupposes bcmg' ,  and he evidently wtshcs to estabhsh the pnonty of 
bemg over thought. At the same time, he wants to discover in faith that 
higher religious pnnciple with whose aid the objective ideal untty may 
be estabhshed. Hence he conclude�: 
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'what is, must not be believed, but whatever is believed, must exist . '  

These arguments are extraordinarily confused, but one thing docs 
emerge from them, namely that the problems of the theory of knowl
edge, of objectivity are all in flux. And it is of great interest to see that it 
Is m this context that we can discover the germs of the later dialectical 
distinctions within bemg (Sein, being, Dasein, being-in-the-world or de
terminate being, Existenz, existence) .  Of course, the distmctions have 
not been properly worked out. But it is of the greatest importance that 
these problems all emerge in the context of the central problem of Berne, 
the problem of positivity. The connection between the soctal problem of 
positivity and the philosophical problem of objectivity had been uncon
scious and instinctive m Berne, but it now starts to preoccupy Hegel ac
tively. And it Is no coincidence that at the same ume the old conception 
of positivity now becomes unstable and that contradictions begm to anse 
wtthin it. 

Hegel's defimtion of positivity m Frankfurt corresponds exactly to the 
defimtion he had given in BerneY But m the coun.e of his studies it 
becomes more concrete, the defmitton ts now more consciously philo
sophical and hence more flexible. Throughout this penod Hegel was 
concerned, as we have seen, to achieve an existmg, living umon of the 
opposites, the antagomsms of life. In this context poslUvity now appears 
to him as a false union. 

'Wherever there is eternal cleavage in nature and the irreconcilable is 
united, there Is positivity . '  

And elaboratmg on the ideas about faith and being already cited, he now 
defmes positivity 111 this way: 

'A positive faith is one which, instead of the only possible umon, 
posits another; mstead of the only possible being it posits a different 
one. Thus it unites that which is opposed in such a way that the union 
it achieves is incomplete, i.e. things arc not united in the way they 
should be. '23 
It is mteresting to note how here, as earlier on with the distinction be

tween bemg and consciousness, Hegel is driven to the outer edge of 
idealism, but at once turns around and hurls himself into the arms of sub
jectivity. For if we read the above quotations carefully, bearing in mind 
that by 'life '  Hegel means the union of opposites in bemg, it is evident 
that positivity means more or less what a materialist would call the false 
reflections of objective reality. At the decisive moment, however, he 
reverses his directiOn and introduces the word 'should' without making 
it clear with what the syntheses of positive faith would or should not 
agree. And the same uncertainty makes 1tselffelt when he goes on to say: 
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'Positive faith requires faith in something that does not exist. '24 
And he strengthens this formulation by turning the contrast of positive 
and non-positive faith into a contrast between idea and being. 

'In positive religion being, union is only an idea, something thought 
-I believe that it exists means: I believe the idea, I believe that I can 
imagine something, I believe in something believed (Kant, deity) . 
Kanuan philosophy-positive religion (deity a holy will, man an ab
solute negation; in the idea is united, ideas are united-an idea is a 
thought, but thoughts do not exist-) ,15 

As he develops the concept more concretely he will abandon this view 
of positivity as mere idea. But the importance of these fust attempts to 
formulate the concept of positivity is that they show Hegel's  thought in a 
state of flux and that, as we have seen, the vanous gradations of being are 
making their appearance on the horizon. One fmal factor of interest is 
that this interpretation of positivity has suddenly brought the differences 
between Kant and Hegel to the surface and this in turn provides the first 
stimulus to Hegel's critique ofKantian philosophy. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Fragments of two pamphlets on current German problems· 

That the municipal authorities oJWurttemberg should he 
elected hy its citizens and The German Constitution. 

THE contradictions in Hegel's position at this penod are well illustrated 
by two fragmentary pamphlets written in 1 798/9. 

The first pamphlet was concerned with constitutional conflicts in 
Hegel's own land ofWiirttemberg. It must have been written in the first 
half of 1 798 since Rosenkranz has published a letter by a friend of Hegel's 
replying to it and this is dated 17 August I 798 ;  clearly the pamphlet must 
have been completed by then.1 

Hegel wrote his pamphlet in the course of the constitutional struggles 
that raged at the end of the century between the Duke of Wiirttemberg 
and his Estates. They fell out on the issue of what attitude to adopt 
towards France. The Duke supported the Austnan intervention while 
the Estates sympathized with the French. After the Duke had attempted 
to subject the country to absolute rule without the Estates he had to 
summon them again in 1 796 to elect a new Council (Landesausschuss) 
which the Duke hoped would be more tractable. But he was dis
appointed and the conflict just became more acute. In the course of the 
struggle a large number of pamphlets were published criticizing the 
obsolete feudal conditions still obtainmg in Wiirttemberg and also the 
antiquated constitution and they even went as far as to demand a repre
sentative assembly to be elected by the entire population. There were 
even said to be republican tendenoes and there were calls for a Swabian 
republic. 

Hegel 's pamphlet was his contribution to the debate. The surviving 
fragments show very clearly his hesitant attitude on issues of the 
moment. Not that he was guilty of any compromise wtth feudal and ab
solute conditions in Germany, let alone of capitulation to them. Where 
he can remam at the level of criticism or philosophical generalization he 
shows great resoluteness in attacking condiuons in Germany. And m 
this sense it cannot be said that his political opinions reveal any signifi
cant change. His mtention is to intervene m the urgent questions of the 
day but wherever he attempts to tackle a concrete Issue he displays the 
greatest uncertamty, his judgment falter� and he fmally comes up with 

I JO 
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surprisingly moderate proposals given his premises. The great critical 
run-up ends with relatively tame proposals for reform, as indeed Haym 
pointed out long ago.2 

This uncertainty can be seen clearly m the changes made in the title of 
the pamphlet. Originally it read That the municipal authorities of 
Wurttemberg should be elected by its people. 'People' was later changed in 
favour of 'citizens'. The fmal vemon, however, ran as follows: On the 
most recent domestic affairs of Wurttemberg and on the municipal constitution in 
particular. The pamphlet originally bore a dedication 'To the people of 
Wiirttemberg', but this was later deleted.3 We can no longer determme 
whether these emendations were made to forestall censorship or because 
Hegel had changed his views; nor do we know whether and to what 
extent they are bound up with changes in the text. All we can do is 
analyse the rather meagre fragments that have survived. 

Hegel's starting-point is very close to the republicanism he had 
adhered to in Berne and also in the Cart translation. The fragments pub
lished by Haym contain extremely derogatory statements about absolu
tism. For instance, he says that in an absolutist state 

'all turns ultimately around one man who unites all powers within 
himself ex providentia majorum and there is no guarantee that he will 
recognize and respect the rights of man'. 

And in harmony with this he states: 

'The whole representative system of Wiirttemberg is faulty and in 
need of thorough-going reform. '4 

His criticism here has its basis in an appeal to justice and to the rights of 
man. 

'In this view justice is the only measure. The courage to enforce jus
tice is the only power that can clear away the tottering structure 
honourably and calmly, and bring about a secure state of affairs. '5 

Only this striving for justice, only an attempt to raise oneself onto the 
plane of the universal will overcome the petty, particular interests of the 
philistines. 

In his introductory remarks to the fragments Hegel gives a vivid pic
ture of the growing desire for reform in Wiirttemberg. He describes the 
mood as irresistible and argues that each delay will only increase it. 

'It is no accidental vertigo that will pass. Call it delirium, but it can 
end only with death or the expulsion of the disease. It is the travail of 
tht; health that remains to drive out the evil. '6 

Hegel then reasserts that conditions in Wiirttemberg have reached 
breaking-point and are in need of complete revision. 
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He turns scornfully on the people who concede that reforms are neces
sary but who are prevented by class-interest from lending support to any 
concrete proposal. 

'All too often such desires and the zeal for the common good conceal 
the reservation "insofar as it coincides with our own interest". Their 
willingness to give their consent to all improvements takes fright and 
fades away as soon as a demand is made upon them.'  

And his satirical comments on the necessity for political reforms are 
summed up with the words: 

' If there is to be a change, then something must be changed. We must 
assert this bald truth simply because the fear that is forced to act differs 
from the courage that wills to act in that, when the time to act arrives, 
people who are driven by fear are so weak that they wish to retain all 
they happen to possess. They are like the spendthrift who 1s forced to 
regulate his expenditure; every item that he is advised to give up now 
appears indispensable and he refuses to deprive himself of any, until 
the moment comes when both his necessities and luxuries are taken 
away from him. '7 
Why has the situation in Wiirttemberg become untenable? Hegel's 

answer is clear and simple. Because its institutions are the inheritance of 
an earlier age now past and are socially and politically obsolete; they can 
no longer satisfy the needs or the spirit of the modern world. We may 
regard this as the typical progressive bourgems attitude towards the insu
tutions of feudal absolutism in Germany. At the same time they are not 
without significance, since they point to a great advance in Hegel's own 
historical and philosophical thought. For the ftrst time Hegel employs 
the idea ofhistorical development in the defence of soctal progress. 

In Berne he had looked to the resurrection of the republics of antiquity 
m the midst of a world made degenerate by Christian positivity and the 
inequality of wealth; this resurrection was to come about by a Cuvier
like catastrophe. Now, tentatively and abstractly as yet, he begins to rea
lize that the development of society is itself the impetus to progress. In 
consequence he starts to consider the various institutions of politics and 
society from a more historical perspective. That is to say, he no longer 
regards an institution as good or bad in itself, as he had done in Berne, 
but he realizes that an institution that was originally good may come to 
impede progress in the course of time. Thus Hegel accounts for the obso
lescence of institutions in Wiirttemberg in this way: 

'They are blind who would believe that institutions, constitutions 
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and laws from which the spirit has flown and which no longer 
accord with the customs, the needs and opmions of men, can con
tinue to survive, and that forms which have ceased to exert any hold 
over feeling and reason can be powerful enough to bind a nation 
together ! '8  

Here we can see the great importance of his complex and unresolved 
ideas about his new definition of positivity which we discussed in the 
previous chapter. At that stage we could only show that Hegel's anginal 
rigid defmition was now in a state of flux, that the inflexible antinomies 
of positivity and non-positivity had begun to break down into dialectical 
transitions. What Hegel had formulated shortly before in terms of true 
or false union now gains in historical concreteness: he now calls positive 
'that from which the spirit has flown'. He is no longer content to ask 
what Is or is not positive. He is now concerned with the question: how 
does an institution become positive? We shall see how this novel, con
sciOusly historical and philosophical version of positivity has been deep
ened by the end of the Frankfurt penod and how it becomes the 
foundation for Hegel's mature philosophy of history. The present trun
cated state of the fragments does not permit us to draw any conclusions 
about the stage he had reached when he wrote the pamphlet and whether 
he had made any definite connection between the ideas quoted above 
and the problem of posltivity. The most that can be said is that a few 
small extracts in Haym do suggest that there was a connection of some 
sort. But apart from a few words Hegel's original text Haym only gives 
his own highly abbreviated version. Thus he says: 

'With hard-hitting words he describes and rebukes the officialdom 
that "has lost all sense of the innate rights of man and, trotting in the 
rear of the advancing age, caught between the claims of office and 
conscience, it can think of nothing but the need to fmd historical justi
fication for positive institutions' '  ' .9 

Thus there does seem to have been a connection of a sort between positi
vity and historical obsoleteness in the original pamphlet, but the surviv
ing texts do not permit us to determine how conscious and clear it was. 

This quotation from Haym also points to another important, practical 
aspect of the pamphlet: the vigorous attack on the absolute bureaucracy 
ofWiirttemberg. In a further fragment Hegel also speaks witheringly of 
the bureaucratic apparatus of the petty absolutist state. He perceives in
dignantly that this apparatus is in fact much more powerful than the 
Estates. 

'Thus the officials . . .  led the Council and with it the nation by the 
nose. '10 
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These comments are important because they show that Hegel was not 
just sharply critical of the feudal clements in the Wiirttemberg con
stitution, but that he was no less hostile to the absolutist state which was 
at that moment in conflict w1th the feudal Estates. It is evident then that 
Hegel's objective could only be something radically different, viz. the 
bourgeois democratic transformation of the country. 

All the more disappointing, therefore, are the vague and timorous 
concrete proposals that he puts forward. After his scathing attack on con
diuons in Wiirttemberg, after his histoncal and phildophical justi
fication of the need for radical change it is something of an anti-climax to 
hear him ask the question 'whether in a country which has had an heredi
tary monarchy for centuries it is advisable suddenly to allow an unen
lightened mob accustomed to blind obedience and dependent on the 
impression of the moment to choose its own representatives . '  And his 
concrete proposals follow the tenor of these remarks rather than the 
sharp tone ofhis criticism ofWiirttemberg. 

'As long as everything else remains unchanged, as long as the people 
does not know its rights, as long as there is no public spirit, as long as 
the power of the offictals remains unrestrained, popular elections 
would only result in the complete overthrow of our constitution. The 
best solution would be to entrust the franchise to a body of enlight
ened and upright men independent of the court. But I do not see how 
an electoral system could be devised that would result in such an 
assembly, however carefully the active and passive franchise were de
termined. '11 

The gulf between his critique of the existing situation and his timid 
and vague reforms is perfectly clear. We have seen how in Berne Hegel 
dissociated himself from the radical and plebeian wing of the French 
Revolution, but this is not enough to explain his reluctance to demand 
'an independent' assembly of notables, even when we take into account 
the fact that he was writing in full knowledge of the experiences of the 
French Revolution and that he might have been afraid that an elected 
assembly would turn into a radical convention. For both in France and 
later even in Germany there were many moderate liberals who believed 
that an elected representative body would be the suitable vehicle for the 
reforms that had become necessary. 

The true explanation lies in the general state of Germany and the ideo
logical attitude arising from it which never ceased to determine Hegel's 
position (as well as that of such important contemporaries as Goethe) . 
Looking at Germany from a cosmopolitan point of view he could get a 
pretty clear idea both of its backwardness and of the constitution that it 
ought to have. But he had no idea how his critical insights were to be 
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transformed into political action. In consequence of his vagueness and 
uncertainty there arose in his mind a great vanety of socially necessary 
but more or less reactionary illusions which were to determme his 
thought throughout his life. The more concrete his approach to a prob
lem, the wider the gulf between his vision and his political proposals ap
peared and the more illusory the purely ideological attempts to bridge it. 
Marx has analysed the social origins and character of these illusions m a 
brilliant section of The German Ideology. He charactenzes the political 
and economic fragmentation of Germany at the end of the eighteenth 
century in these words: 

'The impotence of each separate sphere oflife (one cannot speak here 
of estates or classes, but at the most onlv of former estates and classes 
not yet born) did not allow any one of them to gain exclusive domin
ation. The inevitable consequence was that during the epoch of absol
ute monarchy, which was seen here in its most stunted, semi
patriarchal form, the special sphere which, owing to the division of 
labour, was responsible for the work of administration of public in
terests acquired an abnormal independence, which became still great
er in the bureaucracy of modern times. Thus, the State built itself up 
mto an apparently independent force, and this position, which in 
other countries was only transitory-a transition stage-has been 
mamtained in Germany until the present day. It is this position of the 
State which explains both the honesty of the civil servant that is found 
nowhere else, and all the illusions about the State which are current in 
Germany, as well as the apparent independence of German theor
eticians in relation to the burghers-the seeming contradiction be
tween the form in which these theoreticians express the interests of 
the burghers and these interests themselves.12 

Even a superficial glance at Hegel's arguments reveals that he exhibits 
all the attributes of the German ideology ofhis age as described by Marx. 
No doubt, the illusions about the 'honestv of the civil servant' and about 
the state will only make their appearanc� later on, but the state 's appar
ent independence of the real interests of the up-and-commg bourgems 
class is already the central pillar ofhis political and social methodology. 
This is the source both of the vagueness and timidity m his concrete pro
posals and of his illusions about an 'independent' body that would deter
mine the constitution of Wiirttemberg. What is Important here is his 
relationship with liberalism. As far as his social objectives are concerned, 
Hegel is largely in agreement with the liberals. It is apparent that he had 
made a thorough study of notable advocates ofliberalism like Benjamin 
Constant and Charles James FoxY Nevertheless, right up to the end of 
his life we see an increasingly explicit rejection of the political methods of 
liberalism, above all of the German liberals. In particular, he refuses to 
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share their faith in elections, parliaments, parliamentary reforms, etc. 
This paradox is a reflection of Germany's economic and social back

wardness and the resulting development of political ideology which is 
divided, retarded, petty and philistme, rather than just uneven. Both of its 
principal currents are tainted by its philistinism as well as its vague uto
pianism. The German liberals of the day put their demands forward dog
matically for the most part, without any real attempt to take the actual 
balance of power within society into account. (To avoid any misunder
standing here when I speak of the ideologists of liberalism I explicitly 
exclude the few revolutwnary democrats such as George Forster.) 
Wherever the French mtervention had given rise to a form of pseudo
constitutionalism this dogmatic approach was combined with petty
bourgeois opportunism and with a very bigoted church policy (m South 
Germany) . Like Goethe, Hegel 1s fully aware of the narrow-mindedness 
of German liberalism. He does not share their mistaken assessment of the 
German situation nor of the socio-economic preconditions of bourgeois 
society . But his correct criticism of them is often accompamed by differ
ent illusions of his own, illusions which later lead him to mcreasingly 
reactionary positions on particular issues. 

Thus the prejudices and illusions of both points of view available at the 
time reflect the German misere. Even the ablest minds of Germanv with 
the widest, most cosmopolitan horizon are defeated by the petty, 

'
philis

tine provincialism of German society. Not until just before and especi
ally just after the July Revolution of 1 8 30 in France do we witness the 
emergence of a defm1te democratic movement in Germany and with it the 
fmt efforts to overcome this provmcialism (Georg Buchner, Heine) .  But 
we need only think of the battles that the young Marx fought with the 
radical Young Hegelians to realize how deeply these provinoal ideo
logies were rooted in Germany. 

Since Hegel's ideological assumptions were dictated ultimately by 
the class structure of Germany at the time he was unable ever to over
come them. It is true that he does acquire a much greater understanding 
of the forces that move society, and his knowledge of the underlymg 
laws becomes ever more profound. But only up to a certain pomt. 
There 1s always a point at which his concrete and clear grasp of class 
antagonisms comes to a halt and quite without any objective soctal 
justification turns into abstract generalizations which feed on illusions 
about the nature of the state and, later on, the bureaucracy. For all his 
life-long efforts to investigate the dialectical connections between the 
'particularity' of private and class interests and their social product, the 
'universal ' is never logically developed from the real, particular social 
conditions; on the contrary, it is always imposed 'from above', idealis
tically, from a position apparently independent of class allegiances. It 1s 
evident that this fundamental contradiction is much less obv1ous here 
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than in his later development. We shall also see great fluctuations in his 
political attitudes and his philosophical approach. But this fundamental 
contradiction is a persistent and indeed permanent feature of all his 
thought. 

Hegel's pamphlet never appeared. A partial explanation is provided 
by a letter, published by Rosenkranz, from a friend of Hegel's in Stutt
gart. In this letter the friend argues that publication at the present time 
would do more harm than good. Of the arguments he presents one is 
directed agamst Hegel 's projected assembly of notables which the writer 
describes as 'arbitrary'. More important, perhaps, was the dis
appointment felt by progress1ve and even revolutionary Germans with 
the outcome of the war w1th France. The Congress at Rastatt which sat 
from December 1 797 to April 1 798 and which brought the war of the 
first Coalition against France to an end resulted only in loss of territory 
for Germany. German patriots had cherished hopes that the wars of the 
French Republic would lead to the international spread of democratic 
mstitutions and were bitterly disappointed when the peace negotiations 
resulted in no more than petty haggling for various territories. This di�
appointment is reflected in the concluding lines of the letter to Hegel: 

'Of course, my dear friend, our reputation has suffered greatly. The 
rulers of the grande nation have sacrificed the most sacred rights of 
mankind to the mockery and derision of our enemies. I know of no 
vengeance that would fit their crimes. In these circumstances the pub
lication of your essay would be just one evil the more. '14 

The contradiction which comes emotionally to the surface here is one 
we have already discussed. It lies at the roots of all the theoretical and 
practical attempts of the age to achieve the unification of Germany. Hegel 
gives his own solution to this question in his next pamphlet which he 
dtafted but did not complete. But it is interesting and very typical of 
Hegel that his notes do not show the least trace of bitterness towards the 
french. He approaches the problem of German unity from the internal 
contradictions in German national history and his later detailed discus
sions of this issue and of world history in general show that he never 
a�oned his sympathy for the developments in France; indeed, with 
the advent of Napoleon these sympathies only become more pro
nounced and he tended more and more to regard the Napoleonic sol
ution to the problems of the French Revolution as paradigmatic. Of 
course, the gulf between his socio-historical analysis and his intended sol
ution still remains unbridgeable. 

This gulf can be seen in the surviving fragments of The German Con
stitution in the way in which the manuscript breaks off wherever a con
crete proposal becomes inevitable .  Hegel took up work on the pamphlet 
once more in Jena and greatly expanded both the critical and historical 
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parts as well as those concerned with concrete proposals. But this just 
shifted the difficulty elsewhere and the gap between the theoretical and 
practical parts remained wider than ever. Thus when dealing with the 
past Hegel shows very clearly that all changes in political constitutions 
come about only because of the existence of real historical forces. But the 
Jena version of The German Constitution preserves a total silence on the 
subject of the historical forces that might bring about the reforms Hegel 
wishes to see introduced into Germany, and whenever he does allude to 
such forces he does so in a vague and mystificatory way.15 

As to the first fragment, we are at once struck by the sharpness of his 
criticism and the boldness of his analysis in contrast to the absence of any 
concrete perspective. His study of the situation in Germany leads him to 
see the demise of Germany as a nation, its final fragmentation, as a very 
real threat. He does indeed hint at another, opposite solution, but the 
manuscript breaks off just as he is about to discuss it. For after an incisive 
critique of the autonomy of the different parts of Germany, Hegel goes 
on to say: 

'If the tendency to become isolated is the only moving principle m the 
German Empire, then Germany is in the process of sinking inexorably 
into the abyss of its dissolution, and to utter a warning of this would 
indeed be evidence of zeal, but also of folly since it would be wasted 
labour. Is Germany not standing at the cross-roads between the fate of 
Italy and unification in a single state? There are above all two factors 
that enable us to hope for the latter, two factors that we may regard as 
a counter to the principle of disintegration. '16 

But the manuscript has nothing further to say about these two pnnciples. 
We have already shown that Hegel's analysis reached this conclusion 

entirely from a consideration of the internal situation in Germany and he 
did not blame the French wars for the plight of the German Empire. Like 
all progressive Germans of the day Hegel saw the source of Germany's 
ills in the sovereignty of the greater and lesser principalities, in the frag
mentation of Germany into a whole host of states of varying sizes. This 
leads him to the following very radical conclusion: 

'Apart from despotisms, i.e. states with no constitution, no state has a 
more wretched constitution than Germany. '  

And he adds: 

'Voltaire went so far as to call its constitution an anarchy; this 1s the 
best description if Germany is considered as a state; but even this name 
is no longer valid since Germany can no longer be regarded as a state 
in any sense. '17 

The arguments Hegel adduces in support of this harsh judgment are 
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mteresting and characteristic. They show how his view of the facts 
comes into conflict with his original opinions and how he advances 
through the 'manure' of these contradictions with the aid of very bold 
idealist constructs and ends up with greatly enriched knowledge. He 
locates the fundamental contradiction of the German constitutwn m the 
fact that it is not based on constitutional law at all, but on private law. 
This view still owes a lot to old-fashioned views of the state which are 
founded partly on natural law and partly on his view of Greece and 
Rome. Hence, he fmds fault with the principles of German public law 
because their 'principles are not derived from concepts based on reason' ,  
but are merely 'abstractions of reality' .  Thus Hegel is  able to see how 
legal codes have arisen in the course of actual social conflicts and he ac
knowledges this fact where he fmds it, but regards it as hostile to reason 
and as something in contradiction with reality as it should be.18 

His position here is strongly idealistic and metaphysical and this 
becomes even dearer when we consider his explanation of the origins of 
these 'abstractions of reality'. In the course of his critical account of this 
aspect of German history he argues: 

'For possession came earlier than law and did not spring from law; on 
the contrary, whatever was taken by force was made into legal right. ' 

When we follow his concrete analyses further we find that his objections 
to the foundations of the Empire in private law are connected with the 
fact that in the social conflict which effected the transition from the 
Middle Ages to the modern world the victors in Germany were the 
forces offeudalism. 

'The function of the state was always just to confirm what was taken 
from its control . . .  in Germany the individual member of the body 
politic owes his power in the state, his rights and his duties to his 
family, his estate or his guild.19 

It is evident that in. Hegel's eyes the victory of feudal principles are suf
ficient to explain why Germany has ceased to be a state. And he goes on 
to show that these public laws founded on private rights have an internal 
tendency to make themselves autonomous, to emancipate themselves 
from the state and the nation as a whole and that this leads to a chaos of 
conflicting nghts and claims. Of course, law now appears to Hegel, even 
more now than later, not as the product but as the supreme principle of 
society and the state. But within the framework of this idealist distortion 
of reality he provides a vivid satirical picture of the situation in Germany 
where a single system gives one man as much right to resolve matters of 
war and peace for the entire nation as it gives another to possess so and so 
many fields or vineyards.� 

These passages where he so sharply condemns German conditions give 
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a much clearer illustration of the more historical attitude towards positi
vity, obsolescence and the need for reform than we had seen m the 
Wiirttemberg article. He gives an extremely vivid picture of the once 
progressive forces that had been effective in the past and had indeed built 
up the imposing edif1ce of German Empire, and he also gives eloquent 
expression to the sense of tradition and loyalty that Germans feel for their 
past. But, on the other hand, he shows quite uncompromisingly that this 
entire historical structure is utterly divorced from the problems of the 
present and that, as he had formulated it in the Wiirttemberg pamphlet, 
the spirit had flown from it. 

'The building of the German constitution is the work of past cen
turies; it is not upheld by the life of the present; the entire fate of more 
than one century is imprinted in its forms and the justice and violence, 
courage and cowardice, the honour, the blood, the misery and the 
well-being of times long since dead and generations long since moul
dering, still live on in it. The life and the forces whose development 
and activity are the pride of the generation now living have no share 
in it, no interest in it and derive no nourishment from it. This building 
with its pillars and archaic ornaments stands isolated from the spirit of 
the age. '2! 

Hegel does not use the word positivity here but this analysis undoubt
edly contains an historical elaboration of positivity. 

Of particular significance for the development of his philosophy of 
history is the section where he deals with the 'saga of German freedom'. 
For the fust time he presents an account of a primitive, stateless society, 
the kind of society that he later called the 'heroic age'. Later on, of 
course, it was the development of antiquity before the founding of the 
state that was so crucial for his thought, but there is also evidence to sug
gest (e.g. in the Aesthetics) that he thought of the end of the Middle Ages 
as such a period, as the Vico-like recurrence of such a period. The present 
discussion is very characteristic of his developing dialectical sense of his
tory. For his position here is just as far from a glorif1cation of primitive 
societies, and from any desire to return to them, as it is from 

any 
vulgar 

materialist contempt for them, from any temptation to look 
down 

on 
them condescendingly from the 'height of the latest achievements' of 
civilization. He gives an interesting picture of the so-called age of 
German freedom, of a society 

'in which ethical customs rather than laws transform a mass into a 
people and where equal interest rather than a universal command 
constitutes the state. ' 

And he concludes his discussion with the following general remarks: 
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'Just as it 1s cowardly and effete to describe the men of that society as 
loathsome, wretched and stupid, and to imagme ourselves to be infl
mtely more human, happy and clever, so too it is childish and silly to 
vearn for such a sooetv-as if it alone were natural-or to fail to
;ecogmze that a society

'
ruled by law is necessary-and that it alone 1s 

free. '22 
A few years later, in the theses of his dissertation m Jena, Hegel expresses 
the same idea in a much more p1thy, paradoxical way. Talkmg about 
Hobbes, and to some extent polem1c1zing against him, he wntcs: 

'The state of nature is not unjust, and that is why man must emerge 
from it. '23 
The other fragment deals with these questions in a more general philo

sophical manner. Rosenkranz who fmt published it goes so far as to call 1t 
a synthesis of Hegel's thoughts about the world crisis.24 

Its starting-point and general mood arc already familiar to us from 
Part II, Chapter I .  Following the descnption of the individual who fmds 
himself in a state of crisis Hegel goes on to discuss the world-s1tuation 
which he summarizes as follows: 

'All the manifestatlons of the age show that the old life no longer pro
vides satisfaction ; in that life man was limited to the ordered control 
of his possessiOns, the contemplative enjoyment ofh1s utterly sUbordi
nate little world, and then, to reconcile him to these limitations, self
destruction and elevation into heaven. '  

The age has put an end to this philistme, religious complacency. Both 
impovenshment and luxury have abolished the old state of affaus. On 
the one hand, we see the pursmt of wealth, 'the bad conscience to turn 
one 's property, things, into an absolute ' , and on the other hand, 'the 
spint of a better life . . .  has entered the age '. Hegel refers explicitly here 
to the French Revolution (and he may also have Napoleon in mind) and 
he also points to the great achievements of German literature and philo
sophy. 

' It� onward impetus is fed by the deeds of individuals of great charac
ter, by the movements of entire peoples and by the depiction of nature 
and fate in the works of the poets; while metaphysics sets limits to the 
restrictions of existence and gives them their necessity in the context 
ofthe whole.'25  

Hegel's notion of positivity is enriched here by a new element. The 
idea f1rst became historicized-as we saw in the pamphlet 
on Wiirttemberg-when he argued that institutions that had once cor
responded to the customs of the people in the course of time became 
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divorced from their life and turned into positive mstituuons. Now he 
suggests that a new spirit may begin to stir amidst the old, inflexible, 
positive life, and the livmg antagonism and contrast between the old and 
the new makes things that have been historically superseded into 'posi
tive ' phenomena. 

How does Hegel imagine that change can be introduced into the 
crumbling Empire? He gives a brief, very general, philosophical state
ment, which for that very reason is more radical and politically concrete 
than elsewhere. 

'Life which is full of limitations is a power which can only be over
come by something better if it too becomes a power. . . .  Only as a 
particular against a particular can nature function in its actual life as 
an attack or refutation of the worse form oflife . . . .  '25 

Hegel's realistic grasp of social conflict is undeniable here when he sees it 
as the struggle of one power against another (one particular 

against 
another) . He is in no danger of embracing liberal illusions about 

'the Irresistible power of ideas' before which the fortresses of absolutism will 
crumble like the walls ofJericho at the sound ofJoshua's trumpets. At the 
same time, he views the struggle against absolutism and the vestiges of 
feudalism in the same way as the ideological protagonists of the revol
utionary bourgeoisie. Hence when he comes to concretize his attack on 
this calcified society he writes: 

'This society does not base its rule on the power of particular against 
particular, but on its universality. The truth, the right that it claims 
for itself must be taken from it and given to those elements of the life 
that IS required . . . .  The positive aspects of the existing order, which 
is a negation of nature, should be left in possession of their truth : that 
right must exist. 'TI 
When these very abstract and somewhat obscure statements are trans

lated onto a philosophical plane they are seen to maintain the general 
polemic of the bourgeois revolutionary class against the old feudal order. 
They question theJretensions of the ruling classes, offeudalism, to be the 
representatives an leaders of society as a whole, and dismiss these claims 
as the arrogance of a small minority, of particular interest groups. On the 
other hand, Hegel does not see the demands of the 'third estate' as the 
demands of one class vis-a-vis other classes; what he sees IS the hitherto 
suppressed rights of the universal interest, the interests of society as a 
whole. Thus in the shift to the plane of the universal and the particular, 
the unmasking of the pretensions of a particular (feudal, absolutist) cla�s 
to umversality, and the converse elevation of the particular demands of 
the bourgeois class into a universality sanctioned by nature and history, 
Hegel is simply providing an abstract philosophical statement of the 
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ideas which, without any philosophical ambitions, formed the essential 
stock-in-trade of progressive writers before and during the French Rev
olution. And once again it is of great tnterest for his development as a 
thinker that the very fmt appearance of the dialectic of the umversal and 
particular should occur not in an abstract philosophical context but in an 
effort to clarify his thoughts about the real historical dialectics of the de
struction offeudalism by the bourgeoisie both for himself and for others. 

Hegel's further discussions show even more clearly how the philo
sophical approach sprang from political and histoncal problems. Im
mediately after the last passage quoted he goes on to say: 

'In the German Empire a universal source of rights has ceased to exist, 
since it has isolated itself and turned itself into a particular. Hence uni
versality exists now only as an idea and not as reality. '2ll 

This latter idea provides further confirmation that Hegel's enemy here 
was the still surviving feudal, absolutist order. From the point of view of 
his philosophical development we must remind ourselves of those 
extracts from the Nohl fragments in which he attempted to ftnd a new 
definition of positivity (see pp. 125-7 supra) . We showed there that 
Hegel's new distinctiOn between the positive and the non-positive was 
that while both were unions, syntheses, the positive was only an idea, a 
thought, while the non-positive was a bemg. 

Let us remind ourselves further that connected with this distinction 
was Hegel's first attempt to distinguish between different levels of exist
ence. His statements about this were extremely abstract and obscure. In 
the present, more historical discussion, however, they become much 
more concrete. The levels of existence, of existence which is more or less 
real, are linked to the historical question of the death or collapse of old 
social formations and the growth of new societies. And this brings us 
very close to the historical dialectic given by Engels: 

'And so, in the course of development, all that was previously real 
becomes unreal, loses its necessity, its right of existence, its rationality. 
And in the place of moribund reality comes a new, viable rea
lity . . .  '29 

Needless to say, Hegel is still far removed from that historical con
creteness that he will achieve later in the Philosophy of History. What in
terests us here is to see how in these fragments he takes the fmt steps 
towards developing the dialectical method. It is typical of the state of his 
thought at the time that the fragment breaks off at the point where con
crete conclusions had to be drawn from premises that were bold and pro
gressive both philosophically and politically. 
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NOTES 

THE YOUNG HEGEL 

Rosenkranz, p. 9 1 .  The carelessness with which Hegel's literary 
remains have ·been treated is very much in evidence here. Rosen
kranz says that only a few fra�ments had survived. But Haym, op. 
cit . ,  p. 489, claims that he had seen the whole pamphlet and m fact in 
his book on Hegel he includes some quotations missmg from 
Rosenkranz and refers to a number of more or less important argu
ments without quoting Hegel verbatim. In the meantime, however, 
the manuscript has again vanished. 

2 Haym, p. 67. 
Rosenkranz, p. 9 I .  

4 Lasson, pp. xiv and xv. Where possible we shall quote from Lasson's 
edition of the two pamphlets since this is the most accessible, and 
only where something is omitted or shortened will we refer to other 
editions. 

5 Lasson, p. I 5 1 .  
6 Ibid. 
7 Lasson, p. I 52. 
8 Lasson, p. I 5 1 .  
9 Haym, p .  67. 

IO Lasson, p. I 5 3 ·  
I I Ibid., pp. xv and xvi. 
I2  Marx/Engels, The German Ideology, London I96) ,  pp .  2I I-I2. 
1 3  Rosenkranz, p .  62 and Haym, p .  67. 
I4 Rosenkranz, p. 9 1 .  
I 5  The two fragments ofHegel's pamphlet on the constitution that we 

shall examine were probably written late in I798 and early I799· At 
least Rosenzweig, Vol. I ,  p. 88f. and Hoffmeister, p. 468 have made 
a convincing case for this date in the case of the fmt fragment. They 
have shown that where Hegel mentions the Congress ofRastatt the 
word 'become' has been crossed out and replaced by 'became' ,  writ
ten in a different ink, i.e. the manuscript was presumably written at 
the time of the Congress but was taken up again and altered, prob
ably when Hegel was revising the entire article inJena. There is dis
agreement about the dating of the second manuscript fragment 
among those scholars who were able to examine the original. Haer
ing, pp. 595 and 785 ,  argues that it was written in Jena, i.e. he 
regards it as contemporaneous with the later version of the whole 
article. But Rosenzweig, Vol. I, pp. 92ff. and 2 3 5 ,  and Hoffmeister, 
p. 469( , both believe it to have been written in Frankfurt. Rosen
zweig and Hoffmeister base their conclusions on purely philological 
arguments connected with the change in Hegel's handwriting, 
whereas Haering 's view is founded on so-called 'internal evidence · . 
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This fact alone must incline one to accept the first view and this is 
strengthened by a consideration of Haering's internal evidence. The 
method and structure of the second fragment have the typical fea
tures of the Frankfurt period: they start from individual experiences 
and proceed from there to general historical and philosophical state
ments. This subjective 

approach 
is 
generally 

abandoned after he 
leaves Frankfurt. The 

reader 
can 

judge 
the mood, the intellectual 

atmosphere of the fragment from the extract from the mtroduction 
which we quoted in Chapter I (p. 1 02) .  That we should favour the 
date given above rests on the belief that, as the reader will see, it 
contains similar ideas to the article on Wiirttemberg, but at a higher 
level of philosophical generalization, i.e. it was obviously written 
later. A further point is that in February 1 799 Hegel commenced his 
study of economics and this fragment contains scarcely a trace of 
economic arguments. In all probability, then, it was written before 
Hegel read Steuart's economics. Of course, these comments are 
merely hypothetical, but given the present state of Hegel's literary 
remains we cannot dispense with hypotheses if our aim is to recon
struct the course ofhis development. 

16 Lasson, p. 142. 
1 7  Hoffmeister, p. 283. 
18 Ibid. ,  p. 285 .  
19  Ibid. 
20 Ibid., p. 286. 
21 Ibid., p. 283 .  
22 Ibid. ,  p. 284. 
23  Hegel, Erste Druckschriften (ed. Lasson) ,  Leipzig 1 898, p. 405 .  
24 Rosenkranz prints this fragment (pp. 88ff.) immediately after the 

criticism ofKant of 1 798. As he was a personal student of Hegel's we 
may regard this as additional support for our view of its date. 

25 Lasson, p. 140. By 'metaphysics' Hegel understands the philosophy 
that goes beyond the limits of subjective idealism. 

26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Critical engagement with Kant's ethics 

THE internal crisis that marked Hegel's period in Frankfurt manifested 
itself not just in the way his manuscripts broke off, frequently at the de
cisive moment, but also in the abrupt changes of theme. We have seen 
how the studies of Christianity and Judaism were succeeded by the art
icle on Wiirttemberg. This was followed, though not at once, by the 
fragments on the German constitution. (We have taken them together 
only because of their thematic similarities and to avoid needless rep
etition. )  In fact however the pamphlet on Wiirttemberg was followed 
by an extensive analysis of Kant's ethical writings. We learn from 
Hegel's own diary that his study of Kant began on 10 August 1798, i.e. 
almost as soon as he had completed the Wiirttemberg essay. If our hypo
thesis is correct, the work on Kant was followed by The German Con
stitution and from February 1799 we may date the beginning of his 
preoccupation with Steuart's economics. After that Hegel resumed his 
study of Christianity and wrote his largest essay of the Frankfurt period, 
The Spirit of Christianity and its Fate. 

Throughout this transitional period one has the feeling that Hegel 
takes up problems with great passion because they affect him as immedi
ate, personal problems, but that again and again he is forced to acknowl
edge that he has neither the socio-historical knowledge, nor the 
philosophical equipment to solve them in a way that would satisfy his 
own ambitions or do justice to the problems themselves. Of course, we 
can see that by increasing his knowledge and deepening his grasp of 
philosophy Hegel was attempting to bridge an unbridgeable chasm: we 
have pointed to the objective situation which blocked the road to a true his
torical and scientific understanding ofbourgeois society. But the path he 
takes in search of this goal is the uninterrupted development of the dia
lectical method. The closer he imagines himself to be to the longed-for 
' reconciliation', the more recalcitrant the contradictions in his material 
become, with the result that he temporarily abandons the project. But his 
constantly increasing knowledge of the dialectical structure of existence 
transforms each new 

stage 

into another step towards a definition of dia
lectical science. What 

from 

the personal, biographical point of view 
appears desultory has a definite objective continUlty: it steadily leads him 
to an understanding of contradiction as the foundation of all thought and 
being. 
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. Hegel's preoccupation with Kantian ethics is determined above all by 
his new view of society. As we have seen, his starting-point was the 
problems a12-d needs of the individual, the moral problems that confront 
the individual in his life in society. This brought him in a sense quite 
close to Kant's ethical doctrines which have their centre, as is well 
known, in the moral duties of the individual. But even at this stage 
Hegel's approach was quite different from Kant's and so a critical con
frontation was unavoidable, whereas in Berne, where Hegel was almost 
entirely unconcerned about the fate of the individual, it was possible for 
him to take up an attitude of benevolent neutrality. The confrontation 
was aggravated further by the differing attitudes of the two men towards 
religion. Kant's ethical system culminated with the elevation of God to a 
'postulate of practical reason'. (We have already seen-p. 19f.-how 
Hegel and Schelling reacted to this aspect of Kant's philosophy in 
Berne.) Hegel's philosophy, too, culminates in a relig10us position in 
Frankfurt, but one entirely opposed to that of Kant. However , since this 
was one of the chief themes of Hegel's thought at this period a confronta
tion with Kant had to come sooner or later. 

It appears further that Kant's view of the relations between religion 
and the state formed one of the chief matters at issue in this fmt great 
confrontation with Kant. I say 'appears', because here too we must reAect 
sadly that this manuscript is among those that have been lost. Even when 
Rosenkranz was working on his biography of Hegel very little remained 
of the latter's critique ofKant's doctrine of virtue. But he did at least pos
sess Hegel's commentary on The Metaphysics of Morals and on Kant's doc
trine oflaw in toto. Since then all the manuscripts have vanished and all 
we now have are the notes and quotations to be found in Rosenkranz, 
who confines himself chieAy to Hegel's views on the relationship 
between church and state.1 We can see from our previous examination 
of Hegel's development in Frankfurt that this problem would have 
formed an important element in his analysis of Kant, but we must not 
overlook the possibility that Rosenkranz gave it undue weight because 
the problem was dear to his own heart and that, placed in its original 
context, it might have been less significant than would now appear. 

Our analysis must begin, therefore, with the fragments that appear in 
Rosenkranz. But we must proceed with caution, bearing these reserva
tions in mind, all the more so since the very detailed discussiom of Kant 
in The Spirit of Christianity relate to very different aspects of ethical 
philosophy, and the question of church and state plays a much reduced 
role in the later manuscript. Of course, given the abrupt changes in 
Hegel's development at this time it is very difficult to surmise to what 
extent the treatment of Kant in The Spirit of Christianity and the present 
commentary on Kant move along the same lines, to what extent Hegel 
made use of the commentary for the larger work and whether he 
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adapted and developed them further. However, despite the risks of bio
graphical inaccuracy we think it is best to violate the precise chronology 
and discuss the relevant passages of The Spirit of Christianity immediately 

after the commentary, partly to avoid repetition and partly to enable us 
to reach some sort of coherent conclusions about the disagreements 
between the two thinkers at this time. 

In his introductory remarks to the Kant commentary Rosenkranz 
speaks of Hegel's attempts to resolve the Kantian antithesis between 
legality and morality in ethical life, or as Hegel still calls it, 'life '. This is 
undoubtedly the groundplan for the Jena System of Ethics. The disap
pearance of these first statements is an irreparable loss for our under
standing of Hegel's development. Rosenkranz does not indicate how 
Hegel thought of the various gradations in morality at this time; he does 
not even say whether they were presented in any dialectical pattern at 
all. We have indeed found hints of such a pattern in the Nohl fragments 
and in The Spirit of Christianity it is already fairly prevalent. We may 
assume, therefore, that this may be said also of the Kant commentary, but 
we cannot know how clearly it was developed. 

There is greater clarity about the nature of Hegel's general critique of 
Kantian morality. According to Rosenkranz : 

'He protested against the suppression of nature in Kant and the frag
mentation of man in the casuistry springing from the absolutism of his 
conception of duty. '2 

This was one of the most common objections to Kant's conception of 
morality at the time; quite apart from Hamann and Herder who criti
cized the whole of classical philosophy, we find it above all in Goethe 
and Schiller. Goethe simply rejects the Kantian doctrine in its entirety, 
while Schiller attempts to overcome its problematic nature with the aid 
of aesthetics and the application of aesthetic principles to life.  As we shall 
see from The Spirit of Christianity Hegel's position is broadly in line with 
that of the two poets though his concept of'life' is more elastic and com
prehensive than Schiller's aesthetic ideas. The fragmentation of man re
sulting from the absoluteness, the metaphysical nature of Kant's 
principles is one of the leitmotivs of Hegel's polemics against Kant from 
Jena on. In Jena, for instance, ·he refers to the 'soul-sack of the subject' 
stuffed full of 'faculties' arbitrarily separated from each other.3 and in 
Hegel's view the advantage of objective idealism when compared to the 
Kantian system consists largely in the fact that it postulates a dialectical 
unity in the subject, thus overcoming Kant's fragmentation of man. 

The only part of the critique of which enough is preserved to give us 
any real insight into Hegel's position is the section dealing with church 
and state. Hegel formulates Kant's view of this as follows: 
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'Both church and state should leave each other in peace, for neither 
concerns the other. '  

Given the crucial importance of religion in his own thought at the time 
Hegel could not possibly accept this attitude. In particular, he clearly 
perceived the grounds for conflict: since the state is based on the prin
ciple of property, its laws must be utterly opposed to those of the church. 
According to Hegel the reason for this lies in their differing relations to 
men. The law of the state affects 

'man only very imperfectly since it thinks of him only as one who pos
sesses, whereas in the church man is a whole . . . if a man can live at 
peace with both, this can only mean that either his relationship with 
the church or his relationship with the state is not taken senously. '  

Hegel then goes on to discuss the two extremes of the Jesuits and the 
Quakers, without giving his approval to either. He further rejects as 
'inhuman' the domination of the church by the state; such dommation 
must create a fanaticism 

'which because it sees individuals and human relattonships in the 
power of the state, sees the state in men and thereby fragments men 
themselves'. 

These arguments culminate in the utopian idea of a union between 
church and state that will secure the integrity of man. 

'The whole church is only fragmented when man within the whole is 
divided in to a man of the church and a man of the state. '4 
In our ignorance of the precise context of this critique we must be 

highly circumspect in drawing any conclusions. But we can certainly see 
the extremities to which Hegel is driven in his quest for the unity of life 
and the integrity of a mankind fragmented by capitalism in religion. 
Even in later life Hegel never worked out a correct view of the relations 
between church and state, but he never again went so far as to advocate 
this kind of reactionary theocracy. It 1s possible that the arguments used 
here played some sort of a role in the article on The German Constitution 
and may be one of the factors responsible for Hegel's failure to complete 
it. 

Philosophically, what counts is the contrast between the whole man 
and man fragmented. Even though his search for a religious solution 
complicated and distorted his arguments, the central point of his ethical 
studies and his opposition to Kant remains the analysis of bourgeois so
ciety based on this insight. Hegel comes more and more to regard the 
present as a transitory period of crisis, of universal contradiction and dis
integration. The task of philosophy (and now of religion) is to overcome 
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these contradictions in life itself. But the contradictions must be genu
inely overcome: it is not enough just to weaken or alleviate them, paper
ing over the rifts and divisions in the age. Hegel's thought leads him to 
emphasize the contradictions, to make them as explicit as possible, even 
to the point of apparent insolubility. Hence his objections to Kant are 
based on what Hegel thinks of as Kant's tendency to freeze the various 
moments of modern bourgeois fragmentation, to turn them into absol
utes and thus to 

perpetuate 
the contradictions in a primitive, rudiment

ary state m 
which they 

can no longer be superseded or transcended. As 
we shall see, the objective-idealist critique of Kant developed by Hegel 
presses increasingly in the direction of a more complete and realistic 
view of the moral problems of man in society. 

At first glance it is something of a paradox to call Hegel 'realistic' at 
the very moment when he is lost in the murky depths of mysticism to a 
greater extent than Kant ever was, or even Fichte, Kant's successor in the 
field of moral philosophy. But when we take a closer look at these two 
conflicting trends we see not merely that our use of the word is justified, 
but also that Hegel provides a very decisive critique of the limits and pre
judices contained in the radical subjective idealism of Kant and Fichte in 
the field of ethics, even 

though 
he does so from an objective idealism that 

at this stage is instinctive 
rather 

than conscious. The point at issue is the 
problem of 'the whole man' .  In German idealism the capitalist division 
oflabour •Jarticularly in 1ts primitive, pre-revolutionary, ascetic phase,
is reflecte as the division of man into qualities of the mind and the 
senses. This division 1s the heritage of religion, but its implications in the 
initial stages of classical German philosophy do not stem from religion in 
general, but from the religious asceticism of those sects that embodied 
these ideological tendencies at an early stage of capitalism when its ideo
logical and economic development was still rudimentary. We must 
remind ourselves of the role of the sects in the Peasant War in Germany, 
the War ofLiberation in the Netherlands and even in the English Revol
ution. And it would be a mistake to overlook the very significant ele
ments of this tradition in Rousseau's ascetic idealism and in a number of 
his Jacobin disciples, such as Robespierre. 

Now the sharp, antagonistic distinction between the mind and the 
senses with its epistemological and ethical implications makes classical 
German idealism the heir of this tradition. In addition the reality of the 
capitalist division of labour itself led to specialization, the separation of 
the particular human qualities and faculties from each other and the 
overdevelopment of one at the cost of crippling the others. 

In the moral theories of Kant and Fichte this division expresses their 
own criticism of the morality of their contemporaries while providing a 
philosophical instrument whereby to affirm the existing social frame
work. In the purely mental sphere of the 'categorical imperative' first 
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Kant and then Fichte construct an ideal image of society in which the 
unconditional devotion to a spiritual and mental 'duty' which no longer 
belongs to the world of phenomena can function harmoniously and free 
of conflict. Thus all the antagonisms and contradictions in actual society 
are now reduced to the smgle contrast between sensuous and moral man, 
'homo phenomenon' and 'homo noumenon'. And according to this doc
trine, if men would only conduct their lives in accordance with the dic
tates of the moral law there would be no more conflict or contradiction 
in society. This conception of morality can only be validated philo
sophically by transforming all the moral problems of society into the 
formal postulates of 'practical reason' .  Man appears to be no more than 
the more or less contingent actor in whom these postulates can be rea
lized. In Fichte this kind of position is maintained even more uncompro
misingly than in Kant himself. As he puts it: 

'I can and may look after myself simfly because, and to the degree
that, I am the instrument of the mora law; but this applies to every 
other human being too.-But this gives us an utterly reliable test to 
discover whether taking care of oneself is moral, or whether it is 
merely an instinct. '5 

These views give expression to two important soc1al trends. First, the 
morality of the first, ascetic stage of bourgems development, with the 
radical spiritualization and the idealist projection of the moral postulates 
ofbourgeois society into heaven. Second, the illusion that bourgeois so
ciety , 'in its ideal state', contains no self-contradiction, and that the con
tradictions that actually appear arise partly from social institutions which 
have been imperfectly transformed into bourgeois institutions, and 
partly from the imperfections of man, and especially from an excessive 
surrender to the claims of the senses, of individual members of society. In 
this second factor we see the pre-revolutionary narrowness of the idealist 
constructs of Kant and Fichte (in comparison with the French Revol
ution) . Many revolutionaries have shared these illusions about bourgeois 
society, though they have not all expressed them in such extravagant, 
idealist language. 

Hegel's opposition to the ethical doctrines of Kant and Fichte is 
directed at these two points. It was doubtless visible in the Rosenkranz 
manuscript of which now only the slightest fragments remain. But if we 
are to consider his views in detail, and the polemic is of the highest 
importance for Hegel's development and the concretization of his pos
ition, we shall have to have recourse to the relevant passages of the later 
Spirit of Christianity .6 

In the first draft of The Spirit 
of 

Christianity and its Fate, Hegel's chief 
objection to the Kantian ethic is 

that 
in it man is 
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'always a slave against a tyrant and at the same time, a tyrant against 
slaves. '  

In  the fmal version he  gives a fuller explanation: 

'A man who wished to restore man's humanity m tts entirety could 
not possibly have taken a course like this which does nothmg for 
man's divided self but to add to it an obdurate conceit. To act in the 
spirit of the laws could not have meant for him "to act out of respect 
for duty and agamst one's inclinations" . ., 

Thus Hegel reproaches Kant with perpetuating that fragmentation of 
man which Hegel too acknowledges as a fact and hence as the starting
point for philosophy, Kant's solution to his own oppositton of duty and 
mclinatton (spirit and the senses) is not only not a solution, but even con
tams elements of inhumanity and its only effect is to add hypocnsy to the 
other vices oflife. 

Thus Hegel sees the Kantian ethic as just another form of the philistin
ism that must be combated in the interest of man and of social progress. 

We recall here that in the very firSt Frankfurt notes Hegel assoctated 
the Kanttan ethic with the religious preservation of positivity (sec p. 
1 27-8 ) . And in his further discussion of the ideas already quoted he refers 
to one of Kant's writings on religion in which Kant sets out to prove the 
superiority of his ethical theory over the positive religions. (Kant, Die 
Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vernunjt, Leipzig 1903,  p. 206.) 
Hegel contests Kant's clatm here vigorously. 

'By this line of argument, however, positivity is only partially 
removed; and between the Shaman of the Tungus and the European 
prelate who rules church and state, between the Mongols and the 
Puritans, on the one hand, and the man who listens to his own com
mand of duty on the other, the difference is not that the former make 
themselves slaves, while the latter is free, but that the former have 
their lord outside themselves, while the latter carries his lord in him
self, yet at the same time is his own slave. For the particular instincts, 
mclinations,. pathological love", sensuous expenence, or whatever else 
it is called-the universal is necessarily and always something alien 
and objective. There remains a residuum of indestructible positivity 
which fmally shocks us because the content which the universal com
mand of duty acquires, a specific duty, con tams the contradiction of 
being restncted and universal at the same time, and makes the most 
stubborn claims for its one-sidedness, i.e. on the strength of possessing 
universality of form. Woe to the human relations which are not 
unquestionably found in the concept of duty; for this concept (since it 
is not merely the empty thought of universality but is to manifest itself 
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in an action) excludes or dominates all other relations.9 
We see here how Hegel develops a two-pronged attack on the Kant

ian ethic. He rejects it primarily because it disregards the whole, - living 
man and instead expels man's living existence from ethics, subjugates it 
by means of laws alien to life and thus transforms morality into a dead 
'positive' thing. And secondly he sees clearly that this rigidly mechanical 

aspect 
ofKant's thought is intimately connected with the hypostatization 

of 
the concept of duty. This insight brings Hegel a significant step 

forward in the development of the dialectic. He is not primarily inter
ested in the content ofKant's ethics, in whether particular injunctions are 
morally valid or not. He is concerned to refute the method by which 
Kant arrives at them. He asserts with 

increasing 
confidence that a moral 

commandment which arises in certain 
social 

and historical circum
stances, in which alone it is valid, can become false when it is maintained 
under different circumstances. This not only brings him much closer to 
the dialectical conception of the relation between true and false, one of 
the key epistemological themes ofJena, but it leads directly to the heart 
ofHegel's later approach to ethics. 

The different methodological approaches of the two thinkers may be 
briefly summarized as follows: Kant leaves the social contents of ethics
uninvestigated, he takes them as they are given without anr historical
critique, and attempts to deduce moral laws from the interna coherence 
of the content of the imperative. For Hegel, on the other hand, every 
single moral imperative is just a part, a moment, of a living social whole 
which is in constant flux. For Kant the individual moral laws stand in 
isolation from each other, each the alleged! y inexorable inference from a 
unified supra-historical and supra-social 'principle of reason'; for Hegel 
they are all moments of a dialectical process in the course of which they 
come into collision with each other and, through their own momentum 
and lively interaction, cancel each other out, wither away in the course 
of time, or else re-emerge in a different form and with a different con
tent. 

The contrast between the two thinkers is not so well defmed in socio
historical terms at this stage as it was to become a few years later inJena, 
but at the level of method it is clear enough. And it is also easy to see that 
Hegel's objections to Kant are based on his different view of civil so
ciety. We have already described Hegel's search for a 'reconciliation' 
with civil society and with the people who live in it, just as they really 
are. For this reason he rebels against the violation 

ofliving 
human beings 

by abstract moral injunctions, and the dehumanizing 
dtvision 

of man 
into mental and sensuous halves. 

Thus Hegel's critique of Kant is evidently pointing in the same direc
tion as that of Goethe and Schiller. Goethe majestically ignores the meth
odological problems of idealist ethics and arrives at a humanist position 
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as poet and thinker by a spontaneous materialist route. Schiller for his 
part rejects the harsh consequences of Kant's doctrine but remains in 
sympathy with his basic philosophy and refuses to go beyond the limits 
ofKantian epistemology. Hegel's early method is consciously to elabor
ate all the contradictions that emerge from Kant's ethical philosophy and 
with their aid arrive at a definition of what the whole of life, 'religious 
life ' ,  civil society, really demands of man. 

We recall our earlier discussion (p. 1 27) of positivity in which we 
said that for Hegel at this time everything positive represented a false 
synthesis. Hegel's conception of positivity naturally implies that the only 
way to eliminate the positive is through human activity. As long as 
action was thought of in socially abstract terms, as in Berne, the question 
was very simple : republican activity in antiquity was free of positivity, 
the private individuals of the Christian era in their passivity know only 
the positive. Now, when he has to consider the nature of action on the 
part of individuals- in civil society, another criterion becomes necessary. 
Acuon and non-action, activity and passivity are no longer so rigidly 
opposed to each other as in Berne. One implication of this is that not 
every action annuls positivity. It does so only if it produces the correct 
'union'. 

'The moral element of action lies in choice and choice is moral when 
the union achieved is one where that which is excluded is divisive ; 
where the idea that is unified in the action with the thinking subject 
of the action, is itself already unif1ed-and it is immoral if it is divi
sive. '10 

These remarks, too, bear the stamp of the oracular abstraction charac
teristic of so much of the Frankfurt period. Hegel's starting-point here is 
Kant's conception of freedom, of the possibility of a free choice be
tween good and evil. The later dialectics of freedom and necessity are 
scarcely in evidence. In his polemical interpretation he again defmes 
choice as a union: a union of the subject that makes the choice and the 
object of that choice. 

Confusing 
though the word 'union' may be in this 

context the nature of Hegel's 
hostility 

to the Kantian ethical doctrine 
does emerge very clearly. For Kant the fact of freedom (of the moral 
outlook expressed in it) suffices to make an action moral. If the motives 
resulting in an action conform to the dictates of practical reason then, 
according to Kant, the social content of the action must inevitably be 
moral too. Hence the social content follows directly, logically from the 
formal postulates of freedom, from the victory of homo noumenon over 
homo phenomenon. 

This direct formal and logical necessity is contested by Hegel. In his 
obscure terminology he seems to be saying: a union can be either real or 
apparent (1.e. only in the mind, only positive) .  The choice for its part 
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also achieves a union between the subject that chooses and the object 
chosen. Whether the action which satisfies these formal requirements is 
really moral depends according to Hegel on the content of the object. If 
this is a real union then the action is moral; if union is only apparent, 
positive, then the action is immoral. And this is so whether or not Kant's 
formal criteria have been satisfied, independently of the state of mind of 
the subject making his choice. 

In blunt contrast to Kant's approach Hegel's criterion is neither formal 
nor is it a moment of the individual's consciousness (conscience, etc. )-it 
relates to content, a content bound up with life in civil society. His gen
eral use of the word 'life'  can no longer disguise this fact. For example, 

'Morality is what IS fitting, it is union with the law oflife--if the law 
is not the law of life, but something alien, then we have the greatest 
cleavage, objectivity. '10 

In the Kantian ethic it is entirely a matter of chance whether there is a 
union with 'the law of life'  and hence it can provide no guarantee that 
the dead positivity of the world can be overcome by it. Indeed, in 
Hegel's view, the form of the Kantian injunction to do one's duty with 
its division of man into two hostile parts, reason and the senses, neces
sarily precludes the union, the real synthesis of man with the 'law oflife', 
the 'reconciliation' of man with civil society. In Hegel's eyes Kantian 
'morality' means dependence on oneself, 'cleavage within oneself. For 
this reason positivity simply cannot be annulled in it and through it. 

'A moral outlook can annul only the objective (moral) law and not 
the objective world; man stands isolated and so does the world. '11

Hegel's attack on Kant's theory as a doctrine which preserves positi-
vity leads to the other decisive disagreement between their positions: 
the problem of conflicting duties. It is on this issue that we can see most 
clearly the development that took place at the time in ideas about the 
nature of society in an age when the important thinkers and writers 
were attempting 

to grapple with the problems of the post-revolutionary 
world. Given the idealist character of classical German philosophy it 
was inevitable that the moral problems of life were not deduced from 
the economic structure of society, but that on the contrary the foun
dation and starting-point of thought was the reflection of social devel
opment in the moral attitudes and the deeds of men. Only after that do 
they begin to consider society which they conceive as the material and 
the background for these attitudes and actions. Despite this idealist 
inversion and distortion of the real state of affairs the methodology of the 
different moral philosophers clearly reflects their differing views of 
society. 
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The problem of conflicting duties is one of the most revealing m this 
context, the mere assumption that the real demands of morality can come 
into conflict with each other tacitly acknowledges that civil society con
tains contradictions. The way in which these contradictions are grasped 
and philosophically resolved 

gives 

us an idea of the way the various 
idealist philosophers think of 

the 

real problems and solutions. Since the 
idea that there are no contradictions in civil society (apart from the 'eter
nal' contradiction between phenomenal and noumenal man) is an essen
tial part of the pre-revolutionary illusions about the life history of 
modern civil society, it is only natural that Kant should resolutely deny 
the possibility of a conflict of duties. On this point he says: 

'A conflict of duties would be a relation of duties in which one of them 
would annul the other (wholly or in part) . But a conflict of duties and 
obligations is inconceivable. For the concepts of duty and obligation as 
such express the objective practical necessity of certain actions, and 
two conflicting rules cannot both be necessary at the same time: if it is 
our duty to act according to one of these rules, then to act according 
to the opposite one is not our duty and is even contrary to duty. '12 

Fichte's attitude is precisely similar to this. He is a little more concrete 
than Kant and speaks not just of conflicts of duties in general, but of con
flicts between obligations people have towards themselves and to others. 
But it is clear that he really provides a restatement of the same position 
and he naturally arrives at the same conclusion as Kant: 

'There is no conflict between the freedom of rational beings in general: 
i.e. there is no contradiction in the fact that there are many free beings 
in the phenomenal world . . .  A conflict, not in freedom itself, but 
between speciftc free actions on the part of rational beings can only 
arise if a person makes an illegitimate and immoral use of his freedom to 
suppress the freedom of another . . .  'lJ 

We have discussed the positions of Kant and Fichte in some detail in 
order to make clear the extent of Hegel's break with tradition, with the 
view of morality and society which had obtained hitherto among the 
classical German philosophers. Of course, Hegel was anticipated here to 
some extent by Goethe and Schiller. And not merely in their purely 
literary works whose achievement is, in part, their ability to construct 
compelling images of conflict in society, which translated into the idiom 
of moral philosophy yields just those conAicts of duties of which we have 
spoken, but also in their theoretical writings. Schiller especially ·in his 
aesthetic writings and in particular his theory of 

tragedy 

placed this issue 
in the foreground. But since Schiller was never 

able 

to liberate himself 
from his Kantian assumptions there is a constant conflict between the 
living, authentic, poetically inspired description of particular social and 
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historical antagonism and the strait-jacket of the Kantian principles in 
which they are confined.14 

Hegel's critique ofKant increasingly places contradiction in the centre 
of attention, not so much concrete conflicts between concrete moral 
imperatives-which was the chief interest of Goethe and Schiller-but 
the contradictions that necessarily arise from Kant's own defmition of 
duty. We recall that Hegel denied that Kant's ethics could achieve the 
annulment of positivity. He now charactenzes the philosophical quintes
sence oflife in positivity in this way: 

'It is true that "positive man", in respect of a specific virtue which in 
him and for him is service, 1s neither moral nor immoral, and the ser
vice whereby he fulfils certain duties is not of necessity a non-virtuous 
attitude to these same duties; but from another aspect there is linked 
w1th this neutrality of character a measure of immorality, because the 
agent's specific pos1t1ve service has a limit which he cannot transcend, 
and hence beyond it he is immoral. Thus this immorality of positivity 
does not open on the same aspect ofhuman relations as positive obedi
ence does; within the sphere of the latter the non-moral 1s not the 
immoral. Thus the opposite of virtue is not only immorality but also 
non-morality. '15 

In a marginal note on this passage Hegel makes the comment, applica
ble to every moral theory of the Kantian type, that it contains 'neither 
change, nor gain, nor birth, nor death'. Whereas virtue, as Hegel under
stands it, is a 'modification of life' ,  it may exist or not exist, it 'can be 
born and can die ' .  Hegel goes on to make a contrast between the specula
tive moralist of the Kantian type who 'can only make war on life'  and 
the pedagogue and reformer 'who addresses himself to human beings' 
and for whom the problems of birth and death are of decisive import
ance. 

We here see the great importance of the argument that virtue has a 
two-fold antonym: immorality and positivity. Kant narrowed the field 
of ethics down to the question of whether duties were fulfilled or neg
lected. His lack of interest in the possibility of a conflict between the con
tents of the various duties was matched only by his indifference to the 
causes or effects in human or social terms of the fulf1lment or non
fulfilment of one's moral obligations. This follows inexorably from his 
fundamental conception of morality and its reduction to a struggle be
tween what is 

morally 
reasonable in man and what is merely sensual. 

Hegel does away 
with 

this conflict altogether and searches for the real 
moral conflicts in the realities of society. We have already seen (p. 209) 
that his criterion for the rightness of a moral action lies in the content of 
the 'union' that has been chosen. He now becomes more specific and 
defines two different kinds of false union: mere positivity, i.e. impris-
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onment within the immediate, lifeless manifestations of society, and 
immorality, the direct rebellion against the real, dominant 'unions' in a 
given society. 

Thus Hegel not only regards all those areas utterly neglected by Kant 
as the very core of ethical thought, but he goes further than this: he is 
concerned to defme the specific, contradictory, human and social mean
ing of all these very mvolved and disparate conflicts. At the end of the 
marginal note referred to above he says: 

'the destruction of vice lies in the way that it brings about the punish
ment of the wrong-doer. Punishment is the necessary evil conse
quence of crime,' but not every consequence of crime can be called 
pumshment, e.g. a man's character may deteriorate in the course of 
crime-it cannot be said that the crimmal deserved to become even 
worse. '16 

Hegel 
proceeds from these premises to a ruthless critique of Kant's 

denial 
that moral imperatives conflict. He shows that such conflicts must 

necessarily arise from wealth and the complexity oflife. And it is import
ant to note that even in Frankfurt Hegel saw this problem historically. As 
life becomes increasingly varied and complex (in an emergent bourgeois 
society) the contradictions lying at the roots of moral conflict increase. 
By way of illustration we shall cite a lengthy passage dealing with this 
question, though we must draw the reader's attention to Hegel's annul
ment of the entire realm of morality by love and religion: in contrast to 
the contradictions in the sphere of morality, love and religion appear as 
the principle of a unified life. We must postpone a discussion of the con
scious and unconscious contradictions in his view of love and religion 
until we make a full-scale analysis of the central arguments in The Spirit 
of Christianity. Of the dialectical contradictions inherent in every moral 
system Hegel writes as follows: 

'But love reconciles not only the trespasser with his fate but also man 
with virtue, i .e .  if love were not the sole principle of virtue, then 
every virtue would be at the same time a vice. To complete subjection 
under the law of an alien Lord, Jesus opposed not a partial subjection 
under a law of one's own, the self-coercion ofKantian virtue, but vir
tues without lordship and without submission, i.e. virtues as modifi
cations of love. If the virtues had to be regarded otherwise than as 
modifications of one living spirit, if every virtue were an absolute 
virtue, the result would be insoluble conflicts arising from the plurality 
of absolutes. If there is no such thing as unification in one spirit, 
every virtue has something defective about it, since each is by its very 
name a single and so a restricted virtue. The circumstance� in which it 
is possible--the objects, the conditions of an action-are something 
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accidental; besides, the relation of  the virtue to its object is a single 
one; it precludes other relations to that object as well as relations of 
the same virtue to other objects. Hence every virtue, alike in its con
cept and in its activity, has its limit which it cannot overstep. A man 
of this specific virtue who acts beyond the limit of his virtue can act 
only viciously, . .  A right given up for the one relation can no 
longer be a right for the other, or, if it is saved up for the other, the 
fmt must starve. In proportion as the multiplicity of human re
lationships grows, the mass of virtues also increases, and so does the 
mass of inevitable conflicts and the impossibility of fulftiment. If the 
man of many virtues tries to make a hierarchy of his creditors, all of 
whom he cannot satisfy, he declares himself as less indebted to those 
he subordinates than to the others which he calls higher. Virtues 
therefore may cease to be absolutely obligatory and thus may even 
become vices. 

'In this many-sidedness of human relations and this multiplicity of 
virtues, nothing remains save despair of virtue and trespass of virtue 
itself. Only when no virtue claims to subsist firmly and absolutely in 
its restricted form . . .  only when it is simply the one living spirit 
which acts and restricts itself in accordance with the whole of the 
given situation, in complete absence of external restriction, and with
out at the same time being divided by the manifold character of the 
situation; then and then only does the many-sidedness of the situation 
remain, though the mass of absolute and incompatible virtues van
ishes. Here there can be no question of maintaining that underlying 
all the virtues there IS one and the same basic principle which, always 
the same in different circumstances, appears differently modified as a 
particular virtue . .  :; When they subsist together thus absolutely, the 
virtues simply destroy one another. Their unity on the strength of the 
rule is only 

apparent, 
for the rule is only a thought, and such a unity 

neither 
annuls 

multiplicity nor unifies it; it only lets it subsist in its 
whole strength. 

'A living bond of the virtues, a living unity, is quite different from 
the unity of the concept; it does not set up a determinate virtue for de
terminate circumstances, but appears, even in the most variegated 
mixture of relations, untorn and unitary. Its external shape may be 
modified in infinite ways; it will never have the same shape twice. Its 
expression will never be able to afford a rule, since it never has the 
force of a umversal opposed to a particular' P 
This passage clearly states the grounds of Hegel's disagreement with 

the ethical theory of Kant and Fichte. We can see the centrality and the 
far-reaching implications ofhis rejection of their approach to the conflict 
of moral imperatives, and we can also see why their formalism should 
provoke this frontal attack. However, Hegel is only deceiving himself 
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when, in line with his general tendency in Frankfurt, he explains his pos
ition by arguing that the unity of the pnnciple of morality in Kant Is only 
an idea, something merely thought, whereas in his own case that umty 
exists in being, in life itself. For the most concrete reality that he himself 
can give this 'life ' ,  that of ' objective spirit', is itself only an idea. This self
delusion reveals the insuperable barrier of Hegel's idealism quite plainly, 
particularly in Frankfurt where It IS tinged with religiosity. 

But we must beware of exaggeratmg 
the Importance of this illusion, 

for even m Frankfurt, to say nothing oflater on, his notion of 'objectivc 
spirit ' is an incomparably richer, more dialectical, more realistic reflec
tion of objective reality than the Kantian position. Its potential is already 
evident in Frankfurt, in the contrast between Kant's narrow formalism, 
his crabbed appeal to the consCience and the sense of duty of the isolated 
individual, and Hegel's appeal to the moral standards inherent in the 
totality of the effective, living determinations of society, and by impli
catiOn to the realities of soctety as the criterion of vice and virtue . 

This concentration on the content of morality, these efforts to draw at
tention to the problematic nature of social content, indicates a very great 
step forward in the development of Hegel's dialectic. It has a number of 
important consequences. Above all, society, with all its concrete reality, 
is made the direct ,conscious object of morality . .It.is self-evident that Kant
ian morality presupposes bourgeois society, no less than Hegel's; both 
are reflections of the same society. But Kant wntes as if from a com
manding position far above society. In this sense Kant's standpoint is that 
of the pre-revolutiOnary Enlightenment which unconsciously and 
immediately equated the as yet non-existent bourgeois society with 
the 'kingdom of reason'. Of course, the situation was different for the 
French and English Enlightenment, since they found themselves in the 
midst of the real struggles of the emergent bourgeoisie and so, notwith
standing their equally abstract, idealist and unhistoncal beliefs about so
ciety, they were able to draw much more concrete conclusions; when it 
came to action they were able to look at society realistically and not just 
from the assumptions of their own moral philosophy. Because of the 
backwardness of German society the idealist method of the Enlight
enment culminated there in the particular idealism of Kant and Fichte. 
Now when this idealism proclaimed its own eternal and absolute val
idity from the depths of its own subjectivist isolation, it cut itself off from 
the very social contents that in reality constituted the substratum of its a 
priori constructs. It was essential for it to re-establish contact with these 
social contents, but from the given position, on its own assumptions, it 
could only do so by sleight of hand. Hegel's critique points unerringly to 
the weak point in Kant's methodology here; in Jena he will go further 
and demonstrate Kant's failure with reference to quite specific social 
problems. 
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The problem of conflict between moral duties has a further pomt of 
interest: the idea that social content supplies the criterion for all moral 
imperatives. For Hegel this social content amounts to the totality of the 
social determinations in any given period of history, whereas in Kant's 
eyes the social concretization and fulfilment of a moral obligation could 
only mean conferring the support of morality upon a particular insti
tution of bourgeois society. The fact is that Kant dogmatically assumes, 
firstly, that the particular institutions, moral injunctions, etc. of bour
geois society are in harmony with the postulates of reason and, secondly, 
that they cannot conflict with each other. Hegel rejects both of these 
dogmas and this leads him directly to a more dialectical grasp of hour
gems society. In the fragments under discussion we fmd ourselves at the 
very beginning of his development. The climax later on comes with 
the idea that reason, the spirit, can only realize itself in the course of the 
entire histoncal development of mankind and that only the whole of this 
process and Its end-result will satisfy the postulates of reason-a con
clusion which reveals the bourgeois limttations of Hegel's ideas as clearly 
as did Kant's dogmatic assumptions. The particular aspects and moments 
of the process cannot be measured by the reqUirements of the absolute 
postulates of reason. They can only be understood and evaluated m the 
concrete context of the other Isolated factors together with which they 
form a particular historical totality. And every such historical totality 
(e.g. a nation at a particular stage of its development) can only be 
thought of as a relatively complete totality, for it ts at the same time no 
more than a moment in the history of the spirit. This gives rise to a com
plicated dialectic of the relative and the absolute. Hegel was never an his
torical relativist. He never placed the different periods of history on a 
level with each other. His dissolution of the dogmatic absolutism of Kant 
is based on an idea of historical development in which each moment of 
history is absolute, in the sense that it represents a necessary moment in the 
process, but at the same time, and inseparably from this, it is only rela
tive, smce it is only a moment in history. 

Of course, the idea of historical development was by no means utterly 
foreign to Kant. His idea of It was the infinite progress of humanity in its 
advance towards the fulfilment of the dictates of reason. But this view is 
defective in two respects. On the one hand, It is not able to give a satis
factory account of the different stages of the historical process. On the 
other hand, it leads to an all-too-simplified view of history based on the 
battle between reason and unreason, of reason and the senses. Hegel's 
more dialectical approach overcomes both these limitations. The differ
ent stages of history gain a concrete life of their own, the more so as 
Hegel's thought matures; he constantly labours to analyse the concrete 
social connections within their real historical context. We have already 
seen how he broadened his scheme of history by adding the Orient 
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Qudaism) to his earlier contrast between ancient and modern. This almi.e 
suffices to overcome Kant's linear historical scheme. 

The more Hegel works at this philosophy of history the more clearly 
his central belief emerges that history ts the journey of the 

spirit 

along the 
road to itself, to complete self-knowledge. But the 

path 

to this goal 
cannot be reduced to such unambiguous moral principles as in the case of 
Kant. On the one hand, a more advanced stage of history does not neces
sarily stand higher morally and culturally than the epoch it succeeds. On 
the contrary, in his fully developed philosophy of history Hegel will 
show how morally inferior, more selfish passions have provided the sti
muli to an objectively higher development. On the other hand, the con
quest of a higher stage in historical development always entails 
irreparable losses for mankind. When we come to analyse his view of 
history in Jena we shall see the change in his assessment of Greek civiliza
tion, a change which, however, only affects the position assigned to 
Greece in his overall scheme: in Berne he had regarded the city-state of 
antiquity as a model for the present, whereas in Jena he sees that classtcal 
civilization is lost beyond recall. But this change is not accompanied by a 
comparable change in his view of the value of classical culture. Then as 
now he believed that in certain spheres of human activity-above all in 
art�lassical civilization represented the pinnacle of human achieve
ment. And since this climactic point ts necessarily connected with the 
character of classical civilization, no less necessary than that the higher 
development of man should advance beyond classical civilization, it 
becomes apparent that the entire process is a much more complex, con
tradictory and uneven one in which the higher development of mankind 
leaves behind it pmnacles which will never again be conquered. 

We have argued that the problem of a conflict of duties is one of the 
starting-points for the development of Hegel's dialectical method. 
However, it is only in the context of the later, fully-developed philo
sophy of history that this question really gains in substance. In Frankfurt 
Hegel only grasped isolated moments of the overall dialectical picture 
and he worked out the premises and effects of these as well as he could, 
but the complete picture was still a long way off For all that, he did not 
tackle the problem in any narrow spirit; on the contrary, the social 
breadth and depth of his approach distinguishes him very sharply right 
from the start from the other contemporary thinkers who objected to the 
dogmatic narrowness of the categorical imperative. It is a distinction of 
this kind that forces us to note the senselessness and the lack of scientific 
rigpur which enables the imperialist neo-Hegelians to lump Hegel's 
Frankfurt period together with vitalist tendencies of the day. E.g. it is 
true enough that Friedrich Jacobi, one of the genuine vitalists of the time, 
likewise criticized the inflexibility and narrowness of the categorical 
imperative. But he opposed to it the richness of the human emotional ex-
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perience, the emotional world of the individual. He goes on in a highly 
rhetorical vein to defend certain 'heroic' sins against the categorical 
imperative but this only leads him straight into the arms of moral relativ
ism. The fact that 'life' ,  Hegel's central category in Frankfurt, has very 
little in common with views of this sort, but in reality paves the way for 
the as yet vague idea of the contradictory, living unity of bourgeois 
society, 

just 

helps to illustrate the complexity of the problem of a conflict 
of 

moral 

duties. 
Hegel's analysis here moves essentially on a fairly abstract philo

sophical plane, but two motifs of methodological interest do emerge. 
( 1 ) The conflict between moral imperatives springs from the dialectics 

of the absolute and relative. According to Hegel each moral duty is only 
a moment in the overall dialectical totality of society, or 'life' .  But the 
entire complex is itself contradictory; contradictions between its particu
lar determinations lie at its very foundations. The situation 1s not that the 
particular moral duties are all neatly compartmentalized and govern a 
neatly segregated area, or that they are arranged in a hierarchy, but that 
conflict, struggle and contradiction dominate the entire scene. Since 
every moment, every duty lays claim to absolute validity it must neces
sarily come into conflict with other moments that make the same claim. 
And only the living totality of all these determmations can annul this 
conflict. But the essence of this totality is precisely that it is a totality of 
such conflicting determinations. 

(2) In Hegel's view each moment must necessarily lay claim to absol
ute validity. This brings us to a pomt where the profundity of Hegel 's 
analysis of civil society and of the dialectical method become apparent. 
At the same time we perce1ve the limits of the idealist approach. The 
cla1m of the particular moment to absolute validity forms the focal point 
of Hegel's later appreciative criuque of the so-called philosophy of 
reflection and of the position of the determinations of reflection (Riflex
ionsbestimmungen) in the dialectical method. Hegel regards the determi
nations of reflection as an essential part of dialectics, but also as a mere 
stage in the understanding of reality. This separates him from Kant and 
Fichte who make the determmations of reflection into absolutes, fail to 
advance beyond them and hence fmd themselves unable to progress 
beyond those insoluble antinomies which follow from the determi
nations of reflection when these are taken to the1r logical conclusion. But 
by the same token a no less firm barrier is erected agamst vitalism, the 
philosophy of Romanticism, etc, which also combats the inflexibility 
and narrowness of the determmations of reflection, while tmagming that 
reality can be understood without them, that they can be dismiSSed as In
ferior, merely rational forms of thought; in consequence, such views 
inevitably end in mystical i�rationalism. 

However opposed they are to each other both camps believe that the 
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contradictions which they encounter, are merely subjective, things 
which have their origin in the limitatiOns of the human mind rather than 
in the nature of reality. They differ from each other only in that Kant 
draws agnostic conclusions from them, while Romanticism prefers irra
tional and mystical solutions. Hegel, in contrast to both regards the con
tradictions as something objective, which reveals the nature of reality. 
Hence for him the determinations of reflection are just a stage on the 
road to the dialectical understanding of reality. Going beyond the antin
omies of reflective understanding annuls their contradictions only to 
arrive at higher, more developed contradictions of a richer stage, the 
stage of speculative reason. Hegel's description of the reflective under
standing, of the hypostatization of moments w1th only a relative, "parual 
validation, appears as a necessary moment of the dialectical method 
itself. It is in this sense that Hegel later presents Kant and Fichte in his his

tory 

of 

philosophy 

as the historically necessary forerunners of his own 

dialectical method. Hegel's attitude to the philosophy of reflection is important not only 
for the development ofhis own dialectics, but also histoncally. Romanti
cism, which according to its modern apologists can lay cla1m to a much 
more authentic historiCity, is in fact utterly unhistorical on this issue: it 
regards the metaphysical thought of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies, whose ultimate consequences and limitations become manifest in 
the thought of Kant, as a great aberration of the human mind. Hegel, by 
contrast, sees them from an authentically historical pomt of view and 
concludes that dialectics could only be reached via this route. At the 
same time he senses that the supremacy of metaphysical thought among 
his predecessors was ':lecessarily connected with the entire cultural devel
opment of mankind, that it was an inevitable product of this particular 
stage of human development. Later on and in the context of a discussion 
of the development of the natural sciences, Engels provided compre
hensive materialist proof that the historical stage of metaphysical 
thought was indeed indispensable. 

Thus from the point of view of the Hegelian system as a whole the 
necessity of a conflict of moral imperatives 1s a s1gnificant special case of 
the importance of the determinations of reflection in philosophy, of the 
necessary emergence of dialectical contradictions from the elevation of 
the relative determinants into absolute ones so characteristic of the ethi
cal theory of Kant and Fichte. But just from what we have shown it is 
evident that, however philosophical his formulation may be, w� are deal
ing here with one of those issues that spring directly from his own ex
perience. That is to say, Hegel 1s not primarily interested in the Kantian 
ethic because Kant thought it out; he does not see it just as a false picture 
of reality. Of course, he does criticize what he regards as errors, ideas 
that have not been followed through to their fmal conclusion, and Kant's 
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denial that conflicts between moral imperatives can occur is just such a 
case. Hegel refutes this belief by showing it to be incompatible with the 
ultimate principles ofKantianism (and Fichteanism) itself. At this point, 
however, his own position changes. He regards the conflict of duties as a 
socio-historical reality with which thought has to come to terms and 
which it must use as a jumping-off pomt. Thus Hegel looks at and cnti
cizes the antmomic character ofKantianism from a double point of view: 
firstly, as a prodigious achievement m discovering the necessity of antin
omies and treating it as a matter of philosophical importance; and 
secondly, as a subjectivist limit to Kant's thought (because he wishes to 
call a halt at the antinomies, regarding them as final) .  

The insight that antinomies were a necessary part of society was a sig
nificant step forward in understanding the nature of bourgeois society. 
We have already shown why this discovery had to be made firstly and 
predominantly in the realm of moral thought. His growing awareness of 
the nature of bourgeois society will increasingly lead Hegel to extend his 
insights into the realms of economic and social activity. 

Of course, even then Hegel does not call a halt once he has discovered 
contradictions m the conflict of duties. To do so would lead to a so-called 
'tragic view oflife' ,  to a comprehensive pessimism wuh regard to bour
geois society. His thought drives him on inexorably m search of a resol
ution of all the contradictions, and we have already seen that this 
resolution lies in an understanding of the totality in movement. 

We now see how the idealist limits to his thought merge with the 
bourgeois limits of his mental horizon. Hegel is increasingly concerned 
to interpret this totality in which the contradictions in the conflict of 
moral imperatives (i.e. in very general terms: the contradictions of the 
lives of individuals in bourgeois society) are resolved, as itself something 
contradictory, as something driven forward by contradictions. Thanks 
to these efforts he arrives, at the end of the Frankfurt period, at a new and 
more comprehensive formula for dialectical contradiction than all his 
predecessors; he will arrive in fact at the most comprehensive statement 
available to idealist dialectics. But in order to follow this theory through 
to the end Hegel would have to go beyond bourgeois society, i .e. he 
would have to have at least a premonition of how bourgeois society 
might elevate its contradictions to a higher level. But like the English 
classical economists, Hegel regards bourgeois society as the latest, the 
most highly developed and final form of historical development. This 
means that if the contradictions are to be annulled this must be done in a 
different manner from the earlier stages which led either historically or 
logically or 'phenomenologically ' to this 'highest standpomt'. Hegel 
finds himself forced, therefore, to annul his own concept of dialectics at 
the very peak of his own system in order to be able to extinguish all the 
contradictions and arrive at a harmonious unity. Of course, there is 
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nothing simple about this conclusion, it is the product of a violent in
ternal struggle between two different tendencies in his thought. But an 
inevitable consequence of the social limitations imposed on him is that he 
is never able completely to overcome the old type of theory of contra
diction. (We shall discuss other limitations of his dialectics in due 
course. )  

Thus the disagreement between Kant and Hegel goes far beyond the 
confines of a methodology of moral philosophy. It is a significant stage in 
the growth of dialectical method, even though the transformation that 
takes place in his thought is relatively slight and abstract for the time 
being. Over and above that it signals a new stage in the theory of bour
geois society. In the period leading up to the French Revolution German 
philosophy and literature were worthy contemporaries of pre
revolutionary French ideology and now we fmd them attempting to 
perform the same sort of task in post-revolutionary Europe, the age of 
developing capitalist society. Since this latter enterprise took place on 
German soil where a bourgeois revolution neither did nor could have 
taken place, the development of German thought was mevitably provin
cial and distorted. Marx and Engels have shown this convincingly and 
comprehensively not only with regard to Hegel's thought but also with 
reference to Goethe's poetry and above all to that of Schiller. We have 
shown the common social tendencies underlying the works of Hegel and 
those of the Weimar classics, insofar as this was possible within the 
framework of this study. We have also shown that m comparison with 
his 

great 
contemporaries, Hegel displayed a far greater energy both in his 

analysis 
of the contradictory character of bourgeois society and m his 

study of its 'anatomy', viz. political economy. Our further discussions 
must attempt to show even more clearly that these two features of 
Hegel's thought are mtimately connected with each other. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The first studies in economics 

HERE, at the decisive point in Hegel's intellectual biography, where we 

might 

have hoped to clarify the concrete relations between his dialectics 

and 

his study of economics we find ourselves baulked by the utter failure 
of our sources and we are compelled to rely almost entirely on hypo
theses. We may think ourselves fortunate that Rosenkranz has at least 
preserved the bare fact of the date when Hegel first took up economics. 
All the material that Rosenkranz possessed in toto has since been lost. 

It is certainly no accident that this section of Hegel's papers has van
ished without trace. Of.his immediate pupils there was not a single one 
who had even the slightest comprehension of economic problems, let 
alone of their importance in the evolution of Hegel's system and meth
odology. They did not even notice the obvious evidence of such studies 
in the published works (the Phenomenology, Philosophy ofRight, etc.) . 

The.backwardness of German society was such that even in the case of 
Germany's greatest philosophical genius, Hegel himself, the intellectual 
reflection of social antagonisms appears in an inverted, idealistic form. 
In the case of his pupils, whose formative years fell, for the most part, in 
the period of the Restoration, there is an utter failure to comprehend the 
problems of economics and their significance for an understanding of the 
problems of society. And this blind spot is as much in evidence on the 
reactionary right-wing of the Hegelians as in the liberal centre and on 
the left. The timidity with which the Liberals of the I 8 30s tackled the 
great social issues of the time is reflected also in their utter blankness in 
the face of economic problems. Not until the early I 84os did the intensi
fication of the class struggle a waken a certam interest in economic issues 
m the ranks of the Hegelians, and even then we fmd a lack of knowledge 
and serious study that compares very unfavourably with Hegel. The 
'philosophical arrangement' of the economic categories of both the clas
sics and the utopians at the hands of the Hegelians among the 'True 
Socialists' and also by Lassalle scarcely advanced beyond a superf1oal 
formalism. 

Not until the early works of the founders of dialectical materialism, of 
Marx and Engels, do we discover not merely a profound and 
thorough-gomg investigation of the problems of political economy, but 
also the conscious realization that this was the realm in which the great 
problems of dialectics were to be studied, that here was the great task of 

I68 
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taking the material accumulated, but not worked out dialectically, by 
the classics of bourgeois political economy and by the utopians, of dis
covering its underlying laws and principles, and advancing from there to 
an analysis of the dialectical laws of movement in society. As early as 
Engels' brilliant writings in the Deutsch-Jranzosiche ]ahrbUt:her, the con
nection between economics and dialectics - stands clearly in the fore
ground. Shortly after that Marx himself devotes his full attention to the 
problem in the Economic and Philosorhic Manuscripts, the last section of
which contains his critique of Hegel s The Phenomenology of Mind. In this 
Marx, notwithstanding his incisive and crucial criticism of Hegel's ideal
ism, uncovers the important and positive role of economics in the forma
tion of the Hegelian dialectic, in particular his use of the category of 
labour in which he follows in the footsteps of the English classics. This 
work is then succeeded by a series of important polemical writings 
against Bruno Bauer, Max Stirner, Proudhon, etc, which contain a large 
number of profound and illuminating observations on these issues. 

It is typical of the opportunism of the Second International that a large 
proportion of these writings gathered dust in the archives, their value 

recognized by no-one. The development of opportunism coincided with 
the disappearance of any understanding of dialectics and the rampant 
growth of metaphysical shallowness then created an atmosphere in 
which it was easy to twist and distort the clearly formulated propositions 
of Marxist economics. 

Only the Bolsheviks consistently fought against this opportunism on 
all fronts. Lenin, despite the disadvantage of not having access to a large 
part of Marx's work on this topic, was the only one to have grasped their 
full importance. 

'It is impossible completely to understand Marx's Capital, and especi
ally its first chapter, without having thoroughly studied and under
stood the whole of Hegel's Logic. Consequently, half a century later 
none of the Marxists understood Marx! '1 

Rosenkranz, a moderate liberal and an adherent of the so-called 
Hegelian centre at the time of the break-up of the school, naturally had 
no idea of the importance of Hegel's economic studies. To give the 
reader an idea of the thoroughness with which the documents have been 
mislaid we propose to quote everything that Rosenkranz has to say on the 
topic in his biography; later biographers have merely copied from 
Rosenkranz. The discovery of Hegel's manuscripts in recent decades has 

greatly increased our knowledge of Hegel's study of economics in Jena, 
hut about the years in Frankfurt we are as much in the dark as ever. 

Rosenkranz states that Hegel's interest in economic questions began in 
Frankfurt, and that it was primarily conditions in England that excited 
his curiosity. He regularly read the newspapers and made detailed notes 
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from them (which have of course been lost) . In Rosenkranz's words: 

'At the same time he moved closer to the immediate arena of politi
cal events and found his interest in it greatly increased. Above all he 
was fascinated by the relations of commerce and property especially 
in 

England, 
partly no doubt in accordance with the general admiration 

which 
the previous century felt for the English constitution which 

was regarded by many as an ideal, and partly perhaps because no 
other country of Europe could boast such a variety of the forms of 
commerce and property as England, and nowhere else was there such 
a great variety of personal relationships as a result. As his excerpts 
from English newspapers show, Hegel followed with great excite
ment the parliamentary debates on the Poor Law, the alms by means of 
which the nobility and the aristocracy of wealth attempted to appease 
the rage of indigent masses. '2 
This passage is followed by a much more detailed account of Hegel's 

interest in the Prussian prison system. 
Unfortunately Rosenkranz mentions no dates. This is highly regret

table, especially as the reader of this book can see that he has misinter
preted Hegel's attitude to England. We do not possess a single remark by 
Hegel that would lend support to Rosenkranz's view that Hegel was 
·ever a great admirer of the English constitution or that he regarded it as a
model. Understandably enough he did not concern himself closely with
England. On the contrary, the annotated translation of Cart which was
written shortly after his arrival in Frankfurt and its sharp criticism of the
reactionary policies of England seems to have arisen as an echo of the
French Revolution (see p. 1 10) . Thus Hegel's interest in England seems
to have grown in connection with his research into the nature and laws
of bourgeois society during his stay in Frankfurt. It would be both
important and interesting to discover the precise moment at which
Hegel took up these studies since, in view of the relatively swift changes
in Hegel's views during the years of crisis in Frankfurt, a knowledge of
the exact dates is very necessary .

But Hegel's interest was not confined to the English economy; he also 
took up the study of economic theory. With reference to this Rosen 
kranz states: 

'All of Hegel's ideas about the nature of civil society, about need 
and labour, about the division oflabour and the wealth of the estates, 
about poverty, the police, taxation, etc·, are fmally concentrated in a 
commentary on the German translation of Steuart 's book on political 
economy which he wrote between.19 February and 16 May 1799, and 
which has survived intact. It contains a number of magnificant 
insights into politics and history and many subtle observations. 
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Steuart was a supporter of the mercantilist system. With noble passion 
and a host of interesting illustrations, Hegel attacked the deadness of 
this system and sought to preserve man's soul (das Gemiit) in the midst 
of competition, the mechanization oflabour and of commerce. '3 

We need not waste words on these jejune, uncomprehending remarks. 
But even from this meagre summary we can see what an important 
document we have lost. It is perfectly obvious that Hegel approached the 
problems of economics from the point of view of his critique of dead 
positivity and we would have a much clearer picture of his early atti
tudes to bourgems society if only we still possessed these fmt investi
gations into economic theory. 

Another factor here is that Rosenkranz 's account poses an insoluble 
problem. In the last sentence R�senkranz claims that Hegel sought to 
save man's soul amidst the mechanism of capitalist society. This would 
suggest that Hegel's thoughts were running on similar lines to those of 
the reactionary Romantics. In view ofHegel's later development and the 
general character of what we have seen of his philosophical and social at
titudes, this sounds highly improbable. It is true enough that it was only 
later on that Hegel made his famous remark that the rational is real and 
the real is rational; but in a general sense it may be said to constitute the 
unconscious leitmotiv of all his thought from Frankfurt onwards. In the 
course of our examination of Hegel's economic notes in Jena we shall 
have occasion to remark on his closeness to the 'cynical' ,  the ruthlessly 
truthful views of the English classical economists who were perfectly 
willing to expose all the horrors and scandals of capitalist society, while 
asserting that capitalism was essentially progressive. For this reason we 
believe that Rosenkranz simply misunderstood Hegel. However, since 
we can offer no irrefutable proof of our assertion, and since it is an ab
stract possibility that Hegel did for a short time incline towards Roman
tic economics, we can only regard our rejection of Rosenkranz's 

interpretation as a hypothesis. Nevertheless, we believe that the reader 
who has followed the entire development of Hegel's thought will agree 
that our hypothesis is correct. . It is not really possible to estimate the influence of Steuart's particular
economic principles on Hegel. Not only because the commentary has 
been lost and we cannot know which sections impressed Hegel, which 
he agreed with and which he rejected, but also because his reading of 
Steuart did not lead to any immediate attempt to apply the newly
acquired economic principles to bourgeois society. What we have said 
earlier on about the discontinuities of the Frankfurt period applies with 
particular force here. Having spent three months on the problems of 
economics Hegel srmply turned to his chief work in Frankfurt, The Spirit 
of Christianity. Of course, as we shall see, this essay does not neglect the 
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problems of society, but its immediate theme is different and the change 
in his socio-economic views only makes itself felt in a few places and 
even then in the most general philosophical terms. Not until the period 
in Jena do we come across manuscripts which directly concern them
selves with social problems and among which economics are given an 
explicit and prominent position. Nor can we know with any certainty 
just how important economic problems were in Hegel's last work in 
Frankfurt, the Fragment of a System of 1800, since as we shall see, only two 
small fragments of this work have survived. But in the Jena manuscripts 
there is evidence that in addition to Steuart Hegel had read the works of 
Adam Smith. And given the great abstractness of Hegel's statements 
about economics, his exclusive interest in the great, universal problems, 
it is hard to show the impact of details. 

All the same, it is highly probable that the study of Adam Smith was a 
turning-point in Hegel's evolution. The problem which reveals the 
striking parallel between Hegel's thought and the classical English econ
omists is the problem of work as the central mode of human activity, as 
the chief method by which the identity of the subject-object (to use 
Hegel's terminology at this time) can be achieved, as the activity which 
annuls the deadness of objectivity, as the driving force of the process 
which turns mankind into the product of its own activity. And it is 
highly probable that this problem emerges for the ftrSt time in the course 
of reading Adam Smith, since neither a study of the German economy 
which was so backward in the context of the development of capitalism, 
nor a reading of Steuart could really provide the necessary stimulus. 

However, this is another issue which finds us reduced to hypotheses 
and guesswork, and we give our view in the full awareness that it is no 
more than a hypothesis. The first documentary evidence that Hegel had 
read Smith is contained in the manuscripts of some lectures given in Jena 
in 1 803/4 and which were published not long ago.4 Hegel refers here to 
Adam Smith's statements about developing the forces of production 
through the division of labour in the factory and he wrote the name of 
Smith in the margin. But as early as 1 802, in the System ofEthics, a similar, 
if, as we shall see, a less well-developed attitude towards work, the divi
sion oflabour etc. ,  occupies a central position. It is therefore almost cer
tain that Hegel was acquainted with Adam Sm1th right from the 
beginning of his period in Jena and that he had therefore overcome, at 
least m part, some of the limitations and defects of Steuart's theories. 

Now it is our belief that Hegel's interest in classical English economics 
actually dates from an earlier period, namely from the time when he was 
already working on the Fragment of a System. It is perfectly true that that 
work gives us no help at all, at any rate not directly, since the surviving 
fragments contain only very meagre references to economic problems 
and we have no idea how Hegel had thought of the structure of the 
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whole essay, nor indeed how far i t  was from 
completion. 

But in the 
course of some very obscure reflections on the 

philosophy 
of religion 

there is a very remarkable passage which may help to throw light on an 
extremely dark section ofHegel's intellectual evolution. 

In this fragment Hegel deals with the place of religion in man's life, 
with the annulment ot objectivity, of dead positivity in relation to men 
and things. The social and philosophical problems that this discussion 
provokes must be postponed for our detailed analysis of the enure frag
ment. We wish here to emphasize only one moment. Hegel writes: 

'But it is necessary that he [man] should also put himself into a per
manent relation with objects and thus maintain their objectivity even 
to the point of completely destroying them '. 

In the Frankfurt manner already familiar to us, Hegel analyses man's re
lation to property and hence to the dialectics of positivity and life. In this 
fragment he finds a solution in a very curious and highly mystical theory 
of sacrifice. He continues: 

Man would still be unable to unite himself with the infinite life be
cause he would have kept something for himself; he would still be in a 
state of mastering things or caught in a dependence upon them. This is 
the reason why he gives up only part of his property as a sacrifice, for 
it is his fate to possess property, and this fate 1s necessary and can never 
be discarded . . . .  Only through this useless destruction, through this 
destruction for the sake of destruction, does he make good the de
struction which he causes for his own particular purposes. At the same 
time he has consummated the objectivity of the objects by a destruc
tion unrelated to his own purposes, by that complete negation of re
lations which is called death. This aimless destruction for destruction's 
sake sometimes happens, even if the necessity of a purposive destruction 
of objects remains, and it proves to be the only religious relation to 
absolute objects. '5 

At first sight this passage is certainly obscure enough. Sacrifice is 
thought of as a religious way out of the necessary 'fate' of the world of 
property, of bourgeois society. What 1s of interest to us is the distinction 
between sacrifice which is viewed as 'useless destruction', 'destruction 
for destruction's sake', and a concept of 'purposive destruction' which 
remains utterly unexplained in this context. The fragment from which 
we are quoting is the last sheet, i.e. the conclusion of Hegel's manuscript. 
If Hegel fails even to hint at what he means by what is obviously an 
important concept, this can only be explained by arguing that it must 
have been elucidated in the earlier parts of the essay, now lost. But 
enough has been said to indicate that 'purposive destructmn' refers to the 
normal, everyday relation of man to the world of objects. The point of 
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the sacrifice is precisely to raise man beyond that realm. 
We must postpone for the time being our discussion of the meaning of 

sacrifice for Hegel. Our subsequent analyses, especially of his Jena theory 
of society, will show that the concept is not a religious or mystical one 
but that it is intimately connected with the illusions Hegel cherished at 
this time about the possibility of resolving the contradictions of bour
geois society. What interests us here is rather the concept with which it is 
contrasted, viz. the 'purposive destruction' of the objects. In order to de
cipher this apparently no less obscure notion we must have recourse to 
the System of Ethics written two years later in Jena. It is evident that the 
idea is connected with work. Hegel defmes work in the System of Ethics 
in language reminiscent of Schelling's, as is much in the first part of his 
stay in Jena, as the 'destruction of the object', and indeed as its purposive 
destruction. The flrSt dialectical triad from which his thought proceeds 
is: need, work, enjoyment. Work is then defined as follows: 

'The destruction of the object, or of intuition (Anschuauung) , but as 
a moment (i.e. not fmally and absolutely) so that this destruction is 
replaced by another intuition or object; or else it establishes the pure 
identity, activity of the act of destruction; . . .  it does not destroy the 
object as object in general, but in such a way that another is put in its 
place . . .  this destruction, however, is work. '6 

Admittedly, this defmition does not contain the word 'purposive', but 
if we follow Hegel's line of thought carefully here and see how he moves 
from work to the tools of work and from tools to machines, it is evident 
that the idea is present and only the word is missing, and the word is only 
missing because it is supererogatory in this context. The connection be
tween work and purposiveness remains henceforth a basic fact of Hegel's 
thought. Even in his treatment of theology in the Logic work continues 
to play an extraordinarily important part, as Lenin has expressly pointed 
out in various notes. 

We believe, ther;fore, that the conception of work which is so essen
tial a category in the Jena System of Ethics was already present m the lost 
parts of the Frankfurt Fragment of a System. And this makes 1t extremely 
probable that Hegel studied Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations as a preli
minary to the latter work. (We must add in passing that the works of 
both Steuart and Smith were available in Germany at this time in various 
translations.) 

In the circumstances it is exceptionally difficult to isolate the influence 
of particular English economists on particular ideas of Hegel's. 
However, we may draw attention to a number of elements in Steuart 
which undoubtedly had a lasting effect. Above all, Steuart was, as Marx 
shows, the real historian of economics among the classics ;  he was more 
interested in the social origins of capitalism than its inner workings 
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which he grasps less well than his successors.7 And at this stage in Hegel's 
career, when he was concerned to establish the historical necessity of 
bourgeois society, the sheer volume of information in Steuart's work and 
the constant comparisons between ancient and modern economies must 
have made a deep impression on him. 

Beyond that, however, it can be argued that Hegel may have found it 
much easier to accept certain retrograde elements in Steuart, views 
which had been superseded by Smith's much clearer and more radical 
insights. No doubt, Hegel fought dead positivity wherever he found it 
and this would have led him to sympathize with Smith's efforts to 
eliminate certain obsolete elements of the old economics, with its whole
sale fetishizations. But such outmoded views may have deep roots in the 
economies ofhackward nations. The relation between the economy and 
the state, for example, could only be analysed consistently in England, in 
the works of Smith and Ricardo. Marx has frequently shown how 
French economists of the Napoleonic era clung to all sorts of outmoded 
attitudes on that very question. This was even truer of Germany, and the 
very much slower growth of economics in Germany meant that miscon
ceptions about the economic role of the state lasted well beyond Hegel's 
day. (One need think only ofLassalle and Rodbertus. )  When in addition 
we remind ourselves that Hegel in his Jena penod entertained many false 
hopes about the possibilities of resolving the antinomies of bourgeois so
ciety along Napoleonic lines, it is only too easy to understand why 
Hegel should have leant more towards Steuart than Smith on this issue. 

But there is one further respect in which Hegel never departs from a 
view held by Steuart, and never reaches the point of understanding the 
great advances made by Adam Smith and Ricardo in formulating the 
laws underlying capitalist economics. We refer to the problem of 
surplus labour and surplus value. Marx, in his critique of Steuart's econ
omics, makes the point that Steuart remained imprisoned within the old 
theory of making a 'profit upon alienation' .  It is true that Steuart does 
distingmsh between positive and relative profit. The latter is profit upon 
alienation. Marx says of the former: 

'Positive profit anses from "augmentation of labour, industry and 
ingenuity" .  How it arises from this Steuart makes no attempt to 
explain. The further statement that the effect of this profit is to aug
ment and swell "the public good" seems to indicate that Steuart means 
by it nothing hut the greater mass of use-values produced in conse
quence of the development of the productive powers of labour, and 
that he thinks of this positive profit as quite distinct from capitalists ' 
profit-which always presupposes an increase of exchange value. '8 
When we come to consider Hegel's economic views in Jena we shall 
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see how deeply entangled he is in ideas of this sort which were so retro
grade by English standards. The more progressive ideas that he had 
gained from a study of Adam Smith and a greater awareness of the facts 
of the English economy do indeed enable him to perceive certain econ
omic contradictions in capitalism, particular antagonisms between capi
tal and labour and he is able to discuss these frankly. But he never 
succeeds in unveiling the mystery of real capitalist exploitation, indeed 
he never approaches as close to it as the English bourgeois economists. 
This is a barrier he will never surmount and the reason is not far to seek: 
his knowledge of the conflict between capital and labour only comes to 
him from reading about international economic relations, not from his 
own experience, from a real insight into capitalism in ordinary life. That 
is to say, the barrier here is an intellectual mirror of the primitive econ
omy of Germany. 

Naturally, the size of the barrier is even further increased by Hegel's 
own idealism, in particular by his inversion of the relationship between 
law and the state on the one hand and economics on the other. But, as we 
have shown, his idealism is itself rooted in the same soil. Thus the econ
omic backwardness of Germany does not have any single direct influ
ence on Hegel, nor does it directly distort many of his most brilliant 
insights into bourgeois society. Its effects are various, complex and often 
impinge on his thought in unexpected ways. 

We shall discuss Hegel's economic views in detail when we come to 
analyse his attempts to systematize them in Jena. For the present it is 
enough if we briefly indicate the Immediate effects of Hegel's study of 
economics and the nature of his approach to the problems of bourgeois 
society. The decisive moment is contained in the long passage from the 
Fragment of a System already quoted: from this point onwards Hegel 
regards economics, the economic life of men, their determination by 
their economic relation to each other and to things as an inexorable 
'fate ' . (The Hegelian concept of fate will be analysed fully in the next 
chapter.) We have already seen the seeds of this view (p. I 1 9f.)  m the flfSt 
notes of the Frankfurt period when Hegel made a number of complex 
observations on the possibility of harmonizing property relations with 
love. 

But the idea was only treated sporadically there; here it becomes a cru
cial issue. Earlier on it was just one of the problems of subjective love, 
here we find it defined as fate and opposed to the highest representative 
of religion, Jesus. Part of Hegel's conception of fate in Frankfurt is the 
idea that to struggle against a hostile power has the same consequences as 
to evade it; this IS in fact the expression of the inevitability of fate.9 
However mystical many of Hegel's utterances sound on this point, they 
yet contain a much more realistic core of truth about history and society 
than IS to be found m the other German philosophers of this time: namely 
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his rejection of the very common idea, still prevalent among intel
lectuals, that a man can stand above his age and his society, that he can 
take up a theoretical or practical position from a standpoint 'external' to 
his society. 

In this sense property is treated in the Spirit of Christianity as an ineluc
table fate. Since in that essay Hegel's reflections concentrate on the possi
bility of realizing the teaching of Jesus in society, it is natural that he 
should keep returning to the passage in the New Testament about the 
rich young man whom Jesus advised to dispose of his property to gain 
salvation. We may remember that Hegel had already referred to this pas
sage in Berne (p. 63 ) ,  but there he had confined himself to the obser
vation that it illustrated his argument that Christianity is concerned 
exclusively with 'private individuals'. At that stage he was not interested 
in the economic implications. 

Only now does he focus on the latter, but he does so with a vengeance. 
In the plan for The Spirit of Christianity he is only concerned with Jesus' 
escape from economics. Since property and possessions cannot constitute 
'a beautiful condition oflife' Jesus turns away from them. The next step 
in Hegel's development is that he tacitly dismisses the various subjective 
compromises wit� which he had experimented. He says:

'The kingdom of God is a condition in which God rules, and all de
terminations and rights are annulled; hence his words to the young 
man: go, sell that thou hast-it is hard for a rich man to enter into the 
kingdom of God;-hence, too, Christ's renunciation of all pos
sessions and all honour-these relauons with father, family, property 
cannot become beautiful, therefore they should not exist at all, so that 
at least the opposite state of affairs might not exist either. . . .  '10 

No further consequences are deduced in the plan. 
But the corresponding passage in the text of the full manuscript speaks 

a very different language. We shall see that Hegel has a much closer, 
more approving attitude towards Jesus in this work than he ever had in 
Berne. Despite this the Berne writings never contained such scathing 
comments on Jesus' teaching as this one. (In Berne Hegel's satire had 
been aimed more at Christiamty than at the church.) Hegel reverts to the 
parable of the rich young man and says: 

'About the command which follows to cast aside care for one's life 
and to despise riches, as also about Matthew xix, 23 :  "How hard it is 
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of Heaven", there is nothing to 
he said; it is a litany pardonable only in sermons and rhymes, for such a com
mand is without truth for us. The fate of property has become too powerful for 
us to tolerate reflections on it, to find its abolition thinkable. But this at 
least is to be noticed, that the possession of riches, with all the rights as 
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well as all the cares connected with it, brings into human life defmi
tive details whose restrictedness prescribes limits to the virtues, 
imposes conditions on them, and makes them dependent on circum
stances. Within these limitations, there is room for duties and virtues, 
but they allow of no whole, of no complete life,  because if life is 
bound up with objects, it is conditioned by something outside itself, 
since in that event something is tacked on to life as its own which yet 
cannot be its property. Wealth at once betrays its opposition to love, 
to the whole, because it is a right caught in a context of multiple 
rights, and this means that both its immediately appropriate virtue, 
honesty, and also the other virtues possibly within its sphere, are of 
necessity linked with exclusion, and every act of virtue is in itself one 
of a pair of opposites. A syncretism, a service of two masters, is unthinkable 
because the indeterminate and the determinate cannot retain their 
form and still be bound together. '11 

We can see here that Hegel has gone far towards recognizing the 
necessity of bourgeois society, even though his insight is still clothed in 
the mystical terminology of his view of fate. We see also, harking back 
to the last chapter, that his attack on Kantian ethics, his assertion that a 
conflict of duties is inevitable is closely bound up with the conception of 
society now slowly crystallizing. We shall now see, in the course of our 
analysiS of the longest manuscript of the Frankfurt period, that on the 
basis of this conception the tragic conflict of values now reaches right 
into Hegel's view of religion and affects his attitude towards Jesus him
self, even though it was Jesus Hegel had looked to, in Frankfurt above 
all, to resolve all these conflicts. We shall also see that we are dealing 
with a contradiction which runs through Hegel's entire idealist dialectic, 
one which he will later attempt to resolve at a much higher level, but 
without any greater success. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The Spirit of Christianity and its Fate 

WE have already made the acquaintance of a number of 

important 

pas
s�ges from this, the most extensive work of Hegel's 

Frankfurt 

period.' 
Our present task is to evaluate the philosophical ideas it contains and estl
mate their Importance in Hegel's evolution. The essay is a great debate 
with Christlanity. We have already shown in detail how Hegel's new 
view of bourgeois society forced him to reconsider his attitude to Chris
tianity. We have seen how the nature of his development led him to 
think of Christianity in a more or less approving way. However, his ap
proach in Frankfurt differs qualitatively from that ofJena. As we have 
seen, and shall see still more clearly, Hegel considers the problems of 
bourgeois society from the standpoint of an individual living in 1t. By the 
time he comes to Jena, the general social perspective prevails over that of 
the individual. From this time on the individual 1s no more than a 
member of society, his individual problems are consistently treated in the 
light of general social ones. (The role of economics and of a dialectics of 
the general and the particular, deepened by the assimilation of economic 
categories, is a matter to be discussed later on in that context.) But since, 
at present, Hegel's starting-point is the fate of the individual, it is natural 
that Christianity should have a much more immediate appeal for him 
than it had done earlier on. Hence the question of how an individual's 
life should be shaped and conducted was bound to lead to a recon
sideration of Christian ethics. 

We may say, then, that Hegel never felt so close emotionally to 
Christianity as at this time. But it would be a great error to infer from 
this that a feeling of closeness 1s the same thing as a total doctrinal agree
ment with the tenets of Christianity, as the reactionary neo-Hegelians 
never tire of asserting. Lasson and Haering m particular arc always at 
pains to prove that the key to an understanding of Hegel's whole philo
sophy lies in his complete agreement with Protestantlsm. 

How little these legends have m common with reality can be gauged 
from the question about which the enure essay revolves and the 
-admittedly hesitant and contradictory-soluuon which Hegel ad
vances. Hegel's starting-point is the quest10n: is the solut10n to the prob
lems of life put forward by Jesus and H1s church correct and is 1t still 
viable in the modern world? 

179 
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'This idea of a kingdom of God completes and comprises the whole of 
the Christian religioh as Jesus founded it, and we have still to consider 
whether it completely satisfies nature or whether his disciples were 
impelled by any need to something beyond, and, if so, what that need 
was .>.z 

The answers that Hegel gives in the course of the essay have a fairly 
negative ring. He proceeds from the mystical dogmas of Christianity and 
attempts to show that it only achieved its religious objectivity, the super
session of a merely subjective love, through the resurrection of Christ. 
But this in turn gives rise to a state of mind 'which is more like a hover
ing between reality and spirit . . . .  ' And thus an opposition remained 

'which, with further development, was bound to become a pairing of 

living 

and dead, divine and actual. By conjoining the man Jesus with 
the 

glorified 

and deified 

Jesus, 

this vagueness pointed to a satisfaction 
of the deepest urge for 

religion, 

but it did not provide this satisfaction, 
and the urge was thus turned into an endless, unquenchable,  and 
unappeased longing. '  

Thus according to Hegel, Christianity in its maturity does achieve a 
'union' (and we have seen what this term means to Hegel in Frankfurt) 
but one which 

'remains eternally in their [i.e. men's] consciousness and never allows 
religion to become a perfected life. In all the forms of the Christian re
ligion which have been developed in the advancing fate of the ages, 
there lies this fundamental characteristic of opposition in the divine 
which is supposed to be present in consciousness only, never in life . '  

And Hegel goes on to give a brief account of the various currents in 
Christianity, showing that none of them is able to achieve the real union 
with life,  the real annulment of positivity. And he concludes the essay 
with the words: 

'And it is its fate that church and state, worship and life,  piety and 
virtue, spiritual and worldly action, can never dissolve into one. 'J 
It is evident that Hegel's final answer is by no means wholly in favour 

of Christianity. The contradictory character of this essay lies in the fact 
that he feels impelled to look to religion as the only thing that can pro
vide an answer to positivity in life, and likewise he is driven to regard 
Christianity as the prototype of religion, and yet, after all the mystical 
constructions that go a long way towards Christianity, he fmds himself 
forced to come to a negative conclusion about it, viz. that Christianity is 
incapable of annulling the dead, the positive element of life and that ulti
mately it is just as subjective a response to the world of dead objects as 
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love and that it likewise allows this world to persist unanulled. 
We shall see that Hegel never takes these assertions to their logical 

conclusion. His attitude will always remain tentative and ambiguous. 
But of this period less than any other can it be maintained that he was 
fully in accord with Christianity. Indeed, in Jena we shall encounter a 
fragment which explicitly speaks of the supersession of Christianity and 
the birth of a new, third religion. Of course, here too, Hegel's overcom
ing of Christianity takes place in the name of religion. He can never 
escape from the trammels of religious ideas which are so profoundly 
related to his idealism and this has the effect that in his view of society 
Christianity not only plays the role of a real social force, but it is also 
invested with a philosophical nimbus precisely because it is a religion. 

However, Hegel's attitude to Chrisuanity is riddled with contradic
tions and we should try and throw some light on them from the outset if 
we wish to clarify his later writings. He criticizes the Christian com
munity because its love is unable to annul pos1t1vity. 

'But in the lifelessness of the group's love the spirit of its love 
remained so athirst, felt itself so empty, that it could not fully recog
nize in itself, living in itself, its corresponding spirit; on the contrary, 
to this spirit it remained a stranger. To be connected with an alien 
spirit, felt as alien, is to be conscious of dependence on it. '  

Opposition remains and 

'is something positive, an object which has in it as much foreignness, 
as much dominion, as there is dependence in the spirit of the group. '4 

Of course, Hegel is speaking here of the Christian group and not of Jesus 
himself, and we shall see that this distinction is important for him at this 
period. 

In Hegel's eyes, the discovery that Christianity does not do away with 
positivity is of decisive importance for the entire subsequent history of 
the religion. The more complex human relations become, i.e. the more 
civil society advances, the more blatant this contradiction becomes. 

'This is the point at which the group is caught in the toils of fate, even 
though, on the strength of the love which maintained itself in its 
purity outside every tie with the world, it seemed to have evaded fate 
altogether. Its fate, however, was centred in the fact that the love 
which shunned all ties was extended over a group; and this fate was all 
the more developed the more the group expanded and, owing to this 
expansion, continually coincided more and more with the world's 
fate both by unconsciously adopting many of that fate's aspects and 
also by continually becoming sullied itself in the course of its struggle 
against that fate.5 
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Moreover, there is no lack of very explicit statements alleging that 
even the founder of Christianity was unable to put an end to positivity. 
Such criticism refers again and again to Jesus' relations with the state, 
with the orgamzation of society. (We have already discussed his relation 
to private property in the preceding section.) About society and the state 
he writes as follows: 

'The kingdom of God is not of this world, only it makes a great differ
ence for that kingdom whether this world is actually present in oppo
sition to it, or whether its opposition does not exist but is only a 
possibility. The former was in fact the case, and it was with full 
knowledge of this that Jesus suffered at the hands of the state. Hence 
with this (passive] relation one great element in a living union 1s cut 
away; for the members of the kingdom of God one important bond of 
association is snapped; they have lost one part of freedom . . .  they 
have lost a number of active relationships and living ties. The citizens 
of the kingdom of God become set over against a hostile state, become 
private persons excluding themselves from it . . . .  It is true that from 
the idea of a kingdom of God all the relationships established in a poli
tical order are excluded; these rank mfmitely lower than the living 
bonds within the divine group, and by such a group they can only 
be despised. But since the state was there and neither Jesus nor his 
followers could annul it, the fate of Jesus and his following (which 
remamed true to him in this matter) remains a loss of freedom, a re
striction of life, passivity under the domination of an alien might 
which was despised but which ceded to Jesus without conditions the 
little that he wanted from it-existence among his people. '6 

The internal contradiction in Hegel's position appears with particular 
clanty where he makes the attempt to describe the total annulment of all 
dead objectivity in the kingdom of God. He adduces many illustrations, 
above all from the sphere of organic life,  to show that the relation be
tween the part and the whole (individual and society) need not neces
sarily conform to the pattern prevailing in bourgeois society of an 
artificial bond which unites an empty subjectivity with a world of dead 
objects incapable of being stimulated into life. But when he attempts to 
describe such a soCiety he 1s forced to seek analogies in the social relations 
of primitive peoples : 

'Even in the expression "a son of Koresh",  for example, which the 
Arabs use to denote the individual, a single member of the clan, there 
is the implication that this individual is not s1mply a part of the whole: 
the whole does not lie outside him; he himself is just the whole which 
the enure clan 1s. This is clear too from the sequel to the manner of 
waging war peculiar to such a natural, undivided people: every single 
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individual is put to the sword in the most cruel fashion. In modern 
Europe, on the other hand, where each individual does not carry the 
whole state in himself, but where the bond is only the conceptual one 
of the same rights for all, war is waged not against the individual, but 
against the whole which lies outside him. As with any genuinely free 
people, so among the Arabs, the individual is a part and at the same 
time the whole. It is true only of objects, of things lifeless, that the 
whole is other than the parts; in the living thing, on the other hand, 
the part of the whole is one and the same as the whole . ., 

The fact that Hegel is forced to appeal to primitive peoples in order to 
illustrate his belief that the positivity of bourgeois society can be an
nulled with the aid of religion gives a very clear indication of the impasse 
in which his thought found itself. Many critics of bourgeois society have 
sought to escape from its contradictions into less developed, more 
'organic' societies. It is this that the Romantics expected from the Middle 
Ages. Hegel's efforts to do away with positivity necessarily drive him in 
this direction. It says a lot for his realism that he rejects the Middle Ages 
and feudalism in favour of peoples still at the tribal level of organization. 
He sees the relation of man to society in a fundamentally different 
manner from that obtaining in bourgeois society, and the ideas he works 
out here prove extremely fruitful later on in his studies of art, history and 
law. On the other hand, even in Frankfurt Hegel thought of the devel
opment of human society from primitive conditions to modern bour
geois society not simply as an actual necessity, but also as an historical 
advance. After all, he does show, as we have seen, that the Christian 
community was constantly forced to adapt itself in the course of history 
to the requirements of a more developed and developing society. 

Thus Hegel finds himself confronted by an insoluble contradiction: 
the 'kingdom of God' which is supposed to resolve the contradictions of 
modern society turns out to be a long-since-obsolete and superseded 
condition of man. Hegel is forced to choose between his religious ideal 
and his belief in the progress of history. It is characteristic of the Frank
furt period that his answer is less mcisive than it will be later on. Not 
that he ever went so far as to proclaim the need to regress to a primitive 
society or to deny the concept of historical progress. Both ideas, especi
ally the belief in the necessity of progress beyond the primitive, are 
common in his notes. But on the one hand, he is as yet incapable of 

giving 
a comprehensive picture of the general 

development 
of world 

history 
and hence is unable to place such societies 

within 
the process, 

and on the other hand his discussions of the philosophy of religion fre
quently show signs of a 'suprahistorical ' tendency, a tendency to em
brace the 'eternity' of the believer. Then again this tendency is criticized 
and annulled. It is typical of the Frankfurt manuscripts, however, that 
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criticism and the thing criticized often dwell peaceably side by side. 
Hegel does indeed expose the tragic contradictions of religion and he 
regards the founder of Christianity as a tragic ftgure; but at the same 
time, a religious solution remains the preferred solution throughout this 
period, especially, as we shall see, in the Fragment of a System. 

But all these contradictions have another aspect for Hegel. When we 
find Hegel recording all these contradictions and uttering negative judg
ments about Christianity we may well find it hard to understand why he 
attributed so much importance to the question. We have earlier pointed 
to the social conditions which necessitated a debate with Christianity and 
indicated why Hegel found it so hard to break away (cf p. 98ff. ) .  But 
the question must be raised again here: how did the situation arise which 
could encourage He�el to imagine that Jesus might be a serious solution 
to the contradictions oflife and of bourgeois society? The answer is to be 
sought above all in Hegel's idealism. His entire development, especially 
in Frankfurt, is an outstanding illustration of Lenin's aphorism that 
'Idealism is clerical obscurantism', i.e. philosophical idealism cannot, if it 
remains true to 1tS premises, evade the claims of religion.8 

Up to now we have seen Hegel 's growing insight into the workings of 
bourgeois society. This has meant above all an insight into a variety of 
necessary negative manifestations of that society, of the alienation of man 
from the world, from his fellow men, from things and the alienated form 
of the state and society itself. These universal properties of capitalism in
evitably appeared in a heightened form in Germany, as Marx was to 
explain many decades later: 

'In all the other spheres, we like the rest of Continental Western 
Europe, suffer not only from the development of capitalist 
production, but also from the incompleteness of that development. 
Alongside of modern evils, a whole series of inherited evils oppress 
us, ansing from the passive surviVal of antiquated modes of pro
duction, with their inevitable train of social and political anachronisms. 
We suffer not only from the living, but from the dead. '9 

Marx's statement here applies doubly to Germany in Hegel's day. 
What he describes here determined not only what Hegel could see and 
had to see of society, but also the 

way 

m which he approached such 
problems; that ts to say, it 

determined 

his philosophical idealism. The 
contradictions he perceived must have seemed all the greater because 
he was attempting to tackle them from the standpotnt and wtth the 
equipment of the best bourgeois humamsm which was indeed about to 
cast off the heroic illusions of the pre-revolutionary and revolutionary 
epochs, but which was very far from acquiescing in the social and cul
tural monstrosities produced by capitalism. The post-revolutionary 
character of this humanism inclined it to strive for a solution to the 
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contradictions in society just as  it was. All  hopes that society might be 
radically transformed had disappeared, partly because of events in 
France and partly because of the situation in Germany itself where there 
was no real social basis for a revolutionary movement or even any sort of 
radical reorganization. We have repeatedly shown that in this general 
conftguration of events, Hegel followed the same path as Goethe and 
Schiller, the most outstanding humanists of the period in Germany. 

This entire problematic gives Hegel's efforts to overcome positivity 
the particular shape that is so characteristic of the Frankfurt period. We 
have already seen, and shall see more clearly still, how in the course of his 
development an historical dialectic unfolds: the dialectic of the origins of 
'dead' forms of life, alienated from society, which retain their positive, 
dead appearances whilst proving themselves to be the necessary products 
of the social activity of men themselves. 

Because ofhis basic idealist stance, however, this problem is insepara
ble from another, more general one, the problem of objectivity. These 
two issues are linked to each other only because of Hegel's idealism; they 
have otherwise no necessary connection, but the fact that they are so 
connected is responsible for the ineradicable religious overtones of his 

attempts 
to overcome positivity. For he is not concerned simply to show 

that 
all 

the 
'positive' 

phenomena in society are the products of human ac
tivity; his 

idealism 
forces him to overstate his case and require the elimin

ation of objectivity as such. 
It is evident that this can only be achieved from a religious position. In 

this respect Hegel is more open and uninhibited in Frankfurt than he is 
later on. He really does regard religion as the pinnacle of philosophy; it is 
the annulment of positivity in terms of the religious union of man with 
God. This goal remains fixed despite the fact that his rapidly growing 
knowledge of society and history, his own cool self-possession and his 
integrity as a thinker generate insights in glaring contradiction with 
such a view. We see here one of the basic and inde�tructible evils of ab
solute idealism. And when Hegel in his more down-to-earth phase in 
Jena does away with the religious key-stone to this system, substituting 
for it the realm of absolute knowledge and scientific, i.e. dialectical 
philosophy, the change is more apparent than real. For the identical sub
ject-object of absolute idealism, the return of absolute spirit from its 
total alienation in nature and its partial alienation in history to the per
fected knowledge of itself, is ultimately nothing other than the absorp
tion of all objectivity into the mystifted subject which has allegedly 
created it: viz. the annulment of all objectivity. 

But for all this mysticism Hegel's conception of a society and history 
made by men themselves does provide a firm foundanon for a dialecti
cal approach. But it can only do so if it proves possible to dispense with 
the old Enlightenment view that the real causes of change in society and 
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history are to be sought in the conscious motives of the individual 
actors, and that the effects can be fully explained in these terms; i.e. a dia
lectical approach will only work if we go beneath the surface and search 
for the real and objective causes ofhistorical movement. We know that 
Hegel was never really able to take this step and that in his view of his
tory the decisive role is played by his idealistically mystifted conception 
of the spirit. Nevertheless, it is sufficiently clear, and Marx and Engels 
have frequently pointed out, that 

despite 
this mystification Hegel's view 

of history is a decisive advance since 
he 
sees both that history is in some 

sense made by men themselves, and that the conscious actions of men 
always result in something more than what was intended. 

This conception of history only emerged in later years. In order to 
reach that point it was necessary to abandon his Frankfurt approach from 
the standpoint of the individual. But even this must not be misconstrued 
in any rigid or mechanical fashion. Even though the fate of the indivi
dual remains a kind ofleitmotiv throughout the penod and as such is one 
of the factors responsible for the culmination of his thought in religion, 
the entire period 1s marked by an unbroken striving to break out of the 
subjectivity such an approach must engender. And if his solution is a sort 
of mystical pseudo-objectivity of the religious life this internal debate 
does nevertheless prepare the way for his later more objective, dialectical 
approach to both history and society. 

We have seen how this internal debate centres immediately on the dia
lectics of love, 1.e. on the erection of dialectical relations between the 
dead objectivity of social institutions and the real life of the individual. 
We have also seen that what Hegel meant by love was the annulment of 
false objectivity, of positivity. 

This set of 
problems 

determines Hegel's view of Jesus in Frankfurt. 
He describes 

the 
mission of Jesus in a variety of ways but its content is 

always the same in essence. In the draft of The Spirit of Christianity Hegel 
writes: 

'Jesus opposes moral commandments to the moral 
predisposition, 

i.e. 
the mclination to act in a particular way; inclination 

has 
its foun

dation in itself, it contains its own ideal object; and not in anything 
alien, in the moral law of reason. '10 

And in the fmal manuscript he says much the same thing, though per
haps a little more emphatically: 

'Over against the positivity of the Jews, Jesus set man; over against 
the laws and their obligatoriness he set the virtues and in these the 
immorality of"positive" man is overcome. '11 

These statements about the mission of Jesus are in harmony with what 
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we have learnt about Hegel's conception of love, of which Jesus is in 
Hegel's eyes the greatest incarnation in history. But this does not 
exhaust the significance of either Jesus or his teaching. On the contrary, 
with increasing clarity Hegel analyses the strengths and weaknesses of 
love as a means of overcoming positivity, and we recollect that at this 
stage Jesus' mission was precisely to break down all the barriers to love 
and to reconcile its contradictions at a higher level. We shall see bow 

Hegel's efforts led to the reproduction of the contradictions oflove on a 
higher plane. 

The chief defect oflove is its tendency to isolate. It is no more than a 
passing moment in the flux oflife. "Love joins points into moments, but 
in love the world, man and domination persist. '12 Of course, love implies 
a continual effort to go beyond the momentary, but he states repeatedly 
that this effort must fail. 

'This is why beautiful souls who are unhappy, either because they are 
conscious of their fate or because they are not satisfied in the fullness 
of their love, are so full of charity-they have beautiful moments of 
enjoyment, but only moments. '�3 

Thus what love lacks according to Hegel is objectivity. It is one mani
festation of the divine principle in man, but it is not able to create a living 
relationship between subject and object. 

'This love is a divine spirit, but it still falls short of religion. To 
become religion it must manifest itself in an objective form. As a feel
ing, something subjective, it must be fused with the universal, with 
something represented in idea, and thereby acquire the form of a 
being to whom prayer is both possible and due. The need to unite 
subject with object, to unite feeling, and feeling's demand for objects, 
with the intellect, to unite them in something beautiful, in a god, by 
means of fancy, is the supreme need of the human spirit and the urge 
to religion. '14 

This then is the crucial message of the Frankfurt period: religion is the 
sphere in which a living objectivity identical with subjectivity is to be 
achieved. 

Even in the draft we find a dialectical hierarchy ofhuman attitudes. 

'Morality annuls positivity, the objectivity of the commandments; 
love annuls the barriers of morality; religion annuls the barriers of 
love . '15 

The idea is reproduced a degree more emphatically in the final manu
script. 

'Morality annuls domination within the sphere of consciousness; love 
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annuls the barriers in the sphere of morality; but love itself is still 
incomplete in nature. In the moments of happy love there is no room 
for objectivity; yet every reflection annuls love, restores objectivity 
again, and with objectivity we are once more on the territory of re
strictions. The religious, then, is the nA.tj pw,ua·[ fulfilment] oflove� it is 
reflectimi. and love umted, bound together in thought. '16 

This idea is methodologically interesting in two respects. Firstly, we 
see here a relatively developed form of what was going to become a basic 
method of approach in The Phenomenology of Mind, namely the practice 
of allowing the various subjective postures towards the world-what 
Hegel was to call the 'configurations' of consciousness' [Gestalten des 
Bewusstseins]-to develop dialectically from each other. The way this 
happens is that a given attitude always appears as a resolution of the con
tradictions to be found on a lower level, while it generates contradictions 
of its own to be resolved at a higher one. This method is not exclusive to 
Hegel, but a general characteristic of the whole period. We fmd it in 
embryo in Kant, and Schelling's System of Transcendental Idealism exem
plifies the fully developed method. We shall reserve our analysis of the 
similarities and differences between Hegel and Schelling for our discus
sion of the Jena period. 

The second point of methodological interest here is the great import
ance attributed to reflection in his dialectical deduction of religion. We 
have several times pointed out that the emphasis on reflection as a 
moment in the dialectical totality is one of the salient characteristics o[ 
the Frankfurt period, one which sets Hegel apart from the vitalists and 
Romantics with whom his imperialist commentators like to associate 
him. The function of reflection is particularly crucial here, for according 
to Hegel the absence of reflection is precisely the weak point of love 
which in consequence can always be destroyed by reflection, since love 
has merely evaded instead of integrating it. And by contrast with this, 
the objectivity of religion lies in its union of love and reflection, its re
conciliation of these antithetical principlesY 

But at this stage of Hegel's development these correct insights and an
ticipations of his future thought simply exacerbate the insoluble prob
lems of the moment. It is clear from what we have said up to now that 
reflection is a means of getting to grips with reality, a means which is 
closely bound up with the phenomenon of 'opposition', of which it is 
indeed the intellectual correlative. Now if the religious unity of life is 
meant to achieve the total annulment of all objectivity alien to the sub
ject without leaving a trace, then the annulment of reflection is no true 
dialectical annulment in the Hegelian sense (i.e. with the additional 
meanings of preservation and elevation to a higher plane) .  It is rather a 
total annihilation in the style of Schelling. But if, on the other hand, 
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reflection is annulled in this dialectical sense then how can the objectless 
'objectivity' of religious life aspired to by Hegel be realized? 

It is obvious that contradictions of this sort in the premises can only 
lead to contradictions in the conclusions. Later on Hegel will strive to 
synthesize these contradictions dialectically in 'absolute knowledge' and 
we shall see that his philosophical idealism prevents any true solution 
even then. In Frankfurt where he sought the solution in religion rather 
than knowledge his efforts resulted in two radically opposed solutions. It 
is characteristic that they should stand side by side in his manuscript. 
Hegel obviously feels and senses their incompatibility rather than clearly 
perceiving it. Hence his use of obscure and contradictory categories 
(such as 'fate' which we shall discuss in a moment) ; hence too the in
terpretation of the personality and fate of Jesus in terms of tragedy. It is 
true that further reflectmn on these problems does result in the original, 
specifically Hegelian formulation of the theory of contradiction in The 
Fragment of a System, but even this can only come into its own in Jena 
when Hegel jettisons the methodological assumptions of the Frankfurt 
period: above all, the fate of the individual as a starting-point and, fol
lowing logically from that, the placing of religion above knowledge . 

Let us now examine somewhat more closely the contradictory sol
ution at which Hegel had necessarily arrived. Either Hegel must take his 
objectless objectivity seriously-in that case everything dissolves into a 
haze of mysticism. Or he must remain true to his premise that reflection 
does not disappear within religious life but is merely annulled and dialec
tically preserved in it-and in that case it will become apparent that his 
concept of religion is utterly unsuited to resolve the contradictions it was 
designed to deal with because it will turn out to be just another formula 
for the subjectivity of love and so will possess its defect: its subjectivist 
inability to annul positivity. 

( 1 ) Let us now look at the first side of the contradiction. In the draft 
Hegel launches an attack on Fichte in these terms: 

'That which ought to be must of course be an infinite striving if the 
object simply cannot be overcome, if reason and the senses, or free
dom and nature, or subject and object are so opposed to each other 
that they become absolutes. Through the syntheses: no object-no 
subject, or no Ego--no non-Ego, their absolute character is not an
nulled. Law is a cogitated relation of objects to each other; in the 
kingdom of God there can be no cogitated relation, because there are 
no objects for each other. A cogitated relation is fixed and permanent, 
without spirit , a yoke, a composite thing, mastery and slavery, 
activity and suffering, determination and being determined. 'IB 

In the manuscnpt itself Hegel discusses in greater detail the nature of re
ligious elevation above the contradictions. We shall cite a few of the 
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characteristic passages: 

'The hill and the eye that sees it are object and subject, but between 
man and God, between spirit and spirit, there is no such cleft of objec
tivity and subjectivity; one is to the other another in that one recog
nizes the pther; both are one. '19 
Here we fmd the identical subject-object proclaimed in an uncompro

mising mystical fashion: true knowledge of the world can only be self
knowledge and absolute idealism must discover a subject which is both 
the creator and the knower of the world process. In Frankfurt Hegel de
clares flatly that this must be God. But this unity oflife must at the same 
time be a living unity, a relation between human beings within such a 
divine harmony. According to Hegel, this harmony is the kingdom of 
God. A harmony 

'in which men's many-sided consciousness chimes in with one spirit 
and their many different lives with one life, but, more than this, by its 
means the partitions against other godlike beings are abolished, and 
the same living spirit animates the different beings, who therefore are 
no longer merely similar but one; they make up not a collection but a 
communion, since they are unified not in a universal , a concept (e.g. 
as believers) , but through life and through love. This living harmony 
of men, their communion in God,Jesus calls the kingdom of God. '11l 
It is only logical that Hegel should express the contrast between ordi

nary knowledge and this, the supreme movement of the spirit, the su
preme form of knowledge by using the word 'fatth' to describe it. Of 
faith he says: 

'Faith is a knowledge of spirit through spirit, and only like spirits can 
know and understand one another; unlike ones can know only that 
they are not what the other is. '2! 

And Hegel emphasizes that what counts here Is not equal intelligence but 
the similar intensity of the spirit, of faith. He contrasts this kind of mutual 
recognition with the 

'much-vaunted profound knowledge of men which for divided 
beings, whose nature comprises many and variegated onesidednesses ,  
a vast multiplicity without unity, is  indeed a science of wide range 
and wide utility; but the spirit, which is what they seek, always eludes 
them . . .  '22 

This contrast Is of interest because here too we can see an early mystical 
prototype of a later idea of great importance. Hegel's later conception of 
the historical process which, as Engels has remarked, seeks to uncover 
'non-ostensible causes ' ,  is filled with just this sort of contempt for the 
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merely pragmatic, petty psychologization of history and of the major 
actors in history. Again and again Hegel refers to the valet's knowledge 
of human nature. Here, of course, this contempt is different in emphasis 
since it is the complement of his rhapsodic hymn to the 

religious 
unity of 

mankind in God. It is obvious, however, that we do have 
the 

seeds ofhis 
later attitude towards psychologizing gossip and scandalmongering in 
the face of the great events of human history. 

The identical subject-object that lies at the roots of every form of ob
jective idealism appears here frankly in the form of religious faith. 
Through faith Hegel aspires to the union of that divine element inherent 
m both God and man, a union which will bridge the 'chasm of objec
tivity' . 

'How could anything but a spirit know a spirit? The relation of spirit 
to spirit is a feeling of harmony, is their unification; how could het
erogeneity be unified? Faith in the divine is only possible if in the 
believer himself there is a divine element which rediscovers itself, its 
own nature, in that on which it believes, even if it be unconscious that 
what it has found is its own nature. "23 

Here, where Hegel consistently follows his religious mysticism to its 
logical conclusiOn, he fmishes by destroying all the dialectical dis
coveries that he had so laboriously striven for in Frankfurt. Everything is 
dissipated in the fog of objectless objectivity, the negation of any situ
ation where objects might exist. In all the formulae he uses to describe 
this stage, his doctrine appears as pure mysticism. At the same time he 
abandons the very motif that was supposed to enable religion to over
come the limitations oflove, viz. the notion that religion is the dialectical 
unification oflove and reflection. 

Whenever he begins to take his own idea of an objectless objectivity of 
religion seriously, he casts reflection ruthlessly to one side and thus 
demolishes all that he has carefully and artfully constructed. We need 
quote only a single but highly revealing instance: 

'The son of God 1s also son of man; the divme in a particular shape 
appears as a man. The connection of infinite and fmite is of course a 
"holy mystery", because this connection is life itself. Reflective 
thinking, which partitions life, can distinguish it into infinite and 
finite, and then it is only the restriction, the fmite regarded by itself, 
which affords the concept of man as opposed to the divine. But out
side reflective thinking, and in truth, there is no such restriction. 'l4 
Here then, in contrast to his starting-point, Hegel presents reflection 

and truth as mutually exclusive concepts. This means that reflection must 
cease to be a necessary moment in the dialectical road to the truth, as it 
had been hitherto in Hegel's own view, and as it will be again from Jena 
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on wards-a moment that can only be falsified if it is falsely made into an 
absolute . Now, as the absolute antithesis of truth, It is banished from the 
highest sphere of knowledge, from the self-recognition of spirit. It is no 
accident therefore that Hegel, very much in contrast to his later position, 
designates the self-cognition of the universal subject as faith and not 
knowledge. And this comes as no surprise when we see how a cardinal 
problem of his later dialectic, namely the relation of finite to infinite, a 
problem that enabled him to do away with so many metaphysical preju
dices, has descended here to the level of a 'holy mystery', a religious 
arcanum. 

(2) It is much easier to grasp the other side of the contradiction. Hegel 
does not consistently dissipate objectivity in a haze of mysticism; he is, 
especially when he comes to deal with social or historical phenomena, 
much too down-to-earth and realistic ro take the religious postulate of an 
objectivity without objects seriously. But the alternative is to leave the 
positivity, the unannulled dead objectivity of the social world in sole 
possession of the stage, while religion is seen to be a merely subjective 
phenomenon, not at all superior to love, and burdened with all its limi
tations and imperfections. A subjectivity that has become purely re
ligious again confronts a world of dead objects and succumbs to its 
superior 

power. 
And this means that even the newly-won concept of 

God 
itself becomes something 'positive'. To illustrate this we have 

selected a passage in which Hegel gives a particularly clear, if uncon
scious self-criticism ofhis own mystical extremism. 

'However sublime the idea of God may be made here, there yet 
always remains the Jewish principle of opposing thought to reality, 
reason to sense; this principle involves the rending oflife and a lifeless 
connection between God and the world, though the tie between these 
must be taken to be a living connection; and where such a connection 
is in question, ties between the related terms can be expressed only in 
mystical phraseology. '25 

Hegel is referring here to John the Baptist and not Jesus himself 
who in his view represents a 

higher, 
more perfect form of the re

ligious. In fact it is Jesus who 
with 

the aid of mystical categories such 
as the 'son of God' and the 'kingdom of God' is assigned the role of 
bringing into being the state of objectless objectivity. But, as we shall 
see later in Hegel's treatment of Jesus as a tragic figure, the more con
cretely and historically he analyses his own concept the less able he is 
to sustain its mystical implications. This in turn leads him to turn 
away from the mystical side of the antinomy investigated here and 
back towards the world of objects. 

It is clear, then, that we are not faced with a living dialectical con
tradiction in reality itself which Hegel has perhaps failed to grasp in 
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its entirety, but by crudely incompatible alternative solutions to the 
same problem. And the fact that these solutions are incompatible sug
gests that there are grave defects in Hegel's approach and method
ology. Hegel was evidently una ware of the contradiction, otherwtse 
he would not have juxtaposed such contrary solutions in the same 
manuscript. Undoubtedly he sensed that all was not well and this is 
perhaps why he fixed on a variety of concepts that might help him out 
of the difficulty. The most important of these concepts is one of his 
chief categories in Frankfurt, that of fate. 

We have already encountered this notion a number of times; we 
saw Hegel use the term to describe both property and the state and 
that this was not just picturesque illustration. On the contrary, he 
wished to point to a specific form of historical necessity, a specific re
lationship between man and the positivity of the external world. At 
first glance it might seem as if Hegel were attempting to exorcize the 
obscurity of his philosophy of religion by means of a no less obscure 
and mystical philosophy of society and history. And indeed the con
cept of fate is obscure and contradictory enough. But for all that, it 
does contain a core of dialectical truth so that it is rewarding to look a 
little more closely at what Hegel meant by it. 

His starting-point here is the comparison of the purely mechanical, 
inhuman nature of bourgeois society, as expressed in its fetish forms, 
its penal code and the latter's idealization and internalization in the 
Kantian ethic, with the vital dialectical movement of human society 
in general in which man is at the same time both subject and object, 
active agent and passive sufferer. In the eyes of the law the criminal is 
only 'a sin existent, a trespass possessed of personality'.26 And he pro
ceeds from there to search for more broad-minded, more living and 
above all more human concepts of society where crime is still crime, 
but where the humanity of a criminal is not abrogated in such a 
mechanical and inhuman fashion. (We may remind the reader of 
similar arguments on p. 214f. ) In his own words: 

'Punishment lies directly in the offended law. The trespasser has for
feited the same right which his trespass has injured in another, i.e. he 
merits the punishment; the necessity that it should be meted out lies in 
something exter:nal and corresponds to the trespass. '7:1 
Hegel goes on to conclude that the rigid necessity of the law, its awful 

'majesty' so much admired and glorified by Kant must entail its contm
gency in life. 

'Punishment is inevitably deserved; that is inescapable. But the ex
ecution of punishment is not inevitable, because as a characteristic of a 
living being it may vanish and another charactenstic may come on 
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the scene instead. Justice thus becomes something contingent; there 
may be a contradiction between it as universal, as thought, and it as 
real, i.e. in a living being. '211 

It is obvious that these observations are closely parallel to the polemical 
attitude towards the ethical doctrmes of Kant and Fichte which we have 
already discussed. This will eventually lead Hegel to reject Kant 's and 
especial! y Fichte 's procedure of inferring particular legal precepts from 
the general concept oflaw. Instead he will come to emphastze the sociO
historical, more or less contingent character of particular moments of 
positive law. 

At this stage, however, we are only concerned with his concept of fate 
in Frankfurt. These observations about law and crime constitute just one 
starting-pomt, just one complementary antithesis to it. Hegel is con
cerned to show that there is a more extensive, larger, more vttal and 
hence more authenttc necessity than the neceSSlty enshrined in the law. 
The overestimation of the law in Kant and Fkhte is part of the heritage 
of the Enlightenment, it is a widespread illusion stemming from the pre
revolutionary period ofbourgems ide?logy. Thus Hegel's polemic here 
is part of a general process to free himself from many traditions of the En
lightenment which he had still accepted unquestioningly m Berne, but 
which he began to come to · grips with m Frankfurt m the process of 
developing his dialectical method. As we have seen, and shall frequently 
see agam, he often overcomes beliefs of the Enlightenment only to fall 
into the toils of a mystified form of idealism. 

The concept of fate has now become the expression summing up this 
more broadly conceived, more dialectical and vttal form of necessity. 

'But fate has a more extended domain than pumshment has. It Is 
aroused even by guilt without crime, and hence it is Implicitly stricter 
than punishment. Its strictness often seems to pass over into the most 
crying injustice when it makes its appearance, more terrible than 
ever, over against the most exalted form of guilt, the guilt of mno
cence. I mean that, since laws are purely conceptual unifications of 
opposites, these 

concepts 
are far from exhausting the many-sidedness 

of life . . .  but over 
the 

relations of life which have not been dis
solved, over the sides of life that are giVen as vitally united, over the 
domains of the virtues, it [i .e .  punishment J exercises no power. Fate, 
on the other hand, is incorruptible and unbounded like life 
Itself. . . .  Where life is mjured, be it ever so rightly, i.e. even if no 
dissatisfaction is felt, there fate appears, and one may therefore say 
"never has innocence suffered; every suffering ts guilt". ,But the 
honour of a pure soul is all the greater the more consciously it has 
done mjury to life in order to maintain the supreme values, while a 
trespass is all the blacker, the more consciously an Impure soul has 
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injured life .?! 

Anyone acquainted with Hegel's later philosophy of history or his aes 
thetics will readily see here the contours of his view of historical neces 
sity and his theory of tragedy. 

What interests us most about this comparison between fate and the 
avenging power c_?[ punishment is the more v1tal, more comprehensive 
nature of fate. It is this that expresses the fundamental, if often uncon
scious, tendency of Hegel 's Frankfurt period to see 'life ' ,  the total pro
cess of social movement, as opposed to the rigid appearance of its 
particular moments taken in isolation. The crucial thing here is that 
Hegel regards the law as emerging 'later than life and on a lower level' .  
Indeed in this connection he comes very close to his later dialectical view 
when he says of the law: 

'It is only the lack oflife, defective life appearing as a power. And life 
can heal its wounds again; the severed hostile life can return mto itself 
again . . .  The deftciency is recognized as a part of himself [i .e. the 
trespasser's self] , as what was to have been in him and is not. This lack 
is not a not-being but is life known and felt as not-being. •:�� 

Now since in Hegel's view fate represents the dialectical movement of 
the totality of life, of society as a whole, since it encompasses the self
destruction and recreation of that life, since it is the uninterrupted dialec
tical self-reproduction of society, it is not surprising that he should view 
fate as something essentially human, even though its rigour is even 
greater than that of punishment by the law. 

'In fate, however, a man recognizes his own life,  and his supplication 
to it is not supplication to a lord but a reversion and approach to him
self. 'Jl 

Thus in particular instances fate may be unleashed by the deed of another 
person, but this does not alter the fact that it is still a man's own fate. For 
Hegel repeatedly emphasizes, as we have seen (p. 1 1 5ff. ) ,  that for an 
analysis of the relations between man and fate it is immaterial whether a 
man meets his fate actively or passively, i.e. whether he flees from it or 

struggles against it is all one according to Hegel's view at this time. 
This is upderlined by his radical rejection of the Kantian view in 

which the individual is mechanically subordinated to society: the indivi
dual represents only the particular and society represents only the gen
eral and the individual can only attain to the level of the general by 
unconditionally subordinating himself to its universal principles (the cat
egorical imperative) . Hegel repudiates this view and introduces instead a 
dialectic relation of the particular to the general. Thus the individual and 
society are seen as conflicting forces: one power opposes the other and 
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the conflict between them gives birth to a revitalized living unity of the 
whole. 

'Punishment represented as fate is of a quite different kind. In fate, 
punishment is a hostile power, an individual thing . . . .  In the hostile 
power of fate universal is not severed from particular in the way in 
which the law, as the universal, is opposed to man or his inclinations 
as the particular. Fate is just the enemy, and man stands over against it 
as a power fighting against it. Law, on the contrary, as universal, is 
lord of the particular and has subdued this man to obedience. '32 

The view that individual and society confront each other as forces in 
conflict is much closer to reality than the Kantian position according to 
which every deviation from the law can only be regarded as something 
reprehensible and where, in consequence, social change in the course of 
history cannot be comprehended as the result of its own movement, its 
own contradictory self-reproduction. But Hegel's vtew has another 
aspect which emerges here: the interconnectedness of all the individual 
expressions of life in a society. It is the feeling, the experience (for the 
present no more than feeling and experience) that in everything that 
happens to the individual, however unique or private it may seem to be, 
the unity of social life is objectively active. This can be seen precisely in 

Hegel's 
treatment of the criminal, of his view of the part played by fate 

in 
the 

criminal's misdeeds and his punishment for them. 
It is a general feature of the period that the dialectics of crime became 

one of the focal points of literary and philosophical debate. This can be 
explained by the fact that the contradictions of bourgeois society were 
coming into the open but that their ultimate economic and class nature 
was not, and could not yet become visible. This process can be seen very 
clearly in Germany: from Schiller to Kleist's Michael Kohlhaas there is a 
whole series of important contributions to this theme. Moreover, the 
problem of the criminal is not of merely local German importance as is 
evident from a glance at European literature from Byron to BalzacY 

Thus it is no mere chance or wilfulness on Hegel's part that the contra
dictions in the concepts of crime and the criminal should emerge so 
clearly in his work. Hegel emphasizes the vital impact of the whole of so
ciety on the criminal, he reveals the self-deception implicit in the notion 
that nothing but purely individual moments are at work here. 

'The illusion of crime, its belief that it destroys the other's life and 
thinks itself enlarged thereby, is dissipated by the fact that the disem
bodied spirit of the injured life comes on the scene to take sidas against 
the crime, just as Banquo, who came as a friend to Macbeth was not 
obliterated when he was murdered but immediately thereafter took 
his seat, not as a guest at the feast, but as an evil spirit. The criminal 
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intended to engage with another 's life, but he has only destroyed his 
own, for life is not different from life,  since life dwells in the one God
head. In his arrogance he has destroyed indeed, but only the friend
liness oflife; he has perverted life into an enemy. '34 

When we come to consider the importance of the concept of fate for 
Hegel's overall development we must distinguish two moments. There is 
firstly the more comprehensive dialectical core which is only beginning 
to emerge in an as yet obscure, confused and illogical form, and secondly 
there is its particular Frankfurt variant which distorts the dialectical 
implications and deflects them from their path. 

The first moment is clearly present in the paSsages we have quoted. In 
them we find a comprehensive and vital principle which divests the 
lifeless, 'positive' elements of society of their lifeless, 'pos1ti ve' character, 
transforming them into moments within the living whole. Hegel's 
course is here set firmly in the direction of his ultimate mature view of 
society as a whole which he will later formulate in the Philosophy of Right 
as follows: 

'Necessity consists in this that the whole is sundered into the different 
concepts and that this divided whole yields a fixed and permanent de
terminacy. However, this is not a fossilized determinacy but one 
which permanently recreates itself in its dissolution. '35 

It is obvious that clarity of this sort is nowhere apparent in the passages 
we have quoted from the Frankfurt manuscripts. We repeat: at this stage 
Hegel is aware of these interconnections at the level of feeling and ex
perience rather than coherent knowledge. But to say that his perceptions 
are obscure and amorphous must not blind us to their general direction .  
Especially as we can clearly discern some far from negligible efforts to 
concretize the dialectics of the universal and the particular. There is, 
moreover, a strong tendency to overcome the hypostasis of the determi
nations of reflection by Kant and Fichte and to locate them within the 
general scheme of his dialectic. And it is vital to see that these efforts to 
comprehend the 'positive' elements of society as necessary and then to 
annul them, by viewing them as moments in a dialectical process, stand 
in glaring contradiction to his religious aspirations, to his obliteration of 
reflection in the objectless objectivity of religious life. It is just at this 
point, where we can see in the swirling chaos of their conception, the 
ideas which will later on become the foundations of Hegelian thought, 
that the truth of Engels' insight into the contradiction between Hegel's 
system and his method really comes home to us as something which 
applies to Hegel's whole career. The seminal importance of his defmition 
of fate in Frankfurt lies precisely in these embryonic formulations of the 
dialectical method. And all these beginnings which were consciously 
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intended to buttress his religious convictions in fact go in the opposite 
direction and turn out to be in flat contradiction with their declared 
objective. 

But this is just one side of his conception of fate in Frankfurt, the 
seminal aspect which provides the foundation for his future thought. The 
other side, more typical of the Frankfurt period, comes to the surface 
when we see his attempts to refer his concept of fate, which had sprung 
after all from an objective base in society, back to the individual himself. 
Hegel's chief problem in Frankfurt is the fate of the individual in bour
geois society. His treatment of the problems of bourgeois society often 
drives him beyond this narrow point of view and it is at such moments 
that he begins to grasp real dialectical interconnections. But he con
sciously uses all the discoveries made in this way to help him fmd a sol
ution to his chief problem. And this reference back to the individual 
results in a series of distortions of his own insights, oflapses to a level he 
had already overcome. 

This is what happens to his concept of fate. When he calls fate 'human' 
by contrast with the legal system, the system.of punishment, the idea is 
rather confused but its core of truth is his belief that social life is what 
constitutes the human. But if the idea is then immediately related back to 
the individual it must relapse into mysticism. And this is what constantly 
happens to his view offate, in fact it is the conscious intention underlying 
the whole notion. For what Hegel deduces from the human character of 
fate is that it can be 'reconciled'. 

Considered in the abstract the idea of reconciliation need not neces
sarily contradict the social character of his concept of fate. For in his 
attack on the 'positive' character of punishment and against the Kantian 
glorification of this positivity it is very clear that he does not feel hostile 
to the social institutions involved, but only to the form of positivity. 
That is to say, he stands on the same bourgeois terrain as the civil legal 
code and as Kantian philosophy. He does not long for another social 
order, but at most for a definite modification of the present one and 
above all, philosophically, a different view of the phenomena it contains 
and their interconnections. The mysticism only arises from the way in 
which Hegel pictures this reconciliation. And the general drift of his sol
ution is that fate, which is a self-mutilation oflife, can be propitiated by 
love. 

'It is in the fact that even the enemy is felt as life that there lies the 
possibility of reconciling fate . . .  This sensing oflife, a sensing which 
fmds itself again, is love, and in love fate is reconcil�d . . .  Thus fate is 
not an alien 

thing 
like punishment; it is no firmly fixed thing like an 

evil action is on 
the 
conscience; fate is the consciousness of oneself, but 

as of an enemy. The whole man can recreate himself in friendship, 
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through love he can return to his pure life; his consciousness again 
becomes a faith in himself, his perception of himself has become 
another and fate is thereby reconciled.36 

It is clear that in this passage, the conscious climax of his view of fate, 
he effectively retracts the real insights he had gained earlier on: fate 
which had been seen before as a social necessity, now becomes a feeling, 
a sensing; it becomes the individual's experience of the necessity that has 
overtaken him. And this purely subjective experience leads on to the re
conciliation with fate through love. This increased subjectivity is already 
indicative of a complete distortion of reality, for the fate of an individual 
cannot possibly be inferred with such iron necessity from the objective 
determinations of society in general. In later years Hegel sees the adven
titious elements in the personal fate of an individual perfectly clearly, but 
here his subjective approach turns them into absolutes and thus creates a 
false necessity where there is none in reality. But even worse his merely 
subjective insight into the alleged necessity of this process is then invested 
with the dignified name of objectivity : the reconciliation offate through 
love is the path along which Hegel arrives at the mystical objectivity of 
his religious life. 

It is not surprising, therefore, to see that fate as defmed here, i .e .  not 
only the subjective side just discussed, but also those aspects which con
tain the seeds of his later view of society and history, soon vanishes from 
Hegel's philosophical vocabulary. The fruitful elements are absorbed 
into his theory of dialectics, but the word 'fate ' is no longer used to de
scribe them. The idea of a reconciliation through love disappears en
tirely, once Hegel has begun to look at social phenomena exclusively 
from a socio-historical standpoint, and no longer from the perspective of 
the individual-a process that takes place already in Jena.37 

Hegel's use of the concept of fate to give a socio-historical foundation 
to his philosophy of religion clearly reveals the general conflict between 
his system and his method. For however much he twists and turns so as to 
ensure that his view of fate will culminate in a would-be objective realm 
where fate is reconciled through love, he cannot unmake that objective 
dialectic of society which he had himself called into being. And viewed 
from that perspective the supreme religious solution that Hegel seeks 
looks very much like a voluntary abandonment of the struggle with the fate 
embodied in society, in the circumstances of history. But Hegel had 
clearly shown that to abandon the struggle, to flee from fate, was to 
invite its attentions no less surely than to take up its challenge. Evasion, 
then, cannot possibly represent a higher perspective. He had also shown 
that every evasion of conflict, every withdrawal by the subject into itself 
necessarily means that the false objectivity, the positivity of the social 
environment will survive unannulled and intact. 
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Now when Hegel proceeds from these highly contradictory premises 
to construct a picture of Jesus, the paradigmatic histoncal incarnation of 
the religious life, what results-leaving aside the question of Hegel's m
tentions-is not the realized image of a religious life, the overcoming of 
positivity through the objectless objectivity of religion, but instead a 
tragic figure, who embodies the intractable nature of these contradictions. 
And moreover, m even more striking contrast to Hegel's intentions-an 
historical figure. 

The introductory words of the draft plan formulate the historical con
ditions of this tragedy very clearly. Hegel's starting-point is the tense 
revolutionary situation in which Judaism found itself at the time of Jesus' 
life. We shall quote Hegel's description here in full, partly because this 
historical approach reveals the conflict in his intentiOns very clearly, and 
partly because we can discern in it a curious variation of that novel, more 
historical view of positivity that we have already encountered in the two 
political articles. What we fmd very clearly expressed here is the idea 
that an intensification of positivity is one social factor that triggers off a 
revolution, or more precisely, the growth of the conditions necessary for 
revolution makes the 'positive' features of society all the more apparent. 

'At the time when Jesus made his appearance among the Jewish nation 
it found itself in the situation which sooner or later will give rise to a 
revolution and which always bears the same general character. When 
the spirit has departed from a constitution, from the laws, and when it 
has changed so much that it no longer fits in with them, there comes 
into being a searching, a striving for something different, so that a 
large variety of organizations, of modes oflife, of claims and needs are 
created, which if they gradually diverge to the point where they can 
no longer subsist together, will produce an eruption and a new gen
eral form; a new bond uniting mankind will come into being. The 
looser this bond, the more it leaves ununitied, the more it will contain 
the seeds of new inequalities and future explosions. '38 

Hegel proceeds from this background to narrate the tragedy ofJesus: 

'Since Jesus gave battle to the entire genius of his people and had alto
gether broken with his world, the completion of his fate could be 
nothing save suppression by the hostile gemus of his people. Theglor
iftcation of the son of man in this downfall is not negative (does not 
consist in a renunciation of all his relations with the world) but posi
tive (his nature has forgone the unnatural world, has preferred to save 
it in battle and defeat rather than· consciously submit to its corruption 
or else unconsciously and mcreasingly succumb to corruption's 
stealthy advance. )  Jesus was consciOus that It was necessary for his 
mdividual self to perish, and he tried to convince his disciples also of 
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this neceSSlty. '39 
Hegel still sees the tragedy of Jesus from a more or less theological 

point of view: the individual is sacrificed to save, to 'redeem' the cor
rupted world. But when he concretizes his v1ews of Jesus still further he 
keeps returning to the question of his flight from the concrete forms of 
his environment. This leads him to say of Jesus what he used to say, 
though not so harshly, of subjective love: 'Thus he could discover free
dom only in a void'. And now Hegel formulates the tragedy ofJesus in a
very different, much more tragic form. 

-

'The fate of]esus was that he had to suffer from the fate of his people; 
either he had to make that fate his own, to bear its necessity and share 
its joy, to umte his spirit with his people's, but to sacrifice his own 
beauty, his connection with the divine, or else he had to repel his 
nation's fate from himself, but submit to a life undeveloped and with
out pleasure in itself. In neither event would his nature be fulfilled; in the 
former case he would sense only fragments of it1 and even these 
would be sullied; in the latter, he would bring it fully into his con
sciousness, though he would know its shape only as a splendid shadow 
whose essence is the highest truth; the sensing of that essence he would 
have to forgo and the truth would not come alive in act and in reality. 

'Jesus chose the latter fate, the severance of his nature from the 
world . . . .  But the more deeply he felt this severance, the less could 
he bear it calmly, and his actions issued from his nature's spirited reac
tion against the world; his ftght was pure and sublime because he 
knew the fate in its entire range and had set himself against it . . .  The 
struggle of the pure against the impure is a sublime sight, but it soon 
changes into a horrible one when holiness itself is impaired by un
holiness, and when an amalgamation of the two, with the pretention 
of being pure, rages against fate, because in these circumstances holi
ness is caught in the fate and subject to it . . . .

'What has in part freed itself from fate but m part remains linked 
therewith, whether there be consciousness or not of this confusion, 
must destroy both itself and nature all the more frightfully and when 
nature and unnature are confused, the attack on the latter must also 
affect the former; the wheat is trodden underfoot with the tares, and 
the holiest part of nature itself is injured because it is interwoven with 
the unholy. '40 

This tragic view of the life of Jesus betokens the collapse of Hegel's 
conception of the religious life whose greatest historical representative 
was supposed to be Jesus himself. It turns out that the transcendence of 
the mere subjectivity of love through religion, the attempt to create an 
objectivity without objects, simply reproduces at a higher level all the 
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contradictwns of love: the survival of the posiuvity of social determi
nations and, as a result of the interaction of this positivity with the sub

jectivism of love, an escapism which only provokes fate. And at this 

higher level of contradiction love becomes manifest as an insoluble tra
gedy. Thus Hegel's account of Jesus in no sense provides historical evi
dence for the view that his ideal of the religious life i> capable of 
realization; it is, on the contrary, much more like a philosophical version 
of the tragic ftgures ofhis friend Holderlin, his Empedocles in particular. 

Of course, there is a very essential difference between them: H<5lderlin 
remained true to the ideals of the French Revolution right up to his own 
tragic end, and not only that, he firmly placed tragedy in the very centre 
of his poetic enterprise. Hegel in Frankfurt, on the other hand, wi�hcd 
precisely to reconcile the contradictions of bourgeois society with the aid 
of his view of religion and only arrived at tragedy against his conscious 
intentions thanks to the contradictions between his objective and the 
method he employed to achieve it, and thanks also to his uncompromis
mg insistence on the method despite its unpalatable conclusions. In 

Hegel's thought, then, the tragic concluswn is far less conscious than for 

Holder lin . 
Indeed, when we move on to the Fragment �fa System, we shall see that 

despite the contradictions we have noted Hegel contmucs to search for a 
religious solution. Hence the real gains of the Frankfurt period are 
expressed in terms of an internal conflict, in the constant and unconscious 
critique of tendencies which form the conscious focus of his thought. 
Thus, as we have seen, insoluble antinomies inevitably persist, but since 
Hegel simply presses forward exploring both sides of his contradictions, 
and constantly acquiring new empirical material in support of them his 
dialectical method continues to develop in 'the manure of the contradic
tions ' .  

Among these contradictions is the emphasis that Hegel is forced to 
place on the societal nature of religious life as a consequence of his search 
for its objective mode. We recall that love was subjective in his eyes 
partly because it was a necessarily transitory relation between 'two 
points', between individuals. Hegel hints (cf. p. 121f. )  that its social 
maximum is the basis It provides for the family. The religwus life,  
however, is supposed to provide the foundation for a novel kind of social 
relation between men (in the kingdom of God, the community, the 
church) . The tragic contradiction which we observed in the life and his
torical fate of Jesus now repeats itself in the impossibility, which is admit
ted to again and again, of reaching out beyond the foundation of a sect. 
Hegel had already observed the sectarian nature of Christianity in Berne. 
At that time he had criticized and rejected it from the standpoint of his 
preference for the city-states of antiquity. He now approaches the prob
lem from a more �ympathetic position, wuhout us being likely that he 
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could overlook the social limitations of the sect. 
This more positive evaluation of the exemplary social function of 

small communities is a general feature of the age. We may draw atten
tion yet again to Goethe's Wilhelm Meister where such a community of 
intellectually and morally outstanding mdividuals not only labour to 
educate each other, to develop each other's various faculties in a general 
humamst sense, but also seek to further vanous social goals, m particular, 
the voluntary harmonious phasing-out of the vestiges of feudalism and 
the transition from outmoded methods in agriculture to modern capital
ist ones. (In the sequel to Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, the Travels, 
which was planned at this time though not wntten until much later, this 
same society envisages goals which on occasion come close to the ideas of 
Utopian Socialism. )  At the theoretical level Schiller 's writings give ex
pression to many of these illusions. In the Letters on the Aesthetic Education 
of Man he confronts the feudal absolutist 'natural state' with a humanist 
aesthetic state, and concludes his observations with the following 
remark : 

'But docs such a state of Aesthetic semblance reallv exist? And if so, 
where is 1t to be found? As a need it exists in cvcrv ftnelv attuned soul; 
as a fact we are likely to fmd It only in a few chos�n circles . . .  '41 

When we look a little more closely at Hegel's remarks on the soctal 
consequence of the moral reforms of Jesus, of the abolition of the Kantlan 
dualism \Jf reason and sense, duty and inclination, we cannot help bemg 
struck by the parallel with Goethe and Schiller. We have already noted 
their affinity in connection with their responses to Kant's ethical doc
trine (p. 1 54) , and we can see it again in this comment on the social 
implications of that cntique. Hegel says ofJesus: 

'In reconcilability the law loses 1ts form, the concept is displaced by 
life;  but what reconcilability thereby loses in respect of the universa
lity which grips all particulars together in the concept 1s only a seem
ing loss and a genuine infmite gain on account of the wealth of living 
relations with the individuals (perhaps few) with whom it comes into 
connection. '42 

The similarity to the humanist illusions of Goethe and Schiller i' so 
obv1ous as to render comment superfluous. 

It is more important to discuss the differences within the general slml
lanty, smce this w1ll throw light on what is specific to Hegel. Above all, 
the human and social content of these ideas is much more realistic and 
clear-headed in Goethe and Schiller than it is in Hegel. Both, especially 
Goethe, were much more liberated about religion than Hegel was m 
Frankfurt, and hence were able to criticize Chnstianitv much more
freely. 

' 
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But that is just one side of the story and we must not lose sight of the 
fact that It is Hegel's search for a religious philosophy that 

precipitates 
a 

theory which for all its obscurity and mysticism goes far 
beyond 

any
thing in Goethe and Schiller in its attempts to get to grips with the real 
problems of bourgeois society. Hegel is never content with the idea of a 
small group as the repository ofhumanistic ideals; he always strives for a 
moral code, for a theory of human conduct which would be capable of 
penetrating the whole of society. It is this more comprehensive ambition 
that leads him to the religious and mystical conclusions which we have 
already discussed, and in which the pervasive contradiction between 
method and system could be observed. But Hegel's greatness as a thinker 
can be seen in the way in which he resolutely faces up to the contradic
tions that meet him in his search for the ideal, the way he articulates them 
and strives constantly to discover their nature, their tendency and their 
underlying laws. 

Precisely because of this Hegel was far in advance of Goethe and 
Schiller both in his understanding of bourgeois society and in his devel
opment of the dialectical method. The complex and chequered evol
ution of the dialectical method in Germany emerges with particular 
clarity from a comparison of 

Hegel 
and Goethe. Goethe is incomparably 

closer to materialism and much 
less 
imprisoned in religious assumptions 

than Hegel. Nevertheless, Hegel developed the dialectical method to a 
point that Goethe could not only not achieve, but one that he could not 
even completely understand in its 

perfected 
form (in Hegel's Logic) , and 

this despite the fact that by nature 
he 
inclined towards dialectics and had 

strengthened this inclination through study. 
We must not forget, therefore, that however far Hegel went astray m 

Frankfurt, he was throughout the period concerned to understand the 
problems of bourgems society in their totality and as a process. His su
preme aim was reconciliation with that society, but it was a re
conciliation without deceit, without an apologia, a reconciliation 
which depended on laying bare all the contradictions. And this under
standing and exposure of the contradictions contains Hegel's funda
mental humanist tendency, his humanist critique of capitalist society. 
His concepts, such as love, may be confused and over-idealistic, but they 
always contain an element of protest against the soullessness, ugliness 
and inhumanity of the capitalist system. If he works towards re
conciliation, this means in the first instance the understanding and the 
recognition of the actual existence and ultimately the prog�essive nature 
of capitalism. 

Hegel's bourgeois commentators have even vulgarized this aspect of 
his thought. From his early rejection of Kant's ethical doctrine and the 
fact that he increasingly treats moral problems as just moments, parts of 
society as a whole, they infer that he had neither seen nor acknowledged 
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any contradictions between morality and the prevailing customs and at
titudes ofbourgems society. The vulgarization lies in their failure to see 
that Hegel rejects Kanuan morality at least m part because its formalism 
illicitly and mechanically assumes a harmoniom congruence between the 
moral code and the insntutions of society. When Hegel then treats mdi
vidual morality as a moment m the totality and subordinates it to ethical 
life as a whole, the intention is to express the entire volatile tension be
tween the universal and the particular. Hence his energetic critique of 
Kanuan formalism and of the empty, hair-splitting about morality 
characteristic of Romantic individualism implies anything but the failure 
to provide a humanistic analysis of bourgeois morality. 

This is particularly clear in the Frankfurt writings since in them Hegel 
proceeds from the relation of the individual to society. We have already 
seen how he treats the problem of crime. But he goes much further than 
this. Behind the categories oflove and religiOn the humanist tendency is 
quite clear: viz. the tendency not merely to preserve the objective nghts 
of society against the mdividual, but also to justify the human rights of 
individuals agamst society. The tragedy of Jesus springs precisely from 
this conflict of opposites. But we see it elsewhere also. In another part of 
the essay he discusses the sins of Mary Magdalene and pours scorn on her 
philistine judges, ending with these words: 

'Would anyone say 1t had been better for Mary to have yielded to the 
fate of the Jewish life, to have passed away as an automaton of her 
time, righteous and ordinary, without sin and without love? Without 
sin, because the era of her people was one of those in which the 
beautiful heart could not live without sin, but in this as in anv era, 
could return through love to the most beautiful consciousness. '43 ' 
It is tempting to argue that the point of view exemplified here was de

termined by the individualism of the Frankfurt period and that it would 
disappear entirely with Hegel's later change towards an objectivistic, 
social pomt of view. Btit this would be to over-simplify Hegel's later 
theory of morality. It is not possible to discuss the matter here fully, and 
we must content ourselves with one illustration from the Aesthetics, 
making due allowances of course for changes m his method. In this pas
sage Hegel talks about the early works of Schiller and Goethe and this in 
itself is mteresting since it confirms our view that Hegel's affinity is w1th 
the German classics and not, as the neo-Hegelians never tire of repeating, 
with the Romantics. Hegel says: 

'The interest in and the need for such a real individual totalitv and 
living independence neither can nor will ever leave us, ho�ever 
reasonable and fruitful we acknowledge the character and the con
ditions of civil and political life to be in their developed form. In this 
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sense we may admire the youthful poetic spirit of Goethe and Schiller 
in their efforts to recover the lost independence of their characters 
within the given conditions of the modern world. '44 

The change in Hegel's attitudes, his greater objectivity vis-a-vis history 
and society, is expressed as an extemion of his earlier view, as the syn
thesizing of the complex moral problems of the individual with the In
evitable overall progress ofhistory. This results m a grandiose scheme of 
history, free of all moralizing and yet able to do justice to the achieve
ment, the greatness and tragedy of man. We shall be able to sec how this 
scheme developed organically from the internal conflicts in Frankfurt 
we have discussed when we realize that it already existed in a highly 
advanced form in the beginnings of the penod in Jena. In one of the 
earliest Jena writings, the attempt to complete the essay on the German 
Constitution, Hegel gives portraits of both Machiavelli and Richelieu in 
which this genuinely historical approach is perfectly visible. And It is not 
just that he shows a fine humanist appreciation of particular moments in 
the historical process; it is one of the sources from which the correct dia
lecucal understanding of history sprang. When Engels claimed that 
Hegel had a profounder insight into the role of evil in history than 
Feuerbach himself this raised rather broader issues than the one we have 
been discussing, but there can be no doubt that it was one of the clements 
that helped to form the Hegelian view ofhistory as a whole. 

NOTES 
It is not possible for us to date this essay with absolute precision. 
Nohl who first published lt in toto could only deduce from the 
handwnting that It must have been wntten either in the winter of 
I 798-99 or m the summer of I 799· It is our belief that the modifi
cation in Hegel's views on the question of the relation of the indi vi
dual to society and the positivity of property means that in all 
probability the essay was written after he had read Steuart, i .e .  the 
summer of I 799· N ohl excludes a date later than the summer because 
Schleiermacher's Discourses on Religion appeared at the end of 1799 
and Hegel makes no reference to them, even though he constantly 
attacked them bitterly later on. On all these questions see Nohl, p. 
404f. 

2 Nohl, p. 32 1 .  Knox, p. 270. 
3 Nohl, p. 341f. Knox, pp. 3oo-r . 
4 Nohl, p .  3 J .  Knox, pp. 294-5 . 
5 Nohl , p .  3 36f. Knox, p .  295 . 
6 Noh!, p. 3 27f. Knox, p. 284. 
7 Nohl, p. 308. Knox, p. 260. Hegel repeatedly returns to this analogy 

with primitive peoples, e .g.  Nohl, p. 322, where he draws on 
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rem1mscences of English travellers published by Forster. 
8 Lenin, op. cit . ,  p. 363 . 
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9 Marx, Capital, Preface to the ftrst German edition, London I967, p. 
9· 

10 Nohl, p. 388 .  
I I Nohl, p. 276. Knox, p. 244. 
I 2  Nohl, p. 390. 
I 3 Nohl, p. 389. 
I 4  Nohl, p .  3 32 .  Knox, p .  289. 
I5 Nohl, p. 389. 
16 Nohl, p. 302. Knox, p. 25 3 .  
1 7  We would remind the reader that this is not a completely novel 

problem for Hegel. At the very start of the Frankfurt period he had 
attempted to reconcile love and reflection (cf. p. n Sf.) ;  the prob
lem is now shifted onto the plane of religiOn. 

1 8  Nohl, p . 395 . 
I9  Nohl, p. 3 12. Knox, p .  265 .  
20 Nohl, p. 3 2 1 .  Knox, pp. 277-8 . 
2 1  Nohl, p. 389. Knox, p .  239. 
22 Nohl, p. 290. Knox, p. 204. 
23 Nohl, p. 3 1 3 .  Knox, p .  266. 
24 Nohl, p. 309f. Knox, p. 262. The expression 'holy mystery' recurs a 

number of times in this manuscript in reference to the relation be
tween the infmite and the fmite. Cf. N ohl, p. 304. 

25 Nohl, p .  308 . Knox, p. 259. 
26 Nohl, p .  288. Knox, p .  238 .  
27 Nohl, p. 277. G.L.  quotes in part from a deleted text omitted by 

Knox, p. 225 . 
28 Nohl, p. 278. Knox, p. 226. 
29 Nohl, p. 283f. Knox, pp. 232-3 . 
30 Nohl, p. 28 1 .  Knox, pp. 2JD-I . 
3 1  Nohl, p . 282. Knox, p. 23 1 .  
32  Nohl, p .  280. Knox, pp .  228-9. 
3 3  In Kleist's story Michael Kohlhaas the eponymous hero resorts to a 

series of increasingly spectacular and devastating crimes in order to 
recover some horses stolen from him by a Junker. His violent quest 
for justice is eventually rewarded by the recovery of his property, 
but he is hanged for the crimes he committed in the pro
cess-Trans. 

34 Nohl, p. 280. Knox, p. 229. 
3 5  The Philosophy oJRight, trans. T. M .  Knox, Oxford 1942, p. 283 .  
36 Nohl, p. 282f. Knox, p. 232. G.L. quotes from a divergent text 

omitted by Knox. 
37 The term 'fate' does of course occur in Hegel's later philosophy, 
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but not m the meaning under discussion here. As early as the Jena 
Lectures of 1805/6 fate refers to a kind of necessitv about which
Hegel says 'we do not know what its law or its conte

'
nt are, or what 

it wants'. Realphilosophie, Vol. II, p. 1 86 .  In the same lectures the 
concept of fate is seen historically and as such IS consigned to anti
quity; ibid. ,  p .  267. Hegel holds fast to this view in later years. Cf. 
the Aesthetics (ed. Glockner) , Vol. II, p .  IOif. In the Logic fate is 
always thought of as a mechanical necessity. Cf. Werke, Berlin 1 841 , 
Vol. V. p .  1 87f. 

3 8  Nohl, p .  3 8 5 .  . 
39 Nohl, p .  3 1 7 .  Knox, pp. 27 1-2. The word 'positive' is used here in 

its ordinary meaning, and not in the specialized sense that It bears 
elsewhere in this study. 

40 Nohl, p. p8f. Knox, pp. 285-6. Italics by G.L. 
41 Twenty-seventh Letter, On the Aesthetic Education of Man,  trans. E. 

M. Wilkinson and L. A. Willoughby, Oxford 1967 , p. 2 19 .  
42 Nohl, p. 269. Knox, p. 2 1 5 .  G.L. 's italics. 
43 Nohl, p. 293 .  Knox, p. 244. 
44 Asthetik, ed. Glockner, Vol. I, p. 266. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

The Frankfurt Fragment of a System 

IT is not known to us whether or not the contradictions we have been 
discussing , or whether at least the suspicion that his system was not free 
of contradiction, were contributory factors in Hegel's decision to break 
off work on The Spirit of Christianity and to refrain from publishing what 
had been completed. The last part of the Frankfurt period Is singularly 
bare of dates and other information that might be of use in enabling us to 
establish the further progress of his development. The only thing we pos
sess is the Fragment of a System (or perhaps just draft plans for a system) 
which according to Hegel's own dating was completed on 14 September 
r 8oo.1 We do not know what preparatory studies preceded this fragment 
and so we are unable to trace in detail the steps that led to it from The 
Spirit of Christianity. We can only survey Hegel's philosophical position 
about eighteen months after the conclusion of the latter essay, a task 
which is facilitated by the fact that the Fragment, like The Spirit of Christi
anity, portrays religion as the culmination of philosophy; indeed this pos
ition only really receives a general philosophical statement in the later 
work. Our task is made more difficult, however, by the much greater 
dialectical sophistication of the Fragment than the previous Frankfurt 
writings, and this means that we are unable to follow the route by which 
Hegel arrived at this, the first clear formulation of the dialectical 
method. Here once again we are reduced to hypotheses and guess-work. 

In view of the very fragmentary nature of the surviving sections of the 
essay it is obviously not possible to hazard even a guess about the appear
ance of the general structure of Hegel's philosophical system at this time, 
the nature of the problems on which his attentiOn was focused, and the 
way they were organized into a dialectical hierarchy. The only thing to 
emerge clearly in the first fragment is his view of the relations between 
religion and philosophy. All we can do, then, is to consider the specific 
questions raised by Hegel in the context of what we have discovered 
;lbout his previous development. 

In the surviving portions we rediscover the cardinal problems of the 
Frankfurt period: the antithesis oflife and lifeless objectivity and the res
olution of this contradiction in the religious life. But although the basic 
theme of The Spirit of Christianity is retained and although the religious 
climax is even more vigorously asserted in the later work, the entire 
treatment shows a great advance in dialectical dexterity. 

209 
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As we have seen, the transition to a dialectical approach involved rela
tivizing ngidly one-sided concepts, shading-off their sharp distinctions 
from each other, the gradual merging of concepts, the dtssolution of 
their inflexible metaphysical, 'absolute' status. Up to now this has been a 
general tendency of the Frankfurt writings, but now it seems to become a 
conscious method. We may remember how ngtdly m Berne Hegel had 
contrasted living and dead, subject and object, etc. In this respect The 
._l,pirit of Christianity stgnifies a great step forward, for all its mysticism, 
and we were able to see how in certain sections, such as the treatment of 
Kant 's ethical doctrine, the tendency to dissolve these rigid opposites 
gradually became a consciOus process. In the Fragment Hegel now takes a 
further conscious step forward in the direction of making his concepts 
more flexible , m discovermg the fluidity of the process ofknowledge. 

The first fragment of the manuscript starts and ends in the middle of a 
sentence. Its subject ts the problem oflife, of the relation of the individual 
to his environment. Hegel views this relationship as one between two 
totalities. The picture he gives of the external world is much more 
clearly that of an organic whole with tts own Ia ws than in his earlier wri
tings. It IS true that Hegel's ideal of life reborn had always implied the 
possibility and necessity of such a view, but hitherto the entire problem 
had been penpheral. In particular, his detailed analysis shows that by the 
'external world' of man tt was chiefly the problems of man in society that 
concerned him most deeply . Nature is indeed always on the horizon, but 
it is always closely bound up with life in society ; in fact it always appears 
m association with the question of whether a particular form of society 
lives in harmony with nature, or estranged from it and hostile to it. 

Up to now Hegel had made no attempt to study the philosophy of 
nature any more than he had tried to treat epistemological problems 
independently of concrete social or historical issues. But whereas we 
have seen how the emergence of contradictions in the study of history 
and society led Hegel to profound methodological studies and to the de
velopment of the dialectical method, the available material does not sug
gest that he was similarly impelled to study the problems of the 
philosophy of nature. It is indeed the case that Hegel studied Schelling's 
writings much more attentively m Frankfurt than he had done in Berne; 
this is evident from a whole series of terms taken over from Schelling . 
However, these writings could not possibly have given Hegel any real 
knowledge of scientific problems. And in Jena we shall see him throw 
himself into the study of the philosophy of nature and become heavily 
involved in particular scientific questions. In Jena he became very 
friendly with a number of scientists. In 1 804 he became a member of the 
Mineralogical Society and in the same year he also joined the W estpha
lian Society for Scientific Research.2 From the Frankfurt period we do 
indeed possess a quantity of notes on geometry but Hegel himself has 
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dated these 23 September I 8oo, i .e. after he had fmishcd writmg the Frag
ment.3 

The Fragment treats the problems of philosophy of nature quite differ
ently from anything that Hegel had done hitherto. How far his ideas go 
is very difficult to decide from the surviving passages. Nevertheless, the 
mere fact of such a discussion is of some interest, especially as it occurs re
peatedly in these few pages. At the beginmng of the second passage we 
find an admittedly highly obscure and mystical discussion of time and 
space which is really almost beyond comprehension, particularly since it 
represents the final conclusiOns of an argument now lost. We believe, 
however, that in view of the extreme rapidity with which Hegel 
immersed himself in scientific problems mJena, we would not be unduly 
rash m assummg that the preparatory studies for the Fragment must have 
included a certam amount of work on scientific matters. 

In the first of the two fragments life appears as the relation of one tota}
ity to another. (One is reminded here of Hegel's later definition of the 
dialectical structure of any real totality as a circle that consists entirely of 
other circles.) Both the world and the individual are 'infmite multiplici
ties' of which one, the individual, 

'is to be regarded purely as something related, as having its being 
purely in union,-the second (also an infinite multiplicity) is to be 
regarded as solely in opposition, as having its being solely through a 
separation from the first . . . .  The first part is called an organization, 
an individual. '4 

At ftrSt glance this looks like a subjectivization of the relation between 
the individual and objective reality, and we must not forget that the 
idealist in Hegel certainly has a tendency towards this, since it is the orig
inal assumption or act of 'positing' (Setzung) that determines what is to 
be regarded as a union and what as a separation. We should not overlook 
the fact, however, that it represents at the same time a relativization of 
what had been a rigid antithesis of individual and objective reality, and it 
brings a much more vital, mobile, fluid interaction into being, a process 
described by Hegel in these words: 

'The concept of individuality includes opposition to infinite variety 
and also inner association with it. A human being is an individual life 
in so far as he is to be distmguished from all the elements and from the 
infinity of individual beings outside himself. But he is only an indivi
dual life in so far as he is at one with all the elements, with the infinity 
of lives outside himself. He exists only inasmuch as totality of life is 
divided into parts, he himself being one part and all the rest the other 
part; and again he exists only inasmuch as he is no part at all and inas
much as nothing is separated from him. '5 
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Thus the relativization of the antithesis between individual and the 
world resulting from this 

assumption 
does not only imply that each 

living bemg can be thought 
ofboth 

as such a centre-relatively speaking 
--of the union, and merely as a part of a whole, i.e. as the external world 
of another individual, but also that each mdividual appears as a unit and 
the foundation on which it is built IS the simultaneous existence of both a 
unifi<:ation with and a separation from the world around it. 

This relationship can be regarded in two different ways according to 
Hegel. ( I )  One may choose the 'undivided life' (i.e. the religious life 
from The Spirit of Christianity) as a starting-point. In that case every indi
vidual is only 'an expression oflife' ,  and all such expressions are 'crystal
lized by reflection . . .  into stable, subsistent, and fixed points, i.e. into 
mdividuals. '6 Hence reflection is aSSigned the important, even decisive 
role of crystallizmg the isolated phenomena into individuals. On the 
other hand, reflection 

appears 
as something merely subjective, since life 

1s of Itself undivided 
and 

reflection imports individuation into it through 
its own act of positing. Here we see the ambivalent, as yet insoluble para
dox of reflection in Hegel's early thought at its most extreme. The other 
solution open to him of an objective reflection 1s the product of a later, 
more mature development. 

(2) This unresolved duality becomes even more apparent when Hegel 
comes to speak of the converse assumption. Here 'we presuppose mdivi
dual lives, namely ourselves, the spectators. ' This gives rise to the anti
thesis of ego and nature, 

'as a multiplicity, it is an infmite multiplicity of organizations or indi
viduals, and as a unity it is one unique organized whole, divided and 
unifted m itself. ' 

This is an admirable and correct definition, which suffers however 'only' 
from the fundamental idealist defect that it is an assumption, an assump
tion made moreover from the standpoint of the observer. It is not life 
itself, but merely 

'a positing of life,  for reflection has applied to life its concepts of re
lation and separation, of the self-subsistent particular (something re
stricted) and the unifying universal (something unrestricted) ,  and by 
positing these has turned life into nature. '7 

Here, then, nature is manifestly the product of the positing ego and of the 
ego as reflection in particular. 

This duality now determines Hegel's view of the relation between 
philosophy and religion. To put it briefly, if what we are considering IS 
the two manifest forms oflife, then the first corresponds to religion, the 
second to spirit and law. According to Hegel the law is 
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'but a bare unity, something purely conceptual and not a living 
being . . . .  Spirit is an animatmg law in union with the manifold 
which is then itself animated. ' 

For this rea�on man must advance beyond the positing of the ego and 
nature m order to arrive at real life in a living relationship. For since 

'nature is not life itself, but 1s only a life crystalhzed by reflection, 
even though 1t be treated by reflectiOn in the worthiest manner, 
therefore life, m thinking and in contemplating nature still 
senses . . .  this contradiction . . . .  And out of the mortal and perish
able figure, out of what is self-opposed and self-antagonistic, this 
thinking life ra1ses that living being, which would be free from transi
ence; raises a relation between the manifold elements which is not 
dead or killing , a relatton which is not a [bare] unity, a conceptual ab
straction, but is all-living and all-powerful infinite life; and this life it 
calls God. In this process it 1s no longer [merely] thinking or contem
plating, because its object does not carry in itself anything reflectdl, 
anything dead. '8 
It is evident that through this philosophical formulation of his chief 

theme m Frankfurt, the theme of that livmg life that annuls all that is 
dead, positive, objective and reflected, Hegel has arrived at an authentic 
mystical position. Hence his view of the relatiOn between philosophy 
and religion 1s, logically enough, that philosophy is superseded by re
ligion. Philosophy as philosophy can only lead to a Kantian 'infmite pro
gress"l (Hegel was later to term 1t a 'bad infmity') .  According to Hegel's 
v1ews at this stage, an infinite progress cannot be brought to any con
clusiOn wtthin philosophy. Such a conclusiOn would imply going 
beyond the infmite progress, the 'bad infmity' which must contmually 
posit the lifeless and positive as lifeless and pos1tive, and this is only pos
sible by reaching a form of reality beyond reflection. Hegel describes 
what this mvolves in the following way: 

'Every expression whatsoever is a product of reflection, and therefore 
it is possible to demonstrate in the case of every expression that, when 
reflection propounds it, another expression, not propounded, is 
excluded. Reflection is thus driven on and on without rest; but this 
process must be checked once and for all by keeping in mind that, for 
example, what was earlier called a union of synthesis and antithesis 
[ the argument referred to here has not surviVed in the extant frag
ment, G.L. J is not something propounded by the understanding or by 
reflection but has a character of its own, namely, that of being a reality 
beyond all reflection . . . .  Philosophy therefore has to stop short of re
ligion because it is a process of thinking and, as such a process, implies 
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an opposition with non-thinking [processes] as well as the opposition 
between the thinking mind and the object of thought. Philosophy has 
to disclose the fmiteness m all finite things and reqmre their integra
tion by means of reason. In particular, rt has to recognize the Illusions 
generated by its own infmne and thus to place the true infmite outside 
its confmes. '10

The task of philosophy then, is lts own self-annulment in favour of 
religion. 

This 'reality beyond all reflection' is the realm of religwn. In Hegel's 
view it cannot be a thought-out, reasoned relation of man to the world, 
but something lived. In the course of a polemic against contemporary 
philosophy Hegel emphasrzes that the elevation of man in religion does 
not proceed 

'from the fmrte to the infmite (for these terms are only products of 
mere reflection, and as such therr separation Is absolute) , but from 
fmite life to infmite life. '11 

In this infmite life the separate partial existence of the parts, i.e. including 
human beings, ceases to be . 

'Fimte life r: tses itself to infmite life. It is onlv because the fmite is 
itselflife that lt carries in itself the possibility of �aising itself to infrmte 
life. '12 

Hegel goes on to explam how the process of the self-elevation from fmite 
life to infmite life should proceed. 

'When man . . .  takes the infmite life as the sptrit of the whole, and at 
the same ttme as a living being outside himself (since he himself is re
stricted) , and when he puts himself at the same time outside his restnc
ted self in nsing toward the living being and intimately uniting 
himself with him, then he worships God. '13 
In our discusston of the manuscnpt of The Spirit of Christianity we dealt 

very fully with the question of the social issues that Impelled Hegel in the 
direction of the religious life. Now, when faced with the extreme mysti
cal formulations of his conclud�ng piece of work in Frankfurt we must 
briefly turn to the philosophical problems that determine their particular 
shape. These statements, like Schelling's almost exactly contemporary 
System of Transcendental Idealism , mark the pomt at which classical 
German philosophy takes the road towards objective, absolute idealism. 

The transition from subjective to objective idealism raises the question 
of philosophical attitudes towards reality, towards existence indepen
dentlv of consciousness. For this reason it also involves an attitude 
(whether open or covert) to philosophical materialism. Kant's subjective 
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idealism had reallv hesitated, as Lenin observes, between idealism and 
materialism; it co� promised between the two. 

'When Kant assumes that something outside us, a thing-in-Itself cor
responds to our ideas, he is a materialist. When he declares this thing
m-itself to be unknowable, transcendental, beyond this world, he Is 
an idealist. '14 

As is well known, Fichte rejected this compromise in the "/ "heory of 
Science in favour of a radical and logically coherent subjective idealism. 
Both Hegel and Schellmg then strove to advance beyond both Kant and 
Fichte in a quest for a solutwn to the problems of philosophy that tended 
towards objective idealism. And since it is a widely-held belief among 
historians of philosophy that Hegel was in a certain sense the disctple, 
and that he extended lines of thought developed by Schelling, we must at 
once devote a little space to their relations with each other (though we 
must postpone our detailed comparison of Schelling and Hegel for later 
chapters when we shall be able to examme their collaboration in Jena 
and Hegel's cntique of the Schellmgtan version of dialectics) .  

In brief we may say at this point that Hegel's first attempt to formulate 
an objective idealism owes nothing to the influence of Schellmg, but 
grows organically from the contradictions arismg from his own reflec
tions on socio-historical problems. Of course, there can be even less truth 
m the suggestion that Hegel might have exerted an influence on Schel
ling. The latter's objective idealism grew from his own desire to sup
plement Fichte's philosophy with a philosophy of nature. It took 
Schelling a relatively long time before he became fully aware of the gulf 
between Fichte 's dialectics and his own, and in all probability Hegel did 
have something to do with hastening his realization of this fact. But in 
general it may be said that at flfSt sight the paths of the two leading repre
sentatives of objective idealism in Germany ran parallel with each other. 

But even this parallelism IS more apparent than real and we should not 
be led astray by the two thinkers themselves who believed for a number 
of years that thetr philosophical ideas were intimately related. In reality 
they were proceeding in opposite directions and their collaboration m 
Jena was the meeting-place of paths that diverged both and after. That 
they comcided at this point was due to the need felt by both to join forces 
in a common battle against subjective idealism and this need was able to 
override differences which in any case had not yet become fully appar
ent. 

To explam the problem schematically, objective idealism has two gen
eral methods for coming to grips with objective reality (both of which 
are in fact pseudo-solutions, even though the differences between the 
two types are of importance) .  The first approach can be seen in Hegel's 
Frankfurt writings. As with Kant and Fichte, empirical reality is thought 
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of as something 'posited' by the philosophical subject. Beyond that there 
ts a further 'non-posited' reality which is the authentic reality indepen
dent of human consciousness. This latter is in fact a religious reality 
whose extreme idealistic nature is expressed in the notion that it is sup
posed to be the lived union of the subjective and objective principles, the 
dissolution of the opposition between man and the world in the union of 
man and God. We thus fmd ourselves in a pseudo-mystical realm which 
is either entirely empty-a mght in which all cows are black, as Hegel 
was later to observe m the Phenomenology--or an irrationalist receptacle 
in which all sorts of reactionary contents may be deposited at will. The 
most Important manifestation of this type of idealism is Schelling's later, 
so-called 'poSitive' philosophy (designed to complement the 'negative' 
philosophy of his youth) . Here Schelling was the predecessor of a whole 
senes of!ater reactionary philosophies from K1erkegaard to Hcideggcr. 
(On Schelling's later thought cf. Chapter II of my book The Destruction 
�{Reason, Berlin 1950, Werke, Vol. 9, 1962. )  

The second type of  objective idealism to be found m Hegel's mature 
philosophy and its programme, proclaimed in The Phenomenology of 
Mind, states that the task of philosophy is to transform all substance into 
subject, i.e. that the whole world Is to be dcptctcd as the self-production 
and self-recognition of spirit and every objective reality is just one of the 
various possible forms of spirit m a state of ' externalization '. This means, 
of course, that all the relations between subjectivity and objectivtty are 
turned upside down and arc distorted in detail, as we shall see clearly 
when we come to discuss Marx's critique of the PhenomenoloRY· All we 
need say at this point, however, Is that for all its idealist distortion, this 
was the only form of objective idealism capable of yieldmg a dialectic of 
human progress, a progressive view of the laws underlying nature and 
society; the only form of objective idealism capable ofbemg turned right 
way up again and converted into a materialism. The other version of 
objective idealism is necessarily reactionary. 

To put the matter schematically, and anticipating our own detailed 
analysis, we may say that Hegel's development begins wtth the reaction
ary form of objective idealism and advances to Its progressive form, 
whereas Schelling proceeds in the reverse direction. We shall see how 
Schellmg begins quite naively with an attempt to build a philosophy of 
nature into Fichte 's theory of knowledge and that these ftrst essays in 
natural philosophy reveal far-reaching matenalist leanings such as Hegel 
never experienced. But because he was unable ever to reach the same 
level of dialectical thought as Hegel and became too of his much more 
superficial knowledge of the problems of society and history, he was 
gradually driven to adopt the sort of solution that Hegel arrived at 
during the crisis of his thought in Frankfurt. 

The contradictions arising from this crisis leave their marks also on the 
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few fragments remaining from his plan for a system. In the fmt place it is 
interesting to note that even when Hegel follows his extremist, irrationa
list and mystical tendencies right through to their concluswns he never 
entirely loses his ordinary sense of reality and would prefer his mystiClsm 
to be disfigured by the most blatant contradictions rather than fall victim 
to an out-and-out irrationalism. Thus we have seen how the whole point 
of this Fragment is to show how religion annuls and transcends philo
sophy. We have also seen that this act of supersession involves abandon
ing the realm of thought, of reflection. But at the same time it is 
interesting to observe that just at the pomt where he seeks to define the 
worship of God beyond all thought (see the quotation on p. 214) he 
unconsciously re-introduces his philosophical categories into the wor
ship of God, thus destroying the entire edifiCe of religious irrationalism. 
For at this point he remarks that man 'takes', 'posits ' both the infinite life 
and himself within religion as something ' outside himself' , i.e. he implies 
that the religious life is likewise the product of the philosophical activity 
of the subject and-to use the terminology of the Phenomenology-is in a 
certain sense no more than one of the 'configurations of consciousness' .  

The second contradiction between system and method is even more 
important and influential. We have seen that Hegel only allows philo
sophy a negative, preparatory role as the hand-maiden of religion, a role 
in which philosophy as it were prepares the way for its own critical self
abolition. In explaining the necessity for this he argues that the most 
philosophy can achieve is the 'infmite progress' of Kant and Fichte, or 
what he will later call a 'bad infmity'. In harmony with this is the fact 
that Hegel here simply equates philosophy with what in Jena he will call 
'the philosophy of reflection'. (It is very revealing that this equation 
should be found again in Schelling's later 'positive' philosophy, but there 
it is used as a weapon with which to attack Hegel. ) 

But without noticing it or drawing any conclusions from it Hegel has 
nevertheless gone beyond this point of view here. A number of isolated 
remarks show that he has already anticipated his later definition of dia
lectics, even if only in an obscure and confused manner. But in the course 
ofhis argument showing that philosophy is incapable of really annulling 
opposition and is therefore compelled to annul itself and to allow itself to 
be absorbed into religion he arrives at a relatively clear statement of his 
later dialectical method. 

'Although the manifold is here no longer regarded as isolated but is 
rather explicitly conceived as related to the living spirit, as animated, 
as organ, still something remains excluded, namely, the dead, so that a 
certain imperfection and opposition persists. In other words, when 
the manifold is conceived as an organ only, opposition itself is exclud
ed; but life cannot be regarded as union or relation alone but must be 
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regarded as opposition as well. Ifi say that life is the union of opposl
tlon and relation, this umon may be isolated again, and it may be 
argued that union is opposed to non-union. Consequently, I would 
have to say: Life is the union of union and non-union. '15 

It 1s evident that this statement incorporates the mature form of 
Hegel's dialectic; it embodies the view of contradiction which raises 
Hegel above all his predecessors because of its realizauon that contradic
tion 1s the profoundest principle of all things and their movements, 
whereas they are all content with the simple resolution of antithetical de
terminations and so inevitably drift towards a realm (always more or less 
religious) where all contradictions are extinguished. (And of this Schel
ling ts a cardinal instance. )  With Hegel's formulation, however, contra
dictoriness appears as the living and moving principle. It simply cannot 
be abolished for good and all but continually reproduces itself at a higher 
level. (When we come to examine Hegel's development in Jena we shall 
see that this implies a radical change in the status of reflection since 
reflection now becomes a necessary moment in the overall dialectical 
movement. But at the moment it is necessary to point out only that spor
adic elements of this view were always present in Hegel's thought in 
Frankfurt, even though they were never fully thought out at this stage.) 
It is no less clear that this view of dialectics, if thought through, would 
inevitably explode the idea that the religious life could be the culmi
nating moment of philosophy. Hence when Hegel does follow up his 
conception of dialectics his analysis leads him directly to the form of 
speculation', characteristic of his mature philosophy. 

This doctrine of contradiction can only be worked out adequately and 
consistently within a materialist dialectic in which it can be regarded as 
the intellectual mirroring of the dynamic contradictions of objective rea
lity. But this insight into the necessary limitation of Hegel's philo
sophical idealism does not in the least diminish his great achievement in 
perceiving the real character of contradiction in both life and thought. In 
this context Lenin has emphasized the importance of the much clearer 
and more accurate statements in the Logic and has shown how the path 
leads from them to the materialist 'inversion' of the Hegelian dialectics. 
He cites a number of 

passages. 
from the Logic, among them the place 

where Hegel discusses 
the 

relation between identity and contradiction: 

'But indeed, if there were any question of rank, and the two determi
nations had to be fixed as separate, contradiction would have to be 
taken as the more profound and the more fully essential . '  

Lenin side-lined this passage approvingly and remarked at the end of the 
whole excerpt: 

'Movement and "self-movement" (this NB!  arbitrary [ independent] ,  
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spontaneous, internally-necessary movement) , "change", "movement 
and vitality", "the principal of all self-movement" ,  "impulse" ,  
[ Trieb ] to "movement" and to "activlty"-the opposlte to "dead 
Being"-who would believe that this is the core of"Hegelianism",  of 
abstract and abstruse (ponderous, absurd?) Hegelianism?? This core 
had to be discovered, understood, "hinubergerettet" [rescued] ,  laid 
bare, refined, which is precisely what Marx and Engels did. '16 

This formulation of dialectical contradiction is the greatest achieve
ment of Hegel's period in Frankfurt. We might say that it brings his 
phase of philosophical 'Sturm und Drang', the period of intellectual 
crisis, to a conclusion. But we have also established that this same formu
lation stands in the most glaring contradiction to the positions fmally 
adopted in Frankfurt, to the structure of the Fragment of a System as a 
whole. We can do no more than pomt to this contradiction, without 
being able to show in detail how Hegel arrived at it. For that we would 
need the preparatory studies in Frankfurt, the missing sections of the 
Fragment itself, together with the other studies carried out by Hegel just 
before he left for Jena. The importance of this lost matenal can be gaug�d 
from the remark he let fall to the effect that he had already talked about 
the 'union of synthesis and antithesis'. Since neither Fichte nor Schelling 
had gone further than the idea of synthesis as the umon of thesis and anti
theSIS we may assume that we have lost an important statement about 
Hegel's view ofh1s mnovations in dialectics. 

In our analysis of the general tendencies found in Hegel dunng the 
Frankfurt period, we have attempted to show the factors in his thought 
that led to an intensified antagonism between his system and his method. 
In the context of our earlier discussions we now believe that we are justi
fied in airing the hypothesis that one of the decisive moments that helped 
to determine his view of contradictoriness was the dynamic contradic
tion to be found most strikingly m human activity, in work. In an earlier 
chapter (p. 1 74-sff.) we suggested that a plausible case might be made to 
show that Hegel was already familiar w1th Adam Smith's writings on 
economics and had taken over his concept of work at the time when he 
was writing the Fragment of a System. If we now look at what Hegel 
wrote a few years later about the economic problems connected with 
work we can see that what is essential to them is that concepts such as the 
particular and general, which are mutually exclusive in metaphysical 
thought, not only merge into each other, but that they always appear 
simultaneously and inseparable from each other, united in contradiction 

-and that in Hegel 's eyes this is their salient characteristic. We may 
look, for example, at what he says in the System of Ethics Oena r 8oz) 
about tools and their relation to man and his work: 

'On the one hand, they are subjective, in the power of the subject 
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who works, and quite defmitely prepared and operated by him; and 
on the other hand, they are objecuvely directed towards the object of 
work. Tools are thus a means through which the subject annuls the 
Immediacy of annihilation; for work as an annihilation of intuition is 
equally an annihilation of the subject, a negation, positing him as a 
mere quantity; both hands and mind are blunted by it, i.e. they them
selves assume the nature of the negative and formless, just as on the 
other side (for the negative, the difference is doubled) work is simply 
single and subjective. Through tools the subject creates a middle thing 
between itself and the object and this medium is the real rationality of 
work . . . .  Through tools the subject divests himself of his objectivity 
and ceases to be blunted . . .  at the same time his work ceases to be 
something single; through tools the subjectivity of work is raised to 
the level of the universal; anyone can imitate it and work in the same 
fashion; to that extent it is the constant rule of work. '17 

W c are not concerned here to offer a critique of Hegel's economic 
views, but only with his methodology. And here the reader can see that 
Hegel's novel interpretation of dialectics is particularly well-developed 
when the subject under discussion is work, activity. Not only do we fmd 
the merging of the general in the particular and vice versa, but also we 
see that Hegel views the activity of work, man's active relation to the 
world of objects mediated by tools, simultaneously as something general 
and particular. Obviously, the evidence of such passages even though 
they were written only a few years later cannot provide any conclusive 
proof that his reflections on the contradictions in the notion of work pro
vided one of the chief sources for the specifically Hegelian form of dia
lectics. But since the mainstream of his development does flow towards 
the Phenomenology whose central idea is the self-production of man 

through 

his own activity and since we have already observed such views 
in 

embryonic 

form at an earlier stage of his thought, we think it legit
imate to use this passage as the basis for an hypothesis by which to explain 
a stage in his development for which no incontestable evidence is avail
able. 

The second surviving passage from The Fragment of a System forms the 
conclusion of the essay and focuses on those discussions of property, 
work and sacrifice which we have already examined in some detail in 
connection with the growth of Hegel's views on economics. They form 
a part of that complex of ideas familiar to us from our analysis of The 
Spirit of Christianity and centring on the question of whether religion Is 
adequate to the task to which it has been appointed, according to Hegel, 
of overcoming the false, lifeless, 'positive' objectivity of the world. The 
answer we discover here sounds rather more sceptical than one was en
titled to expect after the enthusiastic mystical outpourings of the frag-
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ment ?-lready discussed. Hegel refers here to discussiOns-now lost 
-according to which the religious life was defmed as something which 
kept objects alive or breathed new life into them, views known to us 
from earlier chapters. Nor is there anything fundamentally new in his 
reference to the fate of the relig10us life 

'which demands of him that he admit the existence of the objecuve as 
objective or even that he make the living being itself mto an object. '  

The later formula 1s even more mc1s1ve than those in The Spirit of Christi
anity, for there, although Hegel went no further than to acknowledge 
that relig1on could not annul objectivity, it was only Judaism which was 
accused of causmg livmg relauons with objectivity to ossify.  This process 
of objectification may well be momentary and revocable. 

'But it is necessary that life should also put itself into a permant 
relation with objects and thus maintain their objectivity even to the 
point of completely destroying them. ' 

Here once again the Hegelian defmition of work as a permanent re
lation, not capable of being annulled by religion, comes to the surface . 
The process of realizing religion in the modern world 1s seen by Hegel to 
be one in which the relig1ous life must continually come to terms with 
the conditions oflife which have become objective and constantly repro
duce objectivity. This goes so far that Hegel even admits that for modern 
priests the social division oflabour is unavoidable.18 

We can sec, then, that Hegel's extravagant hopes about the redemp
tive power of religion fade in proportion as he approaches the concrete 
history and social reality of the modern world. In line with this the con
cluding sentences of the Fragment have a certain air of resignation. Hegel 
believes that 

'an elevation of finite life to infmite life such that as little as possible 
of the fmitc and restricted . . .  remains . . .  is not absolutelv neces
sary. Religion 1s any elevation of the fmtte to the infimte 

' 
. . .  and 

some such elevation is necessary . . . .  But the stage of opposition and 
unification on which the determinate nature of one generation of
men persists is accidental. The most perfect integration is!ossible in
the case of peoples whose life is separated and disintegrate as little as 
possible, i.e. in the case of happy peoples. Unhappy peoples cannot 
reach that stage, but they, living in a state of 

separation, 
must take 

anx10us care for the preservation of one member 
[of 

the whole] ,  i .e. 
for their own mdependence. '19 

We can see that the 
intoxicating 

wine of religious mystiosm has been 
watered down considerably by 

this 
pomt. 
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Of philosophical importance in these and the sentences directly fol
lowing them is Hegel's attempt to take up a cntical stance towards the 
philosophies of his age (which he has now seen to be necessary) and to 
judge them from a loftier perspective. It comes as no surprise to see him 
equating pure objectivity and pure subjectivity in the course of his stric
tures on the limitations of the fmite life and on fragmentation. For this Is 
no more than a general philosophical re-statement of the idea already 
familiar to us according to which activity and passivity, struggle against 
fate or flight from it, amount to the same thing. 

But his arguments, which are evidently aimed at Kant and Fichtc, go 
beyond this. It occurs to him for the fmt time that the subjectivity of 
Kant and Fichte is part of the same complex as the unknowable thing-m
itself. He wntes: 

'One may consider this situation from the side of subjectivity as inde
pendence, or from the other side as an alien, remote , inaccessible 
object. Both seem to be compatible with one another, although it is 
necessary that, the stronger the separation Is, the purer must the Ego 
be and the further must the object be removed from and above man. 
The greater and more isolated the inner sphere, the greater and more 
isolated is the outer sphere also . . .  it does not matter what mode of 
consciousness a man prefers . . . .  When the separation is infmite, it 
does not matter which remains fixed, the subject or the object, but in 
either case the opposition persists, the opposition of the absolutely 
fmite to the absolutely infmite. '7ll 

Thus Hegel is no longer content to criticize the philosophy of Kant 
and Fichte purely from a moral point of view: this critique is directed at 
their system in its entirety and hints that its epistemological foundations, 
viz. the unknowable thing-in-itself, are the philosophical correlative of 
their subjectivity. On the other hand, he regards their philosophy as the 
most important world-view of the age since It expresses its intractable 
contradictonness, a condition that he will term 'disintegration' [ Zerris
senheit] in Jena. Thus Hegel sees Kant and Fichte as the representatives of 
the cnsis which he perceives in the social situation of the age. To discover 
a philosophical cure for this crisis is the task he has proposed to himself. 

We know already what this. cure appeared to him to be in Frankfurt. 
We have also seen the internal contradictions it contained. The historical 
and epistemological evaluation of Kant and Fichte remains a constant in 
his later philosophy. The process of overcoming the religious mysticism 
of his Frankfurt period will enable him to place this critique of them in a 
more comprehensive, more scientific framework. That is to say, the ele
ments of his later historical method are already present. In this he does 
not criticize particular aspects or doctrines of these philosophers, but 
instead sees them as philosophical totalities which are at the same time the 
necessary product of their age. 'Sublime and awful, but not beautiful and 
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humane'-this is Hegel 's judgment on their Weltanschauung and it points 
at the same tlme to the general humanist philosophy by which he hoped 
to overcome it. 

NOTES 
What remains of this manuscript are two wntten sheets each filling 
three printed sides in the Noh! edition. According to Hegel 's own 
pagination the manuscript seems to have contained 47 such sheets. 
What has survived are pp. 8 and 47 (Nohl, p. 345 ) .  It is doubtful 
whether Hegel regarded the work as finished. In a later letter to 
Schelling dated 2 November 1 8oo he speaks of his work on the 
system as if it were still going on. But we cannot say whether this 
remark refers to the present fragment or to the ininal stages of some 
other work (cf. Rosenkranz, p. 143 ) .  No preparatory studies for this 
or any other works from the same period have come to light. We 
shall have something to say about the new introduction to The Posi
tivity of Christianity in the next chapter. Hoffmeister maintains that 
an examination of the manuscripts shows that the brief essay on 
Schiller's Wallenstein also (alls within this period, although 1t has 
always been included in Hegel's later Berlin wntmgs (Vol. XX of 
the Glockner ediuon, pp. 456ff.) cf. Hoffmeister, p. 456f. Since this 
essay merely presents a number of variations on the v1ew of fate 
already familiar to us we do not intend to comment on it further. 

2 Cf. Rosenkranz, p. 220 for an account of these activities and re-
lations in Jena. 

3 Hoffmeister, pp. 288ff. and 470ff. 
4 Noh!, p. 346. Knox, p. 309. 
5 Noh!, p. 346. Knox, p. 3 10. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Nohl, p. 346f. Knox, p. 3 10. 
8 Nohl , p. 347· Knox, pp. 3 ID-I  1 .  
9 Hegel's mature discuSSion of Kant's 'mfmite progress' can be found 

m the Science of Logic (trans. Miller, London 1 969, pp. I SD--54 and 
227-34) . He remarks there: 'The spurious infmite, especially in the 
form of the quantitative progress to infinity which continually sur
mounts the limit it is powerless to remove, and perpetually falls back 
into it, is commonly held to be something sublime and a kind of di
vine worship, while in philosophy it has been regarded as ultimate. 
This progression has often been the theme of tirades which have 
been admired as sublime productions. As a matter of fact, however, 
this modern sublimity does not magnify the object-rather does this 
take flight-but only the subject which assimilates such vast quanti
ties . '  He goes on to criticize the 'hollowness of this exaltation' as he 
finds it in the 'tirade ' at the end of the Critique oj Practical Reason 
where Kant finds it sublime 'when the subject raises himself in 
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thought above the place he occupies in the world of sense, reaching 
out to infinity, to stars beyond stars, worlds beyond worlds, systems 
beyond systems' etc. Hegel goes on to castigate the love of infinity as 
displayed by modern astronomers and fmally attacks its role in 
Kant's moral dualism: 'To the infmity of outer, sensuous intuition , ,  
Kant opposes the other infmite, when "the individual withdraws 
into his invisible ego and opposes the absolute freedom of his will as 
a pure ego to all the terrors of fate and tyranny, and starting with his 
immediate surroundings, lets them vanish before him, and even 
what seems enduring, worlds upon worlds, collapse into ruins, and, 
alone knows himself as equal to himself. " '  Hegel comments: 'The 
ego in being thus alone with itself is, it is true, the reached beyond; It 
has come to itself, is with itself, here and now; the absolute negati
vity which in the progress beyond the quantum of sense was only a 
flight, in pure self-consciousness becomes affirmative and present. 
But this pure ego, because it has fixed itself in its abstraction and 
emptiness, has determinate reality, the fulness of the universe of 
nature and mind, confronting it as a beyond. We are faced with the 
same contradiction which lies at tae base of the infmite progress, 
namely a returnedness-into-self, which is at the same time immedi
ately an out-of-selfness, a relation to Its other as to its non-being; and 
this relation remains a longing, because on the one side is the insub
stantial, untenable void of the ego fixed as such by the ego itself, and 
on the other, the fullness which though negated remains present, but 
IS fixed by the ego as its beyond. '  Thus Hegel's critique of 'infmite 
progress' is crucial to his rebuttal of the philosophy of Kant and 
Fichte, just as his concept of'bad or spurious infmity' is pivotal to his 
attack on Romantic Irony. Cf. his remarks on the Ought where 
similar arguments are employed (Science of Logic, op. cit., pp . 
I 3 I-6)- "J "rans. 

IO Nohl, p. 348. Knox, pp. 3 1 2-1 3 · G.L.'s italics. 
I I  Nohl, p. 347· Knox, p. 3 1 I .  
I 2  Nohl, p . 348. Knox, p. 3 1 3 .  
I 3 Nohl, p. 347· Knox, p. 3 12. 
I4 Lenin, Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, Collected Works, 

Vol. I4, London I9{i2, p. 198. 
15 Nohl, p .  347f. Knox, p .  3 I2. G.L. 's italics. 
I6 Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 3 8 ,  pp.  I 39 and I4 I .  
I 7  Lasson, p. 428 .  
I 8 Nohl, p. 349f. Knox, p. 3 I6f. 
I9 Nohl, p .  350. Knox, p .  3 17 .  
20 Nohl, p. 3 5 1 .  Knox, pp. 3 I7-I 8 .  



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Reformulation of the problem of 'positivity' 

THE last piece of work undertaken by Hegel in Frankfurt was a new 
introduction to the great Berne manuscript The Positivity of the Christian 
Religion . Hegel himself gives 24 September 1 800 as the date when he 
started work on 1t, i.e. shortly after finishing The Fragment of a System, 
and since the essay is brief no further chronological problems are 
involved. Hegel's general approach to the problem here is radically 
opposed to that of the original study; it is not known, however, whether 
he seriously intended to rewrite it or not; nor do we know when he 
stopped working on it. 

The analysis of the new introduction presents no special problems in 
view of our familiarity with Hegel's other Frankfurt writings since in the 
main it summarizes ideas which we have frequently encountered. We 
shall concentrate, therefore, on those features which come closer to his 
later views as well as those which pmnt up the change from earlier pos
itions and in particular his rejection of ideas he had entertained in Berne. 

A point of particular methodological interest 1s his defmiuon of an 
'ideal' since it represents the as yet unclear formulation of what he was 
later to call the 'concrete concept' . Both in Berne and Frankfurt the 
word 'ideal' recurs often enough but it is used either in its ordinary 
meaning or in its Kantian sense. The term is not particularly well adapted 
to what Hegel wants it to mean and he soon dropped it, but the substance 
is of the ftrst importance. After the new conception of dialectical contra
diction in the Fragment of a System it comes as no surprise to see Hegel 
moving in the direction of the concrete concept. However, our thesis 
that his method and system were m conflict during the Frankfurt period 
and that his development of the dialectic worked against his systematic 
aims, is confirmed by the fact that he now looks for and fmds the con
crete totality within the categories of philosophy, even though in the 
Fragment the concrete had been placed in the realm of the religious and 
philosophy had been assigned the lesser role of preparing the way for re
ligion through its negative criticism; which task accomplished, it would 
find itself superseded by it. 

Here Hegel contrasts the ideal �ich is concrete and historical, with
universal concepts which are abstract and anti-historical. He writes: 

'An ideal of human nature, however, is quite different from general 
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concepts of man's vocation or of man's relation to God. The ideal 
does permit of particularization, of determination in detail, and there
fore it demands appropriate religious actions, feelings, usages, 
demands an excess of these, a mass of excessiveness which in the 
lamplight of general concepts seems only ice and stone. '1 

This statement certainly lacks methodological rigour and preciston, but 
it represents the first appearance ofHegel's discovery that generalization 
does not necessarily entail the impoverishment of content (as formal 
logic assumes) , but that, on the contrary, because true philosophical 
generalizations contain rich deposits of material that has been superseded 
they become richer and more concrete the higher the level of general
ization becomes. 

Hegel's reliance in Frankfurt on experience as a basis for the formation 
of conceptual schemes is demonstrated here by the way in which neces
sary generalizations have not yet been fully emancipated from the actual 
historical occasion that engendered them. Instead they simply carry the 
signs of their origin along with them in an undigested or only partly 
digested form. In the present instance, the 'ideal ' ,  the general concept by 
means of which Hegel is moving towards the concrete concept, has still 
not freed itself from the realm of religious positivity to which it is being 
applied. Of course ,  the later Hegel, too, always enlivens and illuminates 
the most abstract ideas with a mass of concrete material, but there is a 
great difference between that and the confused, unmediated union, 
which we see here, between the problem itself and the factors that 
brought it into existence. 

Like all of Hegel's developmental processes this one too has a dual 
character. On the one hand, as we have shown, it contains the seeds of a 
new logic which make it possible to accommodate the particularity of 
objects and of historical phenomena within dialectics and so to construct 
a methodology which--even though unconscious at this stage and full of 
idealist distortions-is capable of reflecting the richness and mobility of 
objective reality. On the other hand, Hegel employs this more concrete 
logical structure in order to defend religion against the encroachments of 
reason and the understanding. 

In line with this the opening remarks of the new introduction contain 
a full-scale attack on the philosophy of the Enlightenment and its view of 
history and religion in particular. From the outset Hegel protests ener
getically against the distinction drawn by the Enlightenment between 
positive and natural religion. He rejects the premise 

'that there is only one natural religion, smce human nature is one and 
single, while there may be many positive religions. '2 
Hegel rejects the idea that religion and its historical role can be 
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deduced from such generalized concepts ofhuman nature. 

'The general concept of human nature is no longer adequate. The 
[concept of the) freedom of the will is a one-sided standard, because 
human manners and characteristics together w1th the accompanying 
religion cannot be determined by concepts at all . . . .  The universal 
concepts of human nature are too empty to afford a criterion for the 
special and necessarily manifold needs of religious feelings. '3 

Hegel's aim here-and this 1s the progressive side ofhis method-is to 
refrain from passing moral and philosophical judgment on the past, and 
to limit himself to attempting to comprehend its dynamics and com
plexity. After listing a series of arguments agamst religion advanced by 
the Enlightenment, he adds: 

'But this method of explaimng the matter presupposes a deep con
tempt for man and the presence of glaring superstition in his intel
lect . . . .  The sole question raised . . .  is the question about the truth 
of religion in abstraction from the manners and characteristics of the 
nations and epochs which believed it, and the answer to this question 
is that religion is empty superstition, deception and stupidity. '4 

Hegel raises a passionate protest against the notion that 

'the convictions of many centuries, regarded as sacrosanct, true and 
obligatory by the millions who lived and died by them in those cen
turies, were . . .  at least on their subjective side, downright folly or 
plain immorality. '5 

These quotations show clearly enough that the strengthening of 
Hegel's historical consciousness was accompanied by the need to provide 
an historical and philosophical apologia for religion, and not just in the 
sense that he was able to recognize the religions of the past as real factors 
in history the social causes of whose rise and fall were worthy of study, 
but in the sense of wishing to justify the permanent and hence contem
porary relevance of religion. Knowing as we do the course of Hegel's 
development in Frankfurt this does not come as any surprise to us. We 
must, Hegel says, 

'at least presume that man has a natural sense or consciousness of a 
supersensible world and an obligation to the divine . . .  that every
thing high, noble and good in man is divine, that it comes from God 
and is His spirit, issuing from Himself. '6 

This is essentially the application to history of the philosophy of re
lig10n contained in the Fragment of a System. But 1t would be one-sided to 
regard this as the sole a1m ofHegel's thought at this time. We do indeed 
witness that tendency to idealize religion which never disappears, even 
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after he has long since overcome the mystical excesses of the Frankfurt 
period. But it would be an error to see only this and to overlook his 
serious attempts to understand Christianity historically, to see it as that 
spiritual force that for two thousand years has determined European cul
ture for good and evil, in a progressive or reactionary sense. Hegel opens 
the essay with a broad survey of the political, social and cultural influ
ence of Christianity in which, characteristically, many of the strictures 
dating from the Berne period were taken over almost word for word. 
Since this is Hegel's first historical survey of this kind we think it is 
important to reprint the passage in its entirety despite its length. 

'The Christian religion has sometimes been reproved, sometimes 
praised, for its consistency with the most varied manners, characters 
and institutions. It was cradled in the corruption of the Roman state; it 
became dominant when that empire was in the throes of its decline, 
and we cannot see how Christianity could have stayed its downfall. 
On the contrary, Rome's fall extended the scope of Christianity's 
domain, and it appears in the same epoch as the religion of the barbar
ians, who were totally ignorant and savage but completely free, and 
also of the Greeks and Romans, who by this time were overcivilized, 
servile, and plunged in a cesspool of vice. It was the religion of the 
Italian states in the finest period of their licentious freedom in the 
Middle Ages; of the grave and free Swiss republics; of the more or less 
moderate monarchies of modern Europe; alike of the most heavily 
oppressed serfs and their overlords: both attended one church. 
Headed by the Cross, the Spaniards murdered whole generations in 
America; over the conquest of India the English sang Christian 
thanksgivings. Christianity was the mother of the finest blossoms of 
the plastic arts; it gave rise to the tall edifice of the sciences. Yet in its 
honour too all fine art was banned, and the development of the sci
ences was reckoned an impiety. In all climates the tree of the Cross has 
grown, taken root, and fructified. Every joy in life has been linked 
with this faith, while the most miserable gloom has found in it its 
nourishment and its justification. '7 

This general account is indeed rather more of a question than an 
answer and at this point Hegel is far from being able to provide a sol
ution to a problem of such complexity. But the very breadth of his ap
proach here sho,ws a noteworthy advance in historical concreteness since 
his first efforts in Berne. At the same time, we can see how his improved 
understanding of the tortuous course of historical development is a func
tion of his rejection of Enlightenment methodology with its starting
point in a general concept of 'man' .  It is precisely this sort of historical 
insight that favours the formation of concrete concepts. In the passage 
directly following this one Hegel supplements his definition of 'ideal' 
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with this remark: 

'But the living nature of man is always other than the concept of the 
same, and hence what for the concept is a bare modification, a pure 
accident, a superfluity, becomes a necessity, some�hing living, per
haps the only thing which is natural and beautiful. 'I! 
It is evident that such an approach must lead to a much more historical 

view of the concept of positivity. Hegel no longer inquires: what is posi
tivity? What excites his interest now is the question: how does a religion 
become 'positive' ?  Despite this historicism, however, which we were able 
to see in embryonic form in all his writings from the political pamphlets 
onward, it would be a mistake to follow the bourgeois historians here 
and make a sharp distinction between Hegel the 'historicist' and the 
'unhistorical' Hegel influenced by the Enlightenment. Even though the 
majority of Hegel's concepts in Berne may have been metaphysical and 
unhistorical, his aim was to acquire an overall picture of the course of 
history. And even though the assumptions he shared with the Enlight
enment undoubtedly were an obstacle to the development of a concep
tual system capable of doing justice to the complexity of history, the 
broad sweep of his first exercises in historiography owed much to the 
beneficial influence of Enlightenment historians. The apologists of reac
tion can only reach their conclusions by denying that the entire period of 
the Enlightenment from Gibbon to Condorcet was an age which gave 
birth to great historical works oflasting importance. 

On the other hand, we should not lose sight of the idealist limitations 
of Hegel's present view of history. The reactionary historians overem
phasize and overvalue certain carefully selected aspects of the Hegelian 
view of history, with which they sympathize because their own view of 
the development of the historical consciousness is that it stems from the 
reaction against the French Revolution (i.e. from Burke) and then pro
ceeds via Hegel to Ranke and later apologists. If we wish to understand 
both the strengths and weaknesses of Hegel's developing system we must 
see through this sham tradition. The real line of the tradition begins 
indeed with the ideological debates surrounding the French Revolution 
but their main tendency is just as powerful a defence of human progress 
as was found in the Enlightenment but from a much more profound 
awareness of the facts, the tendencies and the underlying laws ofhistory. 
It is only if this is understood that it becomes possible to site Hegel within 
the histoncal tradition. 

It then becomes apparent that Hegel's 'recognition' of the facts, in this 
case the facts of religion, represents a definite ideological weakness in his 
view of history, one arising from his philosophical idealism. The as
sumption that religion is 'eternal ' ,  that it corresponds to an 'ideal of man
kind' is not a whit less metaphysical than the concept of a general human 
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nature which he criticizes so incisively. If an authentic historiCism is 
emerging in Hegel's mind, then it must spring from quite different 
sources than the ones singled out for praise by his reactionary apologists. 
He constructed an important approach to history despite and not because 
of what they have found to praise. 

Let us now turn to the effect of his new attitude on his definition of 
positivity. We have already seen the various stages that preceded his 
present position. Cf. the pamphlet on Wiirttemberg (p. Ipf. ) ,  the ar
ticle on "J 'he German Constitution (p. 1 39ff. ) ,  and his treatment of certain 
passages in The Spirit of Christianity (p. zoof. ) .  Now he has a much more 
forthnght and decisive formula for the same phenomenon: 

'To shudder before an unknown Being; to renounce one's will in 
one's conduct; to subject one's self throughout like a machine to given 
rules; to abandon intellect altogether in action or renunciation, in 
speech or silence; and to lull one's self into a brief or lifelong insensibi
lity-all this may be "natural",  and a religion which breathes this 
spirit would not on that account be positive, because it would accord 
with the nature of its time. A nature demanded by such a religion 
would doubtless be a deplorable one; but the religion would have ful
ftlled its purpose by giving this nature the only higher Being in which 
it found satisfaction and with which it was compatible. '  

And consistently with the observations already discussed Hegel now 
supplies an answer to the new question: 

'Of course religion has become positive at this stage, but it has only 
become so; it was not so originally. '  

When does a religion become positive? We have seen that a religion 
suited to 'a deplorable nature' was not positive. 

'Only when another more 
courageous 

mood awakens, when thi� 
nature begins to have a sense of 

itself 
and thereby to demand freedom 

in and for itself . . .  then and only then can its former religion begin 
to appear a positive one. '9 

Thus the fact that a religion appears positive is the sign of an ap
proaching revolution. Hegel has strongly historicized the concept of 
positivity here and thus finds himself at the opposite end of the spectrum 
to the Romantics, who regarded the mere existence of an institution, its 
very positivity, as an excuse to defend and canonize it (like the later his
torical school of law) .10 Hegel, by contrast, regards positivity as a sign 
that history has superseded a religion, that it deserves to be destroyed by 
history and that it must be so destroyed. 

The comparison with Romanticism throws light on another Issue of 
methodological importance. Hegel refuses to decide whether particular 
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Christian dogmas or institutions are positive or not. He demands that 
analysis should concern the whole: 

'but the content of this inquiry will nevertheless always concern the 
whole rather than the parts. '11

On this question Hegel makes only a few general remarks here, but they 
are enough to give us pause. Firstly, because we see here the first an
nouncement of what will become a conscious method of philosophical 
totalization in the Phenomenology with the statement: 'The true is the 
whole ' . Secondly, because the reactionary philosophy of our own day 
claims a monopoly of philosophical totalization. It does so by converting 
the whole into a metaphysical concept which is emptied of every real ob
servation ofhistory, i.e. of every development which creates a succession 
of totalities, while at the same time it is consciously opposed to any kind 
of causal analysis. (Othmar Spann is a characteristic exponent of this 
view.) 

Since there has been no lack of attempts to assimilate Hegel to reac
tionary postures of this sort it may not be out of place to Cite a passage 
written a few years later in which Hegel applies his view of totality to a 
concrete example which helps to clarify the concept of positivity. In the 
Scientific Modes of Treatment of Natural Law written in Jena 1 803 ,12 Hegel 
has occasion to discuss the problem of feudalism and its survival in Ger
many and in this context he raises the question of its positivity. 

'The feudal constitution, for example, can indeed appear utterly posi
tive . . .  but whether it does in fact confront life in a positive manner 
depends on whether the people has organized itself into a true indivi
duality, whether it entirely fills the system and penetrates it with 
life . . . .  Whereas if, for instance, the genius of a nation is generally 
on a lower plane and of a feebler kind-and the feebleness of ethical 
life is at its most extreme in a barbaric or a formal society if it allows 
itself to be conquered by another and is forced to surrender its auton
omy, i.e. if it has preferred the misfortune and degradation of losing 
its independence to struggle and death, . . .  then it may very well be 
the case that feudalism and servitude are absolute truth and that this 
system is the only possible form of ethical life and for that reason it is 
necessary, just and ethical. '13 

It is evident that the bitterness Hegel feels about the primitive social and 
national conditions of Germany leads him here to regard the remnants of 
feudalism as suited to the 'deplorable nature' of the Germans and as non
positive for that reason. Had there been any real movement in Germany 
to change the situation feudalism in Hegel's present view would surely 
have to be thought 'positive ' .  

The shift towards greater historical concreteness has a further by no 
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means unimportant implication. We recall that in Berne certain atti
tudes, religions and institutions were marked from the outset with the 
stain of posttivity, whereas others were metaphysically and absolutely 
free of such stains. Hegel now throws this assumption overboard. 

'Any doctrine, any precept, is capable ofbecoming positive . . .  and 
there is no doctrine which might not be true in certain circumstances, 
no precept which might not impose a duty in certain circumstances, 
since what may hold good universally as truth unalloyed requires 
some qualification, because of its universality, in the particular cir
cumstances of its application; i.e. it is not unconditionally true in all 
circumstances. '14 

This brings Hegel very close indeed to the conception of the historical 
dialectics of the true and the false, contained m the Phenomenology and in 
his later system. 

Needless to say, this insight has two sides, like all of Hegel's dis
coveries about the dialectical method. And the idealist, non-progressive 
side of the present argument is that it once again involves the uncondi
tional acceptance of the Christian religion and the adulteration of the 
historical polemic against it. The remark with which Hegel opens the 
passage just quoted may seem innocent enough at first sight: 

'The question of whether a religion is positive affects the content of its 
doctrines and precepts far less than the form in which it authenticates 
the truth of its doctrines and requires the fulfilment of its precepts. '15 

This sentence does indeed contain a core of truth since Hegel dis
tinguishes between a doctrine which freely and through its own forct: 
takes possession of the mmds and hearts of men, and one which can 
only perpetuate itself with the aid of violence and reprisals, etc. But if 
we read this sentence together with one _quoted earlier (cf. p. 227) 
which maintained that the religious relation to God was something 
eternal and that all that is good and noble in man stems from God, 
then we may fairly see it as an instance of the react10nary idealist 
attempt to distinguish between the particular histoncal manifestations 
of religion, which may lapse into positivity and be subjected to criti
cism, and the 'essence of religion' which 1s to be enshrined in a realm 
beyond history. 

This duality, even ambivalence, in Hegel's attitude to Christianity 
appears again and again m varying guises. The quotations just referred 
to may well give the impression that Hegel's essay will end up in a 
glorification of Christianity. But they are at once followed by a vigor
ous attack on the funuamental dogma of Chnstianity, on Chnst's m1s
s1on as redeemer, on his role of mediator between God and man. 
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'But this view becomes glaringly positive if human nature is absol
utely severed from the divine, if no mediation between the two is 
conceded except in one isolated individual, if all man's consciousness 
of the good and the divine is degraded to the dull and killing belief in 
a superior Being altogether alien to man. '16 

Nor is there any possibility of ironing out apparent ambivalences by 
claiming that Hegel's views accord with one or other Christian sect, as IS 
sometimes maintained. For we have seen that it is precisely the element 
of sectarianism that Hegel finds so reprehensible in Christianity and he is 
generally much more hostile to the various sects than he Is towards the 
church itself. 

Hegel 's idealism in short is irreducibly ambivalent. His understanding 
of history and society often forces him to go beyond Chnstian points of 
view. His insight into dialectical interconnections increasingly bnngs 
him closer to a position from which the God of Christianity is entirely 
superfluous. It is very revealing that almost immediately after the last 
passage quoted he goes on to say that the problem of the positivity of 
Chnsuamty, of mediation between man and God, could only be 
resolved by first solving the problem of t�e relation between the finite 
and the infinite. Obviously it was not possible for Hegel to undertake a 
task of that sort in the framework of an introductory essay and we cannot 
know with any certainty what views he had put forward on this matter 
in The Fragment of a System. But we do know that as early as Jena he does 
set out in search of a dialectical solution to the problem, in the course of 
which he divests the infimte of every trace of transcendence and other
worldliness. This dialectical approach to the infmite-very like parallel 
ideas in Goethe-has a pronounced tendency to dismantle the philo
sophical bases for every religious belief in God. But at the same time, we 
see that because of its own idealism, religious ideas that have apparently 
been superseded always make their re-appearance in philosophy m a dif
ferent shape. As we have indicated, the irrepressible duality and ambiva
lence of Hegelian philosophy is a necessary consequence of his idealism, 
and this in turn arises from the particular circumstances of the develop
ment of bourgeois society m Germany. Even Goethe who, as we know, 
was much closer to materialism and much more hostile to Christianity 
than Hegel, could not free himself entirely from such religious ideas. 

Of course, Hegel's own attitudes towards religion were subject to 
major changes m the course of his development. In Frankfurt the period 
of mental crisis represents a high point in his religious beliefs. But the 
roots of his ambivalent attitude towards Christianity are deep and their 
influence extends into Jena where his beliefs are even more clearly 
defmed than here. In particular his illusions about the possibility of over
coming the contradictions ofbourgems society within the framework of 
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that society both strengthen his general idealism and lend a special force 
to his religious views. They enable him to accept the contradictions in 
Christianity, to combine what is in places very incisive criticism with a 
generally religiOus orientation, because he is able to imagine the new, 
contradiction-free society in the form of a new post-Christian religiOn. 
(We shall have more to say about the latter when we come to the Jena 
period Itself.) 

Only after the collapse of the Napoleonic empire and with that, the 
disappearance of his illusions about Napoleon, will Hege� fmd himself 
compelled to come to terms with the capitalist world, or as he terms it 
the 'world of prose' .  When that happens Christianity finally becomes a 
specifically historical form of religion and the ambivalence in Hegel's 
position reaches its peak. At the same time, his very late writings contain 
the most complete and most dialectic view of bourgeois society of which 
he was capable. If we may anticipate our later discussion by callmg atten
tion to one very significant point, it is characteristic of Hegel that his 
philosophical justification of the 'Estates' (i.e. of the class structure of 
civil society) becomes progressively less ideological, and much closer to 
a grasp of society's matenal foundations. 

We may therefore venture the paradoxical statement, which, 
however, really does sum up the contradictory course of Hegel's devel
opment, that the more he is driven to abandon the revolutiOnary ideals of 
his youth, the more resolutely he 'reconciles' himself to the rule ofbour
geois society and the less his thought reaches out to new possi
bilities-then the more powerfully and consciously the dialectiCian in 
him awakens. Given the existing histoncal conditions, the dialectical 
view ofhuman progress which is given its fmt comprehensive and philo
sophically significant shape in The Phenomenology of Mind could only 
have been constructed from such a contradictory position. We have seen 
the birth and growth of these contradictions in Frankfurt. In Jena we 
shall encounter them agam in a more distinct and more highly developed 
form. That will be the moment to examine them fullv. 

It cannot be doubted, however, that the foundatio
'
ns for the later ideas

were laid during the crisis in his mental life m Frankfurt. From a literary 
point of view Frankfurt, like Berne, produced a heap of fragments and 
sketches. But whereas a reconstruction of the Berne writings yields an 
ambitious and coherent design, the result of the Frankfurt years is a chaos 
of conflicting tendencies. But-and this has been our task in Part 11-tt IS 
from amidst this chaos of unresolved contradictions that the Hegelian 
dialectic was born. The creative product of the Frankfurt years is the in
tellectual framework necessary for gaming a philosophical purchase on 
realitv. 

In Iater years Hegel apparently attached as little tmportance to the
Frankfurt writings as to those from Berne. At any rate his stay m Jena i� 
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notable for his extraordinarily proliftc productivity which is entirely 
unconnected with any of the projects he was concerned with in 
Frankfurt-with the single exception of an attempt to complete the 
essay on The German Constitution. Hegel went to Jena at the age of thirty, 
without a public reputation of any kind, and without a smgle manuscript 
which he could or would have seriously intended to publish. Despite this 
it is apparent that he went to Jena justifiably confident that he was the 
equal of his school friend Schelling, the most Important philosopher of 
the age. 

In the year r8oo Hegel's father died. The very modest estate 
bequeathed to Hegel enabled him to give up his post as a private tutor 
and devote himselffor a few years entirely to his studies without material 
cares or other obligations. He ftxed upon Jena as a suitable place for this 
and wrote to Schelling announcing his decision m a letter which broke 
the silence into which their correspondence had apparently lapsed. The 
most important parts of this letter show how Hegel, although he was 
completely unknown, could approach a friend who had become a cel
ebrity, with the utmost self-assurance. On 2 November 1 8oo he wrote as 
follows: 

'I have watched· your great public progress with admiration and joy. 
You will overlook it ifl do not speak about it or do not present myself 
to you with any false humility. I prefer a middle course and hope that 
we shall meet again as friends. -In my education which began with 
the inferior needs of man I was driven . towards sCience, and my 
youthful ideals had to be transformed mto reflection and at the same 
time into a system. While still engaged on this I find myself wondering 
how to find my way back to the point where I might involve myse!f once more 
in the lives of men. -Of all the people I see around me you are the only 
one whom I should like to have for a friend, even in respect of appear
ing before the public and producing an effect on the world. For I can 
see that you have striven purely, i .e. wholeheartedly and without 
vanity to understand man. It is for this reason that I approach you 
with such confidence on my own behalf, for I am sure that you will 
recognize my disinterested efforts and discover some value in them, 
even if they have taken place in a lesser sphere. In the desire and the 
hope to meet you I must yet respect fate and hope that it will preside 
with favour over our reunion. '17 

It is the mood of the epigram that we mentioned in our introductory 
pages as providing a fitting conclusion to his stay in Frankfurt: 

'Then you will be not better than the age, 
but the age at its best . '  
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Chronological Table of the Nohl Fragments 

For the convenience of the student of Hegel's early development we present the 

following chronological table of all the early writings as contained in Noh!. 
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PART III 

Rationale and Defence of Objective Idealism 
(lena I 8oi - I 803 ) 



INTRODUCTION 

In the letter to Schelling in which Hegel announced his intention of 
coming to Jena, he admitted that he felt apprehensive at the prospect of 
the 'riotous literary life' of the town. His anxiety, which was evidently 
aroused by the fact that Jena was the focal point of the Romantic Move
ment, was no longer as well-founded as it might have been a little earlier. 
The group of Romantic poets and thinkers with whom Schelling had 
been closely associated had gradually broken up. The Atheniium, the 
movement's journal published by the Schlegel brothers, had ceased to 
appear. Relations had become increasingly tense between Schelling and 
Friedrich Schlegel, the chief theoretician of the Romantic school. The 
divorce of August Wilhelm Schlegel from his wife Caroline and her sub
sequent marriage to Schelling had introduced personal sources of con
flict to aggravate the intellectual disagreements. By the time Hegel 
arrived,Jena had ceased to be the centre of the Romantic Movement. 

Yet another figure of great philosophical importance was lost to Jena 
at this time, namely Fichte. In 1798--9 Fichte had been the centre of a 
storm which had been triggered offby accusations that he was an atheist, 
and this had led eventually to his resignation from his Chair in Jena and 
his move to Berlin. This conflict united Fichte, Schelling and the Ro
mantics for the last time in an onslaught on their common enemies. 
Fichte's departure, the impossibility of reconciling diverging views in 
the course of conversation undoubtedly accelerated the process of disin
tegration and prepared the way for the philosophical disputes of the 
future, although the ultimate causes of those disputes were much too 
profound to be more than postponed by personal friendships. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Hegel's role in Schelling's breakaway from Fichte 

Despite these events Hegel's arrival inJena coincided with an important 
development in German classical philosophy: the split between Schel
ling and F.ichte and the founding of objective idealism. In this event 
Hegel played an important, indeed one may say the decisive part, 
making at the same time his own first public appearance (since the 
anonymous translation and annotation of the Cart pamphlet does not 
merit the title of public appearance) .  It was the young Engels who fmt 
perceived and drew attention to the significance ofHegel's role. 

'Only this is certain, that it was Hegel who made Schelling aware of 
how far he had, without realizing it, gone beyond Fichte.1 

Hegel himself puts the same view in the Preface to his fmt published 
work: The Difference between the Fichtean and Schellingian Systems of Philo
sophy. 

'Neither the immediate appearance of the two systems as they present 
themselves to the public, nor, for example, Schelling's reply to 
Eschenmayer's idealist objections to the Philosophy of Nature, gave 
expression to this difference. '2 
At around this time German Idealism underwent a series of extra

ordinarily rapid changes. Scarcely two years earlier Kant had published 
his well-known declaration against Fichte's Theory 

o{ 

Science (Wissen
schafislehre). Up to that point Fichte could and 

undoubtedly 

did believe 
that he was simply providing a 

logical interpretation 

of Kantianism, 
that he was merely defending what 

he 

called 

the 

'spirit' of Kant agamst 
the 'letter', i.e. the vulgarizations of other Kantians. Kant's declaration 
put an end to this confused state of affairs. 

A detailed analysis of the differences between Kant and Fichte is 
clearly beyond the scope of this work and we must content ourselves 
with two observations. Firstly, Kant protested vigorously against the 
separation of spirit from letter. Although his statement is not notable 
for its sympathetic understanding, he obviously realized that Fichte's 
philosophy was an independent system and not just an interpretation of 
his own. This is not unimportant because it repeats itself mutatis 
mutandis in the breach between Fichte and Schelling. At the same time 
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it says something about Hegel's position in classical German philosophy 
that when he comes into conflict with Schelling he simply opposes his 
own new philosophy to Schelling's old (and obsolete) one: the problem 
of whether his new position represents a re-interpretation just does not 
arise for him. 

Secondly, it is of importance for the later development of German 
Idealism that Kant objected to Fichte's introduction of problems of con
tent into his form of 'transcendental philosophy', i.e. into the Theory of 
Science. In line with his 

general 

views (although in unconscious contra
diction to the 

dialectical 

implicatiOI).S of his own 'transcendental philo
sophy') ,  he maintains that pure logic must abstract from content of every 
kind. We shall see that the inclusion of problems of content in logic is a 
very essential part ofHegel's dialectical logic. But he is the first person to 
take this step consciously and make it part of his programme. Kant, 
Fichte and Schelling allow the old formal logic to go its own way along
side the newly emerging dialectical logic. This produces all sorts of con
tradictions which are intensified as the unconsciously incorporated 
elements of content, the general growth of the dialectic and its appli
cation to ever new areas, become more and more prominent. 

Schelling and Fichte met Kant's declaration with a united front. They 
both believed that open dissociation from Kant had become inevitable 
and was essential for the further development of philosophy. At the same 
time, it is noteworthy that neither Fichte nor Schelling regarded the new 
philosophy as complete in itself; on the contrary, both of them knew it to 
be in a state of flux and that the philosophical revolution still had far to 
go. This mood is very obvious in a letter written by Fichte to Schelling 
in 1799, after Kant had issued his statement. Fichte refers to what he 
regards as Kant's inability even to understand the latest developments in 
philosophy and m the course of the letter he makes an interesting 
remark which points almost prophetically to Hegel: 

'Who knows whether or not some young ftre-eater isn't already at 
work, who wi

l

l be able to go beyond the Theory of Science and 
attempt to expose its failings and inadequacies. May Heaven spare us 
then from contenting ourselves with the conftdent assurance that 
such criticism consists of sterile quibbling-something we should 
certainly not permit ourselves-[ a reference to some slighting 
remarks in Kant's declaration-G.L.] Let us rather hope that one of 
us would stand his ground like a man either able to prove the nullity 
of these new discoveries, or else, if we cannot do this, willing to 
accept them gratefully in both our names. '3 
The next few years were to show that Fichte found it impossible to 

live up to these good intentions. 
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At around this time differences of opinion between Fichte and Schel
ling began to emerge, initially in personal and techmcal disagreements 
to do with various common projects for journals and internal re
alignments with the Romantic movement. But they only came out mto 
the open with the appearance of Schelling's first comprehensive, system
atic work, the System of Transcendental Idealism of 1 8oo. It is true that this 
work was concetved as an elaboration and complement of Fichte's 
Theory of Science, and not as a criticism or refutation of it. But in sub
stance and notwithstanding Schelling's intention, it was already an 
attempt to systematize a philosophy of objective idealism. It is easy to 
understand, then, that Fichte felt unable to approve of the work, even 
though he did not m the least distrust Schelling or suspect, for a long ume 
to come, that they were not in complete agreement about the fundamental 
principles of philosophy. The book gave rise to a protracted and detailed 
exchange of letters to clear up any 'misunderstandings' and to re
establish thetr former harmony. 

Fichte purifted Kantian philosophy of its 'materialist deviations'. He 
created a pure subjecnve idealism which, however, has a quite definite 
character of its own. Obvtously, since he is perfectly consistent he must 
end up objectively in a completely agnostic position. But this is not his 
intention as a philosopher. On the contrary, his plan ts to eliminate 
Kant's own agnosticism, his belief that we can know nothing about 
things-in-themselves. His method of doing this is the radically subjective 
one of disputmg, not that things are knowable, but that they exist. He 
regards the universe as something 'posited' by the Ego (a concept which 
for him is not identical with the empirical consciousne�s of particular 
human bemgs) and consequently it is something that can be known per
fectly by this imagmed, mystificatory subject. According to Fichte, the 
Ego created the universe and for that reason can have knowledge of 
it, since-according to Fichte-apart from the umverse as 'posited' 
by the Ego, nothing etther can or does extst at all. 

With this iridescent, contradictory conception of the Ego which 
replaces Kant's 'consciousness' but which is not counterpoised to any 
alien, independent, unknowable world of things-m-themselves, Fichte 
paves the way for the birth of objective idealism, even though his 
own project is the most extreme formulation of subjective idealism 
imaginable. All that is required for the change ts that the concept of 
the Ego should be clarified and concretized (admtttedly in an even 
more idealistic, mystificatory sense) and that Fichte 's merely eptste
mologtcal 'positing' of the world should be transformed into real 
creation-and objective idealism will be complete. This ts what hap
pens in Schelling's System of Transcendental Idealism , and later also m 
Hegel. 

Fichte's philosophy, however, paves the way for Schelling and 
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Hegel in yet another important sense: in connection with the system
atic deduction of the categories. In Kant as in Fichte, the categories 
are subjective-idealist in character. But in Kant's case they have been 
assembled empirically, rather than deduced. Kant took the categories 
over from the traditional school-logic and then 

gave 
them fresh in

terpretations, but without raising the question of 
their 

deduction from 
each other. The typical Kantian approach is: There are synthetic judg
ments a priori-how are they possible? This shows the extent to which 
Kant simply accepted the categories and their interrelations as something 
pre-existing. (And here too we see Kant wavering between materialism 
and idealism.) For Fichte, however, the categories spring from the posit
ing activity of the Ego: they result (rom the interaction of Ego and Non
Ego--which means that the dialectical triad of thesis, antithesis and syn
thesis can be found already in Fichte.4 

This leads in Fichte to that strengthening of the 'active side' of classical 
German philosophy to which Marx refers in his First Thesis on Feuer
bach, although even this remains within the framework of pure idealism. 
In Kant it is only through his moral activity that man can break through 
the realm of 

appearances 
and take part in the world of reality, the world 

of essence. 
Thus 

the structure of Kantian ethics has implications for 
Fichte 's theory ofknowledge: the Ego's positing of the world is, accord
ing to Fichte, an 'action' ( Tathandlung ] .  

Even this crude outline makes it perfectly clear that disagreement be
tween Kant and Fichte was inevitable. At the start Fichte could imagine 
that he was just spelling out Kant's philosophy more consistently even 
than Kant himself, defending the spirit against the letter. But in fact he 
had created a different philosophy which Kant could not possibly have 
accepted as his own. 

The relation between Fichte and 
Schelling 

has a certain similarity with 
this, but it should not be 

exaggerated. Schelling's 
point of departure is in 

fact very different. Fichte's 
philosophy 

is the revolutionary activism of 
the age translated into philosophy. It is no accident that his first works 
were written in defence of the French Revolution and of the right to 
embark on revolutionary activity. Moreover, Fichte remained true 
to these sentiments for a relatively long period. We shall have occasion 
to look at his views when we come to consider Hegel's polemics against 
his moral theory and philosophy oflaw. In r8oo Fichte published his Ge
schlossener Handelsstaat [The Closed Commercial State J which Benjamin 
Constant, for example, considered to he a belated echo ofRohespierre's 
economic policy. Fichte's subjectivism gives expression to a revol
utionary faith in man's ability to transform and revitalize everything, but 
in a typically German, excessively idealist form. Beyond man-who is 
equated by Fichte wuh moral man, Kant's phantom 'homo 
noumenon '-Fichte sees no reality at all. The world, and above all nature, 
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is merely a passive arena for man's activity. 
Schelling's 

philosophy, 
by contrast, grows out of the contemporary 

crisis in scientific 
knowledge. 

He belongs in the ranks of those 'nature 
enthusiasts' whom Marx 

talks 
about (with reference to Feuerbach) in a 

letter to Ruge.5 
At first Schelling was just as unconscious of the divergence between 

his views and Fichte's as the latter had been of the growing differences 
between himself and Kant. He too imagined that his thought had 
grasped the 'spirit' of the Theory of Science-and he even believed this 
more whole-heartedly than Fichte had in his own dealings with Kant
ianism. In consequence, it was a long time before either of them began 
to free himselffrom the Kantian matrix. Indeed, we shall see later that on 
many important points Schelling never overcame certain limitations of 
Kantian philosophy. However, in accordance with their different inner 
development, each thinker attached himself to a different aspect of Kant. 
The Critique of Practical Reason supplied Fichte with the model for his 
entire philosophical system, whereas Schelling began by re-interpreting 
the Critique of Judgement in the spirit of objective idealism. Thus both 
thinkers resemble each other in the way in which they go about cleans
ing the Kantian system of its logical impurtties, but as far as the content of 
their own thought is concerned they are diametrically opposed. The 
similarity between them is based on their adoption of Kant's own prob
lematic. But Schelling moves in the direction of objective idealism from 
what in Kant had been a subjective agnosticism. The real point of depar
ture for Schelling's philosophy is Kane's new approach to questions 
about teleology (which we shall discuss in detail later on) and what he 
does is to apply these in a novel and highly characteristic fashion to 
organic life, nature and art. 

Schelling's use of Kant made it even more imperative than it had beer. 
for Fichte to establish the categories on a deductive basis. Kant's thought 
about contradiction had not progressed beyond the discovery of neces
sary antinomies. Contradiction signified only the dialectical self
dissolution of the phenomenal world. Beyond that there could be no 
synthesis, no knowledge based on the contradictory nature of the world. 
The only point at which man comes into contact with reality, namely 
the world of ethics, lay beyond all contradiction. We have already seen 
how Fichte made use of contradiction as a sort of methodological spring
board with the help of which he strove to construct the system of cat
egories. Schelling now took over the Fichtean triad and transformed it 
into an objective element in the -structure of the universe. 

One question that arises from this approach is: how, with the aid of 
what organ, can this knowledge of the universe be obtained? For Kant 
and Fichte such knowledge had been founded on the experiences of pure 
morality (conscience, etc . ) .  Extending this principle Fichte arrived at his 
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concept of 'action', the master-concept of his theory of knowledge. In 
line with the moral basis ofhis system Fichte denied the existence of any 
object independent of human consciousness. That it is possible to have 
knowledge of a self-created world (posited by the Ego) was self-evident 
to Fichte: it is the self-knowledge of the positing Ego. 

Schelling:s approach is the very opposite of this: he directly confronts 
the problem of how we can have objective knowledge of the external 
world and especially of nature. In the process he wholeheartedly em
braces all those agnostic arguments which Kant puts forward in The Cri

tique 
of Pure Reason with regard to our knowledge of what he calls the 

phenomenal 
world. Thus Schelling sets out to appropriate an epistemo

logical theory which leads to a series of antinomies about our knowledge 
of the world of phenomena but his goal is to use it in order to reach a 
higher mode of cognition, one which will ground and guarantee an ad
equate knowledge of objective reality. In a celebrated section of The Cri
tique of]udgement (§ 76) Kant himself postulates such knowledge, though 
in a purely hypothetical manner. He says there that in ordinary knowl
edge which subsumes the particular beneath the general the particular 
always remains random. Such knowledge can never give us an adequate 
grasp either oflife as a whole or of organic life. He therefore postulates 
another kind of intelligence (intellectus archetypus) which would elimin
ate the disharmony between general and particular. 

This hypothesis had an incalculable effect on the entire course of 
German philosophy. In particular it became of crucial importance for 
Goethe, who of course interpreted it quite differently from Schelling. 
Schelling adapts Kant's philosophy here in a very simple way which 
asserts rather than argues. He simply converts Kant's hypothetical 

postulate into an existing reality which he calls intellectual intuition. 
This 

in
tuition is the faculty by means of which man arnves at a true 

understanding 
of objective reality; it reveals that objective reality 

(nature) and 
human 

knowledge are but two arms of the same river and 
man becomes conscious of their identity through the act of intuition. In 
The System of Transcendental Idealism Schelling defines intellectual in
tUition in this way: 

'This knowledge must (a) be absolutely free simply because all other 
knowledge 1s not free; hence it must be knowledge not attainable by 
way of proof, deduction or the mediauon of concepts of whatever 
sort, i.e. it must be a pure intuition. And (b) it must be knowledge 
whose object is not something independent of the process of knowmg, 
i.e. knowledge which both knows and produces its own object-an in
tuition which produces freely and in which the producer is one and 
the same thing as the product. We call such mtmtions intellectual to 
distinguish them from sensuous intuitmns which do not become 
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manifest as the producers of their own objects, i.e. the intuition is dis
tmct from what 1s mtuited.6 

In this statement the identical subject-object, the foundation of objective 
idealism is already fully developed. 

We shall discuss the internal contradictions in Schelling's position in 
full detail when we come to consider the disagreements between him 
and Hegel. All we need say here is that as far as Schelling is concerned the 
objectivity of nature is adequately demonstrated and guaranteed. Con
tradictions within human knowledge and between human knowledge 
and the external world (such as we find in Kant} do not exist for Schel
ling but are viewed instead as contradictions within objective reality 
itself. Thus Schelling, like Fichte, does away with contradictions within 
human knowledge and so in this respect his thought is in sharp dis
agreement with Kant. But since these contradictions are objective in 
nature they also entail a rejection ofFichte's posltlon. It is thi� fact that 
securely establishes contradictions and their dialectical supersession in 
the centre of philosophy as a whole. 

We should perhaps round off our account by mentioning that Schel
ling looks to aesthetic contemplation to provide a 'proof' that intel
lectual intuition is both possible and actual . This too is already 
anticipated in The Critique of judgement where Kant's formulation of the 
problem of teleology is closely connected to aesthetics. This had already 
had the effect of leading Schiller in the direction of objective idealism 
within aesthetics itself. Schelling now continues this process with the 
result that for a time aesthetics is assigned a central position in his philo
sophical system. (I have discussed these problems at length in my studies 
ofSchiller's aesthetics.) 

Schelling's concern in the sphere of dialectics is to appropriate for 
philosophy the great sCientific discoveries of the day. He wished to sys
tematize them and integrate them in his complete system of natural 
philosophy. It is not possible to examine these problems in the present 
study.7 Engels has described the great effect of these discoveries on a 
number of occasions: the transformation of chemistrv as a result of 
Lavoisier's work, the new discoveries in electricity (tha�ks to the work
of Volta and Galvani} and the beginnings of scientific biology and the 
theory of evolution. The effect of these new ideas can already be seen in 
the kind of problems Kant poses in The Critique of Judgement. Goethe's 
life-long preoccupation with science played an 

Important 
role here too 

and exerted an influence on Schelling's 
philosophy. 

Throughout this 
entire scientific revolution the limits, the failings of metaphysical 
thought became increasingly clear. Nor was the old form of materialism 
immune. The German nature philosophy of the day then makes the 
attempt to save the situation by regarding the emerging contradictions as 
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the objective contradictions of reality itself and by making these into the 
foundation on which to construct its own system of philosophy. We re
ferred above to Marx's epithet 'nature enthusiast' which he applied to 
Feuerbach and we in our turn used it to describe the young Schelling. 
Our justification for this is to be found in a letter from Marx in which he 
asked Feuerbach to contribute a critical essay on Schelling to the 
Deutsch-Franzosische ]ahrbi:u:her. Marx referred to Feuerbach as a 'Schel
ling in reverse' and went on to say: 

'Schelling's genuine youthful insight-to be charitable to our enemy 
-was one for the realization of which he had no tools but the im
agination, no energy other than vanity, no stimulus other than 
opium, no mental faculty but the irritability of a feminine re
ceptivity-this genuine youthful insight became nothing more than a 
youthful fantasy for him. But in you it has become truth, reality, with 
a really masculine seriousness. Hence we may say that Schelling is a 
distorted prtifiguration of yourself. . . . '8 
During the period with whic

h 

we are concerned Schelling's ' genuine 
youthful insight' was very much to the fore. Needless to say, the seeds of 
his later reactionary views were also in evidence but for a brief period 
they were largely overshadowed by his enthusiastic efforts to found a 
new philosophy of nature, a unified dialectical system of all the phenom
ena of nature. His excitement was such that for a time his ideas even 
verged on materialism and on a number of occasions he passionately at
tacked the rarefied spiritualism of the same Romantics with whom he 
had had such close affinities in other respects. Since we have no room 
here for a full discussion of this issue we must content ourselves with a 
single illustration. In 1799 in opposition to Navalis' spiritualism Schel
ling experienced what Friedrich Schlegel has called 'a new access of his 
old passion for irreligiOsity' and wrote his tract Heinz Widerporst 's 

Epicurean 

Confession of Faith , from which we quote the following very 

characteristic 

lines: 

Seit ich gekommen bin ins Klare, 
Die Materie sei das einzig W ahre, 
Unser aller Schutz und Rater, 
Aller Dinge rechter Vater, 
Alles Wissens Anfang und End'. 
Halte nichts vom Unsichtbaren, 
Halte mich allein am Offenbaren, 
Was ich kann riechen, schmecken, ffihlen, 
Mit allen Sinnen drinnen wiihlen, 
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Glaub' ,  die Welt ist seit jeher gewesen, 
Wird auch nimmer in sich verwesen.9 

249 

Schelling's commitment to materialism here is passionate and perfectly 
explicit, but it is by no means clearly thought out. For almost with the 
same breath in which he asserts his atheism Hemz Widerporst declares 
that he is in fact irreligious, but if he had to choose a religion-he would 
choose catholicism. And in the course of the poem there is a plethora of 
mysucal motifs denved from Bohme's philosophy of nature. 

Even from these bare hints the reader will have been able to gauge the 
profound differences that distinguish Fichte and Schelling from each 
other right from the beginning. However, these differences were hidden 
from them above all by their common struggle against the followers of 
Kant who wished to freeze philosophy at the point it had reached in 
Kant himself. In his Difference Hegel pours scorn on Kantians of this type. 
Thus he makes this comment about Remhold and the image he uses 1s 
very revealing: 

'Just as Ia revolution est .finie has been frequently decreed in France, so 
too Reinhold has frequently proclaimed the completion of the philo
sophical revolution. Now he announces the fmal completion of all 
the completions . . . .  '10 

If we juxtapose this statement with the letter we quoted above from 
Fichte after Kant had published his declaration we catch a glimpse of the 
prevailing warlike mood in which the need to make common cause 
made it all too easy to gloss over existing differences of opinion. 
Moreover, Schelling's vagueness about his own real tendencies, his shift
ing between fits of materialism and mystical extravaganzas, both of 
which were bound up with Fichte's theory ofknowledge, helped to con
ceal these differences for a relatively long time. Schelling's vagueness 
extends to the manner in which he presents his own philosophy, a 
manner which Hegel summed up accurately and perceptively in his His
tory oJPhilosophy. 

'Schelling completed his philosophical education m public. The list of 
his philosophical writings is simultaneously the history of his philo
sophical education. It represents his gradual emancipation from the 
Fichtean principles and Kantian contents with which he began. It 
does not contain an analysis of the different parts of philosophy m 
logical sequence, but the stages in his education. '11 

Schelling never systematically worked through the problems of philo
sophy as a whole. He left large and important areas completely 
untouched in order to go in search of ever new discoveries. Imper
ceptibly the Fichtean Ego became transformed into the identical subject 
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-object of objective idealism. He began by writing his philosophy of 
nature as a mere 

appendix 
to the Theory of Science and since Fichte was 

himself engaged at 
this 

time on the application of the theory to morality, 
law, the state, etc . ,  the illusion could be sustained that they were in basic 
agreement on fundamental principles but that each had selected specific 
areas to follow up. 

These illusions beganto fade soon after the appearance of Schelling's 
first systematic work. The publication of his System of Transcendental 
Idealism was followed by a long correspondence ending with a complete 
breach. It is true that in his next work, the Presentation of My 

System 
of 

Philosophy ( I  So I ) ,  Schelling still thought of transcendental 
philosophy and the 

philosophy 
of nature as two aspects of the same system. And a 

letter 
of 

I9 November I 8oo reveals that he still 
regarded 

the Theory of 
Science as complete in itself, to which the 

philosophy 
of nature was no 

more than an adjunct, a supplement. He observed: 

'Firstly, as far as the Theory of Science is concerned, I would separate it 
off entirely; it is complete in itself, it should not be changed or tam
pered with; it is perfect and must be by its very nature. But theory of 
science . . .  is not itself philosophy . . . .  It involves only logic and has 
nothing to do with reality. '12 

Thus a fundamental disagreement was very far from Schelling's mind. 
He considered the 

Theory 
of Science to be the immutable foundation of all 

philosophy, his own 
included. For his part Fichte began by conducting the discussion with extreme 

caution. He too had no desire to break with his greatest and most gifted 
ally. But right from the start he demurred at the autonomy conferred on 
nature by Schelling's system. In a letter dated 1 5  November 1 8oo which 
provoked the answer we quoted above, he described Schelling's 'self
construction of nature' (i.e. his objective-idealist view of the objectivity 
of the categories of nature) as self-deception. He wrote: 

'The reality of nature is quite another matter. In the transcendental 
philosophy nature appears as something given and as such it is perfect 
and complete in itself. Moreover, it is "given" not in terms of its own 
Ia ws but according to the immanent laws of intelligence . . . .  If, by means 
of a subtle process of abstraction, science concentrates on nature in 
isolation, it must of course (precisely because it abstracts from intelli
gence) do so on. the premise that nature is something absolute in order 
to make room for the fiction that it constructs itself '13 

Later, when the split had become irrevocable Fichte gave vent to the 
same idea in a much blunter and more forceful manner. In his letter of 3 I 
May I 80I he remarks that all that can be known is contained in con
sciousness and that 'only there in a small area of the mind do we find a 
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world of the senses: nature. '14 
The distinction between subjective and objective idealism is clearly 

stated here. Fichte denies Schelling's nature philosophy the right even to 
the relative autonomy of an addendum to the Theory of Science. He re
affirms that every external reality is no more than a moment posited by 
the sovereign action of the Ego and that accordingly the Theory of Science 
embraces the whole realm ofknowledge. 

As we have seen, Schelling's conduct of the debate was a good deal less 
incisive than Fichte's. His uncertainty would emerge much more clearly 
if we had space to analyse the correspondence in its entirety. However, 
we are concerned with one point only: Hegel's role. We may remind the 
reader of Hegel's letter to Schelling of 2 November 1 800 in which he an
nounced his forthcoming arrival in Jena though indicating his intention 
to spend a certain amount of time in Bamberg first. On 1 5  November 
Fichte wrote the letter we have quoted containing his criticisms of the 
System of Transcendental Idealism. Schelling's reply to Hegel has been lost 
but since Hegel came to Jena in January I 801 ,  much sooner than he had 
originally intended, Haym is probably right in surmising that Schelling 's 
letter was instrumental in bringing about his earlier arrival.15 And the 
reason for coming sooner could only be connected with the present 
debate. What follows entirely conf1rms these suppositions. Hegel who 
up to then had just produced one fragment after another suddenly 
became extraordinarily productive and completed one polemical essay 
after another. By 

July 
1 801 the Difference was fmished. In August of the 

same year he 
defended 

his doctoral thesis and by the autumn he was 
giving lectures as a Privatdozent atJena University. Before the year was 
out he and Schelling had founded the Kritisches Journal der Philosophie in 
order to propagate the philosophy of objective idealism. In this period
ical Hegel displayed the same energy in elaborating what was a new 
parting of the ways in philosophy, the birth of a new stage in the devel
opment of thought. Although objective idealism had already made its 
appearance in Schiller's aesthetic writings and above all in Schelling's 
own systematic works, it was only now openly proclaimed as a new 
philosophy. And it was Hegel who so proclaimed it. Both the Difference 
and the great essays produced for the periodical (Faith and Knowledge and 
on the Scientific Modes of Treatment of Natural Law) contain a compre
hensive and systematic critique of subjective idealism. That IS to say, they 
deal not just with Fichte but also with Kant, the Kantians and with the 
chief advocate of a subjectivist 'philosophy of life'  namely Friedrich 
Heinrich Jacobi. In a series of reviews of varying length both in the Kri
tisches Journal and in the Erlanger Zeitung Hegel settles accounts with the 
large crowd oflesser figures-Schulze, Krug, Bouterwek etc. . 

At every point Hegel emerges as the chief protagonist of the new 
direct10n in philosoppy. Up to that time, however, this philosophy had 
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made its public appearance only in the writings of Schelling. This 
explains why Hegel constantly emphasizes the distinction between the 
objective idealism of Schelling and the subjective idealism of Kant, 
Jacobi, Fichte. This is why he sharply contrasts the two tendencies high
lighting the failure of subjective idealism, its inability to resolve its own 
contradictions showing at the same time that only objective idealism is 
capable of providing a satisfactory solution to all the problems involved. 
Hegel makes no attempt to subject Schelling's philosophy to scrutiny 
and there is not even a hint of cnticism. The most that can be claimed is 
that the modern reader who is already familiar with the differences be
tween Hegel and Schelling can see that in a number of places Hegel 
Imputes to Schelling a view or a tendency which seems to fit in better 
with his own thought than with that of Schelling. 

All this can be readily explained by reference to the exigencies of a 
philosophical polemic. But setting that aside how are we to define 
Hegel's position vis-a-vis Schelling in those first Jena years? The available 
material does not permit us to provide a fully-documented answer. From 
the penod before Schellmg's departure for Wiirzburg in 1 803 not a 
single negative or even critical utterance about Schelling by Hegel IS 
known to us. Not until the period 1 803-6 docs Hegel begin to criticize 
Schelling's supporters and disciples and fmally Schelling himself. This 
criticism is formulated systematically in 7 "he Phenomenology of Mind: 
Hegel 's first public disagreement with Schelling's philosophy IS also 
decisive and conclusive. 

Is it then fair to say that in his early years in Jcna Hegel supported 
Schelling without any reservations whatever? Or was his collaboration 
with Schelling no more than 'diplomacy' ,  'tactics' ?  The firSt view is pro
pagated in the usual histories of philosophy; the second is purveyed e.g. 
by Stirling who discovers a certain 'cunnmg', an element of'calculation' 
in Hegel's rapprochement with Schelling at this t1mc.16 That the f1rst 
view IS false will be evident to the reader of our discussiOn of Hegel's 
Frankfurt period. As we saw there, even before coming to Jena Hegel 
had already arnvcd at an objective dialectics which was in advance of 
Schelling 's on the crucial point (the theory of contradiction) .  We saw 
too that in his fragmentary notes Hegel had made more progress than 
Schelling on a whole series of other problems concerning dialectics. And 
the most important tendency of Hegel's philosophy, his creation of a 
novel dialectical logic, always lay well beyond Schelling's horizon. 
Hence when Hegel objected in the Kritisches Journal to being described as 
a supporter of Schelling, he was undoubtedly justified in doing soP 

But this is not to imply that Stirling and his like have correctly m
terpreted the relations between the two thinkers at this time. Stirling's 
attitude to Hegel is much like the attitude revealed by Ench Schmidt m 
his analysis of the relations between Lessing and Voltaire, an attitude 
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which Franz Mehnng has exposed with such irony. Mehring 's scorn was 
aroused particularly by the way in which 'scholars' like Schmidt insin
uate that the great poets and thinkers of the past possess the obsequious 
mentality shown by ambitious lecturers towards powerful professors, a 
mentality to which they themselves owe their university careers. But 
a Lessing and a Hegel are humanly as well as intellectually superior to a 
Professor Schmidt or a Professor Stirling. 

The Frankfurt Fragment of a System makes it quite clear that 
Hegel 

had 
succeeded in 

clarifying 
his own specific method on a number of 

the 
fun

damental problems 
of 

dialectics before he joined forces with Schelling. 
But this is far from implying that his own 

approach 
to dialectics was fully 

thought out by the time he arrived in Jena, 
let 

alone elaborated in a sys
tematic and concrete; manner. I am not 

thinking 
here of such important 

systematic problems as the relation of 
philosophy 

to religion. We have 
seen (p. 2 12ff. ) how in Frankfurt Hegel 

thought 
that philosophy should 

terminate in religion, i.e. that man's religious position constituted the 
'apex of philosophy. And we shall soon see how he took up another 
stance on this issue in his very first work in Jena, one which was contin
ually modified and developed right up to the Phenomenology. But if we 
set aside such major issues and just glance at the firSt version of his views 
on logic, the so-called Jena Logic of I 8o1/2, we cannot help seeing how 
side by side with the lucid exposition of 

problems 
of pivotal importance 

for his later logic (e.g. the transition 
from 

quantity to quality) there 
remains much that Hegel silently rejected as early as the Phenomenology 
itself. And above all on the crucial problem of the dialectical deduction 
of the categories from the movement of their internal contradictions, the 
Jena Logic is still riddled with confusions, even by comparison with the 
later Jena period. The precise division into formal and dialectical logic, 
and the definition of the relationship between them-this is all there in 
nuce and is clarified to a degree never attained by Schelling-but by the 
standard of Hegel's later development it 1s still rudimentary. 

Hence it is no mere accident that in the first part of his stay in Jena 
Hegel published only polemical tracts-if we ignore his dissertatiOn De 
orbitis planetarum which is of negligible importance for his life's work. In 
these polemical writings he combats the contradictions and inadequacies 
of subjective idealism and m the process he develops his own views 
above all in the sphere of social philosophy. At the same time he either 
refrains entirely from presenting a detailed concrete discussion of the 
methods and content of objective idealism or else, where there is such a 
discussion, it remains very general. 

Simultaneously with these polemical activities Hegel energetically set 
about constructing an independent system both in h1s lectures and in 
manuscript form. However, he did not get beyond the stage of plans and 
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sketches. Neither at this stage nor later on did he contemplate publishing 
them. He did indeed draw on them for his later published work but they 
remained raw material and the systematic framework in which they 
were cast was constantly subjected to criticism and revision. This con
tinuous process of modification in fundamentals gives some indication of 
the extent to which his basic thought was still in a state of flux. We have 
already referred to his description of Schelling as that of a thinker whose 
development took place in public. It may be that at times this method 
held some attractions for the young Hegel as he toiled away laboriously 
at the construction of a system. But we can be quite sure that it was ana
thema to his deepest philosophical convictions. 

The first phase of Hegel's stay in Jena, then, was a time of philo
sophical experimentation, though on a far higher plane than in Frankfurt, 
as a comparison between the products of the two penods makes quite 
clear. In Frankfurt we find Hegel writing a series of essays in which he 
struggles with problems of the greatest importance for him, essays which 
show a definite coherence, but which do not consciously put the prob
lem of a system in the foreground. In Jena, however, the sketches are all 
sketches for a 

system 
so that the progress is quite apparent, even if the 

methodological foundations 
of a system are still insecure. 

A glance at Hegel's intimate diary from the later part of Hegel's stay in 
Jena furnishes us with interesting insights into his intellectual workshop. 
This diary was published by Rosenkranz as 'Hegel's notebook'. Typl
cally more recent Hegel scholars have ignored both Rosenkranz's publi
cation and his correct dating of the diary ( 1 803-<:i). Dilthey discussed its 
contents but clearly regarded them as general statements valid for the 
entire Jena period and he neglected even to hint that they had been pub
lished by Rosenkranz. Haering went even further: he praised Dilthey for 
his 'great achievement' in having 'published' them and he placed them 
right at the start of the Jena period.18 

An attentive study of these diaries will show anyone who has even the 
slightest understanding of Hegel's development that the statements they 
contain about his method of work are retrospective in character; Hegel has 
become clear about his own methods and now looks back self-criticallv 
at his earlier efforts. That is to say, if we stick to Rosenkranz's dating w� 
gain a very useful account of Hegel's mood and his method of work 
during his earlier period in Jena. We give a number of typical passages: 

' The most pernicious vice is to seek to preserve oneself from errors. The fear 
of actively bringing error upon oneself is complacency and renders 
absolute passive error inevitable. Thus a stone has no active error, 
except e.g. for limestone when nitric acid 1s poured on it. It then gets 
quite out of hand. It really goes wildly astray, it flares up and enters 
another world-knowing nothing of this other world it is destroyed. 
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Contrast man. He is substance, maintains himself . . . .  This stoniness 
or stoneness . . .  this rigidity must be abandoned. Flexibility 
educability . . .  is truth. Not until one understands the thing, some
thing which comes after learning about It, does one stand above it. '  

This passage is finely elucidated by  the entry immediately preceding it. 
There Hegel says: 

'An essential part of studying a science is that one should not be led 
astray by its principles. They are general and do not mean much. It 
appears that you only grasp their meaning if you grasp the particular. 
Often they are simply bad. They are consciousness of a thing, and the 
thing is often better than the consciousness. One goes on studying. At 
firSt consciousness IS unclear. Anything rather than understand and prove 
everything step by step. Instead one puts the book aside, reads on half 
asleep, resigned to one's own consciousness, i.e. one's singularity, 
which is painful. '19 
A careful reading of this passage reveals that Hegel is describing his 

own method of work in this period of transition. The central problem 
has become clear to him, though not entirely so, but he presses on, unde
terred by errors to test the correctness of his views against all the particu
larities of the real world. And he stubbornly holds fast to the principle of 
accepting only ideas that withstand this confrontation with the particu
lar. 'The thing 1s often better than the consciousness. '  This is the key to 
his whole mode of philosophy during his youth. He takes over 
Schelling's idea of the world as a unified process which embraces nature 
and history and treats it with total seriousness, much more seriously than 
Schelling who put the same idea forward in a different system, a different 
abstract form every year. Hegel wants to grasp the essence of this process, 
to see just how it comprehends all particulars, and as long as he does not 
possess a method which will guarantee this comprehensive knowledge 
he will accept the general principle only with reservations, i.e. he tests it 
against the facts, the particulars and rejects it at once if he fmds it abstract, 
i.e. if it fails to 

explain 
the particulars. This 'empiricism' which has 

gravely 
embarrassed 

I:Iegel's bourgeois exegetes is a feature of his specific 
form of the dialectic. We shall see later just where its limits lie for him. 
Here it was necessary only to point to this feature of his thought, partly 
to make the difference between him and Schelling absolutely clear, and 
partly to explain why Hegel did not at once take up a negative stance on a 
number of the fundamental tenets of objective idealism, but spent some 
time experimenting with them, testing them, to convince himself of 
their validity or nullity. 

Another passage in the diaries reveals Hegel's attitude to Schelling 
even more clearly, though Schellmg is not referred to by name. 
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'I remember very well how for a long time I drifted around among 
the sciences, honestly believing that what had become apparent on 
the surface was not the whole of it. From the way it was all discussed I 
concluded that the heart of the matter still lay behind the scenes and 
that everyone knew far more than they admitted, that in fact they 
knew the spirit and reasons justifying what they were proposing. 
After I had long sought in vam for the right way and its justification, 
things they were all talking about and acting as if they were generally 
known and the normal way of proceeding, I came to the conclusion 
that there was nothing beyond what I had understood except for the 
conf1dent tone, wilful argument and arrogance. '1ll 

This remark comes at the very end of the notebook. His own tone reveals 
that he had himself seen through the abstraction, the formalism and the 
philosophical defects of Schelling's philosophy. In the form of self
criticism he gives us an idea of the way he had been influenced by 
Schelling's philosophical dexterity, and his self-conf1dent and impressive 
manner. When we come to analyse the differences of substance between 
Hegel and Schelling the reader will be better able to understand Hegel 's 
attitude than here where we are concerned merely with sketching in the 
'intellectual physiognomy' of the two men. 

However, we must beware of exaggerating the contrast between 
them. If we wish to understand the period 1 801-3 rightly we must not be 
prejudiced by what we know today about Schelling's later career. It is 
true that the seeds of Schelling's reactionary tendencies were already to 
he seen, but they were no more than seeds. And in 1 801 no-one could 
have foreseen that the originator of the philosophical revolution in Ger
many would end as the philosopher of theological reaction. Even the 
vapidity of his philosophical constructs looked different then from how 
they would appear when examined in the light of his later thought. At 
that time a revolution in philosophy was imminent-we recall Hegel's 
biting remarks about people who wanted to bring it to a con
clusion-and Schelling's abstractions had necessarily the appearance of 
the sort of abstraction that inevitably accompanies the birth of a new 
philosophy in a new age. (When we come to discuss The Phenomenology 
of Mind we shall see that this feature was very much in Hegel's own mind 
too.)  

Marx as a dialectical historian criticized Schelling unsparingly, but he 
nevertheless singled out his 'genuine youthful insight' for special praise 
and compared him with a thinker of the stature of Feuer bach. It is evi
dent that for the young Hegel, 

struggling 
to discover the principles of 

objective dialectics, this 'genuine 
youthful 

insight' must have been what 
attracted him most in Schelling, especially since despite all his later criti
cism he was never able to see through him as clearly as Marx could from 
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the vantage-point of materialism. For the truth is that the idealist dialec
tics of objective idealism always remained common ground. There are 
then defmite limits to Schelling's philosophy which turned out to be 
limits of the Hegelian dialectic too, while Marx could go further and 
criticize them with annihilating effect. 

We have already stated that Schelling's 'genuine youthful insight' was 
his attempt to view nature and history as a single unified dialectical pro
cess. This answered to the deepest intellectual aspirations of the young 
Hegel. Furthermore, if it is true that Hegel's ideas at this time were much 
more profound than those of Schelling, particularly in the sphere of 
social philosophy and the logical problems of dialectics, it remains the 
case that Hegel was not yet capable of gathering his ideas together into a 
comprehensive unified system. Yet this is 

precisely 
what Schelling 

achieved and moreover he was able to present 
his 

system in an exceptlon
ally brilliant and dazzling literary form. We have already seen that 
Hegel thought it essential to test Schelling's views against his own inde
pendent work before venturing any criticism and we see from his diary 
entries that his procedure might be called experimental. Only if we see 
their relations in this way will we he in a position to interpret correctly 
the appearance in some ofhis 

writings 
especially the System of Ethics, of 

Schellingian terminology, i.e. only 
then 

will we be able to do justice to 
the influence of Schelling on Hegel without feeling the need to describe 
him either as a simple supporter of Schelling or as an ambitious climber 
and a hypocrite who failed to disclose differences of opinion for 'tactical 
reasons'. 

A further factor of importance here is that for all the literary accom
plishment of each publication, Schelling's thought too was in flux. Of 
course, we know nothing of the personal relations between the two men. 
They lived in the same place , taught at the same university and published 
a periodical together. They obviously must have had very detailed dis
cussions about the principles of philosophy. And if it cannot be demed 
that Hegel's early Jena writings show the impact of Schellingian lan
guage, it is also true that we can sometimes hear the voice of Hegel in 
certain of Schelling's writings at this time. Thus for a long time there was 
a debate about the authorship of the introductory article in the periodical 
on the Relationship of the Philosophy of Nature to 

Philosophy 
in general. It was

not possible to say whether it had been written by 
Schelling 

or by Hegel. 
Not until an autobiographical note by Hegel from the year 1 804 was dis
covered could it he shown that Schelling was in fact the author.21 In cir
cumstances such as these we may easily imagine that on certain 
contentious points Hegel must have striven to convince Schelling of his 
errors in the course of conversation over long periods of time and 
attempted to bring him back to the right path before he finally entered 
the lists in pubhc. 
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We must also bear in mind that although m many respects Hegel held 
profounder and more progressive views than Schelling, he must have 
been a disciple in the sphere of the philosophy of nature-at least in the 
early stages. We know that he had made an intensive study of scientific 
problems while he was still in Frankfurt, but this must be set against the 
major achievements of Schelling, his disciples and above all, and quite 
independently of them, Goethe, w1th whom Hegel became acquainted 
at around thi� time. And Hegel had to familiarize himself with these dis
coveries and assess them critically before constructmg an independent 
system ofhis own. 

This examination of the relations between Schelling and Hegel bears 
out the contention made earlier on (p. 21 5ff. ) :  their collaboration in Jena 
was the pomt at which the paths of two important minds crossed. Hegel 
was in the process of working out his specif1c form of dialectics. From the 
available documents we can see that he did not discard Schelling's ter
mmology entirely before the lecture manuscripts of I Bos-6 -and of 
course this 1s by no means just a matter of terminology. When we come 
to look at the vanous drafts of Hegel's social philosophy we shall have 
cause to remark the close connection between the clear and concrete 
evolution of ideas and his emancipation from the language of Schelling. 

In 1 803 Schelling left Jena and went to Wi.irzburg, thus bringing" the 
period of close personal contact to an end. The Kritisches Journal did not 
survive the separation; it had fulfilled its historic mission of drawing a 
dividing line between subjective and objective idealism. The process of 
distinguishing vanous strands within objective idealism itself could now 
begin. It would be an error, however, to see this process entirely in terms 
of a clarification of Hegel's ideas. We repeat: Schelling's thought too 
was in flux. And the increasingly defmite emergence of the reactionary 
elements in Schelling 's 

philosophy 

stand.� in continuous interaction with 
the evolution of Hegel's 

thought, 

with his ever more pronounced eman
cipation from the Schellingian concepts with which he had 'exper
imented' for a time. In Wi.irzburg, as early as 1 804, Schelling's Philosophy 
and Religion already contained a number of fairly defmite reactionary fea
tures. His abandonment of his 'genuine youthful insight' had already 
begun to assume philosophical dress: the world was now seen as a 'defec
tion' from the Absolute (i.e. from God).  The basic tendency ofhis later 
openly reactionary position, of his so-called 'positive' philosophy ap
peared here for the first time m a fairly explint manner. (The later Schel
ling came to regard his own philosophy of nature and dialectics as 
'negative' philosophy complementmg and preparing the way for his 
fmal synthesis. )  

It would be absurd to Ignore the effect upon Hegel of these changes in 
Schelling. Hegel's later view of the matter fmds expression in the History 
of Philosophy. There he makes it plain that Schelling has earned his place 
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in the world history of philosophy exclusively by virtue of his fmt 
period in Jena. He does not even bother to attack his later works (there is 
a parallel here to his attitude towards Fichte 's later works) . On the other 
hand, we must not forget that Hegel who had such intimate knowledge 
of Schelling's character as well as his work, did not regard the latter's 
new phase as defmitive. For a long time he continued to hope that criu
cism would bring Schelling back to the true path of dialectical philo
sophy. The correspondence between them, even at the time of The 
Phenomenology of Mind shows that Hegel still reckoned with the possi
bility of a philosophical rapprochement. Only after the Phenomenology 
was published in I 807 did the split become defmitive when Schellmg 
broke off relations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The critique of subjective idealism 

HEGEL's fmt published works in Jena are essentially polemical in nature. 
The passion wtth which they are imbued springs from his conviction that 
the philosophical revolution he is proclaiming is but the intellectual ex
pression of a great general revolution. The defeat of subjective idealism 
at the hands of objective idealism is not merely the narrow parochial 
concern of a few philosophers but the intellectual apex of a great socto
historical transformation. This explains the recurrence m these writings 
of images which establish precisely this connection between the changes 
in philosophy and the emergence of a new world. We have already 
given one example. (p. 249.) The following quotation is perhaps even 
more characteristic ofhis mood in this first period in Jena. 

'The lawgivers of Athens prescribed the death-sentence for political 
abstention at times of political unrest. Philosophical abstention, the 
decision not to defend one's own position but to resolve in advance to 
submit to whomever fate crowns with victory and general acclaim, is 
the decision to condemn oneself to the death of one's speculative 
reason. '1 

The weapons he employs are already specifically Hegelian. His refuta
tion of subjective idealism does not confme itself simply to demon
strating its limitations and defects. His method is less direct, but far more 
radical than that. He regards subjective idealism not simply as a false 
direction in philosophy, but as a trend which 

necessarily 

came into being 
and whose errors also bear the 

stamp 

of necessity. His 

demonstration 

that 
subjective idealism is false shows 

the 

logic both of this necessity and of 
the limitations it entailed. Now as later he uses both historical and sys
tematic arguments, and ultimately the two are inseparable. Historically, 
he shows that subjective idealism necessarily arose out of the deepest 
problems of the present and that this was its historical justification and its 
permanent achievement. Yet at the same time he shows that subjective 
idealism cannot possibly do more than present the problems posed by the 
age and translate them into the language of speculative philosophy. Sub
jective idealism, however, has no answer to these problems: this is its 
failure. 

Thus by confronting subjective idealism with objective idealism he 
fixes the historical position of both in the history of philosophy and indeed 
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of mankind. He thereby elevates the discussion to a level not dreamed of 
by Fichte and Schelling in their correspondence on the subject. 
Moreover Hegel's historical grasp of the problem represents an enor
mous advance in his own development, one which clearly points to the 
mature Hegel of the future. Of course, having studied his Berne and 
Frankfurt fragments in detail we can �ee the long preparation that pre
ceded this. For Hegel philosophy was always connected intimately with 
the general, socio-political and cultural problems of the present; it 
would provide the fmal intellectual solution for all the problems of the 
past pressing upon the present. 

Thus the 'sudden' emergence of an historical approach in such a per
fected form is not hard to explain. In Berne and Frankfurt Hegel had 
attempted to tackle the great problems of society head on and even 
though he advanced to the point where he had to deal with some of the 
central problems of dialectics he was not able to bring his views together 
in an overall system. Moreover although he was in continuous contact 
with developments in philosophy throughout this period (above all in 
Frankfurt) ,  he only took Issue with them when it became unavoidable 
and then only on particular problems. Only when he came to Jena did he 
feel the necessity of coming to terms with contemporary philosophy as 
such. It was his profound and comprehensive grasp of the problems of 
the present, his ability to relate them to a single problem: the turn
ing-point from subjective to objective idealism, that 'suddenly' pro
duced the fully-fledged historical approach. 

In his polemical writings the historical method is inseparable from the 
systematic one. We 

repeat: Hegel 

is not concerned to refute subjective 
idealism from 

'outside', 

but 

by 

unravelling internal contradictions 
which remained hidden from Fichte. The internal dialectic of these con
tradictions, the solution which the movemep.t of the contradictions 
brings about, is what will demonstrate the necessity for objective ideal
Ism. Since Hegel regards these contradictions as the products of events 
and processes in society we witness the emergence here in these early 
polemics of that inner organic unity of philosophy and history so typical 
ofhis maturity. 

Thus Hegel's approach IS historical and systematic at the same time. He 
raises the question of the need for philosophy in the present. From our 
knowledge of the Frankfurt Fragment of a System it cannot surprise us to 
learn that 

Hegel 

sought the source of this need for philosophy in frag
mentation 

and 

disunity. This enabled him to deduce what he regarded as 
the crucial weakness of non-dialectical thought, viz. that it simply 
reflected this fragmentation through its separation of the categones of 
reason from the living and moving totality of the world, the absolute. 
He says: 
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'If we look more closely at the particular form of a philosophy we can 
see how it springs on the one hand from the living originality of a 
mind which has created and actively shaped a fragmented harmony; 
and on the other hand, it springs from the particular form of disunity 
from which the system arises. Disunity is the source of the need for 
philosophy and as the culture (Bildung) of the age it is its unfree, pre
determined aspect. In culture manifestations of the absolute have 
become isolated from the absolute and have become fixed as autono
mous things. '2 

This description of the present as an age of culture once more remmds 
us of the close links between Hegel's philosophy and the classical period 
of Goethe and Schiller. Indeed, at first glance it almost looks like a philo
sophical statement of the aspirations formulated in Schiller's aesthetic 
essays and especially in Goethe's Wilhelm Meister 's 

Apprenticeship . 

But the 
term 'culture' has a different emphasis in Hegel. He stresses 

the 

dishar
monies and contradictions which make such a dramatic appearance at 
this stage ofhuman history. When we come to discuss The Phenomenology 
of Mind we shall see that the age of culture is in Hegel's eyes the age when 
dialectics is reborn in its fmal and most perfect form, i.e. that the con
vulsions and struggles of this fragmented and disharmonious age are the 
birthpangs of the fmal harmony of Hegel's absolute spirit. 

The distinction is important but is nevertheless just a matter of empha
sis, involving a different evaluation of the preceding periods of transition 
and especially of the Enlightenment. Goethe and Hegel always agree in 
seeing themselves as the successors of the Enlightenment, as its consum
mation; their critique of Enlightenment never reaches the point of 
rejecting its heritage outright as do the Romantics. (The modern swindle 
in Goethe and Hegel studies depends on obscuring precisely this circum
stance and it thrives on isolated quotations wrenched from their con
texts.) In this area a typical example of the way in which Goethe and 
Hegel see eye to eye is to be found in Goethe's discovery of the manu
script ofDiderot's Le Neveu de Rameau early in the nineteenth century. 
He immediately translated it and published it with a commentary while 
Hegel no less eagerly made use of it to define the particular form of dia
lectics operative in the Enlightenment. The characters depicted by Dide
rot are assigned a crucial role in the most important chapter in The 
Phenomenology of Mind. 

Now Hegel thinks of his age as the point in time when the disintegra
tion of culture has reached its peak and the possibility of a reversal of the 
trend and the emergence of a new harmony is very real. 

'The more progress there is in culture and the more vanous the mani
festations of life exposed to fragmentation, the greater the power of 
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fragmentatiOn becomes . . .  ' 

But this fragmentation holds out the possibility of new harmony and its 
appointed agent is philosophy itself: 

'When the power of unification vanishes from the lives of men and 
opposing tendencies lose their ability to interact with each other and 
become autonomous, the need for philosophy is born. '3 
These statements are enough to persuade us that Hegel is pursuing 

ideas he had conceived in Frankfurt in a more explicit and consciom 
fashion, above all, the notion that all the contradictions and conflicts that 
arise in philosophy can be reduced to conflicts and contradictions in life, 
that they are rooted in society itself. This idea is not only the source of 
Hegel's historicism but it also dcfmcs his particular approach to contra
dictions and their elimination. It is made quite explicit in the program
matic introduction to the first of the polemical essays written at this 
period. 

'To do away with such rigid antagonisms is the exclusive task of 
philosophy. This docs not mean that it is opposed to opposition and 
limitation as such; for a necessary disunity is a factor of life itself 
which develops through an eternal process of oppositions and the 
totality can only be reconstructed in all its vitality from a state of the 
greatest possible division. However, reason Is opposed to the absolute 
fixation of disunity by the understanding, all the more when absolute 
opposites have sprung from reason itself. '4 

Thus in Hegel's view disunity is a feature oflife itself, the philosophy of 
culture is not in the wrong because it gives it philosophical expression ; 
on the contrary, that Is its achievement. Its defect lies in its inability to 
discover the unifying principle which lies objectively at the base of all 
disunity and its consequent failure to fmd the path back to harmony. 

Such considerations elevate the conflict between Fichte and Schel
ling, between subjective and objective idealism, to the plane of a de
cisive polarity in history itself. Fichte's philosophy appears in it as the 
highest intellectual expression of disunity, as its systematic philo
sophical statement. However, it is unaware of its own origins, its 
analysis of the problem is in fact spurious and its claims to offer a sol
ution are specious. Criticism must demonstrate the philosophical and 
historical justification and necessity for the problems while showing 
that Fichte 's solutions only appear as such to the superficial glance 
while in reality they merely formulate unsolved and on this plane 
insoluble problems in terms of rigid polarities. Objective idealism will 
provide the solution to these problems, it is the philosophy which 
arises from the living contradictions of the age and its thought: in the 
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language of Hegel's later philosophy, objective idealism is 'the truth of 
subjective idealism'. 

The view expressed in these early writings already stamps Hegel as the 
founder of a new scientific method in the history of philosophy. He is the 
first thinker to have refused to content himself with the mere collation of 
facts or abstract criticisms. His new approach IS attempted quite con
sciously in the Difference. He launches an attack there against the view 
that philosophy and its history 

'is a sort of craft which can be improved by the constant development 
of" tricks of the trade". ' 

At the same time he turns against thinkers who would deal with the sub
ject from a 'particular point of view'. In this he can see nothing but a bad 
subjectivity. 

'Anyone who is trapped in a particular point of view can only see 
peculiarities in others. ' 

His position is that philosophy is a great, unified historical process whose 
content is the dialectical unfolding of reason in its unity. 

Needless to say Hegel was not the ftrst to attempt to give the study of 
the history of philosophy a scientific foundation. Kant had made a plea 
for such a study and so had all the important figures in classical philo
sophy. But his predecessors here had never gone beyond the stage of pro
grammatic declarations. Hegel was the flrSt person to tackle the problem 
in all seriousness and to try to produce a comprehensive history of philo
sophy and to provide it with a methodological basis which would show 
how it unfolds logically by virtue of the inner dialectic of thought, of 
human progress. We could only know how far Hegel had advanced 
with this programme if we still had the text of his lectures on the history 
of philosophy from the year I 8o6. His editors did possess them but the 
printed version only indicates in a few isolated places which passages 
date from the I 8o6 lectures. A really conclusive statement on this issue is 
therefore no longer possible. 

Nevertheless, we can attempt an approximate reconstruction of 
Hegel's view of the history of philosophy in his Jena period, because 
even though his polemics against subjective idealism concentrate on the 
historical necessity both of its emergence and its demise, they do not limit 
themselves to this theme in any narrow or one-sided way. On the con
trary, in order to present the problem from as many points of view as 
possible and to document it as fully as he can, he takes the opportunity to 
discuss a wide variety of problems. Since it lies to one side of our main 
arguments we must confme ourselves to a list of some of the more 
important of the excursi he makes in the course of his polemics. In his 
essay on Schulze he makes a detailed comparison between scepticism in 
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antiquity and the modern world. In the essay on natural law he contrasts 
the social philosophies of Plato and Aristotle with the moderns and com
pares the views of important representatives of the Enlightenment such 
as Hobbes and Montesquieu on the subject oflaw, the state and society, 
with the views of Kant and Fichte. In his attack on Jacobi he sets 
Spinoza 's authentic dialectic against Jacobi's vulgarized verston of it and 
in his discussion of teleology he opposes Voltaire's ideas to those of Kant 
and Fichte. 

However, we must consider one problem-Hegel's position vis-a-vis 
the Enlightenment-a little more fully, since it is closely bound up with 
Hegel's approach to dialectics and is a crucial factor in the disagreements 
which led to the breach with Schelling. The main thrust of classical 
German philosophy was a struggle against 

philosophical 
materialism. 

The struggle became sharper as German 
philosophy 

gained in strength 
and assurance. Schelling's occasional lapses into a sort of materialism 
were merely episodes that did not affect the main trend any more than 
Kant's well-known hesitations. As far as Hegel is concerned, we know 
that he never had any hesitations at all; he was always consciously an 
idealist and a declared opponent of materialism. 

But this hostility should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the 
philosophy of the 

Enlightenment 
left an indelible imprint on Hegel's de

velopment and 
throughout 

the Jena period he considered himself as its 
heir. That the Enlightenment was the point of departure for his own 
philosophy and that he was profoundly influenced by it in his youth is 
nothing out of the ordinary; the same could be said of almost all his con
temporaries. What is important is that unlike the majority of them 
-with Goethe almost the only exception,-he did not renounce the 
Enlightenment. Schelling and the Romantics became more and more 
opposed to the Enlightenment and expressed their hostility in increas
ingly sharp terms. It is not without signiftcance that they tended to ident
ify the Enlightenment with the second-rate mediocrities prominent at 
the end of the eighteenth century in Germany. In the eyes of many Ger
mans the real greatness of the Enlightenment was obscured by such cari
catures as Nicolai. Hegel's attitude was quite distinct from this. The 
broad cosmopolitan outlook which we have already observed in his atti
tude to the French Revolution and English economics proved its worth 
here too. In his Jena diaries we fmd the following very revealing com
ments on the issue. 

'In Germany people are always rushing to defend healthy common sense 
from what are thought of as the arrogant attacks of philosophy. It's all 
wasted effort since even if philosophy were to concede everything it 
would be of no service to them--since they have no common sense. 
Genuine common sense is not peasant coarseness, but something in the 
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educated world which freely and forcefully confronts the fetishes of 
culture wtth the truth; or it may appear in the form of a Rous
seauesque paradox which formulates principles to express its objec
tions both to culture and its fetishes; or else in the form of experience, 
reasoning, wit, as in Voltaire or Helvetius. '5 
Hegel regards objective idealism as the highest and indeed the final 

form of 
philosophy. 

In his polemics against Kant and Fichte he elaborates 
its claims. But 

he 
sees the direct antecedents of his own philosophy not 

just in subjective idealism but also in the philosophy of the Enlight
enment. In the process of settling accounts with the past we frequently 
come across situations where he puts the views of the Enlightenment or 
of particular Enlightenment thinkers on the same plane as those of Kant 
or Fichte or even praises the former at the expense of the latter. This is a 
matter we shall return to in our treatment of the particular issues where 
we shall see how these comparisons and contrasts constantly recur. We 
shall also have occasion to observe that his view of the Enlightenment is 
intimately bound up with his entire view of history and as such it has a 
decisive impact on The Phenomenology of mind. 

All that need be said here is that Hegel's general repudiation of philo
sophical materialism does not restrain him from assigning a prominent 
place in the history of philosophy to its most important representatives 
Halbach and Helvetius. In the Difference 

Hegel 
takes issue with the 

Kantian thinker Reinhold and his superficial 
and 

purely negative view of 
materialism as a mere 'aberration' 'alien to Germany'. Reinhold sees 
nothing of its authentic philosophical desire to abolish the dualism of 
mind and matter. 

'If the Western locality of the culture which produced this system 
prevents the system from 

migrating 
to another country we may 

inquire whether this 
enforced 

separation does not stem from the 
opposite cultural one-sidedness. Even if its scientific value were negli
gible we cannot but see that e.g. in [Halbach's] Systeme de Ia nature a 
mind estranged from its age reproduces itself in scientific form. We 
cannot but see how the sorrow at the universal deceit of the age, the 
thorough-going destruction of nature, the endless lies that go by the 
name of truth and law-how this sorrow which permeates the entire 
work still has the energy, the philosophical need and the passion for 
speculation to construct into a science the absolute that has vanished 
from life. And the form that science takes is that of objectivity, just as 
German culture often without any speculative power at all makes its 
home in subjectivity (to which faith and love also belong.) '6 

The defects of Hegel's arguments here are plain to see. He believes that 
objective idealism will provide the principle that will overcome both 
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one-sided attitudes: those of subjective idealism and philosophical ma
terialism. What is more interestmg 1s that he places Halbach's materi
alism on the same plane as the philosophy ofKant and Fichte.  N o  doubt, he 
greatly exaggerates the ' desperation' contained in the social criticism and 
the general philosophy of the eighteenth-century materialists. He over
looks the optimistic, self-confident mood in which they anticipate the 
coming transformation of society, the approaching rule of the bour
geoisie. This misconception has its roots in his general view of history. 
He views the French Revolution as the climactic point of a crisis which 
will lead to a new age of the spirit. Hence the French materialists are 
regarded exclusively as the intellectual spokesmen of this crisis. Hence he 
is as right about the materialists as he is about the Revolution, and where 
he goes wrong about the Revolution we can also perceive the limitations 
of his view of Halbach and Helvetius. What is important, however, is 
that he sees Kant and Fichte as products of the same crisis. That is to say, 
he places Halbach on the same philosophical plane as Kant and Fichte 
and high above the subjective idealists whose philosophy ends in mere 
feeling and declamatory statement. The last sentence of the passage just 
quoted is an energetic dig at the whole school of sentimental philo�ophy 
and ofRomanticism, and not just at Kantians like Reinhold. 

This parallel between subjective idealism and materialism is not an iso
lated incident in Hegel's polemical essays. He keeps returning to it and 
always with the intention of showing how their complementary limi
tation can be overcome by objective idealism. For example, in the course 
of an argument against superficial conceptions of' common sense ' . 

'The matter of the materialists or the Ego of the idealists-the former 
is no longer the dead matter which turns out to have life of its own in 
opposing and shaping; the latter is no longer the empirical 
consciousness, that as a limited thing fmds itself forced to posit infmi
ties outside itself . ., 
Hegel's early critique of subjective idealism differs from his later 

views. The celebrated criticism of the thing-in-itself which both Engels 
and Lenin praised so highly is not yet present in Hegel's objections to 
Kant. Such criticism was only possible after the full development of the 
system of objective idealism. Of course, when we come to examine 
Hegel's discussions of 'externalization' in the Phenomenology the attent
ive reader will readily see that his view of this concept implicitly con
tains his critique of subjective idealism. Hegel's laer criticism is 
retrospective and conclusive. It takes the line that subjective idealism has 
been completely superseded. But at the time under consideration we are 
still witnessing the birth of absolute idealism. Hence the connections be
tween the two philosophies are sometimes more apparent than their 
opposition, since the new philosophy emerges as the necessary solution 
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to the unresolved contradictions in the old. In consequence the young 
Hegel tends to focus attention on Fichte. Not simply because the dis
agreement between Fichte and Schelling provided a suitable point of de
parture, but because it was Fichte who had successfully completed the 
Kantian system and who thereby became Hegel's chief target. Hegel's 
attitude to Fichte never changed throughout his life. But in the great 
debates in the Log it: and the Encyclopaedia there was a shift in emphasis and 
Kant as the founder and the greatest exponent of subjective idealism 
became the chief object of Hegel's attack. This change in emphasis 
reflected 

Hegel's 

greater maturity and a surer grasp of the history of 
philosophy 

than 

he could have had in the heat of the debate during his 
youth. 

At the centre ofhis analysis 1s his demonstration that Fichte was unable 
to carry out his intention of proving that the Ego is an identical subject 
-object and so resolving the Kantian dualism of consciousness and 
things-in-themselves. We observe that the Schelling-Hegel critique of 
Fichte is the reverse of Kant's. Both, however, throw light on the half
hearted way in which Fichte attempts to supersede Kant. Fichte's inad
equacy lies in the fact that he aims to overcome Kantian dualism with the 
aid of a concept which in reality takes the agnostic and subjectivist ten
dencies in Kant to an extreme by transforming the entire world into con
sciousness whilst at the same time requiring that the Ego should possess 
an objectivity which goes well beyond the limits assigned to con
sciousness by Kant. Kant in his criticism of Fichte emphasized that from 
the standpoint of consciousness it is not possible to overcome the dualism 
of consciousness and external world, Hegel starts at the other end: he ac
knowledges Fichte's purpose of providing an idealist solution to the 
problem of the objectivity of the world by discovering an identical sub
ject-object, but maintains that Fichte does not get beyond postulating this 
solution. In Hegel's own words: 

'Thus the Ego does not itself become the subject-object within the 
system. The subjective does indeed become the subject-object, but 
not the objective; and so the subject is not equal to the object. '8 

It is easy to see the historical necessity underlying these formulations. 
Kant provided the agnosticism of subjective idealism with its most 
advanced theoretical statement. At the same time it became apparent that 
the materialism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was utterly 
unable even to formulate let alone resolve the problems of dialectics 
thrown up by the advances in the natural sciences and the progress of so
ciety. In view of the prevailing conditions of society and hence of scienti
fic thought the road from metaphysics to dialectics had to go through 
idealism. Now from an idealist 

point 

of view a dialectics of objective 
reality can only be achieved on 

the 

basis of the identical subject-object. 
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There can only be an objective-idealist dialectics (a) if we may assume 
the existence of something that goes beyond the consciousness of indivi
duals but is still subject-like, a kind of consciousness, (b) if amidst the dia
lectical movement of the objects idealism can discern a development 
which moves towards a consciousness of itself in this subject, and so (c) if 
the movement of the world of objects achieves an objective and subjec
tive, real and conscious union with knowledge. Thus the identtcal sub
ject-object is the central pillar of objective idealism just as the reflection 
in human consciousness of an objective reality subsisting independently 
of consciousness is the crux of materialist epistemology. 

The great economic and social upheavals at the turn of the century and 
the upsurge of the natural sciences laid bare the limitations of the old 
materialism which Lenin defines in the following terms: 

'the fundamental miifortune of [ "metaphysical" materialism] is its in
ability to apply dialectics to the theory of reflection [ Bildertheorie ] ,  to 
the process and development ofknowledge ' .9 

The development of society had thrust the problem of dialecucs to the 
centre of the stage so vigorously that Kant's agnosticism had made its ap
pearance in dialectical form (in sharp contrast to that of Berkeley and 
Hume) , but at the same time dialectical materialism was neither socially 
nor theoretically possible. In this situation only two roads were open to 
further philosophical development. Either one could hold fast to Kant
ian positions or one could go on to invent the identical subject-object 
and arrive at a dialectics of objective reality by means of a detour 
through philosophical mystification. It is with this in mind that Lenin 
goes on to say after the passage just quoted: 

'Philosophical idealism is only nonsense from the standpoint of crude, 
simple, metaphysical materialism . .  From the standpoint of a dialectical 
materialism, on the other hand, philosophical idealism is a one-sided, 
exaggerated, uberschwenglich (Dietzgen) development (inflation, dis
tention) of one of the features, aspects, facets of knowledge into an 
absolute, divorced from matter, from nature, apotheosised. Idealism is 
clerical obscurantism. '10 

With his usual precision Lenin points to both sides of the problem. He 
makes it quite clear that the idealist approach necessarily entails religious, 
clerical overtones. We shall see later on the profound social reasons 
which 

prevented 
Hegel from emancipating himself from religion. 

Naturally 
enough. the identical subject-object which was itself born on 

religious soil nourished his religious beliefs and strengthened them still 
further. A proper study of the history of classical idealism in Germany 
will have to come to terms with both the aspects stressed by Lenin and to 
explore their dialectical interrelations. 
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Looked at from this point of view Fichte's philosophy is an odd mix
ture oflogic and inconsistency. When he insists on the purely subjective 
and conscious character of the Ego he is more logical than his successors. 
And when he attacks Schelling's illusions and inconsistencies from this 
vantage-point he has a certain amount of right on his side. (Of course, 
using that logic, Kant is no less justified in the stnctures he makes about 
Fichte from his point of view.) If Fichte were to be truly consistent he 
would necessarily end up in a Berkeleyan position. By conferrmg the 
quality of an identical subject-object on his Ego he involves himself in 
inconsistency--even from the standpoint on an tmmanent idealism. 
Nevertheless, by stopping half-way he arrives at a position pregnant 
with consequences of the most fruitful kind for the development of 
idealist dialectics in Germany. 

Hegel's 

critique is directed exclusively at this latter failing. His and 

Schelling's 

search for an objective-idealist dialectic forces them to take 
the mystification of an identical subject-object really seriously. He 
therefore subjects Fichte's thought to a quite ruthless scrutiny. As we 
have seen, he proceeds from the premise that the Fichtean Ego really 
ought to be an identical subject-object, but that it cannot fulfil this func
tion because ofFichte's own illogicality. 

'Absolute identity is indeed the principle of speculation, but like his 
phrase 1=1 it remains no more than the rule whose infinite fulfilment 
is postulated but never carried out in the system. 'It 
Hegel goes on to show us the systematic aspect of the view already 

familiar to us that metaphysical materialism belongs on the same plane as 
subjective idealism. He pursues the comparison as follows: 

'The existence of pure consciousness in the empirical world cannot be 
proved or disproved anymore than can the thing-in-itself of the dog
matist (i.e. the materialist--G.L.) Neither the subjective nor the ob
jective alone constitutes consciousness; the purely subjective is just as 
abstract as the purely objective; dogmatic idealism posits the subjec
tive as the real ground of the objective, dogmatic realism posits the 
objective as the real ground of the subjective . . . .  But just as idealism 
asserts the unity of consciousness, realism can with no less validity 
insist on its duality. The unity of consciousness presupposes a duality, 
a relation of opposition. The proposition 1=1 is confronted by an 
equally absolute proposition: The subject is not identical with the 
object. Both statements have the same status. '12 

Thus Fichte 's Ego is no identical subject-object of the sort that could 
produce and guarantee the dialectics of objective reality. 

'Amid the infmite progress of existence it endlessly produces parts of 
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itself, but it will not produce itself as subject-object in an eternity of 
self-contemplation. '  

In Hegel's view this defect in Fichte's concept is  revealed most strikingly 
in the relationship of the Ego to nature. Here too Hegel underlines 
Fichte 's failure to overcome materialist metaphysics. 

'The dogmatic postulate of an absolute object becomes transformed in 
this idealism into a self-limitation utterly opposed to free activity. '13 

Fichte's negative attitude here converts nature into a lifeless thing inca
pable of possessing any dialectical movement of its own. Hegel pursues 
t.he implications of this for the rest ofFichte's philosophy. He shows that 
Fichte fails to provide firm foundations for the unity of subject and 
object, Ego and nature, in nature, so that they are in fact torn apart and 
frozen in a rigid duality. 

However, it is above all in the relation between man and society that 
Fichte fails most signally, in Hegel's view, to overcome the Kantian 
dualism which he in fact merely reproduces on a higher plane. We shall 
shortly consider the moral and social views of subjective idealism in 
greater detail. All we need do here is outline the chief area of dis
agreement between Fichte and Hegel. Hegel points out that in Fichte's 
philosophy society constitutes just such a limitation of man's freedom as 
nature had done. The main lines of this argument are already familiar to 
us from the Frankfurt critiques of Kantian philosophy (cf. p. I28) . 
Hegel's present objections are quite in harmony with his earlier 
arguments: 

'If the community of rational beings really constituted a limitation 
of true freedom, it would in fact amount to the highest form of 
tyranny. '14 

Thus Hegel demonstrates that Fichte is still a long way from re
moving the dualism of Kantianism. He levels at him the criticism 
with which he would always attack subjective idealism, viz. that it is 
unable to go beyond the abstract ' ought' . 

'This impossibility, namely that the Ego should reconstruct itself 
from the opposition of subjectivity and the X that arises in the 
process of unconscious production and that it should become one 
with its manifestation, is expressed in such a manner that the 
highest synthesis of which the system is capable is an "ought". 1=1 
is transformed into: I ought to equal 1: the end of the system does 
not return to its beginning. '�5 
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And this brings us back to Kant's (essentially 

agnostic) 

infinite pro
gress which according to Hegel simply reiterates 

the 

problem in philo
sophical terms. 

'The bad infmity' ,  Hegel remarks in the Jena Logic 

'is the last resort of that failed attempt to synthesize and transcend the 
contradiction "in a conclusive manner since it merely stipulates the 
need for this synthesis, and contents itself with the description of this 
need, instead of putting it into practice . . . '16 

The account given of objective idealism in the Difference is essentially 
that of Schelling; in fact Hegel simply adopts 

Schelling's 

first, primitive 
formulation of objective idealism in which the 

parallel 

existence and 
equal status of the philosophy of nature and transcendental philosophy 
are put forward as a solution to the difficulties of subjective idealism. 
Like Schelling, Hegel's starting-point is the proposition in Spinoza: 

'The order and connection of ideas is the same as the order and con
nection of things' .17 

Of course, the statement has a somewhat different meaning for Hegel 
and Schelling. In Spinoza it had been an expression of his materialist ten
dencies. Schelling and Hegel aim to transform it into a constituent of ob
jective idealism. From the materialist standpoint the strength of the 
statement had been its anticipation of the materialist theory of reflection, 
but this becomes a defect in the context of idealism. Schelling never goes 
beyond the idea of a parallel between inner and outer, subjective and ob
jective. Hegel alone attempts to overcome this vestige of dualism, and 
then not for a number of years. In the Difference he still accepts Schelling's 
view of two mutually complementary aspects that ultimately form a syn
thesis. This synthesis is supposed to occur through a sort of merging, but 
this is merely proclaimed and never demonstrated systematically. Such a 
merging process would according to Hegel's later views (of which the 
seeds are already present) provide a real guarantee that the two sciences 
of nature and consciousness really can subsist side by side, in a mutually 
complementary fashion without either of them gaining primacy over the 
other, a primacy that would destroy the synthesis to the advantag•e of 
either materialism or subjective idealism. Schelling's views are reflected 
further in Hegel's employment, without even a hint of criticism, of his 
most important concepts like 'unconscious production' and 'intellectual 
intuition'. 

Thus far Hegel seems content merely to advance Schelling's views, 
though he goes much further than Schelling himself in their defence. But 
even in the early Jena period independent elements of the Hegelian dia
lectic are already active, elements that will later lead to a parting of the 
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ways. Thus Hegel defends Schelling's attempt to co-ordinate tran
scendental and nature philosophy. But even as early as r 803 in the essay 
on Natural Law which appeared in the Kritisches Journal Hegel also 
defends a very characteristic later doctrine, though without polemiciz
ing against Schelling. This 1s the idea that spirit stands higher than 
nature. 

'If the absolute is what contemplates itself and sees itself for what it is, 
and if that absolute contemplation and self-recognition, that infinite 
expansion and no less infinite retraction within the self, are but one 
and the same, then if both aspects are real, spirit stands higher than 
nature. '18 

Here then, on a crucial point, 
Hegel 

has completely freed himself from 
Schelling's position. It is typical 

ofboth 
men at the time, however, that 

although differences of opinion emerge at various points they are not 
treated as such by either. Outwardly all is harmony, a harmony which 
then 'suddenly' breaks down when the differences have crystallized out 
into conscious princtples. 

We may mention just one of these important differences of opinion 
here. For Schelling philosophy in the Jena 

period 
culminates in art. Fol

lowing the Critique of Judgement Schelling 
discovers 

the immediate unity 
of subject and object, of conscious and unconscious production in art 
alone. Hence art 

provides 
the philosopher with a guarantee that there 

really is such a 
thing 

as intellectual intuition and that conscious and 
unconscious production really do merge in reality, in nature and history. 
Not until he was in Wiirzburg did religion begin to usurp the place that 
art had held in his system.19 Hegel's development is diametrically 
opposed to this. In the Frankfurt Fragment of a System (p. 2 1 3ff.) philo
sophy culminates in religion, religion is the highest level of thought. In 
Jena this view quickly yields to others. We cannot pursue all the changes 
that take place here, all the less since in our discussion of The Phenom
enology of Mind we shall have to consider Hegel's views on religion m 
detail. All we need say here is that in the Difference there are both vestiges 
of the Frankfurt standpoint (admittedly mainly in terms of enphasis and 
tone) and also radically new attitudes. Thus at one point Hegel refers to 
art, philosophy and religion as 'divine worship' (Gottesdienst) and on the 
other hand in his important programmatic introduction he remarks that 
religion stands to one side of the great march of culture. 

'As culture has advanced it has quarrelled with religion and placed 
religion beside itself, or itself beside religion . . . . '7n 

In all essentials this is the view of The Phenomenology of Mind, or at least, 
since this too is contradictory, its most important component. 

W c must however discuss in greater detail one matter on which Hegel 
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diverges significantly from Schelling. For a number of years Hegel 
accepted Schelling's terminology on the subject of contradiction. He 
speaks constantly of 'the point of indifference ' ,  'intellectual intuition' 
etc. But at the same time, without any attempt at mediation we also find 
him taking up the view of contradiction contamed in the Fragment of a 
System (p. 2I7f. ) .  Moreover this 1s not confined to isolated remarks, but 
it occurs so frequently and m such Important passages that it become� 
clear that Hegel never really abandoned his own standpoint on this issue, 
even though he was prepared to experiment quite seriously with 
Schelling's ideas. Thus in thejena Logic Hegel says quite explicitly that 
opposites are not completely annulled or extinguished in the absolute 
(which was the crux of Schelling's position) .  

'Opposition is the decisive element here and since there is nothing 
outside the absolute, It is itself absolute and only because it is absolute 
does it annul itself, and the absolute resting in the peaceful state of 
annulment is just as absolutely the movement of being or annulment 
of absolute opposition. The absolute state of opposition, or if one pre
fers, the state of opposition in the absolute itself . . .  '2! 

this is what constitutes the absolute in Hegel's eyes. He reiterates the 
point in another passage : 

'The very concept of infinity sh:Jws that it is not the simple annulment 
of opposition, it is not the state of annulment; the latter is the empti
ness to which opposition is itself opposed. '22 

The distinction is particularly striking in the Difference where Hegel 
formulates the matter as follows: 

'Just as identity must be made to prevail, so too must division. To the 
extent to which identity and division are opposed to each other, each 
is absolute ; and if identity is to be maintained by annihilating duality, 
then they remain opposed to each other. Philosophy must allow divi
sion in subject and object its due; however, by postulating it to be as 
absolute as the identity opposed to division, it postulates it as relative: 
just as such an identity can only be relative-since it is premised on 
the destruction of opposition. For that reason, however, the absolute is the 
identity of identity and non-identity; both opposition and unity dwell in 1t 
at one and the same time. '23 

This is a clear continuation of the view contained in the Fragment of a 
System and so it is important to stress that Hegel would never again 
depart from the view of contradiction given here. I need refer only to the 
well-known passage in the Logic where Hegel affirms the equality of 
identity and contradiction, adding that if e1ther of the two is to rece1ve 
preference then contradiction is the more profound and the more 
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important. Lenin particularly drew attention to this passage in his study 
ofHegel.24 · 

It is of the greatest importance that we should understand what is 
involved for Hegel in his view of contradiction and annulment. We 
have just seen how in the ]en a Logic Hegel even opposes annulment to the 
state of annulment and his aim there is to ensure that the preservation of 
division, duality, difference, non.:identity in the ultimate philosophical 
unity is seen as a movement, a movement which is continuously renewed 
since its moments are constantly postulated and annulled. This view of 
annulment is stated most clearly in The Phenomenology of Mind. Here too 
Hegel returns to the discussion of identity and non-identity and he says 
that whichever side one stands on, whichever of the two concepts is held 
to be fixed and true, one is nevertheless both in the right and in the 
wrong. 

'Neither the one or the other has the truth, their truth is their move
ment. '25 

This formulation of dialectical contradiction and its annulment makes 
Hegel's view of it perfectly clear. From it we can understand why ma
terialist dialectics could make use of Hegel's version but not of any other 
existing models. The union of opposites dates back to classical times. 
From Nicholas of Cusa to Schelling the 'coincidentia oppositorum' recurs 
repeatedly. But nowhere is a theoretical solution to the problem of the 
relations between the act of annulment and the state of having been an
nulled to be found. Among idealist dialecticians the state of annulment 
always triumphs over the movement. The religious impulses present 
either explicitly or just beneath the surface in almost all of them streng
then this tendency still further. For if God is to be the point at which all 
the contradictions are resolved, the victory of stasis over movement is 
almost a forgone conclusion. As we shall see the urge to make the state of 
annulment into an absolute is also present in Hegel and where it makes 
itself felt it drags him down to the level ofhis predecessors. 

Despite 
such frequent and unavoidable lapses which have a lot to do 

with 
the 
general limitations of idealist dialectics, this view of dialectics 

represents an enormous step forward. For it alone can adequately repro
duce and reflect the unbroken movement of contradictions with its 
regular rhythm of creation and annulment. Of course, Hegel's brilliant 
idea has to be turned the right way up, materialistically, if it is really to 
do justice to reality, i.e. what is necessary is the clear recognition that the 
dialectical movement is an objective law governing things in the world, 
independently of consciousness. Only then will this constantly self
renewing movement remain a movement, rather than a pseudo
movement which ultimately comes to rest in God or a 'spirit' .  We may 
cite a single (albeit very important) discussion of dialectical annulment 
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by Marx so that the reader may see both how materialist dialectics are 
linked to Hegel's and how at the same time a materialist view works in 

quite 

a different way from Hegel's prefiguration of it, however brilliant 

that 

may have been. In Capital Marx has occasion to discuss the contra
dictions that emerge in the course of commodity exchange. He goes on 
to say: 

'The differenciation of commodities into commodities and monev 
does not sweep away these inconsistencies, but develops a modus viven� 
di, a form in which they can exist side by side. This is generally tht.; 
way in which real contradictions are reconciled. For instance, it is a 
contradiction to depict one body as constantly falling towards 
another, and as, at the same time, constantly flying away from it. The 
ellipse is a form of motion which, while allowing this contradiction 
to go on, at the same time reconciles it. '26 
Thus despite the limitations of idealism Hegel's dialectic never ceases 

to insist that the independence of the partial moments is preserved even 
when they are annulled. The elevation of particular objects and relations 
into the absolute entails not the extinction but the preservation of their 
concrete nature right down to and including the empirical features of 
objects and their interrelations. Hegel affirms this shortly after the pas
sage cited earlier from the first polemtc against Fichte: 

'When philosophy separates things it cannot posit the things separ
ated without positing them in the absolute . . .  This relation to the 
absolute does not entail annulling both . . .  but they are to subsist as 
separate things and retain this quality as long as they are posited in the 
absolute or the absolute in them. "Z1 
This view has two important closely linked consequences for Hegelian 

philosophy. ( I )  In the first place this definition creates great scope for 
empirical research within an objective dialectics, i.e. for the uncon
strained discovery of all that is to be found in the external world, in 
nature and society. Because Schelling's view of annulment ends in the 
immediacy of'intellectual inruition ' it extinguishes the empirical world 
and one consequence of this is that Schelling's philosophical constructs 
become increasingly formalistic and arbitrary. The methods of philo
sophy are directly and bluntly opposed to those of empirical research. 
The philosopher constructing his system from the lofty heights of 'intel
lectual inruition' feels increasingly disdainful of the need to respect the 
facts of empirical reality. Of course, there are counter-pressures here, 

especially 

in the case of Schelling himself, and far weaker ones in his dis
ciples. 

These 

are related to his fitful moods of materialism, his efforts to 
see nature as it really is (and the connection with Goethe is important in 
this context) . But his philosophical method does nothing to buttress these 
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healthy instincts. On the contrary, the supremacy of speculative con
structs that operate in terms of analogies which become increasingly 
formalistic and superficial as time passes, leads him further and further 
away from real empirical research. When later on he does make 'exper
iments' his philosophical method is no defence against mystical and reac
tionary swindles. Very typical in this respect are the letters that Schelling 
wrote to Hegel in the years 1 8o6/7, the period just before he received a 
copy of The Phenomenology of the Mind. He describes in great detail the 
'experiments' he is making with a divining rod and he also refers to 
highly important and allegedly empmcal discoveries in the realm of 
magic. 

Hegel's dialectic, by contrast, is a method by means of which the 
thinker can educate himself to acquire the true stuff of knowledge. We 
shall see later that sometimes Hegel even goes too far m this direction and 
loses himself in a plethora of empirical facts. This is connected with inad
equacies m his concept of dialectics which as Marx observed has the double 
defect of an 'uncritical positivism' and an 'equally uncritical idealism' .28 

But even this Marxian criticism suggests that Hegel had far more scope 
for really objective research than Schelling. Marx and Engels frequently 
drew attention to Hegel 's encyclopaedic knowledge m contrast to the 
formalistic and arrogantly inflated ignorance of the Young Hegelians. 
This knowledge should not be thought of as an incidental personal virtue 
of Hegel's but as something intimately bound up with his specific con
ception of dialectics. 

(2) The second important motif we must mention relates to the real 
dialectical interaction of the various categories and in particular the need 
to respect the autonomy and the particular nature of the so-called 'lower' 
categories that are closer to the empirical world. The more Schelling 
severs the links between absolute and relative knowledge the more he 
tends to treat the lower spheres in an arbitrary, undialectical and negli
gent manner. There is a great amount of documentary material which 
enables us to chart Schelling's course from a dialectic based on instinct to 
an entirely decadent, formalistic system in which grandiose intellectual 
structures are based on the most tenuous analogies. At the same time we 
see the opposite tendency emerging more and more clearly in Hegel. 
Fichte's point of departure had been the absolute (the Ego) from which 
he had gradually descended proceeding deductively to the empirical 
world. Schelling too had often lapsed into this mode of thought. Hegel 
employed a different method: beginning with the empirical categories 
he develops their internal dialectic and advances gradually to higher, 
more complex determinations. The Phenomenology of Mind provides the 
key instance of this method, as we shall show in due course, together 
with the limitations ofHegel's approach. 

But even apart from the question of the structure of his philosophical 
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system, the distinct10n between his approach and Schelling's has one 
other extremely important consequence. Hegel is compelled to relativize 
the dialectical transitions between absolute and non-absolute, infimte 
and finite, reason and understanding thus constructing an ever richer and 
more complex system of mediations. In contrast to this, as Schelling ad
vances along the road of 'intellectual intuition' postulating fmt an aes
thetic and later a religious genius as the prerequisite of philosophical 
insight, he increasingly opens up an abyss between the 'common under
standing' and his philosophy. Thus he fmds it harder and harder to dis
cover any real mediations, and real dialectical bonds linking the 
categories of the understanding and of reason, fmite and infmite, absol
ute and relative. 

Here we see the systematic, methodological implications of the differ
ent approaches of the two thinkers to the history of philosophy. 
Schelling's contempt for the philosophy of the Enlightenment is 
grounded in his contempt for the categories of' common' thought which 
are not allowed to have any truck with the absolute. Hegel's quest for 
transitions and mediations, however, leads him to regard the philo
sophers of the Enlightenment as among the forerunners of his own dia
lectics. Thus while Schelling's formalism drives him further and further 
into an historical and even anti-historical position, the development of 
Hegel's system runs parallel in his growing appreciation of the problems 
ofhistory. 

The most important issue here as far as we are concerned is Hegel's 
treatment of the categories of the understanding, the so-called determi
nations of reflection. '29 Together with Schelling Hegel combats the ten
dency present m both Kant and Fichte to stick fast at the determinations 
of reflection with their rigid antinomies. The latter remain openly unre
solved in Kant, and Fichte can only resolve them with the aid of a spe
cious logic. Schelling for his part soon falls into tbe opposite extreme: he 
takes refuge entirely in the categories of reason ( Vernunjt) where the 
contradictions are all eliminated, a procedure accomplished, as we have 
seen, with the aid of 'intellectual intuition'. Hegel, however, sets out to 
combat Kant and Fichte on their own territory. That is to say, he ac
knowledges the relative validity and indeed the indispensability and 
necessity of the determinations of reflection. What he objects to is that 
Kant and Fichte artificially isolate them and thus lapse into the rigidities 
of metaphysics, whereas an attentive investigation of the internal dialec
tical movement of the determinations of reflection would necessarily 
lead beyond metaphysics to a knowledge of the absolute. 

Thus while Schelling's whole bent leads him gradually to the point 
where he utterly rejects the determinations of reflection (despite certain 
counter-tendencies and reversions to earlier positions which we must 
leave to one side in our search for the mainstream of his thought) , Hegel 
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comes to accept the necessity for a philosophical reflectivity as early as the 
Difference. In view of the importance of the whole issue for his entire 
system we must cite the relevant sections at greater length. 

'The absolute must be constructed for consciousness-that is the task 
of philosophy. But since both the production and the products of 
reflection are just limitations, a contradiction arises. The absolute 
must be reflected, postulated; but in this manner it is not postulated 
but annulled; for the very act of positing it, limits it. 

Hegel then rebukes Kant and Fichte for remaining in this impasse. 

'Isolated reflection, viz. the postulating of opposites, annuls the absol
ute; it is the characteristic of being and limitation. '  

But Kant and Fichte, no less than metaphysics as a whole, fail to observe 
that there is here an objective bond with the absolute, based on the general 
and comprehensive dialectical interactions between all objects both in 
thought and reality. 

'But as reason reflection is related to the absolute and reflection is 
reason through this relation alone. To that extent reflection annihil
ates itself and all being and limitation, by 

relating 
all to the absolute. 

But at the same time just through this relation to 
the 

absolute all that is 
limited has its being. '  

Thus the task of philosophy is to make conscious the objective contradic
tory relations underlying reflectivity. This philosophical consciousness 
of the dialectical path traversed by the determinations of reflection, the 
perception of the barriers, apparently so insurmountable, of their im
mediate manifestation as the categories of the understanding, leads Hegel 
to the idea of philosophical reflectivity. Philosophical reflectivity is the 
most important driving force of the dialectic, ofhis system, it is the meth
odological foundation both of the dialectic and of his view of history as a 
moment of the dialectic. 

' When reflection turns its gaze upon itself its highest law, given to it 
by reason and making it a part of reason, is its annihilation. Like all 
else it subsists only in the absolute, but as reflectivity it is opposed to 
the absolute. So in order to exist it must make self-destruction its law. 
The immanent law 

enabling 
it to make itself absolute through its own 

efforts is the law of 
contradiction; 

viz. that it be postulated and once 
postulated, that it subsist. In so doing it defines its products as absol
utely opposed to the absolute and dooms itself to remain under
standing for all time, and not to become reason, and to hold fast to its 
own works which, as opposed to the absolute, are nothing and so as 
something limited it remains opposed to the absolute. ':lO 
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These arguments are evidently related to the Frankfurt writings about 
the dialectics of the absolute and the relative, but they provide a much 
clearer and more systematic foundation for the later Hegelian Logic. 

That Hegel should still be experimenting with Schellingian concepts 
(such as 'potency') throughout this period will not come as any surprise 
after what we have already said. But it is no less evident that for all the 
undoubted influence of Schelling it would be as wrong to speak of a 
Schellingian period in Hegel's thought now as it was to speak of a theo
logical and mystical period earlier on. Hegel's independence on a 
number of quite crucial dialectical problems is well established by now. 

This independence is borne out still further when we compare his dis
cussion of subjective idealism with the correspondence between Fichte 
and Schelling. Not only does he raise completely novel questions about 
the differences between subjective and objective idealism, questions that 
did not occur to either Fichte or Schelling, he also enters areas of philo..: 
sophy where these differences become vital. In particular, we shall have 
to say a few words about the sphere of 'practical reason': ethics and the 
philosophy oflaw and the state. 

On questions such as these Schelling was always a derivative thinker. 
His early and immature essay the New Deduction of Natural Law remained 
an insignificant episode which he failed to follow up. Of course, once he 
had embarked on a whole series of great systematic projects in Jena, he 
could not utterly ignore ethical and political problems. But his treatment
of them always forms the weakestfart ofhis philosophy, both in terms of
originality and the factual materia at his disposal. And not unexpectedly 
the reactionary elements in his thought emerged here much sooner and 
more explicitly than in his treatment of general problems of dialectics or 
the philosophy of nature. We have already drawn attention to the cir
cumstance that Hegel never takes the trouble to criticize Schelling's 
views on these subjects even though he regards the critique of Kant's and 
Fichte's 'practical philosophy' as crucial. He simply ignores Schelling's 
ideas here altogether. For this reason we shall ourselves only discuss them 
to the extent to which it is necessary in order to lay bare some of the 
social pressures underlying the breach. 

Before proceeding to Hegel's critique of the 'practical philosophy' of 
subjective idealism we should perhaps just glance at the rich variety of 
Hegel's discussions and the wealth of problems that he treats. When we 
do so we shall see that Fichte's objections to Schelling's philosophy of 
nature, to the existence of objective categories in our knowledge of 
nature, pale into insignificance. 

Nevertheless, like all the facts in the highly complex history of ideal
ism in Germany, even this question has two sides to it and they should 
not be utterly ignored. Up to now we have emphasized the positive 
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aspects of Hegel's distinctions between subjective and objective idealism, 
and our concluding discussion will emphasize this still further. But we 
should briefly note the negative side too. 

Fichte passionately accuses Schelling of self-delusion, his 'self
construction' of the categories of nature is an illusion. When he insists on 
confming nature to 'a small area of the mind' he criticizes Schelling not 
just from the standpoint of subjective idealism, but from that of any pos
sible idealism. For all idealism nature is in fact a region of consciousness, 
whether large or small makes no difference. If nature is not to be 
regarded thus the philosopher must demonstrate its existence outside con
sciousness. In the absence of this demonstration-and nothing could be 
further from the minds of either Schelling or Hegel-Fichte's criticism 
remams valid in a certain sense. Hegel is unable to refute Fichte on this 
point; he can only ignore him. Even the most highly developed form of 
the Hegelian dialectic in The Phenomenology of Mind or the Encyclopaedia is 
vulnerable to this criticism. Hegel and Schelling can only assert the ob
jectivitify of spirit; they cannot prove it, since spirit's independence of 
consciousness 1s in fact the basic fallacy of objective idealism. 

Coming from the other side, from materialism, Feuerbach is able to 
carry through Fichte's argument with greater consistency than Fichte. 
Moreover, he directs his fire not at the early works but at The Phenom
elwlogy of Mind itself. As we shall see, Hegel's strategy there 1s to chart the 
dialectical journey from sensuous perception to spirit itself, justifying the 
necessity of his own position by demonstrating the necessity of this 
journey. Feuerbach shows that even here Hegel remains within the 
bounds of thought, of consciousness, and that his appeal to the sensuous 
reality of the external world is based on a fallacy. 

'The "Here" is, for instance, a tree. I turn around and this truth disap
pears. True enough in the Phenomenology where turning-round costs 
no more than a word. But in reality, where I must also turn my pon
derous body the Here retains a very real existence even behind my 
back. The tree sets limits to my back; it prevents me from occupying 
the place it occupies. Hegel does not refute the Here as an object of 
sensuous consciousness and as an object for us as opposed to pure 
thought, but the logical Here . . . .  It [i.e. Hegelian philosophy] 
begins not with the otherness of thought but with the thought of the 
otherness of thought. '31 

This clearly exposes the fallacy in Hegel's process of reasoning about 
objective reality. 

It was necessary to refer to this aspect of Hegel's disagreement with 
Fichte smce it is closely related to the ultimate limitations of his dialec
tics. Looked at historically, Schelling and Hegel simply had to ignore 
Fichte's not entirely otiose objections in the interest of the fruitful further 
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development of the dialectic, just as Fichte had in his day overridden no 
less defensible arguments from Kant. In the absence of this philosophical 
self-deception, which is closely bound up with a whole series of societal 
self-deceptions-both heroic and petty-Hegel's dialectics would never 
have come into being. We have seen that Feuer bach was right to criticize 
this particular delusion. But we know also that this correct insight in no 
way helped Feuerbach to extend Hegel's dialectic on a materialist basis. 
Only Marx was able to do that and he could do it only on the basis of a 
critique of Hegel and Feuer bach. And we have no need to demonstrate 
that if Marx was in a position to overcome both objective idealism and 
metaphysical materialism, this was because he could and did criticize 
bourgeois philosophy as a whole from the standpoint of the proletariat. 
It is this that highlights the impotence of Fichte's strictures on Schelling 
and above all Hegel. For even if the economic situation and the class 
structure in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century had 
been such as to permit the emergence of a materialist philosophy of the 
stature of Feuerbach's, the objections raised by such a philosophy to 
Hegel's idealism would have been sterile, however correct in them
selves. Feuerbach's critique could only bear fruit after the development 
and triumph of his philosophy in a Germany where class tensions were 
reaching breaking-point and where the pressures leading to a bourgeois 
democratic revolution were at a peak. And even then it could only do so 
in the sense that it provided the impetus for the emergence of dialectical 
materialism. The bourgeois successors of Feuerbach degenerated to a 
level well below that of the Hegelian dialectic. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Against abstract idealism in ethics 

IF we now turn to Hegel's criticisms of the 'practical philosophy' of sub
jective idealism we find a much larger body of material available from 
his earlier period to provide a comparison. We have already discussed in 
detail Hegel's arguments against Kant's ethics in Frankfurt (p. 146ff. ) .  We 
shall see that the basic direction of his cntiCism remains the same but that 
It has now become much more concrete, detailed and above all more svs
tcmatic. He no longer c:mcerns himself just with the specific problems

' 
of 

Kanuan ethics as they arise in the course of his own analyses. Instead, he 
now subjects the whole 'practical philosophy' of subjective idealism to a 
searching scrutiny. Moreover, his discussiOns relate these Issues to the 
general philosophical positions of Kant, Fichte and Jacobi. Hegel con
siders the inadequacies of their moral philosophy to be the direct conse
quence of the fallacies and the one-sidedness of their world-view. He 
regards their treatment of moral problems as a test of the way in which 
subjective idealism must fail to deal with the salient problems of real life 
in society. 

In the Difference Hegel only touches on Isolated aspects of their ethical 
thought. In Faith and Knowledge he carries out a thorough analysis of sub
jective idealism in all its aspects, culminating in a criticism of ethical 
ideas. The last great polemical essay from the Kritisches Journal, the essay 
on Natural Law, is almost exclusively devoted to this question. In Faith 
and Knowledge Hegel locates the defect of a merely reflective philosophy 
in its inability to bridge the gulfbetween the universal and the empirical . 

'The one and the many confront each other as abstractions so that the 
polar opposites are opposed to each other, both positively and nega
tively, so that to the universal concept empirical reality is both an ab
solute something and an absolute nothing. By virtue of the former 
they are old-fashioned empiricism, by virtue of the latter they are 
both idealism and scepticism. '1 

And Hegel adds with particular reference to Fichte: 

'The immediate product of this formal idealism . . .  manifests Itself m 
the following form: an amorphous empirical realm composed of a 
purely arbitrary variety of things stands opposed to an empty world 
of thought. '2 
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This view of reality has particularly disastrous implications m the f1eld 
of ethics. The ethical philosophy of subjective idealism is not able to 
attain to a true understanding of the general nature of moral imperatives 
and of the social content of ethics. 

'Because the emptmess of pure will and of the universal is the true a 
priori requirement, the particular is simply an empirical datum. It 
would be inconsistent to give a definition of what right and duty are 
in and for themselves; for the content at once annuls the pure will, 
duty for duty 's sake, and turns duty into something material. The 
vacuity of the pure feeling of duty constantly runs athwart the 
content. '3 

Following this general criticism Hegel raises the same objections to Kant 
and Fichte that we saw in the Frankfurt fragments: that their morality 
brings tyranny not freedom, that to live according to such a morality 
must lead to hypocrisy etc. 

· 

In his general discussion ofKant and Fichte Hegel had already shown 
that their method leads only to an empty and abstract 'ought' , to the 
vacuous notion of' infmite progress' .  In the realm of ethics these concepts 
are given a more concrete form which reveals the nullity of subjective 
idealism even better than m the realm of pure theory. By postulating the 
'ought' of morality Kant and Fichte had hoped to raise themselves above 
the ordinary empirical consciousness of the individual and to achieve a 
true ethical universality. Hegel 

lays 
bare the fallacy involved in this and 

shows that the 'ought' leads 
straight 

back to the vulgar empirical indivi
dualist posture vis-a-vis society and the world. 

' . . .  for from the very outset the "ought" admits of no totality; but 
instead the manifold variety of the world appears as an incomprehen
sible, basic determinacy and empirical necessity. Particularity and 
difference as such are absolute. The standpoint for this reality is the 
empirical standpoint of each mdividual; and for each mdividual, the 
actual is the incomprehensible sphere of a vulgar reality by which he 
happens to be enclosed. '4 

Thus in this system of morality the general sterility of subjective ideal
ism, its failure to comprehend concrete reality, is clearly exposed. 

We may recollect Hegel's argument that the concept of mfmite pro
gress is not able to solve any significant problem and that it merely 
repeats and reproduces in philosophical language the unsolved problems 
of subjective idealism. In 'practical philosophy' the connection between 
the 'ought' and the infmite progress is even clearer. Hegel shows that 
the concept of infmite progress itself points to the unrealizability of the 
programme of subjecti\'e idealism, that it is an admissiOn that even if the 
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programme of subjective idealism were to be realized this would only 
mvalidate its own premises, and that therefore these premises are m con
tradiction with reality. In the course of an argument where Hegel shows 
that Jacobi really shares the assumptions of Kant and Fichte even though 
he is vigorously attacking them Hegel goes on to say: 

'The moral world-order that resides in fatth [ 'faith' is the central con
cept m Jacobi's philosophical system-G .L. ] is utterly external to the 
Ego; the Ego can enter it, or it can enter the Ego. acquire reality for 
the Ego-solely in an infmite progress. For the Ego things simply 
cannot become what they ought to be, for then the Non-Ego would 
cease to exist and would become Ego, because Ego= Ego would stand 
as an absolute identity without any other axiom, and because the Ego 
would be annulled by something it had Itself posited, thereby ceasing 
to be Ego. Thus this method of escaping from dualism is as futile as 
Jacobi could hope for. '5 

Qacobi conSIStently opposed every type of monism, not merely the auth
entic monism ofSpinoza but the ostensible momsm of Kant and Fichte. 
Hegel 's remarks here have a double edge. On the one hand, he �hows 
that what is apparently momsm in Kant and Fichte is really dualistic. 
while on the other hand he shows that Jacobi, who thought that his 
unmediated concept of faith placed him above Kant and Fichte , really 
shares the same subjective-idealist assumptions.) 

Hegel pulls no punches in the language he employs to describe the 
philosophy ofKant and Fichte. At one pomt he speaks of their 'sublime 
hollowness and uniquely consistent vacuity' ,  and elsewhere he refers to 
the 'distasteful pure heights' of abstraction.6 The appeal of subjective 
idealism to the most noble and sublime sentiments of man, to the func
tion of pure ethics m binding man to a supernatural world, makes absol
utely no impression on Hegel. On the contrary, he just observes that 'the 
supernatural world represents merely a flight from the natural one'. The 
longing for freedom expressed in both Kant and Fichte is in Hegel's eyes 
only a failure to grasp the real movement of society in its concrete total
ity. He regards this longing for freedom as 'overweenmg pride' . Fichte's 
philosophy consists in 

'Sorrow that he is at one with the universe, that eternal nature acts 
through him; he feels loathing and horror at the idea of subjecting 
himself to the eternal laws of nature with their sacred and immutable 
necessity, and he feels sorrow and even despair if he is unable to free 
himself from the eternal la ws of nature with their stern necessitv . . . .
Just as if these laws were not rational, as if they were laws �hich 
would put the Ego to shame if It were to accept their authority , as if it 
would make him indescribably wretched to have to obey them, a� if it 
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would make him despair if he were to be subjected to them . .., 
There can be no doubt that Hegel 's position here is both more true and 

more progressive than Fichte's and that the construction of an effecuw 
ethical system, one that will be able to encompass all the problems of 
man m soctety, can be accomplished only with his methods rather than 
those of Kant and Fichte. Nevertheless, this disagreement between them 
reflects the great general contradictions of the age which none of them 
were able fully to resolve. Engels' pronouncement about the dialectic> of 
orgamc development 'that every step forward ts . . .  at the same time .1 
step backward, since it hardens out a one-sided development' is particu
larlv relevant to this debate.8 

Hegel's cnticism makes the defects ofFichte's position stand out very 
clearly. But when we pass judgment on Fichte 's concept of freedom we 
must not forget that it came into being in the context of the French Rev
olution of which it is an ideological reflection. Fichte may indeed over
estimate the gulf dividing freedom from reality in a manner 
characteristic of abstract idealism, but this exaggeration should not blind 
us to his realistic assessment of the political situation. And this is not just 
true of Germany where the French Revolution had as yet done nothmg 
to remove the vestiges offeudalism-not until Napoleon was the French 
occupation effective in liquidating certain feudal remains in some parts 
of Germany and in provoking a reform movement in Prussia. The 
demands for freedom put forward in the Revolution do indeed clash 
head-on with the realities of Germany, much as Fichte claims that the 
need for freedom will clash with reality in any society at any time. But 
the failure of the French Revolution to satisfy demands for freedom, both 
in general and those of Fichte m particular, was not just confined to 
Germany. We have already indicated that Fichte was a radical demo
cratic supporter of the Revolution and shared the view that the con
cepts of freedom and equality should be extended to the realm of 
private property. The fact that the proposals he advanced were more 
than a little naive (and even more naive than the ideas of Babeuf in 
France) is an inevitable consequence of the entire historical situation. 
Thus the disagreement between Hegel and Fichte ts a reflection of a 
great world-histoncal conflict of the age. On the one hand, bourgems 
society actually came into being m consequence of the French Revol
ution and the Industnal Revolution in England. Hegel's philosophy 
was an attempt to provide this bourgeois actuality with a philosophy. 
On the other hand, neither the English nor the French Revolution was 
able to achieve such a perfect state of democracy or to have such com
plete success in eliminatmg the remnants of feudalism as the real demo
cratic revolutionaries had longed and fought for. In this sense even in 
Western Europe the bourgeois democratic revolution could not be said 
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to have been completed. It is this aspect of the historical s1tuation that 
Fichte reflected in his philosophy, albe1t in a subjectivist, exaggerated 
manner. The entire dispute was exacerbated still further because it took 
place in Germany where, as we know, a bourgeois democratic revol
ution could not be considered except as a possibility m the distant future. 

Hence both Fichte and Hegel may be said to stand rather one-sidedly 
for one aspect of this world-historical conflict. And if we contemplate 
the later course of democratic revolutions m Western Europe we can sec 
that neither of them had the whole truth about the Revolution itself and 
the bourgeois society to which it gave birth. By the middle of the nine
teenth century the role of the proletariat had become extraordinarily 
important-notwithstanding the bourgeois-democratic content of the 
revolutions themselves-and with the passage of ume even bour
geois-democratic revolutions could only be understood properly from 
the standpoint of the proletariat. In this context too we can see the rel
evance of Marx's comment that 

'rudiments of more advanced forms in the lower species of animals 
can only be understood when the more advanced forms are already 
kn�w�. Bour�cois economy thus provides a key to the economy of
anuqmty, etc. 

A truly dialectical theory of bourgeois revolution and bourgeois soc1ety 
is to be found only in dialectical materialism. 

It 1s this situation that gave rise to Fichte 's abstract utopianism. He was 
a revolutionary thinker in a country that lacked a revolutionary move
ment. And when later, at the time of the war of liberation against N apo
leon, he did come into contact with a popular movement, its reacuonary 
features had a disastrous impact on his philosophy. The objectiv1sm of 
Hegel's philosophy was rendered possible by the fact that right from the 
start he unreservedly accepted the bourgeois society that emerged from 
the French Revoluuon as an incontrovertible reality. In his thought he 
was concerned above all to understand it as it was, to recognize its under
lying principles and explain them philosophically. The fact that a former 
supporter of the French Revolution could advance logically to such a 
position 1s explained by the circumstance that Hegel, as we know, was 
never in sympathy with the radical democratic wmg of the Jacobins. 
There was accordingly no contradict10n in his development from sup
porter of the French Revolut10n to supporter of Napoleon. 

This leads us to the paradoxical conclus10n that Hegel 's superiority 
over F1ehte as a philosopher, his superiority as a social philosopher, is 
connected with the more undemocratlc basis of his social and political 
thought. Such paradoxes arc not infrequent in history. In this case we 
may explain it by the unreality of political commitments for or against 
democracy or revolution in Germany in pracuce: such commitments 
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were purely ideological in nature. No sooner did they come into contact 
with concrete political movements in Germany than the reactiOnary fea
tures of German society began to exernse an undue influence on thetr 
thought. In Fichte 's case this happened, as we have seen, at the time of the 
Wars of Liberations in r 8 r 3 ;  in the case of Hegel, not until his Berlin 
penod (from r 8 r 8  to his death) . Wherever the democratic aspirations of 
ideologists have some foundation m a real popular movement, however 
feeble, contradictiOns of this sort are not possible. We need think only of 
the ideological superiority of the revolutionary democrats in Russia over 
all their ideological opponents. 

The contrast between Hegel and Fichte IS nowhere more clearly 
expressed than where He�el takes issue wtth Ftchte's ideas about msur
rection and 'right to rebel . In his Foundation o_fNatural Law ( 1 796) Ftchte
puts forward radical revolutionary views. He says: 

'However-and this is something we must not lose sight of-the 
people is never rebellious and to use the expression rehellion with ref
erence to it 1s the greatest nonsense tmagmablc. For the people is in 
fact and in law the highest power beyond which there is no other: 1t is  
the source of all power and is responsible to God alone. When tt 
assembles the executive power loses its authority both in fact and ac
cording to Ia w. Rebellion must be directed against a higher authority. 
But what is there on earth that is higher than the people! It could rebel 
only against itself, which 1s nonsense. Only God stands above the 
people. So if it is said that a people has rebelled against its ruler then 
we must assume that the ruler is a god, an assumption that might be 
difficult to prove. '10 

Fichte conceives of the sovereignty of the people as taking the follow
mg form in actual practice : in normal Urnes the executive power will 
have all the power in its hands. Alongside the executive, however, there 
IS another body, the so-called ephors or governors. They have no real 
power unless the executive oversteps the limits of the constitution. 
whereupon they are entitled to proclaim an interdict, suspend the power 
of the executive, and summon the people together as the final arbiters in 
the particular dispute_ll Similarly the debate about the right of the people 
to rebel is not confmed to academic circles. It played a very important 
role in the struggles surrounding the French constitution 

during 
the 

Revolution. Robespierre and the Jacobins consistently 
defended 

the 
people's right to revolution; Condorcet as the ideologist of the Giron
dins was opposed to it and wished to devise institutions which would 
resolve constitutional conflicts in a legal manner. The argument between 
Robespierre and Condorcet was taken up with great energy by German 
theorists, including Hegel who refers to the problem in his pamphlet on 
the German constitution.12 
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In his essay on Natural Law Hegel savagely attacks this Ftchtcan theory. 
His arguments are as close to Condorcet as Fichte's are to those ofRobe
spierre. That is to say: in both men we find that a French reality has evap
orated into a German philosophical abstraction. The decisive pomt in 
Hegel's argument is his total rejection of the right to rebel: 

'since this pure power consists merely of a host of private wtlls which 
for that reason cannot constitute themselves as the common will . '  

Thus Hegel defends the undemocratic position that the immediate ex
pression of the will of the people cannot create a real, ordered state of 
law. The weakness of his position is thus clearly exposed. 

But Hegel's strength and his sober assessment of actual conditions is 
very apparent in his refutation of Fichte's proposed constitution. His 
analysis of the relatmns between the executive and the ephorate does not 
just content itself with the formal legal problem (as does Fichte) but 
instead he examines their actual power-relations. And this leads him to 
the irrefutable conclusion that if both executive and ephorate had the 
same powers then the state would become a kind of 'perpetuum mobile ' 
which 'instead of moving would find itself in perfect balance and so in a 
perpetuum qmetum'. Hegel realizes that in a normally functioning state 
-and every constitution is designed to function normally over a long 
period of time-a dual authority is untenable in the long run. And if 
either the executive or the ephorate gains the upper hand, i.e. if there is 
in effect a unified authority, then the entire Fichtean edifice falls to the 
ground. 

Thus we can see the historical limitations of both parties to the dispute 
who for all their differences nevertheless share common ground. It is evi
dent that the core of the dispute is the question of a dual authority. This 
issue was a practical one in the French Revolution-in the Paris com
mune, the Jacobin Club etc., vis-a-vis the Convention. But even those 
who were involved in events or who, like Robespierre, helped to organ
ize and lead and ·even exploit this dual authority did not and could not 
understand Its social nature.  This is why Robespierre wished to build the 
right to rebel into the constitution of I793 · Fichte 's philosophy is a simple 
if idealistically magnifted reflection of this misunderstanding, of these 
legalistic prejudices about the nature of revolution. (The tenacity of such 
prejudices can be seen from the role they play in Lassalle's System of 
Acquired Rights.) Hegel reached the point where he could see through the 
formalistic and impotent defmitions of constitutiOnal law and grasp the 
underlying issues of political power. But this vision was blurred by his 
inability to perceive the creative force inherent in a revolutionary move
ment of the people. 

Very interesting, and very typical of Hegel, is the fact that he ends his 
polemic against Fichte with a reference to Bonaparte's coup d'etat of the 
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I 8th Brumaire. His aim is not simply to point up the impotence of 
Fichte's ephorate (since all French governments at this period had similar 
if less far-fetched supervisory bodies) but also to show how in his vtew 
changes in a constitution are in fact brought about. He does not mention 
Napoleon by name. But since the coup d'etat took place in I799 and the 
essay _was written in the winter of I 802-3 there can be no doubt that he is 
referring to it: 

'It is well known that on a recent occasion when a government suc
ceeded in dissolving a legislative body in competition with it and 
paralysing it, it was suggested that a supervisory body along the lines 
ofFichte's ephorate would have prevented such a coup de main. A man 
who was closely involved in the affair gave it as his view that had such 
a council attempted to offer any resistance it would have been treated 
in like fashion. '13 

We shall see that Hegel later thought of Napoleon as the 'great teacher 
of constitutional la w in Paris' .  It is very characteristic that he used him as 
an argument against Fichte even at this early stage. 

This disagreement between Hegel and Fichte goes back ultimately to 
Fichte's belief that all social and juridical institutions are merely restnc
tions on human freedom, whereas Hegel maintains that 

'the highest community is the greatest freedom both in terms of 
power and of the exercise of one's rights.14 

It is obvious that this dispute was based on the disagreement discussed 
above about the nature of the bourgeois society that succeeded the 
French Revolution. Its effect on Hegel was that he could detect nothing 
in Fichte's ethics and political theory but servitude and the suppression of 
man and nature. 

We have already had occasion to discuss the purely moral problems 
that anse here in our analysis of Hegel's Frankfurt critique of Kant and 
we showed then that Hegel's remarks held good for Fichte too. The 
explicit polemic against Fichte fully bears this out so that we need not 
concern ourselves further with it here. On the issue of the theory of law 
and the state Hegel consistently satirized Fichte's efforts to regiment 
everything and to deduce all his regulations a priori from the nature of 
philosophy. Thus Fichte attempted to prove that regulations can be 
drawn up which will prevent the forgery of money and bills of 
exchange, or determine which passport a person should have and how it 
is to be issued etc.15 Elsewhere he refers to a statute-book drawn up 
according to Fichtean precepts as a 'price-list' .16 

There is much more at 1ssue here than satire at the expense of the more 
eccentric forms ofFichte's idealism. Behind his ironical remarks lie two 
fundamental theoretical positions. First, there 1s his view that the real 
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motor force powering society is society's own uninterrupted organic 
self-reproduction, that therefore society in the course of its development 
will produce the institutions 1t requires, and that these cannot be imposed 
on it by any external authority, not even that of a dedur:tive philosophy. 
(We shall see later on at what point and for what reason Hegel fails to 
carry out his own perfectly correct prescriptions.) Second, he holds to 
the principle that the general content oflaw is systematically and histori
cally necessary, but that, just because of this, the particular determi
nations of the law and above all their application to isolated instances 
must always contain a chance element. According to Hegel it will 
always be a contingent matter to decide whether a given crime should be 
punished by three or four years in pnson; problems of this sort cannot be 
resolved by an appeal to philosophy. We see here the great fundamental 
frontier between the concrete objective idealism of Hegel and the ab
stract subjective idealism ofFichte. 

This abstractness stems in Hegel's view from the formalist nature of 
subjective idealism. It avoids all problems of content on principle. The 
content of moral or legal tmperatives is always established by a sort of 
swindle, never 

by 

a true deduction from its own premises. Hegel had 
already come to 

this 

conclusion in Frankfurt. Now he reiterates the same 
idea, but in a more resolute and theoretically better-grounded way. As 
he puts it: 

'But the will is pure identity without any content, and it is pure only 
insofar as it is entirely formal and without content. It is not possible 
for its object to generate a content of its own . . . .  '17 

The concrete implications of this disagreement can be seen from a pas
sage where Hegel criticizes a cruoal argument from Kant's Critique of 
Practical Reason. Kant is in the process of concretizing the supreme law of· 
morality, the categoncal imperative, by arguing that a criterion for 
moral rightness or wrongness is to be found in the absence or presence of 
contradiction in the actions of men. He believes that if a man can convert 
a particular moral maxim into a universal law without involvmg himself 
in contradiction, he will thereby establish the rightness of the maxim in 
question. As an example Kant argues that it can never be right to em
oezzle a deposit.18 He says: 

'I at once became aware that such a principle, viewed as a law, would 
annihilate itself, because the result would be that there would be no 
more deposits. '19 

Kant believes then that the principle of contradiction will suffice to 
enable the social content of the categorical imperative to be deduced in 
any given case. 

Hegel's reply to this argument is clear and mcisive: 
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'What if there were no deposits, where is the contradiction in that? 
For there to be no deposit would contradict other necessarily deter
mined facts: just as the possibility of deposits is connected with yet 
other necessary facts and so itself becomes necessary. But it is not per
missible to invoke other purposes and other material grounds; only 
the immediate form of the concept may decide which of the two as
sumptions is correct, but each of the opposed facts is as immaterial to 
the form as the other.�  

In the ftrst place, Hegel refuses to accept that any social content can be 
derived from a formal moral maxim. The various institutions of societv 
are a coherent and constantly changing concrete totality. Their necessity 
is something that can be deduced only from their position within that 
totality. Since Kant does not even consider this question (because he is 
concerned only to derive them from a formal moral law) his proof is ipso 
facto illicit. In the second place, Hegel is concerned here to combat the 
antithesis between internal and external in ethics, the antithesis between 
morality and legality. According to Hegel morality is an important part, 
but no more than a part of the social activity of man. Hence it cannot be 
separated from the concrete totality of society with its external laws and 
institutions .  Hegel argues that in Kant and Fichte there is a division be
tween the rigid and lifeless set of institutions on the one hand, and the 
empty abstract inwardness of moral man on the other. Hegel defends an 
opposing view in which there is a continuous interaction between all the 
moments of the dialectical movement according to which men make 
their society with all its institutions, a society in which they then work 
and live as independent beings. 

This abstract and undialectical division of internal and external is in 
Hegel's view the real reason why Jacobi shares the same ground as Kant 
and Fichte and is implicated in all their errors, even though he relent
lessly attacks them in all his writings, frequently with extremely pertin
ent arguments. 

Superficially Jacobi's philosophy does indeed represent the exact 
opposite of Kant and Fichte. The latter proclaim the majesty of the ab
stract and universal moral law and allow the aspirations of individual 
men, actual living men, only as much scope as is compatible with the 
moral law. Jacobi, on the other hand, appeals to actual man as a unique 
bemg. From history, literature and legend he draws on a vast number of 
anecdotes and exempla which prove that actions which appear criminal 

according 
to the commandments of formal ethical codes or customary 

moral 
beliefs 

are in reality the expression of a lofty human morality. He 
actually demands the right to such 'crimes' because 'the law was made 
for the sake of man, not man for the sake of the law. '2! 

Now Hegel docs not dispute that the objections to Kant and Fichte 
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raised here have a certain force. He himself had opposed the Kantian 
ethic in Frankfurt on the grounds that it fragmented, violated and tyran
nized over actual, living men. But he shows that from a quite different 
angle Jacobi too, no less than Kant and Fichte, opposes the isolated indi
vidual to a wholly alien society. According to Hegel living human 
beings are human beings living in a concrete society, and their human 
totality and vitality can only be expressed in the context of that society. 
Isolated from this man becomes just as abstract and schematic as the 
human beings posited by the abstract moral law ofKant and Fichte. 

In support of his own view Jacobi mentions the story of the two Spar
tans who, when asked by the King of the Persians whether they would 
not remain and live in his country, replied: 

'How could we live here and abandon our land, our laws and our people, 
for whom we have freely undertaken this great journey so that we 
might lay down our lives for them?' 

Jacobi interprets this incident in the followmg manner: 

'They did not attempt to convince him of their truth . . . .  They did 
not appeal to t�eir understanding, their fine judgement; they 

appealed only to things and their preference for these things. They 
did 

not 
lay claim to any virtue, nor to any philosophy. They simply declared 
what lay in their hearts, their feelings, their experience . . . .  ' 

It is at this point that Hegel detects a subjectivism similar to that in Kant 
and Fichte. He says ofJacobi's interpretation: 

'But Jacobi refers to the most vital matters: country, people and laws, 
as things to which they are accustomed as one is accustomed to things. 
He thinks of them not as sacred things but as common ones . . . .  He 
regards as chance and contingency things which contain the highest 
necessity and the highest energy of ethical freedom, viz. to live in 
accordance with the laws of a people, of the Spartan nation 
moreover. He thinks of that which is most rational as if 1t were some
thing ordinary and empirical. '22 

Hence Hegel thinks of Kant/Fichte and Jacobi as possessing mutually 
complementary, one-sided philosophies which have at least one 
common feature: they all neglect the actual concrete realm of human ac
tivity. They are blind to 1t and treat it as contingent, external and second
ary. The critique of Jacobi supplements the criticism of the Kantian 
categorical imperative, so that Hegel can say by way of summing up: 

'Ethical beauty may not dispense with either aspect: either with 
living individuality, without which it becomes subservient to lifeless 
concepts, or with the form of the concept and the law, universality 
and objectivity .23 
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This attack on Jacobi was highly topical at the time it was written. It 
was the heyday of Romanticism and although Jacobi himself was not 
personally a member or supporter of the Romantic school in the nar
rower sense, he was the representative of an ideological current that 
helped to prepare the way for certain reactionary elements of Romanti
cism. In brief, the issue turns on the situation that arose when the En
lightened democratic rebellion of the most progressive elements of the 
German intelligentsia against feudal absolutism in Germany began to 
disintegrate rapidly . The most striking achievements of this phase had 
been Goethe 's Werther and Schiller's Robbers and Love and Intrigue. The 
degeneration set in partly because of the disaffection of important sectors 
of the bourgeoisie from the actuality of the French Revolution. 

The passionate individualism of Goethe and Schiller in thm youth had 
an explicitly anti-feudal bias and their demand for freedom was no less 
explicitly critical of the existing social order. Their successors simply 
took over their call for individual fulfilment without any attempt to 
ftght against the concrete social obstacles tmpeding the development of 
the individual in Germany. Some of them simply lost all interest in social 
criticism, others criticized society in general as an obstacle to individual 
fulfilment. In the process they intellectually and artistically detached the 
mdividual from all social bonds and set him abstractly and exclusively 
over against society. 

This development corresponds to the general ideological situation. 
The literary and intellectual activity of Goethe and Schiller in their 
youth was a fmal climactic moment of the pre-revolutionary Enlight
enment. In the Prometheus fragment and other poems of his youth we 
find Goethe 

proclaiming 
a Spinozistic philosophy. The degeneration of 

the socially critical 
revolt 

of the individual into an abstract cult of indivi
duality leads also to a defection from the general principles of the En
lightenment, which as we have seen was never really materialist in 
Germany and which culminated in the Spinozism of the later Lessing, 
Goethe and Herder. With Jacobi the attack on Spinoza's atheism began 
in Germany. 

The Romantic School, in its later increasingly reactionary view of 
mdividuality, could take their cue from Jacobi and his like. From this 
vantage-point they could resume the attack on the Enlightenment. Of 
course, the later Romantics had the additional refmement of claiming 
that the Middle Ages had permitted a freer development of the indivi
dual than the 'atomism' of the present. The Romantic School in Jena had 
not yet fully explored these possibilities. Nevertheless, the idea of a 
limitless, empty individualism already played a crucial role in Jena. In his 
early republican phase Friedrich Schlegel the chief ideologist of the 
group had mocked Jacobi claiming that he had no concept of humanity, 
but only of'Friedrich Heinrich Jacobity. 'l-1 But only a few years later, in 
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1799, he published his notorious novel Lucinde in which abstract indivi
dualistic and irrationalist tendencies were already taken to extremes. 
Schleiermacher, the other leading ideologist of the Romantic School, 
followed this up with an anonymous defence of the novel in which he 
provided this individualism and irrationalism with a theoretical basis. 
Independently of the Romantic School and indeed partly in opposition 
to it the novels ofJean Paul were widely read and highly esteemed at 
around this time, and Jean Paul always claimed to be a disciple and fol
lower ofJacobi. 

This sketchy outline may perhaps convey some idea of the topicality of 
Hegel's sharp criticism of Jacobi's views on morality. This must be 
emphasized because the neo-Hegelians are constantly at pains to turn 
Hegel into a 'philosopher oflife'  and an irrationalist. In this context it is 
of great importance to bear in mind that Hegel puts the abstract and 
empty individualism of Kant and Fichte on the same plane as Jacobi's 
irrationalist 'philosophy of life' .  For we have seen how the neo
Kantianism of the Imperialist period (Simmel) contrived to create a syn
thesis ofKantianism and the 'philosophy oflife', thus converting Hegel's 
critical view of this affmity into one of positive afftrmation. As we have 
seen, neo-Hegelianism also attempted to obscure the distinction between 
Kant and Hegel and to assimilate Hegel to the Romantic 'philosophy of 
life' .  Ignoring overtly Fascist interpretations (Hugo Fischer) we can still 
find the following description of Hegel in the 'standard work' of the 
nco-Hegelian Richard Kroner: 

'Hegel is undoubtedly the greatest irrationalist known to the history 
of philosophy. '25 

The blatant falsifications committed during the Fascist and pre-Fascist 
era must be countered by a presentation of the true facts of the intel
lectual situation at the tlme and a concrete analysis of Hegel's attitude 
towards them.26 

The true fact of the matter is that Hegel together with Goethe (whom 
the modern Irrationalistic revisors of German history also claim for their 
cause) always stood out against Romantic individualism and the Irration
alist 'philosophy oflife'. Hegel's 

fmaljudgment 
ofJacobi 's philosophy is 

that his narrow emphasis on the 
individual, 'his eternal meditation on the subject, which replaces ethical freedom 

with excessive scrupulosity, nostalgic egoism and ethical debility' 

can lead only to an 'inward idolatry'. Revealingly, Hegel refers to the 
life of a man trapped in his own individuality as a 'Hell ' ,  and no less 
revealingly he appeals to the authority of Goethe who m his Iphigenie 
dramatizes this hell as the fate of Orestes but is evidently fully aware both 
of its disintegrating, problematic nature and of the fact that the task of 
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progressive humanism is to discover a way out of this impasse of indivi
dualism in the modern world. Goethe's awareness of his humanist mis
sion is what makes him the great poet of his age. Hegel goes on to 
measure Jacobi's poetic works against the artistic, moral and intellectual 
standard set by Goethe: 

'Thus in his heroes Allwil and Waldemar we witness the torment that 
springs from an eternal contemplation of the self not even in the 
course of acting, but in the still greater boredom and lassitude of an 
empty existence; this self-prostitution is portrayed as the explanation 
for the catastrophe that befalls them in their non-novelistic adven
tures but it is not annulled at the moment of disaster and the uncatas
trophic virtue of their whole environment is also more or less tainted 
by the same hell . .., 

It is very revealing that the section of Faith and Knowledge which treats 
of Jacobi concludes with a discussion of Schleiermacher's Discourses on 
Religion one of the programmatic works of the Jena Romantic School. 
Hegel reproaches Schleiermacher w1th cultivating the same empty sub
jectivity as Jacobi: 

'Thus even the contemplation of the universe is turned into subjec
tivity since . . .  it is a piece of virtuosity and not even nostalgia, but a 
search for nostalgia . . .  the expression of something utterly inward, 
the unmediated explosion or succession of isolated and particular en
thusiasms and not the truthful statement that a work of art should be. '  

Thus Hegel castigates in Schleiermacher what he criticized in Jacobi. 
Scheiermacher wishes 'to cultivate art without works of art'1l!, and the 
'philosophy oflife'  is to achieve its 'practical' fulfilment as 'Lebenskunst' ,  
the art ofliving. Hence Schleiermacher remains at  the same level of indi
vidualistic immediacy as Jacobi. 

To bring out the profound affinity of such views with the philosophy 
of Kant we would just like to cite one comment in Hegel's Jena Nate
book: 

'Of Kant it is admiringly claimed that he teaches philosophizing, not 
philosophy, just as if a man were to teach carpentry without ever 
making a single table or chair, door or cupboard. '29 

Thus Hegel views Kant, Jacobi and Fichte as part of the same philo
sophical trend in which with historical necessity the hollowness and 
problematic nature of modern individualism is reproduced in its various 
stages. The morality of objective idealism with which he now confronts 
the advocates of subjective idealism culminates in the proposition that 
'absolute ethical totality is nothing other than a people' .30 And he goes on 
to summarize his own position by citing the answer given by a Pythago-
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rean in Diogenes Laertius to a question about the nature of the best edu
cation: 'Make him the citizen of a well-ordered nation'.31 

Engels clearly perceived this fundamental tenet of Hegelian morality 
and he counterpoised it to Feuer bach's abstract ethical views. 

'Hegel's ethics or doctrine of moral conduct is the philosophy of right 
and embraces: ( I ) abstract right: (2) morality: (3 ) social ethics, under 
which again are comprised: the family, civil society and the state. 
Here the content is as realistic as the form is idealistic. Besides mor
ality the whole sphere ofla w, economy, politics is here included. '32 

Both in content and structure Hegel's ethics in his Jena period differs 
from its later formulation. But as a general account of the tendencies op
erative in his views on ethics Engels' description may be taken to apply 
to this period also. Now that we have to some extent extracted Hegel's 
positive ideas from his polemic with subjective idealism we must con
front the problem of presenting the issues discussed by Hegel in their 
proper context. The first prerequisite for this is an understanding of how, 
according to Hegel, modern civil society came into bemg, for it is the 
substantive nature and the institutions of that society that form the con
text for his ideas oq morality. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Hegel's view of history in his first years in Jena 

THE main thrust ofHegel's thought was historical right from the start. 
In his Berne period, as we have seen, his historical approach even ante
dated his philosophical consciousness of the problems of history. The 
latter was only activated after he had abandoned his Jacobin illusions 
about the possibility of a classical revival and was able to face up the 
problems of the dialectics of modern civil society. From that point on 
Hegel's thought focused on the dialectical interaction of historical devel
opment and philosophical system. We may remind the reader that both 
the Philosophy of Right and the portrayal of objective mind in the Encyclo
paedia culminate in world history as the highest expression of human 
reason. Moreover, one of Hegel's chief objections to Fichte was that 
Fichte's notion offreedom was isolated from the objective laws of nature 
and history. 

Hence respect and even reverence for the realities of history form the 
foundation of Hegelian philosophy. In the introductory remarks to the 
Jena continuation of the Frankfurt essay The German Constitution Hegel 
saw it as his task 'to understand what is ' .  And elsewhere in the same 
introduction he elucidated that remark in a manner which high-lights 
both the idealistic and the forward-moving dialectical elements on his 
thought: 'Whatever can no longer be understood, has ceased to exist. '1 

Hegel's historicism, then, by no means implies the glorification of the 
past or even the vindication of certain aspects of the present, by sugges
ting that they have a long, honourable past behind them. That is the 
standpomt of the Romantic historians or of those influenced by Roman
ticism in one form or another. Hegel always repudiated such attitudes. 
Earlier on (p. 23 1f. ) ,  we quoted a passage from Hegel's essay on Natural 
Law in connectiOn with the problem of positivity. He spoke there of the 
way in which the institutions offeudalism which had once corresponded 
to the historical conditions of the people had, in the course of time, de
veloped the symptoms of a lifeless 'positivity'. Hegel calls for a real his
torical understanding of the question. 

But 'it would exceed its competence and 1ts truth if this meant that it 
was necessary to justify for the present a law that had truth only in the 
past. On the contrary, the historical understanding of a law which 
had Its ground m past customs and a now defunct life alone shows pre
cisely that it lacks all meaning and sense in the livmg present . . . .  ' 

JOI 
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And in this context he makes a distinction between the 'history of a past 
life'  and the 'definite idea of a present death. '2 It is therefore a 
straightforward falsification to try and assimilate Hegel to the pseudo
historicism of the Romantic movement. 

Nor did he share the historical methodology of Romanticism which 
came into existence at around this time. Under the influence of counter
revolutionary journalism we witness the spread of a view according to 
which the 'organic nature' of historical structures and processes pre
cluded the intervention of the conscious will of men to change their own 
fate in society. Furthermore, the 'continuity' ofhistory is placed in sharp 
contrast to attempts to interrupt the process once it has begun to take place. 
Both these views imply that revolution is essentially an 'unhistorical ab
erration', an 'unhistorical piece of bungling' which simply disrupts the 
'true course ' of history. It is highly characteristic of the growing reac
tionary and romantic elements in Schelling's thought that he began to 
make significant concessions to this theory in his Lectures on the method
ology of academic study of 1803-the very time when he was collaborating 
with Hegel. 

The practical methodological significance of what, we have come to 
recognize as Hegel's specific form of dialectics can now be seen in his ap
proach to history. All ofhis comments on history at this period show that 
he has remained true to his conception of dialectics, to the idea that his
torical continuity is a union of continuity and discontinuity. We shall see 
later on how the French Revolution occupied a central place in Hegel's 
view ofhistory inJena. And we may easily appreciate that this should be 
reflected in his methodology too. We have already shown that the Jena 
Logic contains a version of the theory of the transition from quantity to 
quality. The 'nodal line of measure relations' (which was not finally for
mulated until much later)3 enshrines the doctrine which enables Hegel to 
view qualitative leaps, violent disruptions of continuity as necessary, 
organic constituents of a process. 

In the concluding paragraphs of the essay on Natural Law Hegel does in 
fact raise the matter of qualitative leaps in history-and even though he 
does not explicitly name the Romantics, the polemic is clear enough. 
Although the passage is rather long we must quote it in full because of 
the sharp contrast it presents between Hegel and Romanticism. It should 
be noted incidentally that by 'individuality' he means the individuality 
of a people. 

'And although nature advances regularly within a particular configu
ration, Its advance is not mechanical, but accelerates progressively 
and enjoys the new configuration it has reached. Having leapt into It, 
it reposes there a while. Just like a shell that gives a fmal burst as it 
reaches its goal and there rests a moment, or the heated metal which 
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melts not like wax, but suddenly, and then remains in that condition. 
For a phenomenon is a transition to its absolute opposite, i.e. it is infi
nite, and this emergence from infmity, or from nothing is a leap, and a 
configuration in all its newly born strength is something that at fmt 
exists for itself, before it becomes a ware of its relation to another. And 
in the same way a growing individuality has both the joy of the leap 
and also the duration of enjoyment in its novel form. Until it gradu
ally becomes exposed to the negative and then suddenly is shattered. '4 

This clearly demonstrates the worthlessness of the modern theories of 
Meinecke, Rosenzweig and Heller which attempt to turn Hegel into a 
forerunner of Ranke. 

Turning now to an analysis of Hegel's detailed historical views, we 
must begin by observing that we do not possess any comprehensive his
torical survey from his own hand at this period. All we have are scattered 
remarks in a number of writings, especially in the essay on The German 
Constitution which he worked over again in I 80I-2 only to leave it fin
ally as a fragment. In addition a number of ideas can he gleaned from the 
polemical essays, projected systematic works, etc. Although we shall 
concentrate on the first few years in Jena we shall also refer to the re
cently published manuscripts of his lectures for the years 1 803-4 and 
I Sos--6, both for his views on history and for our next chapter on econ
omics. These lectures often contain superior formulations of the prob
lems which emerged in the period following his arrival in Jena. It is true 
that The 

Phenomenology 

of Mind already contains a systematic survey of
the history of 

mankind, 
but as we shall see later on, Hegel's objectives in 

that work are quite speciftc and so even the Phenomenology does not pres
ent us with a comprehensive account of world history in the sense that 
this may be said of the later lectures on the philosophy of history. 

The German Constitution though begun in Frankfurt was not given any 
more detailed historical backing until Hegel took it up again in Jena. 
When he did so he focused on one problem: that of the origins of the 
national and political disunity of Germany, much more clearly than he 
had earlier on. The other side of Hegel's interest, however, the question 
of a solution to this problem is as intractable for Hegel now as it had been 
before. Indeed, his more penetrating historical analysis forces Hegel to 
give this lack of clarity concrete shape. 

In the course of a discussion of the national disunity of Italy and the 
attempts made to remedy it-a situation which offered many parallels 
with Germany-Hegel has occasion to mention Macchiavelli .  He too 
had made an acute analysis of his country 's disunity, and he too had failed 
to discover a definite path to national unification. This was why the 
figure ofTheseus was to be found in his writings, for according to legend 
Theseus had succeeded in putting an end to the discord and anarchy of 
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the Athenian people and had laid the foundations for the political and 
national umty of Athens. Macchiavelli longed for an Italian Theseus and 
the young Hegel, no less muddled than he, followed suit.5 

The legendary figure ofTheseus is to be found not only in The German 
Constitution but in a number of other early writings and the Hegel
literature is full of the most ingenious conjectures about his possible iden
tity. (Macchiavelli had had Cesare Borgia in mind, at least for a time. )  
According to Dilthey, Hegel's Theseus was Napoleon. Rosenzweig has 
a very tortuous argument that identifies Theseus with the Austnan Arch
duke Charles.6 

Since the latter hypothesis is an important stone in the edifice designed 
to show that Hegel is a forerunner of Ranke and Bismarck, we must 
comment on it a little more fully. This will have the useful advantage of 
enabling us at the same time to isolate Hegel's v1ews of Austria and Prus
sia, the two great German powers ofhis day. His attitude towards Prussia 
1s one of radical rejection. He considers it to be an alien power threat
enmg Germany from without. 

'Just as the old Roman Empire was destroyed by barbarians from the 
North, so too the principle of destruction entered the Romano
German Emp1re from the North. Denmark, Sweden, England and 
above all Prussia are the foreign powers whose standing as estates of 
the Empire has given them at one and the same time a centre separate 
from the German Empire and a constitutionally proper influence on 
its affairs. '7 
The young Hegel does not allow himself to be dazzled by legends about 
Frederick the Great of Prussia. He discerns no national interest m the 
wars fought by Prussia, but merely 'the private interest of the warring 
powers'. They are comparable to the cabinet wars of the ancien regime. 
Nor does Hegel see any merit in the aggrandizement of Prussia in the 
course of the eighteenth century as far as Germany as a whole 1s con
cerned. It just means the enlargment of that power 'whose size is the 
greatest impediment to the unity of the German state' .  And elsewhere he 
speaks with the greatest contempt of the soulless bureaucracy of the Prus
slan state.8 This view of Prussia remains dominant up to the fall of Napo
leon. We find it expressed in letters from the Bamberg and Nuremberg 
periods, as well as Hegel's Nuremberg writings. At the time of the trans
formation which caused Hegel to come to terms with the fall of N apo
leon and the Restoration, a transformation which was precipitated by an 
inner crisis and which ushered in the resigned mood of his entire later 
life, there was also a change in Hegel's view of Prussia. A discussion of 
the development in Hegel's views in this later period is quite beyond the 
scope of the present work. His attitude towards Austria as expressed in 
The German Constitution IS a shade friendlier than his view of Prussia and 
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there is even a certain sympathy, especially for Joseph II's attempted 
reforms. But with reference to the overall fate ofGermanv, Austria and 
Prussia stand on much the same footing.9 This giv:es us so�e idea of the 
value ofRosenzweig's hypothesis. 

As to the identification of Theseus with Napoleon, this is altogether 
more plausible. Some years later, at the time when he was engaged in 
writing The Phenomenology of Mind, Hegel was unquestionably a sup
porter of Napoleon's. From his letters it is quite clear that he was m 
favour of the policy of the Confederation of the Rhine and remained so 
until the fall ofNapoleon. We have also seen how in 1 803 in the course 
ofhis criticism ofFichte 's ephorate he implied approval of Napoleon's 
coup d_'itat. It looks as if we can trace the on gins of this view back to 1801 ,  
but we cannot do this with absolute certainty. For in the fragments deal
ing_ with religion and the philosophy of history from the earliest period 
in Jena, 

published 
by Rosenkranz and dating in all probability from the 

time of 
the 

essay on the German constitution, Hegel talks of the birth of a 
new religion in the following terms: 

It will come into being 'when there is a free people and when reason has 
once agam given birth to reality as an ethical spirit which will be bold 
enough to take shape on its own soil and from a sense of its own majesty. '10 

This seems to suggest that at this time Hegel still cherished the hope of 
a complete national liberation of Germany, even though the basis for 
such hopes ts of course completely obscure. However, the impossibility 
of resolving this problem is of no great moment for our understanding of 
Hegel's development since we have a completely clear picture of the 
road he took from disillusion with the revolution to enthusiastic support 
for Napoleon. The question of when he began to feel this enthusiasm and 
what hesitations he experienced is of secondary importance. 

The importance of the pamphlet on the German Constitution for 
Hegel himself was that for the fmt time he established the developmental 
pattern of social formations and states. Later on he would ftll in various 
gaps in the pattern, but he never modifted the main points. He regarded 
the Migration of Nations and the feudal system arising out of it as the 
social and political starting-point of the nations of modern Europe. 

'The system of representation is the system of all modern European 
states. It did not exist in the forests of Germany, but it did anse from 
them; it marks an epoch in world-history. The continuity of world
culture has led the human race beyond oriental despotisms, through a 
republic's world-dominion, and then out of the fall of Rome into a 
middle term between these extremes. And the Germans are the people 
from whom this third universal form of the world-spirit was born . 
This system did not exist in the forests of Germany, because each 
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nation must on its own account have run through its own proper 
course of development before it encroaches on the universal course of 
world-history. The principle which elevates it to umversal dominion 
first arises when its own peculiar principle is applied to the rest of the 
unstable cosmos. Thus the freedom of the German peoples necessarily 
became a feudal system when in their conquests they deluged the rest of 
the world. •n 
Starting from this general position Hegel proceeds to give a sketch of 

the development of feudalism and its collapse in the most important Eur

opean 
states. These he divides into two major groups. The first, includes 

England, France and Spain where the central monarchical power was 
able to subdue feudalism. The second comprises Germany and Italy 
where the dissolution of feudalism disrupted national life and prevented 
the emergence of unified nations. 

Of the nations belonging to the fmt group it is only France that Hegel 
analyses in any detail. He shows how France and Germany arrive at 
opposed national formations from a common source in feudalism. 

'France as a state and Germany as a state had both of them the same 
two inherent principles of dissolution. In the one Richelieu com
pletely annulled these principles and thus raised it to be one of the 
most powerful states; in the other he gave these principles full play 
and thus cancelled its existence as a state. '12 

Hegel relates how in France the absolute monarchy was able to subjugate 
both the nobility which had hitherto asserted its independence and the 
Huguenots who had for a time maintained a state within the state. He 
shows how the power of both had to be destroyed if the unity of the 
French monarchy were to be maintained. He emphasiZes the part played 
by Richelieu and does so in such a way that we can clearly discern his 
later concept of the 'world-historical individual' .  

Here too the neo-Hegelians have attempted to distort a Hegelian 
theory, this time by connecting it with the cult of the hero stemming 
from Treitschke and Nietzsche. However, Hegel is never concerned 
with the person but with the world-historical prmciple which takes pos
session of a person at a particular moment in time, usmg him as an mstru
ment for its own ends. This 1s undoubtedly his later position and we fmd 
it quite explicit here too. Writing of the French feudal lords he says: 

'They gave way not to Richelieu as a man but to his genius, which 
linked his person with the necessary principle of the unity of the 
state . . . .  And herein lies political genius, in the identiftcation of an 
individual with a principle. Given this linkage, the individual must 
carry off the victory. '13 
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Hegel's remarks about England, Spain and the other nations in this 
group are brief and even cursory. The only point to notice is that he is 
completely indifferent to the relative ments of political forms (mon
archy or republic) .  What is important in his eyes 1s that these countnes 

'have succeeded in attaining a centre in which all 
power 

is concen
trated . . .  it does not matter in this connection 

whether 
this centre has 

a strictly monarchical or republican form. '14 
(On this point as on a number of others Hegel follows the example of 
Hobbes.} 

In his remarks on Italy pride of place goes to a frank and objective 
analysis of Macchiavelli 's theories. It should be noted that Hegel does not 
regard Macchiavelli as the general theoretician of mindless power
politics, a view favoured by the Meinecke school. Hegel sees Macchia
velli as a despairing protagomst of the Italian national unity that had 
been lost but which he wished to restore; he views him as a national rev
olutionary who is eager to attain this great goal wuh whatever means 
present themselves. In this context Hegel briefly turns aside to discuss 
Frederick the Great's pamphlet attacking Macchiavelli, dismissing it as a 
' school-exercise' whose empty sanctimoniousness was revealed by 
Frederick's own actions. Nor does Hegel omit to point out the con
trasting historical actions of the two men: Macchiavelli fought for the 
unity ofltaly, his critic, the Crown Prince Frederick, was 

'a modern monarch whose whole life and actions have expressed most 
clearly the dissolution of the German state into independent states. 'l.s 
Hegel's views about the dissolution of German feudalism and the ori-

gins of the fragmentation of Germany into a host of petty states are 
already known to us from the Frankfurt version of this essay (see p.  
I 3 8ff. ) .  According to Hegel the decisive turning point here was the 
Peace ofWestphalia ( I648) which brought the Thirty Years' War to an 
end: 

'In the Peace of Westphalia this statelessness of Germany was organ
ised . . . .  Germany renounced establishing itself as a secure state
power and surrendered to the good will of its members. '16 

On the basis of this historical outline Hegel goes on to speak of the 
necessity of the modern state. In his eyes it came into being with the 
over-coming of the French Revolution. To understand Hegel rightly on 
this point we should recollect that Hegel thinks of the French Revol
ution as having been overcome in the double sense of aufgehoben : an
nulled but also preserved. In his remarks about the Revolution in The 
German Constitution his dislike of its radical democratic elements is a gam 
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quite explicit: he talks of them as if they were to be simply equated with 
anarchy. But his conclusions, which we quote at length, make it obvious 
that he was very far from agreeing to Restoration of any type and that, 
once the threat of'anarchy' was removed, he saw the French Revolution 
as the opening of a new epoch in world history. 

'Anarchy has become distinguished from freedom; the notion that a 
firm government is indispensable for freedom has become deeply 
engraved on men's minds; but no less deeply engraved is the notion 
that the people must share in the making oflaws and the management 
of the most important affairs of state. The guarantee that the govern
ment will proceed in accordance with law, and the co-operation of 
the general will in the most important affairs of state which affect 
everyone, the people finds in the organisation of a body representa
tive of the people. This body has to sanction payment to the monarch 
of a part of the national taxes, but especially the payment of extra
ordinary taxes. Just as in former days the most important matter, i.e. 
personal services, depended on free agreement, so nowadays money, 
which comprises influence of every other kind, is equally so depen
dent. Without such a representative body, freedom is no longer 
thinkable . . . .  'I? 

It is quite dear from this that Hegel's standpoint is that of a constitutional 
monarchy (with the reservation we have mentioned ofhis indifference, 
not always explicit, to the relative ments of republics and monarchies) . 
And on closer exammation we can see that the model to which his ideal 
increasingly approximates is that of the Napoleonic states. On the other 
hand, we can also perceive his later conception of the organic growth of 
the modern state out offeudalism and the collapse offeudalism. 

But in this process the French Revolution makes a defmite caesura. 
We must emphasize this, since the more recent critics have made re
peated efforts to obscure his anti-feudalism and his contempt for the 
Restoration, so as to buttress their view of a development from Hegel 
through Ranke to Bismarck. This interpretation occasionally resorts to 
quite crude methods of falsification. Thus Rosenzweig, who knows 
Hegel's writings much too well to be unable to detect his affmities with 
Napoleonic conceptions of the state, simply falsiftes the whole character 
of the Napoleonic age: he regards it as a restoration of the ancien regime 
in the style of Louis XIV.18 On this premise it is not hard to convert 
Hegel firstly into an adherent of the ancien regime and secondly into a 
forerunner of Bismarck. In reality the conception of constitutional 
monarchy we have outlined goes back to Montesquieu and is a con
struct based partly on the model of England, partly on that of the Napo
leonic states, i.e. it is grounded above all in the idea of a state that has 
undergone a bourgeois revolution.  We can see this theme running 
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through all of Hegel's reflections on the constitution. We shall come 
back to his discussion of the character of the Estates in another context. 
All we need say here is that his proposals for a system of taxation are 
derived largely from English models (especially that of Adam Smith) 
and that he Is implacably opposed to all vestiges of feudalism in fmancial 
affairs (in particular to incomes derived from royal domains.)19 

We can see Hegel's view of the modern state most clearly if we return 
to his mystical redeemer, Theseus. Theseus makes his appearance not just 
in the section of The German Constitution dealing with Macchiavelli, but 
also in a later, rather obscure passage, whose 

meaning , 
however, we 

hope to be able to elucidate by means of reference to 
his 

later lectures 
( 1 805--6) . Hegel says: 

'This Theseus would have to have the magnanimity to grant to the 
people he would have had to fashion out of dispersed units a share in 
matters that affected everyone. Since a democratic constitution, like 
the one Theseus gave to his own people, is self-contradictory in 
modern times and in large states, this share would have to be some 
form of organization. Moreover, even if the direction of the state's 
power which he had in his hands could insure him against being 
repaid, as Theseus was, with ingratitude, still he would have to have 
character enough to be ready to endure the hatred with which Riche
lieu and other great men who wrecked men's private and particular 
mterests were saddled. ':aJ 
Hegel's repudiation of democracy is no longer a novelty for us. Nor is 

there anything original, either for Hegel or in Itself, m the idea that 
democracy was a form of government adapted to the city-states of anti
quity, but not for the great states of the modern world. It is in fact a com
monplace of the French Enlightenment. Hegel's bluntness about it is of 
mterest mainly because it is linked to the idea that had begun to emerge 
in Frankfurt and would appear in Its mature form in Jena to the effect 
that classical civilization now belonged entirely to the past and that by that 
token 1t had ceased to act as an ideal for us. We shall return to this issue 
later and deal with it in detail. 

As to Theseus himself, we must not allow ourselves to be misled bv 
Hegel's very general and in parts obscure language. Of course, for Heg�l 
the 'world-historical individual' is always the executive organ of the 
world-spint. But, as we shall see at once, what always matters to him is 
the hegemony of the historically necessary principle and Theseus is no 
more than an organ, an instrument of world history, who Is needed to 
carry out the latest part of the process. The antithesis that Hegel estab
lishes here between Theseus and the masses is the antithesis between the 
'world-historical individual' who has grasped the necessity for a general 
change after the French Revolution, and the inert, retrograde German 
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nation that has fallen asleep in the midst of its wretched semi-feudal and 
petty-bourgeois existence and that defends this existence against all 
attacks by appealing to its 'private interests and particular nature'. When 
Hegel speaks of the ingratitude that has been the lot of great men like 
Richelieu, his expression is unfortunate although its meaning is clear 
enough: Richelieu earned the deadly hatred of the feudal nobility of 
France whose independent power he destroyed. Hegel recognizes this 
fact and applies it to Germany. The observation is correct, but the ex
pression is misleading because the nobles had no grounds for gratitude 
towards Richelieu and so their hatred cannot be construed as ingratitude. 

In the Lectures of 1 805--6 Hegel again reverts to the idea of Theseus as 
the founder of states. He remarks that all states were founded through 
force and that the agents of this force were often great men. 

'This is the merit of the great man: that he knows and can express the 
absolute will. All assemble around his banner; he is their god. It was 
thus when Theseus founded the state of Athens; so it was too when a 
terrible force took hold of the state, and indeed everything, in the 
French Revolution. This force is not despotism, but tyranny, pure, ter
rifying dominance. But it is necmary and just to the extent to which it 
constitutes and maintains the state as a real individual entity. This state is the 
simple absolute spirit which is certain of itself and which acknowl
edges nothing but itself, neither concepts of good and evil, scandalous 
and base, nor cunning and deceit. It is above all these since in it evil is 
reconciled with itself. '2t 
Hegel goes on to say almost at once that this tyranny is necessary to 

educate the people to 'obey' the new institutions. Here too it would be 
an error to put too much weight on the word 'obey' .  Undoubtedly, 
these remarks do convey Hegel's anti-democratic sentiments. But their 
main thrust is generated by the realization that outmoded institutions 
such as feudalism must not only be destroyed by force, but that tyranny Is 
essential if attempts to restore them are to be frustrated. Hegel regards 
tyranny as an essential transitional phase between two social and political 
systems. 

'Tyranny is overthrown by the people because it is abhorrent and 
base, etc . :  but in reality only because it is superfluous. The memory of 
the tyrant is execrated; but in this respect too he is only spint certain of 
itself. As such he has atted as a god only in and for himself and expects 
the ingratitude ofhis people. If he were wise he would divest himself 
of his powers as they became superfluous; but as things are his divinity 
is only the divinity of an animal : blind necessity which deserves to be 
abominated as sheer evil. This was the case with Robespierre. His 
power abandoned him, because necessity had abandoned him and so he 
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was violently overthrown. That which is necessary comes to pass, but 
each portion of necessity is normally assigned to individuals. One is 
counsel for the prosecution and one for the defence, another is judge, 
a fourth executioner; but all are necessary. '12 
Here too it is easy enough to criticize the obscurities in Hegel's myth

ological view ofhistory. It is obvious that he understood very little of the 
actual class struggles in France and the processes which led to the estab
lishment and the fall of the Jacobin dictatorship. But his great under
standing of history enabled him to see that this dictatorship, which he 
abhorred so profoundly, was a necessary and inevitable turning-point in 
world history: the establishment of the modern state. But even if it is true 
that Hegel did not understand the actuality of the class struggles in 
France, he was by no means blind to their social import. On the con
trary, in a marginal note to the same course oflectures he wrote : 

'Thus the French Revolution, abolition of formally privileged estates, 
once this achieved, abolition of inequality between estates, idle talk. >zl 

This makes it quite clear that Hegel unreservedly accepted the bourgeois 
content of the French Revolution, its achievement in establishing 
modern bourgeois society and the liquidation of feudal privileges and 
could even accept the historical necessity of the Jacobin Terror as an 
instrument for effecting this world-historical transformation (in which it 
is Robespierre who is equated with Theseus. )  But he at once expresses his 
disapproval ('idle talk') when the radical democracy of the day over
shoots the limits ofbourgeois society. We believe that these observations 
should help to clarify the social and historical significance of Hegel's ob
scure and even mystical references to Theseus. 

We shall return later to the question of how Hegel envisaged the in
ternal social structure of the modern state. For the moment we need only 
point out that the figure of the monarch is not thought of as a ruler after 
the style of the ancien regime. 

'He is the fixed, immediate knot binding the whole. The spintual bond 
is public opinion. ' 

Clearly, what Hegel has in mind here is a society whose free, self
activating movement holds the whole in balance. 

'The whole, however, is the mean, it is the free spirit which comports 
itself independently of these wholly f1xed extremes [i.e. the particular 
spheres of society-G.L. ] ;  the whole is independent of the knowl
edge of individuals or of the nature of the ruler; he is a knot that binds 
nothing. '24 
And just as it is not possible to identify the hereditary monarch with 
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the ru
l

er of the ancien regime' so too it is quite illicit to equate the. ftrst or 
the universa

l 
class of the Jena 

philosophy 
of society with the old heredi

tary nobility, as Rosenzweig 
does. 

At this period Hegel still had not lost 
his old antipathy for the aristocracy that he had felt in Berne. When he 
wrote about democracy, aristocracy and monarchy m the System of Ethics 
he described aristocracy in these terms: 

'It is distinguished from the absolute constitution by heredity and 
even more by its possessions, and because it has the form of the absol
ute but not its essence, it is the worst of all. '25 

As we shall see, Hegel accepts the principle ofheredity only for the mon
archy; he rejects it for the nobility. In another passage where he makes a 
comparison between the monarch and the rest of the population he 
observes: 

'Other individuals have value only to the extent to which they are "externa
lized" cultivated beings, as what they have made of themselves. '26 

Thus Hegel holds fast to the view of a society divided mto classes, the 
individual membership of those classes, however, is to be determmed by 
mdividual talents and achievements, and not by heredity. Hegel's con
ception of the 'universal class' at this time corresponds much more 
closely to the military and bureaucratic nobility of Napoleon than to the 
hereditary nobility of the semi-feudal states. 

Hegel gives a comprehensive historical survey of medieval and 
modern Europe. He regards the entire development from the Migration 
of Nations to the present as a smgle unified process. The French Revol
ution is not a discordant note, disrupting the 'orgamc' process, as the 
thinkers of counter-revolutlonarv Romanticism believed, but on the 
contrary: it is a great purifymg �orld-crisis which releases vital new 
elements and activates existing tendencies which will promote the 
healthy development of the different nations. Of course, 'anarchy' has 
to be conquered. But we have also seen how this anarchy is an essential 
constituent of the dialectical course of history and that Robespierre 
plays as vital a role m French history and indirectly in world history 
too, as Richelieu had done before him. The function of both was to 
create an opening for a new constellation of the spirit. 

With this far-stghted and uninhibited view of history Hegel stands 
more or less alone in his age, and not merely m Germany. With its free
dom from moralizing, from all antipathy and sympathy his attitude to 
the great events of the day and their interconnections is remimscent of 
Balzac, who had also understood the history of France from the collap�e 
of feudalism to the February Revolution in terms of a unified, if cnsis
ridden, process. This becomes qmte explicit in an mgenious and witty 
conversation between Catherme de Medici and the young lawyer 
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Robespierre who are brought together to make the point that both had 
striven for the same 

thing , 
namely the unity of the French nation, and 

although she had failed, 
he 

would succeed. And the disciple of Hegel, 
Heinrich Heine, put forward the same idea-admittedly from a more 
highly developed stage of society when he linked Richelieu, Robespierre 
and Rothschild as 'the three most terrible levellers in Europe, the greatest 
scourge of the nobility'.Z7 

This perspective on history spells the conscious and fmal demise of 
Hegel's youthful dream of the revolutionary return of classical civiliza
tmn. Its central problem is not just to discover and isolate the speciftc fea
tures of the modern world, which ever since Frankfurt had ceased to be 
thought of entirely as symptoms of decadence. Quite on the contrary, his 
present view is based on an overall conception of history as a whole, so 
that the dissolution of the classical citv-states is not merelv historicallv
necessary-it had been necessary ev�n in Berne--but a

' 
higher soci�l 

principle has emerged from the ruins. 
Thus Antiquity has definitively lost its privileged place in the philo

sophy ofhistory. As early as the fragment from the fmt part ofhis stay in 
Jena published by Rosenkranz Hegel had referred to the beautiful world 
of antiqutty as 'only a memory'.28 In his later Jena writings Hegel de
scribes this higher principle of the modern world in detail. In his Lectures 
of I 8os-{) Hegel draws the following parallel between a Greek com
munity and a modern society: 

' This is the higher principle of the modern _age that tlze Ancients and Plato did 
not know. In days of old a beautiful public life was the custom of all, 
beauty as the immediate union of the universal and the particular, a 
work of art in which no part was separated from the whole, but a 
wonderful union of the self-knowing self and its representation. But 
the absolute self-knowledge of the individual did not yet exist, this 
absolute being-in-oneself was not present. The Platonic republic, like 
the state of Sparta, is the disappearance of the sclf-knowmg indivi
dual . '  

And in a marginal note Hegel adds, by way of explanation: 

'Plato did not set up an ideal, he intenorized the state of his age within 
himself. But this state has perished-the Platonic republic is not reali
zable-because it lacked the principle of absolute individuality. '29 

Thus individuality or, more precisely, the absolute value of person-
ality in its singularity, is the novel principle that divides the ancient and 
the modern worlds. This idea too is familiar to us from Frankfurt and tts 
roots, i.e. the individual as crucial in distinguishing between anctent and 
modern society, go back even into the Berne penod. Even in Berne 
Hegel had observed that the 'privatization' of human life which entered 
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the ancient city-states at the time of their decay had led to individuality 
and individualism in the modern sense. At that time, however, he had 
steadfastly opposed the inroads of the private on the public. It repre
sented for him merely the subjective side oflifeless 'positivity', of societal 
existence. The Frankfurt crisis was precipitated by the fact that Hegel 
gradually began to modify this blunt rejection of 'positivity' . We have 
already seen how the concept of 'positivity' gradually became histori
cized and how it became saturated with an increasingly complex dialec
tic of progressive and reactionary elements. This dialectic was set in 
motion as Hegel carne to believe that the 'positive' spheres of modern so
ciety were also the products of human activity, and that they came into 
being and perish, flourish or petrify, in constant interaction with the 
actions of men. Hence they cease to appear as something ready-made, as 
an inexorably objective 'Fate'. 

The change in his views had begun in Frankfurt. For the time being it 
was confmed to an objective dialectic of 'positivity' Itself. Then the 
increasing interaction between subject and object, between the subjec
tivity of the action of individuals in society and the objectivity of the 
soctal formations 'rigidly' confronting them, came to influence and even 
to determine the dialectic, without ever reaching the point of being 
identifted as its central principle. This was reserved for the Jena period 
and became fully conscious in its culminating phase in The Phenom
enology of Mind. There, as we shall see, the old concept 'positivity' 1s 
replaced by the new terms 'externalization' or 'alienation'. 

As with all genuine thinkers, the change is not merely one of termino
logy. The distinction between 'positivity' and 'externalization' conceals 
a profound extension of Hegel's earlier ideas; 'Positivity' refers to a qual
ity of social formations, objects, things. 'Externalization' is a specific 
mode of human activity as a result of which specific social institutions 
come into being and acquire the objective nature peculiar to them. The 
change in terminology is very gradual indeed. The term 'externaliza
tion' recurs with increasing frequency, 'positivity' becomes more and 
more rare, but for years the two terms are used alongside each other. Not 
until the Lectures of 1 805-6 are the two concepts properly distingmshed. 

What the change involves is a growing understanding of the real 
nature of modern civil society and above all of its progresstve nature. We 
have already seen how Hegel had begun in Frankfurt to think of an
tiquity as irrevocably belonging to the past. In Jena he becomes more 
firmly convinced of this. But his convicuon is accompanied by a pro
found 

feeling 
of sorrow that this world of really living and really human 

beings 
should 

have vanished forever. We have quoted the remark in 
Rosenkranz where Hegel refers to antiquity as 'only a memory'. The 
continuation of the same passage is very revealing of his mood at that 
time: 
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'The union of mind and its reality must be sundered. The ideal prin
ciple must constitute itself as a universal, the real must become fixed as 
a particular, and nature must lie between them, a desecrated corpse. '30 
Th� sorrow expressed here forms the basic mood of Holder lin's poetry 

and it also confers undying beauty on the great philosophical poems of 
Schiller. Schiller did not stop short at that pomt, but advanced in the 
realm of aesthetics-and of course on the basis of a broad philosophical 
culture-to an understanding of the specific characteristics of the 
modern world and its poetry. Hegel travelled the same path, but in a 
much more resolute and systematic fashion. It is worth remarking, 
however, that the greatness of both Schiller and Hegel in their reflec
tions on the philosophy of history rests in great measure on the fact that 
they never really overcame this sorrow. In the absence of a proletariat, 
the humanist critique of capitalism could only discover a concrete stan
dard of what man had lost and had to lose in the course of the undeniable 
progress made by capitalism by recalling that authentic humanity which 
had flourished in the city-states of Greece. The recognition of the pro
gressive nature of capitalism never degenerated in the writings of the 
German classics into a superficial glorification of modern bourgeois so
ciety after the manner of Bentham. The notion, developed by idealist 
dialectics, of a contradictory progress is very intimately bound up with 
this relationship to antiquity. 

The opposition between ancient and modern society develops increas
ingly into a distinction between the immediate and the mediate socializa
tion of man. And the more Hegel comes to appreciate the necessary and 
progressive nature of mediation, the more he perceives that the increas
ingly complex system of mediations that results is the product of man's 
own activity. This in turn leads him to the discovery that the involve
ment of human personality in these social mediations and the sharp de
cline of unmediated relationships between men does not entail the 
diminution ofhuman individuality. On the contrary, real human indivi
duality only begins to unfold in the course of this process, through the 
creation of a mediating system of institutions which progressively 
become more 'thing-like' and which increasingly 'externalize' human 
personality. We have just cited Hegel's remark (p. 3 I 2) to the effect 
that in modern civil society individuals exist only as externalized beings, 
'as what they have made of themselves'. What this means is that Hegel 
was beginning to see that if mankind is to develop all its capacities and 
awaken into deed all the talents that sleep within it, then it must over
come its merely natural immediacy. His regret at the passing away of 
that beauty that was to be found in the natural immediacy oflife in an
tiquity expresses his dialectical conviction that human progress has been 
dearly bought. 
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Since for Hegel modern civil society was the highest stage of mankind, 
beyond which he neither did nor could see anything higher, his recog
nition of the passing of antiquity had the sense of an irrevocable loss. His 
greatness as a thinker is that he was able to hold fast to both aspects of this 
contradiction without concerning himself overmuch with the further 
contradictions that it provoked in him. (These contradictions are con
nected partly wuh certain illusions about a classical revival prevalent in 
the Napoleonic era.) When Hegel's first liberal critics, such as Haym, 
reproach him with a nostalgia for antiquity, a failure to recognize the 
merits of modern bourgeois society, what they really lament is Hegel's 
failure to become the German Bentham. 

The insoluble contradiction that appears here m Hegel, one with 
which we shall concern ourselves in a later chapter, is a contradiction in 
history itself. The contradictions in the nature of progress could only be 
fully grasped in a concrete, materialist and dialectical manner once the 
class struggle had developed to the point where a proletarian humanism 
could env1sage the recovery of immediate personal and social relations as 
the result of the emancipation of humanity through socialism. The 
proper understanding of human development in historical materialism 
provides an essential corrective to Hegel, but in a manner diametrically 
opposed to those who have criticized him from the point of v1ew of a 

vulgar 
and superficial liberal belief m progress. Marx's v1ew of antiquity 

as 
the 

normal childhood of mankind, the theory of primitive com
munism, of tribal society and its dissolution as the foundation of classical 
civilization is infmitely superior to Hegel's conception, but does not 
conflict with its basic historical premises or his brilliant insights mto the 
development of mankind. 

In the Lectures of 1 805-6 Hegel formulates the difference between 
ancient and modern civilization as follows: 

'This is the beautiful, happy freedom of the Greeks which has been 
and still is the subject of such envy. The nation is divided into citizens 
and is at the same time one individual, the government. It interacts 
only with itself. The same will informs the individual and the univer
sal. The renunciation of the particular will is the immediate preser
vation of that same will. But a higher abstraction 1s necessary, a 
greater oppositwn and culture, a deeper spint. It ts the realm of ethical 
life:  each man is himself ethical, immediatelv at one with the univer
sal. There arc no protests here; each man kn�ws himself to be immedi
ately universal, i.e. he renounces his particularity, without knowing 
It as such, as this self, as essence. The higher division [of the modern 
world-Trans. ]  is that each person retires completely into himself, 
knows his self as such to be the essence; he comes to the wilful idea 
that although separated from the umversal, he is yet absolute and in 
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his knowledge he possesses his absoluteness immediately. As a particular 
bemg he leaves the universal quite free; he has complete autonomy, 
he relinquishes his reality and has value only in his knowledge. '3! 
We shall have to analyse at length the problems that emerge from this 

comparison. In the process we shall encounter the philosophical sources 
of :t number of the social and political limitations of Hegel's thought, 
such as, for example, Hegel's belief that his use of'externalization' as the 
foundation of modern individuality provides him with a philosophical 
reason for rejecting democracy in modern society. For the present it is 
sufficient to focus on the contrast which lies at the roots of his conception 
of history. On the one hand, he sees the development of human person
ality as a product of the process of ' externalization' or alienation, and, on 
the other hand, he recognizes that the man-made system of'externalized' 
mediations injects into society an objective means of propulsion and that 
one of the chief tasks facing the philosophy of history is to investigate the 
laws of that process. After some observations concerning the monarch as 
a 'natural' person and the rest of the citizenry as 'externalized' persons 
Hegel adds : 

'The entire community is tted as little to the one as to the other; it is 
the self-supporting indestructible substance. Of whatever sort the 
ruler or the citizens may be, the community is complete in itself and 
preserves itself. '32 

The increasing tension apparent here between the growing subjectivity 
and autonomy of human individuality on the one hand, and the simul
taneous emergence of a no less autonomous system of man-made social 
mediations-this is in Hegel's eyes the fundamental problem of modern 
civil society, and ofhis own philosophy ofhistory. 

Although the term has not yet been employed, it is very clear that poli
tical economy provides this problem with its scientific underpinning. It is 
necessary, therefore to consider Hegel's views on economics and to esti
mate their Importance for his dialectics. This will involve us in two sets 
of problems. On the one hand, there is the question of the extent to 
which Hegel's understanding of the contradictions of capitalism 
advanced his dialectical method. On the other hand, we must consider 
the problem arising from Hegel's inadequate grasp of the contradictions 
of capitalism and the difficulties that this involved him in, i.e. the way in 
which his defective understanding of economics and the limitations of 
his idealist dialectics mutually determined each other. 

NOTES 
Lasson, pp . .5 and 3 ·  

2 Ibid. ,  p .  4o8f. 
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is primarily concerned to attack the maxim that 'nature does not 
make leaps', repudiating the notion that the concept of' gradualness' 
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trations it is evident that that his view of transition can be applied 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Hegel's economics during the Jena period 

THE Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts contain a crucial criticism of The 
Phenomenology of Mind in the course of which Marx gives a precise 
ac�ount of the achievement and the failing of Hegel's views on econo
mics. 

'Hegel's standpoint is that of modern political economy. He grasps 
labour as the essence of man-as man's essence in the act of proving 
itself: he sees only the positive, not the negative side oflabour. Labour 
is man's coming to be for himself within alienation, or as alienated man' .1 

The present analysis of Hegel's economic views will conftrm the accur
acy of Marx's observations, both in their positive and in their negative 
aspects. Hegel did not produce a system of economics within his general 
philosophy, his ideas were always an integral part of his general social 
philosophy. This is in fact their merit. He was not concerned to produce 
original research within economics itself (for this was not possible in 
Germany at the time), but instead he concentrated on how to integrate 
the discoveries of the most advanced system of economics into a science 
of social problems in general. Moreover-and this is where we find the 
specifically Hegelian approach-he was concerned to discover the gen
eral dialectical categories concealed in those social problems. 

Needless to say, Hegel was not the ftrSt to attempt a synthesis of econ
omics, sociology, history and philosophy. The isolation of economics 
from other areas of the social sciences is a feature of the bourgeoisie in its 
decline. The leading thinkers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
ranged through the whole territory of the social sciences and even the 
works of the outstanding economists such as Petty, Steuart and Smith 
constantly ventured forth beyond the frontiers of economics in the nar
rower sense. The real originality of Hegel's exploitation of economic 
discoveries would only be determinable in the context of a history which 
sets out to explore the interplay between philosophy and economics in 
modern times (and even in Plato and Aristotle) .  Unfortunately Marxist 
historiography has entirely failed to make such a study, so that almost all 
the necessary groundwork still remains to be done. The pointers to such 
work in the writings of the classics of Marxism-Leninism have been 
largely ignored. 

Nevertheless, something can be said about Hegel's origmality here 

3 19 
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with relative accuracy. For the philosophy of the Renaissance and the 
Enlightenment, mathematics, geometry and the burgeoning natural sci
ences and especially physics were the decisive models. The outstanding 
thinkers of the day consciously based their method on that of the natural 
sciences, even when their own subject-matter was drawn from the social 
sciences. (Of course for that very reason, it would be interesting and 
important to discover whether and to what extent the study of econ
omics had had any influence on their general methodology.) Not until 
the advent of classical German idealism can any other methodological 
model be found. Naturally, this model also had its antecedents, I need 
refer only to Vico whose great achievement in this area has likewise been 
consigned to oblivion by the scholars of subsequent ages. 

The shift in methodology is a product of the new emphasis on the 
'active side' in philosophy, an emphasis to be found more clearly in 
Fichte than in Kant. But subjective idealism necessarily held a far too 
constricted and abstract view of human praxis. In subject1ve idealism all 
interest is concentrated on that aspect of human praxis that can be in
cluded under the heading of 'morality' . For this reason the economic 
views· of Kant and Fichte had little bearing on their general method.
Since Fichte viewed society, as well as nature, as a merely abstract back
drop for the activities of moral man, for 'homo noumenon', and since that 
backdrop confronted morality as an abstract negative, rigidly indifferent 
to the moral activity of man, it naturally did not occur to him to investi
gate the particular laws governing it. His Closed Commercial State shows 
that he had made a study of the Physiocrats. However, the main ideas of 
the work are not influenced by the knowledge he had acquired. It is a 
dogmatic attempt to apply the moral prmciples ofhis philosophy to the 
various spheres of society and represents a Jacobin dictatorship of mor
ality over the whole ofhuman society. 

Kant's thought is in some respects more flexible and less narrow than 
Fichte's but he too does not get beyond the point of applying general ab
stract principles to society. Kant had indeed read the works of Adam 
Smith and gleaned from them an insight into the nature of modern bour
geois society. But when he attempts to put this knowledge in the service 
of a philosophy of history he arrives at quite abstract formulae. This is 
what happens in his interestmg little essay Idea for a Universal History with 
a Cosmopolitan Purpose, where he attempts to make a philosophical study 
of the principles of progress in the development of society. He comes to 
the conclusiOn that Nature has furnished man with an 'unsocial sociabi
lity' as a result of which man is propelled through the various passions 
towards progress. 

'Man desires harmony; but Nature understands better what will 
profit his species; it desires conflict. '2 
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The influence of English thinkers is  clear enough. All that has happened 
is that the discussions have become more abstract without gaining any 
philosophical substance. For the end-product is nothing but the bad 
infinity of the concept of infinite progress. 

When considering Hegel's critique of the ethics of subjective idealism, 
we saw how unremittingly hostile he was to this moralistic narrow
mindedness, this unyielding contrast between the subjective and objec
tive sides of social activity. We may infer from this that his view of econ
omics differed fundamentally from that of Kant and Fichte. It was for 
him the most immediate, primitive and palpable manifestation of man's 
social activity. The study of economics should be the easiest and most 
direct way to distil the fundamental categories of that activity. In our dis
cussion of the Frankfurt period we pointed out in a rather different con
text that Hegel was decisively influenced by Adam Smith's conception 
oflabour as the central category of political economy. Hegel's extension 
of the idea and systematic exposition of the principles underlying it in 
The Phenomenology of Mind have been fully defined by Marx in the work 
previously referred to: 

'The outstanding achievement of Hegel's Phenomenology . . .  is thus 
first that Hegel conceives the self-creation of man as a process, con
ceives objectification as loss of the object, as alienation and as tran
scendence of this alienation; that he thus grasps the essence of labour 
and comprehends objective man-true, because real man-as the 
outcome of man's own labour. The real, active orientation of man to 
himself as a species being, or his manifestation as a real species bemg 
(i.e. as a human being) ,  is only possible by the utilization of all the 
powers he has in himself and which are his as belonging to the 
species-something which in turn is only possible through the cooper
ative action of all mankind, as the result of history-is only possible 
by man's treating these generic powers as objects: and this, to begin 
with, is again only possible m the form of estrangement. '3 
Our examination of Hegel's historical attitudes has shown us that he 

was guided in his ideas by an image of modern bourgeois society, but 
that this image was not simply a reproduction of the retrograde con
ditions of Germany in his age (even though this did sometimes colour his 
view of the world much against his will) . What he had in mind was 
rather a picture of bourgeois society in its most developed form as the 
product of the French Revolut_ion and the Industrial Revolution m Eng
land. With this image in his mmd and with his insight into the role of 
human activity in society Hegel attempted to overcome the Kantian and 
Fichtean dualism of subjectivity and objectivity, inner and outer, mor
ality and legality. His aim was to comprehend socialized man whole and 
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undivided as he really is within the concrete totality of his activity in 
society. 

His efforts were directed at the ultimate questions of philosophy. Kant 
had greatly advanced the ' active side' of philosophy, but the price he had 
paid was to tear philosophy into two parts, a theoretical and a practical 
philosophy "which were only tenuously connected. In particular, Kant's 
idealist sublimation of morality barred the way to an explanation of the 
concrete interplay between man's knowledge and his praxis. Fichte's 
radicalism only deepened the gulf still further. Schelling's objectivity did 
indeed take a step towards reconciling the two extremes but he was not 
sufficiently interested in the social sciences and his knowledge of them 
was too slight to make any real difference here. Moreover, he was far too 
uncritical of the premises of Kant and Fichte. 

It was left to Hegel to introduce the decisive change here and what 
enabled him to do so was the possibility of exploiting the conception of 
labour derived from Adam Smith. We shall show later on that, given his 
own philosophical premises, it was not possible for Hegel to explore the 
economic, social and philosophical implications of this idea to their ful
lest extent. But for the present the important thing is to emphasize that 
his approach to the problem was determined by his complete awareness 
of its crucial significance for the whole system. 

To clarify the mterrelations between knowledge and praxis it is essen
tial to make the concept of praxis as broad in thought as it is in reality, i .e . 
it is vital to go beyond the narrow confines of the subjective and moralis
tic approach of Kant and Fichte. We have looked at the polemical aspect 
of this problem in some detail. If we now move on to Hegel's own views 
on economics in Jena we notice at once that he thinks of human labour, 
economic activity as the starting-point of practical philosophy. In the 
System of Ethics Hegel introduces his discussion of economics with these 
words: 

'In the potency of this sphere . . .  we fmd the very beginning of a 
thorough-going ideality, and the true powers of practical intelli
gence. '4 

In the Lectures of 1 805--6 this idea has gained m profundity. In a discus
sion of tools Hegel remarks: 

'Man makes tools because he is rational and this is the fmt expressiOn 
of his will. This will is still abstract will-the pride people take in 
their tools. '5 

As is well known the 'pure will' is the central category of the ethics of 
Kant and Fichte. If Hegel now sees tools as the fmt expression of the 
human will it is evident that he is employmg the term in a way directly 
opposed to theirs: for him it Implies a conception of the concrete totality 
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of man's activity in the actual world. And if he describes this will as ab
stract this just means that he intends to proceed from there to the more 
complex and comprehensive problems of society, to the divis10n of 
labour etc . ,  i.e. that one can only talk concretely of these human activi
ties by talking of them as a whole. 

In economics Hegel was an adherent of Adam Smith. This is not to say 
that his understanding of all the Important problems of economics was as 
profound as that of Smith. It is quite clear that he did not have the sort of 
mstght into the complex dialectic of the 'esoteric' economic issues that 
Marx reveals in the Theories of Surplus Value. The contradictions m the 
basic categories of capitalist economics that Marx unveils there never 
became apparent to Hegel. But what Hegel does succeed m doing is to 
clarify a number of categories objectively implied by Smith's economics 
to a degree that goes far beyond Smith himself. 

Hegel's views on economics are put forward first in the System of 
Ethics. This work represents the high point of his experiments with 
Schelling's conceptual system. In consequence the whole argument in 
this work is tortuous, over-complicated and over-elaborate. Moreover, 
the static mode of presentation often impedes the dialectical movement 
Implicit in the ideas themselves. Much more mature and characteristic of 
Hegel himself are the essays on Natural Law ancl the economic arguments · 
contained in the Lectures of 1 803-4 and especially those of x 8os-6. The 
latter contain the most developed statement of his economic views in 
Jena before the 

Phenomenology 
and embody an attempt to trace a system

atic dialectical progression 
from 

the simplest categories of labour right 
up to the problems of religion and philosophy. Wherever possible we 
shall n;fer to this latest stage of his development. It goes without saymg 
that the Phenomenology is a much more advanced stage even than this. But 
the particular method used in that work has such profound implications 
for his general approach that it is very hard to select extracts from it for 
discussion for our present purposes, although we shall of course return to 
it later on. 

Since the literature on Hegel has with very few exceptions simply 
ignored his preoccupation with economics, and since even those hour
gems writers who were not unaware that it did form an important part 
of his work were nevertheless quite unable to assess its significance, it is 
absolutely essential in our view to begin by stating just what his views 
were. Marx has shown both the importance and the limitations of 
Hegel's ideas in the passages we have quoted. But he presupposes a 
knowledge of those ideas; it is obvious, then, that we must begin wtth 
exposition if we wish to be able to appreciate the rightness of Marx's 
assessment. We can reserve our own criticisms for a later stage. 

It is very striking that even in his earliest attempts to systematize econ
omic categories Hegel not only uses the triadic form but also that the 
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vanous categones are grouped together by means of Hegel's very 
charactensuc mode of deduction. Thus in the System of Echics he begins 
his discussion with the triad: need, labour and enjoyment and he ad
vances from there to the other, higher triad: 

appropriation, 
the activity 

of labour itself and possession of the product.6 We 
have 

already spoken 
of Hegel 's definition oflabour as a purposive annihilation of the object as 
man originally fmds it and we have quoted Hegel's own statements 
about this (p. 172ff. ) .  In the Lectures of I 805-6 we find the whole matter 
treated much more clearly, both the content (the relations of man to the 
object in the work-process) and the form (the dialectics of deduction as 
the dialects of reality itself) . Hegel writes: 

'Determination [dialectic 1 of the object. It is, therefore, content, dis
tinction--distinction of the deductive process, of the syllogism, 
moreover: singularity, universality and their mediations. But (a) 1t is 
existent, immediate; its mean is thinghood, dead universality, other
ness, and (b) its extremes are particularity, determinacy and individuality. 
In so far as it is other, its activity is the self's-since it has none of its 
own; that extreme is beyond it. As thinghood it is passivity, com
munication of [ the self's] activity, but as something fluid, it contains 
that activity within itself as an alien thing. Its other extreme is the 
antithesis (the particularity) of this its existence and of activity. It is 
passive; it is for another, it [merely J touches that other-it ex1sts only 
to be dissolved (like an acid) . This is its -being, but at the same time, 
active shape against it, communication of the other. 

'Conversely, [dialectic of the subject J :  in one sense, activity is only 
something communicated and it [the object 1 1s in fact the communi
cation; activity is then pure recipient. In another sense, activity is 
activity vis-a-vis an other. 

' (The gratified impulse is the annulled labour of the self; this is the 
object that labours in its stead. Labour means to make oneself imman
ently [diesseitig J into a thing. The div1sion of the impulsive self is this 
very process of making oneself into an object. ( (Desire [by contrast 1 
must always start again from the beginning, it does not reach the 
point of separating labour from itself) ) The impulse, however, 1s the 
unity of the self as made into a thing.) 

'Mere activity is pure mediation, movement; the mere gratif1eat1on 
of desire is the pure annihilation of the object. ry 

The dialectical movement that Hegel attempts to demonstrate here has 
two aspects. On the one hand, the object oflabour, which only becomes 
a real object for man in and through labour, retains the character which 
1t possesses in 1tself. In the Hegelian view oflabour one of the cruc1al dia
lectical moments is that the active principle (in German idealism; the 
idea, concept) must learn to respect reality just as it is. In the object of 
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labour Immutable laws are at work, labour can onlv be fruitful if thc;c 
arc known and rccogmzed. On the other hand, the object becomes 
another through labour. In 

Hegel's 
terminology the form of its thing

hood is annihilated and labour 
furmshes 

it with a new one. This formal 
transformation is the result of labour actmg on matcnal alien to it yet 
existing by its own laws. At the same time this transformation can only 
take place if It corresponds to the Ia ws immanent in the object. 

A dialectic of the subject corrc�ponds to thi' dialectic m the object. In 
labour man alienates himself. As Hegel says, 'he makes himself mto a 
thing. '  This gives expression to the objective laws of labour which 1s
mdependent of the wishes and inclination of the mdividual. Through 
labour something universal arises m man. At the same timc, labour >tgni
fies the departure from immediacy, a break with the merely natural, 
instinctual life of man. The immediate gratiftcation of one's needs signi
fies, on the one hand, the simple annihilation of the object and not its 
transformation. On the other hand, thanks to its immediacy 1t always 
starts up again in the same place: it does not develop. Only if man places 
labour between his desire and its fulftlment, only ifhe breaks with the in
stinctual immediacy of natural man will he become fully human. 

The humanization of man is a theme treated at length m the Lecture; 
of I 805-<:i. Hegel's idealist prejudices make themselves felt in his belief 
that man's spiritual awakening, his transition from the world of dream. 
from the 'night' of nature to the first act of conceptualization of 
naming, his first use oflanguage, can take place independently oflabour. 
In tune wtth this he puts labour on a higher plane altogether, one where 
man's powers are already developed. However, isolated remarks indi
cate that he did have some glimpses of the dialectic at work here. Thus in 
his discussion of the origms oflanguage he shows how in the process both 
object and the self come into being. In a marginal note, however, he 
observes: 

'How does this necessity or stability come about so that the self becomes 
its existence, or rather, that the self, that is its essence, becomes its exist
ence? For existence is stable, thing-like; the self is the form of pure 
unrest, movement or the night in which all is devoured. Or: the self IS 
present, (universally) immediate m the name; now through mediation 
it must become itself through itself. Its unrest must become stabiliza
tion: the movement which annuls it as unrest, as pure movement. This 
[movement] is labour. Its unrest becomes object, stabilized plurality, 
order. Unrest becomes order by becoming object. '8 

The decisive importance of labour in the process of humanization is 
shown most vividly when Hegel writes his 'Robinsonade' :  his story of 
the transition to Civilization proper. His attitude to the so-called state of 
nature is quite free of the value judgement, whether positi"e or negative, 
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which the state of nature so frequently invited in the literature of the En
lightenment. H1s view is closest to that of Hobbes and is expressed most 
trenchantly in a paradoxical thesis which he defended at his doctoral 
examination: 

'The state of nature is not unjust, and for that very reason we must 
leave it behind us. '9 

The development of this idea leads Hegel as early as The System of 
Ethics to formulate his 'Robinsonade' of'master and servant'. This theme 
is taken up again in The Phenomenology of Mind and remains an integral 
part ofhis philosophy ever after .10 

Let us now consider this, Hegel's most mature statement of the transi
tion from a state of nature of civilization, as we fmd it set out in The 
Phenomenology of Mind. The starting-pOint is Hobbes' bellum omnium contra 
omnes, the internecine wars of man in his natural condition which Hegel 
describes as annihilation without preservation. The subjugation of some 
people by others gives rise to the condition of mastery and servitude. 
There is nothing novel or interesting in this. What Is Important Is 
Hegel 's analysis of the relations between master and servant and between 
them and the world of things. 

'The master, however, 1s the power controlling this state of existence, 
for he has shown in the struggle that he holds it to be merely some
thing negative. Since he is the power dominating existence, while this 
existence again is the power controlling the other (the servant) , the 
master holds, par consequence, this other in subordination. In the same 
way the master relates himself to the thing mediately through the ser
vant. The servant being a self-consciousness in the broad sense, also 
takes up a negative attitude to things and annuls them; but the thing Is, 
at the same time, independent for him, and, in consequence, he 
cannot, with all his negating get so far as to annihilate it outright and 
be done with it; that is to say, he merely works on it. To the master, 
on the other hand, by means of this mediating process, belongs the 
Immediate relation, m the sense of the pure negation of it, in other 
words he gets the enjoyment. What mere desire did not attain, he 
now succeeds in attaining, viz. to have done with the thing, and fmd 
satisfaction in enjoyment. Desire alone did not get the length of this 
because of the independence of the thing. The master, however. who 
has interposed the servant between it and himself, thereby relates 
himself merely to the dependence of the thing, ancl enjoys it without 
reserve. The aspect of its independence he leaves to the servant, who 
labours upon it. '11 

It is just this unconfmed dominion, this wholly one-sided and unequal 
relationship that precipitates its own reversal and makes of the master a 
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purely ephemeral episode in the history of the spirit while the seminal 
moments in the development of man spring from the consc10usness of the 
servant. 

'The truth of the independent consciousness is accordingly the con
sciousness of the servant . . . .  Through work this consciousness comes to 
itself. In the moment which corresponds to des1re m the case of the 
master's consciousness, the aspect of the non-essential relation to the 
thing seemed to fall to the lot of the servant, since the thing there 
retamed its independence. Desire has reserved to itself the pure negat
ing of the object and thereby unalloyed feeling of self. This satis
faction, however, is purely ephemeral, for it lacks objectivity or 
subsistence. Labour, on the other hand, is desire restramed and 
checked, it is the ephemeral postponed; in other words labour shapes 
and fashions the thing. The negative relation to the object passes mto 
the form of the object, into something that is permanent and remains; 
because it is just for the labourer that the object has independence. 
This negative mediating agency, this activity giving shape and form, 
is at the same time the individual existence, the pure self-existence of 
that consciousness, which now in the work lt does 1s externalized and 
passes into the condition of permanence. The consciousness that toils 
and serves accordingly attains by this means the direct apprehensiOn 
of that independent being as its self. '12 

We know from Hegel's philosophy ofhistory that individuality is the 
principle that elevates the modern world to a higher plane than that 
reached by antiquity. In his youth Hegel had completely overlooked the 
presence of slavery in Greek civilization and directed his attention ex
clusively towards the non-labouring freeman of the city-states. Here, 
however, the dialectics of work leads him to the realization that the 
high-road ofhuman development, the humanization of man, the sociali
zation of nature can only be traversed through work. Man becomes 
human only through work, only through the activity in which the inde
pendent laws governmg objects become manifest, forcing men to ac
knowledge them i.e. to extend the organs of their own knowledge, if 
they would ward off destruction. Unalloyed enjoyment condemns to 
sterility the master who interposes the labour of the servant between 
himself and the objects and it raises the consciousness of the servant above 
that of his master in the dialectics of world-history. In the Phenomenology 
Hegel sees quite clearly that the labour of man is sheer drudgery with all 
the drawbacks that slavery entails for the development of consciousness. 
But despite all that the advance of consciousness goes through the mind 
of the servant and not that of his master. In the dialectics of labour real 
self-consciousness is brought into being, the phenomenological agent 
that dissolves antiquity. The 'configurations of consciousness' which 
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arise in the course of this dissolution: scepticism, stoiCism and the 
unhappy consCiousness (pnmltive Christiamty) are without exception 
the products of the dialectics of servile consciousness. 

Hegel 's discuss10n of work has already shown that the mere fact of 
work indicates that man has exchanged the immediacy of nature for a 
universal mode of existence. As he investigates the determinations of 
work he uncovers a dialectic in which technology and society interact to 
the benefit ofboth. On the one hand, Hegel shows how tools arise out of 
the dialectics of labour. Starting with the man, who by using tools, 
exploits the laws of nature operative in work, he passes through variom 
transitions until he reache� the nodal pomt where the concept of the 
machine emerges. On the other hand, though inseparably from the first 
process, Hegel shows how the universal, 1 .e. the socially determined 
aspects of work lead to the increasing spec1alization of particular types of 
labour, to a widening gulf between the labour of the individual and the 
satisfaction of the need; of the individual. As we have emphasized ,  these 
two processes are mtimately connected. As a disciple of Adam Smith 
Hegel knows perfectly well that a high degree of technical competence 
presupposes a highly advanced division of labour. By the same token he 
is no less aware that the perfection of tools and the development of 
machinery itself contributes to the extension of the division oflabour. 

Descriptions of this process can be found in all of Hegel 's writings on 
economics. We shall quote his most mature statement of the theme m the 
Lectures of I 805--6: 

'The existence and scope of natural wants is, m the context of exist
ence as a whole, vast in number; the things that serve to satisfy them 
are processed, their universal inner possibility is posited as something 
external, as form. This processing is itself manifold; it is consciousness 
transforming itself into things. But since It is umversal it becomes abstract 
labour. The wants are many; to absorb this quantity into the self, to 
work, involves the abstraction of the universal images, but it is also a 
self-propelling formative process. The self that exists for self is abstract; 
1t does indeed labour, but its labour too is abstract. Needs are broken 
down into their various aspects; what is abstract in them is their self
existence, activity, labour. Because work is only peiformed for an abstract 
self-existing need the work peiformed is also abstract. This is the concept, 
the truth of the desire we have here. And the work matches the con
cept. There 1s no satisfaction of all the demes of the individual as he 
becomes an object for himself in the life he has brought forth. Univer
sal labour, then, is division of labour, saving of labour. Ten men can 
make as many pins as a hundred. Each individual, because he is an 
individual labours for one need. The content of his labour goes 
beyond his own need; he labours for the needs of many, and so docs 
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everyone. Each person, then satisfies the needs of many and the satis
faction of his many particular needs is the labour of many others. '13 

Hegel also deduced technical progress from this dialectic of the 
increasing universality of labour. Naturally, his arguments relating to 
tools and machines were determined down to the verv last detail bv 
Adam Smith. Germany as lt then was, and especially th�se parts know� 
personally to Hegel, could not provide him w1th the direct experience of 
the sort of economic realities that might yield such knowledge. On such 
matters he had to rely almost exclusively on what he had read about 
England and the English economy. His own contribution was to raise 
the dialectic Immanent in economic processes to a consc1ous philo
sophical level. 

The double movement which takes place in man and in the objects and 
mstruments of work is on the one hand the increasing division oflabour 
with its consequent abstraction. On the other hand, there is a growing 
understanding of the laws of nature, of how to induce nature to work for 
man. Hegel always emphasizes the connection between the div1sion of 
labour (together with the human labour transformed by it) and techmcal 
progress. For example he demonstrates the necessity for machines m the 
following passage : 

'His (i.e. man's] labour itselfbecomes quite mechanical or belongs to 
a quite simple order of things. But the more abstract it 1s, the more he 
becomes pure abstract activity, and this enables him to withdraw 
from the work-process altogether and to replace his own labour wuh 
the activity of external nature. He requires only movement and this 
he finds in external nature, or in other words, pure movement is just a 
relationship of the abstract forms of space and time-abstract external 
activity, machines. '14 

But Hegel is the disciple of Adam Sm1th (and his teacher Ferguson) not 
only as an economist, but also as a critical humanist. That 1s to say, he is 
concerned to describe a process, to explain its subjective and objective 
dialectic as fully as possible and to show that it is not JUst an abstract 
necessity but also the necessary mode of human progress. But he does not 
close his eyes to the destructive effects of the capitalist division oflabour 
and of the introduction of machinery into human labour. And unlike the 
Romantic economists he does not present these features as the un
fortunate side of capitalism which has to be improved or eliminated so as 
to achieve a capitalism without blemish. On the contrary, he can clearly 
discern the necessary dialectical connections between these aspects of 
capitalism and its progressive implications for both economics and 
society. 

In the Lectures of I 803-4, too, Hegel speaks of the movement towards 
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umversality as a result of the division of labour and the use of tools and 
machinery. He begins by illustrating the dialectical process, by showing 
how the inventiveness of an individual may lead to a general improve
ment, a higher level of universality : 

'Faced with the general level of skill the individual sets himself up as a 
particular, sets himself off from the generality and makes himself even 
more skilful than others, invents more efficient tools. But the really 
universal element in his particular skill is his invention of something 
universal; and the others acquire it from him thereby annulling his par
ticularity and it becomes the common immediate possession of all . '  

Thus through the use of tools the activity of man becomes formal and 
universal, but it remams 'his activity' . Not until the arrival of the 
machine is there any qualitative change. He goes on to describe the 
impact of machinery on human labour. 

'With the advent of machines man himself annuls his own formal ac
tivity and makes the machine perform all his work for him. But this 
deception which he practises against nature and with the aid of which 
he remains fixed within the particularity of nature, does not go un
avenged. For the more he profits from the machine, the more he subju
gates nature, then the more degraded he himself becomes. He docs not 
eliminate the need to work himselfby causing nature to be worked on 
by machines, he only postpones that necessity and detaches his labour 
from nature. His labour is no longer that of a livmg being directed at 
living things, but evades this negative living activity. Whatever 
remains becomes more mechanical. Man onlv reduces labour for socictv 
as a whole, not for the mdividual; on the co�trarv, he increases It sine� 
the more mechanical the work is the less valuabl� it is and so the more 
labour he must perform to make good the deficiency. '15 
When one considers the time when these remarks were written, and 

especially the fact that they were written in Germany they clearly repre
sent a quite remarkable insight mto the nature of capitalism. He cannot 
be reproached for thinking of capitalism as the only possible form of so
ciety and for regarding the function of machines in capitalism as their 
only possible function. On the contrary, it must be emphasized that 
Hegel displays the same refreshing lack of prejudice and narrow
mindedness that we fmd in the classical economists Smith and Ricardo: 
he can see the general progress m the development of the forces of pro
duction thanks to capitalism and the capitalist division oflabour while at 
the same time he is anything but blind to the dehumanization of the 
workers that this progress entails. He regards this as inevitable and wastes 
no  time m Romantic lamentations about it. At the same time he is much 
too senous and honest a thinker to suppress or gloss over unpalatable 
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This can be seen particularly clearly when he proceeds to argue that 
the division oflabour in capitalism and the mcrease in the forces of pro
duction leads necessarily to the pauperization of great masses of people. 
The economic causes of this have already been indicated m the remarks 
just quot�d. In the Lectures of 1 805--6 he describes the process even more 
vividly: 

'But by the same token the abstraction of labour makes man more 
mechanical and dulls his mmd and his senses. Mental vitality, a fully 
aware, fulfilled life degenerates into empty activity. The strength of 
the self manifests itself in a rich, comprehensive grasp of life; this is 
now lost. He can hand over some work to the machine; but his own 
actions become correspondingly more formal. His dull labour limits 
him to a single point and the work becomes more and more perfect as 
it becomes more and more one-sided . . . .  No less incessant is the fren
etic search for new methods of simplifying work, new machines etc. 
The individual's skill ts his method of preserving his own existence. 
The latter is subject to the web of chance which enmeshes the whole. 
Thus a vast number of people are condemned to utterly brutalizing, 
unhealthy and unreliable labour in workshops, factories and mines, 
labour which narrows and reduces their skill. Whole branches of in
dustry which maintain a large class of people can suddenly wither 
away at the dictates offashion, or a fall in prices followmg new inven
tions in other countries, etc. And this entire class is thrown into the 
depths of poverty where it can no longer help itself. We see the 
emergence of great wealth and great poverty, poverty which fmds it 
impossible to produce anything for itself. '16 

Hegel elsewhere presents this insight in summary, almost epigrammatic, 
form: 

'Manufacturers and workshops found their existence on the misery of 
a class. '17 

Hegel here describes social realities with the same ruthless mtegrity 
and the same habit of plain speaking that we fmd in the great classical 
economists. The insight is almost incredible by German standards of the 
time and 1t is not in the least dimmished by certain misconceptions that 
make their appearance from time to time, such as the illusion that the ills 
he describes could be remedied by the mtervention of the state or the 
government. For such idealistic illusions are always accompanied by a 
sober assessment of the limits imposed on state intervention. Moreover, 
as we know, he consistently opposes all theories that advocate what he 
regards as excessive government control of economics and society. He 
does indeed cherish the belief that the state and the government have it in 
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their power to reduce the glaring contrast of wealth and poverty, and 
above all the notion that bourgeois society as a whole can be kept in a 
state of 'health ' despite the gulfbetween rich and poor. We can obtam a 
clear p1cture of Hegel's illusions in this respect if we quote one of his 
remarks from the System of Ethics: 

'The government should do all in its power to combat this inequality 
and the destruction it brmgs in its wake. It may achieve this immedi
ately by making it harder to make great proftts. If it does indeed sacn
fice a part of a class to mechanical and factory labour, abandoning lt 
to a condition of brutalization, it must nevertheless preserve the 
whole in as healthy a state as is possible. The necessary or rather im
mediate way to achieve this is through a proper constitution of the 
class concerned. '18 

This amalgam of profound insight into the contradictions of capitalism 
and naive illusions about the possible panaceas to be applied by the state 
marks the whole of Hegel's thought from this time on. In The Philosophy 
of Right Hegel formulates his view in essennally the same terms but on a 
higher level of abstraction. And we see that his illusions are largely 
unchanged except that he now regards emigration and colonization as 
possible methods of ensuring the continued health of capitalist society. 
He says there: 

'It hence becomes apparent that despite an excess of wealth civil so
ciety is not rich enough, i.e. its own resources are insufficient to check 
excessive poverty and the creation of a penurious rabble. '19 

Thus in Hegel's eyes capitalism becomes an objective totality moving 
in accordance with its own immanent laws. In the System of Ethics he 
giVes the following description of the nature of its economic system (or 
as he calls it: the system of needs) : 

'In this system the ruling factor appears to be the unconscious, blind 
totality of needs and the methods of satisfymg them . . . .  It 1s not the 
case that this totality lies beyond the frontiers of knowledge in great 
mass complexes . . . .  Nature itself ensures that a correct balance 1s 
maintained, partly by insignificant regulating movements, partly by 
greater movements when external factors threaten to disrupt the 
whole. 'ill 

Thus, like Adam Smith, Hegel sees the 
capitalist 

economy as an autono
mous self-regulating system. It is 

self-evident 
that in 1 801 he could only 

think of 
disruptiOns 

as caused by external factors and not as crises 
brought about 

by 
contradictions within the system Itself. 

In the context of this self-propelling system of human activities, of 
objects which generate this activity and are activated by it, Hegel's 
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concept of alienation receives a new, more concrete defmuion. In the 
Lectures of 1803-4 Hegel describes this system as follows: 

' These manifold cxert10ns of needs as things must realize their concept, 
their abstracuon. Their general concept must be a thing like them, but 
one which as an abstraction can represent them all. Money is that ma
terially existmg concept, the unitary form or the possibility of all 
objects of need. By elevating need and work to this level of generality 
a vast system of common interest and mutual dependence is formed 
among a great people, a self-propelling life of the dead, which moves 
hither and thither, blind and elemental and, like a wild animal, it 
stands m constant need of being tamed and kept under control. '2l 

This 'self-propelling life of the dead' is the new form that 'positivity' 
assumes in Hegel's thought: 'externalization' .  Work not <Jnly makes 
men human according to Hegel, it not only causes the vast and complex 
array of social processes to come into being, It also makes the world of 
man into an 'alienated', 'externalized' world. Here, where we can sec 
the concept embedded in Its origmal, economic context, its dual charac
ter becomes particularly obvious. The old concept of 'positivity' had 
placed a one-sided emphasis on the dead, alien aspect of social insti
tutions. In the concept of ' externalization ' ,  however, we find cnshrmed 
Hegel's convicuon that the world of economics which dominates man 
and which utterly controls the life of the individual, Is nevertheless the 
product of man himself. It Is in this duality that the truly seminal nature 
of' externalization' is to be found. Thanks to It the concept could become 
the foundation and the central pillar of the highest form of dialectics 
developed by bourgeois thought. 

At the same time this duality points to the limitations of Hegel 's 
thought, the dangers implicit in his idealism. His great sense of reality 
leads him to emphasize this duality m his analysis of bourgems society 
and Its development, erecting its contradictions into a conscious dialec
tic. Despite the sporadic appearance of illusions he is much too realistic 
even to play with the idea that 'externalization ' could be overcome 
within capitalist society itself. But, for that very reason, as our discussion 
of The Phenomenology of Mind will show, he extends the concept of 
'externalization' to the point where it can be annulled and reintegrated 
m the subject. Socially, Hegel cannot see beyond the horizon of capital
ism. Accordingly, his theory of society is not utopian. But the idealist 
dialectic transforms the enure history of man mto a great philosophical 
utopia: mto the philosophical dream that 'externalization' can be over
come in the subject, that mbstance can be transformed into subject. 

In the Lectures of 1 805--6 Hegel gives a very simple and succinct de
fmition of the process of' externalizatlon ' 
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' (a) In the course of work I make myself mto a thing, to a form which 
exists . (b) I thus externalize this my existence, make It into something 
alien and maintain myself in it. >zz 

These latter remarks refer to exchange. The previous quotation alluded 
to money. Thus in the course of our discussion of Hegel's view of capi
talist society we have advanced to the higher categories of political econ
omy: exchange, commodity, value, price and money. 

Here too, in all essentials, Hegel's remarks do not diverge from their 
basis in Adam Smith. But we know from Marx's criticism that this is 
where the contradictions in Smtth's work appear, rather than in what he 
has to say about work and the division oflabour. And naturally enough 
Hegel's dependence on Smith shows to much greater disadvantage here 
than in his discussion of work. There was no economic reality in Ger
many at the time which might have given Hegel the opportunity to test 
these categories himself and perhaps arrive at his own critique of Smith. 
Hegel's achievement is that he was not confmed to the contemporary 
economic state of Germany, his philosophical examination of economic 
ideas does not reflect the backwardness of Germany, but is an attempt to 
analyse what his reading had taught him about the English economy. 
Given the greater complexity of economic categories and the fact that 
they inevitably contained contradictions, the effect on Hegel was that 
partly he just accepted those contradictions without comment and with
out recognizing them for what they were and partly he was forced to 
seek analogies in German conditions and to explain advanced theories in 
terms of the backward German economy. 

This situation is apparent at many points in Hegel's discussions of 
economics, most of all in the fact that despite his fine dialectical appraisal 
of the philosophical implications of the Industrial Revolution in England 
he comes to the conclusion that the central figure m the whole develop
ment of capitalism was that of the merchant. Even where Hegel speaks 
with perfect justice about the concentration of capital and where he 
shows his understanding that this concentration is absolutely mdis
pensable in capitalism he thinks of it in terms of merchants' capital. 

'Like every mass wealth becomes a force. The mcrease of wealth takes 
place partly by chance, partly through its universality, through dis
tribution. It is a focus of attraction which casts its net widely and col
lects everything in its vicinity, just as a great mass attracts a lesser. To 
him that hath, more is given. Commerce becomes a complex system 
which brings in money from all sides, a system which a small business 
could not make use of -n 
Hegel talks here in very general terms. But we shall later on consider 

other statements, espeoally those concerned with the class structure of 
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society from which it i s  apparent what when Hegel thinks of concen
tration of capital on a large scale, he always has merchants' capital in 
mmd. For example , m the System of Ethics he refers to commerce as the 
'highest pomt of Universality' in economic life. This cannot be a matter 
for astonishment if we reflect that the most developed form of manufac
turing in Germany at that time was linen weaving which wa> still organ
IZed as a cottage mdustry. 

For these reasons we can see all sorts of uncertainties and confusions m 
Hegel's definition of economic categories, especially m his notion of 
value. Hegel never understood the crucial development m the classical 
theory of value, viz. the explmtation of the worker in mdustrial pro
ductiOn. It is m this light above all that we may mterpret Marx\ criticism 
of Hegel, quoted above, that Hegel only took the positive ideas about 
labour from classical economics, and not the negative sides. We have 
seen that he clearly sees and frankly describes the facts about the division 
of society mto nch and poor. However, many progressive French and 
English writers saw and proclaimed this before him without commg any 
closer than he to a labour theory of value. 

Hegel's confusion here is reflected also in his defmttion of value. He 
constantly hesitated between subjective and objective defmitions, with
out ever coming down on one side or the other. Thus m the later Lec
tures we find such subjective definitions as: 'Value is my opin ion of the 
matter. ?A And this despite earlier statements, both m the same lectures 
and elsewhere, from which it is quite clear that he wishes to think of 
value as an objective economic reality. Thus in the System of Ethics he 
says that the essence of value lies in the equality of one thing with 
another : 

'The abstraction of this equality of one thing with another, its con
crete umty and legal status is value; or rather value is Itself equality as 
an abstraction, the ideal measure ; whereas the real, empirical 
measure is the price. >zs 
However, all these unclarities and hesitations, and the confusiOn of 

economic and legal categories such as we find in this quotation and 
which we shall consider in detail later on, do not prevent Hegel from 
pursuing the dialectics of objective and subjective, universal and par
ticular right into the heart of the categories of economics. In the process 
he brings a mobility into economic thought which was only objectively 
present in the works of the classical economists, or to put it in Hegelian 
terms; a mobility which was only present in itself, implicitly, and not 
explicitly, for us. Not until forty years later in the brilliant essay of the 
young Engels m the Deutsch-Franzosische ]ahrbucher do the dialectical 
structure and the interplay of the various categories of economics come 
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to the surface once again, and this time, of course, at qmte a different 
theoretical level, both economically and philosophically. 

For example, in his analysis of exchange Hegel wntes as follows: 

'The concept [of exchange] is mobile, it 1' destroyed m Its antithesis. it 
absorbs the other thing opposed to It, replacing that which lt pre
viously possessed; and it does so in such a way that that which existed 
before as an idea, now enters as a reality . . .  an ideal which by lts 
nature was at ftrst a practical ideal, existing prior to enjoyment. 
Externally, exchange is two-fold, or rather a repetition of itself; for 
the universal object, superfluity, and then the particular, viz. need, Is 
in substance a single object, but its two forms are necessarily rep
etitions of the same thing. But the concept, the essence of the matter 1s 
transformation . . . and its absolute nature is the identity of 
opposites . . . .  '26 

The dialectic of the categories of economics is much more striking in 
Hegel's discussion of money where the reader can see even more clearly 
how in his view the structure of capitalism culminates in trade. Wnting 
about the role of money he says: 

'All needs are comprehended in this smgle need. Need which had 
been a need for a thing, now becomes merely an idea , unenjoyable in 
itself. The object here is valid only because it means something, and no 
longer in itself, i .e .  to satisfy a need. It is something utterly inward. The 
ruling principle of the merchant class then is the realization of the 
identity of the essence and the thing: a man is as real as the money he 
owns. Imagination vanishes, the meaning has immediate existence; 
the essence of the matter is the matter itself; value IS hard cash. The 
formal principle of reason Is present here. (But this money which 
bears the meaning of all needs is itself only an immediate thing )-it is the 
abstraction from all particularity, character, etc. , mdividual skill. The 
outlook of the merchant is this hard-headedness in which the particu
lar is wholly estranged and no longer counts; only the stnct letter of 
the law has value. The bill must be honoured whatever happens 
�ven if family, wealth, position, life are sacrificed. No quarter is 
given . . . .  Thus in this abstraction spirit has become object as se!fles> 
inwardness. But that which is within is the Ego itself, and this Ego is 
its existence. The internal constellation is not the lifeless thing 
-money, but likewise the Ego. '7:1 
For all the obscurity of parts of this argument two highly progressive 

and extremely profound ideas emerge from these passages. First, Hegel 
has a much greater understanding of the nature of money than many 
eighteenth century English writers on economics (such as Hume) who 
failed to recognize the objectivity of money, Its reality as a 'thing' ,  in 
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Hegel's term, and who saw money as no more than a relation. Second, 
here and in a number of other places it is evident that Hegel had at least a 
glimmering of the problem that Marx was later to describe as 'fetishism'. 
He stresses the objectivity of money, its thinghood, but sees no less 
clearly that in the last resort it 1s a social relation between men. This 
social relation appears here in the form of an idealist mystification (The 
Ego),  but this does not detract in the least from the brilliance of Hegel's 
insight; it merely shows us once again the intimate connections between 
his achievements and his failings. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Labour and the problem of teleology 

BEFORE we can proceed to a critical analysis of Hegel's views on econ
omics we must turn our attention to a specific problem which has not 
only played a crucial role in the history of classical German philosophy, 
but is also one of the issues which, as Lenin has pomted out, show Hegel 
to have been one of the precursors ofhistorical materialism. And it is cer
tainly no mere accident that Hegel's novel and seminal approach grew 
out of his reflections on the problems of modern economics. 

The problem we refer to is the problem of teleology, the nght defmi
tion of the concept of purpose, above all as a concept of praxis, of human 
activity. Here too it was Marx who ultimately provided the solution. He 
defined human labour in the following manner: 

'We presuppose labour in a form that stamps it as exclusively human. 
A spider conducts operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a 
bee puts to shame many an architect in the construction of her cells. 
But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, 
that the architect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it 
in reality. At the end of every labour-process, we get a result that 
already existed in the imagination of the labourer at its commencement. 
He not only effects a change of form in the material on which he works
but he also realizes a purpose of his own that gives the law to his modus 
operandi, and to which he must subordinate his will. '1 

Marx does not simply leave the idea there in the labour-process, the 
basic chemical interchange between man and nature. He applies lt also to 
a variety of the spheres of human action above all that of economics. We 
shall confme ourselves, however, to one further quotation from Marx's 
discussion of the relation of production to consumption: 

'Consumption furnishes the impulse to produce, and also provides the 
object which acts as the determining purpose of production. If it is 
evident that, externally, production supplies the object of consump
tion, it is equally evident that consumption posits the object of pro
duction as a concept, an internal image, a need, a motive, a purpose. '2 

The philosophy of the modern world had failed utterly to clarify the 
problem of purpose. Philosophical idealism, quite unaware of the human 
character of purposefulness, had projected purpose into nature where it 
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sought-and found-an 'authority' [ Triiger] to vouch for it, namely 
God. God was alleged to have created the world with a purpose in view 
and to have taken care both directly and indirectly that the purposes 
intended by Him should be faithfully realized. Engels rightly pours 
scorn on all schemes of this sort: 

'The highest general idea to which this natural science attained (i.e. 
up to the eighteenth century) was that of the purposiveness of the 
arrangements of nature, the shallow teleology ofW olff, according to 
which cats were created to eat mice, mice to be eaten by cats, and the 
whole of nature to testify to the wisdom of the creator. It is to the 
highest credit of the philosophy of the time that it did not let itself be 
led astray by the restricted state of natural knowledge, and that 
-from Spinoza down to the great French materialists-it m·slsted on 
explaining the world from the world itself and left the justification in 
detail to the natural science of the future.3 

In fact the important thinkers of modern times vigorously assailed this 
notion of teleology. However, their arguments led them logically 
enough to the complete repudiation of the concept of purpose however 
defined. They perceived quite correctly that the postulate of purpose 
must be something subjective and human and inferred that it must be 
subjective in the bad sense. In their eagerness to dismiss the theological 
arguments in favour of an objective purpose, what appeared to be an 
unbridgeable gulf opened up between causality and teleology and this 
led metaphysicians-and even the earliest, still somewhat tentative dia
lecticians-to repudiate teleology in all its forms. For example, Hobbes 
argued that: 

'A final cause has no place but in such things as have sense and will; 
and this also I shall prove hereafter to be an efficient cause. '4 

Hobbes was perfectly justified in reducing all events, even the fact 
that the realm of purposes occupies a specific place within the network of 
causal relations. 

Spinoza's view is very similar to this: 

'There will now be no need of many words to show that nature has 
set no end before herself, and that all fmal causes are nothing but 
human fictions . . . .  Thus much, nevertheless, I will add, that this 
doctrine concerning an end altogether overturns nature. For that 
which is true in the cause it considers as the effect, and vice versa. 
Again, that which is first in nature it puts last. '5 
Spinoza was of course not unaware that final causes play an important 

role in the affairs of men. But, like Hobbes, he regarded them as merely 
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subjective appearances and his correct insistence on the primacy of caus
ality extinguished that particular dialectic in human actions which 
Marx discovered and formulated so defmitively. Spinoza returns to the 
theme elsewhere : 

'and since He has no principle or end of existence, He has no principle 
or end of action. A final cause, as it is called, Is nothing, therefore, but 
human desire, m so far as this is considered as the principle or primary 
cause of anything. For example, when we say that the having a house 
to live in was the fmal cause of this or that house, we merely mean that 
a man, because he imagined the advantages of a domestic life,  desired 
to build a house. Therefore, having a house to live in, in so far as it is 
considered as a fmal cause, is merely this particular desire, which is 
really an efficient cause, and is considered as pnmary, because men are 
usually ignorant of the causes of their desires. '6 

The defect of this persuasive argument is that Spinoza, too, in his 
eagerness to establish the causal necessity of human desires, overlooks the 
specific dialectic of purpose and causality in labour-where of course 
the realization of a purpose through labour is likewise subject to the laws 
of causality. 

In classical German philosophy the problem of teleology was posed 
afresh, together wlth a large number of other fundamental problems in 
philosophy, and the tendency towards the development of a dialectics 
initiated discussion at a relatively high level. This movement began with 
Kant. Kant asked a number of new questions about teleology, but as we 
shall see, they had no immediate connection with Hegel's approach to 
the problem. Nevertheless, it is useful to begin with Kant's arguments, if 
only briefly, since on the one hand, they provide us with ammunition 
agamst the more recent theories of the history of philosophy which 
attempt to show that Hegel merely continued what Kant had begun, and 
on the other hand, Hegel's own method of solving the problems of teleo
logy was undoubtedly influenced indirectly or at least made easier by the 
fact that the entire complex of questions had been raised and was very 
much in the air. For if we must reject as unscientific and confusing any 

assumption 
that classical German philosophy is to be treated as a single 

undifferentiated 
unity, we must also be on our guard against the opposite 

fallacy which assumes that Hegel lived in a philosophical vacuum in 
which he simply proposed problems as they occurred to him and solved 
them as best he might. 

In Kant we find three different attempts to analyse the problems of 
teleology. Before we discuss them it is as well to begin by stating that 
Kant rejected the tenets of the old teleology just as f1rmly as all the 
important philosophers ofhis day. Even though in his philosophy objec
tive reality is degraded to the status of mere appearance, this phenomenal 
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world is wholly subject to the laws of cause and effect, leaving no room 
for teleology. 

The fmt point at which Kant re-introduces the concept of purpose 
into philosophy IS m his discussion of human action, of morality. His ap
plicatwn of the nouon here suffers from all the defects of subjectivism 
and abstractness which Hegel cntic1zed and which were noted earlier 
on. The central idea put forward by Kant in this context was the prop
OSition that man is an end in himself and may not under any circum
stances be used as a means to any other end whatsoever. Thts theory 
which Ftchte then extended even more radically obviously represents an 
ideological revolt against the treatment meted out to human beings in 
the system of feudal absolutism. It contains an ethic which reflects the 
moods of the period of the French Revoluuon after the fashion of 
German idealism. 

Objectively this theory again opens up an unbridgeable gulf between 
man and nature, between purpose and causation. Since Kant and Fichte 
are under the necessity of establishing some contact between the world 
of pure morality and that of objective reality, they end up by repro
ducmg the old view of teleology, as Hegel shows in Faith and Knotvledge, 
despite an intentwn which runs contrary to it. 

'In the older teleology particular aspects of nature were related to par
ticular fmal causes which themselves lay outside those aspects of 
nature, so that everything existed only for the sake of something 
else.-Fichte 's teleology likewise represents everything which mani
fests itself naturally as existing for the sake of something else, namely 
to create a realm for free beings and to allow itself to be shattered so 
that those free beings may rise above the ruins and fulfil their destiny . 
Fichte's philosophy thus shares the assumption common to all teleo
logy that nature is nothing in itself but only in relation to something 
else, to something absolutely profane and lifeless. '6 

It is perhaps not uninteresting to note that Hegel remarks on the achieve
ments of Voltaire in satmzing the old teleology and acknowledges the 
value of criticism from an empirical point of view. He sees his work as a 
critique ad hominem which ndicules the unphilosophical amalgam of idea 
and manifestation by confronting it w1th a matching satirical hybrid. 

Of much greater importance for philosophy was Kant's second 
attempt to find an adequate concept of purpose in the activities of man. 
His theory of aesthetics, his definition of a work of art as 'purposiveness 
without a purpose' became fundamental to all discussions of aesthetics 
throughout the entire period. Schiller extended the idea in the direction 
of objecuve idealism; Schelling put it in the very centre of his aesthetics 
and it exerted a powerful influence on Hegel's aesthetics too, an influ
ence always acknowledged by Hegel. A more detailed analysis of this 
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subject lies beyond the scope of this study (although more can be found 
m my books Goethe and his Age and Contributions to the History of Aesthetics 
where I discuss Schiller's aesthetic theory in greater detail) .  

Finally, in the Critique of Judgement after his discussion of aesthetics 
Kant took up the problem of teleology itself and devoted an extended 
philosophical discussion to it. The main thrust of his arguments is con
cerned with an attempted difmition of organic life. Kant was faced by 
the following antinomy. On the one hand, he holds fast to the idea that 
nature (or, in his philosophy, the phenomenal world) is subject to cam
ality. And since causality and teleology were mutually exclusive the 
latter must be eliminated from the scheme of natural phenomena. On the 
other hand, the newly arising science of the organic brought with it 
problems that were not capable of solution on the old mechamsuc 
model. It goes without saying that Kant was unable to fmd a solution to 
this crisis in the organic sCiences. Indeed, he even declared that the 
impossibility of discovenng a way out of the impasse showed that an ab
solute frontier ofhuman knowledge had been reached. As he put u: 

'And we can say boldly it is absurd for men . . .  to hope that another 
Newton will anse in the future, who shall make comprehensible by 
us the production of a blade of grass according to natural laws which 
no des1gn has ordered. '8 

Kant could have had no idea that half a century later this 'Newton of the 
organic realm' would appear in the person of Darwin. It is in keeping 
with his acknowledgment that the problems of organic nature were 
insoluble that Kant never went further than to recommend the 'regulat
ive' use of judgment. The utle of 'constitutive', (i .e. something which 
defmes the object) , of what he regards as objective reality was re
served for the categories of mechanical causality. 

Despite this agnostic solution, 
despite 

this conversion of the existmg 
limus of scientific knowledge into 

the 
absolute frontiers of cognition, 

we can clearly see how the transition to dialectics was being prepared 
in the Critique of Judgement, how the central problems of dialectics 
were presented, albeit as yet in . an unsatisfactory form. When, for 
example, Kant states that these problems are maccessible to the human 
understanding he vividly illustrates the limitations of metaphysical 
thought and, in part, those of idealist dialectics also. He explains the 
'regulative' use of the category of purposiveness in this way: 

'Between natural mechanism and the Technic of nature, i.e. its pur
posive connection, we should fmd no distinction, were it not that 
our understanding is of the kind that must proceed from the uni
versal to the particular. The judgement then in respect of the par
ticular can cogmze no purposiveness and, consequently, can form 
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no determinant judgements, without having a universal law under 
which to subsume that particular. Now the particular, as such, con
tains something contingent in respect of the universal, while yet 
reason requires unity and conformity to law in the combination of 
particular laws of nature. This conformity of the contingent to law is 
called purposiveness; and the derivation of particular laws from the 
universal, as regards their contingent element, is impossible a priori 
through a determination of the concept of the object. Hence, the con
cept of the purposiveness of nature in its products is necessary for 
human judgement in respect of nature, but has not to do with the de
termination of objects. It is, therefore, a subjective principle of reason 
for the judgement, which as regulative (not constitutive) is just as 
necessarily valid for our human judgement as if it were an objective 
principle. '9 

Kant then proceeds to contrast this human faculty, this discursive 
understanding which always retains an element of contingency when it 
subsumes a particular under a universal, to an understanding of a differ
ent kind. This understanding has 

'a complete spontaneity of intuition' ;  it is 'an intuitive under
standing . . .  which does not proceed from the umversal to the par
ticular, and so to the smgular (through concepts) . In this mode of 
cognition we do not find that the particular laws governing nature in 
its products are afflicted with the same contingency that had been 
present in the understanding. '10 

In this way Kant postulates the idea of a particular form of intelligence, 
of an intellectus archetypus but with the explicit reservation that 1t is only 
an 'idea' and that this mode of cognition is inaccessible to human under
standing. 

It is evident that we have here a programme for advancing beyond the 
limits set to metaphysical thought. And the outstanding mmds of Ger
many, Goethe and Schiller above all, embraced it with enthusiasm, 
Without concerning themselves overmuch with Kant's protestations that 
this mode of cognition was maccessible, that it exceeded the powers of 
man. Once again it would go beyond the bounds of our present subject if 
we were to chart the further course of this idea through the philosophy 
of nature of Goethe and Schelling. No doubt the question is very closely 
connected with the philosophical movement which developed from 
Goethe and Schelling and was strongly influenced by the Critique of 
Judgement. A discussion of Hegel's originality m this area would require 
much specialized research. What is certain, however, is that on this 1ssue 
of an inner purpose Engels, who usually estabhshes the fundamental dis
tinctions between Kant and Hegel, here brackets them together. In the 
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course of a polemic agamst Haeckel, who had argued that mechamsm 
and teleology were ngidly opposed pnnciples, Engels says: 

'Already in Kant and Hegel inner purpose Is a protest against dualism. 
Mechamsm applied to life is a helpless category, at the most we could 
speak of chemtsm, if we do not want to renounce all understanding of 
names . . . .  The inner purpose in the organism, according to Hegel (V. 
p 244) , operates through impulse. Pas trop fort. Impulse is supposed to 
bnng the single living being more or less into harmony with the idea 
of It. From this it is seen how much the whole inner purpose is Itself an 
ideological determination. And yet Lamarck is contained in this. 'll 

This bnef survey will perhaps suffice to show the reader that the old 
dogmas about causality and teleology had begun to totter in the penod 
of German idealism even before Hegel. It was important to register the 
general atmosphere of change before proceeding to Hegel's own par
ticular contribution to this discussion. Hegel's new view of teleology 
appears fmt in connection wtth his analysis of labour, and, specifically, 
whne he talk� about man's use of tools. We shall quote from the Lec
tures of 1 805-<'i his most mature statement ofhis position: 

' It is also the content in so far as it is the object of will, the means of 
desire and their definite possibility. In tools or in the cultivated, ferti
lized field I possess a possibility, content, as something general. For thi, 
reason tools, the means, are to be preferred to the end or purpose of 
desire, which Is more individual; the tools comprehend all the indivi
dualities. 

But a tool does not yet have activity m itself. It is inert matter, it 
doe' not turn back in itself. I must still work with it. I have interposed 
cunning between myself and external objects, so as to 

spare 
myself and 

to shield my determinacy and let It wear itself out. 
The 

Ego remains 
the 'oul of this syllogism, in reference to It, to activity. However, I 
only spare myself in terms of quantity, since I still get blisters. Making 
myself into a thing is still unavoidable; the activity of the impulse I> 
not yet in the thing. It is important also to make the tool generate its 
own activity, to make it self-activating. This should be achieved (a) 
by contriving it so that its line, 1ts thread, its double edge or whatever, 
is used to reverse its direction, to turn it in upon Itself. Its passivity 
must be transformed into activity, into a cohesive movement. (b) In 
general nature's own activity, the elasticity of a watch-spring, water, 
wind, etc. arc employed to do things that they would not have done if 
left to themselves, so that their blind action is made purposive, the 
opposite of itself: the rational behaviour of nature, laws, in it' external 
existence. Nothing happens to nature itself; the individual purposes of 
natural existence become umversal. Here impulse departs entirely from 
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labour. It allows nature to act on itself, simply looks on and controls it 
with a light touch : cunning. The broadside of force is assailed by the 
fine point of cunning. The point d'honneur of cunning m its struggle 
with force is to seize it on its blind side so that it is directed against 
itself, to take a firm grip on it, to be active against it or to turn it as 
movement back on itself, so that it annuls itself. . . .  ' 

And in a note in the margin he adds: 

'Wind, mighty river, mighty ocean, subjugated, cultivated. No point 
in exchanging compliments with it-puerile sentimentality which 
clings to individualities. '12 

The exceptional philosophical importance of these arguments is easily 
grasped. Hegel's concrete analysis of the dialecttcs of human labour 
annuls the unyielding antithesis of causality and teleology, i.e. it locat�s 
conscious human purposes concretely within the overall causal network, 
without destroying it, going beyond it or appealing to any tran
scendental principle. Nor does it fall into the opposite error which we 
have noted in earlier 

philosophers: 
oflosmg sight of the specific determi

nants of final causes in the 
sphere 

oflabour. 
Like almost every major turning-point in philosophy Hegel's dis

covery here is extraordinarily simple: every working man knows in
stinctively that he can only perform those operations with the means or 
objects oflabour that the laws or combinations oflaws governing those 
objects �ill permit. That is to say, the labour-process can never go 
beyond the limits of causality. And every human invention must there
fore consist in discovering concealed causal relationships which are then 
introduced into the labour-process. The specific nature of final causes as 
both Hegel and Marx correctly saw is just that the idea of the objective 
to be attained comes into being before the work process is set in motiOn 
and that the work process exists for the purpose of achieving this objec
tive by means of an ever greater penetration of the causal relationships 
existing in reality. It is true and indeed self-evident that the fmal cause 
is itself causally conditioned-as Spinoza insists. This insight did escape 
Hegel since he derives the labour-process from immediate need and 
then constantly reduces all perfected labour processes to their social ori
gins and ultimately to man's impulse to satisfy his essential wants. But 
far from annulling the specific teleological nexus in labour-as Spinoza 
believed-it only makes the dialectical unity of cause and purpose 
more transparent. For it becomes perfectly obvious that the breadth 
and depth of man's knowledge of cause and effect in nature is a func
tion of the purposes man sets himself in the work process. Man comes to 
recognize the chain of cause and effect more and more prec1sely in 
order to make nature work for him. Thanks to this purposiveness he 
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gives objects a different form and function, he gives different directions 
and effects to the forces of nature than they would have had without his 
intervention. In Hegel's view this novel function of objects and of the 
forces of nature is both new and not new. Man can only make use of 
'nature 's own activity' for his own purposes; he can add nothing new to 
the essence, the laws of nature. Nevertheless, through the intervention of 
his causally determined purpose these laws may give birth to new effects 
which were either unknown before or whose appearance had been a 
matter of chance. Thus Hegel's concrete analys1s of the human labour
process shows that the antinomy of causality and teleology is in reality a 
dialectical contradiction in which the laws governing a complex pattern 
of objective reality become manifest in motion, in the process of its own 
constant reproduction. 

It is quite evident from the foregoing that Hegel has made a great ad
vance on his predecessors. He has taken the_fmt step towards a correct 
philosophical understanding of the real relations and interactions be
tween man and nature. In Kant and Fichte an abstract dualism had pre
vailed: nature was thought of either as the passive arena for man\ 
activity or else as a mere frontier delimiting human action. In conse
quence, this activity became e1evated, as Hegel said about Fichte, onto 
the 'pure and vertiginous heights' of abstract morality. And this would 
always end up in the 'bad inf1mty' of the concept of infinite progress. 

Schelling did indeed make a serious effort to translate the subjective 

principles of the Critique of Judgement into objective ones, but the method 

he chose was so unmediated, abstract and assertive that he never really 
advanced beyond the confines ofKantianism, and where he did it was to 
lapse into mysticism. His aim was to bring about the unity of man and 
nature by means of an idea which in itself was not without profundity: 
he saw the whole universe as consisting of a unif1ed process of activity. 
Within this process the only distinction between man and nature was 
that man's acuvitv was conscious while that of nature was unconscious. 
But the real prof�ndity (and the real limitation) of this idea could only 
have been demonstrated in the course of a real, concrete analysis. Schel
ling did not possess the knowledge that might have enabled him to 
analyse the 'unconscious production' of nature. Where his knowledge 
failed him he fillea the gap with more or less ingenious inventions. And 
as for the conscious activity of man Schelling never made any serious 
attempt to concretize that with the sole exception of man's aesthetic ac
tivity. And even here his efforts served in the last analysis only to furnish 
a real, palpable analogy for the mystical doctrine of intellectual in
tmtion. For this reason he never escaped the confines of the concept of 
infimte progress postulated by Kant and Fichte: 

'The antithesis between conscious and unconscious activity is mfmite, 
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since, if it were to be annulled, this would entail the annulment of 
freedom as a manifestation, because freedom depends simply and 
solely on this antithesis for its survival. '13 
In Hegel, on the other hand, the precise analysis of the labour process 

led to the real concretization both of human praxis and of man's re
lationship with nature. Whereas the Romantics expended their lyrical 
energy declaiming about the unity of man and nature, Hegel, while 
brusquely rejecting 'wretched sentimentality', in any form took the 
trouble really to think the matter out. In 1 'he German Ideology Marx 
makes this comment on the problem: 

' . . .  the celebrated "unity of man w1th nature" has always existed in 
varymg forms in every epoch according to the greater or lesser devel
opment of industry. '14 

There can be no doubt that Hegel made a significant advance in the 
direction of this real understanding of the relationship between man and 
nature. 

The dialectical concretization of human activity which we fmd in 
Hegel 's teleology oflabour also dramatizes the mediating processes that 
link human praxis with the idea of social progress. In the old teleology 
the relative values placed on means and ends were necessarily false. The 
metaphysical analysis tended towards a rigid polarization of the two 
concepts; since the ends were inevitably idealized and since they were 
the product of a consciousness, idealist philosophies always placed a 
higher value on them than on the means. In the earlier teleologies theo
logical motives were clearly at work, since the authority which guaran
teed the ends was always God. But even the subjective idealism of Kant 
and Fichte foundered upon this rock: even though their notion of ends 
was inspired by an utterly sincere and revolutionary sense of the dignity 
of man, the relationship between ends and means remained metaphysical 
and idealistic. 

As far as immediate needs are concerned Hegel too does not dispute 
that in the first instance the ends stand higher than the means. Man natur
ally wishes to satisfy his needs immediately and all work, every tool, etc . ,  
only appears to his immediate consciousness as a means to this end. But 
Hegel also shows the concrete objective dialectics of the labour-process 
which necessarily lead beyond the standpoint of immediate con
sciousness. And it is here that progress lies. We earlier quoted Hegel's 
statement that 'desire must always start again from the beginning', and 
his philosophy of history shows that the course of human development 
(or, in Hegel's language, the historical ongins and growth of mind) 
passes through the labour of the 'servant', whereas the 'master' sticks fast 
in immediate enjoyment, the immediate satisfactiOn of his needs, all of 
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which remains barren as far as the progress of mankind is concerned. 
Hegel's dialectic oflabour also shows why this is necessarily so : what is 

expressed in labour, in tools, etc . ,  is a higher more universal, more social 
principle. A new terrain is conquered which leads to a broader and 
deeper understanding of nature; and this conquest redounds to the ad
vantage of not just of one single man, but of mankind as a whole. And 
when this process continuously reproduces itself it does not lead to the 
monotony of 'infinite progress' , but to the constant self-reproduction of 
human society at an ever-higher level--even though this progress is 
sometimes uneven and may be punctuated by setbacks. For this reason 
Hegel can rightly say that tools, the means, are more valuable than the 
ends for which they are employed, 1.e. than desire, the impulse to satisfy 
one's needs. 

Hegel did not draw out all the philosophical consequences of this new 
view of teleology until some years later, in the Logic. (We do not know 
exactly whether Hegel made use of the Jena lecture notes for these sec
tions of the Logic, but we shall see that its fundamental ideas do m fact go 
back to the passages we have quoted from the Jena period.) We shall 
now turn to some ofHegel's most important systematic statements in the 
Logic on the subject of teleology. We do this partly because it is important 
to show that the dialectical analysis of the labour-process provided the 
foundations for the later systematic discussion in the Logic of the relations 
between causality and teleology, theory and praxis, and partly because 
Lenin, in his Conspectus of Hegel's Logic, made a series of extremely 
important comments on precisely these passages, comments which 
throw a completely new light on the relations between Hegel's dialectics 
and historical materialism. Moreover, it is not without interest to see that 
those of Hegel's views which in Lenin's opinion brought him closest to 
histoncal materialism were the very ones which sprang from his compre
hensive and accurate analysis of economic problems. That is to say, the 
proximity of Hegel's ideas to histoncal materialism was not a coinci
dence, not the expression of the mysterious intuitions of a genius, but the 
results of his study of the same objective problems which were solved so 
brilliantly by the founders ofhistor�cal materialism. 

Lenin quotes the following passage from Hegel's Logic: 

'Further. since the end is fmite tt has a fmite content; accordingly it is 
not absolute or utterly in and for itself reasonable. The means, 
however, is the external middle of the syllogism which is the realiza
tion of the end; in it, therefore, reasonableness manifests itself as such 
-as preservmg itself in this external other and precisely through this 
externality. To that extent the means is higher than the finite ends of 
external usefulness: the plough is more honourable than those Immedi
ate enjoyments which are procured by it, and serve as ends. The 
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instrument is preserved while the immediate enjoyments pass away and 
are forgotten. In his tools man possesses power over external nature, 
even though, as regards his ends, nature dominates him. '15 
Lenm made the followmg notes in the margm to this passage: 'the 

germs of historical materialism in Hegel' and 'Hegel and lnstorical 
matenalism. ' And immediately after the quotation he adds: 

'Htstoncal materialism as one of the applications and developments of 
the ideas of genms-seeds existing m embryo m Hegel. '16 

The reader of our earlier remarks will reqmre no commentary to con
vmce him that these excerpts from Hegel's Logic merely present in a 
more systematic form ideas which we have already found m the Jena 
Lectures, but that they do not go beyond them. Even the idea that the 
labour man performs with the aid of tools is a syllogtsm is already present 
m various places m Hegel's economic writings in Jena. What Lenin says 
about the Logic may be applied also then to Hegel's Jena arguments. 

However, in the Logic Hegel does take the idea further when he says 
that teleology, human labour, and human praxis are the truth of mechan
ism and chemism. This idea represents an advance on his Jena ideas, even 
though at the same time its underlying assumptions are contained there. 
In particular, his interest in the relationship of teleology to mechanism 
and chemism focuses on the way in which mechanical and chemical 
technology bear on the objective reality of nature. That is to say, the 
economic process of production is the moment thanks to which teleo
logy becomes the truth of mechanism and chemism. Lenin has given a 
running commentary on all these sections, modulating them into the lan
guage of dialectical materialism. To give the reader a clear idea of this 
process we shall quote the central passage from Hegel in full together 
with Lenin 's materialist cntique: 

Hegel 
' . . .  From this results the nature of 
the subordination of the two pre
vious forms of the objective pro
cess: the other, which in them lies 
in the "infmite Progress", is the 
concept which at first is posited as 
external to them, which is end; not 
only is the concept their substance, 
but also externality is the moment 
which is essential to them and con
stitutes their determinateness. 

Materialist Dialectics 
'Two forms of the objective pro
cess: nature (mechanical and 
chemtcal) and the purposive ac
tivity of man the mutual relation 
of these forms. At the beginning, 
man's ends appear foreign 
("other") in relation to nature. 
Human consciousness, science "der 
Begriff') , reflects the essence, the 
substance of nature, but at the 
same time this consciousness is 
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Hegel 
Thus mechanical or chemical tech
mque spontaneously offers itself to 
the end-relation by reason of its 
character of being determined 
externallv; and this relation must 
now be f�rther considered.' 

Materialist Dialectics 
something external in relation to 
nature (not immediately, not 
simply, coinciding with it) . 
Mechanical and chemical tech
nique serves human ends just be
cause its character (essence) 
consists in its being determined by 
external conditions (the laws of 
nature) . '  

Lenin concludes his comments on this section of Hegel 's Logic with the 
following remarks: 

'In actual fact, men's ends are engendered by the objective world and 
presuppose it-they fmd it as something given, present. But it seems 
to man as if his ends are taken from outside the world, and are inde
pendent of the world ("freedom") .  NB. All this in the paragraph on 
the Subjective End.) '17 

Thus Hegel proposes here a quite new approach to the place ofhuman 
praxis in the system of philosophy. And we do not have to waste any 
more words in showing that the prototype of human praxis for Hegel is 
to be found in labour, in economic activity. As Marx noted in his Theses 
on Feuerbach, the great achievement of German classical idealism was to 
develop the ' active side ' of reality which had been neglected by the older 
forms of materialism. This development began with Kant and Fichte, but 
their concept of praxis was so moralistic and exaggerated that it led to the 
rigid confrontation of theory and praxis, and to the abstract isolation of 
practical philosophy which Hegel criticized so trenchantly. But we have 
now seen not only his criticism but also his positive concrete proposals 
for a theory of human praxis. We may refer the reader back to his 
remarks about labour and tools etc. and to his analysis of master and ser
vant in The Phenomenology of Mind. These ideas are synthesized in the 
Logic which Lenin then subjected to a thorough-going critique in his 
commentaries on Hegel. 

In the Logic Hegel compares the 'idea' of praxis with merely theor-
etical knowledge and arrives at the following conclus10n: 

'But in the practical idea It [the notion, concept] stands opposed as 
actual to the actual. . . . This idea is higher than the idea of theoretical 
cognition, for it has not only the dignity of the universal but also of 
the simply actual. '18 

In what follows Hegel provides a more detailed explanation of the con
crete superiority of the practical over the theoretical idea, a superionty 
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which, the reader will need no further telling, has nothing in common 
with and is indeed diametrically opposed to the 'primacy of the practical 
reason' ofKant and Fichte. Hegel says : 

'Another way of regarding this defect 1s that the practical idea still lacks 
the moment of the theoretical idea. That IS to sav, in the latter there 
stands on the side of the subjective concept-the concept that is m 
process ofbeing intuited within itselfby the concept--only the deter
mination of universality. Cognition knows itself only as appre
hension, as the self-identity of the concept, which for itself is 
indeterminate; fulfilment, that is, objectivity determined m and for 
itself, tsgiven to it. and that which truly is is the actuality that is present 
independently of subjective positing. The practical idea on the other 
hand counts this actuality (which at the same time opposes it as an 
insuperable barrier) as that which in and for itself is null. which is to 
receive its true determination and sole value through the ends of the 
good. Will itself consequently bars the way to its own good msofar as 
it separates itself from cognition and external actuality does not, for it, 
retain the form of that which truly is; consequently the idea of the 
good can fmd its complement only in the idea of the true. '19 

Lenin excerpted the entire passage and added this commentary: 

'Cognition . . .  finds itself faced by that which truly is as actuality 
present mdependently of subjective opinions, (positings) . (This is 
pure materialism ! )  Man's will, his practice, itself blocks the attain
ment of its end . . .  in that it separates itself from cognition and does 
not recognize external actuality for that which truly is (for objective 
truth) .  What is necessary ts the union of cognition and practice. 'a! 
A number of other comments by Lenin arising more or less directly 

from these quotations from the Logic are highly illuminating on the 
subject of our present discussion : Hegel's efforts to acquire an under
standing of the subject-matter and methodology of economics and the 
way in which these made him the forerunner of historical materialism. 
Immediately following the passage just quoted Lenin points out with a 
substantial measure of agreement, but also with critical reservations of a 
materialist nature, that Hegel uses the syllogism as a practical principle 
for getting to grips with objective reality: 

'The "syllogism of action" . . .  For Hegel action, practice, is a logical 
"syllogism", a figure of logic. And that is true! Not, of course, in 
the sense that the figure of logic has its other bemg in the practice of 
man (= absolute idealism),  but vice versa: man's practice, repeatmg 
itself a thousand-million times, becomes consolidated in man's con
sciousness by figures oflogic. Precisely (and only) on account of this 
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thousand-million-fold repetitmn, these figures have the stability of a 
prejudice, an axiomatic character. '2! 

And a few pages earlier on, but still in the same critical commentary of 
Hegel's discussion of cognition and prax1s, Lenin gives a summary of the 
links between Hegel and Marx: 

'All this in the chapter "The Idea of Cognition" (Chapter II)-in the 
transition to the "Absolute Idea" (Chapter III)-i.e. , undoubtedly, in 
Hegel practice serves as a link in the analysis of the proces� of cog
nition, and indeed as the transition to objectiVe ("absolute" accord
mg to Hegel) truth. Marx, in consequence, clearly followed Hegel 's lead m 
introducing the criterion of practice into the theory of knowledge : 
see the Theses on Feuerbach . 'Z2 

We see, then, that Hegel's new approach to the problem of teleology, 
of the connections between fmal causes and man's economic activities in 
particular and-branching out from there-human praxis in general, is 
of cardinal importance for his entire philosophical system. It leads to the 
abolition of the mechamcal separation between theory and praxis estab
lished by the subjective idealism of Kant and Fichte. Consequently 1t re
affirms the objective link between human praxis and reality. This return 
to objectivity indicates a partial return to major philosophers of the past 
such as Spinoza or Hobbes, but with the reservation that Hegel's objec
tivity stands on a higher plane than theirs, since it incorporates the dialec
tics of man's 'active side' m its conception of reality. Indeed as far as the 
theory of knowledge of Hegel's own dialectical method 1s concerned 
this 'active side' may be considered to be the decisive factor. The 
relationship of theory to practice was thereby clarified in a manner 
unknown in philosophy up to that time, so much so that Marx could 
take up the matter where Hegel left off and was in a position to intro
duce his fmal and decisive clarifications. 

This deepened understanding of the relationship of theory to practice 
had the most far-reaching consequences for the dialectics of the essen
tial concepts of philosophy. We s�all now attempt to demonstrate this 
with reference to a number of the relevant issues, such as freedom and 
necessity, contingency and necessity. We shall see how Hegel's 
enlarged understanding of these issues springs from the same source as 
the philosophical insights we have been discussing. At the same time 
we shall also see that the limitations of his dialectics, the point at which 
his profound dialectics of reality lapse int:J an idealistic mystification, is 
located at the very point at which, for various reasons, his knowledge 
of economics lets him down and his understanding of society loses itself 
in the m1asmas of mysucism. 

Hegel is surprisingly conscious of economic problems and their 
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philosophical implications. We have already seen how consciously he 
established a connection between praxis and labour, economic activity. 
But his clear understanding is by no means confined to isolated Issues. He 
is fully aware that the categories of action emerge most clearly m the 
sphere of economics and he comments on the methodological issue 
involved in the introductory remarks to his essay on Natural Law. It is 
true that he is dealing expressly with natural law and not with econo
mics, but since we have come to understand the cruc1al role of economic 
categories in the overall structure of society and Its scientific analysis we 
may not take it as read. In a discussion of the way in which the world 1s 
reflected in the mirror of science he observes: 

'that the state of natural law is the closest [to reality] since it pertains 
directly to the ethical, the mover of all things human, and insofar as 
there is a science of such things to which necessity may be ascribed, it 
must be at one with the empirical form of the ethical, which is equally 
necessary, and as a science it must express the latter m universal 
form. '23 
The problem of freedom and necessity 1s concretized above all by 

being placed in a specific socio-historical framework. Hegel is concerned 
as we have seen to combat the ethical views of subjective idealism, with 
1ts Isolation of the concept of freedom from the real world of history and 
society . Since Hegel's study of the modern world represents an effort to 
comprehend the isolation of the individual with the aid of classical econ
omics, the overall self-movement of society must appear as the product 
of the isolated and hence contmgent activities of individuals. We have 
already 

quoted 
various statements in which the identity of Hegel's pos

ition 
with 

that of Adam Smith is established beyond doubt. But in order 
to gain a clear picture of what it entails we must consider his later de
scription of economics as a science, for it is there that he synthesizes his 
view that the problem of necessity and contingency Is the fundamental 
problem of the discipline. This view is in complete accord with his pos
ition in Jena except for the fact that the stage he had reached in Jena did 
not make it necessary for him to make a formal statement on the subject. 
In the Philosophy of Right he writes: 

'But this medley of arbitrariness generates universal characteristics by 
its own working; and this apparently scattered and thoughtless 
sphere is upheld by a necessity which automatically enters it. To dis
cover this necessary element here is the object of political economy, a 
snence which is a credit to thought because it fmds laws for a mass of 
accidents. It is an interesting spectacle here to see all chains of activity 
leading back to the same point; particular spheres of action fall into 
groups, influence others, and are helped or hindered by others. The 
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most remarkable thing here is this mutual mterlocking of particulars, 
which is what one would least expect because at fmt sight everything 
seems to be given over to the arbitrariness of the individual, and it has 
a parallel m the solar system which displays to the eye only irregular 
movements, though its laws may none the less be ascertained. '24 

On this basis Hegel proceeds both to pose and for the flfSt time cor
rectly and concretely to solve the question of the relationship between 
freedom and necessity within the framework of the concrete and dyna
mic totality of man's life in history and society. Engels discussed Hegel's 
solut10n in these term�: 

'Hegel was the first to state correctly the relation between freedom 
and necessity. To him, freedom is the appreciation of necessity. 
"Necessity Is blind only in so far as it is not understood."  Freedom does not 
consist in the dream of independence from natural laws, but in the 
knowledge of these laws, and in the possibility this gives of system
atically making them work towards dcfmite ends. '25 

As we have seen, this v1ew of freedom and necessity stands m the very 
centre of Hegel's study of teleology and hence of his discussion of human 
actlVity in general. We are already familiar with the purely economic 
side of the problems and also with its basis in the dialectical progress of 
human knowledge about the laws of nature. Furthermore, we will recol
lect Hegel's passionate attack on the abstract concept of freedom held by 
Kant and Fichte, with all Hs pretensions to the sublime. What remains, 
then, is briefly to consider what Hegel's defmition actually implies for 
our understanding of soCiety and history a� a concrete totality. For given 
Hegel's position it goes without saying that history is the real framework 
of freedom, the actual arena in which the dialectical conflict between 
freedom and necessity is to be fought out. 

It IS well known that the 'cunnmg of reason' is the central concept in 
Hegel's later philosophy ofhistory. Translated into more prosaic terms 
the expression referss to the idea that men make their own history them
selves and the actual driving-force behind the events of history is to be 
found in the passions of men and in their individual, egoistic aspirations; 
but the totality of these individual passions nevertheless ends by produc
ing something other than what the men involved had wanted and striven to 
attam. Nevertheless, this other result is no fortuitous product, on the 
contrary, it is here that the laws of history, the 'reason in history', the 
'spirit' (to use Hegel's terms) actually makes itself manifest. 

The term 'ruse' ,  'cunning' (List) has a long history in Hegel's thought, 
reaching back to Jena. We may recollect his use of it in the method
ologically important analysis of tools (p. 344f.) as a concept with which 
to relate man to nature through labour. Closely associated with that is his 
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use of the same concept to establish the relation of the state and the 
government to the individual, and especially to the total network of 
man's economic activities. In the next section we shall show in detail 
how the frontiers ofHegel's ideas on economics and above all his idealist 
illusions about the state make their appearance at this point, illusions 
which are intimately hound up with his general attitude towards Napo
leon. 

But this is not the sole source of Hegel's views. Of course, the influ
ence of contemporary events on his mind is very apparent; but their 
remoter origins are to be found in the ideas of Hobbes and Mandeville 
according to which the interaction of the egoistical and even evil and 
vicious passions of men gives rise to the balance of forces prevailing in 
capitalist society and even guarantees its future progress. This conception 
was extended and generalized by the leading thinkers of the French En
lightenment into a utilitarian philosophy (which admittedly, as Marx 
points out, also perpetuates the accompanying illusions of idealism) . The 
economics of Adam Smith provides all these theories with a firm foun
dation and its sober emphasis on the actual facts of the given situation 
shows how far these views can lead. 

Hegel is heir to.this tradition. How close he is to it can be seen from 
this passage from the Lectures of I 8os-<>: 

'From the outside the actual does not indeed look like the ideal, be
cause the observer holds fast to what is immediate, namely necessity. 
The eccentricity, ruin, licentiousness and vice of others must be 
horne; the state is cunning. '26 

And elsewhere Hegel sums up his view as follows: 

'The cunning of the government is to allow free rein to the self
interest of others-the right, the understanding of the merchant tells 
him what counts in the world: utility-the government must turn 
its utility to account and ensure that it returns back into the world. 'Z7 
What is remarkable about Hegel's general theory of the relations be-

tween c1vil society and the state at this point is the way in which he 
compares it to that of the merchant in society and attempts to assimilate 
his idea of the 'cunning' of the government to his general economic use 
of the notion of cunning. This appears even more clearly in another 
marginal comment in the same work: 

'Not the artificial (actions] of the legislative, etc. organs-the self is 
the highest authority .-Free rein for the powers of necessity-the cun
ning to leave individuals a free hand, each looks after himself-this 
flows into the universal-a higher reflection of spirit m 
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itself-Guarantee against arbitrariness; general constitution of the 
estates-not provincial estates; universal reason-mobility of 
everything individual. The reason of the people is as clever as its 
arrangements. '211 

From all this it is evident that there are two conflicting forces at work 
here which are to be reconciled by means of Hegel's theory of cunning, 
his dialectics of freedom and necessity. On the one hand, there is the cun
ning of the government as opposed to the autonomous movement of the 
economy in modern civil society, and, on the other hand, there is the 
cunning of reason which Itself becomes manifest in that movement, 
regulating the production, reproduction and the further advance of capi
talist society. 

We have already considered Hegel's views on the workings of this 
dialectic of freedom and necessity in the course of world history. We 
may refer the reader back to Hegel 's ideas about the role of the tyrant in 
history, his necessary appearance and his no less necessary eclipse (p. 
J I Off.) .  

We have also seen that Hegel discerns a similar dialectic in the role 
played by great men, by the 'world-historical mdividuals' (cf. his 
remarks on Richelieu, p. 306) . We should like to supplement our dis
cussion there w1th a few quotations from the Jena Lectures which make 
the connection between the problem of freedom and necessity and the 
other question of necessity and contingency particularly clear. In one of 
the Lectures Hegel turns to a discmsion of artistic genius. Openly satiri
cal about the deification and mystiftcation of the gem us by the Roman
tics he gives a dispassionate account of the relationship between the 
activity of the individual genius and the movement of society and the life 
of the nation as a whole. 

'Those who are called geniuses have acquired a particular skill by 
means of which they make the universal creations of the people into 
their own work, as others do w1th other things. What they produce is 
not their own invention, but the invention of the entire nation, or 
rather the discovery, that the nation has discovered its true essence. 
What really belongs to the artist as such is his for!pal activity, his par
ticular skill in this mode of representation, and in this he was educated 
as part of the universal attainment of skill. He is like the man who 
finds himself among workers who are building a stone arch whose 
general structure is invisibly present as an idea. He so 

happens 

to be 
the last in line; when he puts his stone mto place the 

arch 

supports 
itself. As he places his stone he sees that the whole edifice is an arch, 
says so and passes f01 the inventor.'?!! 

Hegel's view is made even more explicit m another lecture written at 
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the same time in which he discusses the role of prominent individuals in 
history, particularly in transitional periods. 

'These self-possessed natures need do nothing but speak the word and 
the nations will flock to their support. The great minds who do this 
must, if they are to succeed, be purified of all the characteristics of the 
configuration which preceded them. If they wish to accomplish a 
work in its totality, they must grasp it with their totality. It may 
happen that they only grasp it by a corner and so advance it a little. 
But since nature wants the whole, it pushes them from the pinnacle to 
which they had climbed, and replaces them with others; and if these 
too are one-sided, there will be a succession of individuals until the 
whole work is finished. But if it is to be the work of one man, he must 
recognize the whole and so free himself from all limitations. '30 

These passages do of course reveal the defects of Hegel's thought 
which will soon concern us more immediately. Chief among them is his 
wholesale mystification of the historical process, his hypostatizauon of a 
'spirit' which acts as the conscious principle in which it is grounded. But 
ignoring this for the moment, we can see how dispassionately and dialec
tically Hegel analyses the role of the 'world-historical individual' in his
tory, and we can admire the energetic manner in which he subordinates 
the outstanding personality to the exigencies of the objective tasks facing 
him, tasks arising from the objective circumstances of society itself. On 
the other hand, we may observe that Hegel is under no illusions about 
the element of chance in selecting those individuals who fmd themselves 
in a position to get to grips with major political or artistic dilemmas. 

In this sphere too his lucidity enables him to anticipate some of the 
later ideas of historical materialism. Of course, Marx and Engels went far 
beyond Hegel in their materialist concretization of the problem of neces
sity and contingency, and it was only when they developed their really 
scientific language that Hegel's mystified constructs could finally be 
overcome. And of course we must remember to distinguish their contri
butions here from their later vulgarizers of the Second International who 
so over-emphasized the notion of necessity in history as utterly to elimin
ate the role of personality and of the activity of individuals in history, 
turning necessity into an automaton (for the use of opportunists) which 
functions without human agency. Lenin and Stalin have liberated his
torical materialism from this mechanical vulgarization and restored and 
extended the teachings of Marx and Engels in this respect too. 

But even earlier Engels, in his old age, had been forced to conduct an 
ideological campaign against this mechanical vulgarization of history. 
Here is a passage from his letter to Heinz Starkenburg which not only 
corrects these false notions but also shows Hegel's contribution to the 
thought ofhistoncal materialism on this issue. Engels' argument begins 
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with the subject of contingency and necessity and proceeds thus: 

'This is where the so-called great men come in for treatment. That 
such and such a man and precisely that man arises at a particular time 
in a particular country is, of course, pure chance. But cut him out and 
there will be a demand for a substitute, and this substitute will b� 
found, good or bad, but in the long run he will be found. That Napo
leon. just that particular Corsican, should have been the military dic
tatlin whom the French Republic, exhausted by lts own warfare, had 
rendered necessary was chance; but that, if a Napoleon had been lack
ing, another would have ftlled the place, is proved by the fact that the 
man was always found as soon as he became necessary : Caesar, 
Augustus, Cromwell, etc. While Marx discovered the matenalist 
conception of history, Thierry, M1gnet, Guizot and all the English 
historians up to 1 850 arc the proof that it was being striven for, and 
the discovery of the same conception by Morgan proves that the time 
was ripe for it and that 1t simply had to be discovered. '31 

The decisive factor which prevented Hegel from making a concrete 
and accurate application of his philosophically correct view of freedom 
and necessity, contingency and necessity to the actual course of history is 
to be found in his ignorance of the class struggle as a motive force in so
ciety. Hegel's knowledge was undoubtedly vast and he was sufficiently 
critical and unprejudiced to be able to see Isolated instances of class anta
gonisms in society. (We need refer only to his observatiOns on the con
nection between poverty and the rise of factories, p. 3 3 1 . ) But his 
general view of history and society prevented him from grasping the 
importance of class antagonisms as a motive force, to say nothing of 
making any general inferences from their observed laws of motion. 

Thus in Hegel's philosophy of history the particular states appear as 
unitied and coherent individuals. He does of course realize that behind 
these individuals there are social processes at work. We may recall that 
he related the unity of France and the fragmentation of Germany to the 
different paths taken by feudalism in 1ts period of disintegration. But 
these insights, accurate though they are, were not consistently applied 
and had no further consequences. The history of the world appeared es
sentially as a power struggle between 'unifted' nations and states among 
themselves. 

Hegel contemplates this struggle as dispassionately as he had contem
plated the economic struggle of individuals in civil society. In The 
Phenomenology of Mind this appears as the internecine conflicts of the 
'ammal kingdom of the sp1rit' (das geistige Tierreich) .  This he analyses as 
the recurrence, indeed as the authentic form, of the state of nature which 
he sees as Hobbes' war of all against all. We shall see how the juridical 
control of economic affairs-which likewise consist of a bellum omnium 
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contra omnes--assumes an extreme, indeed an exaggerated importance in 
Hegel's csocial philosophy, even though we must bear m mind that for 
Hegel the idea of juridical control has a very different meamng from the 
one it had for Kant and Fichte. But in Hegel's view once a nation or a 
society has been formally constituted as a state, it ceases to be possible to 
exercise control over the individual states. 

In the Lectures of 1 805---6 he puts the matter thus: 

'The whole is an individual, a people that is directed against others. 
The restoration of the state of indifference between individuals, the 
state of nature-only here docs it become real. This state of affairs is 
partly the peaceable existence of individuals independently of each 
other, sovereignty; and partly a union through treaties. But the trea
ties do not have the reality of real contracts; they are not an existing 
power, it is the individual people which represents the universal as an 
existing power. Hence they do not have the force of civil contracts; 
they are not binding if one party abrogates them. This is the eternal 
deception of concluding treaties, binding oneself and then nullifying 
one's obligation. '32 

We shall see later on how crucial a part is played by war in the Jcna 
philosophy ofhistory. Of course, here too, despite a Napoleonic overes
timation of war, his customary dispassionate and historically grounded 
view prevails. On the one hand, he takes issue with Kant's utopian con
ception of eternal peace, as we can see from the final remarks in the last 
quotation. On the other hand, he is very far from being 

taken in by the 
apologias of the various combatants. He is perfectly well aware of the use 
made of the notions of offensive and defensive war. Each side claims to 
be defending itself against the attack of the other. And at this level the 
disagreement about who is in the right is incapable of resolution. In his 
essay on the German Constitution Hegel observes: 

'Each bases his claim on rights and accuses the other of violating those 
rights . . . .  The public takes sides, each side claims to have right on its 
own side, and both are m the right and it is precisely the two rights 
that have come into conflict. '33 
Hegel mfers from this, consistently enough, that conflicts between 

states are direct power struggles, in which God, the world-spint, always 
stands at the head of the big batallions. Hegel's realism here has been fas
tened upon by the ideologists of the imperialist period (such as Meinecke 
and Heller) to turn Hegel into a forerunner of the unthinking 'power 
politics' promulgated by Treitschke. However, these gentlemen have 
managed to overlook two inconvenient details. First, despite Hegel's ig
norance of class struggles he never represents the power of a state as an 
inexplicable gift of heaven, let alone the product of some 'genius' or 
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other. It is clear from the earlier contrast between France and Germany 
that Hegel regarded the immediate predominance of one or the other as 
just the surface of the problem: he was constantly concerned to discover 
the mediating factors, the objective social conditions underlying the im
mediate 

appearances. 
And later on, at the time of the shattering defeat of 

Prussia in 
the 

battles ofJena and Auerstedt in 1 806, his sympathies may 
have lain with Napoleon, but this was no mere worship of the Emperor's 
'superior force'; it was rather a sympathy for the social inheritance of the 
French Revolution combined with contempt for a Prussian state cor
rupted by its degenerate feudal traditions. 

This one instance leads us to our second point. Meinecke, Heller and 
the others all forget that Hegel was the ideologist of a revolutionary age, 
the age of the revolutionary creation of the great nations of the modern 
world. Hegel rightly thought this process progressive. It took the form 
of a series of great wars which Hegel regarded as that state of nature in 
which the spirit emerges from the immediate dialectic of power struggles 
to attain the highest point in its history. This high point would be 
reached when the modern civil society of a great people fmally con
stituted itself as a nation. That is to say, Hegel had grasped the main lines 
of the great problem of the age, and he also understood, and in this he 
showed great insight, how the dialectic necessarily makes its way 
through the seemingly fortuitous and incidental episodes of world his
tory to arrive at its final goal. 

However, the boundary of 
Hegel's 

view ofhistory now becomes vis
ible, since, on the one hand, he 

did 
not see anything beyond that point 

and, on the other hand, he himself remained enmeshed in the real contra
dictions surrounding the problem of German national unity. Hence of all 
the central issues which according to Lenin confronted the democratic 
revoluuon in Germany his system focused on just one area of unresolved 
contradiction. 

But all this has nothing in common e1ther historically or philo
sophically with Bismarck, let alone the 'power politics' of German 
Imperialism. Meinecke and Heller distort history in much the same way 
as the various groups of social-imperialist opportunists during the First 
World War. The latter appropnated the various statements by Marx and 
Engels about the progressive nature of national wars of liberation and 
applied them--qmte unhistorically-to the imperialist World War 
with the intention of showing that it too was a 'just' national war worthy 
of their support. Of course, there are a number of obscurities, ambigui
ties and outright contradictions in Hegel which-if adroitly selected 
-will at least serve as a pretext for historical falsification, whereas in the 
case of Marx and Engels not even the pretext is there. But as the distor
tions of the ideas of the latter demonstrate, the validity of a pretext is by 
the way when an apologia of imperialism is what 1s really at stake. 
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The main thrust of Hegel's view of history, then, culminates in the 
concrete realm of human praxis; it aims at achieving a philosophical 
understanding of the real historical process that necessarily led to the es
tablishment of modern civil society. This necessity arises from the actions 
of men, from passions and aspirations which, through the dialectics of 
freedom and necessity, produce other, higher and more universal effects 
than were originally intended or even contemplated. The concrete dia
lectic offreedom and necessity means, then, that these individual passions 
and self-interested aspirations are just as essential to the realization of his
tory as their results are different and more than was originally intended 
and implicit in the immediate impulses of action. This whole system goes 
far beyond both the morality and the conception of history contained in 
subjective idealism. The movement of history according to Hegel is no 
'infmite progress', but a concrete process of development; society and 
history are not the abstract aspirations of the even more abstract 'pure 
will'. 

In a certain sense, Schelling anticipated Hegel's efforts to transcend the 
view of praxis and history found in subjective idealism. The principles of 
teleology as re-interpreted by Kant in the Critique 

of 
Judgement assisted 

Schelling to reach a new, coherent view of nature 
and 

history in their de
velopment. In the course of his reflections Schelling did indeed acquire a 
certain understanding of dialectics, since he glimpsed the fact that the 
sum of historical events is greater and on a higher plane than was 
intended by the men who participate in them. Schelling speaks of 

'the assumed relation of freedom to a hidden necessity . . .  by virtue 
of which men acting freely, yet against their own will, become the 
cause of something which they never desired, or conversely, some
thing miscarries and is ruined even though they strove freely and 
with all the means at their disposal to bring it about. 'J4 
But these intimations never lead to any real knowledge. The necessity 

of which he speaks is described as 'unconscious' in contrast to the con
scious nature of freedom. This inflexibility goes so far that, having es
tablished the premise that the 'unconscious' is the principle of historical 
objectivity, he goes on to infer that 'it is simply impossible for anything 
objective to be produced consciously . . . .  '35 This abstract and unbend
ing opposition between freedom and necessity, conscious and uncon
scious, eliminates all scope for a concrete dialectics of praxis. A mystical 
pseudo-dialectics is the most that can be achieved. 

Thus on the one hand Schelling ends up in a mystical and irrational 
view of history, and, on the other hand, he remains firmly inside the 
framework of Kant's teleology, despite all his efforts to overcome 
Kant's subjectivity by means of his own specious objectivity. He does 
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indeed sense that the old metaphysics were incapable of grasping the 
Ia ws ofhistory. He says of the concept ofhistory that 

'neither an absolutely lawless series of events nor another series 
entirely governed by law can deserve the name of history. '  

But the bare hint of truth contained in this is  at once nullifted when he 
goes on to add: 

'Theory and history are mutually exclusive. Man only has history 
because no theory can calculate in advance what he will do. '36 

It is clear that Schelling's ideas lack precisely that quality which dis
tinguishes Hegel's application of the dialectics of purposive action to his
tory and which constitutes his greatness and his Importance for later 
philosophers. It is, therefore, historically impermissible to deduce 
Hegel's 

philosophy 
of history and society from that of Schelling and to 

equate 
the 

ideas of the two men on the subject of freedom and necessity. 
It is possible and even likely that Schelling's view that history is the 
unconscious praxis of the absolute acted as a stimulus for Hegel. But it 
was never more than that. The essential moment of Hegel's philosophy 
of history is the dialectical unity of theory and practice, i .e .  the very 
thing missing in Schelling who on this point never went beyond the dua
lism of Kant and Fichte. 

The real connection between the two thinkers is in their limitations. In 
art Schelling discovered a unity of freedom and necessity, of conscious 
and unconscious production. By analogy with this-and with the aid of 
intellectual intuition he constructed a unity in the development of nature 
and history. The defect of the end-product is not so much the abstract 
mysticism in which it culminated, but the fact that he was never able to 
concretize or illuminate any given moment of history with its aid. And 
just here lies the strength of Hegel's system. But Hegel's system too cul
minates in a mystical chiaroscuro, and this is certainly an element which 
he shares with Schelling and which, as an idealist, he can never disown. 

What is at stake here is the conception of history as a totality. For ob
jective idealism, i.e. for both Hegel and Schelling, nature and history are 
the products of a 'spirit', and since this is so it follows that the old concep
tion of teleology must inevitably recur, even though Hegel had elimin
ated it from his detailed discussions of society and history. For if history is 
an object which is guaranteed by a unified subject, if it is indeed the pro
duct of that subject's activity, then, for an objective idealist like Hegel, 
history itself must realize the purpose which the 'spirit' had posited as a 
goal from the outset. In consequence, for Hegel as for Schellmg, the 
whole process is thereby transformed into a pseudo-movement: it 
returns to its starting-point, it is the realization of something that had 
always existed a priori. 
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Hegel has this to say about it in The Phenomenology of Mind: 

'What has been said may also be expressed 
by 

saying that reason is 
purposive activity. The exaltation of 

so-called 
nature at the expense 

of thought misconceived, and more especially the r�jection of exter
nal purposiveness, have brought the idea of purpose in general mto 
disrepute. All the same, in the sense in which Aristotle, too, charac
terizes nature as purposive activity, purpose is the immedi-.te, the 
undisturbed, the unmoved which is self-moving; as such it is subject. 
Its power of moving, taken abstractly, is its existence for itself, or pure 
negativity. The result is the same as the beginning solely because the 
beginning is purpose. Stated otherwise, what is actual and concrete is 
the same as its inner principle or notion simply because the immediate 
qua purpose contains within 1t the self or pure actuality. •-s� 

Hegel fails to notice here that the consistent application of his own 
teleological prmciple leads him back into the old theological conception 
of teleology. His great philosophical achievement had been to take the 
concept of purpose down from Heaven, where the theologians had 
placed it, and bring it back to earth , to the reality of actual human action. 
His concept of tel�ology remamed great, original and creative as long as 
it remained earthly. But by taking his ideas to their logical conclusion he 
destroys as an objective idealist, what he had laboriously built up as a dia
lectician. In this theological twist to his thought there 1s a lasting affinity 
between Hegel and Schelling which outlasts their disagreements. 

But we must never lose sight of the fact that this affinity is an affinity 
imposed on them by the defects of their idealism. The difference be
tween them is that before Hegel lost his way in the miasmas of idealism 
where a mystified demiurge carried on its 'activities' ,  he made a great 
detour in the course of which he made innumerable fundamental dialec
tical discoveries. He then pushed forward to that frontier which no idea
list can cross. This antithesis between system and method is rudimentary 
in Schelling and m time it gradually disappears altogether. For this 
reason what the historian of philosophy must emphasize 1s the differences 
between the two views of historical development. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

The limitations of Hegel's economic thought 

THE main line of Hegel's thought is an attempt to infer from man's re
lation to modern civil society all the categories of economics and socio
logy. He goes on to show how these in turn generate the objective laws 
governing the interplay between man, nature and society, and how these 
lead to contradictions whose elimination and re-appearance at a higher 
level ultimately provides a map of the entire structure of society and 
history. 

Hegel's novel approach to the philosophical problems ofhuman praxis 
is strongly anti-fetishistic. His general dialectical view of the world as a 
dynamic complex of contradictions leads him in his attitude to society to 
regard all the objective categories of society and economics as dynamic 
and contradictory relations between men. Thus his categories shed their 
metaphysical inflexibility without having to sacrifice their objectivity. 
Hegel's view of praxis always presupposes an interaction with objective 
reality. The intensified activity of man and the progress of that activity to 
higher and higher levels of achievement continually lead to new dis
coveries in the objective world which are then sucked into the overall 
dialectical movement. The more ramified and complex the system of 
human actions becomes, and the more necessary it is to struggle against 
metaphysical dogmas and the fetishizing of the categories in which 
human relations become objectified as self-created social mstitutions, 
then the more the world of objective determinations will grow and 
interact with human activity. In such circumstances the philosophical 
tendency towards objectivity will flourish. 

The main lines ofHegel's cognitive approach to society are now fam
iliar to us. The question that concerns us now is: what are the limitations 
of his method? And furthermore: how are those limitations connected 
with his objective idealism? And finally: to what extent is that idealism 
itself determined by Hegel's assessment of modern civil society, its ori
gins and its worth? Here too we find ourselves confronted by highly 
involved problems which interact in a by no means simple fashion. We 
must investigate, on the one hand, the extent to which philosophical 
idealism exerts an influence on the boundaries of Hegel's economic 
views, and on the other, we must consider how far that idealism is rooted 
m his own social position and the view of society arising from it. 
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The first essential point, one which will not have escaped the attentive 
reader, is that Hegel perceives civil society as a unified whole. This is un
doubtedly a consequence of Germany's economic and social back
wardness. The great class struggles in France and England at this period 
had the effect of forcing thinkers to dig deeply into the objective econ
omic roots of class conflict, even though the classical economists were 
not yet in a position to realize the implications of this discovery for the 
antagonistic structure of class society. On the other hand, the immediate 
experience of these great class struggles led a whole series of thinkers, 
writers and politicians both in England and France to the more or less 
clear realization that class conflict was an objective reality. Indeed, 
roughly contemporary with Hegel's philosophy we may sec at least the 
dawning awareness on the part of a number of people that the class con
flicts of bourgeois society must eventually lead beyond the horizon of 
that society. 

Hegel knew nothing of all this. It is true, as we have seen, that he per
ceived the antithesis of rich OJ'1d poor in the modern world, not just as a 
matter of fact but as a necessary consequence of the development of so
ciety. (Factories and the resulting growth of poverty.) But it is inter
esting and also important that this insight had no repercussions for his 
economic and social attitudes. He neither attempted to relate it to Adam 
Smith's theory of value, nor did he see it as one of the driving forces of 
bourgeois society itself. The distinction between rich and poor remained 
partly a phenomenon which society simply had to learn to accept, and 
partly a disruptive element in the normal functioning of that society to 
mitigate whose worst effects was the task of government and state. 
Hence Hegel's excellent portrayal of the situation and even of the under
lying laws which have produced it had no theoretical implications for his 
conception of the structure of society, let alone for his general philo
sophy. 

The same is true of the entire methodology of Hegel's social philo
sophy so that Marx's criticism must be fully upheld when he remarks: 

'It is moreover wrong to consider society as a single subject, for this is 
a speculative approach. '1 

We have already seen that for Hegel the contradictions that determine 
the course of world history are the conflicts between rather than within 
nations. We have also been able to observe with what penetration he 
charted the changes in the social structure of particular nations and how 
ingemously he made use of them to explain the progress of international 
conflicts. But he never thought of these internal changes with their 
immanent dialectic as the motor of world history. 

That is to say, Hegel's philosophy is an idealism nourished on the 
economic base of the undeveloped class antagonisms of Germany. It 
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would of course be an over-simpliftcation if we were crudely to explain 
all the implications of Hegel's economic idealism in terms of his place in 
the social order. We have already noticed that the horizon of his philo
sophy extends far beyond the frontiers of Germany and that its essential 
features reflect less the contemporary state of Germany than the soc1al 
and economic problems that arose on a European scale in the wake of the 
French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution in England. Neverthe
less, it remains true that even these tended to reinforce Hegel's economic 
idealism. What I have in mind here is Hegel's exaggerated enthusiasm 
for the society of post-revolutionary France and above all the social and 
political changes that would be introduced, as he hoped, under the rule 
of Napoleon. Thanks to this Hegel's idealism, which was rooted in Ger
many, was further strengthened, for It was coloured by a sense of opti
mism, an enthusiasm, for the rebirth of the world, of a new configur
ation of the world-spirit whose consummation is reached in The 
Phenomenology of Mind. Without these exaggerated expectations, without 
these utopian hopes, the backwardness of Germany would quite cer
tainly have had a very different rmpact on Hegel's philosophy. 

Of course, we must not overlook one further social element at work in 
Germany which �ecessarily influenced Hegel's thought in this direction. 
Lenin has repeatedly pointed out that national �nification was the central 
problem of the bourgeois revolution in Germany. We have seen how 
this played an important role in Hegel's intellectual and political devel
opment. Later on, it is true, he came increasmgly to think of a Napo
leonic solution to the problem of national unity, a problem which was 
connected in his mmd with the elimination of the vestiges of feudalism 
and of the patch-work of petty states. But this should not be taken to sug
gest that the question of national unity ceased to occupy a promment 
place in his thought and hence to reinforce his tendency to vtew society 
as a unified subject. 

It is from here that we have to understand the birth of Hegel 's doc
trine of the state as the realization of 'reason' :  this is the vantage-point 
from which the state can appear as standing apart from the conflicts of 
civil society. (We shall soon see the effect of this upon the relations 
obtainmg between civil society and the state.) The state can only be 
assigned such a role as this because Hegel believed that the nation could 
only become the embodiment of the concrete historical configurations 
of the spirit within the state. The history of the spirit does, of course, 
contain dialectical contradictions, indeed the entire course of world
history takes the form of conflicts and their repercussions. His view of 
world-history ts of an unbroken series of conflicts in the course of which 
the flag of progress, the embodiment of the vanous stages of the world
spint passes from one natton to the other. What we have in short Is a 
sort of metempsychosis of the world-spint m which the different nations 
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have a unified configuration in which the world-spirit manifests itself at 
each particular stage of its journey. 

There are two factors of interest here that must not be overlooked. 
First, within certain limits it is a legitimate procedure to try and define 
the 'character' of a nation. Only crude vulgarizers of Marxism fail to see 
this and strive to extinguish national characteristics by means of the doc
trine of a succession of 'formations'. Because Marxism investigates the 
social origins of the uneven development in, let us say, France and Eng
land, because it recognizes that classes and class struggles must take dif
ferent forms in different conditions, it is able to arrive at a more 
satisfactory understanding of national peculiarities than bourgeois 
thinkers and historians (Hegel included) ,  who overlook the true forces at 
work and so arrive at more or less metaphysical views about national 
unity. So here, too, the radical transformation of a metaphysical problem 
into a dialectical one leads to a concretization of thought. 

Second, we should not overlook the fact that the methodological end
product of Hegel's philosophy ofhistory is a necessary result, but it is one 
which obscures our view of the wealth of cross-currents present m his 
thought. We have seen some of these in our earlier discussions. And 
when we look at the account given in The Phenomenology of Mind of the 
way m which the spirit of Greece mutates into the spirit of Rome we can 
see that the process described by Hegel is essentially internal. This is 
above all the case in the Phenomenology where, as we might expect from 
its general approach, external events are played down, so that, for exam
ple, the destruction of the city-states m war and conquest (Macedonia, 
Rome) is not even mentioned. The dissolution of the Greek 

spirit 
is 

largely an internal process. The zenith and decline of Rome and 
the 

col
lapse of the ancien 

regime 
in France are also 

regarded 
in this manner in the 

Phenomenology. 
And 

by the time he came to 
the 

later Philosophy of History 
Hegel had accumulated such a wealth of information about society and 
culture that the tendency towards internal explanation was even more 
pronounced than m "/ "he Phenomenology of Mind. 

But it is still only a counter-tendency which for all its Importance 
never really gains the upper hand. The metaphysical unity of the spirit of 
the nation is a methodological necessity in Hegel's objective idealism. To 
dissolve that unity into the dynamic contradictions of antagonistic forces 
locked in conflict would indeed give rise to a very clear defmition of 
national character, but since it would have no unified authority guaran
teeing it, it would inevitably burst the confines of objective idealism. So 
cross-currents are undeniably present and sometimes they are extremely 
powerful. But they can only thrive within the framework of objective 
idealism. It is a significant fact that these tendencies and the greater con
creteness of the historical analysis associated with them are most promi
nent wherever Hegel can by-pass the problem of the state. This happens, 
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for instance, in the second part of the Phenomenology and in the Aesthetics . 
The inability of these counter-tendencies to break through the idealist 

framework can be accounted for by referring to another no less contra
dictory aspect of his outlook: his resolute rejection of any 
thorough-going democracy, his failure to recognize the productive 
energies in the lower classes. We know of Hegel's views in this respect 
from his expressed opinions about the French Revolution, and we know 
too that they do not represent a defection from his youthful repub
licanism, but that they were an important element in his mental make-up 
right from the start. Nevertheless, his opinion about this question reflects 
back on his entire scheme of world-history, on his account of the devel
opment of antiquity and the Middle Ages. Now, of course, in contrast to 
his position in Berne, he does take cognizance of the slavery that existed 
in antiquity and he no longer underestimates the significance of slavery 
for the political life of the 'freemen' in the Greek city-states. We have 
also seen the weight given to 'servitude' and slavery in the development 
ofhuman culture. But this is still a long way from saying that the anta
gonism between slaves and slave-owners, feudal lords and serfs played a 
major part in Hegel's dialectic of world history. Hegel's recognition of 
the productive energies of the 'mob' is confmed to economics and this 
makes it easier for him to maintain the mystification of a unified spirit in 
the people and the state. This is an additional reason for the inability of 
counter-tendencies in his thought to make themselves felt. 

It is easy enough to criticize Hegel now from our superior vantage
point. It is much more difficult to grasp the point that, given the econ
omic, social and political situation in Germany at the time, a great and 
all-embracing philosophy such as Hegel's could not possibly have been 
created on radical-democratic foundations. Even the undemocratic per

spective 
from which Hegel undertook to defend the idea of a progress 

through 
contradictions contams utopian overtones vis-a-vis the realities 

of Germany, a tendency to soar above the actual state of affairs. Fortun
ately, he does not simply vanish into the clouds, but, by leaving Ger
many behind him, he can base himself more surely on the world
historical processes taking place in France and England. Thus for all the 
idealist and utopian features of his thought, Hegel had his feet firmly 
planted on the ground of reality. 

Following the defeat of the Babeuf conspiracf and given the grave
yard stillness of Germany, a radical democratic movement could not 
possibly have found support. Any such movement would have mevit
ably collapsed into subjective utopianism. The example ofHolderlin and 
Fichte shows perfectly what the result would have been. It is therefore 
not just a defect in Hegel if his ideas developed in an anti-democratic 
direction. We see the same trend in all the important figures in Germany 
at the time, and in Goethe above all. The contradictory strands in 
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German idealist dialectics enabled it to dissolve the metaphysical dogmas 
of the old materialism and at the same time, unconsciously, and some
what in conflict with its own idealist programme, to incorporate power
ful elements of an authentic materialism. But this could only occur in a 
situation which combined what was in Germany the least possible 
amount of utopianism with a concrete, untnhibited and quite unapolo
getic defence of progress in history. In the circumstances prevailing in 
Germany radical democracy could not be a creative feature of this realis
tic and dialectical view of reality, very much in contrast to Germany 
after the July Revolution or Russia in the I 8.'jos and I 86os, when it 
became the basis for a comprehensive philosophy ofhistory and society. 

If we now turn to a closer examination of Hegel's Jena philosophy of 
society we may begin by noting two major flaws m it, both of which are 
closely connected with his economic idealism. First, the internal struc
ture of society, its articulation into classes is not deduced from his econ
omics. Second, the state and the government are not regarded for their 
part as the products of an internal economic and social dialectic of class 
conflict. These two defects could only be incorporated in the system be
cause Hegel had abandoned his own highly original method of develop
ing the higher categories from the lower ones by means of their internal 
contradictions (labour--division of labour; tools-machines, etc.) and 
instead had imposed an idealist construct from above. 

In both cases it is impossible to overlook the tense inner struggle be
tween the conflicting elements of his thought. Again and again he has an 
intimation of the right pattern, again and again he feels the need to work 
out the true, organic relationships. We may even go so far as to say that 
the dialectical deduction of the estates becomes increasingly 'economic' .  
The pinnacle of his purely idealistic philosophy was attained, as we shall 
shortly see, in Jena in his flrst attempt to construct a system. And the ten
dency towards an ever more concrete, more economic explanation of 
the social order does not by any means cease after Jena; on the contrary, it 
grows apace. We have already shown that the fmal and the sharpest for
mulation of the opposition between rich and poor was contained in The 
Philosophy of Right and this was no accident. For it was here that Adam 
Sm1th was joined by Ricardo as a guide in economlC matters. And this 
tendency was strengthened still further in The Philosophy of Right. It is 
very characteristic of the way in which Hegel continued to develop and 
to cast old ideas aside that, following the July Revolution, m his very last 
essay, the pamphlet on the English Reform Bill ( I 8 J I ) , he even came 
down in favour of the view that the old threefold division of the classes 
into nobility, burghers and peasantry no longer corresponded to the rea
lity m most states.3 It Is true that, characteristically, he drew no general 
conclusions from this insight into a socio-economic reality. On the con
trary, he still believed that if the government took the right steps, the 
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existmg structures could be maintained. But the mere fact that he so 
closely followed a development running counter to his basic scheme and 
that he had no hesitation in recording its implications, however much 
these went against his own views, testifies to the strength of the conflict 
within him. Of course, this very example shows that the contrary ten
dencies could never become the prevailing ones. 

We can follow Hegel's gradual development towards a more realistic 
and economically based analysis of the estates structure in his Jena wri
tings very precisely. The first statement of his social ideas, the System of 
Ethics marks the high point of his systematic idealism. It is no accident 
that this coincides with his most enthusiastic experimentation with 
Schelling's terminology. The growth of realism runs parallel to his gra
dual rejection of Schelling's conceptual world. As always, Hegel's start
ing-point is the people as a unified whole, that then articulates itself in 
the different estates in order fmally to achieve a new synthesis. And we 
observe at once that in the process of arriving at this point Hegel betrays 
the higher dialectical insights he had already acquired. For h1s general 
practice was to start with a dynamic contradiction which he would 
resolve in that unity and contradiction characteristic of him, i.e. a resol
ution of the contradiction which followed from the dialectics of the 
matter itself to higher levels of contradiction and synthesis. Here, in con
trast, the movement proceeds in the opposite direction: from unity via 
difference and back to unity. That being the case, it is inevitable that the 
synthesis should be of the Schellingian sort, i.e. that the contradictions 
should be wholly obliterated. However, the method is not entirely 
explicable in terms of Schelling 's influence. It is rather an unavoidable 
consequence of the contradictions in Hegel's own view of society. We 
have already discussed the cross-currents in that view and we shall later 
see them at work in more detail. But we have also seen their ultimate 
inefficacy and our analysis of 'externalization' in The Phenomenology of 
Mind will show us that we are faced with a fundamental contradiction of 
Hegel's enure philosophy, one which he could never overcome without 
at the same time breaking free from the conceptual framework of objec
tive idealism as such. As we know, this was simply not possible. 

Hegel's 
greatness 

lay in his ability to carve out great areas of experience 

where 
his 

more realistic impulses could be given a relatively free rein. 
Hegel's development in Jena was one in which, within the overall 

conception of 'ethical life', objective, historical and economic aspects of 
life were given more and more emphasis at the expense of the merely 
moral. In the System of Ethics the importance of morality was still para
mount. Proceeding from the unity of the people, Hegel deduces the dif
ferent estates which are distinguished in terms of different stages of 
virtue. Hegel conducts this argument in this way: 
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'The people as an organic totality is the absolute indifference of all the 
determinate aspects of practical and ethical existence. Their phases are 
the form of identity, of indifference, then of difference, and finally of 
absolute, living indifference; and none of these phases is an ab
straction, but all are reality. The concept of ethical life lies in its objec
tivity, in the annulment of individuality . . . .  Ethical power 1s 
articulated within this perfect totality by the estates, and the principle 
of each is a determinate form of ethical existence . . . .  Thus there is an 
estate of absolute free ethical existence, an estate of rectitude and an 
estate of unfree or natural ethical life. '4 

The general progression from unity via difference and back to unity is 
clearly visable, as is the fact that the distinctions between the estates are 
distinctwns in the unified ethical life of the people, a hierarchy of virtues 
in effect. The economic and social distinctlons between the estates thus 
come to represent adequate fields of activity for these virtues. 

Thus Hegel's argument proceeds from above to below, i.e. from the 
universal class to the class where a merely natural ethical existence holds 
sway, whereas the most mature outline of the social structure in Jena, the 
Lectures of 1 805--6, advances in the opposite direction, from the 'con
crete' labour of the peasant, via the increasing levels of abstraction in the 
middle classes, up to the highest universality of the upper class. It would 
be a mistake to see the distinction as something purely external or 
formal. For the road from below to above enshrines Hegel's impulse to 
greater realism, to a much more 'economic' view of the character of the 
different estates. And it is not just by chance that this more realistic and 
dialectical approach cannot be achieved with Schelling's conceptual 
system, even though it proved to be the perfect vehicle for the outline 
presented in the System of Ethics. The road from below to above is a pre
figuration, an anticipation of the phenomenological method: the auth
entic Hegelian presentation of the nature of the spirit culminates in his 
view of it as a dialectical process of self-creation and self-discovery in 
the objects created. If the spirit is conceived as a result of a dialectical 
process it can only be presented in terms of a progression from below to 
above, whereas the deductive process from above to below has a pro
found affinity with Schelling's method of annulling contradictions in 
the static unity of intellectual intuition. 

We have described the class structure outlined in the System of Ethics as 
essentially a hierarchy of virtues, but it is to be hoped that the reader will 
not be misled into thinking Hegel has drawn any nearer to an ethics on 
the lines of Kant and Fichte. For Hegel does not think of these virtues as 
abstract or formal in the least; they are by no means a mere 'ought' for a 
moral subjectivity. They are, on the contrary, the concrete totalities of 
social determinations within the concrete totality of society as a whole. 
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If we are to look back in history for models which anticipate Hegel 
here, we shall find them not in Kant and Fichte, but in the social philo
sophers of the Enlightenment, such as Montesquieu. Montesquieu's 
theory of the state makes a distinction between virtues and vices along 
socio-historical lines by arguing that under a monarchy the virtues 
which can and must have a positive social function are quite distinct from 
those which might have that effect in a republic. Hegel recognized the 
affinities between himself and Montesquieu quite clearly. In the essay on 
Natural Law, written a short while later, he remarked: 

'It must be recognized how all the parts of the constitution and of the 
legislature, and how all the manifestations of ethical relations are ut
terly determined by the whole, and form an edif1ce in which no ele
ment whether structural or decorative existed a priori, but where each 
became what it is by virtue of the whole and remains subject to it. It is 
in this sense that Montesquieu based his immortal work on his idea of 
the individuality and the character of the nations . . . . '5 

It is clear that the affinity is purely one of method, although, having said 
that, the parallel is far-reaching enough. And we see here, too, as in 
many other areas, that in his efforts to overcome the abstract character of 
subjective idealism Hegel has recourse to the methodological heritage of 
the great empiricists and realists of the Enlightenment. 

Of course, this raises a new problem for him, a new contradiction in 
his conception of praxis. The social differentiation of morality was socio
historical fact for Montesquieu, one which he simply noted and 
analysed. Hegel, however, finds himself confronting the following 
dilemma: on the one hand, the concrete totality of socio-historical deter
minations (both in the objective realm of moral activity and in their sub
jective determinacy) is the method designed to overcome the more 
abstract subjectivity of the morality of Kant and Fichte. It is this con
creteness, this socio-historical unity of the subjective and objective prin
ciples of morality that he opposes to the would-be sublimity of the 
abstract 'ought', the vacuous categorical imperative ofKant and Fichre . 
On the other hand, he finds it impossible to leave the matter there with 
moral values neatly assigned to particular places in the class structure. His 
road leads him mto an impenetrable tangle of s_ontradictions. For if his 
social philosophy were to culminate in the idea that the highest virtue, 
the highest level of consciousness attainable by each person, can only be 
that appropriate to his class, then he would be compelled to recognize 
that class antagonisms are the foundation of society-an idea which, as 
we have seen, necessarily lay beyond his horizon. 

Moreover, simply to have asserted the fact of differentiation and to 
have left matters there would also have been inexcusably superftcial. So
ciety always constitutes an objective unity, albeit a dynamic, contradic-
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tory one, and Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin always placed the greatest 
emphasis on the implications of this for the formation of consciousness. 
Only in vulgar sociology do the individual classes constitute 'window
less monads' . For all sorts of reason then, Hegel was compelled both to 
regard the concrete differentiation of the virtues according to class as an 
essential principle of reality, and also to think of the principle as some
thing that would be transcended in the higher unity. The contradictions 
flowing from this dilemma will frequently occupy our attention in our 
further discussions. 

Hegel's analysis of the various classes remains basically stable even 
though he keeps refining on them, particularly as far as their economic 
characteristics are concerned. We shall therefore follow the account 
given in the Lectures of I 8os-(), since that is the most developed one. On 
the other hand, his method of analysing the structure of society is more 
interesting. Hegel never again returned to that deduction from 'above' 
to which we have referred here. Obviously, his experiment with 
Schelling's conceptual system did not satisfy him. 

The essay on Natural Law which followed close on the heels of the 
System of Ethics applied a radically different method: an historical one. 
Hegel takes the world of antiquity and its collapse as his starting-point 
and attempts to deduce from its development the three estates of modern 
society, of which he had already spoken in the earlier work. In many 
respects these historical observations are reminiscent of the philosophy of 
history of his earliest writings, but it is just at this point that we can see 
the extent of the change in his views. 

Hegel's analysis concentrates on the first two estates. It is true that 
slavery does enter into his discussiOns of antiquity and the peasantry is 
occasionally mentioned also. But these are appendages which are not 
properly incorporated into the dialectic. What Hegel finds important is 
the opposition between freemen and bondsmen, and in antiquity, be
tween the citizens of the polis and those whose task it IS to provide ma
terial support for the freemen who live in politics and war. Thus the 
image of antiquity corresponds largely to the idea he had formed in his 
earliest youth. The only difference is that Hegel now depicts the materi
al, economic foundations on which the freedom, the free political 
acti':Ity of the Citizen of t�e polis, is based. 

The account of the decline of antiquity also contains certain similari
ties to Hegel's earlier ideas. It is interesting to see that Gibbon is his his
torical source both now and then. Moreover, his general conclusions 
now are closely similar to his earlier ones, and m particular he attributes 
the decline of antiguity to the triumph of private life over public. The 
difference now is that, hitherto, Hegel had regarded this victory of the 
private only as something negative, as pure degeneration; whereas now 
he formulates the change in this way: 
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'With the loss of absolute ethics and the debasement of the class of 
nobles, the two previously existing separate classes have become 
equal. . . .  The necessary triumph of the principle of formal unity and 
equality has done away with the true inner distinction between the 
classes . . . .  The principle of universality and equality had to take pos
session of the whole in such a way as to replace the particular classes 
with a mixture of the two. Beneath the law of formal unity what has 
really happened is that this mixture has annulled the first class and 
made the second class into the sole class of the nation. '6 

We see here the _prototype of the philosophy of history contained in 
The Phenomenology of Mind where the decline of classical democracy 
under the Roman Empire becomes the foundation of the 'rule of law', 
the birth of the abstract juridical 'person'. Through the mediation of 
Christianity which now begins to make itself felt, this state of affairs 
gives rise to modern civil society, society based on the principle of indi
viduality, the society of the bourgeois. Hegel regards this development 
as utterly inexorable. And even though this sooety ought not to achieve 
absolute supremacy, it must be allowed to grow to its fullest extent: 

'This system of property and law which for the sake of singulanty sac
rifices the absolute and eternal in favour of the finite and formal, must 
be detached and separated off from the estate of nobles and con
stituted into an estate of its own where it may expand to its fullest 
extent . . .  if this system must both develop itself and destroy that free 
ethical life wherever it mingles with its institutions and is not separ
ated from them and their consequences, then it must be accepted con
sciously, its right should be acknowledged, it should be barred from 
the estate of nobles and assigned an estate, a realm of its own where it 
may establish itself and develop its own full activity through ns own 
confusion and the abolition of that confusion. "'  

This argument culminates in the proclamation of the economic 
dominion and the 'political nullity' of the bourgeois and it represents the 
clearest and frankest statement yet of Hegel's Jena philosophy of history. 
The profound contradictions that emerge from such a view of contem
porary society arc explored by Hegel in Chapter 8 which deals with 
'Tragedy and Comedy in the realm of the ethical' .  We shall postpone 
our own examination of these problems until then. For the time being 
we shall confine ourselves to a short description of Hegel's view of so
ciety. It is, to put it briefly, the social theory of the Napoleonic Age: it is 
the systematic expression of the illusions which Hegel cherished about 
the age. Their social import was roughly this: everything for the bour
geoisie in the economic sphere, but nothing for the bourgeoisie m the 
realm of politics and above all in the world-histoncal role of the nation, 
something which expresses itself primarily in war. 
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It is a very striking feature of the Jena period that war should be 
allotted such a crucial role. This had been prepared for as early as the 
essay on the German Constitution: the analysis of Germany's internal 
decay was designed to explain why the nation had become incapable of 
defending itself whereas the other mode of defeating feudalism had 
transformed France into a great military power. (We may recollect 
Hegel's early notes about the difference between the armies of the ancien 
regime and the Revolution, p. 44-5 .) This emphasis on war is maintained 
throughout the Jena reflections on social philosophy. 

It is only from this angle that we can begin to understand what Hegel 
meant by the 'class of nobles', the 'universal class' .  This is the name given 
to the new, dominant military stratum that came to the fore in France 
after the Revolution and formed a new nobility under Napoleon. 
Rosenzweig and other more recent scholars of Hegel entirely distort the 
facts by imagining that Hegel has the traditional nobility in mind here. 
The dominance of singularity in modern soci!!ty, the self-creation of the 
individual who has 'alienated' or 'externalized' himself cuts the ground 
from beneath the feet of the hereditary nobility. Hegel does speak, it is 
true, of a hereditary monarch in the Lectures of I 8os--Q, and he thinks of 
the person and family of the monarch as something 'natural' , but he 
makes an exception for the monarch alone. 

'Other i_ndividuals have value only to the extent to which they are "externa
lized" and cultivated beings, as what they have made of themselves. '8 

This view is in line with the idea which pervades all the Jena writings 
that courage, the readiness to lay down one's life for one's country, is not 
just the highest of all virtues, but in practice the only one which can tran
scend particularity, the only one in which the concrete universality of 
the life of the nation can be realized in the single individual. 

This conception of the first estate is buttressed by a philosophy of his
tory which maintains that a constant, unmterrupted peace must lead to 
degeneration, trivialization and the collapse of civil society. In The 
Phenomenology of Mind we can fmd the most extreme formulation of this 
position: 

'In order not to let [individuals] become rooted and settled in this iso
lation and thus break up the whole into fragments causing the 
common spirit to evaporate, government has from time to time to 
shake them to the very centre by war. By this means it confounds the 
order that has been established and arranged, and violates the right to 
independence, while the individuals (who, being absorbed therein, 
come adri.ft from the whole, though striving after inviolable self
existence and personal security) , are made, by the task thus imposed on 
them by government, to feel the power of their lord and master, 
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death. By thus breaking up the form of ftxed stability, spirit guards 
the ethical order from sinking into merely natural existence, preserves 
the self of which it is conscious, and raises that self to the level of free
dom and its own powers. 19 
To grasp the real historical sources of this attitude it is sufficient to 

recall Marx's description of the Napoleonic era for this makes it quite 
dear that what Hegel did was to express the essence of that age in philo
sophical terms (together with all the misconceptions that were only to be 
expected from a man writing from the point of view of German ideal
ism).  Marx writes: 

'Napoleon represented the last struggle of revolutionary terrorism 
against civil society and its policy, which was likewise established by 
the Revolution. Certainly Napoleon already understood the nature 
of the modern state; he recognized that it was based on the free devel
opment of civil society, on the free play of private interests, etc. He 
decided to acknowledge this basis and to 

protect 
it. He was not a 

visionary revolutionary. But Napoleon 
still 

regarded the state as an 
end in itself, and civil society only as a treasurer, a subordinate who was 
allowed to have no will of his own. He practised terrorism by substi
tuting permanent war for permanent revolution. He satisfied to the full 
French national egoism, but he demanded in return the sacrifice of 
civil affairs, pleasure, wealth, etc . ,  every time the political aim of con
quest required it. 'lo 

It is on foundations such as these that Hegel arrives at the final and 
most mature statement of his views on the structure of civil society in the 
Lectures of 1 805-6. As we have already .emphasized, the dialectical 
movement proceeds upwards from below, from the particular to the 
general. He attempts to depict the spirit in movement and to portray its 
structure as the product of that self-movement. The class structure is, as it 
were, a phenomenological process in the course of which spirit discovers 
itself. Within Hegel's Jena philosophy this is the most concrete and most 
emphatically economic analysis of the stratification of society into 
estates. The lacunae and fiSSures in his argument are correspondingly 
more overt here than anywhere. At the same time, we can also begin to 
see why Hegel's conception of ethics and its concrete manifestation in 
the class structure does not portend the final self-discovery of the spirit, 
but gives us instead the dialectical odyssey of spirit through society and 
the state. It is no accident that in these lectures we find for the first time 
that Hegel has introduced art, religion and philosophy as representing 
the highest phase of spirit, the phase he would later call absolute spirit. At 
least, the substance of this concept is already there, and also its problem
atic nature, even though the term is not yet employed. 
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The theoretical development of the estates and the subsequent advance 
of the spirit to the stage beyond is described by Hegel in these terms: 

'Three things must now be demonstrated: First, the members of the 
whole, the hard external organization and its entrails, the powers 
they possess; second, the outlook of each estate, its self-consciousness, 
its being as pure knowing: immediate amputation from existence, the 
spirit's knowledge of its member as such, and elevation above it; the 
former, ethical life, the latter, morality. Third, religion. The first is 
spiritual nature at liberty; the second is its knowledge of itself as knowl
edge; the third, spirit knowing itself as absolute spirit, religion.-The 
estate and the spirit of the estate,-this determinate spirit is what act
ually develops from barbaric trust and labour on towards absolute 
spirit's knowledge of itself. It is at first the life of a people in general. 
From this it must struggle free . . . .  The spirit which knows all reality 
and essence as itself contemplates itself, is its own object; or it is an 
existent organism. It forms its consciousness. It is as yet only true 
spirit, in itself. In every estate it has a distinct task, knowledge of its 
existence and activity in it, and a particular concept, knowledge of its 
essence. Both must partly separate and partly join together. 'll 

We can see here the problem of which we spoke earlier: the necessity 
for Hegel to rise above society, to establish the realm of absolute spirit in 
which the authentic self-discovery of mind would be consummated. 
Hegel is more or less clear in his mind about the complicated dialectics of 
this procedure. That he is well aware of the ramifications of the relation 
of the individual to modern civil society is shown by the fact that he 
builds the sphere of individual moral attitudes, the sphere of 'morality' 
into the social system (even though the movement of morality constantly 
aspires to a supra-social status) and assigns to morality a place m one sense 
above society, and in another sense below it (because of its abstract 
nature) . (The dialectics of this are not fmally worked out until the Philo
sophy of Right. Only there does it appear as the sphere of negation and dif
ference which dialectically links the abstract system of mere 'right' with 
the conc;;rete totality of the ethical life of the people. )  

But even the most elaborate statement of this dialectic does not bring 
Hegel any nearer to a solution to the problem. In the later system, too, 
the absolute realm of art, religion and philosophy is placed higher than 
society, the realm of objective spirit. In the Lectures under discussion 
Hegel reveals one of the chief motives for this further progress of the 
spirit. As he has just informed us, spirit in a perfect society is still only 
spirit in itself. That is to say: it has divided up into its various moments 
(the estates) . In themselves these form a unity; but this unity is not yet 
conscious of itself, i.e. it docs not yet exist for itself; 1t has not yet con-
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sciously become incarnate in the consciousness of a single individual. 
The dialectic of morality and ethical life contains the imperative which 
insists that the individual moral consciousness (which must necessarily be 
abstract) can only find fulfilment when concretely incarnate in ethical 
life. (i.e. in the outlook of the estate to which the individual belongs by 
his own choice and achievement.) Hence a further progress beyond 
estates-consciousness, an estates-consciousness that preserves while it 
annuls, is possible for Hegel only in a religious form. On this point he 
writes as follows in the same Lectures: 

'In religion everyone rises to a view of himself as a universal self. His 
nature, his estate Jades like a dream, like a distant island gleaming like a 
haze of mist on the edge of the horizon. He is the equal of princes. His 
knowledge is of himself, as spirit; before God he is the equal of 
anyone. We see the externalization of his entire realm, his entire 
existing world-not the externalization which is only form, culture 
and whose content is once again the sens�ous world, but the umversal 
externalization of reality as a whole; this externalization restores 
reality to itself as something perfect. '�2 

In this passage we can plainly see one of the motifs that has become in
dispensable in Hegel's system as a result of the importance conferred on 
religion, and specifically on Christianity. It is no less plain that this motif 
is by no means religious in nature. The realization of a state in which 
spirit exists for itself, its elevation above the divis10n of society into 
estates each with its own sharply distinct point of view, can only be an
nulled in the Hegelian sense, i.e. preserved at the same time as it 1s an
nulled, if a concept of complete equality can be discovered, with the aid 
of which spirit really can recognize itself. But ( r ) the inequality of 
wealth in capitalist society is an irremovable datum; it is indeed the econ
omic foundation for that development of individuality which he con
siders the principle that renders the modern age superior to that of 
antiquity. (2) Hegel can have no conception of a state of affairs in which 
men might be truly equal. ( 3 )  his anti-democratic beliefs prevent him 
from sharing the illusions of the radical democrats at the time of the 
French Revolution. Finally, (4) he 1s willing to recognize the bour
geoisie as the representative class of the modern economic development, 
but he steadfastly refuses to adjudge them, their existence and con
sciousness, the crowning point of the entire history of man. For all these 
reasons no concept of equality remains available to Hegel but that of the 
equality of all men before God. 

We shall later consider Hegel's tense and ambivalent relationship with 
Christianity at length in our discussion of the Phenomenology. At this 
point it was only necessary to draw attention to the important social 
impulse at work here. And in this context it is perhaps not without inter-
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est to note Napoleon's views on Christianity, for these contain defmite 
parallels with Hegel's attitudes. Of course, the affinity operates at an ab
stract level: Napoleon was himself the leading figure in the great drama 
of the age; he put into action the deeds whose philosophical essence 
Hegel attempted to elucidate. For this reason, his attitude to Christianity 
could be expressed with a much more overt cynicism. It was enough for 
him to open the churches, to conclude a Concordat with the Pope, to 
have the Pope crown him Emperor and so on. At the same time he could 
freely express his own personal opinion about religion with the greatest 
cynicism. However, when Hegel attempted to reproduce the movement 
ofhistory and the illusions it necessarily engenders, he was bound to take 
up a positive stance towards religion. Privately, there were indications 
enough that he also shared some ofN apoleon 's cynicism and these can be 
found not only in private utterances which we shall quote in their proper 
place, but also, if involuntarily, in his entire dialectical analysis of 
religion itself. 

With all these reservations Napoleon's explicit views can undoubt-
edly throw light on Hegel's view of religion. He says: 

'As far as I am concerned, I see in religion not the mystery of incarna
tion, but the mystery of the social order. It connects the idea of equa
lity with Heaven and so prevents the rich from being slaughtered by 
the poor. . . .  Society cannot survive without inequality of wealth, 
and inequality of wealth cannot endure without religion. 'IJ 

Hegel's Lectures of I 8os-<> analyse the system of estates in a 'phenom
enological' fashion. The estates represent what might be called the divi
sion oflabour of objective spirit and they represent the different stages in 
the journey of spirit to its consciousness of itself. For this reason Hegel 
starts with the peasantry, since that is the class closest to a state of nature. 
We can see once 

again 
the high level of Hegel's understanding of econ

omics in the fact 
that 

he looks for the essential distinction between the 
peasantry and the middle class in the different character of the work they 
perform. He contrasts the concrete labour of the peasant with the ab
stract labour involved in trade and industry and realizes that the explana
tion for this is that the peasant works to supply his own needs and not for 
the market. (Here, of course, we can again see how Hegel translates the 
ideas of the English economists into German. Since he has only read 
about farmers who pay ground-rent and produce for the market, and has 
never seen them in the flesh, he ignores their existence in his analysis.) 

'The peasantry is, therefore the unindividuated trust that has its indivi
duality in that unconscious individual, the earth. As a labourer the peasant 
does not perform abstract labour but instead he provides for most or 
all of his wants; in the same way his labour is only inwardly con
nected with his activlty. The context ofhis purpose and its realization 
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is the unconscious, nature; he ploughs, sows, but it is God who makes 
things prosper and provides the seasons and the trust that what he has 
put in the ground will grow of itself. The activity is subterranean. '�4 
Thus in Hegel's eyes the peasantry is the coarse and unconscious foun-

dation of civil society. Just as he pays no heed to changes in the English 
peasantry, so too the solution to the peasant problem 

produced 
by the 

French Revolution apparently made no impression on 
him. 

He has eyes 
only for the retrograde peasantry of Germany. 

This is all the more striking as his view of society requires that the 
peasantry should form the 

great 
mass of the army and we have already 

seen that he devoted much 
thought 

to the army and 

pondered 
in 

particular on the social roots of the superiority of the 
revolutionary and 

Napo
leonic army. But his distrust of every mass movement 

from 
below 

obscured his vision. However bluntly he rebuts the claims of the surviv
ing remnants of feudalism in Germany, however unreservedly he ac
knowledges the superiority of revolutionary France, the people never 
quite cease to be an aggregate of pre-revolutionary German philistines in 
his eyes. The army-whose significance for his 

theory 

ofhistory and so
ciety we have seen-is no 'people in arms'; the 

middle 
class only makes 

material sacrifices in war, the 

peasants 
are mere cannon-fodder ,-it is all 

as it was in the wars of the 
old 

feudal absolutism. The reflection of the 
German misere in his philosophy distorts his Napoleonic visi·on and 
reduces it to German philistinism. 

In harmony with this view Hegel can see in a possible peasant uprising 
nothing but: 

'a mad, blind, phenomenon . . .  a flood which only destroys; at best it 
leaves a fertile marsh behind it, but otherwise it just recedes without 
achieving anything. 'Is 

Raised above the peasantry is the estate of abstract labour, of trade and 
law, the bourgeoisie. We are already familiar with Hegel's analysis of its 
«onomic significance: it is the realm of contingency which attains 
necessity by developing its own autonomous laws. The German charac
ter of Hegel's social 

philosophy 
can be seen clearly in the chieffeature of 

the outlook �f this 
class: 

its rectitude. Evidently, Hegel was thinking of 
the German philistine rather than the English capitalist. We know from 
his account of the economic situation that the merchant is the highest 
representative of this class. 

This is interesting and characteristic of his dominant phenom
enological tendency to proceed from the lower to the higher and to 
derive the general from the particular: the middle class ends with the 
merchant and the account of the universal class begins with the man of 
affairs and advances via the scholar to its climatic point: the soldier. The 
method involves a progression from the particular to the general. Hegel 
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says quite explicitly evidently referring to peasants and bourgeois: 

'The lower classes or those whose object and consciousness lies in the 
particular. '1& 

He then accomplishes the transition in the following manner: 

'The public class works for the state. The spirit has raised itself to the 
universal level in the man of affairs . But his labour is ve-ry divided, 
abstract, mechanical. It doubtless serves the universal immediately, 
but in a limited and fixed manner, whi<;h he cannot alter . . .  He raises 
the determinate universal to knowledge of the universal . . .  The 
spirit has raised him above his actual character [as man of affairs] . The 
authentic man of affairs is in part also a scholar. '1? 

Artificial though this is in parts, its superiority to the arguments of the 
System of Ethics is very plain. And if we do accept Hegel's premises, there 
really is a gradual development from the particular to the universal in 
which the crucial role is played by abstract labour, the unconscious self
transformation of every individual labour and every individual econ
omic activity under capitalism into a social, universal activity. In short, if 
we accept his premises we may allow that there Is a real understanding of 
the structure of modern civil society. 

But this is true at best only to the stage of the man of affairs. The transi
tion from there to the scholar is already artificial and strained. Hegel 
himself seems disinclined to regard the class of scholars as the social incar
nation of true universality of thought, as the self-knowledge of objective 
spirit. He remarks dryly : 

The scholar's prime concern is vanity of self. '18 And from the scholar 
to the soldier there is no real transition at all: the soldier stands at the apex 
of society for a variety of reasons which we have already mentioned. But 
they have nothing to do with the economic, phenomenological move
ment from particular to universal. 

We observe, then, that although Hegel has made the greatest efforts to · 
provide an analysis of the estates-structure in economic terms. a not 
unimportant part of it is entirely spurious. The difftculties he encoun
tered are only partly connected with those aspects of his view of society 
with which we are already familiar. There is a further facet of his econ
omics that we must also consider briefly. 

At issue is the decisive importance Hegel assigns to the juridical con
cept of'recognition' within his economics. Thanks to this concept alone 
certain categories are elevated to the true dignity of economic categor
ies; in other cases he establishes distinctions of no economic importance, 
but he lays great stress on them because they illustrate the principle of 
'recognition' so vividly. Thus he makes an important distinction be
tween possession and property: 
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'A possession contains the contradiction that a thing as such is univer
sal and yet it exists as the possession of a single person. This contradic
tion is resolved by consciousness which posits it as the opposite of 
itself; when recognized, it is both single possession and something 
universal, for in this single possession all possess . . .  My possession has 
acquired the form of consciousness; it is defmed as my possession; but 
as property it pertains not just to me alone, but is universal. '�9 
Here we have an ingenious, almost scholastically tortuous argument to 

justify the juridical duplication of economic life. Hegel's aim is not just 
to reformulate economic categories in juridical terms, to raise them 
above mere economics in his conceptual scheme, but to quarry a new 
content from the juridical form. He proceeds in similar fashion to argue 
that a contract is a higher form of exchange. 

'This knowledge is expressed in the contract. It is the same as exchange, 
but it is ideal exchange: (a) I give nothing away, I externalize 
nothing, I give nothing but my word, language, that I wish to externa
lize myself; (b) the other does likewise. This externalization of mine is 
also his will; he is satisfied ifl give this to him, (c) It is also his externa
lization, it is our common will; my 

externalization is mediated by his. I 

only wish to externalize myself, because he wishes to externalize him

self, because his negative becomes my positive. There is an exchange of 
declarations, not objects, but it is as valid as the exchange of objects. 
Both acknowledge the will of the other as such.-The will has 
returned to its own concept. 'JJ 
The over-valuation of juridical principles in the sphere of economics 

does not imply any approximation to the rather different over
estimation of the same thing in Kant and Fichte, even though the ten
dency is closely linked with the philosophical idealism common to them 
all. With Fichte, in particular, it is connected with his mistaken belief 
that until the rule of pure morality had arrived, the social life of man 
could be guided towards morality by laws and regulations. We know 
how Hegel ridiculed this idea. He always regarded the facts of society 
and economics as the true powers of life and it did not occur to him to 
violate them with some concept or other. For in his view the force and 
dignity of the concept manifests itself most clearly in these very facts of 
life as life itselfhas moulded them. 

What drives Hegel in this direction are two motifs of philosophical 
idealism. First, we see here a general tendency of the whole agt:. In the 
course of some comments on civil society contemporary with the Feuer
bach Theses, Marx talks about the origin of the modern state in the 
French Revolution: 

'The self-conceit of the political sphere . . .  all elements exist in dupli
cate form, as civic elements and (those of) the state. 'll 
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This duplication which can be seen most strikingly in the doubling of 
man as bourgeois and as citoyen, occurs in Hegel as a division of economic 
categories into economic and juridical ones. But the great importance of 
this process, the central position occupied at times by 'recognition' is 
connected with the specific character ofhis entire philosophy. 

We have already made mention of the category of'externalization' in 
the context of Hegel's discussion of economic problems. A detailed 
analysis of the concept must be delayed until we come to the Phenom
enology. All we can do here is to investigate 'recognition' in its re
lationship to the purely economic concept of ' externalization' of which 
it is a higher form. In the Lectures of r 8os� where he discusses the tran
sition from a state of nature to a state oflaw, he writes as follows: 

'Right is the relation of the person in his behaviour towards others, it 
is the universal element of his free existence, or, in other words, the 
defmition, limitation of his empty freedom. I have no need to excogi
tate this relation or limitation myself, for the object itself creates the 
right, i.e. the relation of recognition.-lo. the act of recognition, the self 
ceases to be a single thing; it becomes part of right in recognition, i.e. 
it ceases to be simply immediate existence. The object so recognized is 
recognized as immediately valid, thanks to its existence, but this exist
ence is produced by the concept; it is existence recognized. Man neces
sarily recognizes and receives recognition. This necessity is his own, 
not that of our thought in opposition to the content. As recognition 
he is movement and precisely this movement annuls his natural state : 
he is recognition; the natural only is, it has nothing of the spirit about 
it. >z2 

These observations are very remarkable for the light they throw on 
the conflicting tendencies at work within him. Formally, they are highly 
objectivistic since they deduce all the determinations of right from the 
movement of the object itself, rather than from the nature of thought. 
Thought for Hegel in this passage is only the intellectual reflection of the 
movement of the real determinations in the object. The content of the 
same passage, however, tend� in the opposite direction. The analysis of 
'externalization' is momentous firstly because it is the first time in the his
tory of philosophy that anyone has made the attempt to analyse what 
Marx would later call the fetishism of the commodity, and to use that 

analysis as a basis from which to explore society as a whole by dissolving 
the fetishized object-forms of society into a dynamic complex of re
lations between human beings. It is important, secondly, because Hegel 
is not unaware that the various forms of fetishization are not all on the 
same plane; he realizes that there is a hierarchy of fetishized objects, 
objects which are fetishes to a greater or lesser degree. 

We have already seen this aspect of Hegel 's thought at work when he 
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describes such a hierarchy of ever higher forms of 'externalization' be
ginning with labour, the product of labour, exchange and trade, and 
finally ending in money. Even then the idealistic tendency to turn 
everything upside down was very much in evidence. Hegel sees, quite 
correctly, that trade and, above all, money are higher forms of 'externa
lization' than, e.g., simple production. Thus far he is in agreement with 
Marx's materialistic position. But whereas Marx regards the simplest 
form of fetishism, namely the commodity, as the key to the more com
plex and more highly fetishized forms of society, Hegel proceeds in the 
opposite direction. (In our detailed analysis of the Phenomenology we shall 
argue that the economic origin of Hegel's error here lies in his one-sided 
conception oflabour, of man's economic activities.) In Hegel's eyes the 
'externalization' of spirit and the ultimate retraction of that 'externaliza
tion ' is the only road to the creation of reality by spirit and consequently 
also to the intellectual reproduction of that reality by cognition. For this 
reason the higher forms of fetishism are not higher in the sense that they 
are increasingly remote from the real object, i.e. that they are increas
ingly empty and hollow ( cf. Marx on money) . On the contrary, it is this 
process that converts them into authentically higher forms of'externali
zation ', namely pure forms of spirit, forms on the road back to spirit, 
forms which come closer to the revoking of 'externalization' by the 
spirit and the transformation of substance into subject, than the more pri
mitive, more fundamental aspects of 'externalization' which are nearer 
to the material processes of economics. 

This explains why it was methodologically necessary for Hegel to put 
law above economics. Whereas historical materialism regards the 
'higher' fetishism oflaw as a proof of its secondary, derivative character, 
for Hegel the opposite is the case: the transformation of economic into 
juridical categories represents a higher, more spiritual form of' externali
zation', a force closer to the realm of spirit. According to Hegel the 
recognized existence of law is actually created from the concept, 
whereas a merely economic object remains nearer to nature, at the level 
of unconscious being-in-itself. This argument is in a state of constant 
interaction with the view discussed earlier of the unity of the people in 
the state. Each reinforces the other and this helps to explam why those 
elements in Hegel which might have brought him to a true under
standing of fetishism could never gain the upper hand, even though he 
often came close to it (as in his analysis of money, for instance, on p. 3 36, 
where he argues that it is both an actual thing and also the ego, or self, i.e. 
a relation between men). 

This complex inner conflict which always ends with the victory of the 
mystifications of objective idealism, has consequences of two kinds. As 
Marx pointed out: 
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' . . .  there is already latent in the Phenomenology as a germ, a poten
tiality, a secret, the uncritical positivism and the equally uncritical idealism 
of Hegel's later works--that_ philosophical dissolution and restora
tion of the existing empirical world. 'Zl 

From this defeat of realism two consequences follow: the first is the 
uncritical idealism which we have seen repeatedly, most recently in the 
inverted relationship of law and economics. The second is that Hegel 
simply introduces into his system crude empirical matter whose real 
social and 

philosophical 
universality he cannot discover, he incorporates 

it just as it is, 
and 
then 'deduces' its necessity by means of a pseudo

intellectual process of abstraction. 
It is no accident that such categories are mostly described as 'natural' .  

Hegel himself senses that he has not really deduced them from the actual 
social reality and since he often has accurate and profound intuitions into 
the relation of society to its foundation in nature it is tempting to have 
recourse to nature in difficult cases and to mystify the inexplicable by 
calling it 'natural '. In his critique of Hegel's philosophy of right Marx 
keeps coming back to 'this inevitable lapse from empiricism into specula
tion and from speculation back to empiricism' .  We quote the passage 
about the monarch because, as we have seen, the deduction of the heredi
tary monarchy from 'nature' was a prominent feature of the Lectures of 
I 8os-<>. Marx writes: 

'In this way too the impression of mystiCtJl profundity is created. It is a 
vulgar truth that man was born; and that an existence posited by 
physical birth should become a social man, right up to the rank of citi
zen; through his birth man is all that he becomes. But it is very pro
found, it is really very striking that the idea of the state was 
immediately born, and that it gave birth to its empirical existence 
through the birth of the ruler. This idea has no new substance, all that 
is altered is the form of the old substance. It has acquired a philo
sophical form, a philosophical warrant. '1.4 

When we look at Hegel's deductive argument about the hereditary 
monarch in the Lectures of 1 805--6 in the light of this criticism we see 
how unerringly Marx has fixed on the spurious profundity in Hegel's 
'uncritical positivism'. Hegel says of the monarch: 

'The free universal is the point where individuality appears; the latter 
so free from the knowledge of all, is not constituted as individual by 
them, but as one extreme of government it is immediate and natural: it 
is the hereditary monarch. He is the firm immediate nodal point, 
binding all. . . .  fluidity, he is immediate, natural. He alone is the 
natural, i.e. it is here that nature has found refuge . . .  . '  
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Arguments of this sort can be found everywhere m Hegel and we shall 
have occasion to disentangle the rights and wrongs of his view of the 
'natural' .  For the time being we may confine ourselves to this example 
which has a particular interest for us over and above its general impli
cations for his methodology as a whole. Up to now we have considered 
only one of the two flaws in Hegel's analysis of society to which we 
earlier made reference (p. 3 70) , viz. his failure to relate the class-structure 
to the economy. We now find ourselves facing the second flaw: his fail
ure to relate the class-structure to the government. 

Hegel's philosophical analysis of the different classes progresses from 
the particular to the general. Once he has reached the universality of the 
upper class Hegel faces the problem of distinguishing between it and the 
government. Obviously, this is not just a philosophical or epistemologi
cal technicality. On the contrary, it is a question of the class character of 
society. And the internal conflict of opposing tendencies in his philo
sophy is mirrored very precisely in his hesitations on this issue. Of 
course, there is no question of Hegel's arriving at a real understanding of 
the class character of the state. This is precluded from the start by his 
view of the ultimate unity of society, which we have already discussed 
at length. 

But even allowing for that we still discover in Hegel a dual tendency 
which reflects the objective contradiction m the Napoleonic solution 
to the problems of modern society posed by the French Revolution. 
Admittedly, this reflection is distorted by Hegel's special position as a 
German, and as one, moreover, who sets out to idealize that solution. 
On the one hand, he tends to identify the upper class (i.e. the Napo
leonic military nobility) with the government and the state. This ob
jectively expresses the character of Napoleon's military dictatorship 
and Hegel's enthusiastic support of the heroic glory of France created 
by Napoleon. On the other hand, Napoleonic government was not 
just a military dictatorship in the abstract, but one which came into 
being in the specific circumstances of post-revolutionary France, i.e. 
one which had the task of defending the ideas and values of the French 
Revolution, (its bourgeois heritage in short) against attempts to restore 
feudal absolutism and to advance the revolution in the direction of 
further democracy. 

In the System of Ethics Hegel frankly expresses this contradiction. 
Writing about the government, he says: 

'It appears to be the very first estate because it represents absolute po
tentiality to the others, the-reality of absolute ethical existence and the 
truly intuited spirit of the others-while all the other estates remain 
in the realm of the particular. But it too is estate against estate, and 
there must be something higher still than it and its difference vis-a-vis 
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the others . . . .  The movement of the first estate as against the others is 
incorporated in the concept by the realization that both have reality, 
both are limited and the empirical freedom of each is annulled; this 
absolutejreservation of all the estates must be the supreme govern
ment an it may not by definition be conferred on a single estate, 
since it is the identity of all. It must therefore comprise all those who 
have given up actual existence in an estate and who live simply in the 
sphere of the ideal, namely the elders and the priests, who are in fact 
one. '25 

Here too, then, nature must intervene like a deus ex machina. The elders 
and the priests (a mystified version of the Council of Elders in the Direc
tory) are supposed to be raised above the antagonisms of the world of the 
particular solely by virtue of their age; this will suffice to enable them to 
achieve that degree of universality which even the first estate, as an estate 
against other estates, could not achieve. Obviously, Hegel is confronted 
with the same problem which he solves later on by affirming the claims 
of the hereditary monarch. And the method he employs is also the same: 
by a sort of intellectual legerdemain he transforms a simple fact of nature 
into a profound mystical truth. 

We have repeatedly stressed that Hegel nowhere adopts Schelling's 
terminology so whole-heartedly as in the System of Ethics. The reason for 
Schelling's influence is quite plain here. For even though Hegel's con
cept of'supersession' (Aujhebung) , defmed as the 'unity of unity and dif
ference, '  is vastly superior to Schelling's concept of 'identity' 
(Indifferenz) , it could not be employed here. His own method, if applied 
consistently, would have led him in the direction of a real dialectical 
theory of class and of the position of the state vis-a-vis class conflict. For 
reasons which we have previously discussed, Hegel was not capable of 
this insight. Hence, for the relationship he is at present concerned to es
tablish between the state and the government as opposed to the classes, 
Schelling's concept of identity is much more apt than Hegel's own con
cept of contradiction and its supersession. And if Hegel later dispenses 
with Schelling's terms, his analysis of this relationship always retains 
Schellingian overtones. We may say then that certain elements of 
Schellmg's thought became permanent constituents of Hegel's system. 
However, this stands in need of qualification and if we adopt Engels' 
argument that Hegel's system and method are in contradiction with each 
other, we can say that the influence of Schelling is most marked 
wherever the system threatens to gain the upper hand, i.e. wherever 
Hegel is unable to draw the final consequences, both philosophical and 
social, from his method. 

It must not be thought that we have 
provided 

a complete account of 
Hegel's view of the relations between 

the 
estates and the state. We have 
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already pointed out, for example, that the hereditary monarch often 
plays a purely decorative role in the political system, and that Hegel fully 
recognizes the autonomous movement of civil society and is in favour of 
reducing the intervention of the state to its absolute minimum. But these 
remarks do not eliminate the contradictions we have described. They 
merely show that now one side of contemporary French history, and 
now the other occupied the forefront of Hegel's attention. The recognition of 
the economic necessities propelling civil society is part of his picture of 
the Napoleonic system which admmistered the inheritance of the French 
Revolution on behalf of the bourgeoisie, a system which Hegel regarded 
as the climatic moment of history, the contemporary incarnation of the 
world-spirit. 

We may say in general that, when looking at Hegel's socio
philosophical theories at this time, it is always essential to go back to their 
actual French models which are then reflected-often in a mystifted 
manner-in his ideas. This holds good not just for the elders and the 
priests but for his whole picture of the structure of the estates, and above 
all his defimtion of the universal class as a new military nobility on 
Napoleonic lines. The permanence of the impression left on Hegel by 
the Napoleonic constitution can be gauged by the fact that in his very 
last essay (on the English Reform Bill) he mentions the constitution 
Napoleon imposed on the Italians as a model for the present day and he 
does so at the very point where he discusses the problems posed for the 
estates-structure by the further development of capitalist society.26 

We may sum up by saying that Hegel's theory of economics and so
ciety contains two diametrically opposed tendencies. On the one hand, 
there is the attempt to deduce the universal dialectically from the par
ticular. This was most clearly manifest in his analysis oflabour, the divi
sion of labour and tools, etc. It always reappears wherever Hegel can 
conduct his enquiry without having to be too much concerned about the 
problem of the state, or where he can draw conclusions of a general 
philosophical nature without directly referring to the state. Thus in the 
Jena Logic there is a highly interestmg analysis of the concept of species 
arising from the dialectic of individuality as it emerges and functions in 
civil society .Z1 

The tendencies we have described are anything but episodic. For the 
problem of modern capitalism, the economic role of the bourgeois, the 
modern individualism which thrives on the basis of this economic pro
cess-in a word the 

principles 
of capitalism as Hegel understood them 

are the very things 
which 

distinguish the modern age from antiquity. It is 
these principles that rendered antiquity obsolete and reduced it to a 
memory, something irrevocably past. They therefore constitute the 
climax ofhisJena philosophy ofhistory. Which in turn always remains 
fundamental to that ofhis later system. 
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Moreover, this philosophy ofhistory is intimately connected with his 
generally philosophical interests, as could hardly be otherwise with a 
philosopher of Hegel's stature. We already know that the central prob
lem of the Phenomenology, the principle with whose aid he fmally leaves 
Schelling's dialectics behind him and appears before the public with his 
own, is the principle of 'externalization'. But at the same time our pre
vious discussions have shown that the modern age and modern civil so
ciety represent a higher stage of history just because 'externalization' is 
more advanced than in the immediate social existence of antiquity. 
Hence the period of the greatest 'externalization' for Hegel must be the 
one in which what has been 'externalized' can be recovered by the spirit 
so that substance is entirely transformed into subject. 

But as we have seen, Hegel's philosophy of history has yet another 
side : the detachment of the state and its world-histoncal functions from 
its economic base. Of course, connections are present, even economic 
ones, but instead of the real (if often incomplete) understanding of econ
omic actualitities we find only a mystification of what was in itself the 
unreal vtew of the relation of the state to civil society that obtained under 
Napoleonic rule. According to this view the state is supposed to make 
use of civil society to accomplish its own ends which are independent of 
civil society. Civil society exists only to serve the state (the spirit) , to 
make sacrifices for it. In return the state will protect civil society and 
guarantee its smooth functioning. The particular interests of civil so
ciety, of economic life are all subsumed in the state. They constitute 
partly the dark background against which the radiant figure of the spirit 
shines forth, partly they are the fragmented moments into which spirit is 
dialectically divided when it enters the empirical world in search of 
itself, when it 'externalizes' itself and then re-absorbs that 'externalized' 
reality within itself. We see then the dual tendencies in Hegel's philo
sophy that led to the concept of 'externalization', namely the real one 
and the mystified one. Their decisive battle for the control of Hegel's 
method will be treated at length in our discussion of The Phenomenology 
of Mind. 

That these tendencies came into conflict in Hegel's own mind was, as 
we know, no accident. We have also seen the real source of their conflict 
in reality itself, namely in the reality of the Napoleonic state. However, 
the idealistic strains in Hegel's view of reality are intensified by the de
terminants of German society. In his criticism of Kant's philosophy, 
Marx, who regarded Kant as representing an intellectual reflection of the 
age of the French Revolution, described the specifically German distor
tions of French reality as they appeared in the work of the German philo
sopher. In Kant's practical reason Marx glimpsed the reflection of the 
actual material interests of the liberal bourgeoisie: 
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'Kant, therefore, separated this theoretical expression from the mter
ests which it expressed; he made the materially motivated determi
nations of the will of the French bourgems into pure determination of 
"free will", of the will in and for itself . . . .  ' 

In this passage Marx supplies both the explanation of a social phenom
enon and a criticism of Kantian philosophy; he goes on to describe the 
particular illusions that inevitably took hold of the minds of Germans in 
these circumstances: 

'It is this position of the state which explains both the honest character 
of the civil servant that is found nowhere else, and all the illusions 
about the state which are current in Germany, as well as the apparent 
independence of German theoreticians in relation to the burghers 
-the seeming contradiction between the form in which these theor
eticians express the interests of the burghers and these interests them
selves.� 

Marx never simply put Kant and Hegel into the same category. This 
criticism, therefore, can only be applied to Hegel in so far as in Hegel too 
the general influence of the social situation can be detected. Marx re
peatedly draws attention of such features of 

Hegel's 

thought in his detail
ed critique of the Philosophy of Right. In 

particular, 

he lays great emphasis 
on the retrograde character of German society which makes itself felt in 
Hegel's view of the role of the bureaucracy in society and the state. Of 
the greatest philosophical importance is the passage where he speaks of 
the 'imaginary universality' of the bureaucracy in Hegel's system and 
where he argues that Hegel's overall position is that the state and the 
government are not the representative bodies of civil society, but repre
sentative bodies against civil society .29 

In these critical marginalia on the Philosophy of Right Marx emphasizes 
again and again that the contradictions in Hegel's philosophy are the 
reflections of actual social realities. If he subjects Hegel's mystif1eations 
to the most searching scrutiny he never does so in the belief that Hegel's 
ideas about society and the state are entirely arbitrary . He attacks him 
just because Hegel proposes an image of the modern world which is cor
rect in many respects but in which Hegel does not pick out the really 
progressive elements. In consequence he finds himself driven increas
ingly to mystify the existing order. He writes, for example : 

'Hegel is not to be blamed for depicting the modern state as it is but 
because he presents what is as the essence of the state. The claim that 
the rational is real is contradicted by irrational reality which is at every 
point the contrary of what It asserts and which asserts the contrary of 
what it really is. '30 
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This criticism of Hegel is in fact a <:oncretization of his criticism of 
Hegel's 'uncritical positivism'. Because Hegel was unable to compre
hend certain decisive tendencies in modern society, he was compelled to 
take the appearance for the reality and to ground this pseudo-reality 
philosophically with the aid of a spurious profundity and a specious 
show of dialectics. (In the Philosophy of Right Hegel 's uncritical positi
vism was much more marked than in Jena. But we know from Marx's 
criticism that it was present even in the earlier period. Thus Marx's criti
cism may be applied to the social and political philosophy of the Jena 
period, with the one reservation which Marx himself insisted on.) 

In the course of his critical discussion Marx broached the problem 
which constitutes one of the central defects of the entire Hegelian 
system: the problem of democracy. It is typical of the profundity of the 
young Marx's approach that he £onnected this with the problem of the 
general and the particular: 

'Democracy is the truth of monarchy; monarchy is not the truth of 
democracy. Monarchy is necessarily democracy in contradiction 
with itself, an excrescence, the monarchical"aspect is not a contradic
tion within democracy. Democracy can, monarchy cannot be con
ceived in its own terms. In democracy none of the aspects acquires any 
other meaning than the appropriate one. Each is actually only an 
aspect of the whole people. But in monarchy a part determines the 
character of the whole. The entire constitution must conform to a 
fixed point. Democracy is the generic constitution. Monarchy is a 
species and indeed a poor one. Democracy is "content and form". 
Monarchy should only be form, but it falsifies the content. 

'In monarchy the whole, the people, is subsumed under one of its 
particular modes of existence, under political constitution. In demo
cracy the constitution itself appears only as one determination, and 
indeed the self-determination of the people. In monarchy we have the 
people of the constitution; in democracy the constitution of the 
people. Democracy is the solution of the problem of all constitutions. 
In democracy the constitution is always based on its actual foun
dation, on actual man and the actual people not only implicitly and in its 
essence, but in its existence and its actuality. Here the constitution is 
man's and the people's own work. The constitution appears as what it 
is: the free product of man. One could say that in a certain sense this is 
also true of constitutional monarchy, but the specific difference in 
democracy is that here the constitution is only one particular moment 
of the people and that the political constitution in itself does not form the 
state. 

'Hegel proceeds from the state and makes man into the state subjec
tivized. Democracy proceeds from man and makes the state into man 
objectivized. '3! 
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When Marx describes democracy as a genus and monarchy as a poor 
species belonging to it, he is not so much indulging in abstraction as re
producing the abstractions ofhistory which, in the course of many revol
utions, has finally produced democracy as the perfected form of ciVil 
society. And when, only a few years later, Marx d�scribed democracy as 
the most favourable battleground upon which to struggle for socialism, 
and when he talked of the transformation of the bourgeois-democratic 
revolution into the proletarian revolution, he merely pointed to even 

higher 
forms of universality, realized by history itself. However, all the 

while 
the direction of his study of society remained constant and this is 

what enabled him to attack Hegel's social philosophy at its weakest 
point. 

Since Hegel was not in a position to comprehend the movement 
towards democracy so magnificently inaugurated by the French Revol
ution, he simply had to abandon the possibility of arriving at the real 
generalizations that might have been deduced from history, from the 
dialectical interplay of its particular moments. On the one hand, he was 
compelled to invest particular moments with the false halo of a specious 
universality, and on the other he was seduced into crediting these 'uni
versal' moments with an independent existence wrenching them from 
their socio-historical context. Then, having transformed them into fixed 
autonomous beings he subsumed under them all particular phenomena 
;md all the specific manifestations of society and history. 

Thus we are now in a position to see the philosophical implications of 
the two tendencies we have noted in Hegel's philosophy of society. The 
frrst tendency, namely the true and accurate cognition of actual dialecti
cal processes, becomes the basis of a new dialectical logic. This deduces 
the general from the movement set up by the contradictions at the level 
of the particular and is led from one stage to the next by the annulment of 
these contradictions and the appearance of new, higher ones. The other 
tendency which leads directly to the idealistic hypostatization of pseudo
universals is forced to adopt the old metaphysical method of subsuming 
all particulars beneath the general. The conflict between these two ten
dencies reproduces itself in the Logic as a struggle between dialectics and 
speculation. 

With this we have arrived back at one of the most crucial starting
points of classical German philosophy, namely at that celebrated section 
in the Critique of Judgement where Kant postulated an 'intellectus 

archetypus'. 
It will be recollected that he regarded it as an eternal fron

tier of 
the 

human understanding that the particular must be subsumed 
beneath the general. And the 'intellectus archetypus' therefore appeared 
to him as a purely hypothetical type of understanding which could ad
vance from the particular to the general. Since it was 

hypothetical 
it 

could only serve as a 'regulative' and not as a 'constitutive' 
idea. 

The sig-
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nificance of this Kantian programme, we recall, was that, in the guise of 
delimiting human reason in general, it firmly and distinctly demarcated 
the limits of metaphysical thought. And the 'intellectus archetypus' was a 
programme for going beyond those limits, a programme for dialectics. 

The paths of subjective and objective idealism diverge at the point 
where it has to be decided whether this programme can, or cannot, be 
carried out. For all subjective idealists the boundary here is absolute. To 
the subjective idealist the particular always 

appears 
contingent. It makes 

no difference whether the context is that 
of 
Fichte's rationalistic over

extension of the subject which causes all the particulars of empirical 
existence to pale into insignificance before its stern moral universality, or 
whether it results in Jacobi's 

worship 
of the particular from the stand

point of emotive irrationalism: in 
either 

case the upshot is the same and 
the limit set by Kant is not transcended. 

Schelling was the first to make an advance with his 'intellectual in
tuition ' .  But here too the intention was better than the performance. He 
proclaimed the 'intellectus archetypus' to be an authentic mode of cog
nition, albeit one that was the monopoly of the artistic or philosophical 
genius. But this declaration achieves little of itself. And 

apart 
from its 

contribution to aesthetics Schelling's whole apparatus 
really 

gives very 
little idea of how the contingency of the particular can be annulled or 
how the general can be deduced from the particular. Even though he 
appears to have overcome the merely regulative status of the 'intellectus 
archetypus' ,  in reality he does not get beyond the limits of metaphysical 
thought. 

During the period in which he experimented most freely with Schel
lingian terms, Hegel made only the most sparing use of the phrase 'intel
lectual intuition' and he always constructed his arguments so as to rely 
on this new 'organ' as little as possible. We have seen the scale of 
Hegel's efforts to tear down the barriers between the general and the 
particular, and we have seen how genuinely philosophical his approach 
was, i.e. how closely concerned with life and the problem of general
izing about it. Hegel saw clearly that the element of contingency in par
ticular could not simply be removed by decree, nor by the use of 
analogies as Schelling hoped. 

In fact, in Hegel the annulment of contingency takes place on the as
sumption that it cannot be annulled. We are reminded here of his view 
of capitalist economics. It is a movement consisting of particular 
moments, subjective and objective, the peculiarities and faculties of indi
vidual people, their possessions, etc . ,  all of which are irrevocably par
ticular. Nevertheless, the universal, the economic law, necessarily 
emerges from the movements of these irreducibly contingent elements. 

In these and other passages Hegel satisfies the conditions necessary for 
making a reality of the 'mtellectus archetypus'. The Kantian prohibition 
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turns out to be no more than the frontier of metaphysics. By taking the 
inner contradictions of metaphysics to extremes, by breaking up their 
immobile fa'Sade, by uncovering the concealed dynamic of the contra
dictions of the real world, Hegel not only points the way to dialectical 
thought, he also shows that it is not the private monopoly of privileged 
geniuses but a faculty inherent in all human thought which had been 
ossified by the habit of metaphysics. 

The logical continuation of this road could only be the discovery of 
materialist dialectics, for this alone can reflect the dialectical movement 
of reality itself in such a manner as to do away with the Kantian pro
hibition altogether. But materialist dialectics and historical materialism 
necessarily go hand in hand. We have seen that the social preconditions 
of Hegel's philosophy forced it into an idealistic mould from the outset, 
and at the same time they set definitive limits to his understanding of the 
laws governing society and history, limits which only intensified the 
tendency towards idealism. 

Thus Hegel's approach to dialectics had to be conducted on idealist 
lines. Its complex birth meant also that his objectivism too has a double 
aspect. On the one hand, it creates room for the manoeuvres of a real dia
lectic at a level of consciousness hitherto unknown. On the other hand, 
that same objectivism strengthens the idealism distorting and mystifying 
it still further. 

Objective idealism requires an authority to guarantee its authenticity. 
As we have seen, the Hegelian 'spirit' is that authority and it fortifies 
those idealist tendencies which would hypostatize the universal as 
opposed to the particular and hence constantly force the dialectic back 
into metaphysics. This double aspect of objectivity is not simply the 
consequence of its so-called 'immanent' method. We have attempted to 
show how it springs from the socio-historical situation and was exacer
bated further by Hegel's own position within it. Of course, once objec
tive idealism came into existence, its methodological implicatiOns 
necessarily had an impact on tendencies that sprang directly from life 
itself. But here as everywhere society is the primary reality. And what 
we set out to show was how that specific social reality and the socially
conditioned understanding of that reality were recognizably reflected in 
the most complex categories of philosophy, however abstract and 
remote from them they appeared to be. 

Engels has referred to this contradiction in Hegel as the contradiction 
between his method and his system. In his last years he attempted to 
induce younger Marxists to renew their acquaintance with Hegel, but he 
always warned them not to spend too much time on the arbitrary ele
ments in the Hegelian system, and urged them instead to concentrate on 
the 
genuine 

dialectical movements it contained. The first approach 

would 
be simple enough and any schoolmaster could accomplish It, the 
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second was vital for any Marxist. Marx too always had the same distinc
tion in mind, even when he was most deeply immersed in bitter feuds 
with the representatives of Hegelianism. In The Holy Family, that great 
polemic in which he settles accounts with the Left-Hegelians, he ruth
lessly exposes the 'mystery of speculative constructs', the false reasoning 
by means of which Hegel advances from the universal to the particular 
and the fallacies involved in Hegel's hypostatization of the universal 
vis-a-vis the particular. He mercilessly unmasks all the flaws in his argu
ments and the distortions of reality which spring from idealism of this 
sort. But at the same time Marx draws a sharp distinction between Hegel 
and the Hegelians who have acquired only his defects. He defmes the dif
ference between their dialectics and Hegel's in the following manner: 

'Besides, Hegel very often gives a real presentation, a presentation of 
the matter itself, within his speculative presentation. This real develop
ment within speculative development misleads the reader into taking 
the speculative development as real and the real as speculative. >.l2 

This additional distortion of Hegel was not just the work of his im
mediate disciples but was aggravated by later neo-Hegelians. If the real 
Hegelian dialectic is to be salvaged from the rubble and brought to life 
for the contemporary student then its internal contradictions have to he 
explained in terms of the problems which reveal their origins and social 
character most clearly: the problems of economics. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical'

WHATEVER concrete problems we may have chosen for our starting
point, our studies have consistently led us back to the antithesis of materi
alist and idealist dialectics. But this v"ery fact mdicates that the antithesis 
only becomes manifest in its fmal form, in the purely epistemological 
antithesis of idealism and materialism. This final result is the climax of a 
great historical process: the organization of the revolutionary class of the 
proletariat as a class 'for itself' (Marx) in the midst of a general European 
revolutionary crisis. In this crisis the central task, the immediate goal, 
facing a number of very important states (such as Germany and Italy) 
was still the accomplishment of a bourgeois-democratic revolution. The 
campaign waged by the young Marx agamst Hegel and a Hegelianism in 
an advanced state of decomposition illustrates the clear connection be
tween the emergence of materialist dialectics and the ideology of the 
new revolutionary class: the humanism of the proletariat. 

This campaign implied a twofold annulment of bourgeois idealogy 
with all its contradictions. On the one hand, that ideology was subjected 
to criticism in the course of which materialist dialectics was able to solve 
a series of problems which the very ideologists of the preceding period
had not been able to formulate properly, let alone solve. On the other 
hand, the new proletanan humanism embraced all the moments of the 
intellectual tradition which accurately reflected, or tended to reflect, the 
actual reality with all its contradictions. As in every authentic dialectical 
supersession the two elements of annulment and preservation go to
gether; the third moment of dialectical supersession: elevation to a 
higher plane, can take place only on the basis of the unity of these two. 

Earlier on (p . . 352) we quoted Lenin's statement that Marx had fol
lowed Hegel's lead. In the historical context of the origins of dialectical 
materialism this may be taken as referring to the way in which .proleta
rian humanism grew out of the last great crisis of bourgeois thought, just 
as the class struggle of the proletariat itself grew gradually out of the 
struggles of the exploited and oppressed for liberation. As Lenin put it 
there is no Chinese wall between the bourgeois democratic and the pro
letarian revolution and the proletanan revolution has developed slowly, 
pamfully and uncertainly from the struggles for liberation conducted by 
the oppressed throughout history. The particular contradictions of the 
last great period of crisis in the ideological development ofbourgems so-
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ciety ( I 789-1848) is in every sense the ideological starting-point, the 
point at which the new world-view of the revolutionary proletanat 
really can take its cue from the bourgeoisie. 

Hegel's objective idealism 1s the philosophical apex of this phase of 

bourgems thought. It is its climax in the double sense that it represents 
the philosophical synthesis of thousands of years of human development 
and, indissolubly connected with that is the fact that it comprehends the 
contradictory movement of that development, with all its unsolved and 
insoluble contradictions, all at their highest level. Hegel's unique pos
ition in this period rests on the fact that for the first time in human history 
the contradictory nature of existence itself was consciously made the central 
preoccupation of philosophy. 

The objective and increasingly insoluble problems of contemporary 
reality can be found in the works of all the eminent ideologists of the 
period. A whole series of concrete contradictions is even set forth in 
more truthful, realistic terms by these thinkers than by Hegel himself. 
For these thinkers, however, the contradictions are only present objec
tively, in themselves. As Marx puts it, they all seek the truth 'amid the 
"manure" of contradictions',1 they frankly declare their findings, but 
contradictoriness as such does not reveal itself to them as the foundation 
of objective existence. (Fourier is the only outstanding thinker of the 
period, apart from Hegel, to divine the central position of contradicto
riness as such.) Thus the growing awareness of the insoluble contradic
tions of history, which culminate in the contradictions of capitalism, 
drives thinkers like Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Owen beyond the criti
cism of capitalism to the point where they call for a new form of society 
which will really solve the problems they discern; in short, it drives them 
to socialism. 

Ricardo, the last and most consistent of the systematizers of capitalist 
economics focuses on the development of the material forces of pro
duction as the foundation of human progress with an incisiveness 
hitherto unknown. Nevertheless, although on the surface Ricardo's 
system seems entirely coherent, although he himself defends the most 
barbarous and inhuman consequences of capitalist production against ro
mantic sentimentality in every form, because it alone will lead to the 
advancement of mankind, the internal contradictions in bourgeois cul
ture are plainly revealed in his work. And these contradictions point not 
only to the time when the dominant role of the bourgeoisie will come to 
an end, but they also illuminate the ambiguous and problematic role of 
the bourgeoisie in a process initiated by itself and on which its own 
material prosperity and dominant position was based. 

It is not our intention here to speak of the contradictions in Ricardo's 
theory of value, contradictions which enabled the first ideologists of the 
proletariat who emerged at the time of the disintegration of his school to 
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draw socialist conclusions from his theories. We need only refer to the 
ambiguity of Ricardo's attitude towards the contribution of the bour
geoisie in increasing the material forces of production, an ambiguity 
which Marx defmed as follows: 

'He wants production for the sake of production and this with good reason . 
To assert, as sentimental opponents ofRicardo's did, that production 
as such is not the object, is to forget that production for its own sake 
means nothing but the development of human productive forces, in 
other words the development of the richness of human nature as an end in 
itself . . . Apart from the barrenness of such edifying reflections, they 
reveal a failure to understand the fact that, although at first the devel
opment of the capacities of the human species takes place at the cost of 
the majority of human individuals and even classes, in the end it 
breaks through this contradiction and coincides with the develop
ment of the individual; the higher development of individuality is 
thus only achieved by a historical process during which individuals 
are sacrificed . . . .  Thus Ricardo's ruthlessness was not only scientifi
cally honest but also a scientific necessity from his point of v1ew. But be
cause of this it is also quite immaterial to him whether the advance of 
the productive forces slays landed property or workers . . . .  Ricardo's 
conception is on the whole, in the interests of the industrial bourgeoisie, 
only because, and in so far as, their interests coincide with that of pro
duction or the productive development of human labour. Where the 
bourgeoisie comes into conflict with this, he is just as ruthless towards 
it as he is at other times towards the proletariat and the aristocracy. '2 
Balzac, the great realist of the age, creates in his Human Comedy a com-

pendium of the tragic, tragi-comic and comic contradictions growing 
out of the soil of bourgeois society and manifesting themselves in the .re
lations between men. The vast scale ofBalzac's work constitutes a gigan
tic fresco on which the 'animal kingdom of the spirit' of capitalism is 
depicted in all its monstrosity, with its contradictions, its victims, and its 
hero1c and futile struggles against its own inhumanity. Ricardo and 
Balzac were no socialists, indeed they were declared opponents of social
ism. But both Ricardo's objective economic analysis and Balzac's literary 
mimesis of the world of capitalism point to the necessity for a new world 
no less vividly than Fourier's satirical criticism of capitalism. 

Goethe and Hegel stand on the threshold of the last great and tragic 
blossoming of bourgeois idology. Wilhelm Meister and Faust, The 
Phenomenology of Mind and the Encyclopaedia form one part of the monu
mental achievement in which the last creative energies of the bourgeoisie 
are gathered together to give intellectual or literary expression to their 
own tragically contradictory situation. In the works of Goethe and 
Hegel the reflection of the hermc period of the bourgeois age is even 
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more clearly visible than in Balzac, for whom the age appears as no more 
than a glorious prelude to the final and terrible victory of the prose of the 
capitalist epoch. The young Hegel, in particular, remains under the im
mediate influence of the heroism and the heroic illusions of the transition 
period-right up to the end of the heroic age and the fall of Napoleon. 

'But unheroic as bourgeois society is, it nevertheless took heroism, 
sacrifice, terror, civil war and battles of the nations to bring it into 
being. '3 

The young Hegel, in particular, is not prepared to ignore the heroism of 
the rise of the bourgemsie because of its later development. Or in other 
words: he refuses to acknowledge that all the heroism served only to turn 
the capitalist into the ruler of the world. 

The true idealist contradiction in Hegel's early thought is that he who 
had discovered the new teleology ofhuman activity was neither able nor 
willing to perceive the tragic teleology ofhis own age. He inverts the re
lationship of ends to means. Whereas in reality all the heroic efforts of 
the French people, the deeds of all the great heroes from Marat to Napo
leon only resulted in the establishment of capitalism on the ruins of feu
dalism, Hegel is concerned to formulate a philosophy of history that 
shows how the unleashing of the forces of production by capitalism and 
the rise of a triumphant bourgeois society will provide the basis for a new 
heroic age, a new glorious era of human culture. 

Hegel's idealistic error, his inversion of the true state of society never
theless contains a profound humanist truth, a profound, if also contradic
tory, criticism of capitalism. For it is clear that if he cannot declare 
himself satisfied that the entire history of mankind with all its struggles 
and sacrifices, took place with the sole purpose of finally placing man
kind in the capitalist interests of men like Nucingen, Tailleffer and 
Keller, if he regarded their dominion as a real degradation of mankind as 
a whole, and if he constructed a heroic utopia to show men the way out 
of the terrible impasse in which they found themselves, then this utopia 
must be construed as a very definite protest against capitalism. And ob
jectively, without his knowing or willing it himself, this protest must 
point beyond the horizon of capitalism no less surely than do Ricardo's 
economic analyses or the literary works of the legitimist and royalist 
Balzac. 

Hegel would be a lesser philosopher, a sentimental utopian Romantic, 
if he had carried through his protest to its logical conclusion. His 
achievement, the seminal importance of his work rests precisely on his 
inconsistency, on the fact that he too, like Ricardo, sought, and partly 
found the truth 'amid the manure of contradictions'. And when we con
sider Hegel's critique of capitalist culture we must never allow ourselves 
to forget that the inevitability and the progressive nature of capitalism 
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form the starting-point and the methodological core of his philosophy of 
history. 

And by no means in a narrow 'economic' sense. His entire philosophy 
of culture rests on the idea that to modern civil society goes the credit of 
producing that individuality in which the superiority of modern man 
over classical man in every sphere ofhuman culture can be said to consist. 
In Hegel's view modern mdividuality is no natural product, it is nothing 
'organic' as the Romantics imagined when they rigidly contrasted the 
'organic' individual with the fragmentmg and destructive effects of capi
talism. On the contrary, it is for him the necessary result of the develop
ment of society, or, in philosophical terms, it is the inevitable result of the 
progressive 'self-externalization' of man, a process which reached its 
height in modern civil society. Thus this contradictiOn in Hegel's philo
sophy of culture has nothing in common With the anti-capitalism of the 
Romantics. It goes much deeper than that; It consists of the affirmation of 
the necessity and progressiveness of the forces that led to capitalism, with 
all their dire consequences to which, as we have seen in his description of 
poverty and wealth, he never closes his eyes; and at the same time, there 
Is an impassiOned struggle agamst the degradation and deformation of 
man brought about by capitalism wtth an equally compellmg necessity. 

The contradictions that we see in Hegel amount to the dialectical 
sequel to the criticism of the 

capitalist 
division oflabour and their cultur

al implications that we have 
found 

in the great English economists of 
the Enlightenment, and in Ferguson and Adam Smith in particular. The 
cult of antiqmty from the Renaissance to the Napoleonic age and the ele
vation of this cult to an ideal are founded on the objective impossibility 
of solvmg this contradiction of capitalist development. All the utopias 
which set out to realize or revitalize antiquity, whether politically, 
culturally or artistically, are premised on the hope of overcoming that 
great contradiction of the modern world: the destruction of man 
through the development of his productive energies. 

Ricardo's greatness as an economist lies in the fact that he steadfastly 
ignored this contradiction; that is to say, he duly recorded all the facts 
of the matter, while holding fast to the hope that the progressive de
velopment of the material forces of production would eventually 
sweep all the contradictiOns away. And this is in fact true ; Ricardo 
was quite right. However, it will be true only under socialism, not 
under capitalism,-and that was where Ricardo was historically 
wrong. But it is very clear that in the absence of this error his thought 
would never have generated the power that it in fact possessed and 
which enabled it to influence a future which of course was necessarily 
hidden from him. 

Hegel approaches this contradiction from the opposite end, from the 
problems of culture. But this does not alter the fact that a comparable 
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amalgam of truth and error is to be found in his philosophy. The su
periority of antiquity over modern society is the precise expression of 
this contradiction which Ferguson has aptly formulated as follows: 

'If the pretentions to equal justice and freedom should terminate in 
rendering every class equally servile and mercenary, we make a 
nation of helots, and have no free citizens. '4 

This is also the point of view of the young Hegel. And as we have seen, 
his important contribution from the time of the Frankfurt crisis was to 
insist that antiquity had gone for ever, that it had ceased to be a model for 
modern man and that with the development of forces of production by 
capitalism human history had reached its peak. And he maintained all 
this despite his veneration of antiquity and his certainty that capitalism is 
what it is. The tragic contradiction lying at the heart of this development 
is Hegel's awareness of the nullity of its central ftgure: the nullity of the 
bourgems. 

'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical' is the title Hegel gave to a brief 
and extremely obscure section in the essay on Natural Law, following 
directly after the discussions we have mentioned, dealing with the in
evitability of capitalist society and its progressive nature vis-a-vis an
tiquity. In highly condensed form Hegel sets forth a summary of the 
contradiction we have discussed. As he presents it here, it appears as a 
permanent antithesis in human history, i.e. to a certain extent it is dehis
toricized, even though he sharply differentiates between his ancient and 
modern solutions. 

These arguments are among the most obscure in the entire corpus of 
his early writings. The exaggerated idealism is all too patently obvious. 
And above all as we have said, a specific modern conflict is rendered per
manent. The 'duplication' of man as 'bourgeois' and 'citoyen' appears as 
a tragic collision of spirit with itself, eternally posed only to be eternally 
annulled. In order to eternalize life-as-bourgeois i.e. private life, Hegel 
mystif1es it by describing it as 'nature', the 'lower world'. Whereas 
man's aspect as citlzen becomes the 'light' eternally triumphing over the 
'lower world', but eternally chained to it. Thus 'dual nature' of the 
spirit, this eternal creation and abolition of the contradiction is what 
constitutes the 'tragedy in the realm of the ethical'. 

'This is nothing but a performance of the tragedy in the realm of the 
ethical which the Absolute puts on for its own beneftt so that it is eter
nally born anew into the objective world and in this form it submits 
to suffering and death, only to rise again in all its glory from the ashes. 
The divine assuming this shape and this objectivity has a dual nature, 
and its life is the absolute identity of these natures. '5 

Despite the tragedy, and indeed by virtue of it, Hegel must and will 
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fmd a solution. It is not only the conflict which is eternal, the abolition of 
conflict is no less permanent. The culmination of objective idealism in 
the identical subject-object represents on the one hand the mystificatory , 
intellectualized annulment of (insoluble) contradictions. On the other 
hand, the very structure of his philosophy, which cannot dispense with 
the identical subject-object, presses forward in its own right towards the 
same solution: in the spirit all the contradictions mu� be annulled, even 
though we know that Hegel was more interested in the process of annul
ment than the final state in which all has been annulled. 

We are already familiar with the social implications of this annulment: 
it is the 'taming' of the economy by the state (an operation that took a 
variety of historical forms) , its subordination to the interests of a fully
developed, socialized humanity. According to Hegel the 'tragedy in the 
realm of the ethical' unfolds in a variety of historical forms. The beauti
ful solution achieved by the civilization of antiquity had to perish. For 
his own age Hegel lived in hopes that 'the great teacher of constitutional 
law in Paris' would discover a novel solution.6 In this capitalism appears 
as the material foundation, the servant of the new heroic age. These il
lusions about Napoleon merge here with the idealist dialectic to form a 
curious organic synthesis, a synthesis which concludes Hegel's early de
velopment. We have seen how the collapse ofhis hope that a revival of 
classical society was possible triggered off a crisis in Frankfurt. His new 
hopes fmd their most moving expression in The Phenomenology of Mind 
and their collapse following the defeat of Napoleon was succeeded by a 
profound resignation in which he realistically came to terms with the 
prose of capitalism, whose triumph had now become defmitive. Never
theless, although this contradiction had apparently been resolved, it con
tinued to perplex him and it remained the central problem of Hegel's 

philosophical inquiries into culture under capitalism. 
The discussion of tragedy in the essay on Natural Law is supplemented 

by a brieflook at the comic solution to the same problem. Here, too, we 
find different solutions for antiquity and the modern world; here, too, 
we find the radiant beauty of antiquity and its tragic end, while the pro
saic definition and solution of the conflicts of the modern world through 
comedy is the task of the present. Against the backdrop of the deeds of 
the world-spirit, the 'comedy in the realm of the ethical' becomes mani
fest in the petty absurdities of the banal conflicts of civil life, especially 
when these are contrasted with the earnestness and the self-importance 
with which they are pursued. 

'Contrasted with this there is the other comedy [i.e. as distinct from the 
Divine Comedy] whose denouments have no destiny or authentic 
struggle because ethical nature itself feels too constrained. Its conflicts 
unfold not playfully but by means of complications that seem serious 
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to those involved although comic to the spectators. Their resolutions 
are sought in an affectation of character and absolute principle which 
constantly fmds itself disappointed and let down."� 

It is easy to carp at the tortuous and mystificatory idealism of argu
ments such as these, but it is more important to ask what lies behind 
th em. Above all, there is a critique of the political impotence of the 
German bourgeoisie which is extended to include the bourgeoisie as 
such. We have seen how this point of view grew out of Hegel's hopes 
and expectations of Napoleonic rule and his very pertinent criticism of 
conditions in Germany; we have seen likewise how his blank incompre
hension of the problems of democracy and of the political and cultural 
potential of mass movements set limits to his insight. 

But for all his limitations here he does put his finger on one aspect of 
bourgeois society which will only become obvious later on in the nine
teenth century: the failure of the bourgeoisie, the German bourgeoisie i1o1 

particular, to use its dominant economic position to obtain the political 
power it deserved. This is a matter to which Engels drew attention in 
1870: 

'It is a peculiar feature of the bourgeoisie in which it is unlike all pre
vious ruling classes: there is a turning-point in its development after 
which every increase in its power, in its capital above all, only serves 
to make it more and more incapable of wielding political authority. 'B 

This remark which refers immediately to the German bourgeoisie is 
itself formulated so as to apply to the bourgeoisie in general. In an essay 
on historical materialism he makes this generalization more explicit still: 

'It seems a law of historical development that the bourgeoisie can in 
no European country get hold of political power-at least for any 
length of time--in the same exclusive way in which the feudal aristo
cracy kept hold of it during the Middle Ages. '9 
Naturally, there could be no question of any such insight in Hegel.

" 

since Engels' statement was made in the full awareness of the growing 
strength of the proletariat, while Hegel knew nothing of class struggle 
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat and its political and cultural 
consequences. Nevertheless Hegel did observe the 'political nullity' of 
the bourgeoisie, and this, together with his awareness of their growing 
economic power and the generally progressive nature of that power, 
shows that he had an intuitive insight into the future position of the 
bourgeoisie in modern society. 

We have already mentioned one notably idealistic element in Hegel's 
discussion of'tragedy in the realm of the ethical', namely his treatment of 
a specific modern problem as if it were an eternal human conflict. But 
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even this exaggeration contains a grain of truth since it antictpates a 
genuine conflict between the real potential of mankind and the limi
tations placed upon it by the economic activities of class society as such. 
For the human race as a whole work has undoubtedly been the foun
dation of progress; and at that level of generality Hegel sees no contra
dictiort. The contradiction only starts when we examine the progress of 
the individual in the various class societies. It then turns out that the great 
human and cultural advances ofhistory, �oked at from the point of view 
of the individuals involved in them, stand in contradiction to the subju
gation of man to economic activities and to the division oflabour. 

In the heyday of antiquity the strict division between what Hegel 
would call the 'lower world' of economic labour carried out by slaves 
and the high culture of the freemen who exploited that economic base 
was one of the factors that placed classical culture m such a seductive 
light. Of course, honest thinkers could only succumb to this as long as 
they remained blind to the true facts of the situation. We have aln::ady 
referred to Ferguson's remark which envisaged not the general emanci
pation ofhumanity following the abolition of the division between free
men and slaves, but the transformation of all men into helots, i.e. the 
general debasement of all the talents and abilities of man, of human per
sonality in fact, as a result of the extension of economic activity to all the 
members of soCiety. Hegel, who, as we have repeatedly emphasized, was 
disinclined to indulge in romantic sentimentality and who never 
underestimated the importance and the progressive nature of capitalism, 
nevertheless stood firmly opposed to the cultural value placed on econ
omic activity both by the classical economists and their disciples and 
critics. 

In his historic analysis of Adam Smith Marx gives a detailed account of 
the great debate that echoed through the whole of Europe, on Smith's 
distinction between productive and unproductive labour, a debate in 
which the economic idealogists of the Directory and the Consulate (Gar
nier) and the Empire (Ferrier and Ganilh) played a prominent part. Like 
the bourgeoisie in general during its revolutionary phase, Smith 
regarded all non-economic activities as the incidental expenses of pro
duction which must be reduced to the absolute minimum in the interests 
of the increased development of productive forces. (The affinity with the 
views ofRtcardo referred to above is evident. )  

In line with this all the great economists tended to equate the various 
forms of unproductive labour with each other and they advanced their 
views with the frankness and the cynical aplomb of true revolutionaries. 
For instance, Marx quotes the following statement in Adam Smith: 

'They are the servants of the public, and are maintained by a part of 
the annual produce of the industry of other people . . . .  In the same 
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class must be ranked . . .  churchmen, lawyers, physic1ans, men oflet
ters of all kinds; players, buffoons, musicians, opera-singers, opera
dancers, etc·. '  

Marx comments: 

'This is the 1:1?-guage of the still revolutionary bourgeoisie which has 
not yet subjected to itself the whole of society, the state, etc. All these 
illustrious and time-honoured- occupations-sovereign, judge, 
officer, priest, etc. ,-with all the old ideological professions to which 
they give rise, their men ofletters, their teachers and priests, are from 
an economic standpoint put on the same level as the swarm of their own 
lackeys and jesters maintained by the bourgeoisie and by idle wealth 
-the landed nobility and idle capitalists. They are mere servants of 
the public, just as the others are their servants. They live on the pro
duce of other people 's industry, therefore they must be reduced to the 
smallest possible number. 'lo 
The substance of this dear revolutionary standpoint is contained in 

Ricardo's later exhortation to develop the forces of 
production 

whatever 
the cost. It is modified once the ideologists of 

the 
bourgeoisie have 

acquired power, or at least a decisive influence on the government, 
usually on the basis of significant compromises. This is the beginning of 
that 'educated' outlook which attempts to justify all the activities the 
bourgeoisie finds useful or desirable by extending the concept of pro
ductivity to them, i.e. by regarding the labour involved in them as some
how productive in an economic sense. For this attitude in which we can 
see the clean and strict 

principles 
of classical economies being 

transformed into an apologia for 
the 

bourgeoisie, Marx has unrelieved 
contempt. He quotes this statement by Nassau Senior: 

'According to Smith, the lawgiver of the Hebrews was an unproduc
tive labourer. '  

And he comments: 

'Was it Moses of Egypt or Moses Mendelssohn? Moses would have 
been very grateful to Mr. Senior for calling him a "productive 
labourer" in the Smithian sense. These 

people 
are so dominated by 

their fixed bourgeois ideas that they would 
think 

they were insulting 
Aristotle or Julius Caesar if they called them "unproductive lab
ourers". Aristotle and Caesar would have regarded even the title 
"labourers" as an insult. '11 

Hegel's view seems to be directed against both Smith and his detrac
tors. In reality there is only a gulf between him and these 'educated' 
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apologists of the bourgeoisie. It did not occur to him for a moment to 
justify the existence of the universal class by describing its members as 
productive workers in some figurative sense of the term. On the con
trary, in all the writings where he is concerned to defme the different 
estates he emphasized that the 'universal class ' is economically inactive 
and lives on the fruits of the labours of the second and third estates. In fact 
it can only be held to be a universal class in Hegel's eyes because it is 
unproductive. 

Now, when Hegel distributes all tlj: light on the side of unproductive
activities and the shadows on the side of the bourgeoisie, he poses a prob
lem that did not even occur to Smith and Ricardo, since they, and especi
ally Ricardo, had their attention focused above all on the development of 
productive forces and the consequent advancement ofhumanity. (This is 
not to imply that either of them was blind to the human and cultural 
consequences of e.g. the capitalist division of labour. On the contrary, 
both men saw the problems very clearly and Smith especially who was 
not a disciple of Ferguson devoted much thought to them. But all this 
was secondary in their eyes to the great question of the development of 
the material forces of production.) 

The hard core of Hegel's conception of 'tragedy in the realm of the 
ethical ' is that he is wholeheartedly in agreement with Adam Smith's 
view that the development of the material forces of production is pro
gressive and necessary, even in respect to culture since, as we have re
peatedly maintained, the higher, more developed and spiritual form of 
individuality of the modern world goes hand in hand with the growth in 
the productive forces. He is as forceful as Smith and Ricardo in his stric
tures on the complaints of the Romantics about the modern world and 
he heaps scorn on their sentimentality which ftxes on particulars while 
ignoring the overall situation. But at the same time, he also sees-and 
this brings him closer to the interests and preoccupations of Balzac 
and Fourier-that the type of man produced by this material advance in 
and through capitalism is the practical negation of everything zreat, sig
nificant and sublime that humanity had created in the course of its history 
up to then. The contradiction of t�o necessarily connected phenomena, 
the indissoluble bond between progress and the debasement of mankind, 
the purchase of progress at the cost of that debasement-that is the heart 
of the 'tragedy in the realm of the ethical' .  

Thus Hegel articulates one of the great contradictions of capitalist so
ciety (and with certain reservations, of all class societies) .  The opaque, 
mystif1catory form and the illusory solution of the Jena period should not 
blind us to the fact that Hegel has hit upon a crucial contradiction in the 
history of bourgeois society, a contradiction that the founders of Marx
ism always acknowledged and which only the Menshevik opportunists 
and the vulgar sociology that followed them continually obscured in 
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their eagerness to kowtow to the bourgeoisie. 
Maxim Gorki gave his view of the question in the speech he made at 

the Writers' Congress in Moscow in 1934: 

'We have every reason to hope that when one day the history of cul
ture is written by Marxists, it will be revealed that the creative contri
bution of the bourgeoisie to culture has been greatly exaggerated . . . . The 
bourgeoisie is not favourably inclined towards cultural creativity, 
nor has it ever been-if we think of creativity as something larger 
than the uninterrupted growth of external material comforts and lux
uries. The culture of capitalism-what is it but a system of measures 
taken to ensure the physical and moral expansion of the bourgeoisie 
and the strengthening of its hold over people, mineral wealth and the 
forces of nature throughout the entire world?'12 

What Gorki asserts confirms what Marx repeatedly said of the role of 
the bourgeoisie in the culture of the modern world. It is interesting to 
note that in such statements Marx frequently refers to the culture of anti
quity as an appropriate standard by which to judge the shabby inhuman
ity, the base hypocrisy of bourgeois ideologists and to see them in their 
true light. Thus in one passage he talks of the illusions of classical poets 
and philosophers who had hoped that technical inventions and the 
mechanization oflabour would lead to the liberation of mankind, and he 
adds: 

'Oh those heathens! They understood, as the learned Bastiat, and 
before him the still wiser MacCulloch have discovered, nothing of 
political economy and Christianity. They did not, for example, com
prehend that machinery is the surest means of lengthening the work
ing-day. They perhaps excused the slavery of one on the ground that 
it was a means to the full development of the other. But to preach the 
slavery of the masses, in order that a few crude and Q,alf-educated par
venus might become "eminent spinners", "extensive sausage
makers" and "influential shoe-black dealers", to do this they lacked 
the bump of Christianity. '13 
This annihilating criticism of the inhumanity and the anti-cultural 

nature of capitalism was anticipated by the major ideologists of what we 
described as the last great crisis of bourgeois development. In the case of 
Fourier, of course, the transition from the critique of capitalism to the 
advocacy of socialism is an important factor and one which adds clarity 
and incisiveness to his criticism. At the moment when the vision of a 
socialist society is added to the perspective of the dissolution of the econ
omic and cultural contradictions of capitalism, the movement of those 
contradictions can itself be seen in a new light. Nevertheless, anyone 
who takes the trouble to compare the novels of Balzac with Fourier's 
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criticism will be astonished to see how closely the conservative novelist 
parallels the utopian socialist. 

Goethe and Hegel not only belong to an earlier, less well-developed 
stage m the growth of capitalism, but they also lived in Germany, where 
its contradictions were much less clearly manifest. Nevertheless, the 
great works of Goethe constantly reveal these contradictions, directly 
criticize them and put forward opposmg models (sometimes of a utopian 
variety) .  

As an abstract thinker, Hegel was in a much more difficult position 
than Goethe or Balzac. It could not satisfy him simply to portray the con
tradictlOns of capitalism and th�anti-cultural phenomena that come to
light in the midst of economic progress in terms of particular human 
individuals and types. On the contrary, he was compelled to abstract 
from experience and frame the contradictions at the highest possible 
level of generality, to see them as philosophical contradictions of life 
itself. Because of the social situation in which he found himself, and 
which we have described, he could not progress beyond the point of arti
culating the problems, indeed his method ,induced him to construct spe
cious, 

mystificatory 
solutions for dilemmas that had proved intractable. 

But all 
that 

notwithstanding, the contradictions of capitalist culture are 
as clearly expressed in his thought as in the works of the other major 
poets and philosophers who together with him make up the last great age 
ofbourgeois culture. 

However, we have by no means exhausted the philosophical profun
dities of 'tragedy in the realm of the ethical' .  Hitherto we have confined 
ourselves chiefly to the substance of the contradictions explored by 
Hegel and have paid no heed to the particular ways in which he mystifies 
them. But if we now turn our attention to this we shall see, firstly, that 
the formal aspects of his argument are by no means purely formal and 
that they are bound up for good or ill with the substantive problems of 
his view of society and his philosophy in general. Secondly, we have 
observed frequently that Hegel's mystifications are rarely quite simple in 
nature. No doubt, they are often just idealistic evasions of a problem 
which Hegel finds insoluble for social or philosophical reasons. In very 
many cases, however, these mystifications or pseudo-solutions or false 
dilemmas are closely, if deviously, connected with problems which he 
could not indeed resolve but which he could illuminate in a stimulating 
and profound manner, often glimpsing a solution he could not quite 
reach. In all these cases it is vital to distinguish the false depth from the 
true, for often it ts hard to keep them apart in Hegel. 

The particular manifestation of mystification in 'Tragedy in the realm 
of the ethical' is its view of a struggle between the 'light' aspects of 
human existence with the 'dark ' forces of the 'lower world' . In illus
tration of these terms Hegel himself refers to the Oresteia of Aeschylus 
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where the battle between light and darkness is fought out by Apollo and 
the Eumenides, and the indecisive end of the tragedy with its propitia
tion of the avenging Furies is meant to show that in history, too, neither 
of the two principles can be finally defeated and destroyed; on the con
trary, the eternal renewal of the conflict between them is the tragedy in 
the realm of th� ethical. This consists, as Hegel says, in the fact that:

'ethical nature, in order not to become inextricably enmeshed in its 
inorganic part, divides itself off from it and stands opposed to it as to 
its fate; but then through recognizing 1t in the course of the struggle, 
it becomes reconciled to the divine essence which is the union of the 
two. '14 

The 'lower world' manifests itself in a variety of ways. Above all in 
the family, which according to Hegel is the 'highest totality of which 
nature is capable. '  It goes without saying that his aim is not to deny the 
social character of love, marriage and the family. But he is concerned, 
and rightly so, to repudiate e.g. Kant's barbarous view of marriage in 
which all its natural aspects together with the cultural and spiritual 
values it generates are extinguished, and in which, as a consequence, the 
physical side oflove is reduced to an arbitrary contract regulating the use 
of organs and faculties. In contrast to this Hegel constructs a complex 
dialectic of natural and the social determinants that convincingly dem
onstrates the superiority of objective over subjective idealism. But the 
problem of the family has another aspect for Hegel, one which combines 
profound intuitions about its real historical co-ordinates with the limi
tations inherent in his historical and philosophical horizon. 

Hegel had no more idea of the nature of tribal society than any other 
scholar of his time. He believed, however, and rightly so, that the state 
must have been preceded by a stateless society. Hegel fixes on the family 
of the 'lower world', with its close ties with nature, and .makes it the 
embodiment of spirit in this primitive, stateless society. In The Phenom
enology of Mind he gives an admirable and comprehensive analysis of 
these two stages of society in his discussion of the tragic conflict in the 
Antigone of Sophocles. In a sense he anticipates the discussion of the 
Oresteia by Bachofen and 

Engels. The difference between 
them 

is that Bachofen, writing much later 
and, of course, from within the limits of his own view of history, hit 
upon the problem of matriarchy, and that Engels was able to clarify the 
mystifications in his view with the aid of Morgan's discoveries and pro
vide them with a materialist explanation. We repeat: Hegel had no con
ception of tribal society or matriarchal systems. His notion of a 

society without a state is unhistorical since he bases it on the family, a 
much later phenomenon. This error is one he shares with his age. 

However, his discussion of the Antigone gains greatly in stature and 
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anticipates these future discoveries, thanks to his extraordinarily im
partial analysis of the historical rights and wrongs of the tragic conflict 
and his demonstration of the dialectical 'rightness' of the opposing sides. 
He can see the historical justification of Creon's point of view and the 
necessity underlying it: the inevitable triumph of the state. At the same 
time he can recognize the ethical superiority of Antigone and the state of 
society for which she speaks. This impartiality not only results in a bril
liant analysis; it also expresses that contradictory view of progress to 
which Engels draws attention in his own reflections on the break-up of 
tribal society. What is 

striking 
about 

Hegel's 
view of the 

Antigone 
is the 

way in which the two poles 
of 

the 
contradiction 

are 
maintained 

in a tense 
unity: on the one hand, th!A"e is the recognition that tribal society stands 
higher morally and humanly than the class societies that succeed it, and 
that the collapse of tribal society was brought about by the release of base 
and evil human impulses. On the other hand, there is the equally power
ful conviction that this collapse was inevitable and that it signified a defi
nite historical advance. And even though the entire discussion was 
clarifted immeasurably by the later discoveries ofBachofen, Morgan and 
finally Engels, it should not be forgotten that Hegel's abstract and in cer
tain crucial respects, wrong-headed recognition of the contradictory 
nature of the rise of the state nevertheless forms the basis of his war be
tween the light powers of the gods and the powers of the 'lower world' .  

A further feature of the 'lower world' i s  already known to us :  i t  i s  the 
'incalculable power' of a cohesive economic system. We have seen that 
Hegel repeatedly succumbed to the illusion that the economy could he 
tamed by the intervention of the state. But his correct understanding of 
defmite antagonistic "trends in the capitalist economy led him to the con
clusion that if these 

antagonisms 
were allowed too much scope they 

might easily lead to the 
collapse 

of society. 

'In that event great wealth, which is indissolubly connected with the 
direst poverty-since through division labour becomes universal and 
objective on both sides-produces on the one hand in ideal universa
lity and on the other in reality and mechanically. And this purely 
quantitative, inorganic quality of labour, where all is isolated right 
down to the concept, is the worst form of barbarism. The first charac
teristic of the class of traders, its capacity for an organically absolute 
intuition and respect for something divine, (which admittedly is 
external to it) disappears, and bestial contempt for all higher values 
takes its place. Absence of wisdom, the purely universal, the mass of 
wealth-that is the sum of existence; and the bond uniting the whole 
people, the ethical, vanishes and the people is dissolved. '15 

This makes it quite clear why 
Hegel 

regarded the entire realm of econ
omics as one of the powers of the 

'lower 
world' against which the God of 
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Light of civilization and the state had to struggle continuously. 
In these and other manifestations of the 'natural' the 'lower world' in 

society we can see Hegel's 'uncritical positivism' at work, a tendency we 
have already criticized in the appropriate place. However, there are 
other and more important features of the 'lower world'. If we hark back 
to what Hegel said about work and the tools of work it will be remem
bered that spirit; conscious human activity was put higher than mere 
nature, and that through spirit nature was brought under the control of 
conscious human activity. At the same time, however, the objectivity of 
nature did not cease to exist, it was not eliminated by spirit but continued 
to act on and interact with society. And it is a very important feature of 
Hegel's supersession of subjective idealism that he does not impose a-b
stractions upon nature but integrates it in society through this concrete 
dialectic. 

This introduces conflicts of the most varied sort into his philosophy. It 
forces him to acknowledge the authentic existence, the autonomy of tHe 
powers of the 'lower world' .  Hegel is the first thinker in Germany to ac
knowledge that economic life is governed by laws of its own, and for all 
his illusions about the mitigating influence of the state he never conceives 
of state intervention in the form of abstract regulations which would do 
vilence to the nature of the economy or attempt, as Fichte does, to do 
away with the laws of capitalism by a simple fiat. But just because he 
does call for a concrete process of interaction, admittedly in an abstract 
and mystificatory manner, the real social basis for 'tragedy in the realm 
of the ethical' is created. This in turn is due to Hegel's recognition of the 
blind, elemental character of the capitalist economy. 

Thus in the 'tragedy in the realm of the ethical' we find a continuous 
tragic struggle between the forces of 'externalization' (civilization, the 
state-light) and those of nature (the immediate and elemental-the 
'lower world') , a struggle whose chief characteristic in Hegel's eyes is 
the dialectical interplay between the 

opposing 
forces. For, on the one 

hand, the essence of social progress, i.e., 
the 

triumph of civilization over 
nature, is no once-and-for-all matter, nor is it a smooth 'infinite pro
gress ', but a victory arising from a conflict which is always being 
renewed and always fought with increasing :violence. On'theother'hand, 
civilization can never gain an absolutely decisive victory. For Hegel's 
humanism postulates the whole man in a state of 

integrity. 
The climax of 

'externalization' is the turning-point where 
'externalization' 

is revoked, 
re-absorbed into the subject and annulled. Without this constantly re
newed struggle with the forces of the 'lower world' man would lose all 
contact with nature, with the elemental forces of existence and would 
degenerate into an abstraction, a machine. 

The dialectical interplay between the different moments must also be 
considered from the other side, from the point of view of civilization, the 
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state, the gods of light. We have seen how for Hegel the essence of the 
state, its independence and domination of civil society was embodied m 
the military caste, the necessary apex of the universal class. And at this 
juncture the 'lower world', the elemental re-appears with a new lease of 
life, just when it had seemed to be utterly defeated. 

We have already discussed that aspect of Hegel's theory according to 
which the state of nature re-emerges in the relations between indepen
dent states. We have seen how he considered every attempt to enforce 
legal sanctions as merely provisional, and he saw that international trea
ties would endure only as long as they coincided with the real interests, 
the real power relations and the real shifts in power among the states con
cerned. Hegel has a very realistic view of the relations between juridical 
control and social realities, unlike his illusions about the rule of law 
within the state. (And even here, as we have noted in the case of his in
terpretation of the collapse of feudalism and the French Revolution, 
these illusions are not unlimited.) 

Thus it is only in its relations with civil society that the state can func
tion as a true god of light. 

B)· 
realizing its own existence it enters the 

realm of the 'lower world' 
a�d 

is engulfed by the elemental powers of 
necessity. Moreover, it is from the elemental collision between states, the 
unavoidable reappearance of the state of nature that the real meaning of 
history is born. Schiller's aphorism: 'Universal 

history 
is universal 

judgement', provides a motto for the entire drama. 
And 

to the extent 
that it does so, we may regard the realm of history ultimately as a victory 
for the god of light. But it is evident, nevertheless, that the 'tragedy in 
the realm of the ethical' acted out 'below' is reproduced 'above' 
throughout the entire process of world history. 

The reappearance of this fundamental contradiction at a higher level 
has an interesting precedent in his analysis of the 'universal class' ,  at the 
apex of which stands the warrior, an analysis of such moment that we 
must pause to consider it briefly. We are already familiar with one 
aspect of it: the military caste appears as the very epitome of the state, 
of the 'light' side of man. 

But there is also another side to the matter, almost diametrically 
opposed to the first side and it is �tated most clearly in the System of 
Ethics. This contains a chapter with the title 'The Negative or Freedom 
or Crime'. In this chapter Hegel develops a number of principles which 
he later gathers together as the several strands of his view of the social 
and historical role of evil. He begins with a series of concrete examples 
of negation as seen in the historical representatives of 'natural destruc
tion ' such as Ghengis Khan and Tamburlane. 

'The fanaticism of destruction is outwardly invmcible, because it is 
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absolutely elemental, having taken the form of nature; for the dif
ferentiated and the determinate must succumb to the undifferen
tiated and the indeterminate. But like all that is negative, it contains 
within itself its own negation. ' 

It would be striking and interesting enough if Hegel had contented him
self with deducing modern war from this vantage-point. But his actual 
argument is more interesting still. In what follows he goes on to discuss 
individual acts of criminality within a society already constituted. He 
speaks of robbery and theft, of crimes against honour, and he makes it 
especially clear that they signify the re-establishment of a state of nature. 
From there he proceeds to discuss murder, revenge and duelling, ending 
up in war as the state of nature reinstated.16 

In the later Lectures the logical deduction of the military caste is 
explained in a manner wholly consonant with this. 

'War and the class of soldiers are . . .  the actual sacrifice of the self, 
the danger of death for the individual, the contemplation of his ab
stract immediate negativity, which is also his immediate positive 
self-( for crime is necessarily implicit in the concept of law dealing 
with right and force )-so that each person as this individual makes 
himself into absolute power, regards himself as absolutely free, real 
and for himself as opposed to some other which is universal negati
vity. In war this is granted to him; it is crime on behalf of the universal in
terest, its purpose is the maintenance of the whole against the enemy 
who would destroy it. ' 

Here we have the succinct summary of the earlier argument: war is 
crime on behalf of the universal interest. Hegel goes on to underscore 
heavily this universal interest to which war is subject, .a moral necessity 
that goes hand in hand with his realistic view ofhistory. For in the course 
of the argument he demonstrates the modern character of war, i.e. he 
shows how socialization and 'externalization' permeate even war, and 
this shows once again that his military caste has nothing in common with 
a cult of the nobility or the romantic glorification of chivalry. He con
tinues: 

'This "externalization" must have this abstract form, it must be unin
dividuated, death must be coldly meted out and received, not as in the 
pitched battle where the individual looks his enemy in the eye and 
kills him in an upsurge of hatred, but death must be given and 
received emptily, impersonally, from amidst the powder fumes. '17 

It might appear as if, by interpolating 'externalization' in its modern 
form, Hegel was attempting to annul the natural, elemental, 'lower 
worldly' aspects of war, so as to remove his warrior, notwithstanding his 
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earlier arguments, from the control of these powers and to present him as 
the real apex of the state, of the citoyen, as the protagonist of the god of 
light. This aspect is undoubtedly present but as a whole the argument is 
more complex and contradictory. For his intention is by no means to 
suggest that negation, crime, is simply the immediate, elemental and 
natural, something starkly opposed to the social without any possible 
interaction. But the contrary is the case: as we have seen the path leading 
from Tamburlane to the modern soldier is one of 'externalization', of 
socialization. And this is true also of the intermediate types of individual 
crime. They too contain stages of 'externalization'. Indeed, Hegel 
regards evil as the climax of 'externalization' though in a form in which 
it can be transformed into its opposite. It is not for nothing that the sec
tion under discussion should also have included the word 'freedom' in 
the title. He concludes, by way of summary: 

'Evil-individuality which has entered wholly into itself and is there
fore entirely "externalized". It is a self that has abandoned tts own 
existence and knows another world as its own. In actuality only this 
' '  externalization '' becomes manifest. 'ls 

Thus we can see how the obscure contradictions treated in 'Tragedy in 
the realm of the ethical' provide the intellectual foundations of one of the 
crucial problems in his ellltire philosophy ofhistory. Engels, in his critical 
comments on Feuerbach's moral views, emphasized the superiority of 
precisely this aspect of Hegel's thought over that of Feuer bach: 

'With Hegel evil is the form in which the motive force of historical 
development presents itself. This contains the twofold meaning that, 
on the one hand, each new advance necessarily appears as a sacrilege 
against things hallowed, as a rebellion against conditions, though old 
and moribund, yet sanctified by custom; and that, on the other hand, 
it is precisely the wicked passions of man--greed and lust for power 
-which, since the emergence of class antagonisms, serve as levers of 
historical development-a fact of which the history of feudalism and 
of the bourgeoisie, for example, constitutes a single continual proof. '19 

Hegel's bourgeois commentators constantly waver between two 
extremes. Before it became fashionable to praise him as 'the greatest irra
tionalist' in the history of philosophy, it was not uncommon for him to 
be criticized for being 'panlogical' ,  i.e. all too harmonious. Above all, at 
the time when the superftcial· pessimism of Schopenhauer and Eduard 
von Hartmann was in vogue, it was customary to condemn Hegel for 
ignoring the darker sides of human existence. A knowledge of his real 
philosophy shows that he had nothing in common either with the super
ficial optimism of a direct apologia of bourgeois society, or with the 
equally superficial pessimism of an indirect apologia. 
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On the contrary, he stands in a line of great philosophers who from the 
beginnings of bourgeois society have insisted that the progress of man is 
inseparably intertwined with the worst impulses of human nature, with 
'greed and lust for power'. In this sense Hegel's philosophy is the direct 
continuation of Hobbes and Mandeville, w1th the important difference 
that what in their case had been a spontaneous dialectic, a descriptive 
presentation of tlie contradictory nature of human progress, had become 
in his works a conscious dialectic, a philosophy of contradiction. Marx 
always saw Hegel's philosophy in just this context. After reading 
Darwin he wrote to Engels saying: 

'It is remarkable how Darwin can examine the world of plants and 
animals and-discover there his own English society with its division of 
labour, competition, the opening up of new markets, "inventions", 
and Malthus' "struggle for existence". It is Hobbes' bellum omnium 
contra omnes and remmds one of Hegel in the Phenomenology where· 
bourgeois society appears as the "animal kingdom of the spirit", 
whereas m Darwin the animal kingdom appears as bourgeois 
society. ':!l 
Here again we find the same ambiguity in Hegel's theory of contradic

tion which we have already noted. On the one hand-and that is 
Hegel's greatness-he is utterly frank in his presentation of the contra
dictions he fmds and the impossibility of resolving them. The 'tragedy in 
the realm of the ethical ' is nothing but the great tragedy of the contradic
tory path of human progress in the history of class societies-a great and 
real tragedy; for the extremes of the elements in con6ict are both valid 
and in the wrong. 

Hence although Hegel also analyses 'comedy in the realm of the ethi-
cal' it is the tragedy that is the closer to reality. 

'Comedy separates the two zones of the ethical so that each exists for 
itself. In one antagonisms and the finite appear as a shadow without 
substance, while in the other the absolute is a delusion. However,, 
the authentic and absolute relationship is that the one is manifest in 
all earnestness in the other, and that each enters bodily into re
lationship with the other so that together they constitute fate in all 
its earnestness for each other. Thus the absolute relationship is to be 
found in tragedy. '2! 

Since Hegel could not look beyond the confmes of class society in gen
eral, and bourgeois society in particular, his commitment to tragedy 
bears testimony to his utter integrity as a thinker: he recognized the 
contradictions of progress within class society as irremediable. 

But even this is not the whole story. From the moment that these 
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contradictions entered his mind at the time of the Frankfurt crisis, the 
tendency towards their 'reconciliation' began to develop. And from 
Frankfurt to the late Berlin period it was not only present but it con
stantly grew in strength. It would be easy to condemn this tendency as 
something merely negative, as a simple accommodation to the civil so
ciety of his day. No doubt, such conformist elements are implicit in his 
concept of 'reconciliation' ;  we have repeatedly drawn attention to the 
distorting effects of its triumph over indissoluble contradictions in his 
philosophy of society. 

Hegel himself, however, often had the opposite feeling: the realization 
that the contradictions were insoluble was more important than their 're
conciliation'. Thus, in the passage just quoted, the task Hegel assigns to 
comedy is identical with what he elsewhere regards as the key to the con
tradictions of civil society: viz . ,  the separation of the spheres of the bour
geois and the citoyen, the primacy of the public realm of the state over the 
private realm of civil society. And if he now arrives at the conclusion 
that the absolute relationship is to be discovered in tragedy where this 
separation does not take place, where the opposed sides contend with 
each other to the point where both are destroyed, then the implied criti
cism ofhis own concept of'reconciliation' is plain to see. 

At the same time, it would be superficial to urge that Hegel would 
have been all the greater if he had never taken up the concept of 're
conciliat�n'. For the real, dialectical analysis of human progress and its 
contradictions can only be undertaken from a point of view dommated 
by a belief in the ultimate victory of progress, despite all the contradic
tions. Only the perspective of a classless society can provide a view of the 
tragedies to be encountered en route without succumbing to the temp
tations of a pessimistic romanticism. For this reason we must place 
Fourier's social criticism higher than Hegel's. 

If this perspective is not available to a thinker-and we have seen that 
it could not be available to Hegel-then there are only two possibilities 
open to anyone who has a clear view of the contradictions. Either he will 
hold fast to the contradictions, in which case he will end up as a romantic 
pessimist. Or he will keep his faith, despite everything, that progress is 
inevitable, however many tragedies lie along the road. In that case his 
fa�th must be embodied in one or other of the mystifications of false con
scwusness. 

The greatness of the age in which Hegel lived and worked is manifest 
in many ways; one of them is that there is scarcely any possible problem 
and solution which did not find an advocate to argue it out at the highest 
level. This is certainly true of our fmt-mentioned possibility of holding 
fast to contradictions regarded as irreconcilable. The advocate of this 
position was the outstanding philosopher of Romanticism in Germany, 
Solger, a man whom Hegel held in the highest esteem for his integrity 
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and his intellectual prowess. 
In Solger the problem we are discussing appears in a much more 

mystified form than in Hegel himself. He formulates the contradiction as 
one between the absolute and its incarnation in the empirical world. 
Turning back to the mtroductory words of Hegel's 'Tragedy in the 
realm of the ethical' we recollect that according to him, the absolute 'is 
eternally born ariew into the objective world'. We can see Solger con
cerned with the same problem in a more abstract form (for all that he is 
directly concerned with it as a problem in the philosophy of art) . In the 
concluding paragraphs of his principal work on aesthetics we says of the 
relation of the absolute to its incarnation in the empirical world: 

' . . .  and sorrow without end must take hold of us when we sec that 
which is most glorious doomed to destruction by the necessity of an 
earthly existence. And yet we cannot put the blame anywhere but 
upon the perfect thing Itself as it is revealed to us in time; for that 
which 1s merely of the earth, when we only perceive it , holds to
gether through its links with other things and as part of an unending 
process of birth and death. Now this transitional moment in which 
the idea necessarily annihilates Itself must be the true seat of art. '2t 
We cannot pause to discuss the aberrations that this conception of con

tradictonness led Solger mto for all his ability and integrity. Suffice it to 
say that it enabled him to provide the most profound, and most dialecti
cal explanation of the mistaken and distorted concept of 'Romantic 
irony' so that notwithstanding his greater philosophical gifts he ended up 
by going the way of the Schellings and Schlegels. And this is no accident, 
just as it is no accident that Hegel 's attempt to reconcile the inexorably 
tragic course of human progress led to such a rich and concrete account 
of history and sonety, while Solger's retention of tragic contradiction 
led only to abstract mystification. 

This last contrast offers a pointer to the internal contradictions in 
Hegel's concept of'reconciliation' .  On the one hand, it presents an ideal
istic mystification of irreconcilable contradictions. On the other hand, 
this very fact pomts to Hegel's underlying realism, his commitment to 
the concrete social realities of his age, his profound understanding of the 
actual life of man in society, his aspiration to see the contradictions in 
human progress where they are actually fought out m the arena of econ
omic life. Only because of this love of reality and his profound commit
ment to it could the concrete richness of the Hegelian dialectic come into 
being. And if his system culminates in 'reconciliation', this only shows 
that, as long as the honzon of class society is closed off, human progress 
even in the realm of the mind, of philosophy, IS compelled to take 
detours through the labyrinths of what Engels called 'false con
sciousness'. 
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PART IV 

The Breach with Schelling and 
The Phenomenology of Mind (lena I 803 - I 807) 



CHAPTER ONE 

The growing estrangement between Schelling and Hegel 
up to the final breach 

OuR previous discussions have made it plain that, while Hegel and 
Schelling joined forces in an attack on subjective idealism, they were by 
no means at one on all questions of philosophy. Differences of opinion 
did not make their appearance during their collaboration and up to r So 3 ,  
the year of  Schelling's departure for Wiirzburg. They can only be dis
covered by a thorough scrutiny of the writings of the two men, and this, 
as we have seen, is no easy task since this was the period when Hegel was 
experimenting with Schelling's conceptual system. Not until the Lec
tures of r Sos--6 do we find that Hegel has freed himselffrom Schelling's 
terminology. 

When Hegel fmally disengaged his own philosophical approach and 
language, he lami.ched a polemic against Schelling's followers and dis
ciples, and also against Schelling himself, a polemic that was conducted 
with increasing acerbity as time went on. For this transitional phase we 
are able to draw on 

Hegel's 

Notebook, the dating of which we have 
already discussed (p. 

254f.) .  

Furthermore, we can also refer to the lecture 
fragments from the last years in Jena. These fragments, which Rosen
kranz has published with the title Didactic Modification of the System, are of 
great importance.1 

If we wish to understand the disagreement that arose between Hegel 
and Schelling we must not be misled by the framework of our own 
analysis which made it necessary to follow Hegel's development step 
by step, while invoking Schelling's philosophy only as a foil or as the 
object of Hegel's criticism. This may well have created the impression 
that Schelling's thought remained static at this period and that Hegel's 
final criticism, his blunt rejection of Schelling 's philosophy in 1 807, 
implied a denial of the Schelling with whom he had joined forces in 
180 1  in an attack on subjective idealism. 

It is not possible for us to give an account of Schelling's inner devel
opment here.2 All we can do here is to indicate briefly the main phases 
of his thought during the period under discussion. As we know, the 
point of departure for Hegel's collaboration with him was his System 
of Transcendental Idealism ( r 8oo) . His next work, Presentation of My 
System of Philosophy, was the one closest to Hegelian thought and pro
vides evidence of Schelling's efforts to appropriate the prmciples of 

423 
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Hegel's dialectics. But we very soon perceive the emergence of quite 
opposite principles in Schelling. These become manifest partly in his 
growing tendency to make arbitrary constructs in the philosophy of 
nature and partly in the increasing weight he places on aesthetics-a 
result of grounding 'intellectual intuition' in aesthetics. This tendency 
was already apparent m his first system but it now brought him into 
closer proximity to the Romantics ' cult of genius. A further tendency 
diametrically opposed to Hegel is to be found in his growing receptivity 
to mysucal ideas which likewise had their roots in the Romantic move
ment which had glorified the theosophy and nature philosophy of Jacob 
Bohme. This increased proximity to Romantic ideas at first went no 
further than a mystical Platonism, in the Jena dialogue Bruno of I 802. But 
no sooner had he arrived in Wiirzburg than he published a new work, 
Philosophy and Religion (I 804) in which his now thoroughly religious 
mysticism was frankly asserted. This work is of the first Importance for 
an understanding of his development since it already contained the seeds 
of the purely reactionary philosophy of his later years. Thus Schelling 
had turned away from the pnnciples they had shared, from the common 
attempt to extend the dialectics of objective idealism in a progreSSive 
sense, even before Hegel embarked on his attack. Objectively, the part
ing of the ways had come with the publication of the last-named work of 
Schelling 's . Schellmg's other major publications during the last part of 
his stay in Jena include the Lectures on the Methods of Academic Study ( I  802) 
and the Philosophy of Art ( 1 802-3) .  They define the intermediate stages of 
Schelling 's progress towards relig10us mysticism, although it is only fair 
to remark that the Philosophy of Art in particular contains a vast amount 
of valuable material and IS one ofSchelling's greatest achievements. Thus 
if we now turn our attention to Hegel's increasingly forthright criticism 
of Schelling we must pay due heed to the fact that this reflects not only 
Hegel's development, but Schelling's own development in the opposite 
direction. Furthermore, in our discussion of their controversy we must 
bear m mind that we have no documentary evidence and n� recorded 
statement by Hegel relatmg to a number of questions on which their dis
agreement was obv10usly at its greatest. Moreover, we are not thinking 
here of fortuitous gaps in our knowledge, but of the fundamental diver
gence in method between Hegel's attack on the subjective idealism of 
Kant, Jacobi and Fichte, and the manner in which he later criticized 
Schelling. As we have seen, the attack on subjective idealism was com
prehensive. It began with the most general problems concermng the 
nature of philosophy and went on to quite specific Issues of moral philo
sophy and the philosophy oflaw and society. In contrast to this, his cnti
nsm of Schelling, even in his private notebooks takes issue only with the 
central problems f1f philosophical method. If we compare the Jena publi
cations of Hegel and Schelhng-and we shall quote a few more 
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examples of their most characteristic ideas-it will be plain to everyone 
that their opinions had already diverged greatly at that period. But it is 
precisely on such objective disagreements that we are left in the dark. 
Whether and to what extent they were aired m conversation is not 
known to us, and Hegel himself does not make the slightest allusion to 
conversations of that sort in his private diaries. 

In these differences of approach, in this restriction to the fundamental 
questions of philo�ophical method, we can see how greatly Hegel had 
gained in assurance since the days of the debate with Fichte. At that time 
he was concerned to extend his method systematically and to apply it to 
the vanous spheres of knowledge (society, history, nature) . This process 
took place in and through the campaign against subjective idealism By 
now, however, the task of self-clarification was complete. He was no 
longer interested in demonstrating the superiority of his method by ex
posing his opponent's weaknesses and his own strengths by testing it out 
on all sorts of concrete 1ssues. A further factor was that while moral and 
political philosophy had constituted an important part of the philosophy 
of subjective idealism they were marginal in Schelling's system. At stake 
now were the great central methodological questions raised by objective 
idealism. It is obviously Hegel's view that if these were settled then all 
was settled as far as philosophy was concerned. 

Nevertheless, it is tmportant to quote one or two passages from Schel
ling which have no direct beanng on Hegel's cnucisms, but which are 
rendered necessary by our own approach. We have shown in some detail 
the close connections between Hegel's views on history, economics and 
society, and his philosophical views, and how the latter arose out of the 
former and acquired their specific philosohhiCal form through them. It 1s 
obvious that similar connections, if in a much modified form, must have 
been present also in Schelling-as indeed in every other philosopher. 
Obviously it cannot be our task to establish these connections in 
Schelling's thought-that must be left to th� Schelling specialists. But it 
is of interest to give just one or two examples which make it clear that the 
disagreement with Hegel was not just confmed to the questions of philo
sophical method on which Hegel concentrated, but that it extended to 
all the problems of the philosophy of history and society. It 1s important 
to stress this for the additional reason that the more recent bourgeois 
literature on Hegel makes it easier to blur the distinctions between the 
dialectical methods of Hegel and Schelling by completely trivializing 
the differences of opinion on these other questions. (This process can be 
seen at its worst in Heller, but it is a standing feature of the more recent 
literature on Hegel. )  

Let us just glance at Schelling's v1ews on society in Jena. His Lectures on 
the Methods of Academic Study must obviously include something about 
the problems of history and society. What he does is to make a purely 
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formal equation in which he transforms the harmony of necessity and 
freedom into 'stages of being' (Potenzen) of the real and the ideal. The 
upshot is that this unity is embodied, in real terms, in the perfects tate and, 
at the level of the ideal, in the church. This pair of opposites is then for
mally related to antiquity and the modern world, thus revealing 
Schelling's fundamental inability to grasp the specific character of 
modern civil society: 

'That so-called civil freedom has produced only the saddest mixture 
of freedom and slavery, but not the absolute and hence free existence 
of the one or the other. '3 
On the surface what we have here is Schelling's total failure to under

stand those problems of modern civil society and its economy that were 
so vital to the development of Hegel's philosophical system. But behind 
his incomprehension we may detect other tendencies when we look at 
his views about the Enlightenment, the Revolution and the tasks of 
philosophy vis-a-vis both. He reviles the Enlightenment for its 'dearth of 
ideas' and refers to it as the philosophy of common sense. This he defmes 
as 

'the understanding instructed in lofty and vacuous reasoning by a false 
and superficial culture. '  

The victory of that understanding is a disaster, according to Schelling: 

'The elevation of the common understanding to the position of judge 
in matters of the reason, leads necessarily to ochlocracy in the realm of 
science and sooner or later this ends with the general uprising of the 
mob. '  

According to Schelling another dangerous conception of philosophy 
attempts to orientate it towards the useful. The task of philosophy is to 
wage war incessantly on all such tendencies: 

'If anything at all is able to offer some resistance to the approaching 
flood in which more and more visibly high and low have been com
mingled, ever since the mob began to write and every plebeian ele
vates himself to the rank of judge, It is philosophy whose natural 
motto is: odi profanum vulgus et arceo . '4 

These quotations could be multiplied with ease. We believe, however, 
that the position is perfectly clear: on the one hand, Hegel never took 
the trouble to attack views of this sort as expressed by Schelling; on the 
other hand, anyone who has followed Hegel's development inJena will 
be aware that Hegel's views are diametrically opposed to those 
expressed here. 

Of course, in the period leading up to the Phenomenology there is a.1 
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extensive series of satirical passages attacking the reactionary Romanti
cism of the Schelling school, and also of Schelling himself. In particular, 
Hegel criticizes their flirtation with mystical and religious concepts, the 
denigration of the understanding in philosophy, the playing with forms 
and the barbaric confusion of feeling and understanding. Here are some 
of Hegel's observations on these matters: 

'Just as there was a cult of the genius in literature, so now we seem to 
have a similar cult of philosophical genius. They mix some carbon, 
oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen together, wrap it up in paper which 
contains some writing about polarity, give it a wooden pigtail of 
vanity and shoot it off like a rocket-and then they they have 
depicted the empyrean. There we have Gorres and Wagner. The cru
dest empiricism mixed wtth formalistic ideas about matter and 
polarities, adorned with senseless analogies and intoxicated aper�us. 'S 

In lectures wntten at the same time Hegel attacks mysticism, which he 
fmds even worse. 

'There is indeed a poor middle thing standing between feeling and 
science, a speculative feeling, or an idea which cannot free itself from 
feeling and imagination, but which is no longer just feeling and 
imagination. '6 

And he goes so far in his contempt for would-be profundity that he 
noted down this aphorism: 

'Whatever has a deep meaning, is worthless for that very reason. "�  

But for all this Hegel makes a dear distinction, especially in his lec
tures, between Schelling's supporters and Schelling himself. We have 
seen that Hegel always respected Schelling's historical achievement of 
taking the fmt steps in objective idealism. At this period he was obvi
ous! y of the opinion that' Schelling was still on the right road and that he 
was still open to logical argument. Even the letter accompanying a pre
sentation copy of The Phenomenology of Mind only contained critiCism of 
Schelling's followers and not of Schelling himself. And as the reader will 
recollect, this was at a time when Schelling was making experiments in 
magic with a divining rod, experiments which Hegel viewed with 
extreme scepticism for all the politeness and restraint in which he 
couched his letters on the subject. He made up for this by the open mock
ery with which he treated the Schelling school in his lectures. He warns 
his listeners to beware of the magniloquent, orotund language of the 
school, for, he says, 

'the secret will one day be revealed that behind the imposing fac;,ade of ex
pression, very vulgar thoughts lay hidden . . . I cannot introduce you . . .
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to the profundities of this philosophy, for it has none, and I say this lest 
you be imposed upon and deceived into believing that there must be 
some sense in these ornate and weighty words. . . . In actual fact this 
formalism can be acquired in half an hour. For example, instead of 
saying something is long, say it has length, and that this length is mag
netism ; instead of broad, say it has breadth and that it is electricity; instead 
of thick, corporeal, say that is enters the third dimension; instead of point
ed, say that it is the pole of contraction ; and instead of saying, the fish is 
long, say it belongs in the scheme of magnetism, etc. '8 

But these are just preliminary skirmishes. On the essenual issues, 
however, Hegel did not spare Schelling, for all that he respected him and 
he still believed he was not irrevocably lost. Hegel directed his attack at 
the central pillars of Schelling's philosophy. 

Chief among these is the problem of whether knowledge of the absol
ute can be achieved and by what means. That there can be such knowl
edge was common ground between Hegel and Schelling, and this was 
what they had fought for against subjective idealism. The point at issue, 
then, was how to acquire such knowledge. As we know, ' intellectual in
tuition' was the means preferred by Schelling. The stronger his aesthetic 
and later his religious preoccupations became, the more immediate this 
knowledge became. Thus in Philosophy and Religion he asserts that 

'it is only called intuition because the soul which is one and the same 
as the absolute, can have none but an immediate relationship with it. '9 
Now the immediacy of'intellectual intuition' has two very important 

consequences. In the first place, it is placed in blunt opposition to 'ordi
nary' conceptual modes of cognition. The fact that both art and religion 
are the exclusive 'organs' by which to perceive the absolute underscores 
Schelling's tendency to drive a wedge between normal thought and cog
nition of the absolute. This yearning to have done with thought, with 
understanding and reason is what constantly calls forth Hegel's mockery, 
and it is easy to see his indignation with this self-important mystical irra
tionalism. Thus we fmd the following passage in his Notebook: 

'If the absolute, while out for a stroll, should slip and fall from its own 
proper sphere into the water, then it will become a fish, an organic, 
living thing. And if it were to slip and fall into the realm of pure 
thought-for even pure thought is supposed not to be its proper realm 
-then it would come blundering in, a wicked, finite thing, which 
one would be too ashamed to mention, if it weren't one's job, since 
for once it cannot be denied that an actual l�gic is present. Water is 
such a cold, wicked element, and yet life thrives in it. Is thought such 
an inferior element? Must the absolute really be so badly off in it and 
behave so badly in it?'10 
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In the implied contempt felt for the understanding Hegel detects a fear of 
the understanding as something barbaric. He therefore places the aristo
cratic philosophy of irrationalism on the same plane as ordinary 
illiteracy. 

'The barbaarian is astonished when he hears that the square on the 
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides. 
He thinks it could really be o�herwise, draws away from the under
standing in fear, and prefers to hold fast to his intuitions. Reason with
out understanding is nothing, but understanding in the absence of reason is still 
something. The understanding cannot be dispensed with. '11 

Hegel never tires of repeating that truth, knowledge of the world as it 
really is, knowledge of the absolute, is only to be gained by advancing 
along the road from immediate intuition via understanding and reason. 
Anyone who really strives for knowledge should not allow himself to be 
deterred by the apparent abstraction, the 

apparent 
barrenness and 

poverty of conceptual thought as opposed to 
the 

immediate vitality of 
intuition, for only if he passes along the road described above will he dis
cover that the correctly defined concept comes from life and returns to 
life. 

'The individual well knows the truth of his individuality which pre
cisely prescribes the course of his existence, but consciousness oflife in 
general is something he expects from philosophy. Here his hopes 
appear to be shattered when, instead of the nchness oflife, mere con
cepts appear, and instead of the wealth of the immediate world, the 
most dessicated abstractions. But the concept is itself the mediator be
tween oneself and life since it teaches us to discover life in it, and itself in 
life. Of course, this is a matter of which science must convince 
itself. '12 

In these passages the polem1c against Schelling is quite evident. But in 
addition to them there is a whole senes of statements from the period 
leading up to the Phenomenology in which Hegel directly or indirectly 
attacks Schelling's cognitive method, without mentioning Schelling but 
in such a way as to leave no doubt that it 1s the premises underlying 
Schelling's position that are being undermined. This can be seen above 
all from the way in which Hegel strives-the more energetically as time 
goes on-to subordinate art and religion to philosophy as modes of 
cognizing the absolute, and to deny that they are adequate to the task on 
their own. Since art was the pomt at which the identity of subject and 
object was most patently made manifest in Schelling's view, such pas
sages may undoubtedly be held to contain an indirect attack on his 
theory of 'intellectual intuition'. This polemic even influences Hegel's 
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own intellectual style. From this point on art always remains the most 
1mmediate and hence the lowest form of apprehension of the absolute. 
However, in his later works, and starting in The Phenomenology o_{Mind, 
Hegel emphasizes that despite the inadequacy of art, 1ts content remains 
absolute truth. In the Lectures of 1 805-<> his animus against Schelling 's 
philosophy is such that he concentrates almost entirely on the inad
equacies of art as a cognitive instrument. He refers to art as 

'an Indian Bacchus which is no clear, self-knowing spirit . . . .  It is 
therefore an element inadequate for spirit. Hence art can only give its 
configurations a lim1ted spirit . . . .  This finite medium contem
plauon, cannot encompass infinity. It is only an intended infinity . . .  1t 
is only intended, not true representation. The necessity, the shape of 
thought is not contained in it. Beauty is the veil that conceals the truth, 
rather than what presents it. '13 

We repeat, Hegel corrected this one-sided view by the time he came to 
write the Phenomenology. And we have only quoted it to show the reader 
how far his dislike of SchelliPg's 'intellectual intuition' would take him 
in this transitional period. 

Hegel's passion throughout this polemic is to be explained by the fact 
that 'intellectual intuition' was not just a particular cogmtive mode, but 
something which had the most far-reaching consequences for the entire 
system of philosophy, for an understanding of the relations of man to the 
truth and to the absolute. This bnngs us to the second important conse
quence of Schelling 's view of the absolute. 'Intellectual intuiuon' goes 
hand in hand with an aristocratic theory of knowledge. Schelling re
peatedly argues that authentic philosophical truth, knowledge of the ab
solute, is attainable only by a few chmen people , by gemuses. One part 
of philosophy, the most 1mportant part, simply could not be acquired by 
learning: 

'However, this very principle of the antinomy of the absolute and of 
merely fimte forms, the conviction that m philosophy art and pro
duction can no more be separated than form and content m poetry, 
demonstrates that the dialectic too has a side from which it cannot be 
learnt, and that it too is founded upon the productive faculty, no less 
than what might be called, in the original sense of the word, the ele
ment of poetry m philosophy. '14 
The connection between this theory of knowledge and Schelling's 

views on society, on the Enlightenment and Revolution, which we have 
already quoted, i� obvwm. His aristocratic theory of knowledge 1s 
des1gned to create an unbridgeable gulf between the 'chosen' and the 
mob, just like the gulf the Restoration attempted to create in the realm of 
poliucs. Thus Hegel's passiOnate tone is based, on the one hand, on his 
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determination to liberate philosophy from every sort of irrational mysti
fication and self-important obscurity; on the other hand, it has its roots in 
politics. Modern society as Hegel understands it and as it emerged from 
the French Revolution exists not only objectively and in itself, but al•o 
subjectively and for itself, it Is the incarnation of the world-spirit. And 
that means that the self-discovery of the spirit m the modern state and 
modern society must not only be objectively true in itself, but it must be 
knowledge available to every individual. In his lectures Hegel makes this 
idea quite explicit: 

'It should briefly be noted that, as the science of reason,  philosophy is of 
Its very nature , by virtue of its general mode of existence , availablefor 
all. Not all can attain to it, but that is not in question, any more than 
that few people become princes. That some men are placed higher than 
others is a scandal only if it is claimed that they are creatures of another 
kind and that nature had created them so. '15 

Thus the connection between Hegel's theory of knowledge and his gen
eral political attitudes is evident. It also provides additional proof that 
Hegel 's universal class could not possibly have reference to the heredi
tary feudal nobi!ity. Furthermore, it is plain that the purely philo
sophical disagreement between Hegel and Schelling had Its roots in 
profound social and political differences of opinion . 

Hegel's repudiation of the predestined genius did not go beyond the 
recognition that the knowledge of the absolute is possible for all, and that 
every individual can acquire it. Actually to do so requires significant in
tellectual labour, in Hegel's view. N everthcless, one of the outstanding 
tasks of philosophy was to develop a methodology which would facili
tate this task. In his private notebooks Hegel proposed this programme: 

'The partition between the terminology of philosophy and ordinary 
consciousness has still to be broken through. ''6 

It is this programme that Hegel earned out m the Phenomenology. In 
the Preface to that work Hegel states: 

'Science on its side requires the individual self-consciousness to have 
risen into this high ether, in order to be able to live with science, 
and in science, and really to feel alive there. Conversely the indivi
dual has the right to demand that science shall hold the ladder to 
help him get at least as far as this position, shall show him that he 
was in himself this ground to stand on. His right rests on his absolute 
independence, which he knows he possesses in every type and phase 
of knowledge; for in every phase, whether recognized by science or 
not, and whatever be the content, his right as an individual is the 
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absolute and fmal form, i.e. he is the immediate certainty of self and 
thereby is unconditioned being, were this expression preferred. '17 

The entire Phenomenology is dedicated to the fulftlment of this pro
gramme. And even in this preliminary statement there is a peremptory 
rejection of Schelling's philosophy of immediacy. And directly follow
ing this passage we find the celebrated criticism of Schelling's 'intel
lectual intuition' which is referred to as 

'the sort of ecstatic enthusiasm which starts straight off with absolute 
knowledge, as if shot out of a pistol, and makes short work of other 
points of view simply by explaining that it is to take no notice of 
'them. '18 

This criticism represents a sharpening of the distinction, long familiar 
to us, between the dialectics of Hegel and Schelling. The disagreement 
turned on the nature of contradiction and supersession. We have already 
discussed it on a number of occasions. We have seen how Schelling is 
concerned to reconcile the contradictions in such a way that no element 
of contradiction survives, whereas Hegel's concept of the identity of 
opposites is that of both identity and non-identity. This implies that con
tradictions are not extinguished in the unity, nor do moments or parts 
lose themselves in the absolute, but instead they are superseded in the 
well-known Hegelian use of the concept, i.e. they are annulled, pre
served and elevated to a higher level. 

Now in the Preface to the Phenomenology what Hegel reproaches 
Schelling with is precisely this obliteration of the various moments in the 
absolute. He criticizes Schelling for causing to be swallowed up in the 
empty gulf of the absolute: 

'To pit this single assertion, that "in the absolute all is one" agamst 
the organized whole of determinate and complete knowledge, or of 
knowledge which at least aims at and demands complete develop
ment-to give out its absolute as the night in which, as we say, all 
cows are black-that 1s the very na"ivete of emptiness of knowl
edge. '19 

And Hegel goes on to give a thorough analysis of immediacy, which 
he combats from the vantage-point of his own belief that man is the 
product of his own activity and so can only reach his real existence at 
the end and not at the starting-point of the process. This transformation 
of existence into activity also annuls Schelling 's rigid antithesis of posi
tive and negative 

'True reality is merely this process of reinstating self-identity, of 
reflecting into its own self in and from its other, and is not an or(C?inal 
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and primal unity as such, not an immediate unity as such. It is the pro
cess of its own becoming, the circle which presupposes its end as its 
purpose, and has its end for its beginning; it becomes concrete and 
actual only by being carried out, and by the end it involves. '1ll 

It is not without interest to pause here and look back at the discussion 
of a few years previous to this between Schelling and Fichte. At that time 
Fichte reproache<l Schelling with introducing distinctions, and what was 
worse, quantitative distinctions, into the absolute. 

He wrote to Schelling: .
'I can defme the difference between us in a few words.-According 
to you, I maintain that the absolute exists in the form of quantitative 
distinctions. This is indeed what you maintain ; and it is just for that 
reason that I find your system mistaken . . . .  That is just what Spinoza 
does, and every other type of dogmatism . . . .  The absolute would 
not be the absolute if it could exist in any form whatsoever. '2! 

This remark makes the bond between Kant and Fichte absolutely plain. 
Although the Fichtean Ego is an attempt to overcome the Kantian 
Thing-m-itself, it shares at least one thing with it: the absence of qualities 
of any kind. Fichte does indeed claim to achieve a sort of self-knowledge 
of the Ego through his own version of 'intellectual intuition' .  But since 
he denies his absolute every kind of quality, determination or modifi
cation, this self-knowledge is evidently illusory. Formally indeed Fichte 
repudiates Kant's idea that the Thing-in-itself cannot be known, by 
saying that something can be known; but what it is that is known, its con
tent, he does not say and so this knowledge remains as empty as Kant's 
renunciation ofknowledge of the absolute. 

In comparison Schelling's objective idealism represents a great step 
forward, since according to him all sorts of concrete, recognizable attri
butes and determinations are to be conferred on the absolute. That is to 
say, he is moving towards the view that knowledge of the absolute 
should be knowledge of objective reality. (We recollect Hegel 's later 
criticism of the Thing-in-itself. It was precisely the relation he estab
lished between thing and attribute that was to prove so fruitful for the 
theory of knowledge.) The philosophical importance of the common 
struggle waged by Schelling and Hegel in those fmt years in Jena lay in 
their refusal to accept the vacuous and self-defeating abstractness of 
Fichte 's view of absolute knowledge and their resolve to invest it 
instead with a wealth of determinations. Thus the first stage of the argu
ment hinged on whether absolute knowledge had recognizable determi
nations or not. Schelling and Hegel were in total agreement that it could 
and did. The disagreements between them, and they already existed, re
ferred on the one hand to the way in which this knowledge could be 
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acquired, and on the other hand, to the nature of such knowledge. It is 
easy to understand that at this stage the divergences of opinion receded 
before the need to defeat the common enemy. 

Thus Hegel's criticism of Schelling assumes that this battle has now 
been won; the new disagreement moves on a higher plane than the 
earlier argument. It is interesting to see Hegel taking up Fichte's argu
ment about quantitative determinations in the absolute. But he does so 
from quite a different angle: what appeared to Fichte as going beyond 
the bounds of knowledge appears to Hegel as an abstraction, a failure to 
gain sufficiently concrete knowledge of the absolute.zz Rosenkranz sum
marizes one passage from Hegel's lectures of 1 805--6 as follows: 

'He spoke publicly of Schelling, referred with great warmth to his 
great achievements, but criticized the merely quantitative distinction 
of division in the absolute; this he said meant all was indifferent, a 
mere predominance of one factor or another so that there was no true 
distinction. '23 

This restriction of the distinctions in the absolute is one of the sources 
of Schelling's formalism. He cannot possibly incorporate the richness of 
life, of objective reality within his concept of the absolute. He must 
therefore content himself with inane arguments such as, e.g. , the idea 
that nature represents the predominance of the real over the ideal. Obvi
ously, formalistic pronouncements of this sort can never do justice to the 
movement of objective reality. It is not fortuitous that, following the 
criticism of Schelling just referred to, Hegel goes on to reproach Schel
ling for his lack of dialectics. 

If we now look back at Hegel's criticism of Schelling we can see that 
all his methodological objections cluster around one great point: that 
Schelling's use of their common concept of the absolute fails to do justice 
to the richness and vitality of the real world. H1s critique of Schelling's 
formalism becomes concretized in the Phenomenology in the following 
requirements of philosophical method: 

'A table of contents is all that [ the schematic) understanding gives, the 
content itself it does not furnish at all. If the specif1c determination (say 
even one like magnetism) is one that in itself is concrete or actual, it all 
the same gets degraded into something lifeless and inert, since it 1s 
merely predicated of another existmg enuty, and not known as an 
imminent living principle of this ex1stence; nor 1s there any compre
hension of how in this entity its intrinsic and peculiar way of ex
pressing and producing Itself takes effect. This, the very kernel of the 
matter, formal understanding leaves to others to add later on. Instead 
of making its way into the inherent content of the matter m hand, 
understanding always takes a survey of the whole, assumes a position 
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above the particular existence about which it is speaking, i.e. it does 
not see it at all. True scientific knowledge, on the contrary, demands 
abandonment to the very life of the object, or, which means the same 
thing, claims to have before it the inner necessity controlling the 
object, and to express this only. '24 
Here we can see the real philosophical connection between Hegel's 

dialectic and that.sympathy for the empiricists which we have frequently 
observed during the Jena period. Hegel regards the correspondence be
tween existing reality and the conclusions reached by a philosophy as a 
decisive criterion for the correctness of the 

philosophy 
concerned. In a 

diary entry from the Jena period he gives a survey 
of 

the rapid succession 
of philosophical systems. The relation of each system to empincal reality 
is evidently the decisive factor hastening or retarding its downfall: 

'Science. Whether a person possesses it or not is something of which he 
can assure himself and others. Whether it is true or not is decided by 
those around him, the contemporary world and then posterity, after 
the former has already bestowed its praise. Yet as civilization has 
advanced, consciousness has risen so far, the barbarian slowness to 
comprehend has become so much smoother and swifter that a few 
years suffice to bring about that posterity. Kant 's philosophy has long 
since been judged and found wanting, whereas Wolff's system lasted 
so years and more. Fichte 's philosophy has been placed even more 
quickly and the essence of Schelling 's thought will soon be revealed. 
Its sentence is almost upon us since many already understand it. But 
these 

philosophies 
succumbed less to proof than to empirical experi

ence which 
showed 

us how far they could take us. They blindly edu
cate their supporters, but the texture becomes thinner and thinner 
until they are surprised by its transparency. It has melted like ice, 
slipped through the fingers like quicksilver before they knew what 
had happened. They have stmply lost their grip on it and anyone who 
looks at the hand that proffered so much wisdom sees only that the 
hand is empty and scornfully goes his way. '25 

The objective idealism of Schelling and Hegel has this common fea
ture that the category of the whole, of 

totality, 
plays a decisive part. But 

today, when the most reactionary 
philosophy 

of all plays totality off 
against causality, erecting it into a bulwark of obscurantism (as in the 
works of 

Spann) 
it is vital to take a closer look at Hegel's conception of 

totality 
and 

to show that it has nothing in common with these reaction
ary positions, indeed that in the debate with Schelling the reactionary 
elements in the latter's conception of totality are criticized and over
come. 

We have already drawn attention to the importance of the element of 
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preservation in Hegel's conception of supersession. This is very evident 
in his analysis of the relations between the parts and the whole. Here we 
see once again the high esteem in which Hegel holds the specialist 
knowledge of the particular sciences. His dialectics does not set out to 
negate them, to erect a philosophy quite separate from them. It aims 
rather to preserve their real significance and to place them within an 
overall context of knowledge. It is for this reason that he writes the fol
lowing in his Notebook: 

'Bad reflection is the fear of immersing oneself in the subject-matter; it 
always goes beyond it and returns to itself. As Laplace says, the 
analyst follows where his calculations lead him and so he loses sight of 
the task, i.e. the overall view, the whole on which the parts all 
depend. And it is not just the dependence of the parts on the whole 
which is important, but also that each moment, independently of the 
whole, is the whole-and this is what immersion in the subject
matter involves. '1J6 
Only when we realize this can we appreciate the freedom of Hegel's 

concept 
of totality from reactionary features. In the Phenomenology he 

states 
his 
position quite unambiguously: 

'The truth is the whole. The whole, however, is merely the essential 
nature reaching its completeness through the process of its own devel
opment. Of the absolute it must be said that it is essentially a result, 
that only at the end is it what it is in very truth; and just in that consists 
its nature, which is to be actual, subject or self-becoming, self
development. Should it appear contradictory to say that the absolute 
has to be conceived essentially as a result, a little consideration will set 
this appearance of contradiction in its true light. The beginning, the 
principle, or the absolute, as at first or immediately expressed, is 
merely the universal. 71 

This abstract universal is the immediate knowledge of Schelling's 'in
tellectual intuition'. In the passage immediately following this quotation 
Hegel illustrates its emptiness by remarking that the phrase 'all animals' 
cannot pass for zoology. We have now seen that Hegel regards indepen
dent research into all the empirical sciences as indispensable for philo
sophy. But this is not to say that philosophy is no more than a collection 
of factual knowledge; its task rather is to articulate their interconnec
tions. So that when Hegel emphasizes the philosophical significance of 
mediation what he 1s doing is to establish the same relationship between 
the parts and the whole on the formal, philosophical side, that he has 
earlier defmed in terms of content and subject-matter. For this reason, 
Hegel supplements the defmition of truth as the whole, as the result and 
end of the process, with a defmition of mediation and reflection: 
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'For mediation is nothing but self-identity working itself out through 
an active self-directed process; or, in other words, it is reflection into 
self, the aspect in which the ego is for itself, objective to itself. It is 
pure negativity, or, reduced to its utmost abstraction, the process of 
bare and simple becoming . . . .  We misconceive therefore the nature of 
reason if we exclude reflection or mediation from ultimate truth, and 
do not take it to be a positive moment of the absolute. It is reflection 
which constitutes truth the final result, and yet at the same time does 
away with the contrast between result and the process of arriving at 
it. For this process is likewise simple, and therefore not distinct from 
the form of truth, which consists in appearing as simple in the result; it 
is indeed just this restoration and return to simplicity. '"18 
In our discussion of Hegel's Jena period we spoke at length about 

Hegel's positive attitude towards what he called philosophical reflection 
and we showed then that Schelling's misconception of the principle led 
to a quite different philosophical outlook. For this reason Hegel, looking 
back at this period in his lectures, remarks that Schelling's refutation of 
subjective idealism took place without philosophical consciousness of Its 
implications. Schelling, Hegel says by way of conclusion, 

'postulates the speculative idea quite generally without any development 
and then proceeds at once to its embodiment in the philosophy of 
nature. '29 

These diametrically opposed ideas about knowledge of the absolute 
reflect diametrically opposed views of the course of history. We have 
earlier quoted statements by Schelling about the philosophy of the En
lightenment, the French Revolution and modern civil society. Hegel 's 
opinions on all these subjects have been explored in detail. No extended 
argument is required to show that Schelling's rejection of the Enlight
enment and his negative view of reflection in the cognition of the absol
ute are but the two sides of the same coin. And the same may be said of 
the relation between his other opinions about society and history, on the 
one hand, and his philosophical positions, on the other. Whereas the 
development ofHegel's dialectic went hand in hand with the growth of 
his historical consciousness, Schelling's attachment to the immediacies of 
'intellectual intuition '  resulted in an increasingly anti-historical posture. 

This contrast between the two calls for special emphasis today when 
bourgeois scholars increasingly take the view that historicism was the 
product of Romanticism and the philosophy of the Restoration. Even if 
Hegel is graciously allowed the title of historicist, thus modifying 
Ranke's stern judgement, this is only permitted at the cost of assimi
lating Hegel to the so-called historicism of the Romantics. But in what 
does Schelling's celebrated historicism consist? In his one-sided and 
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exaggerated emphasis on continuity in history-along the lines of the 
ideological opponents of the French Revolution. So one-sided is he that 
all the so-called disruptions of that continuity (and this includes the Re
formation as well as the French Revolution itself) are held to be purely 
negative; they are regarded as mere disturbances in the smooth evolution 
of history. ·Such assumptions could only result in a reactionary pseudo
historicism and it is no wonder that Fascists such as Mehlis have become 
great admirers ofSchelling's philosophy ofhistory. 

Hegel's view of history, in contrast to this, shows the uneven progress 
of man through conflicts and contradictions and as the result of his own 
activity. The unity of the process is the unity of continuity and discon
tmuity, i .e. revolutions are for Hegel an integrating moment of this 
uneven but progressive movement. In his theory of history and his praxi� 
as a historian he followed the tradition of the Enlightenment (Gibbon, 
Montesqmeu, Voltaire, Rousseau, Herder and Forster among others) 
and through his new consciousness of the contradictions in history he 
raised it to a new level. He thus inaugurated the historicism of the last 
great phase of bourgeois idealogy, the phase which spans the works of 
the great French historians and extends to the discovery of class conflict 
m history and to historical materialism, while Schelling's view ofhistory 
is one of the sources upon which the reactionary Romantic pseudo
historicism of the nineteenth century drew for inspiration. 

This concludes our survey of the principal methodological differences 
between Schelling and Hegel at the time of the breach between them. 
We must now go on to discuss another essential question which is raised 
by the divergence of Hegel's views not only from those of Schelling but 
from those of all the philosophers and thinkers of the age of classical 
idealism. We refer to Hegel's creation of a dialectical logic. The fmished 
product, of course, lies beyond the scope of this study, since the Logic 
was completed in Nuremberg yean after the Phenomenology was writ
ten. But the methodologtcal problem is already present in Jena as a cru
cial issue, indeed as the apex of his conceptual system. It is well known 
that the Phenomenology was published as the first part of a philosophical 
system and that the Logic was to be its sequel. This umty must have been 
apparent m Hegel's lectures in Jena. Rosenkranz writing about them, 
remarks, 

'Hegel's abstract of the whole which he made as an aide-mcmoire to 
delivery , is still extant. He established continuity between the 
Phenomenology and the Logic by regarding the former as an intro
duction to the latter and by advancmg from the concept of absolute 
knowledge directly to that of existence. ·� 

Once one is accustomed to the thought that the dialectical method is 
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the great achievement of classical German Idealism and that Hegel's 
Logic is its greatest monument, then it may come as something of a sur
prise to learn that the demand for a dialectical logtc and or the transfor
mation of logic into dialectics was Hegel's own personal achievement 
and that he stands out in altogether dramatic contrast to his predecessors. 
Objectively, of course, there were very powerful trends towards dialec
tics. The so-called Transcendental Philosophy of Kant, Fichte and Schel
ling is shot through with dialectical tendencies. But in the minds of Kant, 
Fichte and Schelling this Transcendental Philosophy is thought of as 
existing alongside logic. The dialectical problems are dealt with there, 
while the old formal logic lived out its venerated or despised existence 
unchanged side by side with the newly emergmg science. 

Of course, it is not possible for us to analyse all the implications of the 
attitudes towards logic held by Kant, Fichte and Schelling. It must suffice 
if we illustrate the state of affairs at the time when Hegel was working on 
the Phenomenology by quoting some of the characteristic statements of his 
predecessors, mainly to demonstrate that they did not think of the prob
lem of dialecttcal logic as one that needed attention. 

In the Preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason Kant 
discusses the problem oflogic. He states that since Aristotle logic has not 
been required to retrace a single step, nor indeed has it advanced a single 
step, unless we care to count certain external and needless improvements 
affecting its elegance rather than its certainty. In logic as in the other 
branches of philosophy Kant is concerned to draw dividing lines be
tween its various aspects as clearly and ftrmly as possible. He comes to 
this view of the nature of strict, formal logic: 

'The sphere oflogic is quite precisely delimited; its sole concern is to 
give an exhaustive exposition and a strict proof of the formal rules of 
all thought, whether it be a priori or empirical, whatever be its origin 
or its object, and whatever hindrances, accidental, or natural, it may 
encounter in our minds. 

'That logic should have been thus successful is an advantage which 
it owes entirely to its limitations, whereby it is justifted in ab
stracting-indeed, it is under obligation to do so-from all objects of 
knowledge and their differences, leaving the understanding nothing 
to deal with save itself and its form. '31 

The Transcendental Philosophy which, according to Kant, is con
cerned with the objects of the world must leave this safe territory. This 
leads Kant to a situation m which he makes all sorts of contributions to 
dialectical logic without ever becoming aware of the existence of a prob
lem, without ever noticmg that formal logic must be transformed into 
dialectical logic if the logical problems of objective reality, of the world 
of objects and relations, are to be satisfactorily solved. 
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The confusion which Kant thus intrroduced and which neither Fichte 
nor Schelling saw for what it was invested the whole of the Tran
scendental Philosophy with a certain vagueness and ambivalence. On 
the one hand, it was clearly not a 'logic' since it was concerned with 
objects and their relations, but, on the other hand, it was unlike all other 
special sciences concerned with objective reality since it focused on 
objects and object-relations in general, and on the premises upon which 
they were 'posited'. This turned the Transcendental Philosophy into an 
apparently infinite and elastic thing. Looked at from this angle, the 
supersession of Kant by Fichte, and ofFichte by Schelling, always takes 
the form of a broader interpretation of the nature and method of Tran
scendental Philosophy, an interpretation which is then presented as the 
authentic and only true meaning of the science. From the other side, 
however, Kant in his debate with Fichte, and Fichte in his debate with 
Schelling, held on to the original concept of Transcendental Philosophy 
and so each attacked his predecessor or successor from a vantage-point 
whose ultimate principles and frontiers were indefinable from the outset, 
since a defmition would only be possible if the relationship between 
logic and dialectics could be clarified. 

It is this lack of clarity in the ultimate principles of the philosophy 
which makes these discussions so incomprehensible to the modern 
reader. A further puzzling consequence is that time and again one or 
other of the disputants makes a 'sudden' appeal to the 

logic 
which 1s 

otherwise ignored. A very typical example of this can 
be 
found in 

Fichte's polemic against Schelling's impermissible extension of Tran
scendental Philosophy to cover the problems of a philosophy of nature. 
In a letter to Schelling, he writes: 

'A philosophy of nature may indeed proceed from an already existing 
concept of nature: but in a comprehensive system of knowledge this 
concept and its philosophy can only he inferred from an absolute by 
the law of finite reason. However, an idealism which could tolerate a 
realism co-existing with it would be worthless: or if it were anything 
1t would have to be a universal formal logic. '32 

Thus confronted by the fmt signs of a dialectics of nature Fichte could 
see nothing but the old dilemma: either he must retain the dialectics of 
the Theory of Science in which case nature would be treated as a 'small 
province of consciousness', or he will be forced to admit a formal loglC 
which can be used as the philosophical foundation of an empirical 
natural science. 

If we turn to Schelling's attitude to the problem, what is most striking 
is how little he understood of Hegel's central ideas even at the time of 
their closest collaboration. In the Lectures on the Method of Acedemic study 
Schelling broaches the topic of the relations between dialectics and loglC 
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and it is obvious that what .he has in mind here is the dialectical logic that 
Hegel was just beginning to develop. How little he understood of it 
becomes obvious from his discussion. We have earlier quoted his thesis 
that the dialectic has an aspect which cannot be learned but which is 
accessible only to the genius, the philosophical 'initiate ' .  

'Such a dialectic does not yet exist. If it were to set out merely the 
forms of finite ,l'eality in their relations to the absolute, it would be a 
form of scientific scepticism: even Kant's transcendental logic cannot 
be called that . '  

It  is  very clear from this how Schelling envisaged the nature and sig
nificance of the logic that Hegel had obviously already conceived: as the 
dialectical dissolution of all finite concepts, a procedure which would 
lead to the abolition of rational knowledge and thence to the leap into 
immediate knowledge, 'mtellectual intuition'. The allusion to Kant's 
transcendental dialectic is surely not fortuitous. In the antinomies of the 
transcendental dialectic Kant dissolved all absolute knowledge of 
the principles governing the phenomenal world into nothing, he laid the 
philosophical foundations for the theory that things-in-themselves were 
unknowable-so as to open the way to attam the absolute with the aid of 
'practical reason' and faith. Schelling rejects Kant's solution here as half
hearted and partial. 

Typically, however, he somehow contemplates a similar solution 
himself. For the task of dialectical logic is to found a 'scientific scepti
cism', i.e. the repetition of the Kantian antinomies at a higher level. This 
'scientific scepticism' will pave the way not for subjective faith, but for 
the objective intuition of the absolute. But the collapse of the world as 
something knowable and with it of the method of cognition retains the 
framework of Kantian dualism, albeit in a modified form. In Kant the 
two aspects of the dualism were knowledge of the phenomenal world 
and subjective faith in the absolute; in Schelling they are the self
annihilation of knowledge derived from the understanding and 
the supra-rational self-contemplation of the identical subject-object. The 
sphere of intuition is raised far above any imaginable category of the 
understanding-how could there be a logic to fit it, a logic concerned 
with the ultimate principles of human knowledge? The abolition of 
contradictions, the new theory of contradiction is in Schelling's eyes 
not the kernel of the new philosophy but merely a 'propadeutic' over
ture to it. (This makes clear just how far Schellmg's rejection of the 
categories of reflection had taken him. )  It follows inexorably from this 
that for Schelling the only logic to survive alongside his sceptical dia
lectic is the old formal logic. The latter is a purely empirical sc1ence, 
the former, as in Fichte, just a part of a universal Transcendental Philo
sophy.33 
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These quotations from the writings of Hegel's most important prede
cessors make it quite plain that they neither saw nor understood any
thing of the speciftc problems connected with dialectical logic. What 
Hegel, and he alone, perceived was that the existing content of even the 
most abstract categories makes it possible to discern and portray them in 
movementi that in consequence the absence of content in traditional 
formal logic is merely a borderline case, just as repose is only a borderline 
case of movement; that therefore all the problems of both objective rea
lity and man's subjective knowledge form the subject-matter of this logic 
and, finally, that only in and through this logic could the problems en
countered by classical German idealism in its efforts to overcome 
metaphystcs be fmally resolved. These things were Hegel's exclusive in
tellectual property and before him they were not even formulated as 
problems, let alone solved. 

It would be a rewarding and interesting task to follow the gradual 
emergence of these ideas to the point where they fmally crystallized into 
a defmite programme. There can be no doubt that there are many signs 
of such an approach in the first part ofhis stay in Jena, above all in the 
doctoral theses and in parts of the ]ena Logic. But the polemical activities 
of this fmt period and his hunger for information about the most varied 
branches ofhuman knowledge (it was in this period that he acquired his 
very solid grounding in the natural sciences) prevented him from elabor
ating his views in any systematic fashion. Only his later preparations for 
the construction of a philosophical system brought a final clariftcation of 
the central task of philosophy. This programme is made fully explicit m 
the Phenomenology as is the relationship of the Phenomenology to dialectical 
logic as contained in the idea that the latter is an introduction to philo
sophy proper. 

We limit ourselves here to quoting Hegel's own statement of his pro
gramme in the Phenomenology. In the Preface he declares logic to be iden
tical with speculative philosophy.34 This assertion is then concretized in 
the following way: 

'Philosophy, on the contrary, does not deal with a determination that 
is non-essential, but with a determination so far as it is an essential 
factor. The abstract or unreal is not its element and content, but the 
real, what is self-establishing, has life within itself, existence in its very 
concept. It is this process that creates its own movements in its course 
and goes through them all; and the whole of this movement con
stitutes . . .  its truth . . . .  It might well seem necessary to state at the 
outset the chief points in connection with the method of this process, 
the way m which science operates. Its nature, however, is to be found 
m what has already been said, while the proper exposition of it is the 
special business of logic, or rather is logic itself. For the method is 
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nothing else than the structure of the whole in its pure and essential 
form. '35 
Here then Hegel explicitly defmes logic as the essence of philosophy in 

which the philosophical method informing the entire edifice and the 
order of all its substantive categories are contained within an overall pro
cess. The idea that logic is the authentic philosophy is both the premise, 
the continuation and the consummation of The Phenomenology of Mind, 
which constitutes an introduction to it. A little later in the Preface Hegel 
concretizes the method oflogic and its relation to phenomenology i.e. to 
the content of its objects, still further. 

'Thus, then, it is the very nature of understanding to be a process; and 
being a process it is rationality. In the nature of existence as thus de
scribed-to be its own concept and being in one-consists logical neces
sity in general . This alone IS what is rational, the rhythm of the 
organic whole : it is as much knowledge of content as that content is 
concept and essential nature. In other words, this alone is the sphere 
and element of speculative thought . . .  This nature of scientific 
method, which consists partly in bemg inseparable from the content, 
and partly in determining the rhythm of its movement by its own 
agency, fmds, as we mentioned before, its peculiar systematic ex
pression in speculative philosophy. '36 

Thus The Phenomenology of Mind is conceived as an introduction to this 
speculative philosophy whose essence we now see to be identical with 
that of dialectical logic. Of course, the Phenomenology is an introduction 
of a peculiar sort. In what follows we shall describe its method in detail, 
but its fundamental idea has already become plain from what has been 
said: its aim is to chart the course to be taken by ordinary consciousness if 
it is to raise itself to the heights of philosophical consciousness. If then, ac
cording to Schelling, access to authentic philosophy is the privilege of an 
elite which is precipitated into an immediate knowledge of the absolute 
thanks to an act of 'intellectual intmtion' ,  according to Hegel, we fmd 
both that the absolute itself Is objectively a process and its product, and 
that the acquisition of subjective human reason, the vantage-point from 
which the absolute can be attained, is likewise a process and its product. 

Just as this introduction differs qualitatively from all previous intro
ductions to philosophy, so too the relation of its content to philosophy 
diverges radically from previous defmitions. Earlier introductions were 
either purely formal so that the actual content was provided in the philo
sophy proper, or, as in Schelling, the philosophy put forward contents 
that were radically different from the 'profane', fmite knowledge that 
had gone before. 

In Hegel's eyes, however, philosophy is always and everywhere the 
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same: it is always the expression of the essential contents of reality in their 
dialectical self-movement. It follows that the introduction to philosophy 
must comprehend exactly the same contents as philosophy itself. Thus to 
scale the heights of philosophy with the aid of the ladder which Hegel 
had, in his own words, provided in the Phenomenology, meant to digest 
mentally the contents of reality at the various stages of human con
sciousness in its long march upwards towards the absolute. And even 
though these contents re-appear at different stages in a modified form, 
they remain the same ;lS those with which objective philosophy, dialecti
cal logic, has to concern itself. Furthermore, the various stages of con
sciousness which, in the Phenomenology, are manifested as 'configurations 
of consciousness', have nothing fortuitous about either their nature or 
the order in which they make their appearance. When the positions they 
represent are generalized they have the same contents as philosophy 
itself, only their sequence differs from the order in dialectical logic. But 
since the reality underlying both the Phenomenology and the Logic is the 
same, the contents of each must necessarily match up in the last analysis, 
albeit in a complex, irregular and unmechanical way. Thus the path to 
philosophy in Hegel runs through philosophy itself. 

In the concluding pages of the Phenomenology Hegel describes this pro-
cess himself: 

'While in The Phenomenology of Mind each moment is the distinction 
of knowledge and truth, and is the process in which that distinction Is 
cancelled and transcended, science (i.e. logic-G.L. ] does not con
tain this distinctiOn and supersession of distinction. Rather, since each 
notion has the form of the concept, it unites the objective form of 
truth and the knowing self in an Immediate unity. Each individual 
moment does not appear as the process of passing back and forward 
from consciousness or figurative (imaginative) thought to self
consciousness and conversely: on the contrary, the pure shape, 
liberated from the condition of being an appearance in mere 
consciousness-the pure concept with its further develop
ment,--depends solely on its pure characteristic nature. Conversely, 
again, there corresponds to every abstract moment of science a mode 
m which mind as a whole makes its appearance. [i.e. the phenom
enological mode.--G.L.]  As the mind that actually exists is not richer 
than it (i.e. science] so, too, mind in its actual content is not poorer. 
To know the pure concepts of science in the form in which they are 
modes or shapes of consciousness-this constitutes the aspect of their 
reality, according to which their essential element, the concept, 
appearing there in its simple 

mediating 
activity as 

thinking, 
breaks 

up and separates the moments of this 
mediation 

and exhibits 
them 

to 
itself in accordance with their immanent opposition. 'Y1 
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It is abundantly clear, then, that the method of the Phenomenology 
evolves out of Hegel's attack on Schelling's philosophy. Of course, its 
implications go far beyond the controversy that occasioned them and 
have a validity of their own. At the same time, the polemical parts of this, 
the final product of the Jena period could easily bear the title: Difference 
between the Hegelian and the Schellingian System of Philosophy. With the 
Phenomenology the dramatic process of differentiation within classical 
German Idealism comes to an end: the era of Hegelian philosophy had 
begun. 

Our discussions up to this point have attempted to clarify the pro
foundly original nature ofHegel's method in The Phenomenology of Mind. 
If we have done this successfully then all the philological quibbles of 
bourgeois scholars with their frantic and pedantic search for the 'fore
runners' of the Phenomenology will require no further demolition. And if 
it were merly a matter of the philological games played by idle scholars 
we could indeed leave the matter there. However, as matters stand, these 
philological labours are just a part of a larger campaign to make the idea 
of classical German Idealism as a coherent unity plausible. And this in 
turn implies denying the uniqueness of the Hegelian dialectic, which 
after all is the predecessor of dialectical materialism, and attempting to 
reduce it either to the level ofKantian agnosticism or of the Irrationalism 
of the Romantics. In the face of efforts such as these, the emphasis on the 
methodological onginality of The Phenomenology of Mind is not without a 
certain historical significance. 

Later on, for those readers who mav be interested in the details, we 
shall provide a note of the essential dat� concerning the so-called antece
dents of Hegel. On the point of principle, however, all that need be said 
is that the idea of the Phenomenology was in the air. The wide range of 
motifs drawn together in the Phenomenology and which we shall examine 
in due course, were not the arbitrary inventions of Hegel, but were very 
defmite problems of the age. 

But It is one thing for a number of thinkers to be concerned with the 
same problems and another to establish whether their various questions 
and answers can be said to have exercised a determining influence. And it 
is only the latter that we dispute. Ever since Kant, the idea of dialectical 
relations had been in the air, and yet as we have seen, Hegel wa� the first 
to put the problem on a scientific basis. 

There is a similar situation in regard to the problems of the Phenom
enology itself. There are two general areas of interest here. On the one 
hand, the dialectics of the categories of the understanding and their 
mutual supersessiOn in Kant necessarily raised the question of what path 
led to that dialectic and from there to knowledge of the absolute. On the 
other hand, the constant growth of a sense of history and of historical 
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knowledge led to the need for a view of history as a unified process lead
ing up to the present and above all for a map charting the unified and 
necessary development of human thought and of philosophy. (Winckel
mann, Herder and Schiller are the men whose work in the history of art 
and literature prefigured developments in the history of philosophy.) All 
these are the general tendencies of the age which, It is scarcely necessary 
to say, had the most varied influence on The Phenomenology of Mind. But 
that is by no means to admit that these very fragmentary and episodic 
writings before Hegel had any influence on the particular method of the 
Phenomenology and it simply will not do to take up some highly con
jectural connections and affinities so as to make all sorts of dubious infe
rences about how the history of this period of philosophy should be 
treated now. 

The most recent attempt of this kind is that of Hoffmeisters who sets 
out to build a bridge between the 'Ages of Reason' in Schelling's System 
of 'J 'ranscendental Idealism and the Phenomenology. His argument lacks all 
cogency. From the point of view of form, because Schelling con
stantly confuses the subjective (phenomenological) and the objective 
(logical) sides of the problem, whereas the Phenomenology is conremed 
above all with the consistent methodological elaboration of the subjec
tive side; and because Schelling does not even develop his idea to its logi
cal conclusion since his 'Ages' come to an end just where Hegel begins: 
at the philosophy of praxis. And his argument fails from the point of 
view of content, because all the problems arising from the relation be
tween human praxis (labour) and the growth of consciousness are 
wholly absent. Of course, there are passages in Kant that point in the 
same direction. The Critique of Pure Reason ends with a fragmentary sec
tion entitled 'The History of Pure Reason'39 But it contains only Isolated 
suggestions for a scheme of the history of philosophy in which the his
torical element is emphasized least, since he Is more interested in produc
ing a typology of the various possible responses to the crucial problems 
of philosophy. 

From the other side, Kroner sets out to prove Fichte 's claims to be 
regarded as a forerunner.40 Fichte does indeed speak at one point of a 
'pragmatic history' of the spirit.41 But a closer exammation reveals that, 
even more than in Schelling, this is just an isolated idea from which 
Fichte nowhere draws any significant methodological conclusions. It is 
undeniable that ideas of this sort have their roots in the same tendencies 
and problems of the age that influenced the Phenomenology, but this has 
nothing to do with 'influences' m any specific sense. 

Worthy of more serious attention, on the other hand, are certain ideas 
in the works of Goethe and Schiller. In a letter to Schiller of 24 January 
1798, Goethe describes how his work on the theory of colours has given 
him some Important new ideas. 
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'When the series of mental events which in fact go to make up the his
tory of the sciences are spread out before us, we cease to laugh at the 
idea of writing a history a priori : for everything is in fact developed 
from the human mind as it moves backwards and forwards, from 
nature as it now advances and now holds back. '  

In view of the profound affinity existing between Goethe and Hegel in 
other respects such a meeting of mmds is undoubtedly of interest. Even 
more important are certain of Schiller's ideas expressed in the Philo
sophical Letters. For this is the only case in which a forerunner of Hegel is 
in a certain sense acknowledged as such. In its last part Schiller's work 
contains a number of philosophical poems from one of which Hegel 
quotes freely in the fmal passage of the Phenomenology. 

'a us dem Kelche dieses Geisterreiches 
schaumt ihm seine Unendlichkeit. '42 

But even the ideas scattered through the Philosophical Letters which do 
have affinities with Hegel are only really interesting from the point of 
view of Schiller's own development, of hts earnest and often successful 
efforts to free himself from the limitations of Kant's subjective idealism. 
As the 'prehistory' of the Phenomenology they add very little to our 
understanding of Hegel. 

NOTES 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Hegel's political opinions and his approach to history m 

the period of The Phenomenology of Mind 

WE have seen how the central problem of Hegel's later philosophy was 
already announced programmatically in The Phenomenology of Mind. The 
Phenomenology marks the close of the preparatory phase of the Hegelian 
system; with its publication the fully-developed personality of Hegel 
stands before us in its world-historical significance. Nevertht;.less, it 
would be going too far simply to identify the Hegel of the Phenomenology 
with the progenitor of the later system. Between the two, great events m 
the external world intervene, events to which Hegel responds passion
ately and from the centre ofhis being, and which consequently cannot 
pass away without leaving their traces in his work. It is not possible for us 
to examine these changes since they affect the entire structure of his 
philosophy and involve the revision of important categories. In what fol
lows we shall be able to touch on a few of the issues, but only in so far as 
they enable us to clarify certain aspects of the Phenomenology. 

On the other hand, we must also insist that it would be false to open up 
a great chasm between the 

Phenomenology 

and the later work. The fact 
that in the Encyclopaedia the chapter on 

phenomenology 

is much reduced 
in importance when set alongside The Phenomenology of Mind in the con
text of the Jena system, does not justify such a conclusion. Especially 
since we know that, in his last years, Hegel was engaged on preparing a 
new edition of the Phenomenology. Naturally, we would only be able to 
draw conclusions about his later attitude towards it if it had in fact been 
published. Unfortunately that was not the case. Our knowledge of his 
development, however, does allow us to assert that he continued to 
adhere to the idea of dialectical unity as the 'identity of identity and non
identity' . The particular nature of this 

development, 

the relations be
tween its various stages and the great events of 

the 

contemporary world, 
are tasks that remam for Marxist scholars once the vast available material 
has been assimilated. 

For bourgems students of Hegel the Phenomenology is an unpalatable, 
even uncanny work. Various 'ingemous ' hypotheses have been devised 
to obliterate its specific character. We do not intend to importune the 
reader with these various arbitrary theones, but will content ourselves 
with mentiomng just one example as a warning: the latest theory of the 

449 
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noted Hegel scholar Th. Haering concerning the origins of the Phenom
enology. According to him the Phenomenology is nothing but an impro
visation. 

'This strongly suggests that it did not really occur to him to write a 
full-scale introduction until after the publisher's contract was signed 
and even after the first part of the MS had been delivered.' 

And since Haering really can show from Hegel's letters that there were 
delays in delivering the 

manuscript 
to the printers he ventures the 'in

genious' hypothesis that Hegel 
had 
quickly improvised the second half of 

the work, hastily assembling it from earlier manuscripts and old lecture 
notes. From this account of its origin Haering draws the conclusion that 
the Phenomenology represented ' a merely provisional ' stage. In essence it is 
no more than 

'a character study ( Wesensschau) of the spirit in an almost Husserlian 
sense.'1 

It is not too hard to discover why a Fascist like Haering should have 
striven to depreciate the Phenomenology in this way. Haym, the old, 
national-liberal biographer of Hegel, let the cat out of the bag years ago, 
though of course without knowledge of the particular problems under 
discussion here. His discussion of the Phenomenology ends in an indignant 
stream of abuse at Hegel for his unpatriotic attitude at the time of the 
Prussian catastrophe, at the great defeat at Jena in I 8o6. After Jena Hegel 
had celebrated Napoleon's victory over the Prussians as the victory of 
civilization over feudal barbarism. Of course, Haym's conclusions are 
not at all limited to the Phenomenology, in fact they are extended to apply 
to his entire 

philosophy. 
He discerns an 'aesthetic' element in Hegel 

which causes 
him 

to turn away from life, to do violence to it, and this is 
compared very unfavourably with Fichte's upright patriotism: 

'He cast dusty metaphysics aside and his manly voice uttered a clarion 
call arousing the torpid consciousness of the nation from its slum
bers. '2 

Of course, the fact that this awakening meant the end ofFichte's career as 
a philosopher of 

European 
signiftcance, the fact that as a philosopher he 

fell a tragic victim to 
the 
insoluble contradictions of contemporary Ger

many worried Haym not at all. After all his biography of Hegel was 
written at that turning-point of history when the German bourgeoisie 
had become fully determined to liquidate its old liberal traditions and ut
terly to subordinate the idea of'freedom' to that of'unity', and in a word 
to capitulate entirely to what Engels called the 'Bonapartist monarchy' 
of the Hohenzollerns under the leadership ofBismarck.3 
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The outstanding German Marxist, Franz Mehring has provided the 
best description of the complex situation in Germany at the time of the 
battle ofJena. He makes an illuminating comparison between the battle 
ofJena and the storming of the Bastille in Paris and argues very convinc
ingly that the collapse of the feudal monarchies in France and Germany 
had very different consequences in the two countries because of the dif
ferent manner of their downfall.4 In particular this was the moment 
when the trends of which we have been speaking came into existence, it 
was the time when the movement to liquidate the vestiges of feudalism in 
Germany parted company from the movement to achieve national unity 
and to free Germany from the domination of France. In this historical 
parting of the ways the Romantics placed themselves on the side of 
national liberation under the leadership of Austria and Prussia and since 
the latter became increasing! y reactionary, especially after the fall of 
Napoleon, the Romantics lapsed for the most part into the worst sort of 
obscurantism. (It was the insoluble contradictions arising from this situ
ation that were the ruin of Fichte as a philosopher.) The most out
standing Germans of the day, Goethe and Hegel, became supporters of 
Napoleon; they hoped he would bring destruction to the remnants of 
feudalism in Germany and they thereby cut themselves off from the sym
pathies of the great mass of the people, especially in North Germany. 

The reverence felt by Goethe and Hegel for Napoleon is too well 
known and too well authenticated to be entirely denied even by German 
nationalist historians. But even here they try to confuse the issue by 
representing it as part of an abstract cult of genius in general. (This was 
especially true of the literature on Goethe produced during the Age of 
Imperialism from Nietzsche to Gundolf.)  What concerns us is the con
crete political meaning of Hegel's attitude towards Napoleon. For reas
ons that require no explanation when considering the general state of 
affairs in Germany we find it expressed less in his published works than 
in his private letters. Indeed, he spoke really openly only to his proven 
friend, the philosopher Niethammer. 

In his letters to Niethammer his political views emerge quite unambi
guously. We need only cite a few major statements, for these will suf
fice to make it perfectly clear to the reader that Hegel 's admiration for 
Napoleon had none of the marks of an abstract worship of genius in 

general-and, as we know from his ideas about the role of great men in 
history, such a posture was quite alien to him. On the contrary, it was 

concerned entirely with Napoleon as the man destined to make the 
heritage of the French Revolution a practical reality in Germany. In a 
word, we may say that throughout the entire period up to the fall of 
Napoleon, and even beyond that, Hegel consistently supported the policy of 
the Confederation of the Rhine. 

The letter to Niethammer in which he described his immediate feel-
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ings after learning of the battle ofJena is well known. We quote it only 
because the other letters belong to the period after the completion of the 
Phenomenology and our aim is to show that there was a consistent pattern 
in Hegel's views from his approval of Napoleon's coup d'etat of the 1 8th 
Brumaire to the essay on Natural Law and on to the fall of Napoleon. 
Our point, then, is that the political mood and the appraisal of the pres
ent 

age 

contained in the Phenomenology was an organic component of this 

development. 

On I 3 October 1 806 he wrote: 

'The Emperor-this world soul-I saw riding through the city to a 
review of his troops; it is indeed a wonderful feeling to see such an 
individual, who concentrated here in a single point, riding on a horse, 
reaches out over the world and dominates it . . . .  Of course, a more 
favourable prognosis for the Prussians was not really possible, but 
even so, to make such progress between Thursday and Monday was 
something that only this extraordinary man could have achieved, and 
it is not possible not to admire him. '5 

In subsequent letters the concrete political content is much more expli-
cit. On 29 August r 8o7 he wrote to Niethammer: 

'The German teachers of constitutional law are still busy turning out a 
plethora of writings on the concept of sovereignty and the meaning of 
the Federal Constitution. Meanwhile the great teacher of con
stitutional law is sitting in Paris. ' 

He goes on to speak of disputes between the rulers and the Estates in a 
number ofFederal states and then says: 

'When the Estates in Wiirttemberg were dissolved Napoleon said to 
Grimm, the Wiirttemberg Minister; "I made your master a sover
eign, not a despot." The German rulers have not yet understood the 
concept of a free monarchy, nor have they tried it in prac
tice-Napoleon will have to organize all that.-The changes he will 
make will come as a surprise in certain quarters. '6 

And on 1 3 October 1 807, he writes in the same vein: 

'The final decision does not yet seem to have been reached in Paris. 
When it does come, there are a number of pointers which suggest that 
it will go beyond the external division of territory and affect internal 
organization too, to the advantage of the peoples. "'  

And he writes similarly on 1 I February r 8o8, in connection with the 
introduction of the Code Napoleon into Germany: 
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'The importance ofthe'Code, however, is nothing as compared with 
the hope it gives rise to that even the other parts of the French or 
Westphalian constitution might be introduced.-It will hardly take 
place voluntarily, nor from the realization of its merits-for where 
can that be found? It will only come to pass if it is the will of Heaven, 
i.e. of the French Emperor, and if the contemporary characteristic 
modalities of centralization and organisation disappear which embody 
neither justice nor the will of the people but only the arbitrary caprice 
and the casuistry of an individual. '8 

It is thus perfectly clear that during this period Hegel was not only in 
agreement with the policy of the Confederation of the Rhine, but also 
that on every single question he expected a 

progressive 
solution from 

Napoleon and from the vigorous pressure he 
would 

bring to bear on the 
German rulers. The only point on which he diverges from Napoleon is 
on the issue of complete administrative centralization. And even here his 
letters indicate that he thought improvement would come from an in
ternal evolution of the Napoleonic system itself. Thus this single caveat 
doe.s not allow us to infer any larger hostility towards the Napoleonic
regrme. 

It is consistent with this that Hegel regarded the German War of Lib
eration against Napoleon with scepticism, and that he hoped for and 
expected a victory for the Emperor right to the very end. The fall of 
Napoleon appeared to him to be a tragedy of universal dimensions and 
his letters are full of the bitterest criticism of the mediocrity which had 
triumphed. It was a long time before Hegel could bring himself to accept 
the new order and he continued to live in hope that the world-spirit 
would take a great leap and drive the triumphant fleas and vermin to the 
devil. It is only gradually that his 'reconciliation' with the existing state 
of affairs in Germany began to become reality but it is not possible for us 
to describe the various phases of that development in the present study.9 
It would be a mistake to interpret Hegel's anger and contempt for the 
mediocrity of the ruling strata of the Restoration in terms of the Roman
tic antithesis between the lonely genius and a universal human medioc
rity. This sort of criticism of the age may also be found in the works of 
the French realists, in Balzac and especially in Stendhal. But even apart 
from that the political significance of Hegel's contempt is made quite 
explicit in the letters. For example, in the letter we have just quoted he 
makes fun of the people who are looking forward to a revival of the 

good 
old days and refers in particular to the mood in Nuremberg where 

he 
was living at the time and where people hoped that the Restoration 

would bring back the old 'independence' (Reichsunmittelbarkeit) of 
Nuremberg in which it owed allegiance to none but the Empire itself. 

We have described Hegel's reactions in such detail because they are 
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closely bound up with a number of important problems in the Phenom
enology: above all, that of the historical view of the present, and follow
ing from that, of the nature of philosophy in the present so understood. 
In brief, Hegel's position was that after the great crisis of the French Rev
olution in the Napoleonic regime a new epoch was about to dawn. Hts 
philosophy was to be its intellectual expression. The speciftc value that 
Hegel puts on his own philosophy is that it is the philosophical synthesis 
of the birth of this new historical epoch. 

Rosenkranz has published the words with which Hegel concluded his 
lectures on phenomenology in the autumn of I 806: 

'This, Gentlemen, is speculative philosophy as far as I have been able 
to construct it. Look upon it as the beginnings of the philosophy 
which you will carry forward. We ftnd ourselves in an important 
epoch in world 

history , 
in a ferment, when spirit has taken a leap 

forward, where it has 
sloughed 

off its old form and is acquiring a new 
one. The whole mass of existing ideas and concepts, the very bonds of 
the world have fallen apart and dissolved like a dream. A new pro
duct of the spirit is being prepared. The chief task of 

philosophy 
is to 

welcome it and grant it recognition, while otqers, 
impotently 

resist
ing, cling to the past and the majority unconsciously constitute the 
masses in which it manifests itself. Recognizing it as the eternal, it falls 
to philosophy to pay it reverence. '10 

In the programmatic sections of the Preface to the Phenomenology this 
view is expressed even more strongly. He supplements it by explaining 
that of necessity the philosophy which expresses this new conftguration 
of the spirit will have an abstract form in the ftrst instance. For it has not 
yet developed in reality, in history; it has not yet divided up into a rich 
manifold of different elements. This connection between time and philo
sophy is the lasting foundation of Hegel's conception of the history of 
human thought. For that very reason it is vital to realize that when he 
wrote the Phenomenology he conceived it as the intellectual form of a 
newly-born configuration of world history, whereas, as we shall see, his 
view of the relation of his philosophy to world history undergoes a rad
ical change later on, even though he does not deviate from the same gen
eral principles. The great importance of this question for his 
philosophical development makes it necessary to quote his arguments in 
detail: 

'For the rest it is not difficult to see that our epoch is a time of birth, 
and a period of transition. The spirit of man has broken with the old 
order of things hitherto prevailing, and with the old ways of think
ing, and is in the mind to let them all sink into the depths of the past 
and to set about its own transformation. It is indeed never at rest, but 
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carried along the stream of progress ever onward. But it is here as in 
case of the birth of a child; after a long period of nutrition in silence, 
the continuity of the gradual growth in size, of quantitative change, is 
suddenly cut short by the first breath drawn-there ts a break in the 
process, a qualititative change--and the child is born. In like manner 
the spirit of the time, growing slowly and quietly ripe for the new 
form it is to assume, disintegrates one fragment after another of the 
structure of its previous world. That it is tottermg to its fall is indicated 
only by symptoms here and there. Frivolity and again ennui, which 
are spreading in the established order of things, the undefmed fore
boding of something unknown-all these betoken that there is some
thing else approaching. This gradual crumbling into pieces, which 
did not alter the 

general 
look and aspect of the whole, is interrupted 

by the sunrise, 
which, 

in a flash and at a single stroke, brings to view 
the form and structure of the new world. 

'But this new world is perfectly realized just as little as the new
born child; and it is essential to bear this in mind. It comes onto the 
stage to begin with in its immediacy, in its bare generality. A building 
is not finished when its foundation is laid; and just as little is the attain
ment of a general notion of a whole the whole itself. When we want 
to see an oak with all its vigour of trunk its spreading branches, and 
mass of foliage, we are not satisfied to be shown an acorn instead. In 
the same way science, the crowning glory of the spiritual world, is 
not found complete in its initial stages. The beginning of the new 
spirit is the outcome of a widespread revolution in manifold forms of 

spiritual 
culture; it is the reward which comes after a chequered and 

devious 
course of development, and after much struggle and effort. It 

is a whole which, after running its course and laying bare all its con
tent, returns again to itself; it is the resultant abstract concept of the 
whole. But the actual realization of this abstract whole is only found 
when those previous 

shapes 
and forms, which are now reduced to 

ideal moments of the 
whole, 

are developed anew again, but de
veloped and shaped within this new medium, and with the meaning 
they have thereby acquired. 

'While the new world makes its first appearance merely in general 
outline, merely as a whole lying concealed and hidden within a bare 
abstraction, the wealth of the bygone life,  on the other hand, is still 
consciously present in recollection. Consciousness misses in the new 
form the detailed expanse of content; but still more the developed ex
pression of form by which distinctions are definitely determined and 
arranged in their precise relations. Without this last feature science 
has no general intelligibility, and has the appearance of 

being 
an esoteric 

possession of a few individuals . .  · . .  Only what is 
perfectly 

deter
minate in form is at the same time exoteric, comprehensible, and 
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capable of being learned and possessed by everybody. '11 

We repeat: it is not possible to give an account, even m outline, of 
Hegel's later development. However, it is sufficient for our purposes if 
we quote the very explicit statements contained in the Preface of 1 820 to 
the Philosophy of Right about the relation of philosophy of the age, by 
way of contrast with the Preface to the Phenomenology. Whereas Hegel 
had thought of the Phenomeno!ogy as a guide to a completely new world, he 
later gives an entirely opposed picture of the relation between his philo
sophy and the present, even though he is operating from the same 
general methodological base. 

'One word more about giving instruction as to what the world ought 
to be. Philosophy in any case always comes on the scene too late to 
give it. As the thought of the world, it appears only when actuality is 
already there cut and dried after its process of formation has been 
completed. The teaching of the concept, which is also history's ines
capable lesson, is that it is only when actuality is mature that the ideal 
first appears over against the real and that the ideal apprehends this 
same real world in its substance and builds it up for itself into the 
shape of an intellectual realm. When 

philosophy 
paints its grey in 

grey, then has a shape oflife grown old. By 
philosophy's 

grey in grey 
it cannot be rejuvenated but only understood. The owl of Minerva 
spreads its wings only with the falling of dusk. '12 

The extraordinary vividness with which Hegel expresses his ideas in 
each passage points up the contrast in his views even more sharply. In the 
first case he speaks of the dawn, in the second, of the dusk; the birth of a 
new epoch in the first case, the end of an era of human history in the 
second. Since there are no moods in Hegel's philosophy it will be evident 
that we are confronted by two totally different views of modern history. 

Hegel's new periodization of the modern world can be easily defined 
and documented. His general historical perspective did not change after 
Jena. His conception of Greece and Rome remained much as it had been 
then, except for his much more extensive knowledge of the Orient, a de
velopment which did not introduce any methodological change. In fact 
this is something that had already begun in Frankfurt and we shall sec 
him devoting a significant chapter of the Phenomenology to the oriental 
religions. Another permanent feature is the short shrift given to medieval 
history. Only in the Aesthetics and the Philosophy of Religion is it given a 
greater importance and in the former case, there is a marked tendency to 
regard the really world-historical values of art as the products of the 
Renaissance rather than the Middle Ages proper. Hence the heavy em
phasis on the 'romantic' age of art does not imply any concession to the 
Romantics' glorification of the Middle Ages. 
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The really incisive change m his later philosophy of history affects his 
view of the modern world: in Jena the French Revolution and its super
session (in all three senses) by Napoleon was the decisive turning-point. 
It had provided the historical foundation for the picture he gives of the 
philosophical situation of the present and the indispensable tasks of a 
modern scientific system. However, in his later lectures on the philo
rophy of history we find that the place formerly assigned to the French 
Revolution and Napoleon has now been given to the Reformation. 

· Let us briefly review his most important statements about this new
periodization. He describes the Renaissance of the arts and sciences, the 
aiscovery of America and of the route to the Indies as a 'dawn . . .  which 
follows after lengthy storms and for the first time again proclaims a fine 
day. '  The utterly revolutionary event of the age, however, is the 
Reformation :  

'This reconciliation of  church and state took place without mediation . 
We have, as yet, no reconstruction of the state, of the legal system, 
etc. , for the essential principles of law had yet to be discovered. The 
laws of freedom had first to be developed into a system of what is 
right in and for itself. Spirit does not appear in such perfection at 
once; after the Reformation it confined itself at first to immediate 
changes, such as the secularization of the monasteries, bishoprics, etc. 
The reconciliation between God and the world took place in abstract 
form at first and had not yet expanded into the system of an ethical 
world. '13 

In our view, the similarity between Hegel's approach here and in the 
Phenomenology is very striking: both insist on the abstract undeveloped 
nature of a new idea, and its one-sided concentration on one essential 
point where a break-through is possible. But for such a consistent and 
historically concrete thinker as Hegel there must be qualitative distinc
tion between a situation in which an idea has only reached the level of 
bare abstraction in Hegel's own day, and one in which his philosophy 
comes into being three hundred years after the world-historical turn
ing-point whose effects have since penetrated every aspect of man's life 
and thought. The conception of philosophy as the 'owl of Minerva' is 
just the necessary consequence of his later view of the modern world as 
having begun with the Reformation and which in his own words has as 
its sole task to shape the whole world in accordance with the principle 
embodied in it. 

Of course, even in the later philosophy of history the French Revol
ution is evaluated very positively. Even though Hegel's account of it is 
very well known and much quoted, we must refer to it yet again if only 
because an analysis of it and Hegel's further elucidations make it quite 
clear that the esteem in which he holds the Revolution does not modify 
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the ideas we have just been examining: that the modern world began 
with the Reformation and that all subsequent events are but the develop
ment and concretization of that major turning-point and cannot produce 
anything radically new. 

'Never since the sun stood in the firmament and the planets revolved 
around it had man been seen to stand himself on his head, i.e. on 
thought, and construct reality in accordance with that. Anaxagoras 
had been the first to say that nous rules the world; but only now did 
man come to recognize that thought should rule spiritual reality. This 
was a glorious dawn. All thinking beings joined in celebrating the 
age. A sublime emotion ruled, an enthusiasm of the spirit over
whelmed the world as if only then had the deity been truly reconciled 
with it. '14 

We have italicized these words to draw the reader's attention to a cer
tain stylistic reservation implicit in them. Hegel seems to hint that men 
lived in the enthusiastic, subjective faith that they were about to bring 
about a new turning-point in history-but that objectively, this turning 
had already been taken in the Reformation. For if we scrutinize the con
tent of the new age it can be identified with what Hegel had said about 
the Reformation. Of course, when analysing particular passages from 
Hegel's lectures we are continually hampered by the fact that we do not 
know precisely when Hegel said what he did. His pupils have assembled 
these books partly from Hegel's own summaries and partly from lecture 
notes taken by his audience. In the case of the latter, the dates are known 
exactly, but they did not establish the dates of his own summaries. So 
what they have done is to create unified texts from materials very widely 
separated in time, without concerning themselves overmuch if ten or 
twenty years lay between one statement and the next. As long as we 
remain ignorant of the various strata incorporated in these lectures we 
must proceed with extreme caution in deducing anything from them 
about Hegel's development. 

However, our task is not to establish an exact chronological progress 
ofhis subsequent views. We shall indeed attempt to show later on that he 
developed in a particular direction, basing ourselves on texts whose dates 
are indisputable, and we shall fmd our view completely vindicated. But 
for the time being it is enough if we just show the general contrast obtain
ing between his periodization of history in Jena and after the fall of 
Napoleon. And for that there are enough passages in the lectures on the 
Philosophy of History even if they cannot be dated with any precision. 

The principal thesis of the Lectures on the Philosophy of History is that a 
socio-political upheaval of the sort that resulted in the French Revol
ution was only possible and necessary in countries where the Refor
mation had failed to carry the day. Hegel states this proposition quite 
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unequivocally. His starting-point is the fact that the French Revolution 
triggered off a movement in the Latin countries where Catholicism was 
the prevailing religion. This movement was not brought to a halt and 
waves of reaction and further revolution followed in relatively quick 
succession. The source of all this unrest lay, according to Hegel, in the 
fact that these nations had remained Catholic. 

'Thus liberalism traversed the Latin world as an abstraction emanat
ing from France; but religious subjection held that world in the fetters 
of political servitude. For it is a false principle that the shackles which 
bind right and freedom can be broken without the emancipation of 
the conscience, that there can be a Revolution without a Refor
mation. '15 

And it is quite in harmony with this view that when Hegel lists the fac
tors that contributed to the outbreak of the French Revolution he 
adduces as the last and decisive cause, 

'The fact that the government was Catholic, and that therefore the 
concept of freedom, the rationality of the laws, was not absolutely 
binding, since the religious conscience and the sense of the sacred 
were separated from them. '16 

And by way of contrast Hegel explains why there was no revolution m 
Germany along the lines of the upheaval in France, and why indeed one 
was not even strictly necessary: 

'In Germany secular society as a whole had already been improved by 
the Reformation . . .  To that extent the principle of thought had 
already been reconciled. Moreover, the Protestant world was con
vinced that the reconciliation that had already been achieved itself 
contained the principle for a future elaboration oflaw. '17 

Thus in Hegel's later philosophy of history revolutions on the French 
pattern represent vain efforts to achieve through secular means, the re
conciliation of reason with reality, that had already been brought about 
in Germany by the Reformation. 

In harmony with these ideas is the greater emphasis Hegel now places 
on the particular positive religions, an emphasis they never possessed in 
the Jena period. We shall discuss the methodological and historical sig
nificance of religion in the Phenomenology in due course; what needs to be 
said here is that in that work Hegel only speaks of religion in general, or 
at most of Christianity. In Jena Hegel is very little concerned with the 
differences between Catholicism and Protestantism (to say nothing of 
Lutheranism and Calvinism, which are given a certain prominence later 
on) .  He does not indeed neglect them entirely, but they certainly do not 
have the importance they will acquire in later years.18 
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In Hegel's later philosophy of history he is no longer concerned just 
with Christianity, but precisely with the concrete distinctions between 
Catholicism and the various forms of Protestantism. Without going into 
his later development in any detail, an impossible undertaking in this 
context, we nevertheless would like to show that the general thesis we 
have been discussing to the effect that the Reformation was the turn
ing-point of the modern world and that the division of modern Europe 
into Catholic and Protestant determined its later political and social des
tiny, took hold ofhim in Berlin and hardened out as the years went on. 
In the ftrst edition of the Encyclopaedia (Heidelberg I 8 I 7) there is as yet no 
trace of the idea. By the time the Philosophy of Right the first major work 
of the Berlin period, was published in I 820, it had already become expli
cit. He speaks there of the relation of the Reformation to the emergence 
of the modern political state. 

'Hence so far from its being or its having been a misfortune for the 
state that the church is disunited, it is only as a result of that disunion that 
the state has been able to reach its appointed end as a self-consciously 
rational and ethical organization. '19 
The idea is given even greater prominence in the second edition of the 

Encyclopaedia ( I  827) .  In the course of an attack on the catholicizing philo
sophers of the Restoration, he observes: 

'Logically enough, Catholicism has been and still is loudly praised as 
the religion which best assures the security of governments. And 
indeed this is true of those governments whose security depends on 
-institutions founded on the unfreedom of the spirit which ought ethi-
cally and by right to be free, i.e. institutions based on injustice, moral 
corruption and barbarism.'  

And in the third edition of I 8 30 he adds the following explanatory 
remark: 

'These governments do not realize, however, that they possess a ter
rible power offanaticism which only does not turn against themselves 
as long as, and on the condition that, they remain in thrall to injustice 
and immorality. But in the spirit a different power is at hand . . .  the 
wisdom about what in the real world is right and reasonable in and 
for itself. '31 
These few quotations make it quite clear that there is a constant devel

opment at work here, one which probably had its beginning in Berlin. 
An evaluation of this period lies beyond the scope of the present study, 

and on such a slender basis it would inevitably be cursory. A real analysis 
of that 'reconciliation' with reality which characterized the Berlin 
period above all must be left for a thorough Marxist investigation of 
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Hegel's later development. We would merely reiterate the point we 
have already made: that in his later years Hegel came much closer to 
accepting contemporary German actuality than he had during the period 
when he had hoped for radical change in Germany as a consequence of 
Napoleon's policies in the Confederation of the Rhine. And it will be 
necessary to digest and weigh up all the available material in order to de
termine where and how this greater realism represents a step forward in 
his grasp of objective reality, and where and how it involved an intensi
fication of his 'uncritical positivism'. Both tendencies are present in his 
later works; the problem is to depict their conflict and to assess the price 
that he had to pay for his final and most mature systematic expression of 
his ideas. 

However, without going into any details or attempting any evalua
tion ourselves, it is important to counter one misunderstanding: even 
though his view of history represented a move to the right in comparison 
with his position in Jena, even though it involved him in a greater ac
ceptance of German society as it was, the 'owl of Minerva' never became 
the carrion-crow of reaction under the Restoration. 

There have been times when this was precisely the reproach levelled at 
Hegel by liberal critics, and now, of course, Fascists and semi-Fascists 
praise him for it. The only hard fact is that throughout the entire period 
Hegel was implacably opposed to German liberalism. But in the first 
place, this opposition needs to be looked at very carefully, for we can 
only judge whether Hegel's attitude was reactionary in every case once 
we have really established the reactionary or progressive nature of 
various tendencies in the age itself. For example, in the constitutional 
crisis in Wiirttemberg in 1 8 1 5-I6 Hegel campaigned vigorously against 
the defenders of the ancient rights of the Estates and came out in favour 
of a revision of the constitution 'from above' .  However, if we read 
what he actually said it turns out that it was the conservative side of the 
'ancient rights' which he criticized and that he scornfully held up to 
their defenders the great example of the French nation which had abo
lished the 'ancient rights' of feudalism. And, secondly, we must not 
overlook the fact that in the Philosophy of Right his most violent and 
bitter polemics were directed at the ideologists of the Restoration, 
Savigny and Haller. Therefore, it would be a mistake to take the prob
lem of assessing Hegel's later political views too lightly, for every super
ficial judgement plays into the hands of reactionary attempts to distort 
and falsify his ideas. 

Nor should we be misled by the increased emphasis on the positive 
religions in his later philosophy of history into drawing over-hasty con
clusions about his own religious beliefs, even though it is certainly true 
that religion was more important to the older than to the younger 
Hegel. His attitude towards religion was always highly ambiguous and 
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even contradictory, as both his right-wing detractors and his left-wing 
supporters have recognized. It would be pointless to describe at length 
the attacks made on him by religious reactionaries. One quotation from 
Friedrich Schlegel after his conversion to Catholicism should be enough 
to convey the bitterness aroused by Hegel's 'philosophy of negation' :  

'Hegel's system of negation would be one shade worse than the 
atheism or the idolatry of Ego and self ofFichte : it is a genuine idolatry 
of the spirit of negation and hence an actual philosophical Satanism. '2t 
Nor did Hegel's left-wing supporters put a higher estimate on his posi-

tive relationship with religion. The great poet Heinrich Heine, who, ac
cording to Engels, was for a long time the only man who understood the 
revolutionary character of Hegel's dialectic, was also the first to make a 
sharp distinction between his exoteric proclamation of religion as absol
ute spirit and his esoteric atheism. For Heine, who had been a personal 
student of Hegel's it was self-evident that the exoteric philosophy was 
merely an act of conformity with the political realities of the day. In the 
course of a discussion of atheism he writes as follows: 

'I stood behind the maestro as he composed it [the music of 
atheism-G.L.]  of course he did so in very obscure and abstruse signs 
so that not everyone could decipher them-I sometimes saw him 
anxiously looking over his shoulder, for fear that he had been under
stood . . . .  When once I expressed disapproval of his assertion 
"everything which exists, is rational" he gave a strange smile and said 
that one might equally say "everything which is rational, must 
exist" . . . .  It was not until much later that I understood why he had 
argued in the Philosophy of History that Christianity was an advance if 
only because it taught of a God who had died, while pagan gods were 
immortal. What progress it would be, then, if we could say that God 
had never existed at all ! 'Zl 
The authenticity of this conversation with Hegel has often been ques

tioned by bourgeois 
scholarship . 

For our purposes it · is irrelevant 
whether a conversation on 

exactly 
these lines ever took place. What is 

important is that this is how radical intellectuals m the Thirties and For
ties interpreted Hegel's attitude towards religion. This was true not just 
of Heine, but of the whole radical wing of the Young Hegelians. Bruno 
Bauer's Trumpet of the Last Judgement is an ingeniously assembled anthol
ogy of quotations from Hegel which point politically towards revol
ution and religiously towards atheism. 

Typical of theJena period, however, is that the 'esoteric' aspect of his 
attitude towards religion is more or less openly expressed. In the frag
ment of a lecture published by Rosenkranz we fmd this statement: 
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'Religion is supposed to present us with the truth, but in the eyes of 
our culture faith has utterly passed away. Reason has gained in 
strength and with it the requirement that we do not believe the truth, 
but know it; that we do not just intuit it, but comprehend it. The 
individual well knows the truth of his individuality which precisely 
prescribes the course ofhis existence, but consciousness oflife in gen
eral is something he expects from philosophy. '2"l 
Hegel's 'esoteric' view of religion is much more explicit in the Note

book which contains a number of derisive witticisms about the fact that 
religion is a thing of the past. Here is one of them: 

'In Swabia when something is long since past people say of it: it is so 
long ago that it isn't true. And we may say that Christ died so long 
ago for our sins that it isn't true. '24 

Even more revealing is another passage where Hegel expresses his well
known and much-quoted mot that a party can be said to have vitality 
once it is divided. If we look at the way Hegel applies this aphorism both 
to religion and the Enlightenment his position becomes clear enough. In 
the Notebook he writes: 

'A party exists when it becomes internally disunited. So with Protes
tantism, whose differences are to dissolve in attempts at unification 
-a proof that it no longer exists. For in disunity the internal differ
ence constitutes itself as reality. When Protestantism came into being 
all the schisms in Catholicism had ceased to exist.-Now the truth of 
Christianity is always being proved; it is not clear for whose benefit, 
since the Turks are no longer imminent. '2S 
In the Phenomenology the same idea is applied to the Enlightenment 

and the different strands within it. Just as it had been used to show that 
the Christian religions had lost their vitality in the modern world, so 
now it is used to prove the vitality of the Enlightenment: 

'One party proves itself to be victorious by the fact that it breaks up 
into two parties; for in that fact it shows it possesses within it the 
principle it combats, and consequently shows it has abolished the 
one-sidedness with which it formerly made its appearance . . . .  So 
that the schism that arises in one party, and seems a misfortune, dem
onstrates rather its good fortune. '26 

We shall attempt to give a full account of Hegel's real conception of 
religion in its proper place in our discussion of the Phenomenology of 
Mind. At this point it was only necessary to establish that the ambiguity 
we have noted was not exclusively the mark of the Jena period but was 
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something that, with various modifications, characterized his entire de
velopment. On the other hand, it was also important to show that it ap
peared much more openly and explicitly in Jena than later on when his 
preoccupation with the positive religions became greater. The duality of 
an esoteric and exoteric conception of religion characteristic ofJena pro
vides still further justification for our earlier quotation of Napoleon's 
openly cynical views about religion as a parallel to Hegel's own. (p. 
3 80) .  Of course, this parallel is far from exhausting the whole complex 
problem, but it undoubtedly throws light on one element in it. 
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I 8 The contrast between Catholicism and Protestantism most fre
quently met with in Jena is that Catholicism is regarded as an aes
thetic faith, as 'beautiful religion' whereas Protestantism is seen as 
the religion that 

presides 
over the emergence of the world of prose. 

This has led 
modern 

scholars to advance the idea that inJena Hegel 
had Romantic sympathies with Catholicism. Here, too, we find 
Hegel's thoughts distorted and misunderstood. The passage where 
Hegel discussed the difference in the greatest detail is in one of the 
Rosenkranz fragments. Here he does indeed characterize Cath
olicism as a 'beautiful religion', but Protestantism is said to be a 
manifestation of the steady growth of ' externalization', as a symp
tom of the crisis that will culminate in the return to the spirit of that 
which has been 'externalized'. From what we have seen of Hegel's 
view of this process, of its historical causes and its philosophical 
consequences, it is evident that this places Protestantism on a higher 
plane than Catholicism and that here, as everywhere else, he stands 
in sharp opposition to the Romantics. The fragment in question 

probably 
stems from the first period in Jena and in it Hegel looks to a 

new, a 
third 
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CHAPTER THREE 

A synoptic view of the structure of The Phenomenology of 
Mind 

INTRODUCTION 

THE method used in the Phenomenology rests on a synthesis of the system
atic and historical approach. The underlying assumption is the convic
tion that there is a profound bond connecting the logical deduction of 
the vanous categories, their dialectical series, and the historical evolution 
of man. However, in order to understand Hegel's histoncism correctly, 
in order to comprehend his radical historicization of philosophy we must 
constantly bear in mind two aspects of his method which make Hegel 
become, in this respect too, a forerunner of historical materialism. 
Furthermore, both 

aspects 

stand in such sharp contradiction to the 
modern philosophy 

of 

the bourgeoisie in its 

declining phase 

that bour

geois 

commentators have utterly failed to 

comprehend them, 

and indeed 

for 

the most part have simply overlooked them. 
The first aspect is that for Hegel only spirit as a whole has a real history. 

He stands at the opposite pole to modern specialized histories of speciftc 
ideological disciplines such as law, art, literature and the like. And even 
when in his later period he himself comes to deal with a single specialized 
aspect of ideology, such as aesthetics, we fmd him giving the evolution 
of spirit as a whole, albeit with particular reference to the place of art. 
The whole idea is made perfectly explicit in the Phenomenology: 

'It is only spirit in its entirety that is in time, and the configurations 
assumed, which are specific embodiments of the whole of spirit as 
such, 

present 

themselves in a sequence one after the other. For it is 
only 

the 

whole which properly has reality, and hence the form of 
pure freedom relatively to anything else, the form which takes ex
pression as time. But the moments of the whole, consciousness, self
consciousness, reason and spirit, have, because they are moments, no 
existence separate from one another. '1 

If we consider the real content and the real implications of Hegel's 
method for a historical view of the evolution of man its affinities with the 
view Marx advanced in The German Ideology are very striking (setting 
aside the general idealistic framework of Hegel's system for the 

466 
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moment) :  

'Morality, religion, metaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their 
corresponding forms of consciousness, thus no longer retain the sem
blance of independence. They have no history, no development; but 
men, developing their material intercourse, alter, along with this 
their real existence, their thinking and the products of their think
ing. '2 
Of course, passages such as this one where Marx and Hegel undoubt

edly have a similar approach also high-light the fundamental antithesis 
separating them. They make it particularly clear just how necessary it 
was to translate Hegel's idealistic dialectic into a materialistic one. 
Marx's action in putting the spirit 'back on its feet', in asserting the pri
ority of the means of production over ideology did not simply mean 
putting pluses for minuses; it meant a thorough revision of all the sub
stantive and ideological moments of history. But for all that it would be 
an error to overlook the fact that Hegel's approach to history flows in the 
direction of historical materialism. 

The second important aspect of Hegel's method is that he sets out to 
comprehend everything produced in the course of human history as the 

product of this history to be explained in terms of its roots in it. But this 
historical approach to the movements and products of history does not 

entail a historical relativism. In the most varied spheres of human activity throughout the course of history absolute truths have been discovered. 
Their emergence is always historically conditioned, but even the most 
detailed knowledge of their origins can never exhaustively account for 
their nature in all its richness. Hegel's historicism has nothing in common 
with the historical relativism that runs into the sands of mysticism, the 
relativism that we can see in the reactionary philosophy of history from 
Ranke to Spengler. This is a problem to which we shall return in the 
course of our discussion of absolute spirit. 

Hegel's historicism determines both the method and the structure of 
The Phenomenology of Mind. What we fmd there is that history and system 
are constantly separated and joined together again by means of a particu
lar method, a method which bourgeois interpreters of the Phenomenology 
have never been able to comprehend. The bluntest and frankest state
ment of incapacity is to be found in Haym. His impressions-for they 
cannot be given a more dignified name--are summed up in this way: 

'History in the Phenomenology is a history emancipated from the rule 
of chronology. Sometimes the sequence of world history becomes the 
thread by means of which the dialectic crawls from one psychological 
configuration to the next . . . .  At other times, the motif of dialectical 
progress is logical or psychological, and formations remote from each 
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other are suddenly juxtaposed in obedience to this order, while others 
which condition each other historically are wrenched apart. One is 
equally baffled whichever strand one tries to hold on to. In a word, 
the Phenomenology is a psychology confused and thrown into disarray by his
tory, and a history hopelessly fragmented by psychology. '3 

This ingenuous statement of his perplexity is quite disarmingly sym
pathetic when set beside the 'profound' or ' ingenious' explanatory 
schemes put forward by more recent commentators. 

Friedrich 
Engels 

has provided us with very clear guide-lines for 
understanding 

the 
Phenomenology. He says that 

'one may call it a parallel of the embryology and the paleontology of 
the mind, a development of individual consciousness through its dif
ferent stages, set in the form of an abbreviated reproduction of the 
stages through which the consciousness of man has pa!\sed in the 
course ofhistory. '4 

It is certainly no accident that it fell to Engels to provide such a clear and 
succinct formulation of the fundamental method of the Phenomenology, 
nor that he should have done so in a way which linked Hegel's method 
with the much later application of the theory of evolution to the natural 
world, a development necessarily unknown to Hegel himself. The per
plexity of bourgeois scholars is due in part to their general hostility to 
theories of evolution in both nature and society and this leads them to 
wage a reactionary campaign against them and to obscure their merits, 
all of which prevents them from recognizing those features of Hegel's 
work in which he magnificently anticipates later developments of this 
sort. 

And yet there is no lack of perfectly clear programmatic statements on 
Hegel's part. We have seen from his quarrel with Schelling that the pro
ject he had set himself in the Phenomenology was to provide ordinary con
sciousness with a ladder with which to ascend to the 

standpoint 
of 

philosophy. Moreover, this is to be understood not abstractly 
but 
con

cretely and historically: the road which each individual must traverse is 
at the same time the road ofhuman evolution in general; it is the abbrevi
ated synthesis of all the experience of the human race and as such it may 
stand for the historical process itself. What is thought of as an arbitrary 
selection of the historical moments acting as signposts along this road is 
no more than a reflection of the fact that the individual's conscious 
acquisition of the experience of the species is necessarjly an abbreviated 
process which confines itself to the nodal points of the line of develop
ment. Of course, this abbreviation is purely relative: the simple and ab
stract appropriation of conclusions could not lead to the authentic 
acquisition of the species-experience of mankind and its evolution. If 
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Aristotle formulated the great truth that man is a 'political animal' , it was 
left to Hegel to concretize it in the Phenomenology by adding that he was 
also 'an historical animal' .  The relationship between the experience of 
the individual and the species is formulated by Hegel in the Preface to the 
Phenomenology and in view of its cardinal importance for an under
standing of the work as a whole we find it essential to quote the passage 
at length: 

'The task of conducting the individual mind from its unscientific 
standpoint to that of science had to be taken in its general sense; we 
had to contemplate the formative development of the universal indi
vidual, of self-conscious spirit . . . .  The individual whose substance is 
mind at the higher level, passes through these past forms, much in the 
way that one who takes up a higher science goes through those prepa
ratory forms ofknowledge, which he has long made his own, in order 
to call up their content before him; he brings back the recollection of 
them without stopping to fix his interest upon them. The particular 
individual, so far as content is concerned, has also to go through the 
stages through which the general mind has passed, but as configura
tions once assumed by mind and now laid aside, as stages of a road 
which has been worked over and levelled out . . . .  This bygone mode 
of existence has already become an acquired possession of the general 
mind, which constitutes the substance of the individual, and by thus 
appearing externally to him, furnishes his inorganic nature. In this 
respect culture of development of mind, regarded from the side of the 
individual, consists in his acquiring what lies at his hand ready for 
him, in making its inorganic nature organic to himself, and taking 
possession of it for himself. Looked at, however, from the side of uni
versal mind qua general spiritual substance, culture means nothing else 
than that this substance gives itself its own self-consciousness, brings 
about its own inherent process and its own reflection into self. 

'Science lays before us the morphogenetic process of this cultural 
development in all its detailed fullness and necessity, and at the same 
time shows it to be something that has already sunk into the mind as a 
moment of its being and become a possession of mind. The goal to be 
reached is the mind's insight into what knowing is. Impatience asks 
for the impossible, wants to reach the goal without the means of get
ting there. The length of the journey has to be borne with, for every 
moment is necessary; and 

again 
we must halt at every stage, for each is 

itself a complete 
individual 

form, and is fully and finally considered 
only so far as its determinate character is taken and dealt with as a 
rounded and concrete whole, or only so far as the whole is looked at 
in the light of the special and peculiar character which this determi
nation gives it. Because the substance of individual mind, nay, more, 
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because the world-spirit itself, has had the patience to go through 
these forms in the long stretch of time's extent, and to take upon itself 
the prodigious labour of the world's history, where it bodied forth in 
each form the entire content of itself, as each is capable of presenting 
it; and because by nothing less could that all-pervading mind ever 
manage to become conscious of what itself is-for that reason, the 
individual mind, in the nature of the case, cannot expect by less toil to 
grasp what its own substance contains. All the same, its task has mean
while been made much lighter, because this has historically been 
implicitly accomplished, the content is one where reality is already 
cancelled for spiritual possibilities, where immediacy has been over
come and brought under the control of reflection, the various forms 
and shapes have been already reduced to their intellectual abbrevi
ations, to determinations of thought pure and simple. '5 
What Hegel is concerned with in The Phenomenology of Mind, then, is 

the acquisition by the individual of the experience of the species. Con
sidered from this angle it is not so hard to comprehend its overall struc
ture, as might appear at ftrst. The chaotic mmgling of history and system 
does not in fact exist; the two are carefully related in accordance with 
strict methodological principles. 

One further 
point stands in need of explanation: why is lt that the 

entire course ofhistory has to be traversed three times? The various aspects 
of history that are treated do not occur arbitrarily, as has often been 
thought; in fact they occur in their correct historical sequence, which, 
however, is repeated three times in the course of the work. It is important 
to realize that this is not just a whim, a quirk of Hegel's mind, but the 
necessary consequence ofhis conception of the task confronting him. 

We shall state the position baldly and abstractly for the present, leav
ing a more detailed account to our treatment of the particular sections. 
There is no mystery about the threefold repetition of the course of his
tory: it simply means that Hegel has divided the process in which the 
individual acquires the historical experience of the species into different 
stages. 

His point of departure is necessarily the ordinary natural con
sciousness of the individual. For the ordinary individual society in all its 
forms manifests itself as an established datum, existing quite indepen
dently of himself. As the individual works his way individually from 
the immediate perception of objective reality to the point where its 
rationality is discerned, he traverses all the phases of man's history up to 
the present. However, he is not yet conscious of them as history, but as a 
sequence of different human destinies. What the acquisition of ration
ality means to the individual consciousness is that he gradually comes to 
perceive that the real character of society and history is something 
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created by men together. 
With this realization the conscious individual enters the second cycle. 

He now recognizes history as real, society and its development ceases to 
be a lifeless thing or an uncanny destiny; it is the product of activity, of 
human praxis. But considered as the bald statement of the first stage of 
the journey such a recognition is empty and abstract. The mdividual 
consciousness must therefore traverse the entire road again. Thus the 
second phase repeats the entire course of history from its beginnings up 
to the present-rea/ history in its concrete social totality. 

Having thus achieved an understanding of what history really is the 
individual now arnves at the stage of absolute knowledge. From this su
preme eminence consciousness looks back over the panorama of history. 
By recognizing, gathering together and ordering those moments of ab
solute truth by means of which spirit has achieved an adequate knowl
edge of itself, consciousness arrives, in Hegel's view, at an understanding 
of the laws governing the movement of history, in short of the dialectics of 
reality. 

The dialectic which merely determined the course of history objec
tively at the first two stages, becomes manifest as the possession of con
sciousness, as knowledge, at the third stage. But this knowledge too is 
not just a f1xed product, an abstract formulation cut off from the road 
which led up to it. For this reason the historical survey in the third stage 
once again recapitulates the past in its entirety. Thus the course of history 
is repeated for the third time. However, on this occasion we no longer 
find the actual series of events, but a summary of mankind's efforts to 
comprehend reality. Art, religion and philosophy are for Hegel the three 
great instruments by which man cognizes the world, by which he com
prehends the dialectical movement informing both human consciousness 
and objective reality in all their aspects. 

This, in the crudest outline, is the basic structure of The Phenomenology 
of Mind. After what we have said it will not have to be repeated that 
bourgeois scholars have never even noticed it. Today, of course, Haym's 
view that the Phenomenology is merely chaotic has long since been aban
doned. But the various 'orders' they have constructed rival the chaos that 
raged in his mind. It would be unrewarding to consider them in detail. 

In contrast to them, we must point out that the structure we have dis
cerned corresponds in all essentials to the arrangement Marx proposed in 
the form of a table of contents in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, 
though of course he was not concerned at the time to provide it with any 
sort of rationale.6 

The problems arising from the most important moments in Hegel's 
elaboration of his general principle will have to be considered in the 
course of our analysis of the particular sections. But we must remark here 
that our discussion will necessarily be confined to these crucial moments, 
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and in fact to those factors which are connected either directly or indi
rectly with the basic problem of the present work. The reader should not 
expect a detailed commentary on The Phenomenology of Mind as a whole. 

To distinguish the various stages from each other we have decided to 
make use of the concepts Hegel employed later on in the Encyclopaedia, 
where he spoke of 'subjective', 'objective' and 'absolute' spirit. The 
reader should bear in mind that these concepts only approximate to the 
stages of the Phenomenology. Hegel does indeed make frequent use of 
them in Jena, but their defmitive incorporation into the system is the pro
duct of a later development. However that may be, even though Hegel 
did not explicitly sanction the use of these terms as a conceptual frame
work, we think that, with this reservatiOn, they do facilitate an analysts 
of the internal structure of the Phenomenology. 

For the purpose of this survey, then, we suggest the following division 
of the Phenomenology: 

A Subjective spirit: Chapters I-V: Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, 
Reason. 

B Objective spirit: Chapter VI: Spirit. 
C Absolute spirit: Chapters VII-VIII: Religion, Absolute Knowledge. 

A Subjective Spirit 
Hegel presents here the evolution of individual consciousness from its 
lowest form, the merely immediate perception of the world, right up to 
the highest categories of reason as these appear in individual con
sciousness. What is common to the different kinds of consciousness mani
fested is that it is everywhere confronted by an already established, alien 
world (nature and society) . By coming into conflict with this world, and 
interacting with it, consciousness gradually ascends to its higher forms. 
In another context we quoted Feuerhach's materialist criticism of this 
way of relating the individual to objective reality, and above all to 
nature (p. 282f. ) .  His criticism accurately defmes the limitations of 
Hegel's idealist approach, and shows in particular that Hegel has 
inverted the relation of the individual consciousness to nature. 

Considerably more complex is his relation to society. In the fmal 
chapter of this study we shall attempt a detailed critique of Hegel's 
concept of 'externalization' which will reveal, among other things, the 
deformations introduced into his conception of the objective nature of 
societal categories by his idealist 

approach. 
But since our previous dis

cussions have already thrown some 
light 

on specific aspects of 'externa
lization' we 

may 
anticipate our later conclusions by observing that his 

theory does 
indeed 

contain a whole series of insights into man's re
lations with society, with social praxis. 

In Hegel's view the individual consciousness stands opposed to an 
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unknown objective reality. This appears to be f1xed and alien because 
the determinations and mediations which are what make objective social 
reality and the role of individual consciousness in it what they are, have 
not yet crossed the threshold of consciousness. Implicitly (an sich) , 
however, they are already present and effectual. 

The theoretical and practical activity of individual consciousness con
sists in the acquisition of these determinations. In a long, strife-torn his
torical process the individual advances from consciousness to self
consciousness and from there to reason, transforming substance into sub
ject as he goes. In the last part of the Phenomenology Hegel gives a descrip
tion of the whole process, showing how the subject gradually wrests its 
content from substance, an idealistic formulation which yet contains the 
extremely materialistic idea that the development and the vitality of con
sciousness depend on the extent to which it is able to reflect objective 
reality. 

In this context Hegel explains the distinction between the bonds link
ing the categories in objective logic and in the picture given of the re
lations between consciousness and reality in the Phenomenology. In the 
Logic the particular moments are deduced separately and their totality 
yields the concrete totality of the system. In the case of the Phenom

enology, however, consciousness confronts reality as a whole. This reality 
is, to begin with, abstract and uncomprehended, and the substantive and 
structural wealth of its moments is only revealed in the course of a 
lengthy process, the same process which causes the equally abstract indi
vidual consciousness to become more concrete. Hegel outlines the main 
theme of this process as follows: 

'To begin with, therefore, it is only the abstract moments that belong to 
self-consciousness concerning the substance. But since these moments 
are pure activities and must move forward by their very nature, self
consciousness enriches itself until it has torn from consciousness the 
entire substance, and absorbed into itself the entire structure of the 
substance with all its constituent elements. Since this negative attitude 
towards objectivity is positive as well, establishes and fixes the con
tent, it goes on till it has produced these elements out of itself and 
thereby reinstated them once more as objects of consciousness. In the 
concept, knowing itself as concept, the moments thus make their appear
ance prior to the whole in its complne fulfilment; the movement of 
these moments is the process by which the whole comes into being. In 
consciousness, on the other hand, the whole-but not as comprehended 
conceptually-is prior to the moments . .., 
From this it follows that the gradual development of consciousness is 

not the real movement of spirit in and for itself, but just its phenomenal 
form, a semblance, albeit a necessary one grounded in the nature of spirit 
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itself. As we have emphasized, the objective determinations of reality are 
effectively present, but for consciousness actively developing itself they 
are still unknown and hence fixed, alien things. Thus a movement is ini
tiated within a 'false consciousness', the supersession of one configura
tion of 'false consciousness' by another. However, smce objective 
categories of the development of society are at work behind this move
ment, and since they objectively constitute the societal activity of indivi
duals who nevertheless remain in ignorance of them, it becomes evident 
that this process will tend to transform false consciousness into true con
sciousness, i.e. individuals will gradually become aware of the social 
character of their activity and of society as the total product of their 
activity. 

A unique feature ofHegel's mode of presentation in the Phenomenology 
is that the reader is constantly made aware of the connections between 
the subjective and objective categories, connections which remain 
hidden from the various 'configurations of consciousness'. In the context 
of a particularly outstanding mstance Hegel defines the general situation 
as follows: 

' We who trace the process, see the 
preceding 

movement, therefore, as 
in opposition to the new form, because the 

latter 
has essentially arisen 

from it, and the moment whence the new form comes is necessary for 
it. The new mode, however, looks on that moment as something 
simply met with, since it has no consciousness of its origin, and takes its 
real essence to consist rather in being independent, in being for itself, or 
negatively disposed toward this positive, implicit, immanent con
tent. '8 

The difficulties presented by the f1rst part of the Phenomenology stem in 
great measure from Hegel's two-sided treatment. On the one hand, he 
merely presents 'configurations of consciousness', i.e. he shows again and 
again how the external structure of the world, and its independent 
movement appear from the standpoint of the different stages of indivi
dual consciousness. The point of departure is always the individual con
sciousness, his view of reality, his action on the basis of that view and the 
movement of that stage of consciousness implicit in it. Immedi
ately-and this immediacy is an important part of Hegel's meaning-it 
appears as if the movement we are examining in which one 'configura
tion of consciousness' makes way dialectically for another, higher, more 
profoundly subjective one, is a movement determined solely by the dia
lectics of consciousness. The great phases of this journey from con
sciousness to self-consciousness and on to reason evolve immediately 
within the consciousness of the individual. 

On the other hand, this dialectic is just a part, a moment of the overall 
dialectical movement. However, this movement goes on behind the back 
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of the various 'configurations of consciousness'. Hegel is no Kantian and 
so, unlike Kant, he does not equate the forms of subjective consciousness 
with the forms and laws of objective reality (which for Kant was the 
only cognizable phenomenal world) . The fact that in the Phenomenology, 
particularly in the first part, he treats all the categories of the objective 
world in their organic relation to consciousness, i.e. the fact that the cat
egories are introduced to us in the order and the context in which they 
are more or less adequately grasped and digested by consciousness,-is 
the necessary method of the work. Only in this way can consciousness be 
introduced into philosophy and induced to begin the ascent towards the 
philosophical viewpoint. 

But not for a moment do the objective categories of reality cease to 
exist and to have their effect. But at this stage they form a mute or even 
hostile background, always on the move but never comprehended by the 
'configurations of consciousness'. They are present and active in them
selves, but only in themselves, not for the consciousness of the immediate 
subjects of the given stage of the spirit. Spirit has not yet recognized itself 
as spirit in man. 

This duality is the methodological consequence of the abstraction 
from which the Phenomenology begins; it does not imply a dualistic vision 
of the world. But naturally, it is reflected in his mode of presentation 
where, however, it is present only for the 'configurations of con
sciousness', and not for the reader. When, in the passage just quoted, 
Hegel remarks that the crucial connections between subjectivity and ob
jectivity are veiled from the 'configurations of consciousness', but acces
sible to us, he means to the philosophical reader who observes the 
evolution of the human race from a higher vantage-point. 

This duality results in a persistent ambivalence between the immediate 
subjectivity of the 'configurations of consciousness' and the implicit ob
jectivity of the laws whose workings they cannot penetrate, a continuous 
oscillation between these two opposed points of view. The difficulties of 
comprehension thus arise above all from the method of the Phenom
enology itself. The work does not contain the objective history of reality 
(which is to be found in the Encyclopaedia and in his specialist studies such 
as the Philosophy of History) , but the history of mankind's experiences as a 
species as enacted in individual consciousness. Thus the objective cat
egories do indeed obey their own objective laws, but the manner of their 
appearance is dictated by their relations with consciousness. 

Behind this methodological abstraction a much more important and 
seminal idea can be discerned, namely that the relation between species 
and individual is a highly complex dialectical process, and that the indi
vidual plays an incalculable and indispensable role in the creation of the 
species and in the evolutiOn of its experiences. It is true that Hegel's nar
rowing of his focus to the individual consciousness is a methodological 
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abstraction; it is true that the individual's belief that he can construct his 
own reality on his own, by virtue of his own activity, is a self-deception 
whose tragic breakdown forms the theme of the fmt part of the Phenom
enology. Nevertheless, the part played by individual consciousness m the 
overall objective life of the species is not just a delusion, but an indis
pensable element in the process. 

By insisting on the objectivity of the ceaseless activities of actual exist
ence Hegel overcomes the subjective idealism worked out by Kant and 
Fichte. By holding fast to the crucial importance of the individual, of 
individual consciousness, he overcomes the mechanical conception of 
the species operating in the old materialism, including that of Feuer bach. 
To understand Hegel's true achievement here it is necessary to remind 
ourselves of Marx's criticism ofFeuerbach in the 6th Thesis: 

'Essence, therefore, can be comprehended only as "species" (Gat
tung) , as an internal dumb generality which naturally unites the many 
individuals. '9 
The value of Hegel's conception is that for him there is no merely nat

ural union, but instead union is a phase in the general process of'externa
lization'. 

We may summarize our account of the difficulties inherent in this first 
part of the Phenomenology by saying that the consciousness of the indivi
dual moves within a reality 'externalized' by human activity itself, but 
has not yet realized that the objectivity of that reality is the product of his 
own act of 'externalization'. What Hegel does in this first part is to lead 
the individual to the threshold of that realization and beyond. 

As individual consciousness evolves to higher and higher stages (from 
consciousness to self-consciousness to reason) the more it finds itself 
caught up in tragic conflict with that 'externalized' reality. And it is 
from within these tragic conflicts that spirit, which hitherto had existed 
merely in itself(the unity of objectivity and subjectivity in the experience 
and praxis of the human race),  becomes transformed into spirit existing 
for itself, knowing itselffor what it is. 

From this point of view the connection between history and the 
growth of consciousness is seen to be necessary in yet another sense. 
When 

Hegel 
thinks of his age as the point in history when spirit can 

revoke 
and 

absorb back into itself that completed process of ' externaliza
tion ', this idealist mode of thought (which we shall criticize in due 
course) obscures the true insight that modern capitalist society has pro
duced a greater sum of ' externalization ' than all previous societies. And 
the tragic conflicts between the individual consciousness and the objec
tive social realities which fill the last parts of this section express a very 
real tendency: human individuality as we understand it today is in reality 
no product of nature; it is the result of a socio-historical process that has 
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been going on for thousands of years and which has reached its culmi
' nation in modern civil society. 

Thus all Hegel's argume�ts about the evolution of individual con
sciousness at this level must be seen in the light of this dialectic. Only 

; then will the objectively necessary appearance which assumes indepen
dent shape in the mind of the individual who makes an immediate 
response to it be dissolved, and become instead an integral part of the ex
perience of the human race. Hegel discusses this dialectic in these terms: 

'The conception of this individuality, as it takes itself as such to be all 
realitY, is in the first instance a mere result: its own movement and rea
lity a;e not yet set forth; it is here in its immediacy as something purely
and simply implicit . . .. This limitation cannot, however, limit the action 
of consciousness, for this consists in the present stage in thorough and 
complete relation of" itse[{ to itself relation to what is other than itself, 
which its limitation would involve, is now overcome .... This de
terminate original nature of consciousness, in which it fmds itself 
freely and wholly, appears as the immediate and only proper nmtent
of the purpose of the individual. That content is indeed a 

definite 
con

tent, but is only content so far as we take the implicit nature in isolation. 
In truth, however, it is reality permeated by individuality; actuality 
in the way consciousness qua individual contains this within 
itself. . . .  

'10 

A comprehensive account of the different stations along this road 
would be the task of a general commentary on The Phenomuwlogy 

of 
!v!ind but cannot possibly be undertaken here. We have to confme our
selves to the analysis of certain essential moments, above all those which 
have a bearing on our problem of Hegel's relations with bourgeois so
ciety. The most important turning-point of the tirst section, the role of 
work in the emergence of human self-consciousness has already been 
treated m our discussion of the chapter on Master and Servant (p. 326f.). 

The point we stressed there was that the growth of self-consciousness is 
bound up with work, i.e. the line of development passes via the servant 
who toils rather than the master who is idle. But mere labour, both in a 
society based on slavery and in the dissolution of that society as experi
enced in the collapse of the Roman Empire, was at f1rst an abstract ac
tivity. In the sections on Stoicism, Scepticism and the Unhappy 
Consciousness (early Christianity) Hegel depicts various forms of this 
developing consciousness in all of which he discerns abstraction, the fail
ure to comprehend the nature of reality, of human activity. Of the ideo
logy of the Unhappy Consciousness he writes as follows: 

'Consciousness of life. of its existence and action, is merely pain and 
sorrow over this existence and activity; for therein consciousness fmds 
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only consciousness of its opposite as its essence--and of its own 
nothingness ... Its thinking as such is no more than the discordant 
clang of ringing bells, or a cloud of warm incense, a kind of 

thinking in terms of music, that does not get the length of concepts, 
which would be the sole, immanent, objective mode of thought. This 

boundless pure, inward feeling comes to have indeed its object; but 
this object does not make its appearance in conceptual form, and 
therefore comes on the scene as something external and 
foreign .... Consciousness, therefore, can only come upon the grave 
of its life." ... Since it does not in its own view have that certainty, its 
inner life really remains still a shattered certainty of itself; that confir
mation of its own existence which it would receive through work 
and enjoyment, is, therefore, just as tottering and insecure; in other 
words, it must consciously nullify this certiftcation of its own being, 
so as to find therein confirmation indeed, but confirmation only of 
what it is for itself, viz. of its disunion. Actual reality ... is, from the 
point of view of this consciousness, no longer in itself something null and 
void, something merely to be destroyed and consumed (like Stoicism 
and Scepticism}; but rather something like that consciousness itself, a 
reality broken in sunder . . . '12 

The line of historical development in this part of the Phenomenology is 
difficult to grasp because, although historical events and epochs appear 
in the correct order and exert the influence to be expected from their 
place in world-history, they yet manifest themselves in a form determi
ned by the way they are mirrored in the consciousness of the individual. 
Hence, what strikes us most about this section is Hegel's treatment of two 
great crises in human history. The first, the end of the classical world and 
the rise of Christianity, has already been briefly described. The diffi
culties of understanding presented by these chapters can only be clarifted 
in the sections on 'Objective' and 'Absolute' Spirit when the objective 
social and historical events underlying these modes of consciousness will 
have been made explicit, enabling us to integrate this stage of con
sciousness into the general dialectical pattern of the development of 
manking. But even here it is dear, as we have seen long since, that Chris
tianity provides the general ideological foundation for the modern age. 
The short account we have given of the Unhappy Consciousness demon
strates that Christianity can fulfil this function because the 'externaliza
tion' of the individual, his emancipation from the 'natural' bonds of a 
primitive society, operates at a higher level than the philosophies of an

tiquity 
which rrovided an ideological accompaniment to the break-up 

of 
the classica world. For in Hegel's view they all suffered from the 

defect that their reaction was purely negative and abstract, and was less 
well equipped to accommodate the new forms of'externalization'. 
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The second crisis of the individual consc10usness 1s acted out in modern 
bourgeois society at the time of its birth and after. We must here omit the 
intervening chapters between these two crises in which Hegel is con
cerned with the conquest by consciousness of the external world of 
nature. In the second cnsis we encounter all the social and moral prob
lems whose substance is known to us from his polemics against the pos
itions of subjective idealism. We must refer the reader back to these in 
order that our discussions should not become too extended and we shall 
confine ourselves here to the purely phenomenological implications. 
What is at stake, then, 1s the tens10n between the individual and the 
social reality in which he fmds himself, a reality which, as we have seen, 
appears to him as an enigmatic, uncomprehended necessity, alien to his 
praxis and, in extreme tragic instances, inimically disposed to his 
aspirations. 

'Consciousness, therefore, through the experience in which its truth 
ought to have come to 

light, 
has instead become to itself a dark riddle; 

the consequences of its 
deeds 

are to it not really its own deeds. What 
happens to it is found to be not the experience of what it inherently is; 
the transition is not a mere alteration in form of the same content and 
essential nature, presented now as content and true reality of con
sciousness, thereafter as object or intuitively perceived essence of itself. 
The abstract necessity thus gets the significance of the merely 

negative uncomprehended power of universality, on which 
individuality 

is 
broken in pieces. '�3 

Hegel then goes on to describe various forms of purely individual 
reactions towards reality, the different stages of purely individual con
sciousness: 'pleasure' which inevitably collides with necessity and is 
broken by it; the 'law of the heart' in which the subjective individual 
prescribes laws for the whole of mankind on the basis of his own convic
tion, only to discover that different individuals live according to 'laws of 
the heart' which propose different and frequently incompatible ends. 
And lastly, at a higher level, there is 'virtue' which sets out to reform the 
world according to exalted moral standards, but is made to realize that 
the objective necessities of 'the way of the world' ( Welt/auf) are utterly 
unconcerned about the subjective prescriptions of individual morality. 

In all these struggles and conflicts the particular 'configurations of 
consciousness' witness the disappointment of their aspirations, the de
struction at the hands of an unknown power, an alien reality, of all that 
their consciousness enjoins upon them as necessary. Only the detached 
observer is able to see the forces at work in what seem to be purely indi
vidual philosophical tragedies. 

'The purely particular activity and business of the individual refer to 
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needs which he has a part of nature, i.e. as a mere existent particular. 
That even these, its commonest functions, do not come to nothing, 
but have reality, is brought about by the universal sustaining medium, 
the might of the entire nation. '�4 

Once again we cannot pause to go into details. The principle to be 
emphasized is that the individual consciousness becomes implicated in a 
senes of tragic conflicts and that very slowly and gradually the realiza
tion that his own subjectivity is connected with the unknown, merely 
implicit existence of objective social reality is painfully drummed into 
him. The principle at work in this process of education is visible in the 
preceding quotation: the mdividual is bound to society by his needs, by 
their gratification and by the labour which creates the conditions for 
their gratiftcation. Once again it is characteristic of the structure of 
Hegel's philosophy that the sublime tragedies to which subjectivity suc
cumbs are often enacted in rarefied ideological regions and that they 
often articulate profound moral problems; but it is no less true that prob
lems which could never break out of the sphere of tragic conflict be
tween alien and incompatible principles, can be resolved by the 
economic activities of men in society. And this resolution is valid philo
sophically, for the individual consciousness of the Phenomenology. The 
man who works, then, is, to use a Goethean term which is not far 
removed from Hegel's dialectic, the Urphanomen, the primal reality of 
the identical subject-object, the substance that becomes subject, the 
'externalization' which is reintegrated into the subject. The social reality 
implicit in all human praxis comes closest to a transformation into an 
explictt conscious reality in the satisfaction of needs through work. 

This systematic nexus is matched by an historical one: by the fact that 
the merely subjective consciousness of the individual is overcome in 
capitalist soctety through economic activity. The tragic catastrophes that 
befall the individual consciousness are described by Hegel in the section 
entitled 'The realization of rational self-consciousness through itself'.15 
As the real power of implicit social existence becomes more and more 
apparent we fmd ourselves coming closer and closer to capitalist society, 
to what Hegel refers to as 'the animal kingdom of the 

spirit'. 
This is the 

highest stage attainable by the individual as 
'individuality 

which takes 
itself to be real in and for itself', before its actual supersession. 

This realization of the individual is vouchsafed by the social nature of 
work: 

'The labour of the individual for his own wants is just as much a satis
faction of those of others as of himself, and the satisfaction of his own 
he attains only by the labour of others. 

'As the individual in his own particular work ipso facto accomplishes 
unconsciously a universal work, so again he also performs the universal 
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task as his conscious object. The whole becomes in its entirety his work, 
for which he sacrifices himself, and precisely by that means receives
back his own self from it. '16 

If we think back to Hegel's economic views throughout the Jena 
period we shall fmd nothing new or surprising in this passage. The philo
sophical supersession of the individual consciousness which is dependent 
only on itself and imprisoned in the narrow world of its own subjectivity 
is achieved by an understanding of the economic activity of man in 
modern civil society. That is to say, Hegel achieves it by drawing all the 
inferences from Adam Smith's economics that were open to him at that 
time. The standpoint to which the individual is to be brought is, of 
course, the unity of the individual and the social both subjectively and 
objectively. This unity is implicit in man's own economic praxis, i.e. in 
his ordinary daily work. The only problem is to ensure that he becomes 
fully conscious of the objective determinants of his own activity. 

It is symptomatic both of the social and philosophical origins of 
Hegel's thought and for the fundamental principles informing the 
Phenomenology that the 'conftguration of consciousness' that finally ef
fects the decisive movement of the spirit is 'self-interest' (Eigennutz). 
Hegel here builds on the tradition of the social philosophy of the En
lightenment from Hobbes to Helvetius, and above all Adam Smith. The 
autonomy and the power of individuality-the very principle which 
displayed the superiority of modern society over that of antiquity-finds 
expression here in the fact that, on the one hand, self-interest constitutes 
the immediate reality and the subjective validation of individual con
sciousness, and on the other hand, without either knowing or wishing it, 
it is the primary motor of modern civil society. 

In later years Hegel described the contrast between classical and 
modern society in a highly ideological manner: 

'The development of particularity to self-subsistence 1s the moment 
which appeared in the ancient world as an invasion of ethical corrup
tion and as the ultimate cause of that world's downfall. '17 

Hegel then goes on to define Christianity as the essential distinguishing 
principle between the ancient and the modern worlds. In the Phenom
enology the entire argument is more palpable and down to earth. He 
explains the dialectics of self-interest and in particular that false con
sciousness which persuades the individual to live in accordance with the 
principles of self-interest while in reality his selfish actions are necessarily 
connected with the labours of others and so flow into the stream of 
social, socially useful species-activity of mankind. 

'If it (individuality) acts selftshly, it does not know what it is doing; 
and if it insists that all men act selfishly, it merely asserts that all men 
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are unaware as to what action is. '18 

However, the fact that the man who thinks he is acting selfishly is 
under an illusion does not imply the negation or even the diminution of 
self-interested action, of the role and importance of individual praxis in 
society. Just here, where the Phenomenology is about to emerge from the 
stage of subjectivity, where Hegel has emphatically argued that the 
implicit social nature of individuality is the truth concealed by the self
deception of the individual consciousness, he now insists on the in
alienable social purport of human individuality. And he locates this social 
significance, moreover, not in a stylized world of moral 

sublimity 

as 
Kant and Fichte might have done, but in the selfish immediacy 

of 

the 
ordinary reality of the capitalist world. The vitality and the living move
ment of human society depends according to this disciple of Adam Smith 
on the self-interested actions of individuals. 

'Thus, then, the struggle, the activity of individuality is inherently an end in 
itself; the use of powers, the play of their outward manifestations-that is 
what gives them life: otherwise they would be lifeless, potential and 
merely implicit. The inherent implicit nature ts not an abstract uni
versal without existence and never carried into effect; 1t is itself im
mediately this actual present and this living actuality of the process of 
individuality. '19 

The essential moment of this dialectiC is the gradual annulment of sub
jective activity in its Immediacy, and with that go the immediacies of 
individual consciousness: its 'externalization' and its consciousness of 
that 'externalized' reality as a field of activity for individuality which is 
both an alienation and, inseparably from that, the foundation, content 
and determinate existence of individuality. This 'externalization' is ac
complished by man's devotion to his real concerns (die Sache selbst) by 
investing and externalizing his labour in those concerns, which we are 
not to think of merely as an object of the external world (transformed by 
labour), but as a nodal point of social interests, a focus of individual 
aspirations, a point where the subjective is transformed into the objec
tive. 

It is through such complex cross-fertilizations, such an impenetrable 
network of human actions and of the concerns in which these actions are 
incorporated that the autonomous and dynamic unity of the whole 
comes into being. Its totality and umty remains hidden from those who 
act within it. As Marx said, 'They know it not, but they do it. 'a! 
However, their actions not only increase the objectivity of these re
lations, but they also strengthen their reflectmn in men's minds, even 
though at this stage Hegel does not attempt to go beyond the assump
tions and prerequisites of the real, conscious appropriation of social 
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praxis m all its objectivity. He now gives this defmition of the relation of 
individual consciousness to the whole: 

'The whole is the moving process of permeating individuality with the 
universal. In that this consciousness finds this whole, however, to be 
merely the simple ultimate nature and thus the abstraction of his real 
concerns (die Sache selbst) , the moments of this whole appear as distinct 
outside that object and outside one another. As a single whole it is 
only exhaustively exhibited by the process of alternately exposing its 
elements to view and keeping them within itself. '2! 

That is to say, by the processes of the capitalist commodity-relanon. 
In the frequently difficult and obscure account of the relation of the 

'struggle and activity of individuality' and his 'real concerns' it must 
always be borne in mind that this real concern embraces the commodity 
in both its aspects: its natural objectivity as thing and its social objectivity 
as commodity. The individual regards it, on the one hand, as the product 
of his own activity, the aim and end of that activity, and on the other 
hand, as a means of satisfying his wants. And thanks to both these aspects 
he enters into the most varied relations with other mdividuals and conse
quently with the living movement of society as a whole. 

Thus arises the"dialectic by means of which man is raised above the 
plane of subjectivity to that of the social universal in the course of his 
own individual labour, through the medium of economic exchange. 
This argument is one familiar to us from Hegel's earlier works in Jena. 

'It (human consciousness] is not concerned with the matter in hand as 
"fact" in the sense of this its own particular fact, but as fact qua fact, qua 
something universal, which is for all .... Those, however, who 
regard themselves as, or profess to be, deceived by this interference 
from others wanted really themselves to deceive in the same way. 
They give out their efforts and doings as something only for them
selves, in which they merely have themselves and their own nature in 
view. But since they do something, and thus express their nature, 
bring themselves to the light of day, they directly contradict by their 
deed the pretence of wanting to exclude the daylight, I.e. to exclude 
the publicity of universal consciousness, and participation by every
one. Actualization is, on the contrary, an exposing of one's universal 
element, where it comes to be and has to be "fact" for everyone. 'Zl 

In this way the dialectic of labour, of human activity and social praxis 
in general is mtegrated mto the dialectic of the commodity and subordi
nated to It. For Hegel saw quite clearly that the mere actlvlty of work 
was not a sufficient basis upon which to construct the complex edifice of 
objective social realities. If he wished to show how human relations 
provide a foundanon for the mstitutions of modern civil society, it was 
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essential for the simple 'externalization' involved in the mere activity of 
work to give way to a more complex form, more profoundly imbued 
with the fetishism of capitalism. (Where Hegel does wrong in his anal
ysis of the capitalist form of 'externalization' and the concrete conse
quences of his errors will be discussed in the last chapter in conjunction 
with Marx's critique of his theory of' externalization '.) 

For the time being we must content ourselves with the conclusions to 
which Hegel was led by this dialectic of 'externalized' object-forms, by 
the dynamic contradictions between man's activity, his relations to other 
men and his relation to the objects of his activity and those which satisfy 
his needs. He summarizes these conclusions in this way: 

'Consciousness fmds both sides to be equally essential moments, and 
thereby learns what the nature of the ''fact of the matter", his real con
cern, is, viz., that it is netther merely "fact", which is opposed to 
action in general and to individual action, nor action which is 
opposed to permanence and is the genus independent of these 
moments as its species. Rather it is an essential reality whose existence 
means the action of the single individual and of all individuals, and 
whose action is immediately for others, or is a "fact", and is only "fact" 
in the sense of an action of each and all-the essential reality which is the 
essence of all beings, which is spiritual essence. Consciousness learns 
that no one of these moments is subject, but rather gets dissolved in the 
universal objectified intent. The moments of individuality which were 
taken as subject one after another by this unreflective incoherent stage 
of consciousness, coalesce and concentrate into simple individuality, 
which qua this, is no less immediately universal. The real concern 
thereby . .. loses the characteristic of lifeless abstract universality: it is 
substance permeated by individuality: it is subject, wherein is indivi
duality just as much qua individual, or qua this, as qua all individuals: 
and it is the universal, which has an existence only as being this action 
of each and all, and gets an actual reality in that this consciousness 
knows it to be its own individual reality, and the reality of all. '2J 

This clarification makes possible the supersession of individual con
sciousness and its integration within objective social reality. Subjective 
spirit becomes objective spirit. Hegel concludes his first section with two 
further chapters on 'Reason as law-giver' and 'Reason as test of laws'.24 
Both contain incisive criticism of the philosophies of Kant and Fichte as 
the 

highest expression 
of that stage of consciousness in which the general 

attitude 
of 

subjective 
consciousness to objective reality does not go 

beyond that immediacy in which the world of objects must necessarily 
appear to be alien or even hostile. Since we are familiar with the burden 
of Hegel's strictures on Kant and Fichte there is no need for us to rehearse 
them once more. 
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Nor need we be surprised by Hegel's method of taking issue at some 
length with arguments that have just been superseded by his analysis of 
work and the commodity-relation. It is nothing new. On the one hand, 
we have seen how he regards Kant and Fichte as the consummate philo
sophical expression of that general historical crisis which manifested 
itself in the French Revolution. On the other hand, we are familiar with 
that idealistic side of Hegel which caused him to regard the 'higher', 
more 'spiritual' forms of ' externalization', those further removed from 
the immediate commodity-relation, as somehow closer to the culmi
nating act of self-dissolution and supersession than the economic 
' U rphiinomen' of ' externalization' itself. 

This idealistic emphasis is something which we have already encoun
tered in his views on economics where he accorded higher status to the 
concept of 'recognition' than to the categories of economics. It repeats 
itself here in the Phenomenology at this crucial point. The real turn
ing-point and transition to 'objective' spirit is located not in the dialectics 
of capitalist society, but in the philosophies of Kant and Fichte, so that 
the relation between economics and philosophy is inverted here, just as 
earlier on the relation between juridical and economic concepts was 
reversed. When we come to judge the entire argument it is obvious that 
this idealism cannot be simply passed over without criticism. But It 
cannot be allowed to obscure the prodigious merits of the argument as It 
stands: its insistence that the dialectics of economic activity lead the indi
vidual to recognize his own social nature. 

B Objective Spirit 
Hegel has thus brought the consciousness of the individual to the stage 
where he is in a position to understand his own history, the history of the 
human race, in its reality. It is therefore comprehensible, indeed absol
utely essential, that he should now recapitulate the actual course of his
tory from this new, hard-won vantage-point. 

Of course, he now does so m quite a different way. History had pre
viously provided a shadowy, enigmatic backcloth for the phenom
enological unfolding of the consciousness of the individual. Now, 
however, it appears as a coherent rational order. Objectively, the course 
of history remains the same; objectively, its governing laws are 
unchanged; objectively, neither the relation of the individual to the 
socio-historical totality, nor the role of his 'efforts and doings' in It have 
altered. 

But we already know that the method of the Phenomenology requires 
all the categories to be arranged in reference to the development of the 
subject. A higher level of subjectivity, therefore, Implies that they too 
will acquire a new reality: the nature of the 'configurations' that now 
become manifest and which embody mankind's generic experience, has 
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radically altered. This renders it essential to present this higher stage of 
generic experience in its historical sequence, i.e. to run through the 
entire historical development of consciousness once again. 

We thus find ourselves in the midst of history as it actually happened, 
while the first run-through, although of course 'historical', did not yet 
allow the genuine Hegelian categories of history to emerge in their full
ness. Hegel himself stresses the qualitative difference between the two 
stages. In his preliminary remarks to the introduction of the new 'confi
gurations', he says: 

'The distinction between these and those that have gone before con
sists in their being real spiritual individualities (Geister) , actualities 
proper, and instead of being forms merely of consciousness, they are 
forms of a world. '25 

In his analysis of the world of antiquity Hegel makes this distinction 
clearer, though it must be borne in mind that his concretization of the 
'form of a world' applies here to antiquity, and not to this entire stage of 
consciousness. Nevertheless, we believe that his arguments here do 
throw more light on the distinction between the two kinds of forms: 

'The universal elements of the ethical life are thus the (ethical ) sub
stance qua universal, and that substanceJua particular consciousness. 
Their universal actuality is the nation an the family .... Here in this 
content of the ethical world we see attained those purposes which the 
previous insubstantial modes of conscious life set before them. What 
reason apprehended only as an object has become self-consciousness, 
and what self-consciousness merely contained within is here explicit 
true reality. What observation knew-an object given externally and 
picked up, and one in the constitution of which the subject knowing 
had no share-is here a given ethical condition, a custom found lying 
ready at hand, but a reality which is at the same time the deed and 
product of the subject finding it. '7b 

And Hegel goes on to give a detailed criticism of a number of the 'con
figurations of consciousness' already described, by representing each 
stage in turn as the 'truth' of the preceding one (to use the term employed 
in the Logic) . 

Thus what we are confronted with here is the real history of mankind, 
but here too, in accordance with the particular objectives of the Phenom
enology, history 1s not spread out before us in extenso. Instead Hegel con
centrates on the great crises and turning-points in human history and in 
the history of man's consciousness. Hence we find this section sub
divided as

'
follows: 

' 1 .  Objective Spirit: the ethical order.' (The society of antiquity and its dis
solution.) 
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'2. Spirit in self-estrangement: the discipline of culture.' (The rise of civil
society, the ideological crisis in the Enlightenment and the world-crisis 
of the French Revolution. )  
'3. Spirit certain of itself: Morality.' (Hegel's utopian dream of a Germany 
under the dominion of Napoleon. The poetry and philosophy of 
German Classicism as the supreme ideological achievement of the Napo
leonic Age, the solution to the universal crisis.) 

We have arrived at Hegel's mature statement of the problem that has 
preoccupied him centrally ever since his crisis in Frankfurt: the rise of 
modern civil society. It consisted in showing, on the one hand, how the 
necessary dissolution of the society of antiquity came about, and on the 
other hand, how the contradictory forms of civil society came to con
stitute a higher stage of human development arising out of this dissol
ution. Lastly, he had to show how in his view the contradictions of civil 
society might be 'reconciled'. Here too we are confronted by a series of 
problems and solutions already familiar to us from his earlier works. We 
shall not dwell on the features already known to us, but shall focus 
instead on those elements that are particularly characteristic of the 
Phenomenology and which represent an advance on his earlier work. 

As far as the latter is concerned, the dialectics of'externalization' are of 
prime importance. Even though we have seen various sides of Hegel's 
preoccupation with this concept it is only in the Phenomenology that it 
becomes the chief pillar supporting the entire edifice of the dialectic. In 
line with this the argument of this Section recapitulates that of Section A 
in a modified form and at a higher level. In that Section he had started 
with the immediate relation of consciousness to a wholly alien world of 
objects and he carried it through right up to the dawning realization that 
this societal world of objects has its foundation in 'externalization'. In the 
present Section, too, the path traversed proceeds from immediacy to the 
completed process of' externalization'. 

But both mean something quite different, viz. something objective. 
Immediacy here is the objective relation between classical man and the 
commonwealt;h of the democratic city-states. Hence the dialectical dis
solution of immediacy, the road towards complete 'externalization' in 
capitalist soc1ety is no longer primarily a process affecting consciousness. 
On the contrary, it is the objective collapse of the social formations 
which constituted the city-states of antiquity, the complex, uneven de
velopment that led via Rome and the Middle Ages to the emergence of 
modern civil society. Hegel announces this programme also in the intro
ductory remarks to this Section. He treats the world of the Greeks as the 
true incarnation of ethical life, while at the same time he sees the neces
sity for the collapse of that world to make room for the higher, more 
'externalized' world of modern ci vii society: 
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'Spirit so far as it is the immediate truth, is the 
ethical li{r 

of a nation:-the 
individual, which is a world. It has to advance to 

the 
consciousness of 

what it is immediately; it has to abandon and transcend the beautiful 
simplicity of ethical life, and get to a knowledge of itself by passing 
through a series of stages and forms. '7:1 

Hegel's description of the beautiful, unmediated ethical life of the 
Greeks, both here and in Section C, is one of his greatest achievements as 
a writer. But since we are already thoroughly conversant with Hegel's 
view of antiquity and the problems arising from it we need not repeat 
them here. All we need do is to comment briefly on the fall of the ancient 
world and in particular on the phenomenal forms of the s�irit by means
of which Hegel depicts the rise of the already 'externalized individuality 
existing in the Roman Empire. This not only brings us closer to the argu
ment of the Phenomenology but is particularly well adapted to provide us 
with concrete examples clarifying the distinction between the fmt stage, 
'subjective spirit', and the present 'objective' stage. 

We recollect that, in the former, the dialectic of Master and Servant 
engendered the 'configurations of consciousness' of Stoic and Sceptical 
philosophy and later of the Unhappy Consciousness (Christianity).  
Hegel now 

depicts 
the same process from the objective social angle. 

Greek society 
had 

been defmed as one of unmediated ethical life. We 
also remember the dialectic between individual and society that sprang 
from it: a beautiful and harmonious development of man resulting from 
the immediate harmony between man and society, a development, 
however, in which human personality existed as yet only in itself, impli
citly i.e. immediately, in a non-externalized form. Every development 
of the personality must have a disintegrating impact on that society (as 
we have seen in our discussion of the problem of self-interest). 

In Hegel's view of history, then, the collapse of classical society gives 
birth to the Roman Empire: unmediated ethical life is succeeded by a 
system of abstract law. The fact that law should be the decisive factor in 
this development towards greater objectivity will not come as a surprise 
to us after what we have seen of his social views. And here, especially, 
where Hegel sets out to depict the first and therefore the simplest and 
most abstract form of ' externalization', it is only natural that the juridical 
should become its epitome, only unfolding gradually into a rich system 
of concrete moments through the development of the economy in 
modern capitalism. 

Hegel gives this description of the resulting social order and of the new 
externalized subject necessarily emerging within it: 

'The universal being thus split up into the atomic units of a sheer plu
rality of individuals, this inoperative, lifeless spirit is a principle of 
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equality m which all count for as much as each. i.e. have the significance 
of persons .... We saw the powers and forms of the ethical world in 
the bare necessity of mere destiny. This power of the ethical world is 
the substance turning itself back into its ultimate and simple nature. 
But that absolute being turned back into itself, that very necessity of 
characterless destiny, is nothing else than the Ego of self
consciousness. '1B 

This new order is Roman society, the rule of the abstract right: 

'To be so acknowledged is its [i.e. the Ego's] substantiality; but this is ab
stract universality, because its content is this rigid self, not the self dis
solved in the substance. Personality, then, has here risen out of the life 
and activity of the ethical substance. It is the condition in which the 
independence of consciousness has actual concrete validity. '29 

Now it is very interesting to see how Hegel now returns to the corre
sponding 'configurations of consciousness' of Section A: Stoicism and 
Scepticism. (Even more interesting is the fact that the Unhappy Con
sciousness is not even mentioned.) Hegel's account here is quite unambi
guous and requires no lengthy explanations. Only one point need be 
made, viz. that Hegel underlines the homology existing between these 
ideological forms and the dominance of Roman Law (i.e. the social order 
of the Roman Empire), emphasizing that the latter represents reality and 
the former a merely subjective response to that reality: 

'What in Stoicism was implicit merely in an abstract way is now an 
explicit concrete world .... By its flight from actuality it attained merely 
the idea of independence: it is absolutely subjective, exists solely for 
itself, in that it does not link its being to anything that exists, but is pre
pared to give up every kind of existence, and places its essential mean
ing in the unity of mere thinking. In the same manner, the "right" of 
a "person" is not linked to a richer or more powerful existence of the 
individual qua individual, nor again connected with a universal living 
spirit, but, rather, is attached to the mere unit of its abstract reality, or 
to that unit qua self-consc10usness in general. '30 

This homologous structure becomes even more apparent in Hegel's 
treatment of Scepticism where he establishes a parallel with the neces
sarily formal condition of law. For here he shows that lying behind both 
is another, more real power, that of the forces moving society as a whole, 
and that both are but expressions of a world-order dissolving under the 
impact of the negative action of what later would become the con
stitutive elements of modern civil society. As yet these do not form an 
independent, coherent system of man's 'externalized' relations with 
other men; they appear therefore as the manifestations of an unknown, 
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contingent and capricious social power. 

'For what passes for the absolute essential reality is self-consciousness 
in the sense of the bare empty unit of the person. As against this empty 
universality, the substance has the form of what supplies the filling and 
the content; and this content is now left completely detached and dis
connected; for the spirit which kept it in subjection and held it to
gether in its unity, is no longer present. The empty unit of the person, 
is, therefore, as regards its reality, an accidental existence, a contingent 
insubstantial process and activity that comes to no durable subsist
ence. Just as was the case in Scepticism, the formalism of "right" is, 
thus, by its very conception, without special content; it finds at its 
hand the fact of"possession", a fact subsisting in multiplicity, and im
prints thereon the abstract universality, by which it is called "prop
erty "-the same sort of abstraction as Scepticism made use of But 
while the reality so determined is in Scepticism called a mere appear
ance, "mere semblance" and has a merely negative value, in the case 
of right it has a positive significance ... . Both are the same abstract 
universal. The actual content, the proper value of what is 
"mine"-whether it be an external possession, or again inner riches 
or poverty of mind and character-is not contained in this empty 
form and does not concern it. The content belongs, therefore, to a 
peculiar specific power, which is something different from the formal 
universal, is chance and caprice. Consciousness of right, therefore, 
even in the very process of making its claim good, experiences the loss 
of its own reality, discovers its complete lack of inherent substantia
lity; and to describe an individual as a "person" is to use an expression 
of contempt. '31 

And Hegel goes on to show how the increasingly private nature of 
life, the transformation of all men into abstract legal persons, into 'bour
geois' wholly taken up with economic life, goes hand in hand with the 
decay of public life of every sort and with the growing despotism of the 
Roman Emperors. Arguments such as these, already (amiliar to us from 
the essay on Natural Law, are summed up here with a brief description of 
the typical despot, the 'lord of the world'. 

Thus we are concerned here with 'externalization' in its fmt primittve 
and abstract form. Hegel's view of the Roman Empire as an abstract 
forerunner of modern capitalism and his cursory treatment of the Middle 
Ages as a mere episode of only incidental importance for the develop
ment of the human spirit is, and will remain, a permanent feature of his 
periodization of history. This is because, in accordance with his scheme, 
man's societal existence cannot be anything 'natural' or immediate. The 
beautiful incarnation of such a natural immediacy in Greek democracy, 
therefore, contains within it the seeds of its own destruction. The subject 
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must steadily increase its own externalization, estrangement, smce it 
continually enters into new, richer social relations and since its labour, its 
individual efforts and activities turn it mto the identical subject-object of 
these soctal relatiOns. The entire process gradually advances to the point 
at which the wealth of social determinations, the coherence and indepen
dence of the modern economic system reaches its peak and the individual 
then recognizes himself as the identical subject--object of social praxis. 

Hegel's description of this process provides the finest example of the 
general philosophical method the Phenomenology: the forcible appropria
tion by the subject of the wealth of substance (cf. p. 472f. ) .  It is here that 
we find those quintessential determinations which Marx repeatedly 
shows lymg concealed in Hegel's mystified analysis of alienation. For 
here Hegel takes leave of his view of nature as the mere externalization 
of spint, as what Feuer bach has shown to be a purely idealistic inversion 
of the true state of affam (cf. p. 282f. ) .  Nor is there any sign here, except 
towards the end, of the religious and mystificatory side of his theory of 
'externalization ' ,  viz. its reintegration into the subject, the abolition of 
the object-world along with 'externalization' .  Here then the 'externali
zation' of the human subject appears as the social activity of the human 
race thanks to which a self-created objective society comes into being 
drawing its vital energy from the social activity of the subject, grows 
steadily in complexity, richness and scope, so that eventually it displaces 
what had been lifeless substance and occupies it on behalf of the subject. 
In a word, by wholly estranging itself, the subject recognizes itself in 
theory and practice to be identical with the substance. 

Only from this vantage-point does Hegel's penodization of world his
tory make sense, only from here does its (relative) justification become 
apparent as a view which focuses entirely on the origins and growth of 
modern civil society. We have already observed that Hegel swiftly 
passes over the Middle Ages. He briefly remarks on the relations of the 
feudal nobility to the mediaeval monarch. He is much more interested 
in the decline of the feudal system and here, as in the pamphlet on the 
German Constitution, he clearly thinks of the fall of feudalism in France 
and the emergence of absolute monarchy as paradigmatic. 

And in general, the whole of the Phenomenology is oriented on French 
history in a quite remarkable way. Apart from Greece and Rome 
whose essenttal character is discussed at length in this Section only 
France is given comparable treatment and it is evident that he thinks of 
France as representative of the entire modern development of philo
sophy. Thus from the collapse of feudalism to the French Revolution 
the Phenomenology does not leave French soil. And even in the sphere of 
ideological conflict only French sources are considered: the struggle 
between the Enlightenment and the religious tradition 1s confmed 
wholly to France and French experience and the same holds good for 
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the social and political struggles of the period. The only writer to be 
quoted in this Section, although he is not in fact mentioned by name, is 
Diderot. 

The phenomenological form in which the internal struggles within 
French absolutism are fought out is the dialectical conflict between 
wealth and the power of the state. Hegel shows how once-independent 
vassals de�enerate into 

sycophantic 
courtiers and how the 'noble con

sciousness of the feudal 
lords 

(another echo of Montesquieu) had been 
translated into mere flattery of the monarch. This process involves, at the 
same time, the transformation of the 'state-power' into 'wealth', the very 
thing to which, at an earlier stage, it had been implacably opposed and 
alien. 

In short, what we have here, couched in the peculiar form of the 
Phenomenology is the gradual 

bourgeoisification 
of absolute monarchy. 

And it is absolutely typical 
ofHegel 

that the road taken by the spirit in its 
journey towards self-consciousness passes over bourgeois 'wealth' and 
not the absolute 'state-power', just as earlier on the transition from a state 
of nature to civilization had been effected by the labour of the servant. 
Here, then, it is not the 'noble consciousness' of feudalism that leads the 
subject to conscious existence for itself, or that accomplishes the transfor
mation of substance into subject. It is not the 'state-power' that incor
porates the real historically progressive estrangement, on the contrary, 

'Wealth has within it from the first the aspect of existence for itself. '32 

The decisive ideological content of this transformation is the conflict 
between the Enlightenment and religion. In order to gain an insight into 
Hegel's historical view here we must begin by remarking that according 
to him the Enlightenment arose out of the contradictions within the ab
solute monarchy in the process ofbourgeoisification and that the end of 
that conflict is to be found, on the economic plane, in the flowering of 
capitalist society, and politically, in the French Revolution. 

Now as to the conflict between Enlightenment and religion, what is 
most striking is rhe poor figure cut by 'belief' (which is the name given 
here to religion as a 'form of the world'). True substance, genume 
wealth of thought is found only in the Enlightenment. There is, it is true, 
a criticism of Enlightenment, familiar to us from Frankfurt, in which he 
protests against the insinuation that religion is no more than a conscious 
deception of the people. However, his protest is made not in the name of 
religion and its truth, but in that of historicism, i.e. of the historical 
necessity of certain ideological formations at certain stages of human 
history. 

'When the general question has been raised, whether it is permissible to 
delude a people, the answer, as a fact, was bound to be that the question 
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is pointless, because it is impossible to deceive a people in this matter. 
Brass instead of gold, counterfeit instead of genuine coin may doubt
less have swindled individuals many a time; lots of people have stuck 
to it that a battle lost was a battle won; and lies of all sorts about things 
of sense and particular events have been plausible for a time; but in the 
knowledge of that inmost reality where consciousness finds the direct 
certainty of its own self, the idea of delusion is entirely baseless. 'JJ 

How little this redounds to the advantage of religion is revealed by 
another remark, shortly before this one, in which Hegel almost antici
pates Feuer bach's critique of religion: 

'It is precisely this which Enlightenment rightly declares belief to be, 
when Enlightenment says that the absolute reality professed by belief 
is a being that comes from beliefs own consciousness, is its own 
thought, something produced from and by consciousness. Enlight
enment, consequently, explains and declares it to be error, to be a 
made-up invention about the very same thing as Enlightenment itself 
is. '34 

Of much greater significance is the actual development of Enlight
enment itself. We have already seen in Hegel's earlier Jena writings that 
he regards the Enlightenment as the symptom of that great crisis which 
culminated later in the French Revolution. The Phenomenology goes 
further and gives a much clearer and more detailed picture of that crisis. 
The restratification of society that takes place according to Hegel with 
the transformation of feudalism into absolute monarchy and in the pro
cess ofbourgeoisification, is depicted here as a succession of different and 
at first sight antithetical configurations. From these Hegel distils the es
sence of the processes at work: the shaking of all the foundations of 
existing moral certitudes, of existing forms of ethical life in society, the 
gradual erosion of these forms and their transformation into their 
opposites. 

We have earlier drawn attention to some of these changes, e.g. the 
transformation of the feudal nobility into a court aristocracy, the infil
tration of all the organs and institutions of the state by the power of 
money in the hands of the middle class. Thus the erosion of ethical 
values in this transitional phase is expressed in phenomenological terms 
by the fusion of the 'noble' and the 'base' consciousness, i.e. by making 
it possible for the philosophical reader to witness the dialectical mar
riage of these types of moral posuion. 

As the most highly developed mental product of this transitional 
phase, the 'disintegrated consciousness' epitomizes the general relativ
ism. This 'consciousness' no longer thinks of the 'configurations' and 
the socio-moral processes they represent as an endless procession, each 
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flowing into the next, but instead it understands what is really happen
ing. It thinks of the process as the drama of its own disintegration culmi
nating in itself: the consciousness of the dialectic process viewed as the 
process achieving an awareness of itself. 

'The language expressing the condition of disintegration, wherein 
spiritual life is rent asunder, is, however, the perfect form of utterance 
for this entire realm of spiritual culture and development, of the for
mative process of moulding self-consciousness (Bildung). and is the 
spirit in which it most truly exists. This self-consciousness, which 
finds befitting the rebellion that repudiates its own repudiation, is eo 
ipso absolute self-identity in absolute disintegration, the pure activity 
of mediating pure self-consciousness with itself . . . .  What exists as a 
self on its own account has for its object its own self-existence, which is 
object in the sense of an absolute other, and yet at the same time 
directly in the form of itself-itself in the sense of an other, not as if 
this had another content, for the content is the same self in the form of 
an absolute opposite, with an existence completely all its own and in
different. We have, then, here the spint of this real world of forma
tive culture, conscious of its own nature as it truly is, and conscious of 
its ultimate and essential principle (Be griff). '35 

The basic ideas expressed here are not entirely new to us. Hegel had 
spoken as early as The Difference of culture as a world of disintegration 
and at the same time as a necessary crisis preliminary to the emergence of 
true philosophy. Moreover, Hegel has repeatedly maintained that a 
thorough-going scepticism, a consistent awareness of the way objects 
and concepts relativize each other so that no authentic reality remains 
-nevertheless still contains its own element of truth, an element that can 
lead to a dialectical understanding of the dynamic unity of opposites. 

These ideas are now incorporated in the general socio-philosophical 
scheme of 'externalization'. As the process of 'externalization' moves 
towards its climax all the immediate bonds of human societv are dis
solved, they lose their natural coherence, their immediate self
sufficiency, and are caught up in the maelstrom of emergent capitalism, 
whose essence is 'externalization' .  'Externalization', however, is not an 
external process, impinging on the subject from the outside without 
really affecting it. In its more primitive forms it is accomplished uncon
sciously. Its consequences overwhelm consciousness to which they 
appear as an alien, 

uncomprehended 
fate. In its 

highest 
form of develop

ment, however, as 
embodied 

in the 
disintegrated 

consciousness, whose 
very essence lies in its self-knowledge, the subject attains an insight into 
the objective movement which had brought this externalized reality 
about, and with it the disintegrated consciousness. 
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A few years before the writing of The Phenomenology of Mind, Goethe 
had discovered the manuscript of Diderot's uniquely original dialogue 
Le Neveu de Rameau which he translated into German and published with 
his own annotations. Once again the affinities between Goethe and 
Hegel are evident in the way in which Hegel seized upon this work, and 
was in fact one of the first to recognize its literary, intellectual and social 
merits. It cannot be by mere chance that Diderot's dialogue is the only 
modern work to be quoted in the Phenomenology. 

And in one very important respect Hegel's insight goes further than 
Goethe's. In his eyes it is not just a masterpiece that epitomizes the age in 
exemplary fashion, but the expression of the Enlightenment at the 
moment when the dialectic consciously emerges. As we know, the philo
sophical significance of 'externalization' for Hegel is that it alone can 
express the particular form of dialectics that has dominated his thought 
ever since his period in Frankfurt. And at the very moment when ne was 
concerned to disengage his own dialectic from that ofFichte and Schel
ling he came across Diderot's dialogue, a work in which he could discern 
a genuinely like-minded thinker. (It may be remarked in passing that 
Marx and Engels endorsed Hegel's valuation of Le Neveu de Rameau; 
Engels considere_d it together with Rousseau's Discourse on Inequality as 
the first great modern essay in dialectics.) 

What is particularly important about the Diderot essay is that the dia
lectic is not the product of abstract philosophical considerations, but that 
it grows naturally from the actual moral problems of the day. It thus 
becomes an apt text to prove Hegel's fundamention that, as the pos
session of subjective consciousness, the dialectic is also the product of 
social consciousness, and not just the result of abstract philosophizing. 
Although, as we shall later see, philosophy is the highest expressiOn of 
human thought, it is no part of its task to invent new knowledge; its 
original and proper function is to order and clarify what the social pro
cess has created in such a manner that its highest laws, the dialectic, can 
emerge in a dear and undistorted form. 

Diderot 's dialogue is made the centre-piece of Hegel's exposition of 
the Enlightenment because it illustrates so perfectly his idea that the self
knowledge of the socio-moral process arises necessarily as a dialectic in 
consciousness, and that it does so, moreover not as a philosophy but as an 
insight of life itself. Hegel's summary of Diderot's work and his own 
comments on it are of such outstanding importance and form such a cru
cial turning-point in the phenomenological development of human con
sciousness that we must quote them at length. The nature of this turning
point will have become clear from what we have said already and from 
other quotations from Hegel: hitherto the phenomenological 'configu
rations' were the objects of an objective dialectic; now the dialectic has 
become subjective, the 'externalized' subject has become conscious of 
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the entire dialectic of' externalization ': 

'This type of spiritual life is the absolute and universal inversion of 
reality and thought, their entire estrangement the one from the other; 
it is pure culture. What is found out in this sphere is that neither the con
crete realities, state-power and wealth, nor their determinate 

conceptions, good and bad, nor the consciousness of good and bad 
(the consciousness that is noble and the consciousness that is base) possess 

real truth; it is found that all these moments are inverted and trans
muted the one into the other, and each is the opposite of itself. 

'The universal power, which is the substance, when it gains a sptri
tual nature peculiarly its own through the principle of individuality, 
accepts the possession of a self of its own merely as a name by which it 
is described, and, even in being actual power, is really so powerless as 
to have to sacrifice itself. But this self-less reality given over to others, 
this self that is turned into a thing, is in fact the return of the reality 
into itself; it is a self-existence that is there for its own sake, it is the exist
ence of spirit. 

'The principles belonging to these realities, the thoughts of good and 
bad, are similarly transmuted and reversed in this process; what is 
characterized as good is bad, and vice versa. The consciousness of each 
of these moments by itself, the constious 

types 
judged as noble and 

base-these are rather in their real truth 
similarly 

the reverse of what 
these specific forms intend to be; nobility is base and repudiated, just 
as what is repudiated as base turns round into the nobleness that 
characterizes the most highly-developed form of free self
consciousness. 

'Looked at formally, everything is likewise in its external aspects the 
reverse of what it is internally for 

itself; 
and again it is not really and in 

truth what it is for itself, but 
something 

else than it wants to be; its 
existence on its own account is, strictly speaking, the loss of self, and 
alienation of self is really self-preservation. 

'The state of affairs brought about here, then, is that all moments 
execute justice on one another all round, each is just as much in a con
dition of inherent self-alienation as it moulds itself into its opposite, 
and in this way reverses the nature of that 

opposite. 'Spirit truly objective, however, is just 
this 

unity of absolutely sep
arate moments, and in fact comes into existence as the common 
ground, the mediating agency, just through the independent reality of 
these self-less extremes. Its existence consists in universal talk and 
depreciatory judgement rending and tearing everything . . . .  This 
judging and talking is, therefore, the real truth, which cannot be got 
over, while it overpowers everything-it is that which in this real 
world is alone truly of importance. Each part of this world comes to find 
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there its spirit expressed, or gets to be spoken of with esprit and finds 
said of it what it is. 

'The honest soul [metaphysical thought in the sphere of mor
ality-G.L.] takes each moment as a permanent and essential fact, and 
is the uncultivated thoughtless condition that does not think and does 
not know that it is likewise doing the very inverse. The distraught 
and disintegrated soul is, however, aware of inversion, it is in fact a 
consciousness of absolute inversion: the conceptual principle pre
dominates there, brings together into a single unity the thoughts that 
lie far apart in the case of the honest soul, and the language conveying 
its meaning is, therefore, full of esprit and wit. '36 

It was necessary to quote this passage at such length because it signifies 
the point in Hegel's history of man's generic experience at which the dia
lectic appears in full view. And it is of the greatest importance for our 
understanding of Hegel's philosophy of history that the appearance of 
the dialectic is not a function of life in general but the product of the 

capitalist 'externalization' and alienation of social and personal life, i.e. 

self-consciousness can only come to itself and can only see itself as a part 
of objective reality in this alienation. 

A further point of interest is that Hegel locates the emergence of dia
lectical consciousness in the literature and philosophy of the Enlight
enment. Of course, the dialectic he discerns there is not quite its 
perfected form. A careful reading of the passage just quoted reveals that 
it does contain the moment in which opposed determinations are 
inverted the one into the other, but that there is no dialectical synthesis. 
The opposites continuously break down and merge with each other, thus 
exposing the nullity of all metaphysical notions about the solidity and 
permanence of the object-world, of the abstract identity of objects with 
themselves. But this continuous process of inversion has no direction; it 
is a perpetuum mobile. 

For this reason we may say that the aspect of capitalism that stands in 
the forefront of attention today has been much more successfully 
defmed here from the standpoint of social morality than in those passages 
where Hegel brings about a 'reconciliation' of opposites. On the 
other hand, it is no less obvious-and we have already seen the prob
lem discussed in 'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical'-that a dialectic 
which contains no progressive impulse, no tendency towards a higher 
evolution, would be incapable of generating a history of mankind. 
This situation gives rise to a contradiction in Hegel's thought to which 
we shall return. 

Here, however, we are not concerned just with the emergence of 
dialectical consciousness in general, but with the question of which 
concrete social context favoured its appearance, which ideological con-
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flicts facilitated the break-through. And we must repeat that, on the 
one hand, Hegel regards the entire period as an important transitional 
crisis in man's history, indeed as the most decisive crisis of all. And on the 
other hand, the dialectic of the 'disintegrated consciousness' is not simply 
the expression of that crisis, but also a decisive weapon of the human 
spirit in its fight against 'belief'. 

In this context Hegel lays great emphasis on the irresistible force of this 
idea. The whole section echoes with the victory of Enlightenment over 
religion. 'Belief' is driven relentlessly from positions it has occupied for 
thousands of years and the dialectic of the immanent movement of terres
trial objects, of the relations of man to society, of human consciousness to 
the things in which human praxis is articulated-all this rushes to fill the 
ideological gap abandoned by religion. 

'Beliefhas by this means lost the content which furnished its filling, 
and collapses into an inarticulate state where the spirit works and 
weaves within itself. Belief is banished from its own Kingdom; this 
kingdom is sacked and plundered, since the waking consciOusness has 
forcibly taken to itself every distinction and expansion of it and 
claimed every one of its parts for earth, and returned them to the earth 
that owns them. '37 

Of course, Hegel does express certain reservations, but these refer to 
the later part of his argument, to the sphere of 'absolute spirit' where, as 
we shall see, religion acquires a quite different function. Thus Hegel's 
present reservations about the irresistible triumph of Enlightenment over 
belief are merely preparatory to the dialectical move to the next stage. 
Here, in the chaos from which the new spirit is born, in which the per
fected 'externalization' of the spirit leads it to the discovery of itself, the 
inexorable advance of Enlightenment is in Hegel's eyes, an historically 
necessary and progressive fact. 

The following chapter in this section bears the title 'The Truth ofEn
lightenment'.38 This truth, or, in Hegel's general usage, this higher stage 
of the dialectical development, is capitalist society in all its glory. We 
have already encountered it in Section A of the Phenomenology. There, 
viewed from the standpoint of individual consciousness, it had appeared 
as the 'animal kingdom of the spirit', the world of self-interest. At the 
same time, unbeknown to the individual subject, the implicit dynamic 
already contains the universal social implications of the efforts and ac
tivities of the individual, of the self-interested subject. Here, in contrast, 
corresponding to the higher plane ofhuman development, the objective 
context is quite explicit, though of course it is never separated from the 
evolution of consciousness. For this reason, the real substance of ' exter
nalization' IS fully objective: ' Thought is thing hood, or thing hood is 
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thought'.39 Hegel's concept of alienation has now been fully explicated. It 
is important to state this to prevent confusion about Section C, for we 
shall see there that the culmination of absolute spirit in 'absolute knowl
edge' does not represent any material advance on the present stage. 

Thus the greatest abstraction coincides with the greatest alienation: the 
essence of capitalist society. By raising the earlier concept of merely sub
jective self-interest to a higher, more objective level, he systematizes fun
damental conceptions of the social philosophy of the Enlightenment: he 
revives the Enlightenment's theories of utility or exploitation in a form 
which has already become dialectical for the subject. 

It is very interesting to see how Hegel takes the dialectic we have just 
seen at work in the sphere of moral philosophy and extends and objec
tivizes it, transforming it into the dialectical law governing the move
ment of capitalist society, at the same time, he uses it to deduce the theory 
of 'utility'. His starting-point is that perpetuum mobile of the dialectic 
that we have already depicted. 

'This simple motion of rotating on its own axis is bound to resolve 
itself into separate moments, because it is itself only motion by dis
tinguishing its own moments . . . .  The process which thus puts itself 
outside that unity thereby constitutes, however, the shifting change--a 
change that does not return into itself--of the moments of being-in-itself, 
of being-for-another, and of being-for-self it is actual reality in the way 
this is object for the concrete consciousness of pure insight-viz. 
utility. 

'Bad as utility may look to belief or sentimentality, or even to the 
abstraction that calls itself speculation, and deals with the inherent 
nature in fixed isolation; yet it is that in which pure insight finds its 
realization and is itself the object for itself, an object which insight now 
no longer repudiates, and which, too, it does not consider as the void 
or the pure beyond. For pure insight, as we saw, is the living concept 
itself, the self-same pure personality, distinguishing itself within itself 
in such a way that each of the distinguished elements is itself pure con
cept, i.e. is eo ipso not distinct; it is simple undifferentiated pure self
consciousness, which is for itself as well as in itself within an immediate 
unity. '40 

With these words Hegel depicts the relations between men in capital
ism showing it to be the most 'externalized' and therefore the most pro
gressive form of human development and the form best adapted to the 
spirit. In this view capitalist society is the perpetuum mobile, swinging 
backwards and forwards between thing and self. Each man, caught up in 
a continuous pendulum-movement for himself and for others, is simul
taneously both. And the perpetual motion of capitalism, the real para
digm of this stage of the Hegelian dialectic, can only be sustained as long 
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as this movement is maintained, i.e. as long as men continue to accom
plish something of objective use, while subjectively pursuing their own 
selfish interests. 

How very concerned Hegel was to translate the concepts of capitalism 
into the language of dialectics can be seen from an examination of the 
highly abstract inferences he draws from the analysis of utility we have 
just quoted. In formal terms he is discussing quite abstract relations be
tween being-in-itself, being-for-another and being-for-self. But if we 
look a little deeper, we see that his true subject is the phenomenological 
dialectic of the commodity-relation, and that he is investigating both its 
objective nature and its subjective implications in its relation to the con
sciousness of man in capitalist society. 

'Its being-in-itself is therefore not fixed and permanent, but at once 
ceases, in its distinction, to be something distinctive. A 

being 

of that 
kind, however, which is immediately without support 

and 
cannot 

stand of itself, has no being in itself, no inherent existence, it is essen
tially for something else, which is the power that consumes and absorbs 
it. But this second moment, opposed to that first one, disappears just as 
immediately as the first; or, rather, qua being merely for some other, it is 
the very process of disappearing, and there is thus affirmed being that 
has turned back into itself, being for itself 

'This nature of pure insight in thus unfolding and making explicit its 
moments, in other words insight qua object, fmds expression in the 
useful, the profitable. What is useful is a thing, something that subsists 
in itself; this being-in-itself is at the same time only a pure moment: it 
is in consequence absolutely for something else, but is equally for 
another merely as it is in itself: these opposite moments have returned 
into the indivisible unity ofbeing-for-self. '41 

The dialectic of the commodity is then the kernel of what is meant by 
the dialectical unity of thing and self. The subject-Qbject duality of util
ity expresses for Hegel the movement of human praxis in which and 
through which the objectification of man and the subjectivization and 
socialization of things is accomplished. The theory of utility borrowed 
from the Enlightenment signifies the highest intellectual understanding 
attainable at this stage. It is adequate knowledge and hence indicates that 
the self-knowledge of the spirit has been achieved. But it is not the ulti
mate destiny ofknowledge, for it knows only its actual state, and not the 
whole movement leading up to it and beyond: 

'In the useful, pure insight thus possesses as its object its own peculiar 
concept in the pure moments constituting its nature; it is the con
sciousness of this metaphysical 

principle, 
but not yet its conceptual com

prehension, it has not yet 
itself 

reached the unity of being and concept. '42 
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In the limitations of Hegel's view here we again find ourselves con
fronted by a basic 

problem 
of the Hegelian dialectic, viz. of the absolute 

necessity of going 
beyond 

the mere self-recognition of capitalist society. 
This necessity invariably entails either the commitment to some sort of 
utopianism or an attempt to achieve an accommodation, a 're
conciliation'. That is to say, Hegel is forced into either uncritical ideal
ism or uncritical positivism. 

But just because of these manifold and intractable complexities it is of 
the greatest importance to underline just what has been achieved at this 
stage of the evolution and self-appropriation of the spirit. We have seen 
what is involved from the side of consciousness in this discussion of En
lightenment. In the concluding observations of the chapter now under 
discussion, Hegel approaches the problem from the side of existence. He 
confirms that what had been lacking in the previous stages of the 
Phenomenology was the world, terrestrial reality. In this sense a fully rea
lized and evolved capitalist society signifies something quite new in 
history. 

'What is thus wanting is reached in the fact of utility so far as pure 
insight is thereby a concrete actual consciousness satisfied within 
itself. This objectivity now constitutes its world, and is become the 
final and true outcome of the entire previous world, ideal as well as 
real. . . .  The useful is the object so far as self-consciousness sees 
through it, and individual certainty of self finds its enjoyment (its self
existence) in it; self-consciousness sees into it in this manner, and this 
insight contains the true essence of the object (which consists in being 
something seen through, in other words, in being for an other) . This 
insight is thus itself true knowledge; and self-consciousness directly 
finds in this attitude universal certainty of itself as well, has its pure 
consciousness in this attitude, in which truth as well as immediateness 
and reality are united. Both worlds are reconciled and heaven is trans
planted to the earth below. '43 

Thus the reality of capitalism corresponds in Hegel's view to the dia
lectical insight that was fmt articulated as the self-knowledge of man as 
a social being in the Enlightenment. The truth and reality of both 
movements, the social and the ideological, are the sources of that indom
itable force with which they invade and take possession of the worlds 
of reality and thought. But the irresistible progress of the human spirit 
to the pinnacle of its development, to that extreme of 'externalizatton' 
leading to the reintegration into the subject of that which has been 
'externalized' ,  is embodied in a third 'form of the world' ,  the highest 
and the most extreme form yet: the French Revolution and the Terror 
of 1 793 .  Here too Hegel emphasizes the ineluctable necessity of this 
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movement. According to him capitalism and Enlightenment must give 
way to the highest form of 'externalization', 'absolute freedom' must 
come into being and bq�in its triumphal march through the world. 

'This undivided substance of absolute freedom puts itself on the 
throne of the world, without any power being able to offer effectual 
resistance. '44 

Hegel's understanding of the French Revolution has now been suf
ficiently explored and requires no further investigation on our part. W c 
shall just summarize some of its most important aspects. First, Hegel 
emphasizes here too that the French Revolution introduced a caesura 
into world history after which none of the old configurations could sur
vive or return in their old shape: 

'All these determinate elements disappear with the disaster and ruin 
that overtake the self in the state of absolute freedom. '45 

The new world now rising up from the ruins of the old is its authentic 
Hegelian supersession. Secondly, 'absolute freedom' is the Jacobin 
Terror and its arrival is a world-historical necessity in the Phenomenology 
too: it is the final stage of 'externalization', the point at which the 'exter
nalized' world can be rintegrated in the subject. 

'Absolute freedom has thus squared and balanced the self-opposition 
of universal and single will. The self-alienated type of mind, driven to 
the acme of its opposition, where pure volition and the purely voli
tional agent are still kept distinct, reduces that opposition to a trans
parent form, and therein fmds itself. '46 

But the 'reconciliation' with reality made possible by the 'tyranny' of 
the Jacobin Terror and Robespierre's role as 'Theseus' represents in 
actual fact a reconciliation with bourgeois society. That is to say, just as 
in the earlier Lectures, Hegel rejects those features of ' absolute freedom' 
that go beyond the destruction of lingering feudal institutions and pre
cipitate the liberation of all the forces of bourgeois society. Hegel de
scribes 'absolute freedom' as 'a complete interpenetration of self
consciousness and the subject' but adds the following crucial rider: 

'an interpenetration in which self-consciousness, which has expen
enced the force of its universal nature operating negatively upon it, 
would try to know and find itself not as this particular self
consciousness but only as universal, and hence, too, would be able to 
endure the objective reality of universal spirit, a reality, excluding 
self-consciousness qua particular. '47 

Despite the stylistic obscurity of this passage 1t is clear enough that by 
the particular we must understand the maintenance and liberation of 
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capitalist society, while the universal refers to the transformation of 
formal, social equality before the law into an authentic social equality. 
We have seen from other passages that Hegel was perfectly well aware 
of the actual inequalities existing in bourgeois society on the foundation 
of that very equality of law established by the French Revolution and 
that it was precisely this realistically viewed state of capitalist society that 
he welcomed as progressive, while rejecting as 'empty talk' any action 
that went further than the abolition of feudal privileges or that set out to 
promote the creation of real freedom (cf. p. J I I ) .  For this reason the 
'tumult' of 'absolute freedom' would 'be appeased' and be succeeded by
the perfected, fully reconciled form ofbourgeois society. 

With this we observe the re-emergence of the problem which we have 
already discussed in detail in 'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical' . Now, 
however, it has been somewhat modified in the light of the changed situ
ation m world politics and partly also by the rather different method
ology of the present work. To take the political situation fmt, the 

Phenomenology was effectively completed by the time the battle of Jena 
was fought, but Austerlitz and other actions of the Napoleonic Empire 
had been accomplished so that the impact ofJena on Hegel may be taken 
not as precipitating a change in his ideas, but merely as confirming views 
formed earlier on. And it is in line with them that the fmal part of the sec
tion on 'objective spirit' was written, and above all the description of 
German affairs contained in it. 

Hegel's political outlook in this period is documented in his letters to 
Niethammer. In one of them, written shortly after the fall of Napoleon, 
Hegel referred to his analysis of the dialectical transition from the French 
Revolution to the existing state of affairs in Germany arguing that he had 
anticipated future developments. The passage follows immediately 
after the one just quoted in which he spoke of the positive and 
irreversible effects of' absolute freedom' :  

'Just as the realm of the real and actual world passes over into that of 
belief and insight, absolute freedom leaves its self-destructive sphere 
of reality, and passes over into another land of self-conscious spirit, 
where in this unreality freedom is taken to be and is accepted as the 
truth. In the thought of this truth spirit refreshes and revives itself 
(so far as spirit is thought and remains so) ,  and knows this being 
which self-consciousness involves (viz. thought) to be the complete 
and entire essence of everything. The new form and mode of ex
perience that now arises is that of the mora/ life of spirit. '48 

The chapter on Morality (Spirit certain of itself)49 represents, then, 
Hegel's utopian vision of a Napoleonic Germany. It is noteworthy 
how lacking in content this chapter is compared to the preceding ones. 
Essentially it rehearses in systematic form the Jena critique of the moral 
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theories of Kant, Fichte and Jacobi. Obviously our disappointment is 
not due to the fact that he just systematizes his general ideas about the 
philosophy ofhistory. He does that also in the 

chapters 
on antiquity and 

the French Revolution. But the latter are 
nevertheless 

full of quintessen
tial material because they contain an important and original account of 
certain major themes in the socio-historical development of man. Here, 
however, where Hegel ought to present his view of the dawning era in 
world history which he had proclaimed in his Jena Lectures, the era des
tined to fulfil the moral life of the spirit and to be embodied in a Ger
many liberated and unified by Napoleon-here he can offer only critical 
and negative remarks to the effect that this new age will overcome the 
internal contradictions in the moral doctrines ofKant, Fichte and Jacobi. 

In his earlier analysis of their positions he had appealed to the ethical 
nature of society as an antidote to the abstract dogmas of subjective ideal
ism in its various forms. Thus he had convincingly refuted Jacobi (pp. 
294ff.) by pointing to the harmony between individual morality and 
the ethics of society that had obtained in Greece. However, this avenue 
no longer remained open to him in the context of the Phenomenology, 
since he would have to demonstrate this harmony in the case of a society 
where no such harmony existed as yet. That a liberated Germany would 
in fact embody the form of capitalism which would exhibit the right re
lation between ethical life and the state, i.e. that it would present the 
modern analogue to Greek civilization that Hegel had propounded in 
'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical'-that is one of Hegel's convictions, 
but it is abstract, it lacks all social content and hence remains a mere 
postulate without any philosophical substance either. 

Hegel's resignation, his descent to a mere imperative, an 'ought' ,  
absent elsewhere in his work, i s  most in evidence in the concluding parts 
of the chapter where the actual content of this society turns out to be the 
'absolute spint' as incorporated in religion. The 'absolute spirit' signals 
the first appearance of that affirmation of a reality that has discovered 
itself, of that 'reconciliation' towards which the entire philosophy of 
history was leading up. 

'The reconciling affirmation, the "yes", with which both Egos desist 
from their existence in opposition, is the existence of the Ego expanded 
into a duality, an Ego which remains therein one and identical with 
itself, and possesses the certain.ty of itself in its complete relin
quishment and its opposite: it is God appearing in the midst of those 
who know themselves in the form of pure knowledge. •;n 

Hegel's general philosophical position has always been that the 'objec
tive spirit' must be transcended by 'absolute spint' (cf. our account of the 
estates and religion, p. 379) .  But elsewhere he never fails to give a real 
description of the social contradictions that can only be resolved in this 
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ultimate synthesis and supersession before proceeding to that 're
conciliation'. Here, however, the positive side, the social content of re
conciliation, is left vacant and thought leaps directly and without mediations 
from the preparatory stages of social morality straight into the sphere of 
'absolute spirit' . 

This is the distinction between Hegel's philosophy of history in the 
Napoleonic period and his later phase which we have already treated at 
length from another angle (p. 4.56f. ) .  The reconciliation of the later 
Hegel was consummated with a slightly utopian but essentially realistic 
view of society: that of the Prussia of the 182os and I8Jos. Here, 
however, the 'reconciliation' is wholly utopian in character. It is typical of 
Hegel's integrity that he prefers to leave vacant in thought a place that 
was vacant in reality, rather than to fill it with figments of the imagin
ation. On the other hand, the later form of 'reconciliation' derives su
perior strength from its greater economic and social content (even 
though this strength was purchased, as we saw, by a reinforcement of 
Hegel's 'uncritical positivism') . 

This particular development of German history and of Hegel's place in 
it strengthens the mystificatory aspects of ' absolute spirit' .  We now see 
the sporadic appearance in his philosophy of history and society of that 
division into esoteric and exoteric which we discovered in his philo
sophy of religion (cf. p. 462f. ) .  Needless to say, in both cases there are 
complex factors at work, an intertwining of both tendencies, and, at 
worst, a discreet silence or a circumspect formulation of certain ideas in 
his published writings; but there is no question of a rigid division 
between his private and public utterances. 

It was inevitable that the 'absolute spirit' should be so prominent a part 
of the content of Hegel's theory of society, since, in the circumstances, 
there was no other possible role that a realist like Hegel could have 
assigned to Germany. In the Phenomenology, as we have seen, this takes 
the form of the empty utopia of the 'moral life of the spirit' .  

After the fall of Napoleon this tendency sometimes became so power
ful that the appearance in history of the German nation was confined en
tirely to the role of the incarnation of ' absolute spirit' ,  as the mouthpiece 
of philosophy. For example, in his inaugural lecture in Heidelberg Hegel 
said: 

'Nature has entrusted us [i.e. the Germans-G.L.] with the more 
exalted mission of acting as the guardians of this sacred flame . . .  just 
as in earlier times the world-spirit reserved the highest consciousness 
for the Jewish nation so that it might arise from among them as a new 
spirit. '5I 

It is easy to see that such an extreme flight from historical reality, from 
the contemporary significance of philosophy, could not last long, and in 
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Berlin this extreme adherence to absolute spirit was succeeded by the 
final 'reconciliation' with which we are already familiar. 

Within this current of thought, however, there is an esoteric ten
dency. For the Hegel of this transitional period absolute knowledge was 
not only and not always a merely conceptual statement of how far his
tory had progressed and what laws determine its progress. It also had an 
'esoteric' sub-current in which he hoped that a revolution of reality 
would be brought about or at any rate accelerated by a revolution of the 
world of thought. Thus in the Napoleonic era he wrote to Niethammer 
in these terms ( 28 Octo her 1 8o8) : 

'I become more convinced every day that theoretical work accom
plishes more than practical. Once the realm of ideas has been revol
utionized, reality cannot hold out. '52 

And the letters written directly after the fall of Napoleon were on the 
same lines and even more emphatic. 

Of course, this belief had a different import at different umes. At the 
time of the Confederation of the Rhine it simply meant an adherence to 
those aspects ofNapoleon's policy that Hegel approved of. In that case a 
revolution in the realm of German ideas referred simply to the liquida
tion offeudalism. In the transitional period between the fall of Napoleon 
and Hegel's new Prussia-orientated philosophy 

ofhistory , 
this 'esoteric' 

tendency became increasingly utopian: it lived in the 
hope 

that, not
withstanding the patent triumph of the reaction, the world-spirit would 
once again resolve to advance, even though from where Hegel was 
standing there were no forces in sight that could have accomplished such 
a movement. The new, Berlin version of the relation of philosophy to 
history as summed up in the conception of the 'ow 1 of Minerva' was less 
compatible with such an 'esoteric' undercurrent of revolution. Never
theless, the remarks attributed to Hegel by Heine about the real in
terpretation of the identity of the 'real' and the 'rational' suggests that 
even in Hegel's last period such ideas were not wholly in abeyance. 

The absence of any real content in Ht:gel 's treatment of the develop
ment of society in the fmal and crucial chapter of this Section, makes it 
perfectly clear that it was objectively impossible for him to resolve the 
contradictions of capitalist society which he discerned in 'Tragedy m the 
realm of the ethical' .  Once he had provided a profound and central 
analysis of the movement of history, in terms of contradictions which 
continuously reproduce themselves, once he had given an account of the 
Enlightenment, of the economy of capitalist society and of the French 
Revolution, Hegel was not able to go further and propose a defmite 
social form m which to clothe his 'reconciliation' .  

Nevertheless, this positive form is a necessity for his system, both from 
the point of view of his conception of the posltlon and significance of 
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Germany m his historical scheme, and from the standpoint of his general 
philosophy of society which could not allow him simply to pause in the 
midst of a dialectic such as the one represented by Diderot's Le Neveu de 
Rameau. This twofold compulsion was not able, however, to yield any 
new social content. Hegel could only indicate the place where a new 
form should stand in his system; the form, itself, remained insubstantial 
and shadowy, a mere transition to 'absolute spirit' .  We have stressed 
Hegel's intellectual integrity, his decision rather to leave a gap than to fill 
it with an ingenious construct. This honesty endows the otherwise rather 
empty chapter with an important historical truth: the social back
wardness, the political inanity and nullity of German life at this period 
really was the historical foundation for the birth of 'absolute spirit' or 
rather for its actual living model, the classical literature and philosophy 
of Germany. 

C Absolute Spirit 
We have seen how in the final chapter of the Section on Objective Spirit 
the real movement of history was brought to a standstill. The third, 
highest stage in which consciousness passes through the course of history 
from the beginnings up to the present for the last time, is in a sense not re a l  
history any more. That is  to say, we are no longer concerned with the 
emergence of 'forms of the world', nor with their sequence and origins. 
Spirit has realized itself objectively and so consciousness too must have 
reached a point corresponding to that development of the spirit. 

Having come this far, Hegel now conducts a retrospective survey of his
tory up to the present. In Section A real history had been enacted, as it 
were, behind the backs of the 'configurations of consciousness', so that 
the latter regarded themselves as the fmished product of an unknown 
process and viewed their conflicts with the outside world as abstract con
tradictions between absolute subjectivity and absolute objectivity. In 
Section B the 'forms of the world' were the actors in the drama of world
history in which spirit moved from one form to the next on its journey of 
self-discovery. At this stage the different forms always experienced this 
process as a dramatic struggle in the present, regardless of whether they 
were victorious or defeated. Now, in Section C, the great epic of world
history is narrated as a continuous process. Our use of the distinction be
tween drama as present and epic as past, as formulated by Goethe and 
Schiller, is something more than a simile in the present case. For it gives 
us a real insight into the distinction between Sections B and C of the 
Phenomenology. We can only understand Hegel's ideas about the absolute 
spirit if we realize that we are surveying in retrospect an evolution of the 
spirit now at an end, because an understanding of the deepest laws 
governing that evolution is only possible in retrospect and 'post festum' .  

Hegel himself repeatedly advocated this method of approaching the 
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Phenomenology. Thus when talking of classical works of art he empha
sized the distinction between their meaning for their contemporaries and 
the meaning they have for us now looking back: 

'So too it is not their living world that Fate preserves and gives us 
with these works of ancient art, not the spring and summer of that 
ethical life in which they bloomed and ripened, but the veiled re
membrance alone of all this reality . . .  so too the spirit of the fate 
which presents us with those works of art, is more than the ethical life 
realized in that nation. For it is the inwardizing in us, in the form of 
conscious memory, (Er-lnnerung), of the spirit which in them was 
manifested in a still external way . . . . '53 

And in the concluding remarks on absolute knowledge this idea is again 
given great emphasis: 

'But recollection (Er-Innerung) has conserved that experience, and is 
the inner being, and, in fact, the higher form of the substance. While, 
then, this phase of spirit begins all over again its formative develop
ment, [i.e. the Phenomenology is succeeded by the Logic-G .L. ] .  ap
parently starting solely from itself, yet at the same time it commences 
at a higher level. The realm of spirits developed in this way, and 
assuming definite shape in existence, constitutes a succession, where 
one detaches and sets loose the other, and each takes over from its pre
decessor the empire of the spiritual world. '54 

It is consistent with this concept of Er-Innerung [i.e. internalization and 
recollection] that no new content should emerge at this point. W odd
history itself has completed the process in which spirit discovers itself in 
the objective reality of society. All the contents available to absolute 
knowledge, to philosophy, arise not from philosophy itself, but from 
reality; they are produced by the nistorical 

process of the self-positing of 
the spirit. The novelty at this stage is that the laws and the interconnec
tions that have accompanied and determined the struggles of history but 
which had hitherto not been recognized by the heroes in the drama, now 
enter their consciousness and are illuminated by the light of absolute 
knowledge. 

In his treatment of religion, a theme that occupies a strategic position 
in this development, Hegel discusses the methodology of this Section. In 
particular, he sets out the relation of religion to the 'conftgurations of 
consciousness' and the 'forms of the world': 

'Thus, if consciousness, self-consciousness, reason and spirit belong to 
self-knowing spirit in general, in a similar way the specific shapes, 
which self-knowing spirit assumes, appropriate and adopt the distinc
tive forms which were specially developed in the case of each of the 
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stages--consciousness, self�consciousness, reason and spirit. The deter� 
minate form assumed in a given case by religion, appropriates, from 
among the forms belonging to each of its moments, the one adapted 
to it, and makes this its actual spirit. '55 

The material which spirit has worked through historically is now 
rearranged: 

'In this way the arrangement now assumed by the forms and shapes 
which have thus far appeared, is different from the way they appeared 
in their own order. On this point we may note shortly at the outset 
what is necessary. In the series we considered, each moment, exhaus
tively elaborating its entire content, evolved and formed itself into a 
single whole within its own peculiar principle. And knowledge was 
the inner depth, or the spirit, wherein the moments, having no sub
sistence of their own, possessed their substance. This substance, 
however, has now at length made its appearance . . . .  Thus while the 
previous linear series in its advance marked the retrogressive steps in it 
by knots, but thence went forward again in one linear stretch, it is 
now, as it were, broken at these knots, these universal moments, and 
falls asunder into many lines, which, being bound together into a 
single bundle, combine at the same time symmetrically, so that the 
similar distinctions, in which each separately took shape within its 
own sphere, meet together. '  And Hegel adds that 'these distinctions 
are to be taken to mean essentially and only moments of the process of 
development, not parts. '56 

Thus familiar historical material is reorganized in order to explore its 
internal laws. Hence Hegel's approach is now partly historical, partly 
systematic, instead of purely historical. 

We have emphasized the distinction between Sections B and C, but 
before proceeding to our discussion of the principal consequences arising 
from the change in approach it is as well to observe that these distinctions 
should not be adhered to pedantically. That is to say, it is not the case that 
the spirit now operates on a lifeless body of material, sorting and arrang
ing it in the effort to deduce general laws, ignoring its historical aspects. 

On the contrary, there are two movements in this Section. First, as we 
have noted, Hegel's treatment is partly systematic, partly historical, and 
not just abstractly systematic. That is to say, the pat�erns discerned are the 
patterns of a historical sequence and they find their expression in the 
unfolding of historical events. Thus Hegel is neither ahistorical nor 
supra-historical, but instead he provides a recapitulation of the entire pro
cess from his present vantage-point. Second-and we shall return to this 
later-this Section contains a subjective, phenomenological movement: 
the evolution of consciousness towards absolute knowledge, passing 
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through art and religion on the way. So the recapitulation of the history 
of mankind is at the same time man's conscious struggle to achieve his 
highest development, to attain an adequate understanding of the world 
in the science of philosophy. It will be remembered that in his polemic 
against Schelling Hegel spoke ofhanding a ladder to the man of ordinary 
consciouspess for him to make the ascent to the standpoint of philosophy. 
We are concerned here with the last and highest step in that ladder. 

We have frequently pointed out in the course of our discussions that 
'absolute spirit' is the true haven of Hegel's tendencies towards idealistic 
mystif1cation and we shall have occasion to return to this theme. But it 
would be quite mistaken to see the 'absolute spirit' as nothing but mysti
fication. This was fashionable when positivism was the rule in bourgeois 
ideology and the heritage of the most superf1cial positivism lives on in 
our vulgar sociology. 

The method of vulgar sociology is built on the belief that an historical 
phenomenon is adequately explained once its social origins have been 
uncovered. (We cannot concern ourselves here with its superficial and 
distorted view of what constitutes social origin. )  But let us not forget 
that although the vulgar sociologists claim to defend historical materi
alism against idealism, historical materialism in fact opposes their view 
on principle. Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin never imagined that the 
substance, the truth-content of a scientific theory could be assessed in 
terms of its social origins. Even if we were to lay bare all the social factors 
underlying the revolution in astronomy carried out in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries by Copernicus, Galileo and Kepler in the greatest 
detail and with the greatest subtlety, this would still not constitute an 
answer to the truth-value of the new astronomy, nor would it explain 
whether and to what extent the new theories correctly reflected the 
objective realities of nature. 

Marx was quite clear about the distinction as we can see from a com
ment made about works of art. After making a profound analysis of the 
social conditions in which the Homeric epics were written he remarks: 

'The difficulty we are confronted with is not, however, that of under
standing how Greek art and epic poetry are associated with certain 
forms of development. The difficulty is that they still give us aesthetic 
pleasure and are in certain respects regarded as a standard and un
attainable ideal. '5? 

And in Materialism and Empirio-Criticism and his Philosophical Notebooks 
Lenin provides the foundations for a dialectical approach to the objec
tivity ofknowledge. 

But it is of the greatest importance to understand that Hegel's concep
tion of ' absolute spirit' represents a step in the direction of such objec
tivity. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries philosophers 
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frequently thought of objectivity and historicity as virtually opposed 
and created a rigid. undialectical antithesis between the objectivity of 
knowledge and the historical origins of all the institutions of human so
ciety and the formations of human thought. Now one of Hegel's most 
important innovations was his introduction of a true historicism. His 
efforts were directed towards comprehending all the manifestations of 
society, including philosophical knowledge, as the products of a unified, 
progressive historical process, in which every institution, every work of 
art and every idea can be seen as the creation of the age m which it came 
into being. 

This thorough-going historictsm would simply have finished up in 
relativism if Hegel had stopped there. If his system was to lay claim to 
objective knowledge, and above all to the proper foundations of objec
tive knowledge, he would have to emphasize the other side. 

This is precisely what he does in the Section on 'Absolute spirit' .  The 
manifestations of man's evolution belong in the sphere of 'absolute spirit' 
by virtue of their objective truth-content. The historical configurations 
of objective spirit rise and fall with the rise and fall of the historical con
ditions which determine their existence. But throughout the entire pro
cess man never ceases to conquer terrain hitherto unknown. And the 
discoveries made in this way are not simply reabsorbed into the historical 
continuum, but so far as they are authentic contributions to man's under
standing of reality, they preserve an existence over and above the histori
cal moment that has given them birth. In this sense they form part of 
'absolute spirit' .  From this point of view it is possible to understand what 
Hegel meant when he said that 'absolute spirit' introduces no new 
moments of its own but only those thrown up by history and these are 
presented in a new arrangement. For the actual historical impact of e.g. a 
theory is not identical with its truth-content. Hegel realizes that the two 
aspects require a different treatment. The first belongs in the realm of 
'objective spirit' ,  the second in that of'absolute spirit ' .  

The simultaneous division and union of objective and absolute spirit is 
at the same time a step forward in comparison with the mechanistic view 
of historical progress held by the majority of his predecessors. Before 
Hegel historians had not only made a sharp distinction between history 
and objective truth, but also there had been a widespread tendency to 
think of history in terms of a linear development, gradually moving 
upward. Thanks to the dialectical unity of objective and absolute spirit 
(which also contains a dialectical separation and opposition) it is possible 
for Hegel to register irregularities in history, i.e. advances that contain 
retrograde moments, retrograde developments that in certain circum
stances can provide the impetus for a new advance. It goes without 
saying, that many important thinkers had noticed these irregularities in 
history and even drew attention to them. (An obvious example is the 
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way the Enlightenment used classical civilization as a yardstick by which 
to measure and criticize the division oflabour under capitalism.) But the 
Hegelian dialectic was the fmt major attempt to elaborate a general 
method whereby such contradictions can be not just recorded but com
prehended and integrated into an overall view of history. {In this sense 
only Vico can be said to have anticipated Hegel.) 

The retrospective approach used in Section C of the Phenomenology has 
a further important methodological implication. Marx has pointed out 
that lower forms of existence can only be understood from already exist
ing higher ones. The tendencies at work in history only reveal their full 
signif1cance when the higher product towards which they are advancing 
has become reality. In this section of the Phenomenology, then, Hegel 
attempts to look back over the history of man's efforts to comprehend 
the world from the standpoint of the most advanced methodology avail
able, the dialectic. The tendencies towards dialectics which have been 
present and active in history, whether conscious or unconscious {and for 
the most part they were unconscious) , are now to be gathered together 
into a unif1ed process leading up to the present and highest manifestation 
of dialectical thought. 

Hegel distinguishes three great stages in the evolution of con
sciousness: art, religion and philosophy. We shall later have occasion to 
speak of the idealistic distortions resulting from the position assigned 
here to religion. At present, however, it is more important to draw at
tention to a far-reaching and highly original insight. He not only realizes 
that the rational and the right has often appeared in irrational and mis
taken guises; he also regarded it as the task of the historian to uncover and 
explicate the inherent 'reason ofhistory' implicit in every phenomenon, 
every development, however, irrational it might appear. 

And looking even further afield, Hegel was very far removed from the 
narrow-mindedness that later entered academic circles, where it still 
thrives, and that consists in the refusal to acknowledge the value of 
important discoveries unless they appear in the form of an official scho
lastic discipline with the appropriate philosophical label. On the con
trary, Hegel is of the opinion that mankind in the course of its evolution 
has 

sought 
to appropriate reality by a large variety of methods. He is at 

pains, 
therefore, 

to portray the various stages of that evolution in accor
dance with what actually happened and refuses to allow himself �o be 
confined by the narrow preconceptions of the different specialisms. 
Energetic though he was in his attacks on those of his contemporaries 
who refused to submit themselves to the strict discipline of philosophy, 
indulging instead in philosophical belles-lettres, he was yet perfectly 
well aware that e.g. the great works of art, the Homeric epics, Greek 
tragedy and comedy, Shakespeare, Diderot or Goethe all represent 
major stages in man's intellectual conquest of reality, and that their high 
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aesthetic value forms an integral part of that achievement. We have seen 
how Hegel objected to Schelling's exaggerated view of the importance 
of art and how he refused to allow art to be canonized as the authentic 
medium by which to obtain knowledge of the absolute. But his dislike of 
such procedures did not lead to a narrowing ofhis own view. 

From this standpoint 'absolute spirit' encompasses Hegel's efforts to 
organize the conquest of reality by mankind into a large, complex and 
uneven process in which philosophy has to set aside all preconceptions 
and devote itself to defining and evaluating the particular stages in accor
dance with their material, historical and dialectical significance. 

The path of' absolute spirit' through art, religion and on to philosophy 
has yet another implication, one in which the specific issues raised by the 
Hegelian dialectic find expression. Absolute knowledge, Hegel's des
ignation for the highest stage of human knowledge, has a definite idealis
tic significance : the reintegration of 'externalized' reality into the 
subject, i.e. the total supersession of the objective world. Our final criti
cism of this theory must be postponed until the last chapter of this study. 
But we must anticipate here by raising .a number of methodological 
questions closely connected with the problem. The description of the 
actual historical process we gave in Section B led only as far as the com
pletion of the process of'externalization'. We have seen that the Enlight
enment, capitalism and the French Revolution formed the climax of the 
journey towards the abolition of every sort of natural immediacy and the 
realization of' externalization'. 

But we saw too that Hegel's attempt to anchor that retrospective pro
cess in social reality right from the start was defeated by his own integ
rity. In the Hegelian scheme the 'moral life of the spirit' should be the 
point at which movement enters into actual social life. The scheme 
remained skeletal, i.e. Hegel points to the place where 'externalized' 
reality was to have been reintegrated in the subject, but the place 
remains vacant in his account. We shall see that this failure has pro
found social causes, over and above the historical position of Germany 
which we have already considered, and that only a concrete concep
tion of a condition of society which would offer a real solution to the 
contradictions of capitalism can also hope to discover a way to resolve 
the problem of 'externalization'. In Hegel, however, what we fmd is a 
falsely posed problem, a pseudo-problem, and so he is unable to resolve 
the issues whose real implications he can nevertheless intuit. 

What we must hold on to for the present, however, is that Hegel's 
attempt to reintegrate 'externalized' reality takes the form of the abol
ition of the objective world. The greater one's understanding of the 
world, in Hegel's view, the more pronounced this tendency becomes. 
This theme influences the other aspect of 'absolute spirit' .  We have 
seen how positive and fruitful it was to step back from the immediate 
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contemplation of history. Here, however, this distance from history is 
transformed into the attempt to abolish reality's character as real, to 
transmute objectivity into something posited by the subject and into an 
identity of subject and object, in short to complete the transformation of 
substance into subject. This not only conditions the whole sphere of ab
solute spirit, but it also determines its structure and the order in which its 
components make their appearance. The Hegelian sequence: art, re
ligion and philosophy is dictated essentially by the extent to which each 
stage can express this supersession of the world of objects. 

Here, too, Hegel remains true to the _methodology proposed in the 
introduction to this Section. Absolute spirit introduces no really new 
knowledge about the actual evolution of history; it sets out only to cla
rify the products of that evolution. For this reason Hegel refers back to 
the conclusions familiar to us from his account of the Enlightenment and 
capitalism: 

'The thing is Ego. In point of fact, thing is transcended in this infinite 
judgement. The thing is 

nothing 

in itself; it only has significance in 
relation, only through the Ego 

and 
its reference to the Ego. This moment 

came before consciousness in pure insight and enlightenment. Things 
are simply and solely useful, and only to be considered from the point 
of view of their utility. '58 

This was the point reached, it will be remembered, in the discussion of 
the Enlightenment, and thus far it expresses what is right and justifiable 
in Hegel's supersession of'e:!c:ternalization' :  viz. the dissolving of all fixed 
objectivity into dialectical processes (even though Hegel necessarily rests 
this on the idealistic premise that without a subject no such complex of 
objective processes is possible) .  Knowledge of the essential connections 
at this stage of 'externalization', however, can only be found through a 
rigorous attention to social processes and the elucidation of essential 
moments in these processes results from the interaction between subject 
and object, the dissolving of the fetishized institutions of society into the 
dynamic and contradictory relations between people. 

We know, however, that Hegel could not rest content with his 
account of 'externalization' and its supersession. He had to go further 
and in doing so he embraced a purely mystified view of the supersession 
of the objective world. Recalling what he had said about the highest 
stage of objective spirit, that of morality, he says: 

'The trained and cultivated self-consciousness which has traversed the 
region of spirit in self-alienation, has by giving up itself, produced the 
thing as itself; it retains itself, therefore, still in the thing, and knows 
the thing to· have no independence, in other words, knows that the 
thing has essentially and solely a relative existence. Or again-to give 
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complete expression to the relationship, i.e. to what here alone con
stitutes the nature of the object-the thing stands for something that is 
se�{-existent; sense-certainty (sense experience) is announced as absol
ute truth; but this self-existence is itself declared to be a moment which 
merely disappears,  and passes into its opposite, into a being at the 
mercy of an "other" . . . .  In so far as the moral consciousness, in its 
view of the world, lets existence drop out of the self, it just as truly 
takes this existence back into itself. '59 

Hegel dearly designates the moral consciousness as the form which 
completes the transition to absolute spirit and this is in effect its principal 
task. He thus provides retroactive confirmation of what we have already 
observed, namely that no new social knowledge emerges in the moral 
consciousness. Morality stands at the beginning of the process by which 
alienation or 'externalization' is reversed: it is the start of 'intern
alization'. By means of this etymological breakdown of the word Erinne
rung (recollection) into Er-Innerung (internalization) Hegel gives it a 
further dimension. That is to say, he is not concerned with a mere recol
lectlon, an act by means of which a process now past is recapitulated in 
the human memory (or in the mystificatory memory of the spirit) . But 
something which is 'internal' is to be emphasized at the expense of 
'externalization'. 'Internalization' is the expression denoting the reversal 
of the process of ' externalization' by the subject. This, then, is the ulti
mate reason why there can be no new knowledge at this stage. Accord
ing to Hegel, spirit has created the real objects of the world in the process 
of 'externalization'. It is only logical for the reverse process of 'intern
alization' to be nothing other than the supersession of the forms of objec
tive reality so created, and their reintegration into the subject. 

The highest stage of spirit in the Phenomenology is designated absolute 
knowledge as opposed to religion because it alone clearly and unambi
guously expresses this principle, whereas religion, as we shall see, still 
retains a certain element of objectivity and hence is unsuited to provide 
the complete realization of the identical subject-object. On the relations 
between these two stages Hegel observes: 

'Thus, then, what was in religion content, or a way of imagining an 
other, is here [in absolute knowledge-G .L.] the action proper of the 
self. . . .  What we have done here, in addition, is simply to gather to
gether the particular moments, each of which in principle exhibits the 
life of spirit in its entirety, and again to secure the concept in the form 
of the concept, whose content was disclosed in these moments, and 
which had already presented itself in the form of a mode or configura
tion of consciousness. roo 

Turning now to an analysis of the most important problems raised by 
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this whole argument we should begin by referring to a number of fea
tures relating to the differences between this Section and the previous 
one. Hegel is deceiving himselfifhe believes that nothing else is present 
here but the twofold movement of the recollection and the intern
alization of the objects of reality already created. Since this reverse 
movement, this supersession of'externalization' is not an internal move
ment of objective reality at all, but merely something he has invented in 
order to bring his philosophy to a conclusion, and to solve certain ideal
istic and hence intractable difficulties in his dialectic, new problems of 
content must arise, problems which will for the most part be exposed as 
historical and systematic distortions of knowledge acquired earlier on. 
Though we must hasten to add that a philosopher of Hegel's stature will 
not fail to extract significant truths even from such unpromising 
material. 

In the 6rst place, it must be noted that the place of religion is now the 
very opposite of what it had been in Section B. There it had played a 
very minor role compared to the Enlightenment. Here, however, the 
importance of the Enlighterunent is greatly diminished and religion is 
assigned a central function in the development of man's conscious life. 
This is evident from the fact that art becomes a sub-division of religion. 
The art of antiquity, for example, is treated under the heading of 'Re
ligion in the form of art' .61 Even more striking is the shift of emphasis in 
the history of the modern world. By making religion, i.e. Christianity, 
the centre-point of his thought a whole new view of history emerges, 
quite the reverse of what we found in Section B. 

This contrast between the two Sections exposes that antagonistic, con
tradictory principle in Hegel's dialectic which we have frequently men
tioned and to which we shall return in our discussion of the problems of 
religion. Before doing that, however, there are a number of observations 
to be made. First, it is very revealing that Hegel's 'esoteric' view of re
ligion comes to the fore when his intention is to give an account of the 
actual course of history, i.e. in Section B.  Second, it is indicative of the 
contradictory tendencies in Hegel's conception of ' externalization' that 
the problem of nature is almost wholly ignored in Section B, which is 
devoted entirely to social and historical problems. The problems of the 
philosophy of naure, and especially those arising from the relation of the 
individual consciousness to the contents and the objective forms of 
nature are given a prominent role in Section A. They then re-emerge in 
Section C so that they too, like the problems of society, may be reinteg
rated in the subject. This shows the dual nature of the idea of ' externali
zation' very clearly: in its really seminal aspects it refers to the social 
activities of man; in its idealistic generality it is extended to embrace all 
objective reality without exception. And while he can describe the pro
cess of 'externalization' in society in terms which are concrete, finely 
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graded and of central importance, his statements about the 'externaliza
tion ' of nature are mystificatory and merely assertive. 

Furthermore, we may observe that Hegel fails to carry through his 
principle to its logical conclusion, but that this very inconsistency proves 
his greatness as an historian and a philosopher. We shall return to his 
treatment of the Enlightenment in Section C and its role in the emerg
ence of the dialectic. But we may point out now that in his description of 
classical art, he attaches the greatest importance to the anti-religious, en
lightened features of Greek comedy and tragedy. Needless to say, both in 
Hegel's account and in reality, these tendencies were directed against 
Greek conceptions of God and the forms of religion prevalent in Greece. 
Nevertheless, it is symptomatic of Hegel 's 'esoteric' philosophy of his
tory that there is scarcely a single climactic form of the ideological pro
cess in which he fails to detect such enlightened, anti-religious features. 

We may illustrate this from a few brief comments on the nature of 
tragedy and comedy: 

'This destiny completes the depopulation of Heaven--of that 
unthinking blending of individuality and ultimate being-a blending 
whereby the action of this absolute being appears as something inco
herent, contingent, unworthy of itself . . . .  The expulsion of such 
unreal insubstantial ideas, which was demanded by the philosophers 
of antiquity, thus already has its beginning in tragedy in gen
eral. . . .  '62 

And in similar vein, but even more trenchantly, on comedy: 

'Comedy has, then, first of all the aspect that actual self-consciousness 
represents itself as the fate of the gods. These elemental beings are, qua 
universal moments, no definite self, and are not real. They are, indeed, 
endowed with the form of individuality, but this is in their case 
merely put on, and does not really and truly belong to them. The real 
self has no such abstract moment as its substance and content. The sub
ject, therefore, is raised above such a moment, as it would be above a 
particular quality, and when clothed with this mask gives utterance to 
the irony of such a properry trying to be something on lts own 
account. '63 

Lastly, we must draw attention to one further peculiarity of Section C.  
It i s  the only occasion in the Phenomenology when Hegel makes reference 
to the history of the Orient. It is true that Section A presented the so
called state of nature and the transition from that to civilization. 
However, this path led to the ancient form of slavery in the chapter on 
Master and Servant. Section B then commences real history with the 
Greek democracies. Here in Section C, where religious history appears 
as the highest expression of history, as man's profoundest struggle to 
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acquire an understanding of the world and its laws, Hegel thinks he has 
the right to revert to those epochs which had been omitted from his real 
historical account. These pre-historical periods are also important to 
Hegel for another reason: in the oriental religions the mystified relations 
between man and nature, both 

organic 
and inorganic, play an important 

part so that Hegel can make use 
of 

them to exemplify the first attempts to 
reintegrate the world of natural objects in the subject as part of his gen
eral theory of the supersession of objective reality. 

Thus at this the highest level, the history of the spirit is the history of 
religion-as is later true ofFeuerbach as well. But Hegel 's treatment of it 
stands in glaring contrast to Feuerbach's in every respect. On the one 
hand, Hegel is far less inclined than his great materialist successor to re
strict himself to his religious subject-matter; and the earlier Sections con
tain a history of the secular world notable for the profundity and the 
wealth of its ideas. On the other hand, Feuer bach's history of religion is 
in effect a materialist exposure, whereas Hegel's amounts to the vindica
tion of religion both in history and in philosophy, notwithstanding the 
depreciation of religion in the preceding Sections. 

This double movement in Hegel's philosophy, this negation and rein
statement of religion, was first observed and criticized by Feuerbach. His 
objections do not refer to the Phenomenology but to the Hegelian system 
as a whole; but they do apply to those aspects of Hegel with which we 
are concerned. His chief point, that Hegel first negates and then rein
states Christian theology, undoubtedly applies to Section C of the 
Phenomenology, particularly if we bear in mind the conclusions reached in 
Section B. Feuerbach writes: 

'Matter is indeed posited in God, i.e. posited as God, and to posit 
matter as God is to say in effect: there is no God. That is to say, it 
amounts to the negation of theology and the recognition of the truth 
of materialism. But at the same time, the truth of theology is still 
assumed. Atheism, the negation of theology is thus negated once 
more, i.e. theology is re-established by philosophy. God is God in that 
he supersedes matter, the negation of God. And according to Hegel, 
only the negation of the negation is true affirmation. So finally we are 
where we were at the beginning-in the bosom of Christian 
theology. '64 

Of course, there is still criticism of religion even in the sphere of 'in
ternalization', the retraction of 'externalization' ,  indeed criticism con
stitutes one of the chief features of the Section. For Hegel wishes to 
advance from the incomplete, merely mental supersession of the objec
tive world to its complete negation in the realm of the concept, of philo
sophy. But his criticism is the very opposite of a materialist criticism. He 
starts from the assumption that the essential contents of the dialectical 
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self-discovery of the spirit are contained in religion, i.e. that religmn cor
rectly carries out the process of reintegrating the 'externalized' world 
and indeed that the positive aspects of the dialectical synthesis, the ele
ment of 'reconciliation', are to be found primarily in religion. On the 
other hand, however, he maintains that these elements of the true dialec
tic can only be inadequately realized in the context of religion. 

Hence, according to Hegel, philosophy is essentially critical of re
ligion. But this criticism, unlike Feuerbach's, does not set out to under
mine the entire edifice of religious ideas by reducing the truths distorted 
by religion to their true status. Hegel's criticism of religion represents 
rather the preservation, the perpetuation, of all the tenets of religion 
while criticizing the form in which they appear, the figurative or pic
torial ideas in which they are embodied. Naturally this criticism cannot 
but have repercussions on the content of religion some of which is effec
tively rejected, but the overall effect Is, as Feuerbach maintains, to re
instate both religion and theology. 

The ambiguity ofHegel's position vis-tl-vis religion is fully revealed in 
this Section of the Phenomenology. Religion in his view is only an inter
mediate stage in the spirit's Odyssey of self-discovery, but following the 
main line of the argument, it is an indispensable one. As the Hegelian 
'configurations' progress, as they must, towards 'reconciliation ', they 
must 
inevitably 

strive towards religion . The importance of religion here 
is partly that 

the 
substance of history that forms the content of absolute 

knowledge can be influenced by religion in the direction of that re
integration of the 'externalized' world in the subject, and partly that the 
forms of religion contain the most important categories of dialectical 
synthesis (even though in an incomplete and unsatisfactory form) .  

It is characteristic of the ambiguity of his position that despite the main 
trend prescribed by crucial elements of his idealism, real, irreligious ten
dencies make themselves felt even here. He expressly mentions two paths 
leading to the dialectic and asserts that the form of dialectic we encoun
tered in the Enlightenment takes precedence phenomenologically over 
the religious dialectic and that its mode of self-existence is superior in his 
eyes. 

'This reconciliation of consciousness with self-consciousness thus 
proves to be brought about in a double-sided way: in the one case, in 
the religious mind, in the other case, in consciousness itself as such. 
They are distinguished inter se by the fact that the one is this re
conciliation in the form of 

implicit 
immanence, the other in the form of 

explicit self-existence. In the 
order 

in which the modes or shapes of con
sciousness came before us, consciousness has reached the individual 
moments of that order, and also their unification, long before ever 
religion gave its object the shape of actual self-consciousness. '65 
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These observations would suggest that religion is superfluous. If, as 
Hegel had already demonstrated for the Enlightenment, human con
sciousness had attained a clear subjective insight into the dialectical con
tradictions of existence and thought, i.e. if dialectic had come into being 
in the form of existence-for-self before religion had made its appearance 
in his 

argument, 
then it would seem that Hegel had no real need of an 

intermediate 
religious stage at all. 

We have already drawn attention to the various factors which prevent 
Hegel from taking this argument to its logical conclusion.  First, the idea
list conception of the identical subject-object requires the utter negation 
of the objective world. The dialectic described here, however, can only 
go so far as transforming the objective character of things into 

processes; it lacks the mystificatory climax of idealism. Second,-and 
this 

is cru
cial--owing to the historical limits of his horizons, Hegel finds himself 
on the horns of a dilemma whose two alternatives he finds himself unable 
to accept, and this forces him to embark on a search for a third and higher 
solution. We have already explained the two sides of the dilemma: to 
remain at the level of the dialectic we have been speaking of would lead 
to a romantic scepticism about the development of society, viz. it would 
force Hegel to content himself with the mere statement that reality was 
contradictory. This would lead him to a position close to that held by
e.g. Sismondi. However, if an 'immanent 'reconciliation' of these con
tradictions is sought and found, it would have to be on Benthamite lines. 
It is no accident that the real fulfilment of the dialectic, the 'Heaven upon 
earth' of which Hegel speaks, is the world of 'utility'. (The pre
revolutionary members of the 

Enlightenment, 
such as Helvetius, were 

able to escape this logic by virtue 
of 

their historical situation: the 'prin
ciple of utility' in their case consisted of demanding the destruction of the 
remains of feudalism and the introduction of bourgeois society. It did 
not, however, commit them to the support of a fully-developed and 
hegemonic capitalism.) 

Consequently, Hegel found himself confronted by a dilemma which 
Marx declared to be insoluble in the bourgeois context. Speaking of the 
different effects wrought by individuality Marx notes that it is the cause 
both of undeveloped forms of society and also of capitalism. He thus 
applies a particular analysis to the problem which comes very close to 
Hegel's dilemma. He observes: 

'It is as ridiculous to wish to return to that primitive abundance as it 1s 
to believe in the continuing 

necessity 
of its complete depletion. The 

bourgeois view has never got 
beyond opposition to this romantic out

look and thus will be accompanied by it, as a legitimate antithesis, 
right up to its blessed end. '66 
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For reasons known to us, the third and real solution, i.e. the possibility 
of a socialist society, could not be available to Hegel. He consistently 
rejected romantic solutions and his views of society and the state simi
larly precluded Benthamite answers. Thus Hegel was compelled not just 
by the general idealistic strain in his thought-to go beyond this type of 
dialectic in search of further possibilities. 

For an idealist the religious path is always close at hand. Our last 

quotation 
of Hegel's views, however, shows that what he was looking 

for 
was a synthesis ofboth paths, of both kinds of dialectic. Such an en

terprise could not possibly end in a satisfactory unified result. This very 
search conducted amidst the 'manure of contradictions' ,  and the ambi
guous view of religion resulting from it, is what determines in equal 
measure the achievement and the failure of his creation of the dialectic. 
The impulse towards religion leads to the spe�ifically Hegelian form 
of the dialectic: an immediacy to be superseded--exter
nalization'-reintegration of 'externalization' in the subject. In the pro
cess his critique of religion develops into the very opposite of 
Feuerbach's materialist criticism: he does not reduce the mystified con
tent of religion to its 'human' basis (as does Feuerbach) ,  or to its foun
dation in history and society and so dissolve it. On the contrary, it is this 
very content that Hegel preserves and even mystifies still further. As we 
shall see: his criticism is directed simply and solely against the form in 
which this content became manifest, i.e. against the pictorial representa
tion (Vorstellung) which according to Hegel failed to do justice to the 
content. 

We have described in detail the social forces impelling Hegel towards 
idealism. We now see how this idealism discovers itself in the myths of 
religion and how it can only realize its own essence by superseding them 
in the sense of preserving them. This truth of reli�ion is the dialectic of
alienation, of 'externalization' and its antidote internalization'. Here 
alone can be discovered what Hegel found wanting in the dialectics of 
'culture' in the Enlightenment: the synthetic unity, the 'reconciliation' ,  
the supersession of the objective world. The myths of religion and of 

Christianity 
in particular, are thus mystified by Hegel in the sense that he 

detects in 
them 

the prototypes ofhis own dialectic, the dialectical triad, 
'externalization' and its revocation etc. And this he elevates to the real 
truth of religion. Hence religion provides Hegel-in appearance at least 
-with a historical reality, a historical movement from which these 
dynamic forms of 

thought 
and reality may be alleged to have sprung. 

This is the ultimate 
form 

of Hegel's ambiguous view of religion. On 
the one hand, the historical religion is both a historical movement and 
also the form of consciousness which embodies the highest relationship 
between man and his self-created socio-historical environment. To make 
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this relationship a reality, all the myths of religion must be reinterpreted 
in terms of the Hegelian dialectic. Hegel discusses in turn the creation of 
the world, God's relation to man, the Trinity, the death of the Redeemer 
etc. ,  

showing 

how each of them exhibits the basic categories of his own 
system. On 

the 

other hand, this mystification is the point of departure for 
his own criticism. It expresses itself in two ways. First, these religious cat
egories seem to be insufficiently human, i .e. the mythical projection of 
the human into the divme by religion, extended and 

exaggerated 

still 
further by Hegel himself, obscures the nature of man in 

whom 

and in 
whose consciousness Hegel discerns the key to all mysteries. 

Religion, 

in 
Hegel's view, ought to demonstrate the identity of the human 

and 

the di
vine; but it only does so imperfectly and as he criticizes it he overlooks 
the fact that it was he who had taken the mystification to its furthest 
extreme. Second, and m sharp contradiction to the previous position, 
Hegel fmds that what religion teaches and what religious communion 
represents is still too 'earthly', too 'externalized', too objective for his 
liking. In religion and in the faith of community of believers, the concept 
has not yet discovered itself as concept. 

In our view it is not necessary to give a detailed analysis of Hegel's in
terpretation of Christian dogmas, or rather, of this injection of Hegelian 
categories into Christian theology, nor of his criticism (which consists in 
essence of the failure of religion to provide a satisfactory mythical frame
work for the Hegelian dialectic) . It is enough if we quote a few passages 
to exemplify Hegel's interpretation of Christianity and to show how he 
proceeds from interpretation to criticism. E.g. he presents the dialectical 
transition of abstract spirit into reality much in the way in which he later 
argues the transition from logic to the 

philosophy 

of nature in the 

Ency
clopaedia. 

He imputes this meaning to 

the 

Christian myths and gives 

the 
following 

interpretation and criticism: 

'Merely eternal or abstract spirit, then, becomes an other to itself: it 
enters existence, and, in the first instance, enters immediate existence. It 
creates a world. This "creation" is the word which pictorial thought 
( Vorstellung) uses to convey the concept of itself in its absolute move
ment; or to express the fact that the simple which has been expressed 
as absolute, or pure thought, just because it is abstract, is really the 
negative, and hence opposed to itself, the other of itself. '67 

And here is his interpretation of the death of Christ: 

'That which belongs to the sphere of pictorial thought-viz. that absol
ute spirit presents the nature of spirit in its existence, qua individual or 
rather qua particular,-is thus here transferred to self-consciousness 
itself, to the knowledge which maintains itself in its otherness. This 
self-consciousness does not therefore really die, as the particular person 
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[i.e. Christ] is pictorially imagined to have really died; its particularity 
expires in its universality, i.e. in its knowledge, which 1s essential being 
reconciling itself wi�h itself . . . .  When the death of the mediator 1s 
grasped by the self, this means the supersession of his factuality, of his 
particular independent existence: this particular self-existence has become 
universal self-consciousness. '611 

Thus Hegel's objections to religion are founded on his contention that 
these dialectical relations, these 'ultimate mysteries' of the Hegelian dia
lectlc-which have been smuggled into religion by Hegel himself-are 
inadequately expressed in pictorial form. Here is one instance of this at 
work: 

'But the pictorial thought of the religious communion is not this concep
tual thinking; it has the content without its necessity; and instead of 
the form of the concept it brings into the realm of pure consciousness 
the natural relations of Father and Son. Since it thus, even when 
thinking, proceeds by way of figurative ideas, absolute being is indeed 
revealed to it, but the moments of this being, owing to this synthetic 
pictorial thinking, partly fall of themselves apart from one 
another . . .  while, partly 

again, 
this figurative thinking retreats from 

the pure object it deals 
with, 

and takes up a merely external relation 
towards it. The object is externally revealed to it from an alien source, 
and in this thought of spirit it does not recognize its own self, does not 
recognize the nature of pure self-consciousness. '6'J 

Hegel's ambivalent frame of mind is well reflected in the fact that he 
both criticizes the discrepancy between the figurative language of re
ligion and the concept, while at the same time he thinks of it as merely a 
formal problem arising from the difficulty of making ultimate, decisive 
truths manifest and does not think of the distortions of religion as having 
any content of importance. At an earlier stage of his argument, before 
the relation of figurative language to religion had become pressing, he 
makes this characteristically earthy comment on the question of content: 

'The purer the concept itself is, the more silly an idea does it become, 
if its content does not take the shape of a concept, but of a merely pic
torial presentation or idea . . .  and the ignorance on the part of this 
consciousness as to what it really says, is the same kind of connection 
of higher and lower which, in the case of the living being, nature 
naively expresses when it combines the 

organ 
of its highest fulfilment, 

the organ of generation, with the organ 
of 

urination. "10 

Spirit, then, must transcend religion. In the religious communion the 
identical subject-object has not yet been attained. 

'This spiritual communion is not also consciously aware what it is; it 
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is spiritual self-consciousness, which is not object to itself as this self
consciousness, or does not develop into clear consciousness of itself. 
Rather, so far as it is consciousness, it has before it those pic
ture-thoughts which were considered . . . .  Since this unity of essen
tial being and self has been inherently brought about, consciousness has 
this idea also of its reconciliation, but in the form of an imaginative 
idea. It obtains satisfaction by attaching, in an external way, to its pure 
negativity the positive significance of the unity of itself with essential 
being. Its satisfaction thus itself remains hampered with the opposi
tion of a beyond. Its own peculiar reconciliation therefore enters its 
consciousness as something remote, something 

far away in thetture,
just as the reconciliation, which the other self achieve [i.e. 
Christ--G.L. ] ,  appears as away in the distance of the past . . . .  Its re
conciliation, therefore, is in its heart, but still with its conscious life 
sundered in twain and its actual reality shattered. '7! 

Thus a true reconciliation, a true supersession can take place only in 
absolute knowledge. Here we see Hegel's ambiguous attitude towards 
religion at its most extreme. On the one hand, he smuggles the contents 
ofhis dialectic into Christianity-thus granting it salvation through spe
culation. On the other hand, this speculative salvation negates religion as 
such, destroying it as religion. 

This is the vindication of Feuerbach's criticism that Hegel's philo
sophy is an amalgam of atheistic and theological tendencies. And indeed 
it is not just atheistic-minded thinkers who have drawn attention to this 
aspect of Hegel, either criticizing it for its half-heartedness, like Feuer
bach, or, like Heine and Bruno Bauer, carefully separating the 'esoteric 
atheism' from the exoteric Christianity-and we should add that there 
can be no doubt that Feuerbach is nearer the mark. But apart from such 
thinkers there is not a single important reactionary religious philosopher 
who has accepted Hegel's theory or who could see in it the authentic 
philosophical expression of the religious essence of Christianity. We 
have already quoted a remark by Friedrich Schlegel, a convert to Cath
olicism, who regarded Hegel's dialectic as even worse than atheism, 
indeed as a form ofSatanism. A thinker to be taken rather more seriously 
is the Danish philosopher of the 1 84os, �en Kierkegaard, who has been 
a major influence on the irrationalist philosophy of existentialism in 
modern times. Kierkegaard devoted whole books to the refutation of 
Hegel's religious ideas. For us they have only symptomatic importance 
as providing confirmation, from the enemy, as it were, of Hegel's ambi
guous position. 

What is noteworthy about Kierkegaard's polemic is that it begins at 
the point where religion is deemed to be a moment of absolute spirit, i.e. 
where it is held to participate, albeit imperfectly according to Hegel, in 
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the dialectical objectivity of philosophy. Hegel had attempted the 
'rescue' of Christianity, as we have seen, by demonstrating that its myths 
objectively contain the highest forms of the absolute dialectic. Kierke
gaard attacks this objectivism as being diametrically opposed to the 
nature of Christianity: 

'If, then, Christianity is essentially something objective, then it is 
important for the observer to be objective; but if Christianity is essen
tially subjective, then it is a mistake for the observer to be objec
tive . . . .  If the speculative thinker is also a believer, (and this too is 
claimed) , then he must have realized long since, that speculation can 
never have the same importance for him as faith. Precisely as a 
believer he is infinitely concerned about his own salvation and in his 
faith he is certain of it. (NB as certain as one can be as a believer, i.e. 
not once and for all, but daily, with the certainty of a faith inseparable 
from an undying, passionate interest. )  And he will not erect his eter
nal bliss on his speculation, rather will he mistrust his speculation, lest 
it seduce him and lure him away from the certainty of faith (which 
contains the infmite dialectic of uncertainty at every moment) into 
the indifference of objective knowledge. These are the simple dialec
tical facts of the matter. Thus if he says that he erects his eternal bliss 
on the foundation of his speculation, he is the comic victim of contra
diction, for in its objectivity speculation is utterly indifferent to his 
and my and your eternal bliss, whereas that bliss lies in the rapidly 
vanishing feeling of self that has taken such efforts to acquire. And at 
the same time he lies, giving himself out as a believer . . . .  But for the 
man of speculation the question of his own personal eternal bliss 
cannot even arise, just because his task is to remove himself further 
and further from himself and to become objective, to vanish from 
himself and become the contemplative force of speculation. '72 

We have given so much space to Kierkegaard's objections to Hegel 
because his position exposes Hegel's modern irrationalist interpreters 
better than any polemic. But, even more importantly, it reveals the exist
ence of two divergent currents in modern idealism, both of which are 
concerned to bring about a revival of religion, but in radically opposed 
ways. It should be emphasized that both currents flow within idealism 
and that both should be combated in equal measure. But it would be a 
mistake to confuse them with each other and to overlook the social and 
philosophical distinctions between them. 

Kierkegaard stands for the irrationalist revival of religion as a philo
sophy of life, a tendency that had manifested itself in Germany while 
Hegel was in Jena in Schleiermacher's Discourses on Religion, a work 
which Hegel had attacked in the course of his polemic against subjective 
idealism. This view of religion is based on an agnostic subjective ideal-
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ism; it perceives that the old forms of religion are incompatible with the 
contents and methods of modern science and consequently it sets out to 
demarcate a sphere of subjectivity in which religion may flourish, in 
which religion may be assured of a continued existence as an elemental, 
inalienable manifestation of human subjectivity which for these thinkers 
was identical with human nature. Schleiermacher, and even Kierke
gaard, imagined that it was possible to combine this mystical irrational
ism with the subjectivist elements of Protestant theology. Their more 
recent successors, say from Simmel to Heidegger, renounce any such 
theological garniture and attempt to preserve religion only as a subjec
tive life-form of man in general. Nevertheless, the basic agnostic and 
irrationalist emphasis remains constant, and in Heidegger, its latest and 
most consistent advocate, it reaches its climax in utter despair, in the 
outright denial that any objective knowledge can exist or be of value. 
(Similar tendencies appeared earlier in Klages.)73 

Hegel's revival of religion, the culmination of his idealist philosophy 
in religion and theology has a different character and origin. As we have 
seen, it is objectivist. It establishes no hard and fast line between the 
knowledge of objective reality and itself; on the contrary, the value of 
religion in Hegel's eyes is precisely that it allows the highest objective 
categories of the dialectic to be expressed and even 

though 
the form in 

which it does this is inadequate, it nevertheless represents 
the 

penultimate 
stage before arriving at absolute knowledge. 

These contrary tendencies naturally have differing origins. The rev
ival of religion by Schleiermacher and Kierkegaard is an essentially 
modern phenomenon even though it may be traced back to earlier, 
rather differently constituted irrationalist philosophies of life, such as 
Jacobi's from whom it has borrowed a number offeatures. (The affinity 
between Schleiermacher and Jacobi was pointed out by Hegel in Faith 
and Knowledge.)  It becomes the direct predecessor of the irrationalist cur
rents that ultimately flow into the reactionary extremes of Fascist 
'theories of myth' . Hegel's philosophy of religion, however, is the last 
philosophical manifestation of the German Enlightenment. 

Our analysis has shown that wherever Hegel's ideas have been truly 
great and original they have been found to lie apart from the mainstream 
of German history. We have shown that wherever he was forced to take 
his German predecessors as a reference point he consistently broke 
through the limits imposed by Kantian problems and solutions, and that 
it was above all this that distinguished him from Fichte and Schelling 
who never escaped from that magic circle. Nevertheless, wherever the 
ideological consequences of the social condition of Germany set limits to 
Hegel's ideas, we find him falling heir to the Kantian tradition. In the 
case of his philosophy of religion this is not without its tragi-comic over
tones. It will be remembered with what scorn Hegel had treated Kant's 
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re-introductiOn of religion as the proper sphere for the realization of the 
postulates of practical reason (p. 19f.) .  Ironically, in his own philosophy 
of religion, Hegel now revives the Kantian salvage-operation-though 
on the higher level of objective idealism. 

The affinity of method between the two lies in the circumstance that 
neither verston of idealism is able to do justice to the dialectics of objec
tive reality . This failure, which springs from the social condition of Ger
many of which idealism is the philosophical expression, now becomes 
obscured and concealed within the overall system. In Kant's case the 
demal that things-in-themselves can be known was complemented by his 
insistence on the absolute validity of the moral imperatives in 'practical 
reason' .  The religion of reason provided a pseudo-objective realm in 
which these postulates might flourish, a realm of his own invention: 
Kant constructed an imaginary religious sphere so as to provide his moral 
postulates with a ftrm hold on reality. Hegel overcame this dualism both 
in the realm of epistemology (the know ability of the thing-in-itself) and 
in the relation of theory to practice (work and teleology) . But this does 
not mean that he solved the problem of the ultimate objectivity of his 
dialectical 

categories. 
The principle of 'reconciliation' ,  the actual trans

formation of 
substance 

into subject, the revoking of'externalization', the 
supersession of the objective world in the identity of subject and object 
-none of this is to be found in reality itself. The development of re
ligion in what we have seen to be a mystifted form opens up the possi
bility of a new pseudo-reality and pseudo-objectivity on Kantian lines: a 
realm of historical development, the development of the human con
sciOusness m which the categories of Hegelian thought themselves 
appear as moments of the movement of reality. 

The German Enlightenment, unlike that of France or England, was 
never able to mount a resolute or radical attack on religion. Thanks to 
the backwardness of German society, it was always looking for a re
conciliation between religion and the principles of reason, and strove to 
emasculate ordinary religion, reinterpreting it in accordance with its 
own pnnciples, harmonizing it with the constantly changing concep
tions of what constituted reason. In this sense, then, Hegel's philosophy 
of religion may be regarded as the continuation of Kant's and of the 
German Enlightenment in general. 

Thus Hegel's 
philosophy 

of religion in all its ambiguity and inconsis
tency is part of 

the 
larger pattern of the German Enlightenment. It is not 

surprising, then, that it could dominate the intellectual scene only as long 
as economic forces did not accentuate internal class conflicts. In the 1 84os 
when the struggles leading to bourgeois revolution became acute, 
Hegelian philosophy was forced to give up its position as mediator in the 
conflict between materialism, on the one hand, and romantic irrationa
lism, on the other. The fact that the dissolution of the Hegelian school 
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began with dissension on the subject of religion, leading on the one side 
to reactionary dogmatism and on the other to the materialist criticism of 
Hegel's position by Feuerbach, is anything but fortuitous-and the same 
may be said of the summoning ofSchelling to Berlin in 1 843 to seal the 
fate ofHegelianism as the official philosophy of the Prussian state. 

From that time on Hegel's philosophy of religion ceased to play any 
significant ideological role. It was utterly overtaken by events. Not just 
in the sense that the progressive element in German ideology had super
seded it; even the religious reaction was unable to establish contact with 
Hegel's real philosophy of religion. Of course, this is the very aspect of 
Hegel that modern neo-Hegelians seize upon. Their falsifications are of 
many different varieties, but their level of philosophical argument is so 
abysmal that debate with them is unrewarding. The above-mentioned 
Kierkegaard-Heidegger reinterpretation of Hegel's philosophy which 
brings it into line with modern irrationalism, is an extreme instance. 
Kroner's view that Hegel is the 'greatest irrationalist' is merely an eclec
tic variant of the same position, of this extreme modernist falsification of 
Hegel, this adaptation to the ideological requirements of the Fascist 
movement which was remoulding German philosophy in its own image. 
Equally unworthy of discussion is Lasson's 'theory' of the Protestant 
Hegel, whose works from the Berne fragments right up to his last wri
tings are allegedly imbued with Protestant religiosity, for such a view 
stands in glaring contradiction to all the known facts. 

To point to the affinities between the positions of Kant and Hegel on 
the philosophy of religion, their common origins in the failings and limi
tations of the German Enlightenment, does not of course imply that their 
views were identical. We have already drawn attention to the chief 
differences between them. What they amount to is that Hegel's ambi
valence in this area is even more marked than that of Kant, which for 
all its essential reservations remains within the framework of an en
lightened deism. 

Hegel's philosophy, notwithstanding all his protests, is overwhelm
ingly pantheistic. The powerful impact of Spinoza on the thought of 
the German Enlightenment at the end of the eighteenth century, begin
ning with Lessing, Herder and the young Goethe, called a general pan
theistic trend into being. Within this trend there were varying 
proportions of materialism. The advantage of pantheism was that it 
gave German idealists the opportunity to analyse. objective reality, both 
nature and society, in a scientific manner, i.e. according to their own 
immanent laws; it enabled them to reject out of hand all appeals to 
another world, while permitting them to construct a general system in 
which their idealist principles could achieve their necessary philo
sophical consummation in God. Hegel himself was always bitterly 
opposed to descriptions of himself as a pantheist even though, as we 
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have seen from his critique of religion in the Phenomenology, its inad
equacy in his eyes lay in the fact that in pantheism the dialectical forms 
do not manifest themselves as the laws of movement of the world, of the 
identical subject-object, but that they still retain the pictorial form of 
other worldliness. 

His ambiguity on the religious question expresses his reluctance to 
accept that this otherworldliness is the very essence of religion, i.e. he is 
concerned both to annul and to preserve religion. He will not see that a 
God who fulfils all the Hegelian requirements will cease to be the God of 
religion or theology. We are reminded here ofSchopenhauer's mot that 
pantheism is the polite form of atheism, a polite stratagem for bowing 
God out of the universe. The irreducible ambiguity of classical German 
idealism, and of Hegel above all, is that they attempt to reconcile the 
irreconcilable: they deny that God created the world and that he rules 
over it, while at the same time they wish to salvage for philosophy cer
tain religious conceptions inseparable from Him. 

This peculiarity is not confmed to 'lfegel. But since it was Hegel who 
raised the dialectic to its highest level, in this period, the contradictions 
arising from it are more glaring and irreconcilable than in other thinkers. 
It would be a mistake to thi�k of them simply as the expression of Hegel's 
political accommodation to the retrograde condition of Germany. 
Characteristically, Marx consistently rejected such a view and always 
sought to explain the contradictions that led to it. This was his position 
right from the start, as early, in fact, as the Dissertation of I 840. Here, too, 
it becomes evident how Hegel's limitations are bound up with the limi
tations of German idealism in general. 

Kant in his day had pointed to scepticism and dogmatism as the great 
dangers threatening philosophical thought and in his philosophy he 
explored the possibility of a third way that would avoid the pitfalls of the 
other two. The modern reader has no difficulty in seeing that this third 
way could only be the dialectical way, for this alone avoids the denial of 
objective truth (scepticism), striking a correct dialectical balance be
tween the relative and the absolute. Similarly, it rejects philosophies 
which simply decree objective truths that cannot be scientifically based, 
i.e. it rejects every variety of pseudo-objectivity, pseudo-absoluteness 
(dogmatism) . We know, from Hegel's criticism, if not from elsewhere, 
that Kant failed in his attempt. We know too how far Hegel advanced in 
his efforts to overcome the antinomies involved, in particular, his 
attempted definition of the correct dialectical balance between relative 
and absolute. Nevertheless, what he does ultimately is to reproduce the 
same dilemma at a very high level, without being able to arrive at a fully 
satisfactory solution. 

The moment corresponding to scepticism at a level higher than that 
envisaged by Kant is that pattern in which the dialectic simply causes 
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opposites to synthesize atmlessly, wtthout direction, without higher de
velopment; it is the pattern we have witnessed in the Phenomenolo.t?Y as 
the dialectic of 'e:xistence-for-self' , the dialectics of Enlightenment. 
Earlier on, in our discussion of 'Tragedy in the realm of the ethical' we 
saw that the limitations of that dialectic were imposed by Hegel's in
ability to discern the directlon that would be taken by the dialectical 
contradictions that he had so perceptively observed in capitalism. Had he 
consistently followed this argument through to 1ts conclusion this stasis 
would have led to a dialectical nihilism 

along 
the lines of Solger's. From 

this standpoint we can understand why 
Schelling 

strives to connect scep
ticism with dialectics. Hegel, it is true, does not countenance sceptiCism, 
but only 

'the bacchanalian revel where not a member 1s sober; and when: 
every member no sooner becomes detached than 1t eo ipso collapses 
straightaway. '"�4 

It is in short the undirected flow of a stream of contradictions which arc 
constantly being broken up and reformed. From this angle it is finally 
possible wholly to understand why Hegel locates this dialectic m the 
'dismtegrated consciousness' ,  and why he thinks of the Enlightenment as 
a cnsis of the sp1rit . 

This dialectic need not necessarilv take romantic forms, as it does in 
Solger. It is the dialectic propounded by Mephistopheles m Goethe 's 
Faust: 

'Faust: 
Mephistopheles: 

Faust: 

Mephistopheles: 

Who then are you? 
Part of a good that would 
Alone work evil, but engenders good. 
What hidden meaning m this 
riddle lies ? 
The spmt I that endlessly denies. 
And nghtly too; for all that comes to birth 
Is fit for overthrow as nothing worth; 
Wherefore the world were better sterilized. '7S 

It is obvious that this diabolic philosophy comes fairly close to the 
Hegelian version of the function of evil m history. More importantly, 
Goethe too was unable to resolve the contradictions here. It is evident 
that Faust, and with him Goethe, does not share Mephisto's 'dialecti
cal scepticism' ,  but it is no less clear (though for reasons of space we 
cannot go into the matter here) that Goethe can only arrive at a posi
tive solution m Faust at the level of myth. 

This is a method of which we have seen all too much in the parts 
of the Phenomerwlogy that deal with religion. But Hegel's heroic 
achievement in struggling for the dialectical truth amidst the 'manure 
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of contradictions' can be seen m the restraint with which, in his 
philosophical battles with Kant, Fichte and Schellmg, he postpones the 
act of making a dogmatic decree to the last possible moment, developmg 
the dialectical truth as far as possible from the internal movement of the 
contradictions in reality itself. In order to achieve this fully Hegel would 
have had to be able to see where the contradictions of capitalism, the 
'bacchanalian revel ', were leading. But he did not and could not have 
done so. He understood capitalism as the highest 'configuration' of the 
historical process to date; what would come after could only be vaguely 
formulated with the aid of empty idealist constructs. In this sense, we 
may apply to him what Marx said about the view of history to be found 
m classical economics: 

'Thus there has been history, but there no longer is any. "�6 

This simple proclamation of the concluding positive truth of the 
system is a product of the social conditions in which and from which the 
Hegelian dialectic came into being. Its philosophical Implications, 
however, are very complex. It has immediate consequences for his social 
and historical philosophy, but over and above that it has repercussions in 
the furthest and most abstract reaches of philosophy: m the problem of 
the cnterion of truth. The older materialism rightly msisted on the 
criterion of correspondence between objective reality and man's view of 
it, on the correct reflection of an external world independent of con
sciousness. The limitation of this view, as Lenin has shown, was that It 
was unable to discover and hence articulate in philosophical terms, the 
dialectic involved in that process of reflection. 

German idealism intervenes at precisely this moment. It finds itself 
confronted by the problem of the criterion of truth, a problem it is 
unable to solve. The question it cannot answer is: with what does a state
ment have to agree in order to be recognized as true? Kant now has to 
pay for his inconsistency in his approach to dialectics by fmding himself 
compelled to fall back on formal logic as a guarantee of the critenon of 
truth: truth is to be found in the internal logical consistency of a prop
osition with itself. Of course, Kant makes other attempts to deal with the 
problem. But we have seen how at all decisive points he was compelled 
to have recourse to the apparently apodictic security of formal logic. 
This was particularly obvious in his failure to discover any other criter
ion with which to validate the categorical imperative. Hegel's criticism 
of the inadequacies and the defects ofhis arguments will be remembered 
from his discussion of the Kantian example of the deposit (p. 293ff.) .  

Objective idealism had necessarily to go in search of new criteria. 
Schelling discovered them in a revised form of the Platomc Idea: the cn
terion of truth would consist m a correspondence with these Ideas, smce 
philosophical propositions and works of art, etc. ,  are nothing but the 
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reflections of these Ideas in the consciousness of man. What we have 
here, then, is a mystically inverted materialism; objective reality is 
mystified and translated into Platonic Ideas so that these in turn shall 
furnish a criterion of the truth. Despite these mystifications Schelling's 
Philosophy of Art contains vestiges of the epistemology of materialism as 
these have survived unconsciously in Schelling's mind, so that his book 
does mark a significant advance in aesthetics. But as early as his dialogue, 
Bruno, the mysticism gains the upper hand and leads straight to his later 
religious mysticism. His notion of 'intellectual intuition' as a 'quality of 
genius' vouchsafed to a few chosen people intensified the dogmatic and 
mystical tendencies in his thought. 

Hegel's dialectical logic goes much further than the ideas ofhis prede
cessors. However, his advance is really no more than a postponement of 
the problem, enabling him to apply a theory of reflection on particular 
issues of epistemology, a theory to which his own premises do not entitle 
him. He can thus solve these 

particular 

problems only to fmd the whole 
dilemma recurring at the 

end 

of his system in a more acute form than 
ever. Hegel's logic shows on the one hand that the objects which seem to 
be so fixed and rigid are in reality processes, and, on the other hand, it 
regards the objective nature of the objects as products of ' externalization' 
on the part of the subject. Both do away with the Kantian problem of the 
thing-in-itself, the problem of the relation of an object to its attribute, 
whereas Fichte had hoped to eliminate it by decree and Schelling had 
attempted to achieve the same solution by the opposite decree. Now, by 
defining objects as alienations, ' externalizations' of the spirit, Hegel finds 
it possible simply to apply the theory of reflection to empirical reality 
without admitting it. Every thought can be compared to the corre
sponding reality-and the criterion is one that holds good on particular 
issues--even though this reality is viewed as not being really indepen
dent of consciousness, but as the product of the 'externalization' of a sub
ject that is on a higher plane than individual consciousness. And since the 
process of 'externalization' is dialectical, Hegel's unintended and 
unconscious application of the materialist criteria of true knowledge 
sometimes advances his position beyond that of the old materialists them
selves. 

The difficulty arises only in connection with knowledge as a whole. 
Hegel emphasizes that knowledge is a process, that the absolute itself is a 
result of the overall process. But he 

obviously 

requires a criterion by 
which to gauge the truth of our knowledge of 

the 

overall process. And it 
is at this point that we can see how the highest concepts of the Hegelian 
dialectic in all their abstruse mysticism, nevertheless spring necessarily 
from his own premises. For if the objectivity of the world of objects is the 
product of a provisional disunity in the identical subject-object, then, 
inevitably, the criterion of the validity of the total process can lie only in 
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the demonstration that subject and object are identical, in the self
realization of the identical subject-object. If, however, the starting
point of the spirit must be an identity on which the whole argument must 
be premised, and if the process itself consists in the creation of objects 
through 'externalization', then it is absolutely necessary for Hegel to 
close the circle by positing a recovery of that original identity of subject 
and object in the form of the retraction of 'externalization', the transfor
mation of substance into subject and the annulment of objective reality as 
such. 

Thus Hegel's dialectic has a prodigious advantage over other theories 
of knowledge in classical German idealism. For long stretches it can 
function with a theory of knowledge as a reflection of reality, which 
although illicitly acquired, nevertheless gains great scope for a compre
hensive understanding of the external world and for the elaboration of 
the essential determinants ofknowledge. 

But it is no more than that. As far as the problem of knowledge in gen
eral is concerned Hegel can only offer the same sort of mystified and 
mystifying answers as his predecessors to the question with what an object 
of cognition should agree. We have repeatedly claimed that in certain 
decisive areas Hegel could not advance further than 

Schelling 
and this is 

undoubtedly true of the final stage, the apogee of his 
philosophy. 

Despite 
Hegel's ambiguous attitude towards religion itself, the limits of his 
theory of knowledge-whose social base has, we hope, now become 
sufficiently dear-strengthens and hardens out the religious and theo
logical tendencies in his thought. For ultimately the pull of the forces 
governing society must carry the day. 

'The religious reflex of the real world, ' Marx observes, 'can in any case 
only then finally vanish, when the practical relations of everyday life 
offer to man none but perfectly intelligible and reasonable relations 
with regard to fellow men and to nature. The life-process of society, 
which is based on the process of material production, does not strip 
off its mystical veil until it is treated as production by freely associated 
men, and is consciously regulated by them in accordance with a 
settled plan. •n 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

'Entiiusserung' (' externalization') as the central 
philosophical concept of The Phenomenology of Mind 

BEFORE turning to a detailed analysis of the concept of' externalization' it 
may be as well to recapitulate briefly the growth of the problem and the 
history of the concept in Hegel's works. It will be remembered that in his 
republican phase in Berne the term 'positivity' was used to describe an 
institution or a complex of ideas standing opposed in lifeless objectivity 
to the subjectivity, and above all the praxis of man. Even at that early 
date 'positivity' was used to defme the specific character of modern so
ciety. At that time, however, Hegel contrasted it rigidly with the 'non
positive' age of Greek democracy. His philosophy of history culminated 
in the, revolutionary hope that the revival of antiquity in and through the
French Revolution would lead to a new era of freedom, and the true 
hegemony of man, an era without 'positivity' . 

The disappointment of these hopes which 

triggered 

off the Frankfurt 
crisis in his thought brought in its wake a more 

historical 

and dialectical 
conception of 

'positivity' .  

Modern institutions were no longer hope
lessly positive' 

from 

the very outset, but instead Hegel became increas
ingly interested in discovering in detail )ust how 

something 

became
'positive', how the relations between man s social 

praxis 

and 

the 

insti
tutions of society originate, how they decline and 

how 

they are trans
formed in the course of history. This greater concreteness went hand in 
hand with his study of the intellectual implications of English economic 
theory, with his deepening interest in the economic 

problems 

of capital
ism and his growing insight into them. And we 

have 

seen also how 
Hegel gradually 

began 

to formulate his own specific concept of dialec
tics in the course 

of 

his own intellectual crisis. The further the process 
advanced and the more mature Hegel's own 

philosophy 

became, the 
more the concept of 'positivity' receded into 

the 

background. It never 

disappeared entirely, 

but, increasingly, it came to be used in the sense in 

which 

lawyers 

and 

theologians speak of positive law or positive theo
logy. The 

philosophical 

generality of the Berne and Frankfurt periods 
vanished. 

Typically, 

however, the word 'positive' embodied in Hegel's 

philosophy 

could not allow the great age of an institution to be used to 
justify its 

further 

existence. For many years after the Jena period Hegel 
continued to treat this sort of'positivity' as the lifeless detritus of history, 
to be cleared away as soon as possible. 
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Thus the maturing and deepening of Hegel's philosophy only elimm
ated the concept of 'positivity', not the problem to which it had referred 
in Frankfurt, namely the dialectical relation of the praxis of man in so
ciety to the objects he has created. It is not necessary to rehearse here the 
results of our analysis either of the social content or the philosophical ter
minology of Hegel's Jena period. In the course of his uninterrupted ex
perimentation with terminology, what emerged more and more clearly 
was that the primal immediacy, the natural, has to be overcome and is 
overcome in the social praxis of man. It is replaced by a system of insti
tutions created by man in the course of his own labours and endeavours. 
These labours not only create the institutions of society; they also trans
form the human subject since they annul his original immediacy, alienat
ing the subject from itself. 

In the course of his debate fustly with subjective idealism and later 
with objective idealism in its Schellingian form, Hegel developed a new 
terminology with which to describe these novel ideas and to translate 
into the general language of philosophy the social phenomena that he 
had come to understand m his study of history and economics. In this 
way concepts such aS' 'mediation' and 'reflection' acquired their speci
fically Hegelian significance. Likewise, the abstract theory of contradic
tions and their unity, first formulated in Frankfurt, evolved into the 
mature theory of the movement of contradictions and their supersession. 
In the course of this development the terms Entiiusserung (externaliza
tion) and Entjremdung (alienation) came to occupy a central position in 
the Hegelian system. It is difficult to establish the exact chronology here. 
We noted that the Lectures of 1 So 3-4 still 

operated 
to a great extent with

Schelling's terminology. In the Lectures 
of 

1805� the term Entiiusserung 
occurs repeatedly, but is by no means dominant, although in both lecture 
courses, particularly the later ones, very many of the social and philo
sophical problems which become the problems of'externalization' in the 
Phenomenology, are already 

present 
and given the sort of treatment they 

receive later, but without 
being 

gathered together under the general 
heading of ' externalization'. Not until the Phenomenology do we fmd the 
new conceptual system fully worked out and applied. 

In themselves there is nothing novel about the terms Entiiusserung and 
Entjremdun�. They are simply German translations of the English word
'alienation . This was used in works on economic theory to betoken the 
sale of a commodity, and in works on natural law to refer to the loss of an 
aboriginal freedom, the handing-over or alienation of freedom to the so
ciety which came into being as a result of a social contract. Philo
sophically, the term Entiiusserung was first used, to the best of my 
knowledge, by Fichte for whom it meant both that the positing of an 
object implied an externalization or alienation of the subject and that the 
object was to be thought of as an 'externalized' act of reason.1 
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The same problem but with a different terminology turns up in the 
early works of Schelling. We quote his comments on it since they testify 
both to his flair for discerning new problems and to his extremism, his 
tendency to exaggerate his own dialectical insights until they suddenly 
harden out into sterile dogmas, very much in contrast to Hegel. Schel
ling uses the term 'to condition' (bedingen) to describe what Hegel will 
later call 'externalization'. 

'To condition is the name we give to the action by virtue of which 
something becomes a thing; conditioned (bedingt) is what has become a 
thing (Ding). And this makes clear at the same time that no thing can 
be posited as a thing by itself, i.e. an unconditioned thing (ein unbe
dingtes Ding) is a contradiction. For that which is unconditioned is some
thing which has not been and cannot be made into a thing. '2 

There can be no doubt that Schelling is touching upon the same problem 
with which Hegel had been so profoundly preoccupied. In contrast to 
Hegel, Schelling easily hits upon an elegant and ingenious solution 
which 'only' suffers from the slight defect that it opens up a yawning 
abyss between praxis and the object, thus rendering the entire problem 
intractable for Schelling himself. However, since these terminological 
experiments are merely episodes as far as Fichte and Schelling are con
cerned, episodes which exert no lasting influence on the problems with 
which they were most deeply concerned, there is no reason to deny 
Hegel the credit of having developed an original conceptual system in 
the Phenomenology, notwithstanding the use made of certain elements by 
his predecessors. 

In the Phenomenology the term 'externalization' is deployed at a very 
high level of philosophical generality. It has flown far above its original 
use in economics and social theory. Nevertheless, it is possible to estab
lish with some precision the various meanings given to it by Hegel and 
which derive from it-s original use as well as its later philosophical 
accretions. 

We may in fact distinguish three stages in the Hegelian concept of 
'externalization'. ( I )  It refers firstly to the complex subject-object re
lation inseparably bound up with all work and all human activity of an 
economic or social kind. What is involved here is the problem of the 
objectivity of society, of its development, of the laws governing that de
velopment, all this in the general context of the idea that men make 
their own history themselves. History, then, is regarded as a complex 
dialectical evolution of the human race, a process rich in contradictions 
and interactions, propelled by the praxis of socialized individuals. 
Hegel's achievement in establishing the dialectical relations between 
subjectivity and objectivity represents a prodigious step forward. On 
the one hand, it is a great advance on the old materialists who had been 
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unable to reconcile the importance of subjective human praxis with the 
objectivity of what were largely thought of as 'natural ' laws of society 
(e.g. the climate) and so were unable to move beyond the antinomies re
sulting from an exaggerated emphasis on one or other of these 'natural' 
phenomena. On the other hand, it is also a great advance on Kant and 
Fichte in whose writings necessity and objectivity constitute a world in 
themselves utterly alien to and different from freedom and praxis. As we 
have seen, Schelling made efforts to go a step further in his objec
tive-idealist phase but his innovations turned out to be no more than ob
scure premonitions which were put forward in a declamatory rather 
than true philosophical manner. 

(2) Secondly, there is the specifically capitalist form of 'externaliza
tion', i.e. what Marx would later call 'fetishism'. Naturally, Hegel has 
no dear insight into what is involved here, if only because his view of the 
economic base of class conflict does not go beyond an empirical division 
into rich and poor, and this is not sufficient for him to deduce any signifi
cant theoretical conclusions. But he undoubtedly has intimations of the 
problems arising from the fetishization of objects in capitalist society, 
and it must be stated that in this respect he stands alone in classical 
German idealism. Needless to say, the absence of a grounding in econ
omic theory leads him constantly to confuse this class of 'externalized' 
social objectivity with the first, i.e. he regards many things as the pro
ducts of social work, of human praxis in general, which are in actuality 
only the fetish-forms of objectivity specific to 

capitalism, 
and vice versa. 

Despite this defect which is one of the central 
foci 
of Marx's criticism 

there are undoubtedly powerful tendencies in Hegel to 
explain 

the feti
shized objectivity of socio-economic formations in terms 

of 
the social re

lations between men. 
Here, too, idealism leads Hegel badly astray and in the process of 

reducing social formations to human relations he frequently overlooks 
the mediating role of things. Frequently, but not invariably. This par
ticular form of idealism occurs, to the best of my knowledge, earlier in 
Hegel than elsewhere, although it is not uncommon in early attempts to 
explain fetishized forms of objectivity. It becomes prominent, for 
example, in the break-up of the Ricardo School. Marx comments on it in 
his discussion ofHodgskin: 

'The whole objective world, the "world of commodities", vanishes 
here as a mere aspect, as the merely passing activity, constantly per
formed anew, of socially producing men. Compare this "idealism" 
with the crude, material fetishism into which the Ricardian theory 
develops in the writings "of this incredible cobbler" ,  MacCulloch, 
where not only the difference between man and animal disappears but 
even the difference between a living organism and an inanimate 
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object. And then let them say that as against the lofty idealism of 
bourgeois political economy, the proletarian opposition has been 
preaching a crude materialism directed exclusively towards the satis
faction of coarse appetites. '.l 

Of course, the profound differences between Hodgskin and Hegel 
should not be overlooked. Hodgskin is able to draw socialist conclusions 
from Ricardo's theory of value, albeit confused and contradictory ones. 
Hegel, as we saw, had not even understood all the problems and contra
dictions in Adam Smith's theories at the time when he was working on 
the Phenomenology. There can be no question of him deriving socialist 
ideas from there. And it goes without saying that Hodgskin is and had to 
be a good deal clearer and more penetrating than Hegel on all such ques
tions. Nevertheless, there is no gain saying that Hegel's thoughts were 
moving powerfully in this direction and that he was the only thinker 
concerned to deduce philosophical conclusions from these economic 
facts. 

( 3 )  Thirdly, there is a broad philosophical extension of the concept 
'externalization' which then comes to be synonymous with 'thinghood' 
or objectivity. This is the form in which the history of objectivity is por
trayed: objectivity as a dialectical moment in the journey of the identical 
subject-object on its way back to itself via 'externalization'. Hegel says: 

'The mind's immediate existence, conscious life, has two aspects 
--{;ognition and objectivity which is opposed to or negative of the 
subjective function of knowing. S.ince it is in the medium of con
sciousness that mind is developed and brings out its various moments, 
this opposition between the factors of conscious life is found at each 
stage in the evolution of mind, and all the various moments appear as 
modes or forms of consciousness. The scientific statement of the 
course of this development is a science of the experience through which 
consciousness passes; the substance and its process are considered as the 
object of consciousness. Consciousness knows and comprehends 
nothing but what falls within its experience; for what is found in ex
perience is merely spiritual substance, and, moreover, object of itself. 
Mind, however, becomes object, for it consists in the process of be
coming an other to itself, i.e. an object for its own self, and in transcending 
this otherness. '4 
The essential tendencies of the mystif1cation involved in the retraction 

of 'externalization' are already familiar to us. But we know too that by 
thinking of ' externalization' as a process and by regarding the absolute, 
the identical subject-object, as the end-product of that process, he 
opened up entirely new terrain in which to explore the implications of 
the essential dialectical determinations of objective reality 'so that, ulti
mately, the Hegelian system represents merely a materialism ideal-
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istically turned upside down in method and content. '5 
It would be a grave error to take Engels' statement to imply that one 

had merely to turn Hegel the right, i.e. the materialist, way up again. 
Our investigations have shown that, on the contrary, quite crucial prob
lems have been distorted by the idealist method and that in the treatment 
of individual issues, important insights continually rub shoulders with 
idealist distortions, sometimes even in the same sentence. It would also be 
wrong to focus on the large area opened up to analysis which we have 
emphasized for the sake of simplicity and clarity, as if all were well on 
the journey towards the absolute and the idealist mystifications inter
vened only at the very end. We believe that our earlier concrete analyses 
have shown such ideas to be misconceived. Here, we must confme our
selves to a statement of the most important problems. 

The false equation of 'externalization' and 'thinghood' or objectivity 
leads Hegel to make quite false distinctions in his definition of nature and 
society and his attempt to distinguish between them. According to his 
view both nature and history are 'externalizations' of the spirit. But 
nature is an eternal externalization, its movement is a pseudo-movement, 
a movement of the subject; in Hegel's theory nature has no real history. 

'This last form into which spirit passes, nature, is its living immediate 
process of development. Nature-spirit divested of self 
(externalized)-is, in its actual existence, nothing but this eternal 
process of abandoning its (nature's) own independent subsistence, and 
the movement which reinstates subject. '6 

In contrast to this, 'externalization' in the social praxis of the human 
race, i.e. in history, is an 'externalization' of the spirit in time, that is to 
say, there is a real process of becoming and real history. Of course, in 
the end, as we shall see, even this turns out to be a pseudo-movement, 
despite Hegel's intentions. About this form of 'externalization' ,  Hegel 
writes as follows: 

'The other aspect, however, in which spirit comes into being, history, 
is the process of becoming in terms of knowledge, a conscious self

mediating process--spirit externalized and emptied into time. But this 
form of externalization is, similarly, the emptying of itself by itself; 
the negative is negative of itself. This way of becoming presents a 
slow procession and succession of spiritual shapes, a gallery of pic
tures, each of which is endowed with the entire wealth of spirit, and 
moves so slowly just for the reason that the self has to permeate and 
assimilate all this wealth of its substance. Since its accomplishment 
consists in spirit knowing what it is, in fully comprehending its sub
stance, this knowledge means its concentrating itself on itself (Insichge
hen), a state in which spirit leaves its external existence behind and 
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gives its embodiment over to recollection (Erinnerung) . ., 

The immediate methodological implications of the distinction be
tween the form assumed by 'externalization' in nature and history is 
something we have already observed in the Phenomenology. In Section B 
where Hegel focuses on real history, the problems of nature are as good 
as non-existent. They are treated only in Sections A and C, and in the 
latter, above all, Hegel's view of the objectivity of nature contributes in 
no small measure to the mystifications of the problems of dialectics. But 
over and above that, it spells the end of any real interaction between 
nature and society, as well as the history of nature during the develop
ment of society. As a disciple of the Enlightenment Hegel is by no means 
ignorant of the relations between nature and society and of those social 
developments determined by natural conditions (such as the climate). In 
his later philosophy of history these problems reappear, but only as part 
of the general introduction to history on the substance of which they do 
not really impinge. 

Even more revealing is the fact that, great dialectician of history 
though he was, he does not even mention the historical development of 
nature itself, despite Kant's great discoveries in the field of cosmogony 
(which, incidentally, remained quite without influence on Kant's own 
philosophical system and failed to historicize his own view of nature) .  
Nor did the important efforts of some others of his contemporaries, 
above all Goethe, to introduce the notion of development into the 
organic world influence him in this direction. 

There is, of course, a development of a sort in Hegel's philosophy of 
nature, but it is precisely not historical: it does not unfold in time. Tem
poral development is reserved by him for history in the narrower sense, 
for the history ofhuman society. This is not to deny the existence of con
trary tendencies in his work. But they never get beyond the initial stages 
whereupon they break off abruptly. In the Jena Logic, for example, there 
is an incipient analysis of the earth in evolutionary terms as the theatre of 
human history. However, the idea that there has been history, but there 
is none any more, then makes its appearance with a vengeance: accord
ing to Hegel by the time human history is launched, the history of the 
earth is completed and has ceased utterly to develop further. And even 
while it was still developing the picture Hegel gives of it is highly con
tradictory. We quote his final summary since this is typical of the whole: 

'The present moment reached by the earth in its cycle is one of immo
bility, it has emerged from its process; in this moment it really is the 
whole, and the character of determinate existence has been stamped 
on it, a determinate existence, however, which endures, since it is 
removed from time . . . .  The earth, then, as this totality, represents 
this image of process without the process itself . . . .  The living process 
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of the earth is present only in its elements, not in its totality . . . .  For 
this content, then, the 

process 

is something in the past; to infuse life 
into it through time 

and 

to represent the moments of its formation as a 
sequence, does not impinge upon its content. 'B 

Since all of Hegel's statements on this theme are full of contradictions 
and since we have always found important dialectical and historical dis
coveries concealed beneath his mystifications it will not come as a sur
prise to learn that his over-sharp distinction between 'externalization' ,  
i.e. objectivity, in nature and in history also has its positive side, and that 
here too Hegel is on the track of important discoveries. His aim is to cla
rify the particular character of human existence and he is condemned to 
do so in an age when the thinkers closest to him in the field of the dialec
tics of objective idealism (Schelling and Goethe) were excessively preoc
cupied with nature. It was an 

age 

in which the ideas of such men were 
taken up and exaggerated and 

developed 

into a romantic, mystical cult 
of nature philosophy which threatened to engulf all efforts to achieve a 
really concrete analysis of the historical development of society in an all
consuming formalist mysticism of the 'eternal' and the 'natural' .  

In circumstances such as these it i s  easy to understand how Hegel came 
to make such an abrupt distinction between nature and history, and even 
to make a moral issue of the superiority of spirit over nature. There is a 
very interesting statement to that effect in the Jena Lectures: 

'In actual fact the individual spirit can depend on the energy of his 
own character and can assert his individuality, regardless of nature. 
His negative attitude towards nature although it differs from himself, 
scorns its power and in this scorn he holds nature at arm's length, pre
serving his freedom. And in fact the individual is only great and free 
in proportion to the extent of this contempt for nature. '9 

This extreme expression of Hegel's position should not blind us to the 
fact that he is speaking here of the individual man who acts and that 
therefore his observations here do not cancel out or in any sense contra
dict his polemic against the violation of nature at the hands of the subjec
tive idealism ofFichte. 

Marx was fully appreciative of Hegel's attitude here, one which fre
quently recurs in his later works. Lafargue reports that Marx often 
quoted the following remark ofHegel's with approval: 

'Even the criminal thought of a malefactor has more grandeur and 
nobility than the wonders of the heavens. '10 

The aim of such paradoxical formulations is to make a sharp distinc
tion between specific sides of man's social evolution and evolution in 
nature. And even if Hegel did not take the evolution of nature into 
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account he nevertheless touched upon a fundamental determination of 
the evolution of society: the idea that men make their own history. Marx 
too endorses this distinction between the two forms of history, though of 
course within the context of a true appreciation of their objectivity and 
unity. Thus, for example, after talking of Darwin's idea of Nature's 
Technology he calls for a critical history ofhuman technology: 

'And would not such a history be easier to compile, since, as Vico 
says, human history differs from natural history in this, that we have 
made the former, but not the latter?'�1 

This side of human history was correctly intuited by Hegel, as by Vico, 
even though he failed to recognize, and hence mystified, the other side, 
the history of nature. 

To recognize and to give Hegel the credit for having both constructed 
a rich and in many respects valid picture of human history and also for 
having discovered many of the essential determinations of historio
graphy, is not to deny the distortions introduced by the mystificatory 
aspects of 'externalization '. Here, too, through his conception of the 
whole Hegel cancels out what he had so laboriously, thoroughly and in
geniously built up in the course of his analysis of the parts. We have 
already mentioned that the historical process as a whole has a definite 
goal, one which takes the form of its own self-annulment, its own return 
into the identical subject-object. Similarly, we have seen that Hegel 
thinks of history in general as an 'extemalization' of spirit into time. 
Hence the reintegration of history in the absolute subject implies the 
annulment of time, which in its turn is the consequence of the annulment 
·of objectivity. It is not the case that the dialectical process of history is
suspended between two mystical points, with the beginning and end of
time defined in terms of religious categories of the creation, etc. In
Hegel's scheme, the beginning and end of the historical process coincide,
i.e. the end of history is preftgured in its beginning. What we have here,
then, is the same negation of a brilliant conception by an unbounded, all
engulfing process of gen�ralization as we found in our discussion of
Hegel's teleological ideas. He is quite explicit about this aspect of his
historical scheme: . 

'But this substance, which is spirit, is the development of itself explicitly 
to what it is inherently and implicitly; and only as this process of reflect
ing itself into itself is it essentially and in truth spirit. It is inherently the 
movement which is the process of knowledge-the transforming of 
that inherent nature into explicitness, of substance into subject, of the 
object of consciousness into the object of self-consciousness, i.e. into an 
object that is at the same time transcended-in other words into the 
concept. This transforming process is a cycle that returns into itself, a 
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cycle that presupposes its beginning, and reaches its beginning only at 
its end. '�2 

This end, however, is absolute spirit at its peak, as absolute knowl
edge, as philosophy. History is reduced to a process which is acted out in 
reality but which reaches its consummation, the goal immanent in it, the 
nature implicitly contained in it from the very beginning, only in philo
sophy, in a post-festum commentary on the path leading up to it. This 
idea is of such overwhelming significance for the view of history in the 
Phenomenology that it occupies a central position in the conclusion of the 
entire work: 

'But recollection (Er-innerung) has conserved that experience, and is the 
inner being, and, in fact, the higher form of the substance. While, 
then, this phase of spirit begins all over again its formative develop
ment, apparently starting solely from itself, yet at the same time it 
commences at a higher level. The realm of spirits developed in this 
way, and assuming definite shape in existence, constitutes a succes
sion, where one detaches and sets loose the other, and each takes over 
from its predecessor the empire of the spiritual world. The goal of the 
process is the revelation of the depth of spiritual life, and this is the ab
solute concept. This revelation consequently means superseding its 
"depth", is its "extension" or spatial embodiment, the negation of this 
inwardly self-centred ego--a negativity which is its self
relinquishment, its externalization, or its substance: and this revel
ation is also its temporal embodiment, in that this externalization in its 
very nature relinquishes (externalizes) itself, and so exists at once in its 
spatial "extension" as well as in its "depth" or the self. The goal, 
which is absolute knowledge or spirit knowing itself as spirit, finds its 
pathway in the recollection of spiritual forms as they are in themselves 
and as they accomplish the organization of their spiritual kingdom. 
Their conservation, looked at from the side of their free existence 

appearing 
in the form of contingency, is history; looked at from the 

side 
of their intellectually comprehended organization, it is the science 

of the ways in which knowledge appears. Both together, or history com
prehended ( begriffen), form at once the recollection and the Golgotha 
of absolute spirit, the reality, the truth, the certainty of its throne, 
without which it were lifeless, solitary, and alone. Only 

The chalice of this realm of spirits 
Foams forth to God His own Infmitude. 'IJ 

This amounts to the self-annulment of history. History is transformed 
into the mere realization of a goal inherent in its subject, its spirit from 
the very outset. At the same time, its immanent reality is also annulled: 
history does not contain its own real autonomous laws of motion, but on 
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the contrary, the latter only really exist and come into their own in the 
science that comprehends and annuls history, i.e. in absolute knowledge. 
But this annuls the whole scheme of history elaborated by objective 
idealism. The spirit which is supposed to make history and whose very 
essence is supposed to be the fact that it is the actual driving force, the 
motor of history, ends up by turning history into a mere simulacrum, as 
Marx has argued in The Holy Family: 

'Hegel is . . .  inconsistent . . .  because according to him the absolute 
spirit makes history 

only 
in 

appearance. 
For as the absolute spirit 

becomes conscious of 
itself 

as 
the 

creative world-spirit only in the 
philosopher and post festum, its making of history exists only in the 
consciousness, in the opinion and conception of the philosopher, i.e. 
in the speculative imagination. '�4 

All this--and we have drawn attention only to the most essential 
points-is the necessary consequence of Hegel's concept of ' externaliza
tion'. It is at this point that the young Marx's great criticism of Hegel's 
central dilemma intervenes in the debate. This criticism is one of the cru
cial texts in the process of turning the idealist dialect

i
c into a materialist 

one and in the criticism of Hegelian idealism. At the same time it is a locus 
classicus establishing continuity between the dialectical heritage and the 
new science of dialectical materialism. 

In the Economic and Philosophic Manusc
r

ipts of I 844 Marx provides a 
comprehensive and systematic criticism of the Hegelian dialectic.15 This 
criticism has two methodological characteristics of interest to us. 

( I )  In the first place, it concentrates on The Phenomenology of Mind, and 
within this, on Hegel's 

conception 
of ' externalization' and its superses

sion. This emphasis, 
meaningful 

in itself, can also be explained by refer
ence to the polemical needs of the period, since the subjectivization of 

Hegelian 
philosophy carried out by the Young Hegelians, Bruno Bauer 

and 
Max Stirner in particular, was based largely on the 

Phenomenology and extends its mystification into realms not dreamt of by Hegel. 
The philosophical annihilation of this Left-Hegelianism was an important 

premise both of the new science of dialectical materialism and also of the 
theoretical and practical programme of the workers' party then in the 
process of formation. Marx's arguments here, then, are in a sense pre
paratory to the Communist Manifesto. 

On the other hand, as we shall see, the critique of Hegel's concept of 
'extemalization' forms an important element ofFeuerbach's criticism of 
Hegel and hence of the great shift from idealism to materialism that took 
place in Germany 

i
n the I84os. Feuerbach's criticism is a concentrate of 

the virtues as well as the defects and limitations of Feuer bach's materi
alism. Marx's cr

i
tique of Hegel's 'extemalization' shows him entering 

into possession of the Feuerbachian heritage and at the same time we see 
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him transcending the old materialism dialectically and leaving it behind. 
(2) The second important characteristic of Marx's critique is that for 

the firSt time in Germany since Hegel himself it combines economic and 
philosophical 

perspectives 
in its treatment of the problems of society and 

philosophy. 
Needless 

to say, this functions at an incomparably higher 
level in Marx than in Hegel, and this is as true of the philosophical as of 
the economic aspect. Philosophically, as we know, the problem is the re
placement of idealist by materialist dialectics. The critique of idealism 
here is based on a much greater knowledge of economics than was avail
able to Hegel. Marx's economic observations already contain a socialist 

critique 
of the ideas of the classics of economic theory. (The brilliant essay 

of 
the 

young Engels in the Deutsch-Franzosische ]ahrbucher had already 
appeared a little earlier.) And it is only this socialist criticism of capitalist 
economics and its scientific formulation in the works of the classics of 
economic theory that makes it 

possible 
to discover the real dialectical 

movement in the actual life of 
the 

economy, in the economic praxis of 
man. The rapid progress made by the young Marx and Engels in their 
study of the real dialectics of economic life soon laid the foundations for 
the criticism of the ideas which had sought to grasp that life: the classics 
of economic theory, on the one hand, and Hegel, on the other. 

Thus Marx's emphasis on 'externalization' as the central concept of the 
Phenomenology and of idealist dialectics in general was not the result of an 
arbitrary decision. Hegel's inspired guess on the basis of very incomplete 
knowledge of economics enabled him to see that 'externalization', alien
ation, was a fundamental fact of life and for that reason he put it in the 
centre of philosophy. Marx's critique of Hegel proceeds from a more 
profound and accurate grasp of the economic realities. That is to say, it was 
first necessary to gain an understanding of the fundamental facts of econ
omics on the basis of a socialist critique of the alienation oflabour under 
capitalism before it became possible to assess the rights and wrongs, the 
essential truths and the mystifications of Hegel's interpretation of them. 

The one-sidedness of Feuer bach's criticism of Hegel is due in great 
measure to the fact that he analysed and overcame Hegel's 'externaliza
tion' only in its ultimate philosophical consequences. He had no concep
tion whatever of the process that led from reality itself to the 

philosophical 
conception and that threw up such a contradictory reflec

tion in 
his 

philosophy. That is to say, he had no inkling of the connec
tions between economics and philosophy. Hence his criticism remained 
one-sided, incomplete and abstract. Hence, too, despite his materialist 
opposition to Hegel's idealism, he was not really able to overcome the 
limitations and defects of Hegel's thought, for these ultimately were 
social and not philosophical; as we shall see they were closely bound up 
with the nature of bourgeois society. 

The bond between economics and philosophy is, then, a profound 
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necessity: it is the precondition of any real refutation of Hegel's idealist 
dialectic and for any further advance. For that reason it would be super
ficial to imagine that Marx's concern with Hegel begins only in the last 
portion of the Manuscript which contains the critique of the Phenom
enology. The four preceding sections on economics, which do not 
expressly concern themselves with Hegel at all, are nevertheless the 
foundation on which that criticism is built: they provide the economic 
clarification of the real nature of alienation. We shall quote only a few of 
Marx's salient definitions. Marx takes as his point of departure the real 
facts of capitalist economics. He rejects every type of economic Robin
sonade out of hand. For the latter explain the division of labour, 
exchange, etc., just as theology explains the origin of evil by means of 
the Fall, i.e. by assuming the existence of the very thing whose origins it 
is supposed to explain. On the basis of an analysis of the actual facts of 
capitalist economics Marx gives this definition of alienation as it is 
created in the labour process: 

'This fact expresses merely that the object which labour pro
duces-labour's product--confronts it as something alien , as a power 
independent of the producer. The product oflabour is labour which has 
been embodied in an object, which has become material: it is the ob
jectification of labour. Labour's realization is its objectification. ln the 
sphere of political economy this realization oflabour appears as loss of 
realization for the workers; objectiftcation as loss of the object and 
bondage to it; appropriation as alienation, as externalization . . . .  All these 
consequences result from the fact that the worker is related to the pro
duct of his labour as to an alien object. '�6 

Hegel is not even mentioned here by name and no philosophical infe
rence is drawn from this economic analysis. But even a cursory glance is 
enough to reveal that these apparently descriptive remarks in fact con
tain a fundamental critique of Hegel's philosophy. For alienation is 
sharply distinguished from objective reality, from objectiftcation in the 
act oflabour. The latter is a characteristic of work in general and of the 
relation of human praxis to the objects of the external world; the former 
is a consequence of the social division of labour under capitalism, of the 
emergence of the so-called free worker who has to work with the means 
of production belonging to another and for whom, therefore, these 
means of production as well as his own product exist as an independent, 
alien power. 

Now when we examine the process of labour itself, this fundamental 
aspect of capitalist society appears to be doubly intensifted and concen
trated in the person of the worker. Marx emphasizes here above all, 

'the fact that labour is external to the worker, i.e. it does not belong to 
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his essential being; that in his work, therefore, he does not affirm him
self but denies himself, does not feel content but unhappy, does not 
develop freely his physical and mental energy but mortifies his body 
and ruins his mind. The worker therefore only feels himself outside 
his work, and in his work feels outside himself. He is at home when he 
is not working, and when he is working he is not at home. '  

This results in the inversion of all human values: 

'What is animal becomes human and what is human becomes animal. 
Certainly, eating, drinking, procreating, etc . ,  are also genuinely 
human functions. But abstractly taken, separated from the sphere of 
all other human activity and turned into sole and ultimate ends, they 
are animal functionsY 

In this way alienation permeates the entire subjective and objective rea
lity ofhuman life. Objectively, the product oflabour app�ars as an alien 
thing ruling over man; subjectively, the process of labour is a self
alienation corresponding to the alienation of the thing described above. 

From these premises, all of which without exception are the product 
of a close examination of economic realities, he comes to the following 
conclusions about the relation of the individual to the species in capitalist 
society: 

'In alienating from man ( 1 )  nature, and (2) himself, his own active 
functions, his life activity, alienated labour alienates the species from 
man . . . .  Firstly, it alienates the life of the species and individual life,  
and secondly it makes individual life in its abstract form the purpose 
of the life of the species, likewise in its abstract and alienated form. '18 

It is obvious that such insights into the alienation oflabour with all its 
human and social consequences could only be obtained through a social
ist criticism of capitalism. This circumstance enables us to appreciate the 
full implications of Marx's statement that Hegel does indeed stand on the 
heights of classical economic theory and that he has a genuine under
standing of work as the process by which man creates himself, but that he 
has no insight into the negative aspects of work in capitalist society since 
he only considers its 

positive 

sides. Marx's whole criticism of the funda
mental concepts of 

the 

Phenomenology is based on this assertion: since 
Hegel does not see the negative aspects of work, he becomes guilty of 
false distinctions and false syntheses, of the mystifications of idealism. 
The discovery of the true dialectics of labour in capitalist society is the 
precondition for a materialist critique of the philosophy which de
veloped a one-sided view oflabour and made it into the foundation of a 
general philosophy of the evolution of the human race. 

We have already referred to Marx's comment that Hegel's philosophy 
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contains a tendency towards an 'uncritical idealism' .  This 'uncritical 
idealism' is expressed-and here we are already poised at the centre of 
the critique of the Phenomenology-in Hegel's view of what philosophy 
is. Hegel speaks of' externalization' and its annulment by philosophy. He 
does not suspect, however, that the philosophy which is supposed to 
annul 'externalization' is itself an egregious instance of' externalization': 

' . . .  the philosophic mind is nothing but the alienated mind of the 
world thinking within its self-estrangement-i.e. , comprehending 
itself abstractly. Logic (mind's coin of the realm, the speculative or 
thought-value of man and nature--their essence grown totally indif
ferent to all real determinateness, and hence their unreal essence) is 
externalized thinking, and therefore thinking which abstracts from real 
man: abstract thinking. '19 

Hegel does not 
perceive 

this and by failing to notice that alienated 
thought is 

alienated 
and by regarding it, indeed, as the very instrument 

by which alienation can be annulled, he succumbs to an uncritical ideal
ism and turns the true pattern of alienation on its head. Consistently with 
this, Hegelian idealism identifies man with his self-consciousness. 

'All alienation of human essence is therefore nothing but alienation of 
self-consciousness. The alienation of self-consciousness is not regarded 
as an expression of the real alienation of the human being-its ex
pression reflected in the realm of knowledge and thought. Instead, the 
real alienation-that which 

appears 
real-is according to its inner

most, hidden nature (a nature 
first 

brought to light by philosophy) 
nothing but the manifestation of the estrangement of the real essence of 
man, of self-consciousness. The science which comprehends this is 
therefore called Phenomenology. All reappropriation of the alienated 
objective essence appears, therefore, as a process of incorporation 
into self-consciousness: The man who takes hold of his essential 
being is merely the self-consciousness which takes hold of objective 
essences. Return ·of the object into the self is therefore the reappro
priation of the object. 'Z1 

Marx's critical comments show succinctly how the false ident
ification of man and self-consciousness necessarily springs from a false 
view of alienation in society. On the subjective side, there is the mis
taken identification of man and self-consciousness demonstrated and 
cr�ticized 

by
_ 

M�rx; �n t�e objective side, there is the equation of alien- �:l��:l:';t/ 
anon and 

objectification 
tn general. 

-rnhis discussion of economics Marx, drawing on his knowledge of or, CJ Arthur 
the empirical evidence, distinguishes sharply between objectification in P 62 

work in general and the alienation of subject and object in the capitalist 
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form of work. Armed with this distinction he can expose Hegel's erron
eous equation. He proffers the following criticism of the method
ological foundations of the Phenomenology: 

'It is not the fact that the human being objectifies himself inhumanly, in 
opposition to himself, but the fact that he objectifies himself in distinction 
from and in opposition to abstract thinking, that constitutes the essence 
of the alienation and the thing to be superseded. '21 

Hegel's false problem, with which we are now thoroughly familiar 
from our discussion of the Phenomenology and its antecedents, is followed 

by _the_ 

e9ually false culmination of his philosophy in the annulment of

obJeCtivity: 'The task, therefore, is to surmount the object of consciousness. Objec
tivity as such is regarded as an alienated human relationship which does 
not correspond to the essence of man, to self-consciousness. The reappro
priation of the objective essence of man, begotten in the form of alien
ation as something alien, therefore not only as the annulment of 
alienation, but of objectivity as well. Man, that is to say, is regarded as a 
non-objective, spiritual being. '22 

We can see quite clearly here how the false idealist problem with its 
equally false idealist solution springs necessarily from Hegel's no less 
necessarily one-sided and incomplete interpretation of capitalist society. 
It is no less clear that this, the highest form of idealist dialectics, can only 
be wholly superseded if and when a socialist critique of capitalist econ
omics has been rendered practicable by the emergent possibility of a real 
annulment of capitalist alienation. 

Marx now goes on to oppose a materialist theory of objectivity to the 
idealist theory of the annulment of objectivity. It must be noted right 
away, and we shall return to it later, that Marx's materialist theory 
explains both capitalist alienation and its annulment and for that reason is 
in a position to give a more complete and comprehensive refutation of 
Hegel's idealism than was Feuerbach. Since Feuerbach had paid no heed 
to this social problem he failed to register the valid aspects of the Hegel
ian theory and furthermore he fell into the same errors as Hegel himself, 
though starting from an opposed point of view. The quintessence of 
Marx's materialist theory of objectivity is as follows: 

'Whenever real, corporeal man, man with his feet firmly on the solid 
ground, man exhaling and inhaling all the forces of nature, establishes 
his real, objective essential powers as alien objects by his externaliza
tion, it is not the act of positing which is the subject in this process: it is 
the subjectivity of objective essential powers, whose action, therefore, 
must also be something objective. An objective being acts objectively, 
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and he would not act objectively if the objective did not reside in the 
very nature of his being. He creates or establishes only objects, because 
he is established by objects-because at bottom he is nature. In the act 
of establishing, therefore, this objective being does not fall from his 
state of "pure activity" into a creating of the object; on the contrary, 
his objective product only confirms his objective activity, establishin_g his 
activity as the activity of an objective, natural being . . . .  To be objec
tive, natural and sensuous, and at the same time to have object nature 
and sense outside oneself, or oneself to be object, nature and sense for 
a third party, is one and the same thing . . . .  An unobjective being is a 
nullity-an un-being. 'Zl 

Thus Marx's materialist criticism of Hegel's idealism is based on his 
account of the real premises of human thought and human praxis, as 
opposed to the alleged absence of premises in absolute idealism. The 
comparison also exposes the real premises of absolute idealism. In this 
sense, too, then, materialist dialectics are the truth of objective idealism. 
They not only annihilate it critically, but also deduce the source of its 
mistakes and use this discovery to clear the way for its real supersession, 
i.e. to an annulment which also conserves its essential and valid insights. 
By opposing the real premises of philosophy, the real facts of existence 
(of nature, economics and history) to the mystifted premises of objective 
idealism, and by inferring the correct philosophical conclusions from the 
accurate dialectical reflection of these facts, Marx reveals that both 
the 'uncritical idealism' and the 'uncritical positivism' of Hegel are the 
necessary consequence ofhis social existence. It then becomes plain 'of its 
own accord' how and why Hegel was able to work within the frame
work of these idealist mystiftcations and to make so many distoveries not 
just about economics and history but also about the dialectical laws of 
objective reality in general; it becomes plain, in short, how Hegelian 
dialectics were able to serve as the immediate prototype of materialist 
dialectics. The decisive factor, as we have observed, was that Hegel 
tho�ght of work as the self-creating process of man, of the human 
spectes. 

It is on the basis of this recognition that Marx formulates his most pen
etrating criticism, focusing unerringly on the points at which Hegel's 
insights are distorted by the mystical form in which they appear. We 
have already quoted Marx's criticism that the .course of history is really 
only an apparent movement in Hegel. Our point then was that the 
annulment of objectivity in absolute knowledge had the consequence 
that the Hegelian 'bearer' of history, the absolute spirit, did not really 
make history as Hegel imagined, but only seemed to do so. Proceeding 
from the criticism of Hegel's theory of objectivity Marx now mounts a 
frontal attack on the mystiftcations in the entire theory of a 'bearer' of 
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history, which is itself the foundation of the idealist mystification of his
tory itself. 

'This process must have a bearer, a subject. But the subject first 
emerges as a result. This result-the subject knowing itelf as absolute 
self-consciousness-is therefore God--absolute spirit-the self-knowing 
and self-manifesting idea. Real man and real nature become mere predi
cates�ymbols of this esoteric, unreal man and of this unreal nature. 
Subject and predicate are therefore related to each other in absolute 
reversal-a mystical subject-object or a subjectivity reaching beyond the 
object-the absolute subject as a process, as subject alienating itself and 
returning from alienation into itself, but at the same time retracting 
this alienation into itself, and the subject as this process; a pure restless 
revolving within itself.24 

Real history, according to Hegel, is thus made to depend on an ab
stract, imaginary, mystificatory 'bearer' which, it goes without saying, 
can only 'make' history in an abstract, imaginary, mystificatory fashion. 
The real process, the real determinants of the process can only," as it were, 
sneak in through the back door. The fact that they dominate the particu
lar, concrete stages of history is what creates that contradictory image 
which we have now analysed at length. 

More than a decade later, Marx returns to the same question, no longer 
in the context of a critique of the Phenomenology, but instead as part of a 

comprehensive 
assessment of the philosophical foundations of Hegel's 

idealism 
as a whole. In the great Introduction to the Contribution to the 

Critique of Political Economy Marx analyses the various complementary 
and interconnected modes of reflecting, of coming to grips with objec
tive reality, and in the course of his discussion he compares the real, 
materialist approach with Hegelian illusions: 

'The concrete concept is concrete because it is a synthesis of many de
finitions, thus representing the unity of diverse aspects. It appears, 
therefore, in reasoning as a summing-up, a result, and not as the start
ing-point, although it is the real point of origin, and thus also the 
point of origin of perception and imagination. The first procedure 
attenuates meaningful images to abstract defmitions, the second leads 
from abstract definitions by way of reasoning .to the reproduction of 
the concrete situation. Hegel accordingly conceived the illusory idea 
that the real world is the result of thinking which causes its own syn
thesis, its own deepening and its own movement; whereas the method 
of advancing from the abstract to the concrete is simply the way in 
which thinking assimilates the concrete and reproduces it as a con
crete mental category. This is, however, by no means the process of 
evolution of the concrete world itself. '25 
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This then is Marx's critique ofHegel in its maturest form. 
This comprehensive analysis of Hegel's conception of alienation 

makes it possible for Marx to provide a materialist critique of that other 
fundamental concept, supersession. Once again, it is important to bear in 
mind that when Marx subjects idealist dialectics to criticism and tran
scends it critically, importing its valuable elements into materialist dia
lectics, he rs exclusively concerned with idealism in Its Hegelian form. 
Thus in the problem under discussion Marx utterly ignores Schellmg's 
defmition of 'supersession' :  the destruction of the annulled determi
nations, their annihilation through their elevation into the absolute. Nor 
does he so much as mention the Kantian variant of agnostic antinomy. 
Marx regards Hegelian dialectics as the complete and definitive answer 
to all earlier versions. Accordingly it is with the Hegelian conception 
that he takes issue, i.e. with that highest form of 'supersession' in which 
the annulled determinations are not simply negated but also conserved at 
a higher level, a 'supersession' in which otherness is not annihilated in the 
absolute but finds its existence and its relative justification respected. 
Hegel's defmition of 'externalizatron', unlike that of Schelling, has a 
positive connotation since it creates objectivity and it is this that Marx 
takes as his 

point 
of departure, taking it as read that the discussions of 

Hegel with 
his 

predecessors had been resolved in Hegel's favour. Marx 
goes on to examine the defects of Hegel's version of 'supersession' and 
comes to this conclusion: 

'On the other hand, says Hegel, there is here at the same time this 
other moment, that consciousness has just a� much annulled and re
absorbed this externalization and objectivity, being thus at home in its 
other-being as such . 

'In this discussion are brought together all the ilhisions of specula
tion. 

'First of all, consciousness, self-consciousness is at home in its other 
being as such . . . .  This implies for one thing that consciousness (know

ing 
as knowing, thinking as thinking) pretends to be directly the 

other 
of itself-to be the world of sense, the real world, life . . . .  This 

aspect is contained herein, inasmuch as mere consciousness takes 
offense not at alienated objectivity, but at objectivity as such . 

'Secondly, this implies that self-conscious man, in so far as he has 
recognized and annulled and superseded the spiritual world (or his 
world's spiritual, general mode ofbeing) as self-alienation, neverthe
less again confirms this in its alienated shape and passes it off as his true 
mode of being-re-establishes it, and pretends to be at home in his 
other-being as such . Thus, for instance, after annulling and superseding 
religion, after recognizmg religion to be a product of self-alienation, 
he yet fmds conftrmation of himself in religion as religion. Here is the 
root of Hegel's false positivism, or of his merely apparent cnticism: 
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this is what Feuerbach designated as the positing, negating and re
establishing of religion or 

theology-but 

it has to be grasped in more 
general terms. Thus reason is at 

home 

in unreason as unreason. The 
man who has recognized that he is leading an alienated life in politics, 
law, etc., is leading his true human life in this alienated life as such. 
Self-affirmation, in contradiction with itself-in contradiction both 
with the knowledge of and with the essential being of the object-is 
thus true knowledge and life. 

'There can therefore no longer be any question of an act of accom
modation on Hegel's part vis-tl-vis religion, the state, etc. ,  since this lie 
is the lie ofhis principle. '26 

Here, then, we have the profoundest criticism precisely of Hegel's 
most positive and signiftcant ideas. Marx exposes the ultimate philo
sophical implications of Hegel's position vis-a-vis capitalist society in so 
far as these are reflected in the abstract problems arising from the dialec
tical structure of his philosophy. We have ourselves drawn attention to 
some of these contradictions and have shown how they have their roots 
in the society ofhis age, as well as in his attitude towards it. Now we see 
the purely philosophical consequences to which these social contradic
tions had to lead and did lead in actual fact. Now, too, we can see that all 
criticism of Hegel's ambiguous stance on problems of religion, the state, 
etc., that was based on a dualism between his esoteric and exoteric philo
sophy was bound to miss the central problems. This is so regardless of the 
fact that subjectively, as we saw, Hegel was from time to time not un
aware of such a cleavage in his thought; for the contradictions, the prob
lematic nature of his philosophy, reach into the very centre even of his 
exoteric ideas. Of course, it is and will remain for the student of the his
tory of philosophy to establish where, when and how in particular ques
tions Hegel made any concessions to the society of his day. But any such 
historical analysis must make it quite clear that whatever answers it 
comes up with, will not touch the central issue of the problematic nature 
of the Hegelian dialectic.27 

The profundity of Marx's criticism is apparent from the way in which 
it moves from the problems of actual life to the most abstract questions of 
the Hegelian dialectics, solves them finally in terms of dialectical materi
alism and then moves on at once, fmding an immediate connection with 
the 

problems 

of real life. What we are concerned with here is the central 

problem 

of the whole philosophy of Hegel, what Engels called the con
tradiction between method and system. 

This contradiction embraces further contradictory attitudes on the 
question ofhuma., progress and, specifically, on the question of the pos
ition of capitalism in history in general, and in German history in par
ticular. The question of supersession is on the one hand one of the 
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ultimate and most abstract components of the dialectic, but on the other 
hand it is of the greatest importance for his philosophy of history and so
ciety. The mixture of progressive and reactionary tendencies in Hegel 
crystallizes out in the contradictions contained in the dialectical process 
of supersession, contradictions which have been analysed and criticized 
by Marx in the passages just quoted. 

The socialist critique of 'externalization' has exposed the real alien
ation contamed in the capitalist form of work, an alienation that has to 
be annulled in reality. Expressing this critique in general philosophical 
terms, we see that since the Hegelian concept of' externalization' implies 
that consciousness is at home in its other-being as such, it eo ipso contains 
an important reactionary element, a vindication of what exists even if it 
has been overcome historically. The fact that Hegel also exhibits the 
opposite tendency and repeatedly follows it up simply conftrms the 
accuracy of Marx's and Engels' diagnosis of an indissoluble contradic
tion between system and method. 

This contradiction and the tendencies contained within it played a 
crucial role in the great ideological debates of the 1 840s which prepared 
the ground for democratic revolution. What we find there are two dif
ferent interpretations of Hegel's views, both of which lead to political 
passivity, to the non-comprehension of the concrete problems of the 
democratic revolution and beyond that-in theory--of revolution in 
general. The general significance of these problems far exceeds the 
importance of the debates of the I 84os, for the misconceptions we are 
concerned with are rooted in capitalism and it is only their intellectual 
form that is determined by the arguments surrounding Hegel's view of 
dialectical supersession. The first of these views is the direct continuation 
of Hegelian idealism; it involves the further subjectivization, the exag
geration of Hegel's idealistic misconceptions by the Young Hegelians. 
The other tendency arises from the epistemologically correct but abstract 
and one-sided critique.ofHegel's supersession by Feuer bach himself. 

Let us begin with the first position. Since, according to Hegel, 'exter
nalization' is ultimately the 'externalization' of consciousness, it ought to 
be superseded 

exclusively 
by consciousness, within consciousness. In Hegel 

himself the identity 
of 

absolute knowledge and the philosopher who 
possesses it remained in the half-light. His objectivism prevented him 
from making this identity into a simple personal union. But the 

tendency was nevertheless implicit in his position. Once again it was 
Heinrich Heine who with irony and self-irony took the matter to its logical con

clusion: 

'I was never an abstract thinker and I accepted the synthesis of Hegel's 
doctrine without questioning it, since its consequences flattered my 
conceit. I was young and proud and it pleased my vanity when I 
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learned from Hegel that the God residing in Heaven was not God, as 
my grandmother imagined, but that I living here on earth, was He. '28 

What Heine said ironically was taken up in Bruno Bauer's 
Philosophy of Self-Consciousness and turned into a philosophical and political 

doctrine which exercised a dangerous and pernicious influence on the left
wing German intelligentsia, as well as on the emergent proletarian party 
(via the detour of'True Socialism') . 

If we examine Marx's penetrating criticism of Bauer's view in The 
Holy Family, we can see how it grows directly out of his criticism of 
Hegel's view of 'supersession'. We should note, however, that Bauer's 
intellectual arrogance, his overweening contempt for the action of the 
masses in history is something that has grown out of Hegel's philosophy 
and his view of history, but it appears in Bauer without Hegel's import
ant progressive and realistic tendencies and instead it takes Hegel's ideal
ism to an extreme of subjectivity.  Marx discusses Bauer's views in these 
terms: 

'The enemies of progress outside the mass are precisely those 
products 

of 
self-debasement, self-rejection and self-alienation of the mass 

which 
have 

been endowed with independent being and a life of their own, The 
mass therefore rises against its own deficiency when it rises against the 
independently existing products of its self-debasement just as man, turn
ing against the existence of God, turns against his own religiosity. But as 
those practical self-alienations of the mass exist in the real world in an 
external way, the mass must fight them in an external way. It must by 
no means consider these products of its self-alienation as mere ideal 
fancies, mere externalizations of self-consciousness, and must not wish to 
abolish material alienation by a purely inward spiritual action. As early 
as 1789 Loustalot'sjournal gave the motto: 

The great appear great in our eyes 
Only because we kneel. 
Let us rise ! 

'But to rise it is not 
enough 

to do so in thought and to leave hanging 
over our real sensual head 

the 
real palpable yoke that cannot be subti

lized away with ideas. Yet Absolute Criticism has at least learnt from 
Hegel's Phenomenology the art of changing real objective chains that 
exist outside me into mere ideal, mere subjective chains existing in me, and 
thus to change all exterior palpable struggles into pure struggles of 
thought. '29 

It is not necessary to provide further evidence in support of the prop
osition that Bauer's ideology grows out of Hegel's 'externalization' and 
its supersession. Nor of the political danger inherent in such views, to say 
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nothing of the persistence of the ideology of passivity among an arrogant 
intelligentsia in capualist societies, an ideology which endures to this 
day, though of course it has long ceased to base itself on Hegelian philo
sophy. But Hegelianism does lend itself to such use, as we can see not just 
from the history of the I 84os but also--and in particular! y extreme and 
grotesque forms-in the neo-Hegelianism of the Imperialist age. 

To turn to the second form, viz. Feuerbach's critique of the Hegelian 
dialectic, it is important to consider Marx's attitude. Marx thinks that 
what was important and original in Feuerbach's analysis was that he 
showed how Hegel's supersession in fact entailed the reinstatement of 
what had been superseded. We have already quoted the crucial passage 
from his critique in another context (p . .5 I 8() Marx praised Feuer bach 
for proving that Hegel's philosophy amounted to a reinstatement of re
ligion. Furthermore, he admired Feuerbach's advance to a true materi
alism and, lastly, his critique of supersession, of the negation of negation. 
We shall confme ourselves to this latter point. Feuer bach was right 

'in opposing to the negation of the negation, which claims to be the 
absolute positive, the self-supporting positive, positively based on 
itself. '30 

This positive represents the priority of existence over consciousness. Ac
cording to Feuerbach the process of supersession in Hegel's dialectic 
inverts the relation of existence to consciousness. He goes on to show 
how this idealist inversion leads to the reinstatement of religion by philo
sophy. Marx summarizes Feuerbach's position in this way: 

'Feuer bach thus conceives the negation of the negation only as a con
tradiction of 

philosophy 
with itself-as the philosophy which affirms 

theology (the 
transcendental, 

etc.) after having denied it and which it 
therefore affirms in opposition to itself. 'Jt 

Marx accepts this, the materialist side of Feuer bach's criticism, but he 
immediately qualifies his praise by pointing out its one-sidedness. This 
consists, on the one hand, in the fact that Feuer bach treats 'externaliza
tion' purely as a philosophical problem so that he too sticks fast in ab
straction (cf. Marx's and Engels' later criticism of the abstractness of 
Feuerbach's 'man') . On the other hand, Feuerbach's materialist view of 
reality is not dialectical so that he overlooks Hegel's real insights because 
of their idealist form and so rejects the whole of Hegel's dialectic, the 
good along with the bad. Thus as Marx emphasizes in the last quotation, 
Feuerbach can only see the weaknesses of Hegel's idealism in the nega
tion of the negation, 'which he directly and immediately confronts with 
the position of sense-certainty based on itself. 

Feuerbach's self-imposed restriction to epistemology is t�e �ource of 
his abstractness; the direct, conscious exclusion of all med1at1ons does 
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away with Hegel's dialectics as well as his idealism. This is why Feuer
bach ignores the most important and crucial determinations of Hegel's 
philosophy. Marx adds: 

'But because Hegel has conceived the negation of the negation, from 
the point of view of the positive relation inherent in it, as the true and 
only positive, and from the point of view of the negative relation 
inherent in it as the only true act and self-realizing act of all being, he 
has only found the abstract, logical, speculative expression for the move
ment of history; which is not yet the real history of man�f man as a 
given subject, but only man's act of creation-the story of man's 
origin. '3Z 

Thus the socialist criticism of capitalism discerns in Hegel's Phenom
enology some of the essential and correct definitions of the process that 
Marx was later to call the 'pre-history' of mankind. Feuerbach, 
however, is no less imprisoned within the horizon of the bourgeoisie 
than 

Hegel, 
albeit from a very different standpoint, and so he can only 

deal 
with 

Hegel's thought in terms of an absolute Either/Or. In his 
account of the 

Phenomenology, 
Marx refers to a number of passages where 

Hegel correctly 
understood 

certain 
specific 

features of the 'pre-history' 
of mankind. And he shows, further, 

that 
although the concepts of alien

ation and supersession are distorted by idealism and given a reactionary 
colouring in Hegel, they are not utterly false, as Feuerbach believed, but 
are a one-sided reflection of reality, deformed and inhibited by the capi
talist perspective, whose correct intuitions, however, were worthy of 
preservation: 

'The Phenomenology is, therefore, a hidden and mystifying criti
cism--still to itself obscure; but inasmuch as it grasps steadily man's 
alienation, even though man only appears in the shape of mind, there 
lie concealed in it all the elements of criticism, already prepared and 
elaborated in a manner often rising far above the Hegelian standpoint. 
The Unhappy Consciousness, the Honest Consciousness, the struggle 
of the Noble and Base Consciousness, etc. etc.,-these separate sec
tions contain, but as yet in an alienated form, the critical elements of 
whole spheres such as religion, the state, civil life, etc. 'l3 

Thus Marx's really 
comprehensive 

criticism ofHegel's dialectic grows 
into a criticism of 

Feuerbach's 
one-sided and myopic judgement of 

Hegel, and that leads to a criticism ofFeuerbach's metaphysical materi
alism and of his rejection of dialectics. The point of interest to us is that in 
the debates of the 1 84os the Feuerbachian critique of Hegel's idealism had 
very dangerous political repercussions. For although Feuerbach's cri
tique of the negation of the negation is based on the immediate sensuous
ness of material life, he is unable to grasp the dialectical movement 
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within that material life. As Marx points out in the Theses on Feuerbach he 
is unable to comprehend sensuousness in its practical implications. 

'The chief defect of all hitherto existing materialism (that of Feuer
bch included) is that the thing, reality, sensuousness, is conceived 
only in the form ot the object or of contemplation ,  but not as sensuous 
human activity, practice, not subjectively. Hence, in contradistinction to 
materialism, the active side was developed abstractly by ideal
ism-which of course does not know real, sensuous activity as such. 
Feuerbach wants sensuous objects, really distinct from the thought 
objects, but he does not conceive human activity itself as objective ac
tivity. Hence, in Das Wesen des Christenthums, he regards the theor
etical attitude as the only genuine human attitude, while practice is 
conceived and f1xed only in its dirty-Jewish manifestation. Hence he 
does not grasp the significance of "revolutionary", of "practic
al-critical" activity. 'J4 

This makes it very clear that the analysis of economic concepts, the 
precise distinction between objectivity and alienation in human praxis 
prepared the ground for a critique not only of Hegel's idealism but also 
ofFeuerbach 's mechanical materialism. 

It is important to give a brief account of the implications of 
Feuerbach's position in the ideological and political struggles of the 
1 840s. Engels has provided a clear defmition (and trenchant criticism) of 
the crucial aspect of Feuer bach 1-s stance vis-a-vis the real world. He 
quotes the following passage from Feuer bach's Philosophy of the Future: 

'Existence is not a general concept which can be separated from 
things . . . .  Existence is the positing of essence. My 

essence is my exist-
ence . . . .  Even language identifies existence and essence. Only in 
human life is existence divorced from essence--but only in exceptional, 

unhappy 
cases; it happens that a person's essence is not in the place 

where he exists, but just because of this division his soul is not truly in 
the place where the body really is. You are there only where your 
heart is ! But all things--apart from abnormal cases-are glad to be in the 
place where they are, and are glad to be what they are. '35 

Engels then delivers the following scathing commentary on this pas
sage, drawing out the necessary political implications, implications cer
tainly unwelcome to Feuerbach who subjectively was a sincere 
revolutionary democrat, but which flow inevitably from his liquidation 
of the Hegelian dialectic, from the elimination of all mediating determi
nations and relations, from his return to immediacy-all of which 
reflects the fact that he was unable to overcome his built-in preconcep
tions and look the economic and social realities of capitalism squarely in 
the face. Objectively, as Engels shows, his blindness on this score could 
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have the effect of turning him into apologist for reactionary conditions. 

'A fine panegyric upon the existing state of things. Exceptional cases 
and a few abnormal cases apart, when you are seven years old you are 
glad to become a door-keeper in a coal-mine and to remain alone in 
the dark for fourteen hours a day, and because it is your existence, 
therefore it is also your essence . . . .  It is your "essence" to be subser
vient to a branch oflabour. '36 

Engels' criticism helps to explain why the radical and sometimes even 
socialist intellectuals of the 1 840s who looked to Feuerbach to provide 
them with a 

philosophical 

foundation for their political radicalism, were 
as 

unsuccessful 

as those who attempted to use Hegel for the same pur
poses. A close examination of Feuerbach's position would reveal that 
such conscious or unconscious apologias for the existing order of things 
on the basis of the immediate philosophical identity of existence and 
essence have-mutatis mutandis--<:ontinued to 

play 

a 

part 

in the defence 
of reactionary conditions and still do so today 

long after 

Feuerbach and 
quite independently ofhim. 

It was necessary to point to the political consequences of the ideo
logical conflicts of the 1 840s to make it clear how Marx's criticism of 

Hegel's 

idealist dialectics grows out of the socialist critique of capitalism 

and 

into the preparatory phase of the I 848 Revolution, and beyond that 
to all the democratic and proletarian revolutions of the future. The in
ternal movement of Marx's criticism shows how wrong it would be to 
consider these problems purely as problems of philosophy even in Hegel. 
Not the least of Feuerbach's defects is that his approach to Hegel was 
confmed to the purely epistemological and philosophical plane while the 
dialectical interaction of such problems with the problems of 

society, 

of 
man's social and economic praxis, were as good as non-existent for 

him. The superiority of Hegel's philosophy over Feuerbach's (in a certain 
sense, in certain areas)---despite his idealism-is precisely that Hegel did 
strive, if often in vain, to make these connections the basis of his dialec
tics. It is for this reason that his dialectics is a watershed in the history of 
philosophy: it is the highest form of idealist dialectics and so of bourgeois 
philosophy in general and hence it is the mediating link capable of form
ing a direct connection with dialectical materialism. 

Lenin was not able to consult the Marxian Manuscripts which we have 
now discussed at length and so could not know of the connections estab
lished there between economics and dialectics in the course of his cri
tique of Hegel. Nevertheless, he had a clear view of what these 
connections entailed. We have already quoted his comment that there 
was a direct link between Marx and Hegel (p. 352). His remark insists on 
a point that was wholly neglected during the period of the Second Inter
national even though Marx and Engels lost no opportunity-in prefaces, 
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comments and letters, etc.-to draw attention to the importance of 
Hegel and to urge the study of his 

philosophy 
as an indispensable 

prerequisite for the understanding 
dialectical 

materialism. These 
exhortations were utterly ignored by the most important and honest 

theoreticians of the period. Not even Plekhanov who, unlike Mehring 
and Lafargue, had made an intensive study of Hegel, had the least idea of 
the connections, the profound methodological links between economics 
and dialectics. 

Following Marx, Lenin was the first to re-establish them. It would be a 
gross over-simplification to imagine that Lenin's critical commentary of 
Hegel's Logic should be confined to epistemology in the narrower sense. 
Even when he is talking about problems of knowledge Lenin is always 
concerned, as we saw in his remarks on teleology, with the great, univer
sal perspectives of Marxism. In his critical comments on Hegel, there
fore, he continually returns to this decisive question. 

We shall illustrate this briefly, confming ourselves to a few ofLenin's 
most important statements: 

'It is impossible completely to understand Marx's Capital, and especi
ally its first chapter, without having thoroughly studied and under
stood the whole of Hegel 's Logic. Consequently, half a century later 
none of the Marxists understood Marx! ! 'TI 

And elsewhere: 

'If Marx did not leave behind him a Logic (with a capital letter) , he did 
leave the logic of Capital, and this ought to be utilized to the full in this 
question [i.e. the question of dialectics-G.L.] .  In Capital, Marx 
applied to a single science logic, dialectics and the theory of knowl
edge of materialism (three words are not needed: it is one and the 
same thing) which has taken everything valuable in Hegel and 
developed it further. '38 

These comments are to be found, characteristically enough, in the 
midst ofLenin's analysis of the plan of Hegel's dialectics and they are fol
lowed, no less characteristically, by his observations on Marx's dialecti
cal application of the categories of economics in Capital. Lenin thus 
demonstrates, as Marx had done before him, how philosophical prob
lems are to be tackled and solved in dialectical materialism. The 'Lenin 
period' of philosophical development initiated by Stalin ought to extend 
these methods to every aspect of philosophy so that philosophical praxis 
will finally be able to eradicate the traditions of the Second Inter
national. 

The 'Lenin period' of philosophy must also devote itself to the prob
lems of history, it goes without saying. The present study was designed 
to make a contribution to this aspect. It aimed to explore the impact of 
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the contradictions of capitalist society on the highest expression of bour
geois philosophy, on Hegel's idealist dialectics. We hoped to show this 
connection in all its social and philosophical complexity, and in particu
lar to reveal how the origins and development of the dialectic were in
fluenced by the intellectual reflection of these contradictions in the 
classical economic theory of England and by their actual explosion in the 
French Revolution. Moreover, we have been concerned to show the ef
fects-for good and evil-that resulted from the circumstance that these 
French and English events, both real and ideological, were brought to
gether into a dialectical method and an idealist system in the mind of a 
man living in the socially and economically backward nation of 
Germany. 

Only this approach has enabled us to treat the relation between Hegel 
and his predecessors in a manner that could dispense with the schematic 
method, the violations and factual distortions current in bourgeois histo
ries of philosophy, traces of which are not uncommon in the treatment of 
such questions by Marxists. We believe that we have been able to show 
that both Hegel's independence of his important contemporaries and 
forerunners and also his involuntary agreement with them are to be ex
plained in terms of these problems of the nature of society. 

This is not merely an historical question, not merely an issue of 
importance to the so-called Hegel scholars (even though they have 
become important and topical in consequence of the recent Fascist and 
Fascistoid distortions of history) . An understanding of the real causes of 
the greatness and the limitations of the Hegelian dialectic also results in 
the clarification of the relation ofMarx to Hegel, and the concretization 
of the historical heritage ofHegelianism as critically sifted and preserved 
in Marxism. For if one thing is clear, it is that Marx was always con
cerned with the real Hegel. In the midst ofhis polemics he always makes a 
clear distinction between Hegel with all his limitations, and whatever his 
disciples and followers have made ofhim. Between Marx's criticism and 
our age there lies almost a century whose 'achievement' in this respect 
consists in the distortion of our image of the real Hegel, a distortion 
which up to now has not been made good in any Marxist study of Hegel 
or any attempt to excavate the real Hegel from the rubble. The ideas 
with which even the majority of philosophically educated readers ap
proach Hegel are, even without their knowing it, profoundly influenced 
by these bourgeois falsifications. And the far-reaching implications of 
the critical comments of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin can only be 
properly understood and utilized if we know tht; real object of their criti
cism, i.e. if we know the real Hegel. 

Only in the context of this situation can the philosophical significance of 
Hegel's economic studies and ideas become fully apparent. Contradic
tory and imperfect though Hegel's views may have been, and we have 
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analysed the contradictions inherent in them at length, it is undoubtedly 
no accident that the man who completed the edifice of idealist dialectics 
was the only philosopher of the age to have made a serious attempt to get 
to grips with the economic str�ctur� of capitalist soc�ety. Rather is it th

_
e 

case that the specific form of dialectics evolved by him grew out of his 
preoccupation with the problems of capitalism and of economics. 

We repeat: the mere form of a unity of opposites, of contradictions, 
can be found everywhere in the modern era from Nicholas of Cusa and 
Giordano Bruno onwards. But as far as the decisive questions of dialectics 
are concerned, even Schelling's philosophy, the most highly developed 
philosophy of dialectics before Hegel, does not really advance matters 
further than they. The speciftcally Hegelian categories, whose emer
gence and problematic nature we have studied, were the first to elabor
ate the essential determinations to the point where the materialist 
dialectics of Marx could take over--criticizing Hegel and turning him 
the right way up, but nevertheless taking up directly where he had left off. 
The unique importance of Marx's critique of Hegel consists in the fact 
that it locates the achievement and the limitations ofhis dialectics in the 
accuracy and the defects ofhis grasp of the contradictions and the laws of 
motion of capitalist society and its economics. 

Only from this vantage-point can Hegel's historical achievement be 
seen for what it is. Every thinker is, as Hegel remarks, the child of his 
age; as such he takes up where his predecessors left off. But if we wish to 
establish the greatness and the achievement of a thinker we must enquire 
how far he was dependent on his predecessors for the methods and the 
substance ofhis thought and how far he was able to test them against rea
lity and develop them further, in short, we must determine to what 
extent his thought is based on reality and to what extent he remains 
bound by the philosophical traditions and horizons ofhis predecessors. 

This is the qualitative distinction between Fichte and Schelling on the 
one hand and Hegel on the other (to say nothing of the lesser thinkers of 
the age, who, however, are themselves real giants when put by the side 
of the so-called 'great' minds of contemporary bourgeois philosophy) .  
Obviously, the philosophies ofFichte and Schelling were determined by 
objective social reality, both in their assumptions and in their general 
lines. Philosophically speaking, however, they remain imprisoned 
within the framework of Kantianism, and even though Schelling, for 
instance, takes the step from subjective to objective idealism he remains 
unable to break out of that framework; all he can do is try new combin
ations within it, and although he declares his intentions of going beyond 
Kant, his real advance is proclaimed and asserted rather than genuinely 
realized in philosophical terms. 

Hegel is the only philosopher of the period following Kant to make a 
truly original approach to the problems of the age. We have explored his 
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early beginnings in detail and have seen how all the problems of dialec
tics grew out of his reflections on the two great world-historical facts of 
the age: the French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution in Eng
land. Only in the course of the concrete elaboration of his system did 
Hegel begin to take issue with his predecessors. Moreover, right from 
the start, his preoccupation with them was critical, bursting the frame
work of the Kantian system. Similarities with his forerunners can be 
found only occasionally, where the social condition of Germany forced 
his thought into narrow-minded and even philistine channels. 

Historically, only one figure may be placed on a par with Hegel : 
Goethe. It is not just a coincidence that the 

preparatory 
stages of the 

Phenomenology provide evidence of a long and 
detailed 

preoccupat10n
with Goethe s Faust. Both works express a similar aspiration: to provide 
an encyclopaedic account of the development of the mankind to the 
point reached in the present, and to portray that development in its 
immanent movement, in terms of its own laws. It was not for nothing 
that Pushkin referred to Faust as an 'Iliad of the modern world' and 
Schelling's witty description of his philosophy of spirit as the homecom
ing of spirit, as an 'Odyssey of the spirit' is an epithet better applied to the 

Phenomenology 
than to any work ofSchelling's. 

Goethe 
and 

Hegel lived at the beginning of the last great tragic period 
of bourgeois development. Both could see the insoluble contradictions 
ofbourgeois society opening up on the horizon, both could see how his
tory was creating an abyss between the individual and the species. The1r 
greatness lay, on the one hand, in their fearless confrontation of these 
contradictions and in their efforts to express them at the highest level of 
philosophy or poetry. On the other hand, they both lived at the begin
ning of the period so that both were able-though not always without 
artificiality or inconsistency-to create lasting images of the generic 
experience of mankind and the development of man's generic con
sciousness, images which were comprehensive and large in scope, yet 
penetrating and true in detail. In this respect, Wilhelm Meister and Faust 
are documents of man's development which are just as immortal as the 
Phenomenology, the Logic and the Encyclopaedia. Of course, these pro
found affinities should not blind us to their differences: Goethe was 
much more at home in nature than was Hegel, he was closer to materi
alism, but equally he was unable to respond to some of Hegel's most 
important dialectical discoveries. A detailed history of the epoch would 
have to deal fully with these differences. They are of the greatest 
importance since only when they have been clarified will it be possible 
to obtain a really clear picture of the internal contradictions in the pro
gressive currents of the period. 

For our purposes, however, it is enough to establish the parallel be
tween the two men. We do not need to chart in detail the complex 
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dialectic that made Goethe's treatment of the problems of capitalist so
ciety partly more realistic and perceptive about the future, partly less 
dialectical and less sensitive to contradictions than Hegel's. It is enough 
for us to point out that fundamental to them both was the principle of 
human labour as the key to the self-creation of man. This idea appears as 
early as the Prometheus Fragment of the young Goethe, though not yet 
in a consciously economic form and-revealingly, from the point of 
view of the differences between Goethe and Hegel-with a marked 
anti-religious bias. In Goethe's greatest works, however, the self
creation of man through work is closely connected with the relation of 
man to capitalist society and ends in a humanist critique of capitalism. 
This critique does not lose sight of the idea of human progress for a single 
instant and so prefers to move 'amidst the manure of the contradictions' 
than to make concessions to any reactionary romanticism. It would be 
ridiculous and pedantic to attempt to draw any mechanical parallels be
tween Goethe's literary works and the philosophy of Hegel. But the 
road on which Goethe discovers his Faust or Wilhelm Meister is, broadly 
speaking, the same as that of the spirit in Hegel's Phenomenology .39 
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Appendix : the text of the fragment in French attributed to 
Hegel 

The text ofHegel's French fragment: [see p .  44-5 ] 

'Dans la monarchie le peuple ne fut une puissance active, que pour le 
moment du combat. Comme une armee soldee il devoit garder les 
rangs non seulement dans le feu du combat meme, mais aussitot apres 
la victoire rentrer dans une parfaite obeissance. Notre experience est 
accoutumee, de voir une masse d'hommes armes entrer, au mot 
d 'ordre, dans une furie reg lee du carnage et dans les loteries de mort et 
de vie, et sur un meme mot rentrer dans le calme. On le demanda la 
meme chose d'un peupie, qui s'est arme lui-meme. Le mot d'ordre 
etoit la liberte, l '  ennemie la tyrannie, le commandement en chef une 
constitution, la subordination 1' obeissance envers ses represantants. 
Mais il y a bien de la diffhence entre Ia passivite de la subordination 
militaire et la fougue d'une insurrection; entre l'obeissance a l 'ordre 
d'un general et la Samme de l'enthousiasme que la liberte fond par 
toutes les veines d'un etre vivant. C'est cette Samme sacree, qui ten
doit tous les nerfs, c'est 

pour 

elle, pour jouir d'elle, qu'ils s'etoient 
tendus. Ces efforts sont 

les 

jmlissances de la liberte et Vous voulez, 
qu'elle renonce a elles; ces occupations, cette activite pour la chose 
publique, cet interet est / 'agent, et Vous voulez que le peuple s'elance 
encore a ! 'inaction, a 1' ennui?' 
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